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A

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE ASTRONOMY

OF THE ANCIENTS.

Chapter I.

PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF THE GREEKS AND
ROMANS.

§ 1 rPIIE history of sciences has in general been written

with a scientific purpose, and with a view of throwing

light upon the special science of which the origin and progress

are described. In such a work as Dr. Whewell’s History of

the Inductive Sciences, the historical form is subsidiary to the

scientific end : it is a book intended for the use and instruction

of the professors of the several sciences which it successively

passes in review. In like manner, Delambre’s elaborate his-

tories of Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Astronomy,^) arc

works, composed by an astronomer, principally for the use of

astronomers. No one can master them who is not versed in

the modern mathematical astronomy.

But astronomy has this peculiarity, that it is conversant

with subjects which from the earliest ages have attracted the

daily attention of mankind, and which gave birth to observa-

tion and speculation before they were treated by strictly scien-

tific methods. Chronology, moreover, without which political

history cannot exist, is dependent upon astronomical deter-

minations. The year and the month are measured by the

(i) A just diameter of Delambre’s History of Ancient Astronomy is

given by Martin, Etudes snr le Tim6e de Platon, tom. ii. p. 42*1. M.
Martin remarks that the work of Delambre must be considered rather as

materials for the history of ancient astronomy, than as a history itself.
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2 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

motions of the sun and moon
;
and in order to secure the accu-

racy of the necessary measur^nents, the assistance of the

astronomer must be obtained. The history of astronomy has

numerous points of contact with the general history of man-

kind; and it concerns questions which interest a wider class

than professed astronomers, for whose benefit the existing his-

tories have been mainly composed. This remark applies with

especial force to the early periods of astronomical observation

and science, and to the ages anterior to the formation of a

calendar recognised by all civilized nations. It has, in con-

sequence, appeared to the author of the following work that

an attempt might advantageously be made to treat the history

of ancient astronomy, without exclusive reference to physical

science, and without any pretension on his part to that pro-

found and comprehensive knowledge of modern mathematical

astronomy which some of his predecessors in the treatment of

this subject have possessed. The works by English authors on

the history of ancient astronomy are little known, and are not

sufficient to meet the existing demands of historical criti-

cism.^)

§ 2 As the accounts of the Greek astronomy, though often

meagre and fragmentary, afford in general a firm footing to the

historian, and enable him to fix with confidence all the principal

stages in its progress, it will be desirable to begin with this

branch of the subject, and afterwards to attempt to determine

how far the Greeks derived their astronomical knowledge from

foreign nations, and were learners, instead, as was their custom,

of being teachers.

(j) The two principal works are—1. The History of Astronomy, with
its application to Geography, History, and Chronology, by the Rev.
George Costard, 1 vol. 4to. Condon, 1767.—2. An Historical Account of
the Origin and Progress of Astronomy, by John Narrien, 1 vol. 8vo.
London, 1833. There is a life of Mr. Costard in Chalmers’ .Biographical

Dictionary. He contributed some papers on questions of ancient astro-

nomy to the Philosophical Transactions. Mr. Narrien was mathematical
teacher at the Military College of baudhurst. His work betrays an imper-
fect knowledge of the classical languages, of which some examples are
given in Notes and Queries, 2nd ser. vol xi. p. 426.
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SECT. 2.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 3

The original idea of the earth, as we find it in the Homeric

poems, and as it still continued to be entertained, after a lapse

of five centuries, in the time of Herodotus, was that it was a

circular plane, surmounted (*) and bounded by the heaven, which

was a solid vault, or hemisphere, with its concavity turned

downwards.
(

4
)

That the earth was a plane, appeared to result from the

evidence of the senses. The belief that this plane was circular, j

seems to have had its origin in two causes.

First, the fact, that whether the spectator is on a high

eminence, or in a large plain, or at sea, the horizon appears

everywhere equidistant from the eye, naturally led, in the

infancy of geographical knowledge, to a rude induction that the

entire earth was circular. When geographers began to con-

struct maps, by adding the form and size of one country to

another, they arrived at a different conception of the figure of

the earth. Hence Herodotus, who attempted to solve this pro-

blem by personal observation and inquiry during his travels,

and by subsequent reflection upon the information which he

had thus obtained, ridicules the idea of the circularity of the

earth, and treats it as childish. ‘ Many even now (he says)

commit the ludicrous and ignorant error of drawing a map of

the earth, in which it is represented of a circular form, as if its

outline were traced with a compass, and the ocean is made to

flow round it.’(
5
)

The ancients (says Agathemcrus, in his

(3) r<iia li TOI Tpirov piv iyttvaro itrov tarry
Oitpaviv airripdivO', 'iva piv w»pi itavr

a

eiiXixroi.

Hesiod, Theog. 126-7.

(4 ) See Volcker’s Homeriaehe Geographic, pp. 97-101, and the autho-
rities cited by him. Homer calls the heaven xaXrcoc, woAuxaXroc, and
<n7»jp«or, II. T - 501; xvii. 425 ;

Od. iii, 2, xv. 328, xvii. 565, which epithets

must express its solidity, though Volcker, p. 5, refers them to its im-
perishableness. Even Empedocles considered the heaven as solid

:

’ EpirtcorA r)c artpipviov ilvai rbv ovpavbv, Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 23.

(5) 7'^“ W 6ptwp yr)f ntpiuiovs ypa^avrat jroXAoes tjUrj, Kill 0iS/va v6ov

tXOvrat t^rjyrttraptvov' 01 <!>«avov Tt ptarra ypaipovai Wfpi£ T-qv yrjv iovaav rv-

kXottpia as an

b

tdpvov, iv. 36. A ropvot was probably a string fastened to

a pin or peg, with which either a circle or a straight lino could be drawn on
a flat surface. It is used in the latter sense by Theognis, v. 803. Kurip.

Bacch. 1066, describes a tree bent down to the ground by force as follows:

B 2
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4 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

treatise on geography,) represented the earth with a circular

figure : they placed Greece in its centre, and made Delphi the

central point of Greece. (®) The omphalos, or navel-stone,

which marked Delphi as the centre of Greece and of the earth,

existed in the Delphian temple during the historical period.

(

7
)

It was illustrated by an etiological legend, that Jupiter sent

out two eagles, one from the east, the other from the west,

and that they met at this spot : thus determining it as the

centre of the earth.
(
8
)

Geminus, a scientific Greek writer upon astronomy, thus de-

scribes the ancient ideas on the subject. ‘ Homer (lie says)

and nearly all the ancient poets conceive the earth to be a plane

;

they likewise suppose the ocean to encircle it, as a horizon;

and the stars to rise from and set in the ocean. Hence they

ICVkXovTO 3* UifTTf Tofov, f) KVpTOS TpO^OS

ropvtp ypatyopfvos nfpt(popav «Xk€i bpopbv.

Tipvos, in Plat. Phil. § 116, is used for an instrument by which
geometrical figures are described, both plane and solid. Ib. § 131. it is

placed in company with the imjSyTj/f and other instruments used in the

work of a carpenter. Hesych. Tupvoc, fpyaXtiov tiktovikov a ra <rrpnyyv\a

tr^ripirra ntpiypa<bfTni. A sphere is described as fashioned by a roprat in

Pseud-Aristot. de Mundo, c. 2. Theodores of Samos was the mythical
inventor of the tornus. ‘ Normam et libellant et tornum et clavem Theo-
doras Samius;’ Plin. vii. 57. Libel/a is an instrument for levelling;

norma is a square. A compass used In’ a geometer is called by Aristo-

phanes, Nub. 178, bia^rjnjt. Compare Schol. ad loo. In Latin it is called

circinu ». Sec Dr. Smith's Dirt, of Ant. in v., where there is au engraving
of a compass from an ancient tomb.

Herodotus points out the error its to the size and limits of Europe,
Asia, and Africa in the maps of his day, iv. 42. He states that the

boundaries of Europe to the west and north wore unknown, iv. 45, iii. 115,

v. 9. The extent of his geographical kuowledge was considerable ; see

Eawlinson’s Herodotun, vol. i. p. 116.

Anaximander is said to have made the first map, and to have been
followed by Heeatseus. Agathemer. i. 1 ; Strab. i. 1, § 11 ; Ukert, Grogr.

der Gr. und Horn., 1, 2, p. 169. Aristagoras of Miletus exhibited at

Sparta in 500 b.c., a brazen plate, on which was designed a map of the

entire earlh.—Herod, v. 49. This event was only sixteen years before

the birth of Herodotus.

(6) i. 1. His exact date is unknown, but he is subsequent to Ptolemy,
and he is placed at the beginning of the 3rd century after Christ.

( 7 )
zEsch. Chocph. 1036; Eum. 10; Soph. (Ed. T. 480-898; Eurip.

Ion. 461 ; Orest. 331-591 ; Phcen. 237 ; Plat. Rep. iv. § 5, p. 427 ; Livy,

xxxviii, 48 ; Cic. de Div. ii. 66 ; Ovid, Met. x. 167, xv. 630.

(8) Pindar. Pyth. iv. 131, vi. 3 ; Strab. ix. 3, § 6 ; Pans. x. 16. § 2.

Homer makes the island of Ogygia the seat of the bp<t>aXbs duXuoorjt,

Od. i. 50.
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SECT. 2.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 5

believed the -Ethiopians, who dwelt in the remote east and

west, to be scorched by the vicinity of the sun. This belief is

consistent with the ancient conception of the world, but is

irreconcilable with its real spherical forra.^®)

Even in the time of Aristotle, a century later than Hero-

dotus^10
)

the error in question was not eradicated; for this

philosopher, in his Meteorologies, speaks of geographers still

constructing maps in which the inhabited world was repre-

sented as circular in form. He declares this notion to be incon-

sistent both with reason and with observation. The measures

obtained by navigation and by land journeys, show (he says)

that the distance from the Pillars of Hercules to India, com-

pared with the distance from ^Ethiopia to the Lake Mteotis

and Scythia, is more than 5 to S.f
11

)

The other cause of the belief in the circularity of the earth

was the apparent shape of the heaven, which seemed like a

solid cupola, the hemispherical outline of which defined the

extremity of the earth in every direction. The sun, the moon,

and the stars appeared to move upon, or with, the inner sur-

face of this hemisphere
;
and hence, as the ocean was supposed

to flow in a stream round the outer margin of the earth, the

heavenly bodies were believed to emerge from ocean at tlicir

rising, and to sink into it at their setting.(12
)

(9) Elem. Astr. c. 13.

(10) The birth of Aristotle is exactly a hundred years after the birth of

Herodotus : the latter was bom in 484, the former in 884 b.c.

(11) (
T
i() cai yiXoiwc ypaipouai vvv rdf ir«p«5£ot'C rijc fVi'

icvieXortpij rifv oUovpiyrjv. Meteor, ii. 5, § 13. Compare i. 9.

of Eratosthenes, that the entire earth is o$aiponti)c, oix «c 1* ropvov It,

ap. Strab. i. 3, § 3, alludes to the words of Herodotus, but has a different

meaning. Eratosthenes considered the earth as a sphere, not as a circular

plane.

(12) See Yolcker, ib. pn. 93-97, where the Homeric conception of the

ocean-stream is copiously illustrated. Homer places the sea within the

shield of Achilles, but makes the circumfluous ocean run along the out-

ward rim, II. xviii. 483, 607. Hesiod assigns to it the same position,

Scut. Here. 314. The ocean surrounds the earth, A2sch. Prom. 141.

Herodotus rejects the idea of an ocean-stream flowing round the earth,

and he attributes the invention of it to Homer or to some other early

poet, ii. 21, 23, iv. 36.

ypatpovai yap

The doctrine
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6 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

Thus Homer describes the sun as rising out of ocean, and

ascending the heaven ;(
18

)
again, as plunging into ocean, passing

under the earth, and producing dark ness.
(
u

)
He likewise speaks

of the stars as bathed in the waters of the ocean ;(
u

)
and he

distinguishes the Great Bear as the only constellation which

never sinks into the ocean-stream.

(

IS
) A fabulous reason

for this immunity was devised by the mythologists : it was

founded upon the metamorphosis of Callisto, and her transfer to

the starry heaven, which was as ancient as the poems of Hesiod.

Other nations, as was natural, entertained a similar belief

with respect to the sun setting in the waters of the far west.

The ancients inform us that the Iberians supposed themselves

to hear the hissing of the sea when the burning sun plunged into

( 13 ) II. vii. 422 ; Od. iii. 1, xix. 433. See Volcker, ib. pp. 20-23.

( 14 ) II. viii. 485, xviii. 239 ; Od. x. 191 ; Hymn. Merc. 68 .

The language of subsequent poets generally followed that of Homer

;

thus Virgil

—

‘ N ec quum invectus equis magnum petit sethera
; nee quum

Praicipitem oceani rubro lavit asquore eurrum.’—Georg, iii. 358.
‘ Quid tantum oceano properent se tingere sole* Hiberni.’

Georg, iii. 481.

Compare Ovid, Met. ii. 68 , 157 ; Lucan, vii. 1, ix. 626.

Virgil, JEa. viii. 689, speaks of tbe morning star as rising from ocean.

‘ Taygete simul os terris ostendit honestum
Pleias, et oocani spretos pede reppulit amnes ;

Aut eadem sidus fugiens ubi piscis aquosi
Triatior hibernaa ccelo descendit in undas.'—Georg, iv. 232-5.

‘ Tingitur oceano custos Erymanthidos Ursa?,

jEquoreasque suo aidere turbat aquas.’—Ovid, Trist. i. 4, 1.

(15) Iliad v. 6 . Ovid, Met. ii. 171, describing tbe conflagration of
Phaethon, says :

‘ Turn primum radiis gelidi ealuere Triones,

Et vetito frustra tentarunt ttquore tingi.’

In Trist. ir. 3. 2, he characterizes the two bears as ' utraque sicca.’

Lucan speaks of Carmania as a country situated so far to the Bouth
that the Great Boar partly sots

:

‘ Carmanosque duces, quorum devexus in austrum
vEther, non totam mergi tamen aspicit arcton.—iii. 250.

(16) Oiij &ftfiop6c i nTi Xolrpwv tiiKfavoio.

II. xviii. 489 ; Od. v. 275. Compare Kruse's Hellas, vol. i. p. 245-273.
Thus, Aratus, v. 48, aperot nayiov nupvKaypivai waavoTo, and Virgil,
Georg, i. 246

:

‘ Arctos, oceani metuentes mquore tingi.'
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SECT. 2 .] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 7

tlie western ocean.

(

17
) A similar report is mentioned by Tacitus

with respect to the Northern Germans. (*8
)

The Greeks even conceived the sun in the personified form

of a divine charioteer, who drove his fiery steeds over the steep of

heaven, until he bathed them at evening in the western wave.(19
)

The story of Phaethon, who aspired to drive the chariot of t&e

sun, who was hurled by the lightning of Jupiter into the river

Eridanus, and whose sisters, metamorphosed into poplar-trees,

shed tears at his death, which were hardened into amber, is a

poetical figment, belonging to the early Greek mythology,

though apparently later than Homer. (*°) The personification

of the sun led to his being regarded as a universal witness, not

only of what could be seen, but also of what could be heard.
(

51
)

It is this notion of the sun as an all-seeing witness which

induces Homer to represent him as giving information to

Vulcan of the infidelity of Venus ;(**) and which causes the

author of the Homeric hymn to represent Ceres as applying to

the sun for information respecting her lost daughter Proser-

pine^**) In like manner the comic poet Philemon describes

the air as knowing everything, because it is everywhere pre-

sent. (**)

In the later classical mythology, Apollo or Phoebus had

become the god of the sun, and Artemis, or Diana, the goddess

( 17) Posidonius ap. Strab. iii. 1,5; Cleomed. ii. 1, p. 109, et not. p. 423,

ed. Bake ; Flor. ii. 17 ; Juv. xiv. 279 ; cum. Schol. Stat. Sylv. ii. 7, v. 24

;

Auaon. Epist. xix. 2 ; Cl&udian in Laude Serente, v. 52.

( 18) Germ. 45. Compare Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, p. 429.

( 19) See Grote, Hist, of Gr. vol. i. p. 465. Ovid represents the god of

the sun as saying that none of the gods but himself, not even Jupiter, is

able to drive his chariot, Met. ii. 69.

(30) Ovid, Met ii.—See below, eh. viii. § 4.

(21 ) ’Hi\u5c 9 Be wavr ifopyz Kill xavt' ixaxoiuf.

Iliad, iii. 277, repeated in Od. ii. 109, xii. 323. Respecting the perso-

nification of the sun, see Volcker, ib. p. 26.

(33 )
Od. viii. 302. Compare the remark of Jupiter to Juno, II. xiv. 344.

(33) Horn. Hymn. Cer. 69. Aiachylua likewise speaks of the sun as an
all-seeing witness, Agam. 632.

(34) Ap. Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 10, § 10. Compare Meineke, Fragm. Com.
Gr. voL iv. p. 31.
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8 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

of the moon; but this identification had not been made by

Ilomer and the early poets.
(

56
)

The infantine astronomy of the Greeks did not explain how

the sun found his way from the west, after his daily course

through the heaven, back to the east and the region of the

dawn. The mythological account of this journey was that the

sun was carried along the external ocean in a golden goblet

fabricated for him by Vulcan; and that he reclined during the

night upon this vessel, while he performed the navigation from

his western goal back to his starting-point in the east.(20
)

According to Aristotle, many of the ancient metcorologers

believed that the course of the sun was not under the earth,

but that after its setting in the west it travelled round the

north to the east, and that night was caused by the elevation

of the northern part of the earth, which intercepted the sun's

rays during this transit^27
)

But however this transport might be effected, the light and

warmth of the sun were supposed to be confined to the upper

surface of the earth. Underneath, all was gloomy and cold.

In this part of the world Hades, the receptacle of the departed

souls, was placed. It was conceived as a subterranean abode,

excluded from the aspect of the heavenly bodies, and therefore

dark, frigid, and cheerless. Its only communications with the

upper earth were through the mouths of caverns^28
)

(25 ) See below, § 11.

(26) See the passages of Mimnermua, Stesichorus, iEschylus, Plie-

recydes, and others in Athen. xi. pp. 469-70. The words of Pherecydcs
are quite distinct : “HXiof ii it itoutv avrtfi [Hercules] ro itirac t6 xpvat ov, 5
avr&v itftopu avv rale iwiroif, iirijv iiivy, ltd rov ujxtayvu ri]v vvtura irpif cu,W dviff^u 6 ijXioc.

( 27 ) Meteorol. ii. 1 . Compare Avienus, Ora Maritima, v. 647.

( 28 ) The descent of Orpheus through the Tienarian cave illustrates this

belief

:

* Tamarias etiam fauces, alta ostia Ditis,

Et caligantem nigra fonnidine lucum
Ingres8us.’—Georg, iv. 467.

In the Axiochus, p. 371, the earth is described as a plane, dividing the
spherical heaven into two hemispheres. The upper hemisphere belongs
to the celestial, the lower to the infernal gods.

See the declaration of the Sun in Od. xii. 383, and the answer of Ju-
piter, 386.
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SECT. 3.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 9

Although the ancient Greeks and Romans admitted the

doctrine of posthumous punishment, the predominant idea of

their Hades was simply that of a general receptacle of the souls

of the dead. The hell of the Christian world is a place in

which the wicked are punished with fire ; and hence the modem
Sicilians consider the crater of Etna as a spiracle of hell.(

20
)

The ancients saw nothing in a burning mountain to remind

them of Hades : they found, however, a mythological explana-

tion for this natural phenomenon, and they supposed that both

Etna and the Lipari Islands were the chimneys of Vulcan’s

smithy. (*°)

§ 3 The sun exercises so decisive and conspicuous an influ-

ence upon the actions of men during every hour of their life,

that all nations, from their earliest existence, must have found

it necessary to watch his movement ; and from their observa-

tions to form certain measures of time. The diurnal course of

the sun, and the alternation of day and night, would be easily

observed, and would lead to simple rules of conduct. The

number of the seasons, and their regular succession, are facts

almost equally obvious, though a longer time is requisite for

their notation and their reduction to a regular series. Hence

the annual course of the sun—corresponding to the earth’s

motion round its orbit—must have been soon determined

within certain narrow limits of error. It must soon have been

perceived that the lengthening and shortening of the days and

nights—such as occurred in the latitudes of Greece and Western

Asia—was subject to a fixed law
;
and means must have been

found for determining the recurrence of the equinoxes and

(39) 8ee Brydone's Travels in Sicily, Letter ix. He heard from the

inhabitants of tne mountain, that an English queen, Anna, who had made
her husband a heretic, was burning in the interior of the volcano. This

Dantesque idea is a singular counterpart to Gray’s couplet

:

‘ ’Twas love that taught a monarch to be wise.

And gospel light first beamed from Boleyn's eyes.*

(30) See Callim. Hymn. Dian. 46—61. This fable is rejected in the

iEtna of Lucilius, v. 29 (Wernsdorf, l’oet. Lat. Min. vol. iv), and a phy-

sical cause is substituted.
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10 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

solstices. The points of the compass would thus be given. The

conception of the ecliptic, of a great circle in the heaven formed

by the sun’s annual course, and of its obliquity when compared

with the equator—the great circle deduced from the sun’s daily

course—would be of later introduction, and is not necessary to

the formation of an annual period, and of a rude calendar suffi-

cient for the guidance of agriculture and navigation, and for the

other ordinary purposes of life.(
sl

)

Annus was synonymous with annulus, and originally meant

a ring or circle, like circus and circuius, the former of which

words is identical with the Greek upluot, or uipKOQ, a ring.

It denoted a cycle of time; that is, a fixed and recurrent

period.
(

3i
)

The succession of the seasons forms a natural cycled83
)
which

must, from the earliest formation of civil communities, have

led to the establishment of a customary annual period, defined

with greater or less exactness. The cultivation of the soil, the

breeding of sheep and cattle, and the hunting of wild animals,

were dependent on the season. The same w as the case with

navigation, which ceased during the winter. Amusements in

(31 ) Annus vertens est naturft, dum sol percurrens duodecim signa

eodem unde profectus est redit. Censorin. do D. N. c. 19.

t'pimrrot, trot, iuStKaptjvos xpoVof ,
r/Xiav ntplodas, vipifX8bvTos e'f i>pi>* fit

&pat tov 8toil, rov kvkXov roi tlarpov mpibpapbvros.—Pollux, i. 54.

(32 )
‘ Ut parvi circuli annuli, sic magni dicebantur oireites anni, unde

annus.' Varro, L. L. vi. 8 .

Compare Virgil, Georg, ii. 401 :

—

Sedit agricolis labor actns in orbem,
Atque in se sua per vestigia volvitur annus.

The following verses of Hermippus, a poet of the old comedy, indicate

the recurrent character of the year :

—

Ikhvoc iar1 tnpoyyvXoc rijv u<piv, u Trovpoi,

tvros f lx<*v Ttfiitpxirai KvcXip ra wavr' iv avrif,

ijpac TtKru KipiTpixw Tijv yrjy anaiairaaav’
ivopaZiTat l' iviavrif:, iiv li v(piS*pi;c TtXtvrqv

ovStpiav ov& apx'iv *XH *
kvkXuv c aii to tru/ia

ov 7ravtnrai it i)pipac vorjpipai rpo^a^wv.

Ap. Stob. Eel. i. 8 . Meineke, Fragm. Com. Gr. vol. ii. p. 380. The word
nuat in v. 3, seems to show that those verses were spoken by a chorus of

Clpal.

(33)
See Gen. i. 14 ; viii. 22.
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SECT. 3.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 11

the open air, such as national games, must likewise have been

fixed with reference to the weather. War was waged during

the fine part of the year. At a period of semi-barbarism, men

were more dependent on the seasons than at a more civilized

stage of society. Houses were ill constructed, clothing was

scanty, and even scarcity of food was a constantly recurring

evil. Roads and bridges did not exist. Navigation was timid

and unskilful.

The division of the four seasons, though of considerable anti-

quity^*4
)

is not decisively indicated in nature. The antithesis

between summer and winter is obvious ; the revival of nature

in spring, after the torpor of winter, is also a marked epoch.
(

ss
)

But autumn is a less definite season. Hence a division of the

year into the three seasons of spring, summer, aud winter, is

attributed to the ancient Egyptians. (**) The year of the ancient

Germans consisted only of these three seasons, according to the

testimony of Tacitus ;(*7
)
and in English, the same three seasons

are denoted by Anglo-Saxon words
; whereas the word ‘ autumn’

is borrowed from the Latin. (*8
)

The recurrence of the seasons

at fixed intervals is one of the most remarkable laws of physical

(34) See Galen, ad Hippocrat. Epidem. i. vol. xvii. 1. p. 18, ed. Kuhn.
The treatise of Hippocrates do Dimta, iii. 68 (vol. vi. p. 694, ed. Littre),

says that the year is generally divided into four seasons : that the winter
lasts from the setting of the Pleiads to the spring equinox ; the spring

from the equinox to the rising of the Pleiads ; the summer from the rising

of the Pleiads until the rising of Arcturus; and tho autumn from the

rising of Arcturus to the setting of the Pleiads. The treatise De Diieta

is either genuine, or as ancient as Hippocrates, Littre, vol. i. p. 356.

Manilius, li. 656, considers the four seasons as marked by nature.

(35) See Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 14. Virgil supposes the spring to have
immediately followed the creation of the world ; as being the season of
renewal of vegetable and animal life, Georg, ii. 336.

(36) Diod. i. 26. Aeschylus, in describing the division of Hie year by
Prometheus, enumerates only the three seasons of winter, summer, and
spring. Prom. 454—6.

(37) Gorm. 26. Compare Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, p. 435.

(38) See Dean Trench, Select Glossary of English Words (Lond. 1859),

v. Harvest.

The Hippocratean treatise ntp\ i^Sopaiay distributed the year into

seven seasons. It left the spring and autumn undivided ; but made the

winter consist of three seasons, and the summer of two. See Galen, ib.

;

Hippocrates, vol. viiL p. 635, ed. LittrA
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12 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

nature, and it is often employed by the ancients as a proof of

the superintendence of the world by a divine Governor.
(
3
®)

Besides the recurrence of the seasons, and the general phe-

nomena of animal and vegetable life which severally accom-

panied them, there were certain special and local phenomena

which returned at annual periods. Such were certain winds,

called by the Greeks the Etesian, from their annual recurrence,

migrations of certain birds, (*") and the inundation of the Nile

;

which last phenomenon was of a peculiarly striking and impor-

tant character, and occupied the attention of Greek observers

and speculators from an early date.(41
)

Homer frequently mentions a definite number of years ;
which

he conceives as composed of months, and as recurring in a con-

stant cycle. This fact proves that the year was in his time a

fixed and recognised period of time.(4S
)

Now, the poems of

Homer were at an early period recited and read over every part

of the Greek world. Each Hellenic city and community, from

Sinope to Massilia, must have understood the same period to be

(39) See the celebrated passage of Claudian, at the beginning of the

poem against Ilufinus :

—

Nam cum dispositi qtnesiseem foedera mundi,
Pncscriptosque man fines, annisque meatus,

Et lucis noctisque vices, tunc omnia rebar
Consilio firmata Dei, qui lege moveri
Sidera, quifruges diverso tempore nasei,

Qui vnriam Phoebcn alieno jusserit igni

Compleri, solemque suo
;
porrexerit undis

Litora
;
tellurem medio libraverit axe.

The mutability of human affairs is contrasted with the stability of the

universe by Mamlius, i. 622—630.

(40) Hesiod speaks of the annual cry of the crane, as marking the time

for ploughing and the winter season. Op. 4*16. See likewise Aristoph.

Av. 710.

(41) See below, ch. 2, § 2.

(42) The third and fourth years are mentioned in Od. ii. 89, xxiv.

141-2; four years in Od. ii. 107, xix. 152; five years in II. xxiii. 833, Od.
xxiv. 309 ; seven years, Od. xiv. 285, vii. 259 ;

eight years, Od. vii. 259,

261, xiv. 287 ; nine years, II. ii. 134, 295, Od. v. 107 ; ten years, II. viii. 404,

418, xii. 15, Od. v. 107. xv. 18 ; eleven years, Od. iii. 391 ;
twenty years,

II, xxiv. 766, Od. ii. 175, xvi. 205, xvii. 327, xix. 222, 484, xxi. 208, xxiii.

102, 170, xxiv. 322 : on the year as a recurrent period, II. ii. 295. Od.
xiv. 294. The word \vku(}us is used for year in Od. xiv. 161, xix. 306, i.e.

‘ the course of the sun.’ That Homer's was tho tropical year is held by
Ideler, Cliron. vol. i. p. 260.
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SECT. 3 .] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 13

designated in his poetry by a year. Each, for example, must

have conceived the siege of Troy to have occupied ten tropical

years ; each must have conceived Ulysses to have passed eight

tropical years in the island of Calypso
; each must have con-

ceived the dog Argus to have died in the twentieth tropical year

from his master’s departure for Troy.

It is clear that from an early period there must have been

a measure for the age of man. Husbands and wives must have

known each other’s age. Parents must have known the age of

their children.

Hesiod advises a man to marry about the age of thirty

years.
(

w
)

His wife is to be nineteen years old at her mar-

riage^*4
)
The same early poet mentions a boy of twelve months,

and also of twelve years.
(

M
)

Homer speaks of Nestor having outlived two generations,

and ruling over the third.
(

w
)

Hesiod says that the raven lives

nine generations of man ; the stag four generations of the raven

;

the crow three generations of the stag
; the phoenix nine gene-

rations of the crow
;
and the nymphs ten generations of the

phoenix.
(

47
)

These passages imply a conventional number of

years for the duration of a generation of mankind. Mimnermus

and Solon mention the ages of sixty and eighty years.
(

48
)
Xeno-

phanes reckons his age at 67 + 25 = 92 years.

(

49
)

The life of

man is computed by Herodotus, as by the Psalmist, at seventy

years.C0)

The successive ages of man are enumerated by Solon, who

(43) Op. 694.

(44) lb. She is to be fivo years after iji9r;, which is tho age of
fourteen. Pollux, i. 58, explains IjH to be fourteen years. See K. F.
Hermann, Privatalt. der Gr. § 4, n. 19.

(45) lb. 749, 50. (46) H. L 250.

(47) Fragm. 60, ed. Gaisford.

(48) Mimn. fr. 6, Solon, fr. 20, ed. Schneidewin. They avoid the

number //SiojiqnwTa, because it will not go into elegiac verse. Mr. Glad-
stone, Studies ou Homer, vol. iii. p. 441, remarks that all the multiples of
ten up to one hundred occur in the Homeric catalogue, except the intrac-

table j/MoflTjllOVTa.

(49) Diog. Lacrt. ix. 19.

(50) L 32 ; compare Psalm xc.
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14 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. t.

measures them by periods of seven years. He places the per-

fection of a man’s bodily strength in the fourth hebdomad, from

twenty-eight to thirty-five years of age, and the perfection of

his mental powers in the seventh and eighth hebdomads, from

forty-nine to sixty-three years of age. He considers life to

have reached its natural term at the age of seventy.
(

sl
)

Even in the rudest systems ofjurisprudence and government,

there must have been legal definitions dependent upon age. The

age at which a man became master of his property, could enjoy

his civic rights, was liable to or exempt from military sendee,

must have been defined.

(

52
)

Rules as to prescription, more or

less precise, must likewise have found their way, at an early

period, into the judicial practice of all intelligent nations, and

would naturally be founded upon the year.(63
)

The accounts of the early history of the Greek States repre-

sent annual magistracies as created immediately after the aboli-

tion of the heroic royalty. Thus the annual prytanes are stated

to have ruled at Corinth from 747 to 057 b.c.; the decennial

archons are stated to have governed Athens from 752 to 684,

and the annual archons from 683 b.c. The Spartan ephors, the

date of whose institution is uncertain, were likewise annual

officers. The traditions of annual Corinthian prytanes and

decennial Athenian archons do not indeed rest on a firm basis

;

but it cannot be doubted that the determination of high ma-

gistracies by yearly measurements was of great antiquity in the

Greek commonwealths. The Roman consuls were not established

(51 ) Sol. fr. 23 j Censorin. c. 14; Macrob. Com. Somn. Scip. i. 5. The
genuineness of these verses has been suspected by some critics.

(52 )
Concerning the period of iji3tj, see K. F. Hermann, Staatsalt. der

Gr. § 123 ;
Privatait. ii 36, n. 13, § 56, n. 11. As to the Roman law re-

specting pubertas, see Rein, Rom. Privatrecht, p. 113.

(53) The German word for prescription is Yerjdhrung.
ilie idea of prescription is expressed in the following passage of

Aeschylus, referring to the combat of Eteocles and Polyniccs :

—

«W av^pne ’A nytiauri Katptiouc ttAif

X ,‘PaC lAfltiv ulpa yap caBdpatov.
avtipoiv c' opaipoiv Qavaroc we tn'rorrowof,

ovt lari yijpa{ tovet roe ptaaparot.

Sept. Theb. 679—82.
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SECT. 3 .] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 15

till 509 b.c. ;
but the custom for officers of State to mark the

year by annually driving a nail into the wall of a temple, Beems

to have been ancient in Italy.
(
M

)

Tyrtaeus, whose lifetime is placed, on sufficient evidence, in

the 7th century b.c., speaks of the First Messenian War having

lasted nineteen years, and being terminated by the flight of the

Messcnians from Ithome in the twentieth year of the war.(65
)

Both ancients and moderns have concurred in understanding

that in this passage ordinary solar years are meant. (**)

Homer does not mention the equinoxes
; and he alludes to

the solstices only in a fabulous manner. In the 15th book of

the Odyssey (v. 403), the swineherd speaks of the island of

Syria as situated beyond Ortygia, ‘ the seat of the turns of the

sun/ By Ortygia it has been supposed that Delos is meant
;
by

Syria the island of Syros. The Scholiast thinks that the allu-

sion is to a cave of the sun, by means of which the solstices

were noted.
(
w

)

The solstices are mentioned three times by Hesiod, in his

Works and Days.(68
)

In the first passage he warns the hus-

bandman to plough before the winter solstice. In the second,

he speaks of Arcturus rising fifty days after the winter solstice.

In the third, he says that the period of fifty days after the

summer solstice is favourable to navigation.

Thucydides is studious to mark that his chronological nota-

tion is defined by natural periods, and not by any civil calendar.

He determines his year by the seasons—that is to say, his his-

torical year is the solar or tropical year.(6
®) Notwithstanding

the absence of any calendar of authority, recognised by all the

(54 ) See Muller’s Etruaker, vol. ii. p. 329 ; Inquiry into the Cred. of
the Early Horn. Hist., vol. i. c. 5. § 13.

(55) Fragm. 4, ed. Gaisford.

(56) See Grote, Hist, of Gr. vol. ii. p. 563.

(57 ) Homer describes the island of ASaea as the seat of the rising of the

sun, Od. xii. 4.

(58 ) See w. 477, 562, 661.

(59) r‘7pavrai 21 iinS *>C i'vairra iylyvtro Kurd Oepoc jcai \ttfuiva

,

ii. 1.

Compare v. 20, on the inaccuracy of reckoning by magistrates. The
annual computation of Thucydides is illustrated by Dodweli, Annales
Thucydidei, § 6, 14.
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16 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

Greek States, in the Peloponnesian War, yet the period of a

year was fixed by usage, and is mentioned as a known period

in treaties between different States made for a definite number

of years.
(

80
)

Biot supposes the points of the compass to have been origi-

nally determined by observing the places of the rising and

setting of the sun on any day. The bisection of the angle

made by lines drawn from these points to the place of the

spectator would give the south and north, with a close approach

to accuracy
;

and when the east and west points were known,

the equinoxes might be determined by watching the days when

a wall running due east and west cast no shade at sunset and

sunrise.
(

81
)

It may be considered as certain that the solar year, with its

solstitial and equinoctial points, was determined without astro-

nomical precision, but sufficiently for practical purposes, at a

remote period, among the Greek communities.

(

82
)

§ 4 A lunation, or synodical month, being the interval be-

tween two conjunctions of the sun and moon, is equal to 29d.

12h. 44m. It was founded on the most obvious determination

of the moon’s course, and furnished the original month of the

Greeks, which was taken, in round numbers, at 30 days.(M
)
By

(60) A five years’ trace was made between the Peloponnesians and
Athenians in 450 B.C., Thuc. i. 112 ; a thirty years’ truce in 445 b.c., ib.

115 ;
a fifty years’ truce, v. 18, 23 in 421 b.c. ; a hundred years' truce,

v. 47 ; a treaty between the Lacedaemonians and Argives for fifty years,
v. 79. Tho ancient treaty between the Eleans and a neighbouring state,

preserved on a brazen plate in the British Museum (Baeckh, Corp. fnscript.

Gr. n. 1 1) is for a hundred years.

Solon is said to have enacted his laws for the term of a hundred years,
Pint. Sol. 25.

(6 1) Sec Biot, Bcstes do l'ancienne Uranographie 6gyptienne, Jour, des
Sav. aout, 1854; and, Determination de 1’equinoxe vernal efiectude en
Egypte, Jour, des Sav. mai, juin, juillet, 1855.

(62 ) The celebration of the summer solstice by bonfires is considered
by Grimm as of great antiquity among the northern nations, Deutsche
Mythol. p. 349, 413.

(63 )
pi)v iori xpevof dirA irvi'oJoe iirl vivolov, r) & jro vavatXtivov hri

iravffiXijvov. irrri li vivoSoy piv orav iv ry airy poiptf yfvrjrat 6 i/Xtoy rat t)

ntXijvrj ' tovt' iori r(pi riji/ Tptarata tuXt/vyc, Geinin. c. 6 . raXurat pr)v tu
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SECT. 4.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 17

combining the course of the sun with that of the moon, the

tropical year was assumed, at a rough and approximate compu-

tation, to consist of 12 lunations, or 360 clays.
(

&4
)

The month is often mentioned by Ilomer, and is treated as

a constituent part of the year.(*s

)
Hesiod gives detailed pre-

cepts respecting the character of its days, and speaks of it as

containing thirty days^66
)

The riddle ascribed to Cleobulus,

one of the Seven Sages, or to his daughter Cleobulina, assigns

twelve months to the year, and thirty days to each mouth.

iiro evvoiov liri avvoiov xpovucav Itaartjpa, roi \onrbv, 6 rpiaKovOirntpoy gpovoc,

Cleomed. ii, 5, p. 135. Luna singulos auos menses conficit diebus unde-
triginta circitcr et diniidiato. Censorin. D. N. c. 22. Romulus, cum
ingenio acri quidem sed agresti 9tatum proprii ordinarct imperii, initium

cujuaque menaia ex illo aumebat die quo novam lunam contigisset videri.

Macrob. Sat. i. 15. § 5.

vr£ piv orv r)pipa rt ytyoviv otlrw tat Sia ravra, i) rqy /oaf jrai ^povtpuTarify

Kvic\i)ott*$ xifjtoCui' ptic ii hrtiiav ai\t)vtj irtpuXOuvaa rdy iavrtjy tvuXov i)\iuv

*7rirarnXa/3p, irtavrby ii owirav i/Xioy rdy iuvruv vtpUXGy kvkXov. Plat. Tim.

§ 14, p. 39.

(64 ) Dein morata in coitu solia biduo, cum tardiaaime, a tricesimu

luce ruraua ad eaadem vicea exit, haud acio an omnium qua' in ccelo pernoaei

potuerunt magiatra. In duodecim mensum apatia oportere dividi annum,
quando ipaum totiea aolem redcuntem ad principia conaequitur. Plin. ii. (!.

Compare Petav. de Doctr. Temp. i. 6 .

(65 ) One month is mentioned in II. ii. 292, Od. x. 11, xii. 325, xiv.

2-11, xxiv. 118; three months, Od. xvii. 408 ;
thirteen months, II. v. 387 ;

too piv (ftOivovros prjvbs, rod S’ Urrapivoio, Od. xiv. 162, xix. 306 ; a year
consists of months and days, Od. xi. 294, xiv. 293. The moon is called

pjjyj) in II. xix. 374, xxiii. 455. The Greek word for month was originally

pivs, which form ia preserved in the Latin mentis. As the Greek language
did not tolerate this termination, the word pivr was in some dialects

softened into pijv, in others into ptis. The word trtXy vtj, derived from
aiXas, denotes the moon’s brightness

; because, though less luminous than
the sun, it is devoid of heat. y«Xtos or iJXior is allied with cXi; or <T\rj,

which expresses heat. The I^itin tuna is contracted from lucinsi, which is

a derivative of lux or luceo.

(66) Op. et Di. 764; Pollux, i. 63, states that the month consists of three

deeads, or Stxwrpa, and that the last day is called rptaxdt. The Athenians
said thirty days rather than a month, Klmsley ad Aristoph. Acharn. 858.

According to Suidas, in yvrnjrat, the ancient Attic tribes were four in

number ; each of them contained three sppirrpisu or rpimts, making twelve

;

and each <f>parpia or Tprrrvs contained thirty yivr), making three hundred
and sixty yen;. Suidas adds, that these numbers were derived from the

four seasons, the twelve months, and the three hundred and sixty days of
the year. This numerical symmetry, however, is probably unliistorical,

and the reference to the calendar fanciful. See Grote, vol. liu p. 73.

Strabo, ix. 1, § 20, states that more than three hundred statues were
erected to Demetrius Phalereus at Athens, whose administration lasted

ten years from 317 b.c. Nepos, Miltiad. 6, and Plutarch, Rep. Ger. Prtec.

C
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18 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

making a year of 360 dnys^87
)

Hippocrates assumes the month

to consist of thirty days. (®
8
)

Herodotus, in like manner,

reckons the month at thirty, and the year at 360 days.(®9
)

Even Aristotle, in more than one place, gives this duration both

to the month and the year. (”°) According to Plutarch the

primitive Roman year consisted of 360 davs-C71
)

The following account of the ancient Greek calendar is given

by Geminus:

—

f Thc system pursued by the ancient Greeks was to de-

termine their months by the moon, and their years by the

sun. The laws of the State and the oracles of the gods con-

curred in prescribing that sacrifices should he regulated ac-

cording to three established standards—namely, months, days,

and years. This precept all the Greeks reduced into practice

by distinguishing between their measures of time; and by

regulating the years according to the sun, and the days and

months according to the moon. By the regulation of the year

27. fix the number at three hundred. Yarro, ap. Non. c. 12 (in luces),

p. 361, ed. Gerlach ot Both.
‘Ilic Demetrius a-noas tot aptu'st,

Quot luces habet annus absolutas.’

Lastly, Diog. Laert. v. 75, says that three hundred and sixty statues

were dedicated to him. The number of statues fluctuates, and the reference

to the days of the year is doubtless fanciful and fabulous.

(67) Diog. Ijiert. i. § 91; Suidas in KXtn^ovXiyr). Stob. Eel. Phys.
i. 8, 37; Anth. Pal. xiv. 101. Stobeua has i^Kovra in the second line ; the

other three authorities have rptaKoara. The sense is the same
; but rpia-

Kama destroys the metre. By i&jKovra, thirty days and thirty nights,=
thirty yv^dijptpa, are meant. Cleobulus was contemporary with Solon.

The genuineness of this riddle cannot be safely assumed, but it cannot be
disproved. There is nothing in the language or contents inconsistent with
the time to which it is referred. On Cleobulina, see Plutarch, Sept. Sap.
Conviv. 3.

(68) De Carn. vol. xxi. p. 412. ed Tvuhn ; he makes 9 months 10 days
= 280 days, and De Epidem. ii. 3. vol. xxiii. p. *151, 9 months =270 days.

(69) He reckons 35 months as equal to 1050 days, and 70 years as

equal to 25,200 days, i. 32. In iii. 90. he states that the annual tribute

yielded by the Cilicians to Darius was 300 white horses, being one horse
for each clay.

(jo) Aristot. H. A. ii. 17, states that the ribs of serpents are equal in

number to the days of the month, being 30. He states, in vi. 20, that 60
days is the sixth part of the year ; 72 days the fifth part ; three entire

months the fourth part.

(71) Num. 18.
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SECT. 4.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 19

according to the sun was meant such an arrangement as secured

that the same periodical sacrifices should always be performed

to the gods at the same seasons of the year ;
that the vernal

sacrifices, for example, should always fall in the spring, and the

summer sacrifices in the summer. This accordance of the

sacrifices with the season of the year was considered as accep-

table and gratifying to the gods ; but it could not be brought

about, unless the solstices and equinoxes fell at the same times

of the civil year. The regulation of days by the moon con-

sisted in counting them by the moon’s phases—the last day of

the month being called the triacas, or thirtieth.^7*)

Plato states that the months and years are regulated in

order that the sacrifices and festivals may correspond with the

natural seasons ;(
7S

)
and Cicero remarks that the system of in-

tercalation was introduced with this object.
(
74

)

‘ All nations (says Newton) before the just length of the

solar year was known, reckoned months by the course of the

moon, and years by the returns of winter and summer, spring

and autumn
;
and in making calendars for their festivals, they

reckoned thirty days to a lunar month, and twelve lunar

months to a year, taking the nearest round numbers
;
whence

came the division of the ecliptic into 360 degrees. ’(
75

)

(73)

c. 6. Compare Ovid, Fast, iii., ad fin.

‘ Luna regit menses. Hujus quoque tempora mensis
Finit Aventino Luna colenda jugo.’

(73) Leg. § 14, p. 809.

(74) De Leg. ii. 12. .......
Speaking of the Jewish festivals, Michaelis, Comment, on the Laws of

Moses, art. 199, vol. iii. p. 206, remarks :
—

‘ The festivals appointed for a

certain day of the moon, had all a reference to the beginning and end of
harvest, and to the vintage, and could not by any means have been
celebrated in an appropriate manner, nor even with the shadow of an allu-

sion to these seasons, if the lunar year [of 354 days] had Wen allowed to

fall behind (as it really does) about 33 days in the course of 33 moons.’

Ho proceeds to show that the ancient Jews rectified this defect in their

calendar by a process of intercalation.

Michaelis cites a statement from a traveller, that the negroes in Western
Africa had a year composed of lunations, which they corrected by a
reference to the harvests.

(75) Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms, Works, vol. v. p. 55.

c 2
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20 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

It is stated that Solon made a regulation of the Attic calen-

dar, intended to remedy the inaccuracy caused by treating the

synodical lunar month as exactly equal to thirty days : whereas

it wants llh. lfira., or nearly half a day, of that period. This

contrivance consisted in dividing the thirtieth day (which lie

called tvi) ical via) between the old and new month ; and in

making some of the months full and others hollow

:

the former

consisting of thirty, the latter of twenty-nine days.(7®) If this

regulation was synchronous with the legislation of Solon, it

took place about 591 b.c., near the middle of the lifetime of

Thales.

The periodical, as distinguished from the synodical month,

is the time during which the moon makes a revolution from

any point in the zodiac back to the same point
;
and it consists

of 27d. 7h. 43m.f1
)

Hence a lunar month is sometimes taken

in round numbers at twenty-eight days : and this is the

length of a lunar month according to the law of England.
(

7S
)

The lunar year, measured by twelve periodical lunations, is

S54d. 8h. 48m. 36s., being nearly eleven days shorter than the

solar tropical year.

Allusions to the year and month, as fixed by these lunar

standards, sometimes occur in antiquity. Thus the passage of the

(76) Plut. Solon, 25 ;
Aristoph. Nub. 1178—97 ; Piog. Laert. i. § 57,

59. Tbe word Ivor appears to mean ‘ that which belongs to the former of

two consecutive periods.’ Thus it is synonymous w ith ntpuatvor. ‘ be-

longing to the previous year.’ In the phrase «wj *al via, it means the last

day of the first of two consecutive months, as opposed to the first day of the

second of those months.

Minime videntur errasse, qui ad lume eursutn menses civiles accommo-
darunt, ut in GraciA plerique, apud quos alterni menses ad tricenos dies

sunt faeti. Censorin. c. 22. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 206.

In the apocryphal book of Enoch, written about 130 b.c., alternate

months of 30 ami 29 days are mentioned, c. 78. v. 15, ed. Dillmann, Leipzig,

1853. Concerning the date of its composition, see pref. p. xliv.

(77) Macrob. in Somn. Scip. i. 6, § 19, gives about 28 days to the

periodical lunar month, and 30 days to the synodical lunar month. Cleo-

medes, i. 3, ii. 3, 5, gives 28 £ days to the former, and 30 to the latter.

Geminus, c. 6, states the duration of the synodical lunar month at

days.

(78) Blackstone, Com. vol. ii. p. 141.
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SECT. 4.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 21

Odyssey which describes seven herds of oxen and seven flocks

of sheep, each containing fifty head, in the island of Thrinacia,

as belonging to the Sun, and as tended by Phaethusa and Lam-

petia, daughters of Hyperion, was explained by Aristotle to

refer to the lunar year of 350 days.(7S
)

This round number

designated the lunar year, as the round number of 360 days

designated the solar year. According to Macrobius, the com-

mon year of the Greeks consisted of 354 days^80
)

The period of child-bearing in women, which is 280 days, is

usually spoken of by the ancient writers as consisting of ten

months. This seems to assume a month of twenty-eight days.

The moderns, who reckon by calendar months of thirty and

thirty-one days, commonly designate this period by nine

months.
(

81
)

(79) Od. xii. 129, cum Schol. See Nitzsch, ad loo. toI. iii. p. 387.

ITomer, Od. xiv, 13, says that in Ithaca, belonging to the palace of Ulysses,

were twelve enclosures, each containing fifty breeding sows (= 600). The
males slept outside, and w ere much fewer, tor their number was diminished
by the suitors, to whom the swineherd supplied the fattest: their number
was 360. Mr. Gladstone, Studies on Homer, vol. iii. p. 435, thinks that

this number alludes to the number of days in the year ; but the coincidence

seems merely accidental. If the poet had described the consumption of
hogs for an exact year, he might have specified 360, meaning that one was
killed each day, as in the case of the Cifician tribute of 360 horses, which,
as Herodotus remarks, iii. 90, w as a horse for every day : but the number
in question represent* the live hogs which were left after the consumption
of the suitors had been provided for. The word i^Kovra was probably
inserted for the same reason that i^iop^Kovra w as omitted in the Catalogue,
viz. metrical convenience.

(80) Saturn, i. 12, § 2.

(81) Aristot. Hist. An. vii. 4, states that children are born at the 7th,

8th, and 9th month, but that most are bora at the 10th, some even at the

eleventh.

In Hippocrat. Endem. ii. 3, 17, it seems to be assumed that the period
of gestation is 9 months, or 270 days. But in the Hippocratean Treatises,

jrvpi hrra/irivov, 7, and TTfpt osrapijcov, 13, it is laid down that the period is

seveu quarantines, or 280 days, and that the children bom at this time are

called ten months' children. Nevertheless, the month is here taken at 30
days. See vol. vii. p. 443, 460, ed. Littr6. Compare Galen, vol. xvii. part i.

p. 450, Kuhn.
Menander ap. Meineke, Fragm. Com. Gr. vol. iv. p. 192, yvrrj kvu

ifsdpijsot, followed by Terent. Adelph. iii. 4, 29, iv. 5, 57 ; Hec. v. 3, 24.

The fabulous story respecting the generation and birth of Orion in Schol.

11. xviii. 486, alludes to ten months as the period of pregnancy. Ten months
is given as the ordinary period of pregnancy in Iamblich. vit. Pythag. 192.

The Decemvirs stated this period at ten months, Gell. iii. 16; Dirksen,
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22 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. i.

§ 5 All the authentic evidence which is now extant, and all

the indications contained in the earliest writers, concur in

proving that there was a general agreement as to the length of

the year and the month from a remote period of antiquity.

The duration of the year, as marked by the apparent course of

the sun, and by the real revolution of the earth in its orbit

;

and the duration of the month, as marked by the revolution of

the moon round the earth, and its return to conjunction with

the sun, were determined by the concurrent observation of all

nations. The determination was, however, deficient in accu-

racy, from a want of a scientific knowledge of astronomy, of

scientific instruments for observation, (including a good instru-

ment for the measurement of time,) and of recorded observa-

tions of the heavenly bodies.

Owing to the disagreement in details which this want of

precision engendered, each Hellenic State had a civil or reli-

gious calendar of its own
;
and the years of different national

calendars began at different periods.

Each State, moreover, had a peculiar nomenclature of

months
;

and as the commencement of the year differed ac-

cording to the country, each national series of months com-

menced its course from a different day. The calendar, as is

stated in a passage already cited from Geminus, was regulated

with reference to sacrificial observances ; and hence the names

of the months were, as a rule, derived from a god, or from some

public festival or other sacred celebration.
(

s
*) In later times.

Zwolf-Tafel-Frngrocntc, p. 283. Ten months is treated as the time of
pregnancy in Dig. xxviii. 2, 29 ; Cod. vi. 29. 4. See likewise Varro ap.

Non. in spissum, p. 200, ed. Gerlach et Roth (vol. i. p. 293, ed. Bipont);
Virgil, Eel. iv. 61 ; Ovid, Heroid. xi. 45 ; Fast. i. 33; ii. 175,445: iii. 124;
v. 534 ; Met. ii. 453 ; viii. 500 ; ix. 280 ; x. 290, 479, 612.

Tertullian, de Amnia, c. 37 : Legitima natiritas ferme decimi mensis
ingressus est, who discovers in this number a connexion with the Decalogue.
He likewise states, ibid., that the Roman goddesses Nona and Decima
derived their names from the months in w hicn the birth usually occurred.

Ausonius, Eclog. de Ratione Puerperii, v. 39, speaks of nine months as the

period of pregnancy. Macrobius, Comm. Sornu. Scip. i. 0, § 06, gives the

same period.

(82) The derivations of the names of the Attic months will throw
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SECT. 5 .] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 23

when flattery had introduced the system of apotheosis, the

names of powerful rulers were given to certain months. Thus

the month of Munychion was called by the Athenians Dcme-

trion, in honour of Demetrius Poliorcetes^88
)
The Roman month

Quintilis was called Julius, in honour of Julius C£csar,(M
)

and the month Sextilis afterwards received the name of Au-

gustus, in honour of Augustus Caesar.
(

9S
)

Some of the subsc-

light on this subject. Hecatombseon took it* name from the festival of
llecatombffia ; Metageitnion from Apollo Mn-ayvtrnov ; Boedromion from,

the festival of Boedromia; Pyanepsion from the festival of Pyanepsia;
Miemacterion from the festival of Jupiter Ma*mactes ; Poseideon from the

god ; Gamelion, probably from a festival of Gamelia ; Anthcsterion from a
festival of Anthesteria

;
Elaphebolion from the festival of Elaphebolia ;

Munychion, apparently from an epithet ofDiana ; Thargelion from the fes-

tival of Thargelia
; Scirophorion from the umbrella carried in a sacred pro-

cession. See K. F. Hermann, Gottesdienst. Alt. der Gr., § 54—Cl. Clinton,

F. H., vol. ii. p. 324.

The number of months which derived their names from gods attests

their origin. Thus there was a month 'AiriXXaiof at Delphi and other
places

; a month ’ AwoXXiueiof in Elis, "Ap«ioc in Bithynia, 'Apnpuuoc in many
States ;

'Appofivioc in Bithynia and Cyprus, Ai;p>;rpioc in Bithynia and
Bceotia, A*ovv<ru>c in Naupactus, Chalcedon. and Tauromenium ;

A7oc in

Macedonia, Aimwoepoc in Crete. "Eppaioj in Bceotia, 'HpdrXnoc in Bithynia
and elsewhere ; "Hpaioc in Crete, Bithynia, and Delphi ;

'H^aiunoc in a town
of Asia Minor

;
llotmliw in Athens and other places. Kpovioc or KponW

was the original name of the Attic Hecatombaon. In other cases the re-

ference to a festival or god is clear ; as 'AAaAtofiivioc, 'Araravpluv, Bovfoviuv,
Tfpmvnof, AaXiof, A^Xpieiof, Ai6a6voc, EoayytAioc, Unr/iopupioc, 'Ivvwpipwc,
’Inuvioc, SavOmis, Ilpoaranjpiof. Concerning the sacred month Carneus,

see Thuc. v. 54.

Galen, vol. xvii. P. 1, p. 21, Kuhn, iv apxv rov tar iviavrav viparoc

pijvoc- See Clinton, F. II., vol. iii. p. 350, who emends n«p«riow. Peritius

is the third month from Dius ; i.e. there are two between. See K. F.

Hermann, Griech. Monatskunde, p. 101. The text in Clinton has tad"

iavrov. Perhaps we should read tar' hiavrov ripac TUpiriov ppvit- This

gives a meaning to rovro yap <njpaii’“, Ac. Peritius was the fourth month
of the Macedonian year, and was not therefore at its end; but as it fell

about the time of the winter solstice, Galen may consider it as the end of

the year. It nearly corresponded to the Roman January. It is probable

that IUpirioc was not derived from wlpaj, but took its name from a Mace-
donian festival. See Hermann, p. 74, who derives the name from »«p»-

liyai, and thinks that it was equivalent with the Homan Ambarvalia.

(83) Pint. Demetr. 12. The last day of the month— the fvij tai via—
was also called Demetrias, and the festival of Dionysia was called De-
metria.

(84) See Censorin. c. 22; Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 34 ; Dio Cass. xliv. 5;

Appian, B.C. ii. 106; Suet. Caisar, 76; Pint. Num. 19. This month was
selected because his birthday fell iu it. The chaugo took place in 4-1 b.c.

(85) Suet. Aug. 31 ; Dio Cass. 55, 6 ; Macrob. i. 12, § 35 ; Plut. ib.

The date of this change w as 8 b.c.
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24 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

qucnt Roman emperors made similar attempts, but not with the

same enduring success^8®) In Rome the care of the calendar

was considered a religious function, and it had from the earliest

times been placed in the hands of the pontifices.(87
)

That a civil calendar of months, having a fixed position in

the year, was not recognised in common by the Greeks, even in

the second century after Christ, is clearly expressed in the fol-

lowing passage of Galen.
(
m

)
This writer, in a commentary upon

a Hippocratean treatise, takes occasion to remark that Hippo-

crates defines the season of the year by a direct reference to

astronomical facts.

‘ Let me mention, once for all, with reference to the reduc-

tion of the time of year into months, that if all nations had the

same months, Hippocrates would not have spoken of Arcturus,

the Pleiades, and the Dog-star, or of equinoxes and solstices

;

he would have been satisfied with saying that at the com-

mencement of the Macedonian month of Dius, for example, (")

(86) Thus Tiberius declined a proposal to call September Tiberius,

and October Livius, Suet. Tib. 26. Caligula gave September the name of

Germanicus, in honour of his father, Suet. Caiig. 15. Nero ordered April
to be called after his name, Neroneus, Suet. Jier. 65 ; Tac. Ann. xv. 74.

xvi. 12. Domitian changed the name of September into Germanicus, and
of October into Domitianus. Suet. Domit. 13 ; Macrob. Sat. i. 12, 36 ;

Martial, ix. 2 ; Plut. Sum. 19. Upon this last unsuccessful attempt, Ma-
crobius says :

—
‘ Sed ubi infaustum voeabulum ex omni mrevelsaxo placuit

eradi, menses quoque usurpatione tyrannic® appcllationis exuti sunt

:

cautio postea principum crcterorum diri ominis infausta vitantium mensibus
a 8eptembri usque ad Decembrem prisca notnina reserravit.' Commodus,
however, made a similar attempt at a later date on a larger scale. Hero-
dian, i. 14 ; Dio Cass. 67, 4 ; 72, 15 ; Suid. in Kiipoios. Lamprid. in vit.

c. 11. The Senate decreed that the months of September and October were
to be called Antoninus and Faustinus, in honour of Antoninus Pius ; but
he declined the honour: Jul. Capit. in vit. Anton. Pii, c. 10. The Em-
peror Tacitus ordered the month of September to be called by his name,
Vopisc. in vit. Tac. c. 13. See Censorm. ib. ad fin., and compare Gnev.
Thes. Ant. Rom. vol. viii. p. 306.

(87 ) See Becker, vol. iv. p. 233-438.

(88) Galen was born about 130, and died about 200 a.d. The lifetime

of Hippocrates extended, according to Clinton, from 460 to 357 b.c. He
therefore preceded Galen by about 500 years.

(89 ) Dius was the first month of the Macedonian year, which began
at the autumnal equinox. It nearly corresponds with October. The
proper form of the name is 6 Aioc : it is printed rd Aiov in the text of

j
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SECT. 6.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 25

the temperature was in a particular state. But inasmuch as

the month of Dius is intelligible only to the Macedonians, but

is unintelligible to the Athenians and the rest of mankind, and

as Hippocrates wished to write what was useful to men of all

nations, it was best for him to mention the equinox alone,

without naming any month; for the equinox is a physical

event, affecting the whole world
;

whereas months arc local,

and differ in each nation.^90
)

§ 0 Not only were the Greek States without any common

calendar of time, by reference to which days could be deter-

mined, but they had no common chronological era for the de-

signation of years. No trace of any such era appears either in

Herodotus or Thucydides. Both of them denote a series of

years by stating the interval between the event in question and

their own lifetime: or by stating the interval between the

event in question and some other previous event, the time of

which is assumed to be known. Thus Herodotus informs us

that the Trojan war preceded his own time by 800, the poets

Hesiod and Homer by 400 years.(81
)
The same historian reports

the statements of the Egyptian priests that 900 years had

elapsed between the death of King Moeris and their own
time ;(**) and that 17,000 years had intervened between the time

of Hercules and the reign of Amasis;(w
)

also the statement of

the Tyrian priests, that 2300 years had elapsed since the foun-

dation of Tyre.(M)

In like manner, Thucydides fixes the date of the passage of

the Siceli into Sicily, by stating that it happened 300 years

Galen, but the correct reading is to Alov ; f.e. ro oyv/xa rail Alov. See
Clinton, Fast. Hell. toI. iii. p. 360.

(90) Seo Hippocrat, Epid. 1, vol. xvii. part 1, p. 10, ed. Kuhn. The
Acha-ans held their annual elections at the rising of the Pleiads, Polj b.

iv. 37.

(91 ) ii. 63, 145. (92 ) ii. 13. (93) ii. 43.

(94) ii. 44 On the chronology of Herodotus, soe Rawlinson’s Herodotus,
vol. 1

. p. 111. Mr. Rawlinaon, though desirous of doing justico to Hero-
dotus, seems to me not to make sufficient allowance for the helpless posi-

tion of a historian writing at a time when there was no recognised chro-

nological era, and no certain chronological data for distant periods.
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26 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [chap. I.

before the foundation of Naxos, which preceded his own birth

by about 550 years :(
96

)
he states that the interval between the

legislation of Lycurgus and the end of the Peloponnesian war

was a little above 400 years. (•*) He speaks of Melos as having

been founded 700 years before its capture. He likewise

reckons the interval from the building of triremes for the

Samians by Ameinoeles of Corinth, and from the sea-fight

of the Corinthians and Corcyneans, to the end of the same

war respectively at 300 and 200 ycars.^) For the Pelopon-

nesian war, the main subject of his work, he counts from the

beginning of the war, and makes the first year of the war his

era, to which the successive years are referred.

Xenophon adopts a mode of chronological notation similar to

that employed by Thucydides^98
)

An era or epoch is a conventional point of past time, deter-

mined by counting back from the present time, and used as a

fixed point of reference for chronological purposes. The refe-

rence may be made by reckoning the years after it
;

as when a

date is fixed by the years after the era of Nabonassar, after the

foundation of Rome, after the birth of Christ, after the

Hegira : or by reckoning the years before it, as wheu a date is

fixed by the years before the birth of Christ. This simple and

convenient contrivance, by which alone a clear idea can be

formed of the chronological relations of past events, was un-

known to the ancients, until the time when the Greeks at-

tempted to establish an era by counting from the first Olym-

piad, and when the Romans, at a later period, reckoned by the

years from the foundation of their city. Timseus, who died

about 256 B.C., is stated to have been the earliest historian who

made a systematic use of the Olympic era :(") it was always

(95 ) vi - 2 .

(96)
i. 18. The date of the last year of the Peloponnesian War is

404 b.c.

(97 )
v. 112, i. 13.

(98) See Schneider ad Xen. Hell. i. 2. 1.

{99) See Polyb. xii. 11.
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confined to historical and literary writers, and never passed into

use in civil and political life.

(

10
°)

The era of Nabonassar appears to have been used only for

astronomical purposes.

The Greeks frequently reckoned dates from the Trojan war,

assuming it to be a historical event, determined chronologically.

Thus Thucydides states that the Boeotians migrated from Anie

to Boeotia sixty years after the capture of Troy, and that the

Dorians conquered the Peloponnese eighty years after the same

epoch.

(

IW
)
All the subsequent Greek writers use the Trojan era

occasionally, as a point of reference. But neither the Trojan

war nor the first Olympiad ever became a fixed era for all

Greeks, as the birth of Christ has become to Christian nations,

and even as the Hegira has become to Mahometan nations.

In like manner the Romans reckoned from the foundation of

the city ;
and sometimes from the expulsion of the kings or the

Gallic conflagration. In Rome, however, the official mode of

designating the year was by the name of the annual consuls
;
a

similar mode of designation was generally adopted in the Greek

states—thus, at Athens, an annual archon, at Sparta an ephor

was eponymous, that is, he gave his name to the year.( 103
)

In

many cases a priest or priestess, or other sacred officer, per-

formed this function ;(
los

)
doubtless on account of the connexion

of the civil calendar with periodical rites of the national reli-

gion, to which reference has been already made.

The reckoning of the year by the names of the annual ma-

( 100) See Krause's Olympia, p. 58.

(101) i. 12. Concerning the Trojan era, see Clinton, F. H., vol. i.

p. 123 ; Fischer’s unfinished Gricchische Zcittafeln, p. 3.

(ioj) Sec Dodwell de Cyclis, p. 320; M&nso Sparta, vol. ii. p.379;
Muller, Dor. iii. 7, 7.

( 103 ) See the enumeration of eponymous sacerdotal officers in K. F.

Hermann, Gottesdienstl. Alt. der Griechen, § 44, n. 10. Thucyd. ii. 2, fixes

the beginning of the Peloponnesian war l>y saying that it fell in the

archonship of Pythodorus at Athens, the ephoralty of .Rnesius at Sparta,

and the 48th year of the priesthood of Chrysis at Argos. The Hierom-
nemon was the eponymous magistrate at Byzantium, Demosth. Coron.

p. 255 ; Polyb. iv. 52. Compare Miiller, Dor. iii. 9. 10.
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gistrates implied an era, because the registration of the names

was continuous up to a certain point. But the conversion of

the names into a numerical date must have often required refe-

rence or calculation, and could only have been obvious to the

memory for recent years. Yet the Romans appear to have used

this mode of chronological notation not only for civil, but also

for domestic purposes ; thus they reckoned the year of their

birth by the names of the consuls
;
and they marked their wine-

casks, in order to denote the year of the vintage, by the names

of the same officers.
(

1M
)

The official or legal practice of designating the year by the

king’s reign—still practised in England—is similar in its na-

ture. It exactly corresponds to the determination by the year

of an officer who was not annual : as when Thucydides states

that the commencement of the Peloponnesian War fell in the

forty-eighth year of the Argive priestess, Chrysis.
(

10s
)

(104) Compare the following passages

:

* Hie dies, anno redeunte fcatus,

Corticem astrictum pice dimovebit
Amphora fumum bibere institute

Consule Tullo.’—Horat. Carm. iii. 8.

The ode to the Amphora begins

:

‘ O nata meeum consule Manlio.'—iii. 21.

L. Manlius Torquatus, consul in 689 u.c. is meant. He is again alluded

to in Epod. xiii. 6 :
‘ Tu vina Torquato move, consule pressa meo.’

* Defluat, et lento splendescat turbida limo
Amphora centono consule facta minor.’—Martial, viii. <16.

‘ Ipse capillato diHusain consule potat
Calcatamque tenet bellis sociolibus uvam.’—Juv. v. 30-1.

Where Kuperti says: ‘Nam cadis inscribebantur nomina consulum,
quibus vinum condebatur.’ A person dated his birth by the consuls ; as

Horace above, and Cic. Brut. 43. Horace dates his youth by a consul.

Carm. iii. 14. Ulpian, Dig. ii. 13, 1, uses the expression ‘dies et consul’

several times for the day and year. He lays it down that when the
plaintiff gives written notice of action to the defendant, he is not to add
the day and year: ‘ edit iones sine die et consule fieri debent.’ By ‘the
day ' is meant the day of the month. A complete lloman date expressed
the day of the month and the names of the consuls : for example, the day
of Csesar’s assassination would have been dated ‘the Ides of March, in

the consulship of Casar and Antonius.'

(105) The twenty-sixth year of a fabulous Argive priestess, Alcyone (or

Alcinoe), who lived three generations before the Trojan war, was men-
tioned by Hellanicus, Dion. Hal. i. 22. A work upon the series of these

priestesses was written by Hellanicus, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. xxvii.
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There is no visible phenomenon to mark the beginning or

end of a solar year, as there is to mark the beginning and end

of a lunar month. The sun has always the same appearance

:

unlike the moon, it has no phases.
(

106
)

The commencement of

the year might therefore be placed at any point : wherever it

was taken, it would necessarily include the four seasons. The

Attic year began at the summer solstice ;
and the same rule

was observed in several Ionic states. Sparta, with the other

Peloponnesian States, and Macedon, began their year with the

autumnal equinox : the Boeotian, Delphian, and Bithynian

years began at the winter solstice.
(

107
)

The commencement of

the Roman year appears likewise to have been regulated by

the last-mentioned standard. January was the first month after

that which included the winter solstice.
(

106
)

March, however,

continued to be the beginning of the year for many legal and

domestic purposes among the Romans, after the civil year

began with January.^09
)

In modern states, it is not unusual, notwithstanding the

prevalence of the established calendar, to make use of a year

which does not begin on the first of January. Thus in England

the year for many municipal and parochial purposes is reckoned

from Lady-day or Michaclmas-day. The tenure of land is

generally computed by the same periods. In Scotland, the

period in contracts of landlord and tenant is often dated from

Lammas or Candlemas. As according to this system, the year

is reckoned between two days determined by the established

( 106 ) See the description of the moon’s phases in the verses of Sopho-
cles, Fragm. 713, Dindorf.

( 107 ) K. F. Hermann, Gricch. Monatskunde, p. 122-9.

( 108) Seethe remarks of Pint. Qmest. Rom. 19. Simplicius, ad Aristot.

Phys. p. 400, b. ed. Brandis, sayB that different nations begin their year

at different periods : that the Athenian year begins at the summer solstice,

the year of the States of Asia Minor at the autumnal equinox ; the

Roman year at the winter solstice
; the year of the Arabians and Damas-

cenes at the vernal equinox. The word Minwr is corrupt, and I am unable

to emend it. The small town of Minoa, in Crete cannot be
meant.

( 109) Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 7 .
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calendar, no confusion or uncertainty is created by the de-

parture from the ordinary computation.

In the middle ages, the system, derived from the Roman

calendar, of beginning the year with the first of January was,

to a great extent, abandoned
;
and years commencing at dif-

ferent festivals of the Church were introduced.

(

no
)

The most

prevalent of these was the year commencing on the festival of

the Annunciation of the Virgin, or Lady-day, March 25, which

was generally used in England from the fifteenth century, till

the abolition of the old style in 1752.

(

UI
)

§ 7 All credible testimony, and all antecedent probability,

lead to the result that a solar year, containing twelve lunar

months—determined within certain limits of error—has been

generally recognised by the nations adjoining the Mediterra-

nean, from a remote antiquity. Some statements of ancient

writers, and some conjectures of modern critics, are, however,

inconsistent with this conclusion, and point to the existence of

divergent years, wholly independent of the course of the sun

through the zodiac, according to the view of the ancients, or of

the periodic time of the earth in its orbit, according to the

Copernican system.

Thus the Arcadians are reported to have used a year of three

months, or four months (for its duration is variously re-

ported) j(
U!

)
and the Carians and Acarnanians a year of six

months.
(

us
)

This short year is given as a reason for the fabu-

lous epithet of the Arcadians, which designated them as Pralu-

nariann :(
m

)
it is stated that they had a year before it was regu-

(tio) See Ideler, Chron., vol. ii. p. 325-313. Arago, Pop. Astr. b. 33,

c. 21.

(in) See the ghort Dissertation ‘On the Ancient Manner of Dating
the Beginning of the Year,’ in the Annual Register for 1759, vol. ii. p. 110.

(iu) Censorin. c. 19, Plin. vii. 48, Macrob. Sat. i. 12, 9, and Solin. i.

§ 31, gtatc the Arcadian year at three months. Plut. Hum. 18 states it at

four months.

(113) Censorin. 19; Augustin, C. D. xv. 12 ; Plat. Num. ib. ; Macrob.
ib. : Solin. ib.

(114) nixHTtXrjvoi. See Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 264. Eudoxus is here
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lated in Greece according to the moon’s course ;(
m

)
but this

reason is insufficient, for if their year consisted of months, it

must have been regulated by the moon. It was the solar year

from which this trimestrial or quadrimestrial period deviated.

A different, though not more authentic, origin for this epithet

of the Arcadians was assigned by Aristotle, in the chapter of his

Collection of Constitutions which related to the Tegeates, an

Arcadian community. The great philosopher thought fit to

inform his readers that Arcadia was originally inhabited by

barbarians, who were expelled by the Arcadians in consequence

of a battle fought before the rising of the moon.(m
)

Mnaseas,

who wrote about the beginning of the second century b.c. re-

sorted to another explanation : he converted the epithet into a

man, and derived it from Proselenus, an ancient king of the

Arcadians.
(

U7
)

In the feeble treatise on Astronomy ascribed

to Lucian, the epithet is explained by the supposition that the

Arcadians despised astronomy, and were ignorant of the

raoon.(118
)

These abnormal years are designated by Censorinus as ‘ in-

volved in the darkness of remote antiquity ;’(
,la

)
and the short

years attributed to the Arcadians, Carians, and Acarnanians,

are probably not less unreal than the long year of thirteen

quoted as an authority for the fable that the Arcadians were anterior to

the moon. Compare Ovid, Fast. i. 469

—

Orta prior luna, de se si creditor ipsi,

A magno tellus Arcade nomen habet.

Fast. ii. 287-
Ante Jovcm genitum terras liabuisse feruntnr

Arcades, et lurid gens prior ilia fuit.

According to Steph. Byz. in ’Ap*ac, Hippys of Itlieginm first gave the
epithet of rrpoo-fAtjeoi to the Arcadians. See Frng. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 12.

He appears to have been earlier than Herodotus.
Compare Lycophr. 482.

(115) Censorin. ib.

(116) Ap. Schol. Apollon, ib. ; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 133. Com-
pare the dissertation ofHeyne, de Arcadibus luna antiquioribua, Opuscula,
vol. ii. p. 332-353, who is not ablo to throw much light upon the origin of

the epithet.

(117) Ap. Schol. Apollon, ib ; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 150.

(1 18) De Astrol. 26.

(1 19) Caligine jam profundte vetustatis obducti, c. 20.
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months and 374 days which is attributed to the Lavi-

nians.(1S0
)

§ 8 There are likewise numerous statements respecting a

short Egyptian year, which we shall have occasion to examine

hereafter, in connexion with the general subject of Egyptian

astronomy.
(

1!1
)

Of the testimonies respecting a short Egyptian year, the

only one entitled to much consideration is that of Eudoxus,

who (according to the report of Proclus, a writer of the fifth

century after Christ) stated that the Egyptians designated a

month by the appellation of a year.(u'2
)

Now it is impossible

to suppose that, in the time of Eudoxus, the Egyptians were

unacquainted with the common solar year. The Egyptian

astronomy is, both by ancients and moderns, referred to a re-

mote date ; the Egyptian astronomers and geometers are sup-

posed to have been the teachers of the Greeks, as early as the

time of Thales and Pythagoras. Herodotus states that the

Egyptians were the first of all mankind who invented the year,

and divided it into twelve parts.
(
12S

)
Macrobius affirms that

while other nations had erroneous years of different lengths, the

Egyptian year was always accurate.
(
m

)
We are even informed

that the Egyptian year was changed from 300 to 365 days, in

the year of the World 3716. The statement of Eudoxus cannot

therefore be supposed to mean that the chronological period of

a solar year, as received by other nations, was, in the fourth

century before Christ, about thirty years before the foundation

of Alexandria, unknown to the Egyptians.

If therefore the statement of Eudoxus referred to his own
time, the designation of a lunar month by the term year must

(no) Solin. § 34 ; Augustin, C. D. xv. 2.

( 1 2

1

) Below, ch. v. § 4, 7.

(122) li Kai 0 ipqtrtv h\i)6ic, Bn Aiyeirnoi rdv pijva Ivutvrbv !r«-

Xoio\ ovk av rj tuiv iroXXue tovtuiv iviavruv airapiQpqoic t \°i rf Oavfiatrrov.

Proclus in Plat. Tim. p. 31, F., referring to the passage p. 22, B., <1 24X«v,
XoXatv, "EXXijvtf aii nailft lari.

( 1 23) ii. 4. By JewS«a pipia, Herodotus must mean months.

(> 24) Sat. i. 12, § 2.
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have been grounded on some peculiar phraseology, or have

been derived from some peculiar origin, as to the nature of

which we are uninformed. If, on the other hand, it referred

to the remote antiquity of Egypt, the statement cannot be re-

garded as deserving of credit ;
and it may be put on the same

footing as the many wild and extravagant stories concerning

the fabulous ages of that country, which Herodotus had heard

from the Egyptian priests about half a century earlier.

The statements of later writers, that the original Egyptian

year consisted of four months, or of three months—the division

being in one case determined by three seasons, and in the

other by four seasons—arc apparently of late fabrication. They

are wanting both in external attestation and internal pro-

bability ; they are likewise accompanied with an etymological

legend, which represents the division of the seasons
(
wpai

)
as

the work of the Egyptian god and king IIorus(135)—a legend

which is clearly of Greek origin.

The ancient Egyptians are, moreover, stated by some of the

late chronographcrs to have given the appellation of year even

to a day.( 126
)

This statement appears to have been devised

merely as a contrivance for reducing the enormous periods of

time assigned to the fabulous antiquity of Egypt. Bailly^uses

the same hypothesis for reducing the long periods cited for

the astronomical observations of the Chaldeans.
(

127
)

It

is difficult to understand the meaning of this hypothesis, or

to give it any rational construction. The ancient Egyptians

must have been conscious of that period, consisting of twenty-

four hours of light and darkness, which we call a day, and

which the later Greeks denoted by the more precise name of

( 125) Censor. 19. Orus, the son of Osiris, is described by Herodotus
as having been King of Egypt, ii. 114. Diodorus calls him Horns, and
says that he was the last of the gods who reigned over Egypt, i. 26.

(126) See the Anonyrni Chronologies prefixed to Malalas, p. 21, and

Malalas, lib. ii. p. 23, ed. Bonn. Suidas in Chron. Paseh. vol. i. p. 81,

ed. Bonn.

( 127) Astron. Anc. p. 295, 373, 377.

D
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vvxOfifupov.Q*1) The word which expressed this simple and

necessary idea must have been appropriated to it. If they had

not carried their observations of the sun’s course so far as to

form an idea of a year, they could have had no name for this

important measure of time. As soon as they formed an idea of

a year, they would naturally give it a name
;
but this name

must have been different from that by which they signified a

day.(m
)

§ 9 The most celebrated, however, of the abnormal years

is the ancient Roman year, attributed to the institution of

Romulus.

The belief in an original year of ten months was prevalent

among the antiquarian and historical writers of Rome. The

most ancient authority cited for it is M. Fulvius Nobilior,(130
)

a contemporary of Cato the Elder, who was consul in 189 B.C.

:

he had a taste for literature
;
he had devoted a peculiar atten-

tion to chronology; and had set up some fasti in a temple

which he erected to Hercules and the Muses.

(

lsl
)

Junius

Gracchanus, a contemporary of the Gracchi, who flourished

about the year 1 24 b.c., and wrote on legal and constitutional

antiquities, is likewise quoted as a witness to the same fact.(m
)

Varro, the great antiquarian, whose lifetime extended from 116

to 28 b.c., is also stated to have accepted the decimestrial year

of Romulus : and the same current article of national faith was

adopted by Ovid, in his Fasti
; by Suetonius, who wrote a trea-

tise on the Roman year; and by Macrobius, Gellius, and

others.

( 128) It occurs in 2 Cor. xi. 25.

( 129 ) Curtius, viii. 83, states that the Indians used months of fifteen

days. A mouth of fifteen days, like a year of three or four months, is

doubtless fabulous.

( 130)
Oensorin. de D. N. 0. 20, 22. The work of Censorinus was

composed in 238 a.d.

( 131 ) He is likewise mentioned as treating of the etymologies of Mhius
and Junius, and is cited as a testimony to another chronological point,

in Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 16 ; i. 13, § 21.

O 32 )
Censorinus, ib. Seo Mercklin, Do Junio Gracehano Comm. i.ii.

Dorpat, 1840, 1841.
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The accounts of the decimestrial year of the Romans,

delivered to us by the ancient writers, differ not only in

details, but also (as we shall see presently) in fundamental

points ; the following, however, may be considered as an outline

of the most generally received version of the story.

Romulus, at the foundation of the Roman state, instituted a

year of ten months, or 304 days, which he borrowed from Alba,

the mother-city of Rome, and birthplace of his parent Ilia.

He appointed Martius and Aprilis to be the two first months

of this year, in honour of his father Mars, and of Venus, the

progenitress of the /Enean race ; the name Aprilln being

referred to a<ppbc, or Aphrodite\
13S

)
Having given the place of

honour to the gods of his own family, he named the two next

months from the people whom he was about to govern ;
namely,

Maius, from the majores, or elders, and Junius, from the

juniores. The remaining six months received no allusive appel-

lations, but were named by him numerically, in their order, from

Quintilis to December. Of the ten Romulean months, April,

June, Sextilis, September, November, and December had thirty

days ; and March, May, Quintilis, and October had thirty-one

days : thus making the sum of 304 days (180 + 124 = 301).(134)

(133) The derivation of Aprilis from ’A<£po6mj is attributed to Fulvius
and Gracchanus by Varro, L. L. vi. § 33. Censorin. c. 22. Ovid is copious
upon this courtly theme, Fast. iv. 19—40:

—

8i qua tamen pars te de Fastis tangere debet,

Ctesar, in Aprili quod tuearia hnbes.

Hie ad te magn& descendit imagine mensia,
Et fit adoptiva uobilitate turn.

See also ir. 61—4.

Qui dies mensem Veneris marina
Findit Aprilem.

Herat. Carm. iv. 11.

where the epithet marina alludes to the derivation from a<f>pot.

(134) See Censorin. de D. N. 20, 22 •, Marrob. Sat. i. 12, § 3—5, 38.
Gell. jii. 16. Festus in Martius, p. 150, ed. Muller. Serv. Georg, i. 43.
Pint. Num. 18, 19 ; Ovid, Fast. i. 27—42, iii. 75—100, 119—122, 149

—

50 ; Solin. i. 35 ; Lydus de Mens. i. 14, 16.

Ausonius, in two epigrams among his Eclogm, entitled Monosticha
and Disticha de Mensibus, has these verses :

—

Martius antiqui primordia protulit anni.

Martius et generis Bomaui prsesul et anni
Prima dabas Latiis tempora eonsulibus.

D 2
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All authorities seem to have agreed in making the year of

Romulus commence with the month of March ;
though the

place of that month in the solar year must have been extremely

variable, if the civil year, consisting of only 304 days, was un-

corrected by intercalation. They likewise were unanimous in

supposing, that the numerical names of the six months from

Quintilis to December originated in this fact.
(

13S
*) But there was

much discrepancy of opinion as to the origins of the names of

the other four months. Some said that Martius was made the

first month of the year, and obtained its name, on account of

the warlike character of the people.
(

13Sb
)

Others thought that

Romulus had a deeper meaning in the names which he gave to

the first two months. They supposed that he named the first

from the god of slaughter : and the second from the goddess of

generation, by whom the evils flowing from the deeds of man

were repaired. Other explanations were likewise given for the

names of these two months : one found in them a reference to

the zodiac(136
) ;

another denied that the name of Venus was

knowu at Rome under the kings, and derived Aprilis from

aperire, because April, the commencement of spring, opened the

life of the year, after the torpor of winter.
(

,37
)

The derivation

(135 *) Thus Solinus says Maxime hunc mensem principem tegtatur

fuisso, quod qui ah hoc quintus crat, Quinctilis dictus eat, deindc numero
decurrente December golemnem circuitum finiebat intra diem trecentesimum

qu&rtum, i. 35.

( , 35
b
) See Festus in Martius. So Ovid, in explaining the origin of

the name of this month, sayg :

—

Mara Latio venerandus erat. quia pracsidet amis

;

Arma fereo genti remque decuaque dabant.

Fast. iii. 85, 6 .

( 136) Aries was assigned to Mars, and Taurus to Venus. Scorpios

was likewise divided between Mara and Venus. The sting was assigned

to Mars, and the anterior part to Venus—the libra of the Latins and fvyir

of the GreekB—because this goddess united persons in the yoke of matri-

mony.

( 137 )
In this explanation of the name Aprilis, as given by Macrobius,

Cincius the antiquarian, and Vsrro, L.L. vi. § 33, concurred. It is alluded

to by Ovid, Fast. iii. 85—OO, whose loyalty to the Julian family is, how-
ever, shocked at the idea of rejecting the derivation of April from Venus,
ib. 115—21. Greswell, Origincs Kalendarim Italica?. vol. i. p. 161, thinks

that the mouth Martius derived its name from the planet Mars, and that

the month Aprilis was named from aperire, in the sense of the opening
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of Aprilis from aperire overlooks the fact that with a year of

304 days, April would not always have been a spring month.

The second year of Rome would have begun on October the

Slst, so that April would have fallen in December, and have

been a winter month.

The origins assigned for the name Maius are even more

various. The mouth was said to have been borrowed from

Tusculum, where the chief god was named Maius. Cin-

cius derived Maius from Maia, the wife of Vulcan. According

to other etiologists, it was derived from Maia, the mother of

Mercury, or from Maia, goddess of the earth, and Bona Dea,

who had numerous titles and attributes. Ovid is perplexed as

to the true origin of the name Maius, and professes himself

as unable to choose among the many explanations proposed.
(

13s
)

He mentions three as equally probable. 1. Majeslas, or sove-

reign power. 2. Majores natu, corresponding with Junius, from

Juvenes. 3. Maia, one of the Pleiads.(139
)

He is likewise in doubt as to the origin of the name Junius,

and traces it, 1. To Juno, referring to other examples of the same

name.(140
)

2 . To Hebe, (Juvenlas) wife of Hercules. 3. To

Juniores. 4. To thejunction of Romulus and Tatius.(ul
)

Others

supposed the month Junius to have taken its name from Junius

Brutus.
(

143
)

The original year instituted by Romulus is stated to have

been reformed by his successor Numa. The reform of Numa
is thus described.

(
l4S

)
To the year of Romulus, which consisted

month. But the month Martius was doubtless so called by the Italian

nations long before they had received the names of the planets from the

Greeks.

(138) Fast. v. 1—6. (139) lb. 11—110.

( 140) Fast. vi. 59

—

63. There was a month "Hpaios in Crete, Bithynia,

and Delphi.

(141) Fast. vi. 1—100.

(14a) Seo Macrob. Sat. i. 12 ; Pint. Num. 19 j
Serr. Georg, i. 43.

Concerning the names of the Roman months, compare Merkel ad Ovid.

Fast. p. lxxix.

(143) See Maerob. i. 12, 13 ;
Ccnsorin. 20. Ovid, Fast. i. 43, ii. 47,

iii. 151, states that Numa prefixed January and February to the ancient
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of 80 t days, he added fifty-one days
;
thus making a year of

355 days. These 355 days he distributed between the ten

existing months and two new months, January and February,

which he prefixed to the year
;

so that March now became the

third month
;
and the months beginning with Quintilis, which

were founded upon a numerical nomenclature, were all mis-

numbered by two. The month Januarius was named from the

god Janus: the month Februarius was named from the god

Fcbruus, who presided over ceremonies of purification. Numa
gave them the place of honour, at the beginning of the year,

and assigned them a priority over the month of Mars, in his

character of a pacific and philosophical king.

As a year of 355 days was shorter than the solar year

by 10 J days, Numa sought to bring it into harmony with

the sun by intercalation. He is stated to have effected this

purpose by intercalating a month of twenty-two or twenty-

three days in alternate years
;
which was borrowed from the

Greek system of intercalation, but, being inaccurately applied,

made the year too long.

The Greek system of intercalation to which allusion is

made, is the octaeteric cycle, attributed to Cleostratus. This

system was based upon a year consisting of 12 alternate

ten months. Floras, i. 2, and Eutrop. i. 3, say that Numa distributed the
year into twelve months. Victor, de Vir 111. 3, states him to have distri-

buted the year into twelve months, and to have added to it January and
February. According to Lydus, de Mens. i. 16, iii. 4, Numa made a year
of twelve months, and reconciled the courses of the sun and moon. Be
also prefixed January and February to the year : making it begin in the
middle of Capricorn ; at which time the day has lengthened by half an
hour since the winter solstice. (In our latitude, the increase of the day
in the ten days from Dec. 21 to Jan. 1, is sixteen minutes.)

The popular belief that the year of Komulus consisted of ten months,
and that it began with March, was referred to at Home in interpretation

of a Sibylline prophecy, in the time of Belisarius, 537 a.d. Procop. de
Bell. Goth. i. 24.

Serv. Georg, i. 43, states that the original Boman year consisted of ten
months, and that March w as its first month. Tibullus, iii. 1, 1, says that

March was originally the first month of the year.
Suidas, in Nocpac IIopviXioc, says of Numa : iviavriv re wpiSrof tiparo,

n'c fw'ira prjva£ r>)y curai-hpaf irtpiocuv, Tl Kal aKaravoijruy
vavTairaat irpii avruii irapd 'Pwpaioic
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months of 29 and 30 days, and therefore containing 354 days.

The ditfercnce between this year and the solar year, being

11 i days, was multiplied by 8, in order to avoid fractional

parts of a day, and to produce a number of days convenient for

intercalation. The intercalation obtained by this method for

an octennial period was 90 days, which was distributed into

3 months, and these were intercalated at convenient intervals.

According to the system ascribed to Numa, an equal number

of days was intercalated in a period of eight years, namely, two

mouths of 22 and two months of 23 days. But as his year

consisted of 355 instead of 354 days, there was an excess of

8 days in 8 years.

On the other hand, the intercalation ascribed to Numa is

more accurate than the most ancient method of intercalation

which Censorinus attributes to the Greeks. His statement is

that the Greeks, observing that the moon was sometimes at

the full twelve times and sometimes thirteen times in a solar

year, thought that lunar and solar time could be reconciled by

intercalating a month every other year. This period was, by

reckoning the two extreme years inclusively, called a tri-

eteris.(m
)

But the intercalation in question produced an

error of 7£ days in excess of the true time for each biennial

period
;
and deviated further from the truth than the interca-

lation attributed to Numa. Unless, therefore, we make the

comparison with the improved octaeteric system of Greek

intercalation, the method of Numa was less defective than the

primitive Greek method.

A somewhat similar account of the intercalation of Numa
is given by Plutarch

;
but he arrives at it by an entirely dif-

ferent road. Plutarch mentions, indeed, the tradition which

assigns ten months to the year of Romulus; but he adopts

another version of the story, according to which the original

Roman year contained 360 days, distributed into months of

( 144) c. 18. Compare Ideler, vol. i. p. 270. The difference is between

738 and 730$ days.
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very unequal length, some having less than twenty days, soma

having thirty-five days and even more : January and February

were the two last months of this year. Plutarch says that

before Numa the Romans were ignorant of the difference

between the lunar and solar years, and only sought to bring

the year to 860 days; but that Numa knew the true lengths

of these years to be respectively 354 and 365 days, with a

difference of eleven days, and that he introduced an intercalary

month, Mercedinus, of twenty-two days, in every alternate

year, by which the calendar was kept in harmony with the sun.

Numa likewise prefixed the months January and February to

the reformed year, probably, as Plutarch thinks, on account of

their vicinity to the winter solstice.

(

us
)

The difference between

the account of Ccnsorinus and Macrobius on the one hand,

and that of Plutarch on the other, with respect to the opera-

tion of Numa, is that the former supposes the year to which

the intercalation is applied to consist of 355 days, and the

intercalation to be of a month alternately of twenty-two and

twenty-three days
;

whereas the latter supposes the year to

consist of 354 days, and the intercalary month to consist uni-

formly of twenty-two days.

According to Plutarch’s supposition, the Roman calendar,

as reformed by Numa, would have exactly resembled the

Egyptian calendar, as assumed by the Sothiac period. With

the correction of the biennial intercalary month, it took the

solar year at 365 days, and therefore lost one day in four years.

This is a nearer approximation to the truth than the method of

intercalation ascribed to Numa by Macrobius and Censorinus,

according to which there was an annual error of a day.

Valerius Antias, the author of a voluminous history of

Rome, who lived at the time of Sylla, declared Numa to have

been the author of the system of intercalation in the Roman

( 145) >
T
um. 18, 19 ; Qufest. Roiu. 19. The passage at the end of c. 18,

in the Life of Nutua, is repeated by Zouuras, vii. 5; vol. ii. p. 21, ed.
Bona.
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calendar.
(

144
)

Cicero speaks of the system of intercalation

having been established by Numa on a scientific basis, but

as having been subsequently maladministered by the Pon-

tifices.(147
)

Livy’s statement is, that Numa first divided the year, ac-

cording to the moon, into twelve months; and that, in order to

bring it into harmony with the sun, he arranged intercalary

months, so that the days coincided after a period of twenty-four

years.
(
14S

)
This cycle of intercalation is not mentioned by any

other ancient writer with reference to Numa. Macrobius, how-

ever, states that it was introduced as a correction to Numa’s

calendar. His account (as we have already stated) is that the

intercalation of Numa was founded on the Greek octaeteric

system, by which ninety days were intercalated in eight years

of 354 days. But as the year of Numa contained 355 days,

there was an error of eight days in excess at the end of each

octennial period. In order to correct this error, the intercala-

tion in each third octennial period was afterwards reduced from

ninety to sixty-six days
;
so that at the end of twenty-four years

the error was adjusted by the deduction of twenty-four days.(14®)

The motive for committing an error in order to correct it sub-

sequently, seems to have been the desire of producing an inter-

( 146) Antias libro secundo Xuraam Pompilium aacrorum causa id

invenisse contendit. Macrob. Sat. i. 13, § 20.

( 147 ) De Leg. ii. 12.

( 148) i. 19. Livy does not mention the year of Komnlos. Dionysius
mentions neither the year of Romulus nor the reform of Numa.

Livy seems to be ignorant of the meaning of solstitium, and to make
solstitialis in this passage equivalent to solans. A similar misapplication

of the word is cited from Servius, ad jEn. iv. 653. The word solstitium is

commonly used by the Latin writers to denote the summer solstice : thus
Ovid

—

Longa dies citius brumali sidere, noxque
Tardier hiberna solstitialis erit.

Ep. ex Pont. ii. 4, 25-6.

The phrase exortus solstitialis is used by Pliny, N. H. ii. 46, to denote
the north-east., Solstitialis orientis meta is used by Gell. ii. 22, in the

same sense.

( 149) Sat. i. 13, § 9—13.
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calary period which admitted of convenient distribution into

months. According to the plan described, three months of

thirty days apiece were intercalated in each of the two first

octaeterids
;
and two months of thirty-three days each, or two

months of thirty days each, and six additional days, were inter-

calated in the third octaeterid: whereas if eighty-two days (w hich

would have been the correct number) had been intercalated

in each octaeterid, it would have been difficult to digest this

number into months. If the Roman year ever consisted of

355 days, it is not unlikely that this mode of intercalation was

applied to it
; but the conflicting accounts of Livy and Macro-

bius do not point to any certain historical result.(uo
)

An entirely different and peculiar account of the measures

consequent upon the original reform of Numa, by which the

year had been lengthened to 355 days, is given by Solinus.

He states that when it was perceived that the solar year con-

sists of 365 J days, they added 10[ days to the reformed

year.(m
)

This method, he says, was approved throughout the

world, and various schemes of intercalation were devised on

account of the odd quarter of a day. The Greeks introduced

the intercalary cycle of eight years, which the Romans at first

adopted
; but the method was after a time disused, as the regu-

lation of the calendar was transferred to the priests, who admi-

nistered it corruptly, in order to suit the interests of the

farmers of the revenue
;
and it fell into confusion, until it was

reformed by Julius Caesar.
(

152
)

( 150) Siceama de Vet. anno Romuli et Numee, Grrer. The*, vol. viii.

p.83, supposes the Komulean year to have consisted of 364 days, and twelve

months, of which March was the first, and January and February the last.

He supposes further that Numa altered this year by adding a day, and by
prefixing January and February to the beginning.

( 151 )
Solinus supposes this to have been done for the purpose of pre-

serving the odd number of days, in obedience to the precept of Pythagoras:
whom he therefore connects with Numa. See below, n. 173.

( 15a) i. 39—44 Compare the commentary of Salmasius upon this pas-

sage, in his Plini&na) Excrcitationcs. Salmasius points out the improba-
bility of the statement of Solinus, that the Roman year before the reform
ot Cuisar consisted of 3661 days.
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The version of the original institution of the year by

Romulus was not universally received by the Roman historians.

Licinius Macer, a contemporary of Cicero, who wrote a history

of Rome from the foundation of the city,(m
)
and is cited by

Livy as having made researches into authentic documents,
(

1S4
)

stated the primitive Roman year to have consisted of twelve

months ;(
m

) and Fenestella, who lived about half a century

later, and likewise wrote a history of his country in at least

twenty-two books, shared this opinion.

(

15
®)

Plutarch likewise rejects the common account of the deci-

mestrial year of Romulus. He supposes the primitive Roman
year to have consisted of twelve months and 360 days, but to

have begun with March, and to have ended with January and

February.

The utmost discordance of testimony likewise exists with

respect to the introduction of intercalation into the Roman
calendar. Licinius Macel, who held the primitive Roman year

to consist of twelve months, stated that Romulus was the

author of intercalation. Junius Gracchanus, who assumed

a primitive decimestrial year, supposed this corrective to have

been introduced by Servius Tullius.
(
U7

)
Cassius Hemina and

Sempronius Tuditanus, two historians who lived in the second

century B.c.,(m
)
stated it to have been first established by the

Decemvirs, in 451—49 b.c.; while Fulvius Nobilior placed its

introduction even as late as the consulship of Manius Acilius

Glabrio, 191 b.c., only two years before his own consulship.

(

ls(
)

(• 53) See Krause, Vit. et Fragm. Iliat. Rom. p. 234.

( 154)
Livy, iv. 7 , 20, 23. ( 155)

Cenaorin. c. 20.

( 156 ) Cenaorin. ibid.

( 157) See above, p. 3-1.

(158) Concerning Hemina and Tuditanus, see the author’s work on the

Credibility of the Early Roman History, vol. i. pp. 29, 30. Dionysius in-

cludes Sempronius among the Aoyuuraroi riv 'PopaUoir crvyypa<p/iow, i. 11.

( 159 )
These statements respecting the origin of intercalation arc in

Macrub. Sat. i. 13, § 20. Varro confuted the statement of Fulvius, by citing

an ancient law engraved on a brass tablet, of the consulship of Fiiiarius and

Furius (472 b.c.), which was dated by a reference to intercalation. This

w as also prior to the Decemvirate.
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Ovid likewise, in his Fasti, ascribes the introduction of interca-

lation to the Decemvirs.
(
16
°) All that he assigns to Numa, is,

the conversion of the decimestrial year into a year of twelve

months, with January and February at its head.

This discordance of testimony, or rather of statement, (for

none of these writers, except Fulvius Nobilior, can be regarded

as witnesses) shows that no authentic account of the introduc-

tion of intercalation into the Roman calendar had descended to

the times of the historians. The earliest of these writers were

separated from the supposed reign of llomulus by 550, and from

that of Numa by 500 years. There is, moreover, no reason

for supposing that Gracchauus had access to better information

than Fulvius Nobilior respecting the introduction of intercala-

tion
;
or that either of them knew more of the year of Romulus

than Licinius Macer,

The details of the intercalatory operation of Numa are like-

wise described by the different writers with irreconcilable

diversity. Censorinus and Macrobius differ from Livy, and all

three differ from Plutarch ; while Solinus gives an account

different from all four. Whatever may have been the system

of the early Roman calendar, it is incredible that the regulators

of it could have possessed a scientific method of intercalation,

implying a tolerably accurate knowledge of the length of the

tropical year, in the eighth century before Christ, long before

the time when similar methods began to be applied to the

Greek calendars.

If it is admitted that the intercalation—which is an essential

part of the operation ascribed to Numa—is unsupported by

credible evidence, aU that remains is the decimestrial year

of Romulus, beginning with March ; and the addition of

January and February at the commencement of this year, by

( 160) Postmodo creduntur spatio distantia longo
Tempora bis quini continuasse viri.

Fast. ii. 53-4.

The meaning of this obscure couplet seems to be, that the Decemvirs
harmonized, or equalized, the years w hich were of different lengths.
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Numa. Now this part of the story has all the appearance of

a legend invented partly on verbal or etymological, and partly

on religious grounds. The numerical names of the months

from Quintilis to December, which were manifestly counted

from March, naturally suggested the notion of a decimestrial

year. It was thought that if the primitive year had contained

twelve months, the nomenclator would not have stopped at

December, but would have denoted the two remaining

months by the names of Undecember and Duodecember. But

there is no good reason why this system of numeration (which

seems to have been peculiar to the Roman calendar) should

have been carried consistently through all the months. The

numerical naming was capricious, it began at the fifth month

;

why should it not stop at the tenth? January and February

may have been the last, instead of the first months of the

year ;
as indeed Plutarch states them to have been. Cicero

plainly declares that February had in ancient times been the

last month of the year.(161
) A fragment of Varro also alludes to

some ancient time when March was the first and February the

last month of the year.(162
)

Ovid declares that February was the

last month of the ancient Roman year.
(

16S
)

The Terminalia,

which were considered the last in the series of festivals, were cele-

brated on the 23rd of February
;
and after this day the inter-

calary month was inserted in years of intercalation;
(
1M

)
that is

( 161 ) Sed mensem, credo, extremum anni, ut veterea Februarium, sic

hie Decembrem sequebatur. Cic. de Leg. ii. 21. The rest of the passage

is mutilated, but the meaning of these words is clear and certain.

( 162 )
Varro, Epist. Quicst. ap. Serv. Georg, i. 43. Other fragments

from the same work are in Varro, rol. i. p. 191, ed. Bipont.

( 163) Sed tamen, antiqui ne nescius ordinis erres.

Primus, ut est, Jani raeusis et ante fuit,

Qui sequitur Janum, veteris fuit ultimus anni

:

Tu quoque sacrorum, Terraine, finis eras.

Primus enim Jani mensis, quia janua prima est

:

Qui sacer est imis manibus, imus erat.

Ovid, Fast. ii. 47—52.

( 164 ) The intercalation was after the 23rd of February, between the

Terminalia and the Regifugium, Macrob. i. 13, § 16 ; Censorin. 20.

Terminalia, quod is dies anni extremus constitutus ; duodecimos enim
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to say, it was added near the end of the final month of the year.

Macrobius remarks that the custom of making the intercalation

in February proves it to have been the last month. (
1*s

)
There

was nothing which necessarily fixed a month of a certain name

to a particular place in the series. Ovid mentions the place of

March in various Italian States; it was third, fourth, fifth, sixth,

and tenth in different calendars.
(

16C
)

Starting from this explanation of the names of the num-

bered months, the historical etiologist would naturally assign

the origin of the decimestrial year to the founder of the State

;

and he would complete the scheme by ascribing the reform of

this rude and primitive calendar to Numa, the founder of

sacred rites and institutes, because the calendar was considered

a matter of religious concern, intimately connected with the

times of sacrifices and festivals, and consequently placed under

the control of the priests.

The whole story may therefore be considered as an expla-

natory legend, invented to account for the places in the calendar

occupied respectively by January and February, and by the six

months bearing numerical names. The notion of the founder,

Romulus, a warlike youth of eighteen, establishing a calendar,

belongs to fable, not to history; the month Martius, which

Romulus is supposed to have named from Mars, and to have

placed, in honour of his divine parent, at the head of the year,

was not peculiar to Rome. There was a month of the same

name in the calendars of Alba, Falerii, Aricia, Tusculum,

mensis fuit Februarius ; etqnum intercalatin', inferiores quinque dies duo-
decimo demuntur menae. Varro, L. L. vi. 13.

According to Augustin, C. D. vii. 7, January was dedicated to Janus,
and February to Terminus, ‘ propter initia et fines.’ He seems to consider

February aa having at one time been the last month of the Roman year.

( 165) Sat.i. 13, §14
Pbilargyrius ad Georg, iii. 304, likewise considers February aa the laat

month in the year, of which March was the first month. He makes this

statement in explanation of the passage of Virgil, in which he speaks of
Aquarius as marking the end of the year. This constellation sets in
February.

(166)
Fast. iii. 87—96.
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Laurentum, Cures, the zEquieoli, the Herniei, the Peligni, and

the Sabines.
(

187
)

The Bithynian year likewise had a month

*Apnog.{m)
Moreover, even if the derivation of Aprilis from

Aphrodite were true, it would not prove any connexion with

the zEneadae and the Alban race of kings, for a month

Aphrodisius was extant in several Greek calendars.
(

1M
)

The

existence of Venus as a Roman deity in early times was like-

wise denied by the antiquarians, Cincius and Varro.(17
°) Both

the original institution of Romulus, and the reform by his

successor Numa, are, like the other measures attributed to the

agency of these mythical kings, destitute of authentic attesta-

tion. The story is, moreover, delivered to us with the wide

and insoluble discordance which is the characteristic of legen-

dary tradition. In particular, the introduction of intercalation,

by which the defects of the rude primitive year are supposed to

have been rectified, is related wdth every variety of circum-

stance. It was attributed to Servius Tullius as well as to

Numa ; it was also ascribed to the Decemvirs ; and the earliest

and apparently the best authority placed it as late as

191 n.c.(171
)

Even those who supposed a primitive year of ten

months were not unanimous in assigning the introduction of

the twelve month year to Numa; for Gracchanus considered

this important change to have been made by Tarquin.
(

172
)

With respect to the method of intercalation which Numa is

stated by Macrobius to have borrowed from the Greek system.

(167) Ovid, Fast. iii. 89—98.

(168) Hermann, Griech. Monatskunde, p. 47.

(169) Ibid, p. 48.

(170) See Varro, L. L. vi. § 33 ; Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 13.

(171) A singular story respecting the origin of the short duration of
February is told by Dio Cassius, and is repeated by later writers. The
accuser of Camillas is stated to have borne the name of Februarius, and
when Camillus returned to Rome after hia exile, be curtailed the month
which bore his accuser's name, in revenge for the injury done him. See
Dio Cass. Fragm. 27, ed. Bekker ; Suid. in <t>(/3povdpu>c and Bpi)«>oc, Ma-
lalas, p. 183, ed. Bonn ; Cedren. vol, L p. 203, ed. Bonn.

( 173 ) Comorin, c. 90, who does not specify which Tarquin is meant.
It is probably Tarquinrus Priscus.
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but to have applied incorrectly, it tuay be observed that the

invention of this system is attributed to Cleostratus, a Greek

astronomer who was posterior to 500 b.c., whereas the reign

of Numa is placed by chronologers at 715-673 b.c., at least a

century and a half earlier. The derivation of the intercalation

of Numa from the octaeteric system of Cleostratus involves,

therefore, an equal anachronism with the derivation of his

philosophy from that of Pythagoras.

(

17s
)

The inferiority of the Romans to the Greeks in astronomy,

as well as in other departments of physical science, is fully

recognised by the Latin writers. Virgil expressly includes

astronomy among the subjects in which he proclaims the pre-

eminence of the Greeks, while he vindicates to Rome the

mastery in the art of government.^74
)

The Romans were the

tardy pupils of the Greeks in astronomical and mathematical

science ;
and it may be safely assumed that while the astrono-

mical science of the Greeks was in its infancy, that of the

Romans had scarcely an existence.

The account of Nuraa’s intercalation, whether it be in the

form of a month of twenty-two days in alternate years, or of

sixty-six days in an octacteris, assumes that his year consisted

of 855 days. There is, however, a record of a statue of Janus,

dedicated by Numa, which was furnished with symbols of 365

days, representing the year.(176
)

Whatever may have been the

date of this statue, the inventor of the story of its dedication

( 173 ) See the author’s Inquiry into the Cred. of the Early Bom. Hist,
vol. i. p. 451 ; Schwegler, R. G. vol. i. p. 560.

( 174 ) /En. vi. 848. Compare Ovid, Fast. iii. 101—120, which passage
contains a singular pun upon the word signum, which signified both a con-
stellation and a military standard. The comparative recency of astronomy
among the Romans is stated by Seneca :

—
‘ Noudum sunt anni mille quiu-

genti ex quo Gracia stellit numeros et nomina fecit. Multseque hodie
sunt gentes, qu® tanlum facie noverint ccelum, qu® nondum sciant, cur
luna deficiat, quare obumbretur. Hoc apud nos quoque nuper ratio ad
certum deduxit.' Nat. Qu®at. vii. 25.

( 175)
Plin. N. H. xxxiv. 16. The statue of Janus, with its allusive

symbols, but without the mention of Numa, is described by Macrob. Sat.

i.’ 9. § 10 ;
Lydus, de Mens. iv. 1 ; Suidas, in 'Woudptof. Ideler, Chron.

vol. ti. p. 34, thinks that the right reading in Pliny is 355.
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by Numa could not have recognised Numa’s year of 355 days

and the method of intercalation by which it was supposed to

have been rectified.

The improbability of a year differing from the true solar

year by 61 J days is felt by Macrobius, who supposes that even

in the reign of Romulus, and before the reform of Numa, a

number of days, undigested into months, was added to the year

of 304 days, so as to bring it into harmony with the sun and

the course of the seasons.
(
178

)
This correction, however, would

have been only one mode of intercalation ; and if it was con-

stantly applied, there could be no reason why the sixty-one days

should not be distributed into two months, even if no provision

was made for the fraction of a day; and such a provision

could easily be made if the true length of the solar year was

known at Rome at the time attributed to Romulus. This sup-

position of Macrobius, while it betrays his consciousness of the

improbability of the Romulean year, entirely destroys the

essence and meaning of the traditionary account, because it

supposes the year of ten months to have been virtually a year

of twelve months. Ovid adheres to the spirit of the legend,

and makes the ancient Roman year really consist of only ten

months. He thus describes its length :

Ergo animi indociles et adhuc ratione carentea

Mensibua egcrunt lustra minora decern.

Annus erat, deeimum cum luna receperat orbem.
Fast. iii. 119—21.

If the lustrum, or period of five years, was ten months too

( 176} Sed cum is numerus [viz. 304 days] neque solis cursui neque
luna rationibua conveniret, nonnunouam usu venieoat ut frigus anni irs-

tivis mensibuB et contra calor hiemalibus proveniret
:
quod ubi contigisset,

tantum dierum sine ullo mensis nomine patiebantur absumi quantum ad id

anni tempus adduceret quo cceli habitus instanti mensi aphis inveniretur.

8at. i. 12, § 39. It should be observed that, in a year of 304 days, there

could be neither winter nor summer months without intercalation. For
example, if, in the first year of Eomulus, the year began at the same time
as our March, Quintilis or July would have been a summer, and Decem-
ber a winter month : but, in the third year, Quintilis would have held

the same place as our March, and December the same place as our
August.

E
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short, each year must have consisted only of ten months, and

there could not have been any intercalation of undigested days.

On the other hand, the later chronologers, who assigned a

definite number of years to the reign of Romulus, and con-

nected them with the series of years, reckoned from the founda-

tion of the city,(177
)
must have considered the years of Romulus

as ordinary solar years, and have disregarded the tradition of

the decimestrial year.

The account of the natal theme of Rome, cast by L. Tarutius

Firmanus, an eminent astrologer, contemporary with Yarro and

Cicero, likewise implies that the years of the reign of Romulus

were ordinary solar years, like those of the succeeding kings. Ta-

rutius fixed the conception of Rhea Silvia at the first year of the

secoud Olympiad (772 b.c.), the third hour of the twenty-third

day of the Egyptian month Chocak, aud the birth of Romulus

at sunrise on the twenty-first of Thoth. By adding eighteen

years, the supposed age of Romulus at the time of the founda-

tion of Rome, we obtain exactly Olymp. VI. 8 = 753 b.c., the

Varronian era for the foundation of Rome, from which the

received reckoning proceeds uninterruptedly in solar years.

(

178
)

The Romulean year of ten months and 301 days is rejected

by Scaliger as incredible.
(
1T9

)
The year of 301 days is likewise

rejected by Dodwell, but he retains the ten mouths, by sup-

posing that they were not regulated according to the moon,

and were of suflicient length to make up an ordinary solar

( 177 ) The reign of Romulus is reckoned by some ancient authors at

thirty-seven, by others at thirty-eight years : see Schwegler's Rom. Gesch.
vol. 1 . p. 517. Cicero, Livy, Dionysius, and Plutarch agree in the former
number. The seven kings of Rome aro stated to have reigned 244, or, in
round numbers, 240 years. See the author’s Inquiry into the Early Roman
History, vol. i. p. 527.

{ 178) See Plut. Rom. 12 ; Solin. i. 18 ; Cic. de Div. ii. 47 ;
Lydus, de

Mens. i. 14 Compare the author's work on the Crcd. of the Early Rom.
Hist. vol. i. p. 393. The 23rd of Choeak corresponds to Dec. 20, and the
21st of Thotn to Sept. 18. in the Julian Calendar, according to the table in

Ideler, vol. ii. p. 141. The pregnancy of Rhea was therefore reckoned by
Tarutius at nearly nine calendar months.

( 179) De Emend. Temp. lib. ii. p. 172, ed. 1G29.
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year.(,eo
)

This last hypothesis, it may be observed, destroys

the essence of the traditionary account, which supposes the ten

months to be ordinary lunar months, and connects them indis-

solubly with the number of 304 days, wanting sixty days, or

two ordinary months, to complete the number 364. Merkel, in

his Prolegomena to Ovid's Fasti, considers the story of a deci-

mestrial year ending with December, and of the subsequent

addition to it of the months January and February, as apo-

cryphal.^81
)

On the other hand, Ideler, though he abstains from dog-

matizing upon details, holds that there is no valid ground for

doubting of the existence of a decimcstrial year in early

Rome;(183
)
and Mommsen, whose authority upon a subject of

Roman antiquity is of much weight, considers the primitive

Roman year of ten months and 304 days as a reality and no

fiction, though he admits that the accounts of it may have

descended to us in an inaccurate and imperfect form.^88
)

Mommsen calls to his aid the decimal argument,
(

m
)
to which

Ovid and Lydus had previously had recourse, for the purpose

of explaining the number of months in the Romulean year.(,8s
)

This, however, is a merely fanciful and arbitrary analogy, and

proves nothing. It would be as reasonable to use the duode-

cimal division of the Roman As, or of the day, as an argument

( 180) Dc Cyclis, x. § 108, p. 672.

Lord Macaulsv, Hist, of Engl. c. xiv. vol. iii. p. 461, says of Dodwell

:

'He had perused innumerable volumes in various languages, and had
acquired more learning than his slender faculties were able to bear. The
small intellectual spark which he possessed was put out by the fuel.’ Dod-
well was a man of great learning, and great logical acuteness, but was
destitute of judgment and good sense. ‘Felicia memorise, expectans judi-

cium.’ I question whether his intellect was oppressed by his knowledge.
On the contrary, his opinions would probably nave been still more extra-

vagant, if he had known less of positive facts, and of the opinions of others.

(j8i) Prsef. ad Fast. p. lxxvii. (Berlin, 1841.)

(iSj) Handbuch der Chron. vol. ii. p. 27.

( 183) Die Eomische Chronologic bis auf Caesar (Berlin, 1868), p. 47.

( 184) lb. p. 60. Upon the universal use of the denary scale of arith-

metic in antiquity, see Aristot. Problem, xv. 3.

(185) Ovid, Fast. i. 31—6, iii. 121

—

6 ; Lydus, de Mens. i. 15.

E 2
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in favour of a year of twelve months. More weight may

appear to be due to the legal and customary periods of ten

months, which were in use at Rome during the historical age,

and which the defenders of the decimestrial year regard as a

relic of the ancient calendar. Thus the mourning of widows

for their husbands was fixed by usage at ten months ;(
18
®) and

women are stated to have mourned a similar period for their

nearest relations. The rule with respect to children is stated

to have been that there was no mourning for children under

three years of age; that the mourning for children between

three and ten years of age was of as many months as the child

was years old ;
and that the mourning for children above ten

years of age was of ten months.
(

lM7
)

The same period of ten

months is likewise stated by Plutarch to have applied to the

mourning for a father and a brother.
(

m
)
The rule laid down by

Paulus, who flourished about 200 a.d., is that the mourning for

parents and children above six years of age is a year ;
for chil-

dren below six years of age a month
;
for a husband ten months

;

and for kindred of less degree eight months.

(

16S
)

The ancient customary period of ten months for mourning

cannot, however, be considered as proving the existence of a

primitive decimestrial year. It may more probably have arisen

from the period of pregnancy, which was commonly assumed

as equal to ten months, and it may have been extended from

the mourning for husbands to the mourning for other near rela-

tions. It appears that by the ancient Roman law a widow was

( 186)
Cicero, pro Cluent. 12; Ovid, Fast. i. 35, iii. 134; Seneca ad

Helv. c. xvi. § 1 . Majores decern mensium spatium lugentibus viroa dede-
runt. Dionysius epeaks of the Roman matrons mourning ayear (iVuiwrioc

Ypdvoc) for Brutus and Publicola, as for their nearest relations, v. 48.

Plutarch, Publ. 23, makes the same statement respecting Publicola. Plu-
tarch, Num. 12, says that Nuraa fixed the longest period of mourning at

ten months, and that this was the period for widows. He repeats this

statement in the Life of Coriolanus, Cor. 39. Dionysius states that the ma-
trons mourned a year for Coriolanus, viii. 62. Seneca, Epist. 63, § 11,

states that the time of mourning anciently fixed for women was a year ; but
that men did not mourn.

( 187 ) Pint. Num. 12.
( 188) Plut. Cor. 39.

( 189) Sent. Recept. Ub. i. tit. 21 , § 13.
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prohibited from marrying within the ten months next after her

husband’s death.

(

19
°) This prohibition was extended to a year

by a law of the Emperors Gratian, Valentinian, and Theo-

dosius, in the year 881 A.n.(m
)

Custom seems to have like-

wise extended the time of mourning for widows to a year in

later times
; but the writers who speak of the period of a year

for mourning in early times merely use round numbers, and

do not allude to a decimestrial year. It should be observed

that mourning was limited to women at Rome: it was not

customary for men to mourn, p
93

)
The period of mourning in

antiquity seems to have been short; in Sparta it was twelve

days
; in Athens a month

;
and in other Greek states it did

not exceed four or five months.
(
19S

)
The ten months’ credit

given for oil and wine, according to Cato, cannot be regarded

as evidence of an ancient decimestrial year ;(
m

)
and the same

may be said of the term of ten months after the father’s

death, within which the furniture settled on a daughter was to

be supplied.
(

195
)

The hypothesis of Niebuhr that the twenty

years’ truce between Rome and Veii consisted of decimestrial

years is destitute of foundation.
(

19*)

An attempt has been made by some modem writers to prop

up the year of 304 days by a hypothetical substratum which

( 190) See Plut. Num. 12. Antony married Octavia within ten months

of the death of her first husband Mareellus ; but for this purpose it was

necessary for him to obtain a decree of the Senate dispensing with the law.

Plut. Anton. 31. Compare Drumann, Geschichte Roms, vol. i. p. 424.

( 191 ) Cod. Tkeod. iii. 8, 1; and see Cod. Just. v. 9, 1.

( 192 ) Sen.Ep. 63, § 11. At the death of Augustus, a decree of the senate

commanded that men should mourn a few days, and women a year. Dio

Cass. lvi. 43. The attendants at a Roman funeral were dressed in black,

Horat. Ep. i. 7, 6 .

( 193) Hermann, Privat-alterthiimer der Griechen, § 39, n. 34—6.

( 194) De R. R. c. 146—8.

{ 195) Polyb. xxxii. 13. The dos was payable within three years : there

is no ground for the supposition of Niebuhr, Rom. Hist. vol. iii. n. 107,

that cyclic years are meant j though it is adopted by Rein, Rbmisehes

Privatrecht, p. 194. By * cyclic years’ he means years of ten months.

( 196) See the author's work on the Credibility of the Early Roman
History, vol. ii. p. 287.
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requires examination. According to Censorinus, Macrobius,

and Solinus, the Romulean year consisted of four full, and

six hollow months, the former of which had thirty-one and

the latter thirty days (124 + ISO = 804) ; and at the reform of

the calendar this number was increased to 855 days. As the

additional fifty-one days were not sufficient to make two new

months, a day was taken from each of the six hollow months,

and the fifty-seven days thus obtained were assigned to the

two new months; January having twenty-nine, and February

twenty-eight days.(w
)

The account given by the only three Ro-

man writers who describe the Romulean year in detail—the two

former of whom are learned and intelligent antiquarians

—

therefore supposes that it was founded on a division of months,

by which the number of its days was determined.

The hypothesis above alluded to proceeds from a rejection

of the constitution of the Romulean year, as described by

Macrobius and Censorinus, and finds an origin for it in the

nundinal, or eight-day period of Rome. The author of this

conjecture was Puteanus, a Dutch philologist of the sixteenth

century, who pointed out that 304 is a multiple of 8 (88 *8 =

304). (
1W

)
Pontedera, an Italian writer of the eighteenth cen-

tury, added the remark that six years of 804 years nearly

coincide with five years of 365 days (1825 and 1826 days). (
1OT

)

This conjectural explanation of the Romulean year has been

developed by Niebuhr, and has been presented by him in a

more elaborate form. This historian adopts the derivation of

the Romulean year from thirty-eight nundinal weeks, which

measure of time he supposes to have been borrowed from the

Etruscans; he likewise applies to the sseculum of 110 years

the supposed Romulean lustrum of six years, corresponding

(197 )
Ccnsorin. c. 20. Macrob. Sat. i. 12, § 3, 38 ; i. 13, § I—7.

Solin. 1 . 37

—

8 .

( 198) See his Dissertation de Nundinia Romanis, c. 5, 7, in Grew. Thes.

Ant. Rom. vol. viiL d. 653, 655. Concerning Puteanus, who lived from
1574 to 1646, see Baylc, Die. in v. ; Biog. Umv. art. Dupuy (Henri).

( 199) See Ideler, vol. ii. p. 25. Poutedera lived from 1688 to 1757.
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with the ordinary lustrum of five years. Hence he obtains a

saeculum of 132 Romulean years. He next assumes that a

mouth of twenty-four days, or three nundinal weeks, wa9 twice

intercalated during a saeculum of 132 Romulean years,
f
200

)
The

result is, that if the solar years be taken at 365 i days, as in

the Julian calendar, a saeculum of 110 Julian years is less exact

than a saeculum of 1 32 Romulean years
;

for the latter makes

the solar year too short by 8m. 23s. : while the former makes

it too long by 11m. 15s.

(

301
)

Hence Niebuhr thinks it pro-

bable that the Etruscans had fixed the tropical year at 365d.

5m. 40s.; that the Etruscans, in the primitive ages of

Rome, were profoundly versed in astronomical science; and

that the results, though not the scientific foundations, of this

science were handed down by tradition among the Etruscan

priests.
(

202
)

Dr. Greswcll, in his learned work, printed at the

Oxford University press, entitled Origines Kalendariae Italic®,

has likewise attempted to prove, by copious argument, that the

Romulean year was founded upon a nundinal cycle. He con-

ceives that a nundinal year consisted of nine months of thirty-

two days, and of a tenth month of sixteen days ; but adverting to

the numerical coincidence pointed out by former writers, that six

years of 304 days are only one day less than five years of 365

days, he holds that the nundinal and solar years could be

adjusted to one another. (*•*)

Upon tins conjectural scheme of Niebuhr, Ideler remarks,

that 360 is not less a multiple of 8 than 304; and that 110

(200) Niebuhr, with his usual confidence in his own conjectures, lays it

down that the Roman antiquarians were mistaken in two of their sup-

positions, viz., that the calendar of ten months was originally the only one
in use, and that it was afterwards entirely abandoned. Hist, of Rome, vol.

1. p. 282. Engl. Tr.

(201 ) Niebuhr assumes the sasculum of 1 10 Julian years, upon Scaliger’s

calculation, at 40,177 days. A sseculum of 132 Romulean years, with 48
intercalary days, makes 40,176 days (132 x 304 +48=40,176).

(202 ) Hist, of Rome, vol. i. p. 275—9, Engl. Tr. The hypothesis of
Niebuhr is adopted by Ukert, Geogr. der Griechen und Romer, vol. i. part

2, p. 163.

(203) Vol. i. p. 136, 142, 153.
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years of 860 days, together with twenty-four intercalary months

of twenty-four days, equally make up the sum of 40,1T6

days.^) Muller likewise, in his work on the Etruscans, re-

gards the hypothesis as too uncertain for adoption into a state-

ment of historical facts.
(

205
)

It may be added that nothing is

gained by the gratuitous assumption of a sieculum composed of

182 Romulean years ; and that if the solar year of 365 J, or even

of 860, days was known to the primitive Romans, there could

be no adequate inducement for forming so capricious and in-

convenient a period as a year of 304 days, even although 304

days was a multiple of 8. The profound astronomical science

supposed by Niebuhr to have been possessed by the Etruscans

in the eighth century b.c., is moreover opposed both to evidence

and probability. The Etruscans never made any advance in

physical and mathematical science, or even in history and litera-

ture. Their nearest approach to astronomy consisted in their

observation of lightning for purposes of divination. (-
04

)

We may therefore conclude that the Romulean year of 304

days derives no real support from the modern hypotheses

devised as props to the tottering structure
; that it probably

never had any real existence, and was merely a fiction con-

trived to account for the numerical names of the Roman
months.

Dionysius describes Romulus as the author of the nun-

dinac
; f*

07
) which was a market held at Rome every eighth day,

or, as the Romans expressed it,
(

2Wi
)
every ninth day : reckoning

(204) Chron. vol. ii. p. 27 .

(205) Etrusker, vol. ii. p. 329 .

(206) See Muller’s chapter on the Calendar and Chronology of the
Etruscans, b. 4, c. 7, and "his necessarily meagre chapter, b. 4, c. 8, upon their
science and mental cultivation. Concerning the fulguratory discipline of the
Etruscans, see Muller, toI. ii. p. 31, 41, 162-178. Compare the author’s
work on the Cred. of the Early Homan Hist. vol. i. p. 200.

Seven names of Etruscan months, with their Roman equivalents, have
been preserved. See Mommsen, Rom. Chron. p. 278 .

(207) Dion. Hal. ii. 28 .

(208) See Dion. Hal. vii. 8, where he says that seven complete days
intervened between each two successive nundinal.
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both days inclusively, in the same manner that the French

call a week eight days, and a fortnight fifteen days. Cassius

Scmpronius Tuditanus, a well-informed historian of his country,

who flourished in the second century before Christ, referred the

origin of this institution to the arrangement made by Romulus

when he formed the joint kingdom with Tatius
; and did not

therefore include it among his original institutions at the foun-

dation of the city.
(

20<J

)
Cassius Hemina, a historian of the second

century b.c., and Varro ascribed its establishment to Servius

Tullius.
(

S1
°) Other writers considered the observation of the

nundinse as a market-day to be subsequent to the expulsion of

the kings
; and to have originated in the honours paid by the

plebs to the manes of Servius, the plebeian king, on every

eighth day.
(
sn

) It is clear that those Roman antiquarians who

attributed the origin of the nundinse to Servius, or to the be-

ginning of the Commonwealth, could not have connected this

eight-day period with the constitution of the Romulean year.

The market-day at Rome seems to have been fixed at in-

tervals of eight days from motives of convenience, f
12

)
There

is no valid reason for supposing that the nundinal period had

any connexion with the determination of the civil year, and of

the months into which the year was divided. The week, on

the other hand, as observed by several oriental nations, and as

ultimately adopted from them by the Romans, was an astrono-

mical division, being the fourth part of a periodic lunar

month.
(
31S

)

(109) Ap. Macrob. Sat. i. 16, § 32.

(jio) lb. § 33, and c. 13, § 20.

(21

1

) lb. § 33. Macrobiua, who attributes this opinion to Geminus,
appears to mean Geminus Tanusius, who was contemporary with Augustus.

(312 ) The nundina; was a market-day, and was sacred to Saturn. Plut.
Qusrst. Rom. 42 ; Cor. 19.

Compare Virgil’s Moretum, v. 79-81 :

—

Nonisque diebua
Venales olerum fasces portabat in urbem,
Inde domum cervice levis, gravis fere, redibat.

There is a short title de Nundinis in the Digest. L. 11 .

(213) Macrobius, Comm. in. Somn. Scip. i. 6, § 62, conceives the lunar
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§ 10 Besides the determination of the courses of the sun

and moon for the regulation of the calendar, astronomical ob-

servation in Greece was, at an early period, directed to the

fixed stars. Homer, in a passage which occurs, with slight

variations, both in the Iliad and Odyssey, specifies by name the

Pleiades, the Hyades, Orion, Bootes, and the Bear, which last,

he adds, is also called the Wain
;

alone, of all the constel-

lations, it remains constantly in sight, being never submerged

in the waves of the ocean, and it keeps watch upon Orion.(3U
)

No reasonable doubt can exist that the constellations thus

designated by Homer were the same as those known by the

same names in later times. In particular, the Great Bear is

clearly defined by its relation with Orion, by its double name

of the Bear and the Wain, and by its never sinking below the

horizon.

Those who, in the days of Greek literature and erudition,

occupied themselves with the interpretation of Homer, sought

to find a satisfactory reason why the poet should have said that

the Bear alone was never bathed in the ocean. Aristotle thinks

that he thus characterizes it, as being the best known among

the stars which never set.(2U
)

The solution of Strabo is

similar : he supposes that by 'the Bear/ Homer designates all

month of twenty-eight days as founded upon the septenary number. See
Bailly, Astr. Auc. p. 32 ; Ideler, vol. i. p. 00, 87, 480-2, vol. ii. 175 ; Arago,
Pop. Astron. b. 33, c. 3 ; Winer, Bibl. Real Worterbucb, art. Woche. Ac-
cording to Porpbyr. de Abstin. iv. 7, the seasons of purification observed by
the Egyptian priests were sometimes of forty-two days [6x7], and never
less than seven days. The division of the week is attributed by Garcilasso

to the ancient Peruvians, but erroneously. See Humboldt, Vues des Cor-
diileres (Paris, 1816, 8vo.), vol. i. p. 340.

(314) Iliad, xviii. 485-9 ; Od. v. 272-5. The difference consists in the

first verse, which in the Iliad is—llAijia^ac 9’ ‘Yacap r« ro r« oBivos 'Upiuvag,

and in the Odyssey is—IFAijiafoic r‘ iaopuyri rai 61pi Ivovra Bownjv.

The last vorse is translated by Virgil, but is applied to both the Hears

:

* Aretos, Oceani metuentes aequore tingi.'—Georg, i. 246.

The passage in the Odyssey is also imitated by Virgil, JEn. iii. 516.

As to the meaning of the words ’Upiwva i'och'h, see ldeler, Stemnamen,
p. 298. Concerning the origin of the constellations, see Huttmann, fiber

die Entstehung der Stcmbilder, Berl. Trans. 1826.

(215) Kai ri ‘oiij l' appopop’ Kara pirafopay TO yap yvutpipurarov povuv.

Poet. c. 25.
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the arctic portion of the heavens.
(

218
)

One grammarian altered

the reading on conjecture, in order to save the poet’s astrono-

mical reputation ;(
2ir

)
while another thought it better to admit

that Homer erred through ignorance.

(

318
)

The most probable

supposition seems to be that the Great Bear was the only por-

tion of the arctic sky which, in Homer’s time, had been reduced

into the form of a constellation.

(

S1#
)

The epithet ‘ tardily-setting,’ applied to Bootes, alludes to the

fact that his disappearance, inasmuch as the constellation is in

a perpendicular position, occupies some time; whereas, as Aratus

signifies, his rising is rapid, being effected in a horizontal

position. (““J

Homer likewise designates Sirius, as being called the ‘ Dog

of Orion,’ as appearing in the early autumn, as being a star of

peculiar brightness
;
and as being of evil omen, because it

brings fever to mankind.
(

wl
)

(216)
i. 1

, § 6.

(21 ^) Crate* read oIoq S' ap/iopdf lari. Ap. Strab. ubi sup. Hisemen-
dation is mentioned by Apollonius, but his text is corrupt.

(218) Apoll. Lex. Horn, in ifi/topov. o li 'HXioiwpof /JiAriov \iyuv
on j/iyviii. For 'UXMupoc Heyno reads 'HpWwpoc ; but the name Ilelio-

dorua is correct. The Scholia on v. 4S9, suggest another explanation ;

viz., that the Bear is the only constellation mentioned in these verses

which never sets. Compare Heyne, Horn. vol. vii. p. 625. Nitzsch, Od.
vol. ii. p. 41. Schaubach, Geschichte der griechischen Astronomie, p. 15-

23 ; Delambre, Hist, de l'Astr. Anc. vol. i. p. 341; Ideler, Untersuchungen
fiber die Stcrnnamen (Berlin, 1809), p. 4 -32.

(219)
‘ Apparemment il compte pour rien le Dragon et la petite Ourse,

parce que ces etoiles n’avaient pas ae nom,’ Delambre, ib. p. 342.

(220) The same peculiarity is alluded to by Catullus, lxvi. 67, where the
Coma Berenices says :

—

Vertor in occasum tardum dux ante Booten,
Qui vix sero alto mergitur Oceano.

Ovid, Fast. iii. 405, and Juv. v. 23, call him ‘piger Bootes.’ Ovid, Met.
ii. 178, calls him ‘ tardus." Claudian, do Rapt. Pros. ii. 190, piger. See
Ideler, Stcrnnamen, p. 49.

Quum jam
Flectant Icarii sidera tarda bovea.

Prop. ii. 23, 24.

Cur serus versare boves et plaustra Bootes.

Prop. iii. 6, 35.

On the sudden rising of Bootes, Bee Arat. 609, et Schol.

(221 ) Iliad, xxii. 26-31. Compare v. 5, where the same star is alluded

to. An oiXiot ian'ip is mentioned xi. 62. The obscure phrase vv*ri>i apoXyip
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Homer describes Ulysses as steering liis course by the stars

in the open sea
;
and therefore the pole round which the starry

heaven turns must have been before his time identified with

the north : but he does not refer to the stars as indicating the

season of the year. Hesiod, on the other hand, in his Didactic

poem, frequently refers to them for the latter purpose. He
appears to be ignorant of any calendar of months by which the

time of year can be described. Thus he advises the husbandman

to begin cutting his corn at the rising of the Pleiads, and to

plough at their setting. He says that they are invisible for

forty days and nights, but reappear at the time of harvest. (***)

He dates the early spring by the rising of Arcturus, sixty

days after the winter solstice (Feb. 19) ;
which is soon followed

by the appearance of the swallow
: (
2M

)
and he designates

this as the proper season for trimming the vines : but he

adds that as soon as the snail emerges from the ground, and

the Pleiads have risen, the care of the vines must cease.
(

2M
)

He speaks of Sirius as characterizing the greatest heat of

summer.
(

226
)

He lays it down that the rising of Orion is the

season for threshing :'he points to the time when Orion and

Sirius are in the mid heaven, and Arcturus is rising, as proper

for the vintage : and he directs the husbandmen to plough at

the setting of the Pleiads, Hyads, and Orion.

(

22S
)

He warns

the navigator to avoid the dangers of the sea at the time when

the Pleiads, flying from Orion, are lost in the waves.
(

227
)

The

seasonable time for navigation is, he says, sixty days after the

appears to be correctly rendered by ‘ the dead of night,’ by Buttmann in

his Lexilogus.

The passage in the twenty-second book of the Iliad is imitated by
Virgil, Mn. x. 274.

() Op. et Di. 381—6.

(333) v. 662.

(224 ) v. 569.

(225)
v. 686 . Imitated by Alcceus, Frajfin. 39, Bergk. Sirius is twice

mentioned in the Hesiodean poem of the Shield of Hercules, as charac-

teristic of the heat of summer, Scut. 163, 397.

( )
v. 696, 607-616. (227 ) v. 616-27.
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summer solstice, when the heat of summer has come to an

end (Aug. 20).

There is reason to believe that the heliacal rising of Sirius

was observed as an epoch at an early period by the Egyptians.

It had a peculiar importance in Egypt on account of its coin-

cidence with the annual inundation of the Nile.(2ig) The

Egyptian year began with the month of Thoth, which fell at

the time of the rising of Sirius
;
and this circumstance gave a

name to the celebrated Canicular period, of wliich we shall have

occasion to speak hereafter.

It is clear that the annual motion of the stars, with respect

to their risings and settings, was known in the time of Homer

and Hesiod. Their nocturnal motion could not fail to be

observed almost as soon as the motion of the sun during the

day. It is alluded to by Homer as affording a measure of time

during the night.
(

229
)

The ancients not unfrequently speak of the ‘ dances of the

stars.
,

(
230

)
This comparison is drawn from the circular dances

(228) See Ideler, vol. i. p. 125, 129, 328. Stipioc. or <mpAc, is an adjective

signifying hot, scorching ; hence aarijp is used for the sun by Hesiod,

Op. 415. eriipioc alone is used by Archilochus and others for the sun,

fr. 42, Gaisford, with Jacob's note, Hesych. in v. 2«ipn>c signifies the dog-

star in Hesiod. ASschylus, Ag. 967, and Soph, fragm. 941, havo atiptoc tcvwv.

Compare Eurip. Hec. 1102 ; Iph. Aul. 7. Virgil, iEn. x. 273, has tho

expression ‘ Sirius ardor,’ where he imitates the Greek in making Sirius

an adjective. Comp. Porphyrius de Antro Nympharum, c. 24.

(229) Iliad, x. 251-3 :

—

pdXa vcip unrai, lyyiidt S' ijwc,

atrrpa ri cij Trp6flif.h]Kl, srapipxpKiy St irXiwv yi'Z

Tuiv Cvo poipduv, rptrarij S' srt poipa XiXtnrTat.

Od. xiv. 483 :

—

aXX' ort It

)

rpi'x<* vecrAc ptra S' darpa

The setting of the moon and the Pleiads is used to mark the middle of
the night in the fragment of Sappho, fr. 58, Bergk. Compare Anacreont.
Od. iii.

(230) xopriai of the stars, Plat. Tim. p. 40. x°Pl ~‘°r of the stars, Cen-
sorin. c. 13. a<rrpuv t’ ai'Slpioi x0P°i. Eurip. El. 467. Dances of the planets

arc mentioned in Manil. i. 669. Chorus astrorum, Stat. Achill. i. 643.

The following couplet occurs in Darwin :

—

Onward the kindred Bears, with footsteps rude,

Dance round the pole, pursuing and pursued.

Econ. of Veget. canto i. v. 621.
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of the Greeks, and alludes principally to the motion of the

circumpolar stars.

The planets, on account of their motion among the other

stars, and the consequent irregularity of their risings and set-

tings, were not observed in early times. No planet is alluded

to by Hesiod, who uses the stars merely as a calendar.

Venus, the most brilliant among the heavenly bodies after

the moon, is mentioned by Homer under the names Hesperus,

as the fairest star in the heaven ;(
M1

)
and also of Eosphorus, or

the morning star,
f

232
)

Hesperus is likewise alluded to by

Sappho, in some extant verses, as putting an end to the toils

of the dav.f
2®3

)
The early Greeks did not identify the morn-

ing with the evening star. The discovery of their identity

is variously attributed to Pythagoras, lbycus, and Par-

menides^2®4
)

§ 1 1 The religion and mythology of the early Greeks had

scarcely any reference to astronomy, or to an adoration of the

heavenly bodies. The worship of the powers of Nature, which

some modern historians have attributed to the Pclasgian, or

Prehellenic, period of Greece^235
)
may have once existed; but

its existence rests upon hypothesis, not upon testimony. It

was not till a comparatively late period that the god Helios was

identified with Apollo, or that Diana became the goddess of the

(231) Iliad, xxii. 318.

(232) Iliad, xxiii. 226 ; Od. xiii. 03. In the latter passage the morning
star is called n<m)p Qaavraroc. According to Varro, the star of Venus
guided Jineas from Troy to Latium, Serv. JEn. ii. 801.

(233) Fragm. 96, Bergk.

(234) Diog. Laert. viii. 14, ix. 23 ; Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 24; Plin. ii. 8.

Pliny dates the discovery by Pythagoras in Olymp. 42, 142 r. c. (=612
B.C.). Achill. Tat.c. 17, assigns the identification to lbycus, who is placed

about 640 b.c. Compare Karsten, Phil. Gr. ltcl. i. 2, p. 240, 255. The
authority cited by Stob«us for its being a Pythagorean doctrine is Apollo-
dorus in his treatise mpi Stay ; see Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 428.

(235) See Muller’s Hist, of the Lit. of Anc. Greece, c. 2, § 3. Plato,

Cratyl. § 31, p. 397, conjectures that the ancient Greeks, like many of the
barbarians, worshipped the sun, the moon, tho earth, the stars, and the

heaven; hence he derives 6tni from diiv. But this is not a historical

testimony. Herod, iv. 188, says that the nomad Africans sacrifice only to

the sun and moon.
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moon^23
®) The sun and moon, though they were conceived as

celestial beings, driving their chariots across the vault of

heaven^ 237
)

held quite a subordinate rank in the primitive

Pantheon, and were not included among the Olympian gods.

When certain stars had been formed into a constellation, and

designated by a certain name, the fancy of the mythologist

supplied a story to illustrate the name. But Otfried Muller,

in his Treatise on Mythology, has shown clearly that the astro-

nomical mythi of the Greeks formed an unimportant part even

of their mythology, and were for the most part wholly uncon-

nected with their religion^238
)

(236) Miiller, Dor. ii. 5, 5. .Eschylus identifies Apollo with the sun,
Sept. Theb. 859, and Diana with the moon, Xantr. fragm. 158. Dindorf.

In the fragments of the Phaethon of Euripides, Apollo is described by
Merope as the esoteric name of the sun :

—

1 KaXXtTpKyyts "HAi\ Sis fi' (i7T(li\fITas

,

Kill TOvS’. 'A77

0

AA Q) 8" iv fiporois <T OfldSlS KaXtl,

Sorts ra otySivr' SvS/iar
1

otdf datfiovuiv.

This is a play upon the word ’AjroAXwr, on account of its resemblance in

sound to djroXAimu. But in the story of Phaethon, Helius, not Apollo, is

treated as his father, and his sisters are called the Heliades.

Later writers identify Apollo with the sun, and Diana with the moon.
See Cic. de N. D. ii. 27 ; Plut. de Orac. def. 7 ; Maerob. Sat. i. 17 ; Serv.
2En. iii. 73; Augustin, C. D. vii. 16; Nonn. xl. 401. Ovid, Met. ii. 25,
makes Phoebus not only the god of the sun, but also of the seasons and of
the calendar.

(a37) Neither the sun nor the moon drives a chariot in Homer. But
Eos or Aurora has a chariot in a passage of the Odyssey, xxiii. 244-6, and
the names of her horses, viz., Lampus and Phaethon, are given.

The chariot of the sun is mentioned by Soph. Aj. 845 ; Eurip. Ion.

1148; Plut. Sept. Sap. Conv. 12. It is also an essential part of the story
of Phaethon, which is as early as Hesiod. Tho god of the sun is called

Imrovafias, Aristoph. Nub. 672. Aiscliylus speaks of the XfukottuiXos rjutpa,

Pers. 386. The chariot of night occurs in Eurip. Ion. 1150, and Andromed.
fragm. 1 ; Dind. : see likewise Theocrit. ii. 163, where in v. 166, 3vrv£ intros

means the ‘vault of night,' not the chariot, as it is incorrectly rendered by
the Scholiast. In Mosch. Id. ii. 38, lieruf ij/uVo/ior is the semicircular disc

of the moon ; its shape when it is in dichotomy.

The Roman poets are more frequent than the Greek poets in their

allusions to the chariot of the moon. See Ovid, Fast. ii. 110, iv. 374,
v. 16 ; Rem. Am. 258 ; Manil. i. 667 ; Claudian. Rapt. Pros. iii. 403

;

Auson. Ep. v. 3. According to Manilius, the chariot of the sun has four
horses, that of the moon only two, v. 3. Nonnus, vii. 234, mentions the
chariot of tho moon os drawn by mules.

(238) Proleg. zu einer Wisseaschaftlichen Mythologie, p. 191 (p. 130
Engl. Tr.).
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The nature of the astronomical mythology of the Greeks

will best appear from a few examples.

The constellation of the Great Bear seems to have received

its name from its resemblance to the shape of an animal
; but

when it had acquired that appellation, it was connected with

the story of Callisto, a nymph loved by Jupiter, to whom she

bore Areas, the mythical progenitor of the Arcadians. She

was first metamorphosed into a bear by Diana, as a punishment

for her breach of chastity, or by Juno from jealousy; and

afterwards being pursued by hunters, was saved by Jupiter,

and transferred to the skies as an asterism near the north

pole.
(

Ma
)

The mythologists accounted for the constant appear-

ance of the Great Bear above the horizon, by saying that the

ocean deities prevented their pure waters from being polluted

by the presence of the concubine of Jupiter^340
)

A different explanation is given by Aratus : he supposes

both Bears to have been transferred from Crete to the heavens

by Jupiter, during the year when he was concealed by the

Curetcs in the Idsean cavc.(241
)

(239) See Hesiod, Fragm. ed. Marekscheffel, p. 353 ; Ovid, Met. ii.

401-530; Callimachus ap. Schol. 11. xviii. 487.

(240) The following are the words of Juno to her former nurse Tethys,
in Ovid, Met. ii. 627-30:—

At vos si l®s® tangit contomptus alumn®,
Gurgite cceruleo septem prohibete Triones,

Sideraque in ccolum stupri mereede receptA
Pellite, ne puro tingatur in a-quore pellex.

The explanation of Hyginus, Poet. Astr. ii. 1, is similar. * Hoe signum,
ut complures dixerunt, non occidit. Qui volunt aliqua de causa esse insti-

tutum, negant Tetliyn Ocean i uxorem id recipcre, cum reliqua aiders eo
perveniant in occasum, quod Tethys Junonis sit nutrix, cui Callisto succu-

buerit ut pellex.' Hygin. fab. 177, cites some verses referring to the same
point :

—

Tuque Lycaoni® mutat® semine nymph®,
Quam gelido raptam de vertice Nonacrino
Oceano prohibet semper se tingere Tethys,
Ausa su® quia sit quondam succumbere alumn®.

Sucrumbere here means to supplant, in a sense derived from tuccuba.

(241) v. 30-4. Compare Diod. iv. 7i>, 80. This fable is inconsistent

with the natural history of the island ; for the ancients testify that Crete

never contained any bears or other noxious animals. See Aristot. Mir.
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The Pleiads evidently took their name from the verb

jrXtlv,^) because their rising was synchronous with the be-

ginning of the season fitted for navigation in the Greek

waters, while their setting marked its termination. They

were supposed to be the daughters of Atlas, and the sisters of

the Hyades, and to have been changed into stars. (**•) The

imagination of poets, by playing upon the name, conceived this

constellation as a flight of doves (wiXuat) :(***) zEschylus, em-

ploying a privative epithet to circumscribe and explain his me-

taphor, called them doves, but doves devoid of wings. (***)

The constellation of the Pleiads consists, according to

Ideler,(34
®) of one star of the third magnitude, three of the

fifth, two of the sixth, and many smaller stars. It is therefore

scarcely possible for the best eye to discern more than six.(347
)

The ancients, from some numerical fancy, thought fit to desig-

Ause. c. 84 ; Diod. iv. 17 ;
..Elian, N. A. v. 2 ; Plin. viii. 58 ; Solinus, c. 11,

§ 11 ; Plat, de Cap. ex Host. util. c. 1. Compare Pashley’a Travels in

Crete, vol. ii. p. 261. The Daunian bear in Iamblich. Pyth. 60, Porphyr.
Pyth. 23, is a fiction, for Italy never contained wild bears. The * Cale-

donius ursus' in Martial, de Speet. 7, is a merely poetical epithet.

(242) See Muller, Mythol. p. 191 (131, E. T.), Other fanciful etymolo-
gies are given by Schol. Iliad, xviii. 486 ; Schol. Arat. 254.

(243) Hesiod gives them the epithet of ’ArXoyvvvir, Op. 383. Hence
Virgil, Georg, i. 221, calls them Atlantides. Compare Schol. II. xviii. 486 ;

Hygin. Poet. Astr. ii. 21.

The Homeric and Hcsiodean form is IlXijui&», derived from nXia, which
verb is never contracted in Homer. Its ancient form seems to have been
wX«Fa) ; the trace of the digamma is preserved in the future vXtCcrv.

(244) The substitution of n»X«uiivf for XndSvr occurred in the astrono-

mical poem attributed to Hesiod. See fragm. p. 352, ed. MarckschefTol.

The same lengthened form is used by Pindar, Nem. ii. 16, and numerous
instances of it are cited by Athen. xi. c. 79, 80, including one from
Simonides.

(243) ai S' (in’* “ArXavrov TraiJvs o>vofiaafi«yai

Trarpof pryirrrov SdXov oopavocmyfj

kXciUcTKOV, <1>0a WKTtpGllr (/>nVTntTfitlTUiV

igova-i poplar mrrvpoi nrXuddfv.—Ap. Athen. p. 491 A.

(See Blomf. ad iEsch. Ag. 81, Gloss.) This passage is alluded to by Schol.

11. xviii. 486. /Eachylus assigns their grief for their father’s labour in

carrying the world, as the cause of their metamorphosis.

(246) Sternnamen, p. 145.

(247) Hipparch. ad Arat. Pham. i. 14, affirms that seven stars can

really be perceived in a clear moonless night.

1
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66 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

nate the Pleiads as a constellation of seven stars ;(
248

)
and they

gave a fictitious reason for the fact that only six were visible.

Some said that the seventh Pleiad had been struck by light-

ning : others that it had been removed into the tail of the Great

Bear :(
2*8

)
the reasons assigned by Ovid(250

)
are either that one

of the seven daughters of Atlas was dishonoured by a marriage

with a mortal, whereas each of the six others ascended the bed

of a god
;
or that Electra, the wife of Dardanus, was so over-

whelmed by the capture and destruction of Troy, that she

veiled her head in token of grief.
(

2S1
)

This constellation was

called Vergiliae by the Romans, because it rose after the

spring.
(
86S

)

As the Pleiads derived their name from navigation, so the

Ilyades derived their name from rain (Chv).(253
)

The Ilyades,

like the Pleiads, were the daughters of Atlas : they were sup-

posed to have been metamorphosed into stars on account of

their grief for the death of their brother Ilyas.
(

254
)

Some de-

(248) Called iirrarrApat by Eurip. Ipli. Aul. 6 ; <rrrrifrr«/ior, by Erntosth.

e. 14, 23. Qued septem dici, sex tamen esse solent, Ovid, Fast. iv. 170;
Arat. 257 ; German icus, Arat. 259.

(249 ) Schol. Arat. 254, 257.

(250) Fast. iv. 171-8. The former of those reasons appears in Eratosth.

e. 23 ;
Hygin. Poet. Astr. 21 ; Schol. II. xviii. 486.

(251) It was a sign of grief among the Greeks to muffle the head, Horn.
Od. viii. 85; Eur. Hec. 432; Orest. 42, 280; Suppl. 122. Weeping seems
to have been considered as of bad omen, and was therefore concealed.

(252 ) Eas Stellas Vergilias nostri appellavernnt, quod pOBt ver exoriun-
tnr, Hygin. P. A. c. 21. The rising of the Pleiads was in the middle of
May, Festus, p. 372. Vergili® diet® quod earum ortu ver finitur, ®stas
incipit.

(253)
Ora micant Tauri septem radiantia flammis,
Navita quas llyadas Graius ab imbre vocat.

Ovid, Fast. v. 165-6.

Virgil, iEn. i. 744, iii. 516, calls them ‘ pluvi® Hyadcs ;‘ Horace, Cara,
i. 3, ‘ tristes.’

'YciSff r« vovriXoif

a-a<j>t<TTarov —Eurip. Ion. 1156.

Where ‘Yar lengthens the first syllable, which Homer and other poets
shorten.

(254 ) Hygin. fab. 192 ; F. A. ii. 21 ; Ovid, ubi sup. The names of
five Ilyades were enumerated in the astronomical poem attributed to

Hesiod, p. 353, ed. Marckscheflel. Their number was variously stated.
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rived the name of the constellation from the letter Y, to which

its form bears a resemblance.
(

256
)

The Romans called it Su-

culte
;
which Cicero considers an etymological blunder, founded

on a confusion with uf.(
S5

®) It is, however, more probable that

this was a native Latin word, formed from succus, and that, like

the Greek udc, it alluded to the moisture which accompanied

the rising of this constellation.
(

267
)

Orion was conceived as a warrior and hunter, who was

transmuted into a constellation. From his position in the

heavens, he was said to fly from the Pleiads,
(

258
)

as he, in his

turn, was said to be watched by the Great Bear. Various

fables were connected with his translation into the sky.(M9
)

One of the stories relative to the Dog-star derived its name

from the dog of Orion.
(

28
°) The time of its rising connected

it, at an early period, with the idea of intense summer heat

;

and Muller conjectures that it was so called on account of the

prevalence of canine madness at this season. The ceremonies

of the Greek and Roman worship, in several places, alluded to

the connexion between the dog and the star in question.
(

M1
)

There were likewise similar fabulous stories explanatory of

the name of the constellation Bootes, also called Arctophylax

and Arcturus.(262
)

Arcturus, as he declares of himself in the

prologue to the Rudcns of Plautus, was, on account of the

(255) Schol. II. xviii. 486 ; Schol. Arat. 173 ; Hygin. fab. 192.

(256 ) Cic. de N. D. ii. 43. Nostri imperite suculas
;
quasi a suibus

essent, non ab imhribus nominatas. This remark recurs in a passage cited

by Gell. xiii. 9. Compare Plin. ii. 39.

(257 )
This etymon is given in Serv. JEn. i. 741.

(258)
Hesiod. Op. 619; Find. Nem. ii. 11.

(255)) See Meineke, Analecta Alexandrine, p. 133 ; Hygin. Astr. ii. 31.
Orion is called a stormy constellation, in allusion to its setting in the late

autumn, Virg. jEu. i. 535, iv. 62 ; Horat. Ep. xv. 7 ; Ideler, Sternnamen,
p. 219.

(260} Hygin. fab. 130 ; Astr. ii. 4, 36 ; Eratosth. 33. Another story
connected the star with the dog of Iearius.

( 2C 1 ) See Ideler, Sternnamen, p. 238 ; Notes and Queries, vol. vii.

p. 431.

( 262 ) See Ideler, Sternnamen, p. 47.

p 2
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times of his rising and setting, considered a stormy constel-

lation.
(

2®s
)

The constellations of the heavenly sphere seem to have been

gradually formed by the Greeks. Those which are mentioned

by Homer and Hesiod are doubtless the most ancient.
(

iM
)

It

was not till astronomers had observed the oblique path of the

sun, in its annual progress, that the zodiac was marked out.

The division into twelve parts took its origin in the number of

lunations, which nearly corresponded with the solar year.

When the ecliptic had been divided into twelve parts, astro-

nomers perceived that the motions of the moon, and of the

planets visible to the naked eye, were all within a certain dis-

tance of the ecliptic. They included this space within parallel

circles of the sphere; and adopted the constellation which

coincided with each twelfth part as a sign. Hence as these

constellations were represented by £<j>8(a, (

2M
)
or figures, on the

celestial sphere of the ancients, this circular band was called

the zodiac, and the constellations which encircled it were called

the signs of the zodiac. Aristotle is the earliest extant writer

who mentions the zodiacal circle
;

it is likewise mentioned by

Autolycus.(2oa
)
About a century later, Aratus, in his astronomical

(263) Increpui hibernum et ductus movi maritime)*.

N a in Arcturug gignum turn omnium acerrumum,
Vekemens sum exoriens ; cum occido, vekementior.

Prol. v. 69-71.

(364) Grimm. Deutsche Myth. p. 416, thinks that the Great Bear,

Orion, and the Pleiads, were the three constellations first formed.

(365) The word fwSi'oe is used by Herod, i. 70, to denote sculptured

figures of animals upon a goblet. The swcXor fufiuucAf means the circle of

figures represented in painting or sculpture. Among the figures of the

zodiac four were not animals, and the German Thierkrei* is an inaccurate

translation of the word. No diminutive of the form L&wv is ever used in

epic or tragic poetry, and therefore it may be inferred that the name
of the zodiac had not a poetical origin. Diminutives of this form do not

belong to the early language, see Buttmann, AusfUbrl. Gr. Gramm, vol. ii.

p. 442. The word mjiJtoc became corium, which is an old Latin word, used

by Cato and Plautus.

(366) 6 kwcXoc toiv fojSiftjv, Aristot. Meteor, i. 6. 6. i. 8. 3. 6 twv fud/wr,

ib. i. 8, 14. & Sia r<hv fiiauiv ritv (kvkXos), Metaph. xi. 8. Concern-
ingAutolycus. see Delatubre, Hist. d'Astr. Anc. vol. 1. p. 29. According
to Eudemus, (Enopides was the discoverer of the zodiac.
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poem, names the zodiacal circle, and enumerates its twelve signs.

He states, moreover, that six of the signs rise, and six set,

every night.
(

a*7
)

The zodiac was doubtless knowu to Eudoxus,

whose Phenomena was versified by Aratus.

On the whole, the mythology of the Greeks has little con-

nexion with the heavenly bodies, and the mythical stories which

have an astronomical reference are of comparatively recent

origin. Sometimes a narrative received from later writers an

astronomical application, which it wanted in its primitive form.

Thus the story of the sun turning back his chariot, and con-

cealing his light, at the sight of the crime of Atreus, who had

feasted Thyestes with the flesh of his own murdered chil-

dren^2®8
)
was softened into the rationalized version, that Atreus

had discovered the proper motion of the sun, from west to

east, contrary to the general motion of the heavens^249
)
or that

(267) Arat. 541-58.

(268) For a full description of the disappearance of the sun, because he
is shocked at the unnatural orime of Atreus, see Sen. Thyest. 783-884.

Seneca supposes that when the sun disappears during the day, the moon
and stars do not become risible. He conceives the latter heavenly bodies
as peculiar to the night, and as not being ready to shine before their

usual time.

Ipse insueto novas hospitio

Sol auroram ridet occiduus,
Tenebrasque jubet surgere, nondum
Nocte parata. Non succedunt
Astra, nec ullo micat igne polus,

Nee luna graves digerit umbras.—v. 820-5.

Where Lipsius says : * Ecce autem sol sese condens noctem inducebat, et

surgere jubebat ante tempus, ideoque imparatam.' It does not seem to
have occurred to the poet that the moon and stars were in the heaven
during the day as welt as during the night; and that they were only
rendered invisible by the superior light of the sun. Diyero in this passage
means to dissipate, to scatter, as in Georg, iii. 357 i

Turn sol pallentes baud unquam discutit umbras.

(269) Polybius, ap. Strab. i. 2, 15 (p. 1120. ed. Bekker), says that the
benefactors of mankind and the authors of useful inventions became kings

and gods. Among these he instances Atreus, who first taught that the

course of the sun was contrary to that of the heaven. Lucian, Astrol. 12,

has the same statement respecting Atreus. Euripides, ap. Achill. Tat.

Isag. c. 1, spoke of Atreus as discovering the proper motion of the sun :

5ft yap nirrpwv TT}y tvavrlav o5ov

Sr)povs T ferwtra, sat Tvpawus ifopijv.—Cress, fragm. 14.

This passage means 5<t£as nji» otiv tov i)Xiov ivatrriav ovaay TTJS ri>y
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70 PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY OF [CHAP. I.

he had discovered the method of predicting a solar eclipse.
(

27°)

Plato gives a different turn to the fable. He supposes

Jupiter, in his horror at the crime of Atreus, to have changed

the quarter where the sun rises from east to west.(2rl
)

Another

fabulous interpretation traced the erratic motion of the planets

to the same cause.

(

OT
)

These explanations are evidently phi-

losophical figments, foreign to the supernatural character of

the old legend.

§ 1 2 As the religion and mythology, so the divination of

the early Greeks had little connexion with the heavenly bodies.

The Greeks sought to penetrate into the future by means of

oracles and dreams, by the entrails of victims, and by the flight

of birds.
(

27S
)

To these the Homans added the interpretation of

lightning, which they borrowed from Etruria.
(

274
)

Both also

drew prognostics from prodigies; that is to say, from rare

natural appearances ;(
J7i

)
among which comets, meteors, and

eclipses held an important place.

ntrrpuv. It is misunderstood by Achilles Tatius, p. 73, 82, 95, cd. Petav.
The conversion of the sun’a course from west to east, in consequence of
the crime of Atreus, is mentioned by Euripides, Orest. 1000 ; Iph. T.
816. Manilius, iii. 18, says that the sun turned back at the sight of the
impious feast, and that darkness ensued.

(270) Qme sol no videndo pollueretur, radios suos ab ca civitate de-
torsit. Sed veritatis hoc cst : Atreum apud Mycenaa primum solis

eclipsin invenisse, cui invidens frater urbe discessit tempore quo ejus pro-
bata sunt dicta. Serv. Ain. i. 568. Repeated in Hygin. fab. 268. The
former explanation refers to the sun turning back in hi* course ; the latter

to the darkness caused by the sun's disappearance. Compare Grote, Hist,
of Gr. vol. i. p. 220.

(371) Politic, p. 268.

(373) Achill. Tat. p. 96, ed. Petav.

(373) See -Each. Prom. 492 508. Compare the enumeration in Her-
mann, Gottesdienstlichen Alterthiimer der Griechen, § 37, 38, and in the
elaborate article, Divinatio, in Pauly's Real-Encyclopaaie.

(374) See Muller's Etrusker, b. 3, c. 1, 2. The (pXrryama tr^pnra in

ASsch. Prom. 507, do not refer to lightning. Lightning was considered by
the Greeks as the w eapon with which Jupiter punished the wicked. See
Aristoph. Nub. 397.

(275) hi rai oW oi pavrtip iltidaai tovto icpivuv iig ripac' ri yip flu9ip 06

ripa(. Tlicophrast. de Plant, v. 3. Compare Hermann, ib. § 38, n. 16.

Herod, ii. 82, says of the Egyptians : ripara h ir\*w afi avtvprjrai

V roltri uMotm <7 Tram av9pioiroi<Ti' yt vvptvnv yap rtparof fvXatrnovirt ypaQoptvoi
r&irofiaivovj cat ijv Kore war*pov vapa7r\rj<xiov rovup yivrjTai

,
card ritvrb vopi-
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SECT. 12.] THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. 71

But although the Greeks and Romans agreed with the less

civilized nations of antiquity in viewing eclipses, comets,

meteors, and other extraordinary appearances in the heaven,

with alarm, as being marks of the divine displeasure
;
yet they

drew no prognostics from the ordinary movements of the hea-

venly bodies : they had no astrological science, or system of

astrological prediction.^78
)

For this deceitful and seductive art the Greeks were, as it

appears, indebted to the Chaldeans, who introduced it among

them after the time of Alexander.

It was never cultivated with fondness by the Greeks, though

they made it an adjunct to their scientific astronomy, and ad-

mitted it into that strange mixture of mystical philosophies

which prevailed in the third and fourth centuries after Christ.

We shall have occasion to consider the Chaldean astrology, in

a future chapter, in connexion with the astronomy of the Baby-

lonians and Egyptians.
(
277

)

(own oiro/3jjiw!T0ai. Tho method here described is one of strictly scientific

induction ; if it had been rigorously observed, the Egyptians would cither

have discovered the vanity of divination from prodigies, or they would
have founded it on a scientific basis. Concerning the meaning of rfpnt in

Homer, see Nagelsbach liomerische Theologie, p. 146. The ordinary

Roman prodigies are enumerated by Claudian, Eutrop. i. 1-7, ii. 40-4.

(276) The later Greeks, who discovered the germs of all arts and

scieuces in Horner, found even traces of his astrological science. See

Heyne ad II. xviii. 251, vol. vii. p. 467 ; Marsham, Can. Crit. p. 480.

Euripides describes Hippo, the daughter of Chiron, as predicting the

future from the risings of stars

:

fl irpUrra piv ta 8ela irpavpavTivo-aro

Xprjtfpsnat <ra<pt<rif dortpuyv « dvroXalr.

Melanipp. Sap. Fr. iii. Dindorf.

She was supposed to have learnt astronomy from her father Chiron.

See below, ch. ii. § 1. Archdeacon Hare, Phil. Mus. vol. i. p. 25, thinks

that the predictions of Hippo intended by Euripides, ‘ relate only to the

art of foretelling the weather from the heliacal rising of the stars.'

(277)
See below, ch. v. § 10.
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Chapter II.

PHILOSOPHICAL ASTRONOMY OF THE GREEKS
FROM THE TIME OF THALES TO THAT OF
DEMOCRITUS.

§ 1 TMIERE is, as we have seen in the preceding chapter,

no trace of any scientific astronomical knowledge in

the remains of early Greek literature, or in the authentic

accounts of the primitive times of Greece and Rome.

Some of the stories of the Greek mythology, indeed, as

reduced and rationalized by the later historians, attributed the

origin of astronomy to the fabulous ages of Greece. Thus

Atlas is said to have discovered the doctrine of the sphere, and

even to have been the author of astronomy ; he is further re-

ported to have communicated this knowledge to Hercules, who

imparted it to the Greeks.^) According to another story, the

sons of Iielius in the island of Rhodes were distinguished by

their knowledge of astronomy
;
they also made improvements

in navigation, and arranged the seasons. Actis, one of the

Heliadse, emigrated to Egypt, and taught astronomy to the

Egyptians. The knowledge of astronomy was afterwards

(i) Diod. iii. 66, iv. 27 j Plin. N. II. vii. 67 ;
Herodorus ap. Clem. Alex.

Strom, i. 15, § 73 (Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 34) ; Serv. zEn. i. 741 ;

Heraclit. de Incred. 4. Diogenes Laertius, Proosm. 1, makes him a philo-

sopher.

Diodorus likewise makes Uranus, king of the Atlanteans, the first

astronomer, and describes him as the ancestor of the sun and moon, iii.

66, 57. The fable of Atlas bearing the heaven on his shoulders (of which
the story in the writers above cited is a rationalized version) is of great

antiquity. See Horn. Od. i. 52 ; Hesiod, Theog. 517 ; zEsch. Prom.
347, 430 ; Aristot. de Mot. Animal. 3. Hesperus is fabled to have been a
son of Atlas, remarkable for his piety and justice. He used to observe
the stars on the top of Mount Atlas, but was carried away by a violent
wind, and never reappeared. His subjects gave him divine honours, and
called the most beautiful star in the heavens by his name.—Diod. iii. CO.
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SECT. 1.] PHILOSOPHICAL ASTRONOMY OF THE GREEKS. 73

obliterated in Greece by a deluge, which destroyed nearly all

the inhabitants; and the Egyptians thus obtained the credit of

having been the authors of this science.
(

a
)

A third story represented Hyperion as having been the first

systematic observer of the movements of the Bun, moon, and

stars, and of the seasons determined by their course, and as

having taught this knowledge to mankind ; whence he was

called the father of the sun and moon.(8
)

Uranus, again, King of the Atlanteans, was called the first

astronomer, and the sun and moon were said to be his de-

scendants.^)

Sophocles considers Palamcdes in the light of a civilizer,

and as the author of numerous inventions, among which he

includes a knowledge of the movements of the stars, and of

their use in navigation.^) The treatise on astronomy ascribed

to Lucian speaks of Orpheus as’ having taught that science to

the Greeks.

(

8
)

The fable of Prometheus chained to the rock,

on Caucasus, was likewise interpreted by late writers to contain

a concealed reference to the observations of a solitary astro-

nomer upon lofty mountains.
(
7
)

Newton, in his treatise on Ancient Chronology, has assigned

the origin of astronomical science to the heroic ages of Greece.

His argument rests upon three hypotheses :

—

1. That Chiron delineated the constellations, and was a

(j) Diod. t. 67.

(3) Diod. v. 67. Compare Hesiod, Theog. 371-4.

(4 ) Diod. iii. 66
, 67.

(5) Fragtn. 379, ed. Dindorf. Tho third line appears to be spurious.

Palamedes is described as the inventor of dice in Paus. ii. 20, § 3 j x. 31,

§ 1. Philostratus, Heroic, c. 11, makes him the inventor of the divisions

of time, money, weights and measures, arithmetic, and alphabetical writing.

(6) c. 10.

(7) Nec vero Atlas sustinere coelum, nec Prometheus affixes Caueaso,
nec stellatua Ceplieus cum uxore, genero, 111 ia traderetur, nisi ecelestiura

divina cognitio nomcn eorum ad errorem fabul® traduxisset. Cic. Tuse.
Disp. v. 3. Concerning Prometheus as an astronomer, see below, ch. v.

§ 1. Cepheus, his wife Cassiopea, his daughter Andromeda, and his son-

w-law Perseus, were converted into stars.
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74 ASTRONOMY FROM THALES [CHAP. II.

practical astronomer. 2. That Musaeus, the son of Eumolpus,

and master of Orpheus, made a sphere
;
and that he was re-

puted to have been the first among the Greeks who made one,

the time at which it was made coinciding with that of the

Argonautic Expedition. 8. That the people of Corcyra attri-

buted the invention of the sphere to Nausieaa, daughter of

Alcinous, King of the Plneacians ;
and that she appears to have

obtained her knowledge of it from the Argonauts, who, on their

return home, sailed to that island, and made some stay there

with her father.
(
8
)

Chiron, a centaur, was the sou of Saturn and the sea-nymph

Philyra ;(
8
)
and thus, as Xenophon remarks, he was the brother

of Jupiter.

(

10
)

Saturn was fabled to have changed himself into

a horse in order to conceal his amour with Philyra from his

wife Rhea ; hence the mixed form of Chiron. Homer calls him
* the most just of the centaurs,’ and designates him as the

teacher of Achilles, in reference to his knowledge of the re-

medies for a wound.
(

u
) Pindar, likewise, describes Chiron as

haiing given instruction in medicine to Jason and ^Esculapius.^ 5

)

A family which had an hereditary knowledge of the medicinal

virtues of plants, and which was said to be descended from

Chiron, dwelt near Mount Pclion in late times.
(

1S
)

The Mag-

(8)
Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms amended, Horsley's Newton,

vol. v. p. 63-6. Compare p. 17.

(o) Hesiod, Theog. 1001 ; Pindar, Pyth. vi. 22; Apollod. i. 2, 4;
Apollon. Khod. i. 654, ii. 1231-41, and Pherecydes ap. Schol. Virg. Georg,
iii. 93. Xenoph. de Ven. i. 4, describes Philyra generally as a IN aid.

Scriptor Gigantomach. ap. Schol. Apoll. Rh. i. 654. Ovid, Met. vi. 226.

(10) Xen. ib. § 3. Xenophon points out that Chiron was long-lived,

for that, while he was the brother of Jupiter, he lived long enough to bo
the teacher of Achilles.

( 1

1

) II. xi. 830-2. Compare ASlian, Hist. An. ii. 18. According to

Hesiod, Theog. 1001, Chiron reared Medeus, the son of Jason and
Medea.

(ia) Nem. iii. 53. Compare Schol. Apoll. Rh. i. 554; Schol. Arat. 436.

( 13) Dicrearch. de Pelio, § 12; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 263. The
spear of Achilles was made of an ash Irorn Pelion, and was given by
Chiron to Peleus, 11. xvi. 143, xix. 390. Chiron was supposed to inhabit

Pelion, and there was a cave on this mountain called the Chironian cave.

Pelion was the scene of the amour of Saturn and Philyra.
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SECT. 1.] TO DEMOCRITUS. 75

nesians also offered sacrifices to Chiron as the author of

medicine.
(
u

)

An epic poem which bore the name of Hesiod contained the

precepts which Chiron imparted to Achilles.
(

u
)

They were

regarded as of a religious and ethical character : Pindar parti-

cularly specifies the worship of Jupiter as the first of Chiron’s

lessons to his celebrated pupil.
(

16
)

Xenophon says that Apollo

and Diana selected Chiron, on account of his justice, for instruc-

tion in the art of hunting
;
and that he afterwards taught this

art to numerous heroes.(17
)

Besides these subjects, Chiron

is described as instructing Achilles in music and the use of the

lyre.
(

,9
)

In the Achilleid of Statius, Achilles gives a detailed account

of his instruction by Chiron. The subjects are hunting, mili-

tary exercises, playing on the lyre, treatment of wounds, and

medicine. He likewise receives lessoks of justice. No allusion

is made to any branch of astronomical science.
(

19
)

According

to Ovid, divination was not among the arts taught by Chiron.

(

M
)

The ancients do not in general mention astronomy, or any

(14) Hut. Symp. iii. 1, 3. His medical skill is alluded to by Virgil,

Georg, iii. 548, and by Ovid, Fast. v. 401, 410. Ho cured the eyes of

Phoenix, Propert. ii. 1, 00. Hyginus, fab. 274, says that ho invented the

an of surgery from herbs. Before yEsculapius, Chiron was acquainted

with the medicinal virtues of herbs, according to Galen. Introd. vol. xiv.

p. 675. Kuhn. Some herbs used in medicine were named Chironion and
Centaureum, from Chiron, Plin. xxv. 13, 14 ; Thcophrast. Hist. Plant, ix.

11,1. The Chironion grew upon Pelion, Dioscond. iii. 57. The Schol.

Iliad, iv. 219, makes him the inventor of medicine.

(15) Hesiod, fragm. p. 175, 370, ed. Marckscheffcl.

(16) Pyth. vi. 21 ;
Hesiod, fr. 206. ib. Apollo is described as seeking

counsel from Chiron in Pyth. ix. 29. Compare Eurip. Iph. Aul. 709.

(17) Cyneg. c. i. § 1-4.

(18) See Ovid, Fast. v. 385; Philostrat. Heroic, c. 10; Imag. ii. 2.

According to Plutarch de llus. 40, o ow/xiraTor Xfijiuv was poixrucijr re

apa xai iixauxruvt)t *ai tarpueije SiidoxaXov. Pindar, IN em. iii. 53, calls him
fiadvfirjnjt. His instruction in music is alluded to by Horace, Epod. xiii. 11.

Ausonius, Id. iv. 20, speaks of the gentleness of Chiron's discipline.

(19) ii. 382—453. Compare i. 38.

(jo) Met. ii. 638. Concerning Chiron, see the essay of Welcker,
‘ Chiron der Phillyride,’ Kleino Sehriften, vol. iii. p. 3 ; Fabric. Bibl. Gr.

vol. i. p- 13, ed. diaries.
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76 ASTRONOMY FROM TIIALES [CHAP. II.

kindred science, among the subjects which were supposed to

have been included in the lessons of Chiron. An anecdote is

preserved respecting Diogenes, that, being reproached for

his ignorance of geometry, he replied that it was permitted to

be ignorant of a subject which not even Chiron taught to

Achilles.
(

S1
) The evidence of Chiron’s astronomical knowledge

is discovered by Newton, in a fragment of the Cyclic Titanoma-

chia
; the interpretation of which is dubious, and which pro-

bably has no reference to astronomy.^) But, whatever may
be the true meaning of the verses in question, it is certain that

(21 ) Parallels of Joannes Damascenus, ad calc. Stob. Phys. p. 7-10.

ed. Gaisford. ad calc. Stob. Anth. vol. iv. p. 200, ed. Meineke.

(22 ) 6 be BTjpuTiof*Epfinnros Xcipwva rdv Kewravpop tro<f>dv xaXel, (<$>* ov Kai

6 rijif TiTapopa^lay ypayjras <ptja\v o»s npurros ovros

els re Sixatowutnju Owjrvv yevot jyoye, r

opKcvs Kai Bvmas IXapas xai 'OXvpirov.

Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 15, § 73, p. 132, ed. Sylburg.

ovr/nor’ ‘OXifinov, Newton understands the ‘constellation* of
heaven.* "OXe/wror in the Greek writers seems never to signify the heaven
in a physical sense

; though it may express the aggregate of the Olympic
gods. In the Latin writers Olympus is sometimes equivalent to coelum :

as in Virg. Georg, i. 450, iii. 223. It has been proposed to read armor’

‘0\Cfiirov, in the sense of ‘ signa divinic voluntatis.’

Welcker, Ep. Cvclus, vol. ii. p. 411, thinks that the ancient musician
Olympus is referred to, and conceives that the dances invented by Olympus
are intended. It is clear from the context that something considered by
the Greeks as having an ethical influence is meant, Chiron, it is said, first

turned munkind to justice, by teaching them the use of oaths and sacri-

fices. The third subject of his instruction can hardly be the forms of the

constellations, which have no connexion with morality. It is possible that
‘ the dances of the gods,' as connected with sacrifices, are signified,

was used for a figure in dancing. See Aristoph. Vesp. 1485.

It must at the same time be admitted that Clemens appears to have
understood the verses of the Titanomaehia in the same manner as New-
ton : for he proceeds to say that Hippo, the daughter of Chiron, having
become the wife of Aldus, instructed him in physics, which she had learnt

from her father.

The Titanomaehia was ascribed to Arctinus or Eumelus. See Welcker,
ib. p. 650.

Letronne, Analyse critique des Representations zodiacales de Dendera
et d‘Esn6, Mem. de l'Acad. des Inscript, tom. xvi. part 2, p. 103 (1850),

understands the dances, or movements, of the stars.

The word ox’imlTa was used by late writers with reference to the po-

sitions of the stars for astrological purposes. See Gothofred ad Cod.
Theod. vol. iii. p. 144.
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the Centaur Chiron is a purely fabulous being, and that the

fragment of the cyclic poem cannot be regarded as a historical

testimony.

Staphylus, in his work on Thessaly, related that Chiron,

being a wise man and skilled in astronomy, desired to make

Peleus celebrated
;
that for this purpose he sent for Philomela,

the daughter of Actor the Myrmidon, and circulated a report

that Peleus was about to marry Thetis, with the consent of

Jupiter, and that the gods would attend the wedding in a storm

of wind and rain. Having waited for a season when there was

about to be tempestuous weather, Chiron married Philomela to

Peleus; whence the belief arose that Thetis was his wife.(**)

The age of Staphylus is not known ; but this attempt to ration-

alize the marriage of Peleus with the goddess Thetis is probably

of late date. He is quoted by no writer earlier than Strabo .

(

u
)

In this story, the astronomical skill of Chiron is supposed to be

evinced in his power of predicting the weather. The Latin

Scholiast to the Aratea of Germanicus, reports that Chiron in-

structed zEsculapius in medicine, Achilles in music, and Her-

cules in astronomy.

(

25
)

The principal connexion of Chiron with

astronomy is that he is reputed to have been converted by

Jupiter into a constellation, and to have become one of the

signs of the zodiac.
(

28
)

The statement of Diogenes Laertius, in the second century

after Christ, that Musteus was the first who composed a theo-

gony, and invented a sphere^*7
)
is undeserving of serious atten-

tion. Musteus, like Orpheus, belongs exclusively to mythology.

(23) Schol. Apoll. Ehod. i. 558; iv. 818; Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. iv.

p. 505.

(24) Daimachus, wlio lived about 270 b.c., stated that Peleus married
Philomela, Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 442.

(25) Ap. Arat. vol. ii. p. 87, ed. Buhle.

(26) Eratosth. Catasterism. 40; Hygin. Astr. ii. 38; Ovid, Fast. v.

381-414; Schol. Arat. 436; Hermippus, ap. Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 54.

(27 )
Protein. 3. Compare Suid. in MoiKrator.
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. The astronomical knowledge ascribed by Newton to Nau-

sicaa rests on a singular error. It seems that a female gram-

marian of Corcyra, named Agallia, or Anagallis, attributed the

invention of the ball to Nausicaa, the daughter of Alcinous.(^)

This patriotic figment was founded upon a passage of the

Odyssey, where Nausicaa is described as playing at ball with

her maidens.
(

s
®) The Greek language borrowed its technical

terms from common life, and the same word denoted both ball

and sphere

:

hence the confusion in question^50
)

§ 2 The earliest historical name with which we can con-

nect the scientific pursuit of astronomy in Greece, upon satis-

factory evidence, is that of Thales. Thales, the founder of the

primitive Ionic school of philosophy,
(

sl
)
was a citizen of Miletus.

By Herodotus his family is stated to have been of Phoenician

origin ;(
32

)
by others he was reported to have descended from an

indigenous noble stock.

(

8S
)

His lifetime is said to have extended

from 689 to 546 b.c., according to which determination he died

at the age of ninety-three years, and survived the usurpation

(28) Athen. i. p. 14 D. Suidas in ’AwrynAAtf, op^rjais, et trfaipa.

(29) Od. vi. 115. The identity of Plm'acia and Corcyra niu assumed
by the later Greeks, on the authority of Thuc. i. 25. Sophocles intro-

duced Nausicaa playing at ball in a tragedy, Fragm. 389, ed. Diudorf.

(30) See the arguments of Schaubach against Newton’s proof of the
antiquity of the Greek astronomy, Geseh. der Griech. Astr. p. 362.

For a refutation of the arguments of Newton respecting the epoch of
Chiron, see Frfiret, CEuvres, vol. x. p. 132. He cites largely from a work
of Whiston against New ton's chronology.

(31) Speaking of the early speculations concerning Nature, Aristotle

says : dXXa QaXijs iiiv 6 Trjs rotavrijs np^Tjyni ^iXo<ropior, &c. Metaph. i. 3.

5okci 6 avpp ofrnv ap£m tt}i tpiXorroiptas, lent air avrov rj 'Iwriter/ aipcms irpatrq-

yoptvSr], Plut. Plac. Phil. i. § 3. A similar statement in Galen, Hist. Phil,

c. 2.

Origenes, Philosoph. i. proccm. p. 5, ed. Oxon. says : Aryrrni SoXi}*

MlXi)trios till tuv (rtra cropws irptorov tiriKi^itprjKtvai (j>i\nrro$iaii (pvaiKtjv.

Thales Milesius, qui primus de talibus rebus quiesivit, aquam dixit esse

initium rerum. Cic. de N. D. i. 10.

(32) i. 170. The Phoenician family to which Thales belonged was
said to have been named the Thelidie. Diog. Laert. i. § 22.

(33) Diog. Laert. ib.

(34) He is said to have died, of heat, thirst, and weakness, while ho
was present, as a spectator, at gymnastic games, Diog. Laert. i. 39. It

may be observed, however, that there is a disposition to attribute extraor-

dinary longevity to the early Greek philosophers. Aristotle stated that
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of Pisistratus. His life nearly coincides with the reigns of

Ancus, Tarquinius Priscus, and Servius, in the received Roman

chronology.

Various particulars mentioned respecting Thales agree with

the statements of the ancient chronologcrs as to the time of his

life. Thus he is said to have predicted an eclipse of the sun,

which put an end to the battle between the Medes and Lydians

under Cyaxarcs and Alyattes respectively. The reign of Cyax-

ares is placed from 631 to 594 b.c.
;
that of Alyattes from 617

to 560 b.c.
;
and the solar eclipse in question has been fixed by

modern astronomers at various dates from 625 to 585 b.c.

He is reported to have lived in the time of Thrasybulus of

Miletus,

(

S5
)
who was contemporary with Sadyattes and Alyattes,

and also with Periander (about 625—585 b.c.) There is a uni-

versal agreement that he was one of the Seven Wise Mcn;(S11

)

and he is said to have been renowned for his philosophy in the

archonship of Damasius, 586 b.c.(57
)
According to Herodotus, he

advised the Ionians to form a federal council, and to establish its

seat at Teos, before the subjugation of Ionia.

(

S8
)
He is reported

to have suggested to Croesus a contrivance for placing his army

beyond the Halys in the last year of his reign,
(

,B
)
which lasted

from 560 to 546 b.c.; and to have advised the Milesians not to

make an alliance with Croesus : a policy which saved their city

when Croesus was conquered by Cyrus.
(
w

)
There is likewise a

Empedocles died at the age of 60; but others made him live to 109,

Diog. Laert. viii. 74.

(35) Diog. Laert. i. § 27. A certain Minyes, of whom nothing is

known, is cited as the authority for this statement.

(36) Cic. de Leg. ii. 1 says Thales, qui sapientissimus in septem fuit.

According to Plut. Solon, 3. lie was the only one of the Seven Wise Men
who explored the region of Physics.

(37) See Clinton ad Ann.

(38) i. 170. This advice is alluded to by A21ian, V. H. iii. 17. Mr.
Grote, vol. iii. p. 316, supposes this advice to have been given before the

conquest of Ionia by Crcesus.

(39) i. 76. The story about the Halys was affirmed by the Greeks, but

was disbelieved by Herodotus. It is repeated by Diog. Laert. i. § 38, and
Lucian, Hippias, c. 2.

(40) Diog. Laert. i. 25. This statement is inconsistent with Herod, i. 141,
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story, repeated with many variations, of a gold cnp given by

Croesus as a prize to the wisest man, which came into the hands

of Thales.

(

41
)
A philosophical rivalry is reported to have existed

between Thales and Pherecydes
;
the latter of whom seems to

have flourished about 5 14 b.c.
(

48
)

The opinions of Thales were

controverted by Xenophanes^4
*) who flourished 540—500 b.c.

On the whole, though all dates for Grecian history at this period

are uncertain, the active part of the life of Thales may be re-

ferred with confidence to the first half of the sixth century b.c.

He is said to have made a visit to Egypt, and to have de-

rived his scientific knowledge, both geometrical and astrono-

mical, from the lessons of the Egyptian priests^44
)

Hieronymus,

a disciple of Aristotle, reported him to have measured the pyra-

mids by the length of their shadows.
(

45
)
We are told, moreover,

by several writers, that he speculated concerning the annual

inundation of the Nile, and attributed it to the resistance of

the Etesian winds,
f
4
*) With respect to his astronomical know-

ledge, the following notices have been preserved.

and in probably unfounded. It assumes that Miletus was not reduced
by Croesus, which seems to be inconsistent with the fact.

(41) Diog. Laert. i. 29; Diod. ix. 7. Bekker, Phoenix sp. Athen. xi.

p. 495 D. ; Plut. Solon, 4 ;
Val. Max. iv. 1. ext. 7 ; Sehol. Aristoph. Plut. 9.

(42) Diog. Laert. L 122 ; ii. Hi. Suid. in Diogenes recites

letters between Pherecydes and Thales, i. 43, 122. Concerning the life-

time of Pherecydes, see C. Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. xxxiv.

(43) Diog. Laert. ix. 18.

(44} The spurious letter from Thales to Pherecydes in Diog. Laert.

i. 44, speaks of his intention to visit Egypt, in order to confer with the

priests and astronomers of that country. Josephus, contr. Apion, i. § 2,

states it to be universally admitted that the earliest Greek speculators upon
astronomical subjects, such ns Pherecydes of Syros, Pythagoras, and
Thales, were scholars of the Egyptians and Chnldieans, and left little in

writing. Plut. Sept. Sap. conv. 2, mentions his visit to Egypt. Plut.

Plac. Phil. i. 3 says that Thales, having studied philosophy in Egypt, mi-
grated in his old age to Miletus. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 15, § 06, p. 130,

Sylb., states that he had conferences with Egyptian priests. Compare
Lusel). Prrep. Ev. x. 4.

Pamphila declared that he learnt geometry from the Egyptians, Diog.

Laert. i. 24. Pamphila was a learned Egyptian lady, who lived in the

time of Nero. Phot. Biblioth. Cod. 175.

(45) Diog. Laert. i. 27. The story is repeated by Pliny, xxxvi. 17. It

is differently told by Plut. Sept. Sap. conviv. 2.

(46) Athen. ii. 87, ed. Dindorf.
;

Diod. i. 38; Diog. Laert. i. 37;
Seneca, Qumst. Nat. iv. 2, 31 ; Galen, ib. 23 ; Plut. Plac. Phil. iv. 1.
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He is stated by Herodotus to have predicted the eclipse of

the suu which separated the Median and Lydian armies under

Cyaxares and Alyattes. He is reported to have discovered the

seasons, and to have fixed the year at 305 days, having learned

this fact from the Egyptian priests :(
47

)
to have predicted the

solstices, and to have determined the course of the sun from

solstice to solstice
; (

M
)

also to have divided the heaven into five

parallel zones, with a meridian cutting them from north to

south, and with an oblique zodiac passing through the three

interior zones ;(
49

)
and to have first called the last day of the

month the triacad, or thirtieth^50
)

He is further said to have held that the sun, the moon, and

the stars were all of an earthy, or solid, substance, but that the

stars were likewise of a fiery nature ;
and that the moon derived

its light from the sun. He attributed an eclipse of the moon

to the interposition of the earth between the sun and the moon

;

and an eclipse of the sun to the interposition of the moon be-

tween the sun and the earth.
(

M
)

In accordance with his tenet

that water is the principle of all things,
(

52
)
he taught that the

(47) Diog. Laert. i. 27. (48) Diog. Laert. i. 23, 24.

(49) Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 12 ; Galen, Hist. Phil. c. 12 (vol. xix. ed.

Kuhn) ; Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 23, p. 196, ed. Gaisford. Eudemus, in hia His-

tory of Astronomy (ap. Theon. Smyrn. c. 40), stated that Thales ex-

plained a solar eclipse, and showed that the oircuit of the sun through the

solstices is not always equal.

(50) Diog. Laert. i. 24.

(51) Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 13, 24, 28 ; Galen, Phil. Hist. 13, 15 ; Stob.

Eel. Phys. i. 24, 25. 2G, p. 214, 216. Stobams, p. 205, has the following

passage : GaXijr ytotibri [read yfuti)] T,w ijXuw' AcXWims avrtw TT]i avX^i/Tjr

vnfpxnfu
'

yr
lt sura Kadtrnv, oecrrjs <f>vtr*o>s yiu>6ov5‘ jSXcVfff&H tovto kcitottt^h-

Kwt virariBtptvov rai SiaKtp. In the corresponding passages, Galen, 0. 14,

and Plutarch, ii. 24, have \mari8<piv<p. Wyttenbach ad Plut. corrects airrr)t>

for tovto and inrari0tfUvi)v. The meaning of the passage thus emended
would be, ‘ and the moon is seen by reflexion, being in a direct line with
the sun's disc:' which is not intelligible. On the meaning of the word
Karoirrpov, see Galen, ib. c. 25 ; Plut. ib. iv. 14.

The words in Stobams appear to be right, and the sense to be : that

the shadow of the moon’s disc is projected on the sun. According to

Cleomedes, ii. 5 p. 134, the most ancient of the physical philosophers and
astronomers of Greece knew that the moon derives its light from
the sun.

(52) See Brandis, ib. p. 113.
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fire of the sun and stars is fed by aqueous exhalations.
(

53
)

He,

moreover, determined the magnitude of the moon as the 720tli

part of the sun.(M
)

Thales, likewise, in his old age, determined the ratio of the

sun’s diameter to its apparent orbit. He communicated this

discovery to Mandraytus of Priene, who offered him any reward

which he might demand. Thales requested only that when

Mandraytus published the discovery to others, he would attri-

bute the merit of it to its true author.
(

55
)

Thales supposed the earth to float upon the water, like a

plank of wood, or a ship : he is even stated to have explained

earthquakes by the fluctuations of the underlying water.
(

56
)

Aristotle remarks that Thales conceives the earth to be sup-

ported by water
; but that he does not explain how the water

is supported. Hence it is apparent that the doctrine of the

sphericity of the earth is erroneously ascribed to Thales.
(

67
)

The doctrine that the earth floats upon water is stated to have

been brought from Egypt by Thales.
(

S8
)

He is reputed to have taught his countrymen to imitate

(53) Plut. Plac. Phil. i. 3.

(54) In the passage concerning the phases and eclipses of the moon, in

Stob. p. 217, where Tlmles is mentioned, his name is omitted in the corre-

sponding passages of Plat. ii. 29, and Galen, c. 15.

(55) This anecdote is related by Apul. Flor. iv. 18, 6.

(56) ol S' ((f>
vSarot KUtrOai" rourovyap dp^awraroy napaXtipapev Toy Xdyoy,

dv (pa(r11' finfly QaXr/y roy MiXrprioy, (ill Sta to nXuiTTjy tivai tityovcray utrirtp

£y\o* if t* Totovroy (Ttpoy. Ariatot. de Coel. ii. 13, 13. Qua; sequitur,

Thaletis inepta sententia cat. Ait enim terrarum orbem aquit sustineri,

et vehi more navigii, mobilitateque ejus fluctuarc, tune quum dicitur

tremere. Seneca, Nat. Quaat. iii. 13. Thales Milesius totam terrain sub-

jecto judicat humore portari et innatare : sice illud occanum vocas, sire

magnum mare, sire alterius nature simplicem adhuc aquam et humidum
elementum. Hac, inquit, undh sustinctur orbis, velut aliquod grande
narigium grave his aquis quas premit, ib. vi. 6. He argued that the earth

was too hear v to be supported \>y air. This notion is mentioned in Schol.

Iliad, xiii. 125.

(57) See Plut. Plac. iii. 10; Galen, c. 21. In Plut. iii. 11, it is stated

that the followers of Thales placed the earth in the middle of the

universe.

(58) Simplicius, Schol. ad Aristot. p. 50G b. ed. Brandis.
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the Phoenicians in steering by the Little instead of the Great

Bear.(69
)

The anecdote of Thales falling into the well, with the con-

sequent saying of the Thracian female slave, that in trying to

discover things in heaven, he overlooked those beneath his feet,

which is related by Plato, proves his popular reputation as

an astronomer and stargazer.
(

w
)

Aristophanes, in the Clouds,

names Thales as the abstract type of the geometer and astro-

nomer^®1

)
and Timon the Sillographer, about 280 b.c. relaxed

the customary severity of his satirical poetry in order to com-

mend the astronomical attainments of Thales. (®
3
)

According to Pamphila, he first solved the problem of in-

scribing a right-angled triangle in a circle
:
(**) and he is

described in general terms as the founder of geometrical science

in Greece. (**)

The death of Thales preceded the manhood of Herodotus by

about a century, and his birth preceded it by nearly two cen-

turies. He left nothing in writing j a work on * Nautical

Astronomy,’ attributed to him, was considered the production

of Phocus or Phocas, a Samian. (®6
)

Hence the accounts both

(59) Callimach. Fragm. 91; Diog. Laert. i. 23 ; Schol. I], xviii. 487;
Hygin. Poet. Astr. ii. 2. See below, ch. viii. § 1.

(60) Plat. Theretet. § 79, p. 174. repeated by Diog. Laert. i, 34, Origen.

Philos, p. 5, and alluded to by Tertullian de Anim. c. 6.

Mariana, xiii. 20, alludes to the anecdote of Thalea in speaking of
Alfonso, king of Castille, the author of the Alphonsine Tables. ' Krat
Alfonso sublime ingenium, sed incautum, superb® aures, lingua petulans,

literis potius quam civilibus actis instructus, dumque cceluin considerat,

terrain amisit.' Compare Bayle, Diet. art. Castille, note G.

(61) Nub. 180, where the Scholiast speaks of Thales as to itep\ tov

oipavov nparTOS i£tvpwv. Av. 1009,

(62) Diog. Laert. i. 34. An elegiac inscription under his statue, in

which his astronomical fame is commemorated, is recited by Diogenes.

Ibid.

(63) Diog. Laert. i. 24.

(64) Apul. Flor. iv. 18, 5. Compare Brandis, ib. p. 110.

(65) N (rerun) ’Aor/ioXoyin, Diog. Laert. i. 23. The name Phocus occurs

in Pint. Solon, 14. It is possible that the 200 hexameter verses ascribed

by Lobo the Argive to Thales (Diog. Laert. i. 34) refer to this production.

Compare Brandis, Griech. Bom. Phil. vol. i. p. 111. He was likewise

stated to have written a treatise concerning the solstices and equinoxes,

o 2
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of his life and doctrines which reached the earliest historians,

were confused and inaccurate, or alloyed with fable.

It is difficult to draw any certain conclusions, respecting

the astronomical science of Thales, from such loose and inco-

herent notices as have descended to us. His visit to Egypt,

like other journeys to foreign countries, attributed to Greek phi-

losophers and lawgivers, is probably apocryphal
; and if Thales

profited by the lessons of the Egyptian priests in geometry, it

is not likely that he should have taught them a mode of mea-

suring the height of the pyramids. The opinion that the

annual inundation of the Nile is produced by the Etesian

winds is mentioned by Herodotus, but is not ascribed to

Thales. (“)

Even if Thales had expressed this opinion respecting the

cause of the annual inundation of the Nile, it would not prove

that he had visited Egypt. This phenomenon had at an early

period roused the curiosity of the Greeks, and had become a

favourite subject of speculation among their writers. There

were two circumstances in it which excited the wonder of the

Greeks. 1. Their rivers swelled in winter, and were nearly

dry in summer :(
w

)
whereas the Nile rose in the greatest heat

of summer, at the rising of the Dog-star. 2. The Greek rivers,

being torrents, were destructive by their inundation ; whereas

the productiveness of Egypt depended on the inundation of the

Nile^88
)

Accordingly, many of their philosophers and his-

torians advanced theories upon it.(
6
®)

Piog. Laert. i. 23. Plutarch speaks with doubt aa to the genuineness of

the treatise on astronomy ascribed to Thales, De Pyth. Orac. c. 18.

(66) Herod, ii. 20.

(67 ) See Kruse's Hellas, vol. ii. p. 297 ; Grote’s Hist, of Gr. vol. ii.

p. 286. Lucan says of the Nile:

‘ Inde ctiam leges aliarum nescit aquarum

;

Nec tumet hibernus, cum longe sole remoto
Officii* caret unda suis : dare jussus iniquo

Temperiem ccelo, mediis irstatibus exit.’—x. 228-231.

(68 )
See Pauly, Real-Lex. vol. v. p. 615. The Romans considered the

inundations of rivers as unfavourable omens, Virg. Georg, i. 481 ; Horat.

Carm. i. 2.

(69) See Herod, ii. 19 ; Diod. i. 38 ; Athen. ii. c. 87, ed. Dindorf

;
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If the statement, attributed to Eudcmus, that Thales pre-

dicted the solstices,
(
70

)
means that he determined the exact

times of their recurrence, he must have known the true length of

the tropical year, without being indebted for this information

to the Egyptian priests. The same conclusion would likewise

follow from his determination of the sun’s path in the zodiac.

Whether he approximated so nearly to the true length of the

year as to fix it at 365 days, is uncertain ; it is still more doubt-

ful whether he departed so far from the original notion as to

conceive the earth to be an immovable sphere in the centre of

the universe. The statement that he ‘ discovered the seasons,’ is

absurd : it supposes the Greeks of the sixth century b.c. to be

in a state of childish ignorance.

§ 3 The alleged prediction of the solar eclipse by Thales

has given rise to a great variety of opinions. The account of

Herodotus
(
n

)
is that while Cyaxares was king of Media, and

Alyattes was king of Lydia, these two neighbouring nations

were engaged in a war, which had lasted, with alternate for-

tune, for five years : and that in the sixth year a battle took

place, during which the day suddenly became night. Hero-

dotus designates the battle as a ‘ night battle ;’ and he adds

that this change was foretold to the Ionians by Thales, who

fixed the year of the battle as the period within which the

eclipse would occur. The narrative proceeds to relate that

when the Medcs and Lydians saw that night had taken the

place of day, they desisted from the combat, and were eager to

Schaubach, Anaxagor. p. 179 ; Mullach, Democrit. p. 395 ; Strab. xrii. 1 ,

§ 5 ; Sckol. Apoll. Khod, iv. 269 , Seneca, Nat. Qutest. iv. 2 ;
Lucan, x. 219

;

Galen, Phil. Hist. c. 23 ; Pint Plac. Phil. iv. 1.

( 70)
Diogenes professes to cite it from the History of Astronomy by

Eudemus, i. 23.

(71 ) i. 74. Alluded to by Diog. Laert. i. 23. Mr. Kawlinson holds that

authentic Median history begins with Cyaxares, Herod, vol. i. p. 410, 416.

Respecting the series of Lydian kings, sec Kawlinson, ib. p. 353 ; Clinton,

F. H. vo). ii. p. 266. Respecting the series of Median kings, Clinton,.

vol. i. p. 257, Strabo, xvii. 1
, § 18, states that Cyaxares was contemporary

with Psammetichus. According to the Egyptian chronology, Psammetichus
reigned from 670 to 616 b.c. This synchronism does not agree with the
calculated dates of the eclipse.
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make peace with one another : that peace was made through

the mediation of Syennesis the Cilician and Labynctus the

Babylonian, and that it was cemented by the marriage of Ar-

yenis the daughter of Alyattes, with Astyagcs the son of

Cyaxarcs.

The statement that this eclipse was predicted by Thales was

repeated by Eudcmus in his History of Astronomy.^2
)

It

recurs in Cicero^7
*) Pliny, ("*) and Themistius.(75

)

Historical testimony to this occurrence may be considered

as resolving itself into the account of Herodotus. It is highly

improbable that Eudemus, who wrote about 300 b.c., should

have had any independent information on the subject; and the

other later writers doubtless followed tbe Ilerodotean narrative,

either at first or second hand. The Lydian origin of the Etrus-

cans, reported by Herodotus, is in like manner repeated by

numerous ancient authors, and it even became an article of

national faith
;
but their repetition, as Scliwegler has remarked,

adds nothing to the authority of the original statement^76)

Now Herodotus was bom in 484 B.c., and may be supposed

to have begun the collection of the materials for his history

about 455 b.c. If we suppose the eclipse to have taken place

in 585 b.c., the interval would be 130 years : if we suppose it

to have taken place in CIO b.c., the interval would be 155 years.

This period is within the possibility of accurate oral transmis-

sion : but the chances against the preservation of the exact

truth during so long a time without contemporary registration

are preponderant.

The account of Herodotus consists of two parts : 1 . The

(72) Ap. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 14, § 65, p. 130, Sylb. ; referred to by
Diog. Laert. i. 23 ; and see above, note 49.

(73) Be Div. i. 49, who names A styages instead of Cyaxares, by an
error of memory. In Rep. i. 16, he states that the true nature of eclipses

was understood by Thales.

(74) N. H. ii. 9. He fixes the date at Olymp. 48. 4, 170 tr.c,=585-4 b.c.

in the reign of Alyattes.

(75) Orat. xv.

(76) Rom. Gesch. vol. i. p. 253.
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occurrence of the eclipse, and of its historical accompaniments.

2. The prediction of the eclipse by Thales.

The time of this eclipse has been variously determined both

by ancients and moderns; but the limits of divergence are

not wide. Pliny fixes it at the year 585 n.c.p) Clemens of

Alexandria places it about the fiftieth Olympiad, 580 b.c.('
s
)

Eusebius assigns it to Olymp. 48. 2, 583 b.c. Among the

moderns, Petavius and others place this eclipse in 597 b.c. ;(’)

while Oltmanns and Baily, with the approbation of Ideler, fix

it at Sept. 30, 610 b.c^60
)

The Astronomer Royal, Mr. Airy,

in a recent investigation has determined its date at May 28,

585 b.c.;(81
)

which date nearly agrees with those of Pliny,

Clemens, and Eusebius, and had been previously adopted by

Scaliger, Des Vignoles, and others.

A solar eclipse, if the sun’s disc were partly visible, and the

event happened during a battle, would be sufficient to terrify

both armies, and to cause them to believe that the gods sig-

nified their anger at the conflict. But unless the eclipse is

total, the mere diminution of light is not sufficient to create

alarm
;
and the totality of a solar eclipse is of short duration.

It can never exceed four minutes. In the eclipse of the sun

which occurred on 18th July, 1860, and which was total in the

north of Spain, the totality lasted three minutes, and it was

only during this short period that darkness prevailed^85
)

The

expression of Herodotus, ‘ a night battle,’ which implies that

the darkness was of some duration, must be inaccurate.

An event so striking as the occurrence of a visible eclipse of

(77) ii. 12. He fixes the time by two dates, viz., Olymp. 48. 4, and
170, u.c.

(78) Strom, i. 14, § 65. ,

(79) Doct. Temp. x. i.

(80) Berlin Transactions. 1812, and Philosophical Transactions, 1811.

Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 209.

(81) On the eclipses of Agathocles, Thales, and Xerxes, Phil. Trans.

1853, p. 179. Compare Costard, on the Eclipse of Thales, Phil. Trans.

Abridg. vol. x. p. 310 (1758).

(8a) Compare Delambre, Hist. d’Astron. Moderne, vol. i. p. 601.
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the sun during a battle, (especially if it were total, or nearly

total,) could not fail to make a profound impression at the

period in question
;
and its preservation by oral tradition until

the time of Herodotus is not inconceivable, or even impro-

bable. At seasons of war and danger the minds of men arc

peculiarly susceptible of superstitious fears ;(
M

)
as we may per-

ceive in the measures of Nicias respecting the eclipse of the

moon at the siege of Syracuse.

The connexion of Thales with the eclipse is subject to

greater doubts than the occurrence of the eclipse itself.
(
M

)

Herodotus states that Thales merely predicted the year

within which the eclipse was to occur. Now if he was able to

predict the eclipse at all, it seems incredible that he should not

have been able to predict it within narrower limits than a year,

lie is likewise reported to have predicted it to the Ionian*.

If he had predicted it to the Lydians, in whose country the

eclipse was to be total, his conduct would be intelligible : but

it seems strange that he should have predicted it to the Ionians,

who had no direct interest in the eveut. Other predictions of

physical occurrences, which exceed the powers even.of modern

science, and which are certainly fabulous, were also ascribed by

ancient authors to Thales. Thus he is related to have known

from his astronomical science in winter, that there would be a

large crop of olives in the ensuing year; and having been

taunted with the inutility of his philosophy, to have hired all

the oil-presses in Miletus and Chios (®®) at a low rent, and to

have made a large profit by letting them when the olive-crop

(83)

Livy says of the first year of tho Second Punic War :
‘ Bomic

aut circa urbem multa e& hieme prodigia facta ; aut (quod cvenire solet,

motia semcl in rcligionem auimis) multa nunciata et temere credits sunt.'

xxi. 02.

(84)

Martin, Timfiodc Platon, tom. ii. p. 100, thinks that Thales pretended
to have predicted the eclipse, after it had occurred, or that the story of his

prediction was invented after his death. The prediction of Thales is like-

wise doubted by Lalandc, Astron. § 184, 201.

(85)

It is difficult to understand why Chios should be named. Samos
is nearer than Chios to Miletus

;
but neither island belonged to Miletus

in the time of Thales. The words *al Xio> appear to be corrupt.
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was gathered^8
®) In a fabulous account of the preservation of

Croesus from death by fire, in the remains of Nicolaus of

Damascus, the storm which extinguished the flames is declared

to have been foretold by Thales^87
) The fall of a large aerolite

at zEgospotamos in Thrace is, in like manner, stated to have been

predicted by Anaxagoras^88
)
who is also said to have foretold

the fall of a house, and the occurrence of a storm of rain during

the celebration of the games at Olympia.
(

M
)

Democritus saved

a portion of the harvest of his brother Damasus by the timely

prediction of a violent storm of rain.J
80

)

It is, moreover, stated that Anaximander predicted an

earthquake at Sparta ; which shortly afterwards occurred, and

was accompanied by the fall of a part of Mount Taygetus upon

the town. Phcrecydes of Syros is likewise reported to have

predicted an earthquake from a draught of water from a

wcll.(91
)

Other marvellous powers over nature are attributed

to the early philosophers. Thus Empedocles is stated to have

(86) Aristot. Pol. i. 11. Aristotle does not indeed give entire credit

to this story ; he says that it is a contrivance of general application which
is attributed to Thales on account of his wisdom. The story was repeated

by Hieronymus, in his vwopvtyiara, about 250 ii c. Diog. Laert. i. 20 (seo

Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 450), and is also shortly narrated by Cic. de
Div. i. 49. Pliny, N. H. xviii. 68, tells it of Democritus: he says that

Democritus predicted the abundant olivc-crop from the rising of the
Pleiads, and that he bought up all the olives.

(87) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 409. Nicolaus lived in the age of
Augustus.

(88) See Schaubach, Anaxag. Fragm. p. 41. The prediction of this

occurrence is expressly mentioned by Plut. Lysand. 12 ; Diog. Laert. ii.

10 j Plin. N. H. ii. 59, who doubts the possibility of the prediction, as

being beyond the reach of the human mind. Ammian. Marcell. xxii. 8,

§5.

(89) Philostrat. vit. Apollon, i. 2, § 2. Philostratus also mentions the

f
rediction of an eclipse, us well as of the fall of stones at zEgospotamos.
or a story of Simonides receiving a divine warning of the fall of a house,

see Cic. de Orat. ii. 86.

(90)

Plin. xviii. 78 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. 13, § 32.

(91)

Plin. N. H. ii. 81. Plutarch mentions that in the earthquako
which occurred at Sparta, in the fourth year of the King Archidamus II.

(464 b.c.) some pinnaoles of Taygetus were shaken down, Cimon, 16. The
same earthquake is alluded to by Thuc. i. 101. Tho prediction of the

earthquake from putealis aqua is attributed to Anaxagoras by Ammian.
Harceli. xxii. 16.
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moderated the destructive violence of the Etesian winds by

forming a screen of asses’ skins on the hills; whence he

obtained the epithet of Wind-averter (kw\vaav(fiaQ) ,[
9
-)

§ 4 The legislation of Solon is placed in 594 b.c., and he

was one of the Seven Wise Men whose flourishing period is

referred to the year 5SC b.c. He may be regarded as the con-

temporary of Thales. C
83

)
He is stated to have reformed the

Athenian calendar, by bringing the length of the lunar month

into harmony with the sun
;

and by calling the thirtieth day

of the month Sh-ij ical via, because it belonged partly to the

preceding and partly to the succeeding mouth.
(

w
)
The meaning

of this reform appears to be, that, whereas the Athenian year

had previously consisted of twelve months, of thirty days each,

the result of which was that the months did not coincide with

the moon, Solon made the year consist of alternate months of

twenty-nine and thirty days; so that the year consisted of

854 days, and thus coincided, within about nine hours, with

the true lunar year; and each two successive months were

equal to two periodical months within about 1| hour.(95
)

The

reform of Solon, as reported to us, was limited to the month

;

it was intended only to make the months harmonize with the

moon. It is not stated by what method of intercalation Solon

brought a year of 854 days into agreement with the sun

:

(92) Diog. Laert. viii. 60; 8uid. in ’EpirrSoxXiif, ’ApvJcXai et rnrroer,

Plutarch de Curios. 1, cont. Colot. 32 ;
Hesyeli. in KuXviravi^as. Clem. Alex.

Strom, vi. 3, § 60, p. 267, Svlb. ; Porphyrius aud Iamblichus, in their lives

of Pythagoras, state that he was called dX<£di«por ;
Iamb. § 136 ; Porph.

§ 29. Compare Sturz, Empedocles, p. 48 ; Kareten, Phil. Gr. ltel. vol. ii.

p. 21. Martin, Etudes sur le Timde de Platon, tom. ii. p. 109, remarks :

* Les dcrivaina grecs les plus graves ont repdtd des contes populaires

oil ces premiers philosophcs dtaient consid6r6s comme des especes de
sorciers.’

(93) Clinton conjectures that the life of Solon may have extended from

638 to 558 B.c., F. H. vol ii. p. 301 ; but the exact times both of his birth

and death are uncertain. A spurious epistle from Thales to Solon is in

Diog. Laert. i. 44.

(94 ) Pint. Sol. 25 ; Diog. Laert. i. 67 ; Produs in Tim. i. p. 25 ; Schol.

Aristoph. Nub. 1131 ; Varro, L. L. vi. 10, on the expression <Vi
j
*ai via as

applied to the moon, see Plat. Cratyl. 24, p. 409.

(93) See Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 266.
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though it cannot be doubted that some method, more or less

precise, was employed for this purpose at the period in ques-

tion. As we shall see below, the earliest system of interca-

lation practised by the Greeks in order to rectify the year of

twelve lunations was the insertion of an intercalary month in

every second year.(M
)

The reform of Solon rendered the year less accurate than it

lmd previously been. He reduced it from 360 to 354 days,

and thus, finding it 5J days too short, he made it six days

shorter. His object was not to make the year coincide with

the sun, but to make the months coincide with the moon. It

appears not to have been attained in practice, owing to the

imperfect knowledge of astronomy at this period.
(

97
)

Hence

the reform of Solon, while it failed in adjusting the civil

months to the moon—an object of no real importance in a

calendar—caused the civil year to deviate more widely from

the natural year as measured by the sun.

§ 5 The next after Thales in the series of Ionic philo-

sophers was Anaximander of Miletus. His birth is placed at

610, and his death at 547 b.c.{*®) He is reported to have been the

leader of the Milesian colony which founded Apollonia, on the

Euxine Sea:(") but this statement is inconsistent with the date

assigned by the ancients for the foundation of Apollonia,

namely, 609 b.c.(100
)

He is called both the disciple and companion of Thales,
(
101

)

and was his junior by about thirty years. He left a statement

(96) Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 336 ; Ideler, ib. p. 270.

(97) See Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 336, note e, and below, ch. iv. § 5 ;

Thue. ii. 28, uses the expression vuv^via itriro frjXiji'tje, in order to designate

the time of a solar eclipse. This marks that the imt/iT/via of the calendar did

not always agree with the real new moon.

(08) Apollodorua, ap. I)iog. Laert. ii. 8. Plin. N. H. ii. 8, agrees as to

the date.

(99) /Elian, V. H. iii. 17.

(100) Clinton, ad Ann. Compare Clinton in Philol. Mus. i. p. 89;
Muller, Hist, of Gr. Lit. vol. i. p. 321.

(101) Brandis, ib. p. 123.
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in prose of his philosophical doctrines
;
having been the first

Greek who resorted to this method of communication.^ 02
)

He
is said to have written on geography, and on the fixed stars,

and to have framed a celestial sphere, or representation of the

starry heaven, as well as a map of the earth.

(

10S
)

He is like-

wise stated to have invented the gnomon, or sun-dial, and to

have set up one at Sparta, which showed the time, the seasons,

the solstices, and tho equinoxes.
(

1(H
)

•

Anaximander held that the stars were attached to move-

able spheres, whence their motions were derived :(
105

)
likewise

that the fiery ether of the heaven, by the velocity of its circular

motion, carried up stones from the earth, and converted them

into stars.

(

1M
)

He conceived, moreover, that the stars were

circular bodies of condensed air, containing fire, which escaped

through certain apertures : that the sun occupied the highest

place in the universe
;
that after him was the moon ;

and that

the fixed stars and planets came next in order.
(

107
)

( 10a) Brandis, ib. p. 124.

( 103) Suid. in ’Ava£lpavipot ; Strab. i. 1 , 24; Diog. Laert. ii. 2; Aga-
themer. i. 1 .

( 104 ) Diog. Laert. ii. 1 ; Euseb. Prep. Ev. x. 14 ; Plin. vii. 56. Pliny
attributes the invention of the gnomon, and the establishment of the sun-dial

at Sparta to Anaximenes, ii. 76, apparently confounding the names. Suid.

in 'Ava£ipavipat, rjXtorponiov, and yvthpicv.

( 105 ) Stob. Phys. i. 24, p. 201, Gaisf. ; Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 16; Galen,

c. 13. The words v<p' !>v ucaarot /3«'/3r appear to imply the existence of
more than one sphere.

( 106 ) Galen de Phil. Hist. c. 13.

( 107 ) Plut. Plac. ii. 15; Galen, Phil. Hist. c. 13. ’Ava£ipavipot *ai

MyrptA&tpoc & Xtnt kci\ Kftarrjs avurarto piv irdvrwv TOV rpitov Wrn^dai, per
’

avrov ii TTjV crfX’jvrjv t vtto A' avrovs ra airXavrj twv aarptvv sal TOVS nXavjjrnT.

Stob. Phys. i. 24, agrees with respect to Anaximander, Plut. ib. 20.

'Avn(ipavipos kvkXov [toO qXiov] ftern uKronentrtrCfwnTrXncT inert ttjs yr)S Apportion

Tpoyoii rijv AifriAa irapajrX rftriov e^ovra noiXrjv, nXtjfnj m>pot. fys Kara ti pipos <V-

(palvtiv ita oropiov TO nvp, uxrntp ita TrpijtrTTjpot avrov, sal tout' thru tov rjXtov.

Difl'erently in 21. Origen, Phil. p. 11. tlvat i« nW kvkXov too qXtov iirraKat

ftKixrtnXturlnva rfjs tr*Xtjvtjs, sal oitotutco piv ftent tov jjXtav, Kartoruto> ii rovs

twv arrXavaiv aartpuv kvkXov i. In the passage of Origen, Roth, Geseh. der
Phil. n. 139, emends Toil rijs e(Xi\vijc, and dvxaripw piv tlvat roe tfXiov, rit'tnrtirro

ii tov tu>v dirXavwv dtrrtpov kvkXov. The alteration is inadmissible, as

the same statement occurs in Plutarch and Stoba:us ; but error in the

reporter may be suspected.

Metrodorus of Chios was a disciple of Democritus, and lived about
330 b.c.
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According to Eudcmus, in liis History of Astronomy,

Anaximander was the first to treat of the magnitudes and dis-

tances of the planets.

(

108
) He compared the sun to a wheel;

he held that its rays were emitted from a cavity, and that they

diverged from this centre like spokes.

(

1W
)

His doctrine

respecting the sun was, that it is of circular form, with an

opaque annular hand on its exterior, the circumference of

which is twenty-eight times that of the earth; that within

this annular band is a fiery central portion, equal in size to

the earth
;
that the movement of the sun is due to its opaque

ring
;
and that an eclipse of the sun takes place when the cen-

tral aperture is closed.

(

110
) His hypothesis regarding the moon

was similar : he supposed the luminous centre to be seen through

a tube, like the mouth of a bellows
;
that the eclipses (or phases)

arc caused by the revolutions of the opaque ring ; and that the

outer circumference of the ring is twenty-nine times that of the

earth.
(
ul

)
Hence Anaximander held that the moon shone by

her own light, though that light was faint and thin.
(

n2
)

Anaximander is further declared to have held that the earth

is a cylinder, whose length is three times its thickness, freely

suspended in space,
(
m

)
and immovable in the centre of the uni-

(108) Simplicius ad Aristot. de Cad. 497 a, Brandis.

(109) Achill. Tat. c. 19, p. 81.

(no) Stob. Phys. i. 25, p. 203 ; Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 20, 21,24; Galen,
Hist. Phil. 14, who states the ratio at twenty-seven to one. Origen, Philo-

soph. p. 11.

(111) Stob. Phys. i. 26, p.213,216; Plut. ib. ii. 26; Galen, c. 15;
Origen, Phil. p. 11. In Plut. ii. 29, ’Avo^iprV^c rov trroplnv tov wtp\ r&v

Tpo^dv im<f>paTTOfu'vov t read
1

Xpa^ipnybpoT, from Stobseus and Galen. For an
example of irprjo-r^p in the sense of bellows, see Apollon. Ithod. iv. 777.

(112) Stob. ib. p. 215; Plut. ii. 28; Galen, e. 15. On the other hand,
Diog. Laert. ii. 1, states him to hare held that the moon is not of a lumi-
nous nature, and that her light is derived from the sun.

(113) Plut. ap. Euseb. Prmp. Ev. i. 8 ; Plut. Plac. iii. 10, where Brandis
properly reads Xtdivw Ktovt, Galen, ib. c. 21 ; Aristot. de CcbI. ii. 13 ; Origen,
PhU. p. 11, has the following clause: njv 8« yrjv tlmu periupov <’ir' obitvos

sparovptvijtf, pivovaav bid rrjv dpotav ndvtojv dirdorao-iy, TO bi <r)(ijpa airnjs

vypdv, trrpoyyvXov, yiovt Xi&ui Tra/xnrX^rruni. The word vypdv seems redun-

dant ; and for vion Xidio read slow XiBloat, as in Plutarch. Martin, Etudes
sur le Timde de Platon, tom. ii. p. 127, is of the same opinion. Both,
Gescb. der Phil. ii. 2, note 133, reads rpo^dv for vypov ; but this reading is
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verse.
(
m

)
Others, apparently with less accuracy, stated him

to have held that the earth was not cylindrical, but spherical in

form.(115
)

He is moreover stated to have discovered the obli-

quity of the zodiac.
(

n#
)

He accounted for the suspension of the earth in the centre

of the universe by saying that, being equidistant from the con-

taining heaven in every direction, there was no reason why it

should move in one direction rather than in another.^ 17
)

As Anaximander reduced his physical doctrines to writing,

there is more probability of their having been correctly pre-

served than those of Thales. We may likewise believe that he

was among the first Greeks who attempted to delineate the

celestial sphere, to make a map of the world, and to measure

time by a sun-dial. It was in 500 b.c. that Aristagoras of

Miletus exhibited to the Spartans a brazen plate on which a

map of the world was engraved, f
118

)
This was at that time a

novelty to the Spartans ; and Aristagoras had probably derived

it, directly or indirectly, from the labours of his fellow-towns-

man, Anaximander.

§ 6 Anaximenes of Miletus was the third in the series of

Ionic philosophers. He is called the disciple, companion, and

successor of Anaximander,
(
119

) which supposes him to have

been born about 475 B.c. He is likewise stated to have been

the teacher of Anaxagoras, who was born in 500 b.c.(1so
)

If

both these statements are true, it would follow that Anaximenes

inconsistent with the context, according to which the shape of the earth is

cylindrical.

( 114) In an extract of the History ofAstronomy by Eudemus, cited from
Percy 1 idea by Theo Smyrmeus, c. V >, p. 323, ed. Martin (compare Fabr.
Bibl. Gr. cd. Harless, vol. iii. p. 462) the following clause occurs : 'Avail-

[wvftfmt fit on carle rj y
rj
purlupos, Kai Kivfirai TTfjH t6tou Koauov fiirrav. Mon-

tucla reads kcItoc for Kttxmu, with the approbation of Ulccrt, Geogr. ii. 1.

p. 20 . Bteckh agrees with Idcler that Anaximander did not hold the

doctrine of the rotation of the earth on its axis. Philolaos, p. 122, note.

( 115) Diog. Laert. ii. 1. (r 16) I’lin. ii. 8 .

( 1
1

7

) Aristot. de Cod. ii. 13, § 25.

( 118) Herod, v. 49.

( 119) Brandis, ib. p. 141 ; Clinton, F. H., vol. ii. ad ann. 518.

( 120) Clinton, ib. ad ann. 500, 480.
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reached an unusual age. The active period of his life may he

placed in the last half of the sixth century b.c., which would

make him nearly the contemporary of Xenophanes the philo-

sopher, Hecataeus the historian, and Anacreon the poet.

The following eosmical and astronomical tenets of Anaxi-

menes are reported to us : that the extreme part of the heavenly

sphere is earthy, or solid ; f
121

)
that the stare are of an igneous

nature, but that there are certain solid substances, invisible to

our eyes, which are carried round with them
;
that the stars are

fixed, like nails or studs, in the crystalline sphere; that the

summer and winter seasons are denoted exclusively by the sun,

and that they are not also marked by the moon and stare, as

was held by other philosophers ; that the stare revolve not under

but round the earth
;
that the sun does not descend beneath

the earth, but that its light is intercepted by lofty mountains,

when its distance is great
; (

12S
)

that the substance of the sun is

fire, and that in shape it is flat, like a leaf
;
that the stars, being

impelled by the resistance of the condensed air, cause the

solstitial movements of the sun;(12s
) that the nature of the

moon is igneous, and therefore that she shines "with her own

light
; (

1S4
) that the earth is a flat trapezium

;
and that on ac-

count of this form it is supported by the air without sinking.
(

m
)

( 1 2

1

) Stob. Pliys. i. 23 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 11 ; Galen c. 12 . The correct

version of this sentence appears to be that of Galen : ’Awifi/icwjr nje mpi-
<p<>pav ttjv t^uTa-njv yr)ivr)v eiVm, with which Plutarch nearly agrees. The
version of Stoba’us gives no clear sense : 'Ara^quVijs sal Oap/uyidijt rrjy rre-

pHpopai/ tt)v f£amirw i-ijr yijt €ivai tuv ovpavov.

( 122) Stob. i. 24, p. 199; Plutarch, ii. 14, 19; Galen, c. 13; Origcn,
Philos, p. 12. According to the latter writer the stars turn round the
earth, uirnvpf irfp'i ttiv nptrtprjv kffaiXqv (rrfM(p<riu to 7nXtW.

The opinions attributed to Anaximenes in the latter passages are very
obscure. Compare Roth, Gesch. der AbcndL Philosophic, vol. ii. part 2,

note 298.

( 123 ) Stob. Pliys. i. 25, p. 203; Plut. Plac. ii. 22, 23; Galen, c. 14.

The meaning of the latter clause seems to be that the sun, when it is fur-

thest from the equator, approaches the stars at the poles, and squeezes the

air against them : and that their resistance to this pressure turns the sun
back in its course.

( 124 ) Stob. i. 2G, p. 213.

( 125 ) Plut. Plac. iii. 10 ; Flut. ap. Euseb. Prcep. Ev. i. 8 ; Galen,

C. 21 ; Aristot. de Ccel. ii. 13, § 10.
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He applied the same doctrine to explain the suspension of the

sun and moon in space.
(

m
)

§ 7 Heraclitus of Ephesus, who may be placed in the line

of the Ionic philosophers, is stated to have flourished aboht

501 b.c.( 1S7
) The active part of his life probably belonged to

the last part of the sixth and the first part of the fifth century

B.c. He may he considered as nearly contemporary with

zEschylus. The obscurity of the written style in which he ex-

pressed his philosophical opinions became proverbial.

The following doctrines upon celestial matters are ascribed

to him :

—

That the heaven is of an igneous nature
; (

129
)
that the

stars are formed of compressed fire, and are fed by exhalations

from the earth
; (

m
) that day and night, summer and winter,

are caused by the prevalence of bright or obscure, warm or

moist, exhalations in the sun ;(
130

) that the shape of the sun is

that of a bowl, or hollow hemisphere
; that a solar eclipse takes

place when the luminous convexity is turned upwards, and the

dark concavity is turned towards the earth ; that the real mag-

nitude of the sun is not greater than its apparent magnitude,

and that it is no greater than the w idth of a man’s foot
: (

1S1
)

( 126 ) Origen, Philosoph. p. 12. rijv Si yr]u ftvtu in dipot ojfov-

pivt/v, ifiotas Si xai 9X10V sal trtXtjVT}* Kai ra <”A Au dtrrpa' navrayap nvptva orra

inoyiinvat t<5 dipt Sid irkdras.

According to Euderaus sp. Tlieon. Smyrn. 40, p. 324, ed. Martin,
Anaximenes held that the moon receives her light from the sun, and ex-

plained lunar eclipses.

( 12 ^) He mentioned Pythagoras, Xenophanes and Hecatmus, Diog.
Laert. ix. 1.

For an account of the philosophy of Heraclitus, and for a collection of
his fragments, see Schleiermacher in the Museum der Alterthums-wissen-
sehaft (Berlin, 1807) vol. i. p. 315—533.

( 128 ) Stob. Phys. i. 23.

( 129) Stob. i, 24; Galen, c. 13 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 17.

( 130) Diog. Laert. ix. 11. He held that there were exhalations from
the land and sea, some pure and bright, and some dark, Diog. Laert.

ix. 9.

(131 ) Stob. i. 25, p. 204; Plut. ii. 21, 22, 24; Galen, 0 . 14; Diog.
Laert. ix. 7.

Stobams ascribes to Heraclitus and Hccatteus the tenet that the suu
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that the moon, like the sun, is bowl-shaped
: (

15S
) that the

eclipses, and also the phases, of the moon are caused in the

same manner as the eclipses of the sun—namely, by the rever-

sion of the hollow hemisphere, so that the luminous side is

turned away from the earth, either completely, or at an

angle :(
,S3

) that the stars have the same configuration: that

the superior luminousness of the sun is owing to its position in

a clear atmosphere, remote from the earth, and the inferior

luminousness of the moon is owing to its position in a turbid

atmosphere, nearer the earth.
(

,M
)

He laid it down that the

north, or the Great Bear, is the boundary between the east and

the west
;
and that opposite the north is the province of J upiter,

who presides over the clear sky.
(

1M
)

is an avappa votp&v ro »* ftiXomjc. Galen attribute* to Heraclitus the
tenet that the sun i* an iwappu «V piv rais dvaraXair tt]v i£a'frn’ <\nv, TJjv dt

(rtUviv iv ralt ivapait. Stoowus likewise ascribes to Cleanthes the tenet

that the sun is an amppa votpov ri « daKamjt, p. 206. Plutarch, ii. 20, at-

tributes it to the Stoics generally, and not to Heraclitus. According to

Diog. Laert. vii. 145, Zeno held that the sun was fed (V rijr ptyaAtjt fluAdr-

tt)s votaov Srra asntfipxi. It seems that there U some confusion here, and
that the opinion in question docs not belong to Heraclitus. Compare
Schleiermacher, ib. p. 399.

( 132) Stob. i. 26, p.213,216 j Plut. ii. 27, 28 ; Galen, c. 15. Plutarch,

ii. 25, and Galen hare the clause : *HpdxX(ir»r yip opi^Xjj jtipttiXrjp-

pfvrjv, concerning the moon. Stobteus has: 'HpmtX«i8ijr sat "OsfXXor yip

ifuX^S **P‘*X°fuy’l
y- Considering the opinion of Heraclitus respecting the

bowl-shaped figure of the moon, it seems certain that the reading of
Stobseus is correct, and that this tenet belongs to Heraclides.

(133) Diog. Laert. ix. 9, 10. Stobieus, i. 26, p. 216, has the following

clause: *AX«/ioi<i>e, 'HpdsXciTOff, *Avri(j>avTns Kara rip roe iTKarj}o*t&ovs aTpx)>ip,

Kin rat wfpocXnmr. In Galen, c. 15, aud Plutarch, ii. 29, it stands thus 1

‘Hpd*X«irof Kara rip rou o-Ka<pixi&ove 'rufrrpx^ip. ’Ayritpavrot is a corrupt
form, for which 'Aim<f><ov is restored by Hccren. myax^p in Stobams is

correct : rn.'o-Tfx*)>ip in Galen and Plutarch is an error, and does not giro

the required sense. The word irfpisXnrif is not in the dictionaries, but its

meaning is clear. Compare Achill. Tat. c. 21. p. 83. koto pijva 8i <VX>iV«
I rj d-fXijwj], tat piv 'HpaicXeiros <fir]tTivf npoims TU tov ^ksrostduyr ax^lpoTos

uvuirrpiufiivrns

.

(134) Stob. ib. p. 216 ; Plut. ii. 28 (whose version is the best) ; Galen,

c. 15.

(135) Stob. i. 1, § 6. Vxiit n“6pmc.

Compare the verse of Theocritus :

Xu Zsvr ttXXosa piv TTtXtl a'dpios, uXXosa 8’y»».

Id. iv. 43.

Jupiter was supposed to preside peculiarly over rain aud fine

H
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Heraclitus is likewise stated to have formed a long period

of 18,000 solar years ;(
138

) but with what view', whether astro-

nomical or chronological, does not appear.

§ 8 The accounts as to the lifetime of Xenophanes of

Colophon, the founder of the Eleatic School, arc conflicting,

but his flourishing period may be placed with probability from

510 to 500 b.c.(1s")

Some of his cosmological tenets have been preserved. He
held that the stars consisted of fiery clouds ; that they are ex-

tinguished every day, and are lighted again at night, like coals :

and that this alternation of flame is the cause of their risings

and settings.
(

1S8
)

He believed the sun to be formed in the

same manner as the stars
; and to be renewed every day. He

conceived that a solar eclipse is caused by the sun’s extinction

;

and he related that an eclipse of the sun had once lasted an

entire month, during which time there had been no day.(1!W)

He likewise held that there are many suns and moons, ap-

propriated to different zones of the earth : and that the sun

sometimes deviates into a portion of the earth not inhabited by

us, in which case it disappears, as it were, in a cavity, and be-

comes eclipsed to our portion of mankind. He explained the

apparent rotation of the sun round the earth by the vast dis-

tance to which it is carried.

(

14
°) His doctrine concerning the

moon w as that it is formed of compressed cloud
;
that it shines

weather. See Aristoph. Nub. 368—73. Jupiter was conceived as dwelling
in the pure ether. Thus Euripides says :

SfivVfuS' ifpov aWip' ofxipru' Ai(5f

.

Melanipp. Soph. Frag. 7. Dind. and Aristoph. Ran. 100, speak of
aidlpa Aios dwpuTinv.

( 136) Stob. i. 8, p. 97. Compare Schleiermacher, ib. p. 396.

{ 137 ) Karsten, Phil. Grace. Rel. vol. i. part i. p. 10, places the life of
Xenophanes from 600 to 500 b.c.

( 138) Stob. Phys. i. 24, p. 199 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 13 ; Galen, c. 13 ; A chill.

Tat. c. 11, p. 79. ardpa£ means charcoal, which is the original sense of
our word coal, as well as the present sense of the German kohle.

( 139) Stob. Pliyg. i. 24, 25 ;
Plut. ii. 20 ; Galen, c. 14. These notices

are not quite consistent with one another.

( 140)
Stob. Phys. i. 25; Plut. ii. 2-1; Galen, c. 14.
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with its own light
;
and that its phases are owing to the ex-

tinction of its light. lie remarked that the sun is necessary

for the production and preservation of the world and of the

living things which it contains, but that the moon is a super-

fluity.
(
U1

)
He likewise held that comets and meteors are com-

posed of ignited clouds.
(

14S
)

His doctrine concerning the earth

was that its foundations are infinite in depth.
(
m

)
He therefore

held it to be motionless, and not of a spherical figure.

§ 9 Parmenides of Elea, who likewise belonged to the

Eleatic School, appears to have been born about 520 b.c., and

to have flourished about 460 b.c. :(}**) he was considered in an-

tiquity to have been the disciple of Xenophanes, although

Aristotle does not speak with confidence as to this fact.(145
)

He is reported to have held the following doctrines : that

the universe is composed of three circular bands, surrounded

by a solid firmament, like a wall. That the highest of these

bands is of air
;
that the next, or the heaven, is of fire

;
and that

the third is the terrestrial circle.^ 4
®) That the air is secreted

from the earth
;

that the sun is an evaporation from the fiery

band
;
and that the moon is a mixture of fire and air j(

147
)
that

the stars are formed of condensed flame ;(
148

)
that the Morning

(141) Stob. Phys. i. 20; Plut. ii. 25 ; Galen, c. 15.

(142) Stob. Phys. i. 29 ; Plut. iii. 2 ; Galen, c. 18.

(143) Aristot. de Coel. ii. 13, § 12. The verses in which he laid down
this doctrine are preserved in Acnill. Tat. c. 4.

yai'ijr ptv t6S( mtpatw nap Trotrab* nparai

aWfpt npoarnXa^ov, ta Kara d Vr antipov beam.

According to the emendation of Karsten, ib. p. 49. npoowAiifw is an
Homeric word : it occurs both in the Iliad and the Odyssey. The astro-

nomical doctrines of Xenophanes are copiously illustrated by Karsten, ib.

p. 164—133.

(144) The date of Parmenides is examined by Karsten, Phil. Gr. Eel.
vol. i. part 2, p. 3—9.

(145) Metaph. i. 5. Compare Diog. Laert. ix. 21 ; Clem. Alex. Strom,
i. 15, § 64; Sext. Emp. p. 213, ed. Bekkcr. Suidas in Uappaiidijs.

(146) Stob. Eel. i. 22, 23; Plut. Plac. ii. 7; Galen, c. 11; Euscb.
Prtep. Evang. xv. 38 ; Cic. N. D. i. 11.

(147) Stob. Eel. ib.

(148) Stob. Phys. i. 24. Concerning an opinion ascribed to Anaxi-
menes and Parmenides, see above, p- 95, n. 121.

H 2
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star, which he identified with the Evening star, occupies the

highest place in the ether, and that next in order comes the

sun
; and that under the sun are the stars, in the fiery hea-

ven r^49
)
that the sun and moon arc equal in size, but that the

moon receives its light from the sun :(
H0

)
that the phases of the

moon are caused by the mixture of fiery and opaque elements

in its composition, whence he called the moon pseudo-luminous.

(i£fvSo^av/jc)-(
151

)
He is stated to have been the first who

taught that the earth is spherical, and is situated in the centre

of the universe.

(

ls3
)

It is consistent with this account that

the first division of the earth into five zones was ascribed to

him :(
1M

)
for this division naturally implies a spherical or at

least a hemispherical figure.

§ 10 Xenophanes and Parmenides selected hexameter

verse as the vehicle of their physical speculations, and

gave the first examples of the philosophical didactic poem.

In this respect they served as a model to Empedocles

of Agrigentum, who flourished about 4-55 — 444 b.c.,(154
)

and who is stated to have been the disciple of Parmenides.
(

,S5
)

(149) Stob. i. 24. That Parmenides was the first to identify the

Morning and Evening stars was stated by Favorinus in the fifth book of
his Commentaries. Diog. Loert. ix. 23. FavorinuB lived at the time of

Hadrian.

(150) Stob. i. 25, 26; Pint. ii. 26.

(151) Stob. Eel. i. 26. This paragraph does not occur in Plutarch and
Galen, and as the same opinion ia previously attributed by Stobieus in

nearly the same words to Anaxagoras, there is probably some error.

(152) Diog. Laert. ix. 21.

(153) By Posidonius, ap. Strab. ii. 2, 2. The cosmology of Parmenides
is illustrated by Karsten, ib. vol. i. part 2, p. 240—256.

(154) Karsten, Phil. Gr. Ilel. vol. ii. p. 12, supposes Empedocles to

have lived from 492 to 432 n.c.

Aecording to Aristotle, cited by Eratosthenes in his work on the
Olympic conquerors, the grandfather of Empedocles was victor in Olymp.
71 0496 B.c.) Diog. Laert. viii. 51, 62.

Empedocles was subsequent to the expedition of Xerxes against

Greece, upon which subject he left an unfinished poem. Diog. Laert.

viii. 57.

Some extant verses of Empedocles appear to refer to Pythagoras,
Karsten, Phil. Gr. Rel. vol. ii. p. 150, 297. The person in question is

spoken of as no longer alive.

(135) Diog. Laert. viii. 55, 56. The poem of Empedocles was doubtless
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Empedocles may be regarded as the contemporary of Hero-

dotus.^ 64
)

He is related to have held the following doctrines on the

heavenly bodies. That the heaven is a solid firmament, formed

of air condensed by fire, so as to assume the substance of ice

;

that the matters of fire and air are included within its two

hemispheres;^ 67
) that the stars arc of a fiery nature, being

formed of particles of fire separated from the air
;
that the fixed

stars are fastened to the crystalline vault, but that the planets

are free;(168
)
that the circuit of the sun is coincident with the

boundary of the universe
:(

169
)
that there are two suns; one,

formed of fire, placed in the lower hemisphere, and invisible to

us
; the other, in the upper hemisphere, opposed to the invi-

sible sun, and sharing in its motion; reflecting its own light

from the fiery air upon the earth : that the retrograde move-

ment of the sun at the solstices is produced by the resistance

of the containing sphere
; that the sun of the upper hemisphere

is equal in magnitude to the earth; and that it suffers an

eclipse when the moon intervenes between it and the earth ;(
140

)

that the substance of the moon is mist congealed or hardened

by fire, and that its shape is that of a disc : that it is lighted

by the sun; and that its distance from the sun is twice as

great as its distance from the earth ;(
141

)
that the universe is

the model which Lucretius had before his eyes. See the eulogy of him iu

i. 727—31.

( 156) Both Herodotus and Empedocles went as colonists to Thurii,

which was founded in 413 b.c. Diog. Laert. viii. 52.

( 157 ) Stob. Eel. i. 23; Plut. Plac. ii. 11 ; Galen, c. 12; Acliill. Tat.

Introd. in Arat. c. 5. Compare Sturz, Emped. p. 321. The word
apvoraXXoy always meant tee in the earlier writers, though the later writers

use it for crystal. The expression \frvxpos kvkXos appears to be used in the

sense of crystalline orb by Alexander JEtolus in tue verses cited by Theo
Smyrnseus, c. 15, p. 186, ed. Martin. L'ryslallus alw ays signifies crystal in

the Latin writers.

( 158) Stob. Eel. i. 24; Plut. ii. 13 ; Galen, c. 13 ; Sturz, ib. p. 334.

( 159) Stob. Eel. i. 21; Plut. Plac. ii. 1.

( 160) Stob. Ed. i. 25 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 20, 23 ; Galen, c. 14.

(
161

) Stob. Eel. i. 2G ; Plut. ii. 27; de facie in orbe luna\ c. 16;
Euseb. Pnep. Ev. i. 8 . The verse of Empedocles, cited by Plutarch,
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egg-shaped, and that the width of the heaven is greater than its

height above our heads.
(

162
)

Empedocles explained the eleva-

tion of the northern pole, the depression of the southern pole,

and the inclination of the world, by the impulse of the sun and

the consequent withdrawal of the air.(
18S

)

He held the earth to he motionless at the centre of the

universe
;
and he attributed its state of rest to the rapid cir-

cular movement of the heaven around it. He compared this

effect to the water in a cup, which when whirled round rapidly

is prevented from falling to the ground.

(

164
)

He conceived the

heaven to he an elongated sphere, similar to an egg.(m)

§ 11 Anaxagoras of Clazomense belonged to the Ionic

School of philosophy, and he is reported to have been the dis-

ciple of Anaximenes.
(

1M
)

Tins statement, however, cannot he

reconciled with the chronology of the two philosophers ;
for the

birth of Anaxagoras is placed at 499 b.c., and that of Anaxi-

menes at 575 b.c. Anaxagoras removed from Clazomense to

Athens
; and in this city he imparted his opinions on physical

science to Pericles, Euripides, Archelaus, and Thucydides the

historian.

(

le7
)

He was accused of impiety at Athens, and was

de fac. in orbe lunir, e. 2. is correctly given by Wyttenbach: ifktcs

IXdapa atXrjvT). Sturz, p. 332, misled by the false reading,
r)&< X says that Empedocles composed the moon of stone. He
called the moon tAdfipa, because her heat is never scorching, nor her
light dazzling. The emendation of Karsten, rjd' dyXnUatrn (jtXrjvrj,

ib. vol. ii. p. 217, and that of Mullach, Fragm. Phil. Gr. p. 7, are not
needed.

(162) Stob. i. 26 ;
Plut. ii. 31 ; Galen, c. 15 ; and Enseb. Prscp. Evang.

xr. 63. Stobicus represents Empedocles to have held that the distance of
the moon from the earth is twice her distance from the sun.

(163) Plut. Plac. ii. 8; Stob. i. 15 ; Galen, e. 11; Euseb. Priep. Ev.
xv. 39.

(164) Aristot. de Ccel. ii. 13, § 21; iii. 2, § 3. Empedocles ridiculed

the notion of Xenophanes, that the foundations of the earth are infinitely

deep, ib. ii. 13, § 12. See above, n. 143.

(165) Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 26. Concerning the astronomical and phy-
sical doctrines of Empedocles, see Karsten, ib. vol. ii. p. 416—440; Sturz,

Emped. p. 321. An extant poem, in 168 iambic verses, entitled sipaipa, is

ascribed to Empedocles ; but it is borrowed from Aratus, and is of late

date. See Fabr. Bib. Gr. vol. i. p. 814, 825, ed. Harl. Sturz, ib. p. 88.

(166) See Schaubach, Anax agora; Fragments (Lips. 1827), p. 3. -

(167) Schaubach, ib. p. 17—33. A full account of the influence of the
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defended by Pericles. At the close of his life, he migrated to

Lamp8acus, where he died at about the age of seventy, and

therefore about 430 b.c.(168
)

Like his predecessors in the Ionic School, the attention of

Anaxagoras was exclusively directed to speculations concerning

Nature, and especially to celestial phenomena.
(

1W
)

He is re-

ported to have said, in answer to a question, that he was born

for the contemplation of the sun, the moon, and the heavens.
(
17°)

Mount Mimas, near Miletus, is mentioned as the seat of his

astronomical observations.^71
)

The epitaph inscribed on his

tomb by the Lampsacenes described him as having carried

astronomical discovery to the furthest possible limit.

(

17S
)

His

travels to Egypt (where he was supposed to have acquired

teaching of Anaxagoras upon Pericles is given by Plut. Per. 4—6. Pericles

learnt prr»o>;»oAeyia from Anaxagoras, Plat. Pha>dr.
§ 120, p. 270. Pericles

conversed with philosophers ; first with Pythocleides and Anaxagoras,
afterwards with Damon, Plat. Alcib. i. S 30. The instruction of Pericles

by Anaxagoras in physics is mentioned by Cic. lirut. 11 ; his instruction in

De Orat. lii. 34. Some verses of Alexander Attolus describe Euripides

as 'Awifoyopou rp6<f)ipos \aiov, Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 247. See Gell.

xv. 20. Euripides was horn in 480, and Thucydides in 472 B.c. The exact

year of the birth of Pericles is unknown : he w as probably born about
495 b.c. Anaxagoras is related to have predicted the fall of the aerolite

at yEgospotami, which is referred to '169, 407, and 465 b.c. (Schaubach,

p. 42.) The most authentic account of the lifetime of Anaxagoras is that

of Aristotle, who says that he was prior to Empedocles in age, but subse-

quent in the publication of his writings, Metaph. i. 3. Empedocles was
probably bom about 480 B.c., and belonged to the same generation as the

Athenian disciples of Anaxagoras. This statement agrees well with the

supposition that Anaxagoras was born about 500 b.c. Clinton fixes the

prosecution of Anaxagoras at 432, and his death at 428, B.c. Eusebius
states that Anaxagoras flourished 01. 69.3, 502 b.c., and died Ol. 79.3,

462 B.c.

(168) Alcidamas, ap. Aristot. Rhet. ii. 23, 11, states that the Lamp-
sacenes gave Anaxagoras a public funeral, although he w as a foreigner

;

and that they continued to snow him public honours, even in the w nter’s

lifetime. Alcidamas lived in the generation between Anaxagoras and
Aristotle.

(169) Aristot. Eth. Nic. vi. 7.

(170) Diog. Laert. ii. 7, 10. Sec Schaubach, p. 9.

(171) Philostrat. vit. Apollon, ii. 5.

(172) Diog. Laert. ii. 15; ADlian, V. H. viii. 19.

fvOdd* 6 irAeurrov dXr]0(las int reppa irepijcraf

oipaylov xurpov xrirai ’Arafayiipar.

Pint. Per. 5, describes Pericles as having learned fitTtapoXoyia and pf-

Tapuiu\ea\ta from Anaxagoras.
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physical science from the priests), are imperfectly attested, and

appear to be a mere figment of late writers. (*
73

)
He was like-

wise a geometer, and he is said to have written upon the quad-

rature of the circle while he was in prison on the charge of

impiety.
(
1W

)

The following are the most important astronomical doctrines

which are attributed to Anaxagoras. He held, with Anaxi-

menes, that the earth is a plane
;
and that on account of its

flat shape it is buoyed up and sustained by the air. He con-

ceived it as immovable in the centre of the universe.
(

175
)

He supposed the sun and stars to move in circular orbits

round the earth ; and to pass under it during the invisible part

of their course.

(

17#
) "With respect to the composition of the

heavenly bodies, he conceived them to be stones which had

been carried up to heaven by the force of its circular or vor-

tical motion, and had been ignited by the fiery firmament.

(

177
)

He held the sun to be larger than the Peloponnese, and to

he a mass of ignited stone.
(

l78
)

Anaxagoras is said to have

(173) Ammian. Marc. xxii. 16; Theodoret. Affect. Grroc. 2; Cedren.
Clirou. vol. i. n. 163, ed. Bonn. Compare Scliauliach, p. 13 ; Bayle, Diet.

Anaxagore. The statement ia rejected by Schaubach, lb. ; Hitter, Gesch.
der Phil. vol. i. p. 290.

(174) Plat. Erast, ad init. ; Plut. de Exil. 18. Compare Schaubach,
p. 58.

(175) Diog. Lacrt. ii. 8 ; Origcn. Philos, p. I t. ttjv 3« yijv r£ (rx'ipart

1rXaTtiav firm Kat ptvfiv /ifrtutpov 3ia to fitytOitt sal 3ia ro fitjiiv tivat Kiv'uv,

Ka'i fiia tA tos dtpa iV^opoToTor uvra (jttptiv <iro/fov/«'wjr rr]y yrjv. According
to Aristot. de Ccol. ii. 13, § 16, Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and Democritus
considered the breadth of the earth as the cause of its immobility. Sim-
plicius, ad Aristot. de Ccel. p. 91 n, p. 121 a, distinctly states that Anax-
agoras held the earth to be motionless at the centre. Compare Schaubach,
p. 174-5.

(176} Aristot. Meteor, i. 8 ; Plut. Plac. iii. 1; Origen, ib. p. 14.

(177) Plut. Plac. ii. 13; Origen. Phil. p. 14; Euseb. Prap. Evang.
xv. 30 ; Plut. Lysand. 12 ; Diog. Laert. ii. 12.

(178) Plut. Plac. ii. 21; de fac. in orbe lun. 19; Diog. Lacrt. ii. 8;
Stob. Eel. i. 25, 3 ;

Achilles Tatius, Isag. c. 2, 11. The expression which
he applied to the sun w as that it is a pvSpos Siampos. See Xen. Mem. iv.

7, 7 ; Plat. Apol. 14 ; and numerous other passages cited by Schaubach,
p. 139— 142. pvSpos meant in general a heated mass of iron fresh from
the furnace. Sophocles, Ant. 264, applies it to the bars of iron used in

the fiery ordeal. Aristotle applies it to the heated stones ejected from
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predicted a celebrated aerolite which fell at JEgospotami, in

Thrace, about the year 46S b.c. ;(
179

)
and at all events he ex-

plained this phenomenon by his hypothesis of stones attracted

from the earth, and revolving in the heaven. He considered

the moon to be an earth, having in it plains, mountains, and

valleys; and likewise containing inhabitants.

0

s0
)

He derived

its light from the sun.(181
)

Anaxagoras explained eclipses of

the moon, by the interposition of the earth between the sun

and the moon ; and he explained eclipses of the sun by the in-

terposition of the moon between the sun and the earth, at the

new moon. lie likewise supposed that eclipses might be caused

by the opaque stony bodies revolving round the earth. He is

stated to have been the first who wrote with boldness and frec-

zEtna. See Schol. Callim. Dian. 49. The word is derived from fivida, to

melt. Concerning fivSpos Sidmipos, see Bayle’a Diet. art. Anaxagore, note B.
The tenet of Anaxagoras respecting the sun is held by the ancient com-
mentators to occur in Euripides. Poraon, ad Or. 971.

(179) The date of this event is fixed by the Parian Marble, at 01. 78.1

—

468 b.c. ; by Plin. ii. 58, at 01. 78.2 (467 b.c.) ; and by Eusebius at

Ol. 79.1 (464 B.c.) As to the connexion of Anaxagoras with it, see Diog.

Laert. ii. 10, 12 j Plut. Lysand. 12 j Plin. ubi sup. Amin. Marc. xxii. 8,

§ 5. The event was mentioned by Diogenes of Apollouia, Stob. Eel.

Phys. i. 24 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 13 ;
and is referred to by Aristot. Meteor, i. 7.

Plutarch states that the stone was shown in his time, and was worshipped
by the Chersonites. Compare Schaubach, p. 41. The fall of the aerolite

is made by Plutarch contemporaneous with the end of the Peloponnesian
"War (405 b.c.) ; but this date differs from the other statements, and is,

moreover, inconsistent with the reference to Anaxagoras, who had been
dead more than twenty years. Compare Ideler ad Aristot. Meteor, vol. i.

p. 404.

An aerolite, weighing 200 lbs., fell in Upper Alsace in 1492. The
Emperor Maximilian I. treated it as a warning from Cod to men, and
caused it to be suspended in a neighbouring church. See Coxe's Hist, of

the House of Austria, vol. L p. 455.

The reality of aerolites was doubted in modern times, and was not
established among men of science till the beginning of this century. Masses
of meteoric iron, of immense size, have fallen in different parts of the

world. The aerolites mentioned in Livy are collected in Steger's Pro-
digien, p. 64.

(180) Plut. Apol. 14; Plut. Plac. ii. 25; Stob. Eel. i. 27; Euseb.
Prap. Ev. xv. 26 ; Diog. Laert. ii. 8 ;

Orig. Phil. p. 14. Some Orphic
verses describe the moon as inhabited, Procl. Tim. p. 154 A, 283 b. fragm.

9, p. 470, ed. Hermann.

(181) Plat. Cratyl. § 56, p. 409 ;
Plut. de fac. in orbo lun. 16; Plac.

ii. 30 ; Stob. Eel. i. 27 ;
Origcn. Phil. p. 14.
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dom concerning the physical causes of eclipses.
(

le2
)

It may he

remarked that Thucydides knew that an eclipse of the sun takes

place at the new moon, and that an eclipse of the moon takes

place at the full.(18S
)

It is not improbable that he may have

derived this knowledge from Anaxagoras. It is certain that

the physical nature of eclipses was practically unknown to the

Athenian army at Syracuse in 413 b.c.^ 84
)

Anaxagoras attributed the solstices of the sun and the

phases of the moon to the same cause, namely to the resistance

of the cold air, caused by the pressure of the moving body.

This resistance the body was unable to overcome, and was

therefore turned back in its course.
(
18S

)
He knew the difference

between the planets and the fixed stars ;
but he docs not seem

to have known the number of the former
;
he appears to have

regarded them as meteors, of no definite number, aud with no

fixed orbits : hence he explained comets to be produced by the

concourse of planets, and by their combined splendour.
(
186

)

Anaxagoras seems to have been the first of the Greek

speculators upon celestial subjects who was regarded as an

atheist
(

lw
) lie incurred this charge by substituting mecha-

(
182 ) Stob. Eel. i. 27 ; Origen. Phil. p. 14; Plut. Nic. 23. A similar

hypothesis is described by Aristotle, de Ccel. ii. 13, 7. m'oir Si Santi *al

irktia trapara rotuiTu ivSi\<aBai <f><pta8ai TTtfH to piaov, rpiiv Si aSrjka Si

a

ttjv iirinpoa-Bijinv Trji yrjt. Ato nut Tat irjt atkijvr]t ikkffydt nktiovt i) Tar
Toil ijkiov yiyvtaBai (pil'Tip' Tap yap tptpopipav tuairrov dvrKppaTTTiy avrrjp,

aAA’ 00 povov rf;p yf/p. The attempts of lidth to discredit this passage,
Gesch. der Abendl. Phil. ii. 2, note 1300, are futile.

( 183) Thuc. ii. 28, iv. 52, vii. 60. This knowledge had become fami-
liar at a later date. Macrobius in Somn. Scip. i. 15, § ii. remarks :

‘ Ideo
nec sol unquam deficit, nisi cum tricesimus lume dies est, et nisi quinto
decimo cursus sui die nescit luna defectum.’ Geminus, c. 9, remarks that
lunar eclipses take place only at the full moon.

( 184) Thucydides speaks contemptuously of Nicias as being too much
devoted to divination and similar superstitious devices ; but he says that

the army were terrified by tbe omen, and pressed him to stay, and he
does not mention any advice of an opposite tendency.

( 185) Stob. Eel. i. 26 ; Plut. ii. 23 ; Origen. Phil. p. 14.

( 186 ) Aristot. Meteor, i. 8 ; Plut. Plac. iii. 2 ; Diog. Laert. ii. 9. Com-
pare Schaubach, pp. 106-8.

( 187 ) Lucian, Timon. 10, roe aotpurnfv 'Ava£nyapav, Jr * TTti&t root opikijrdt

pqSi Skat tlvai near f)pat root Btovt. Iren. adv. liter, ii. 14, Anaxagoras
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nical and unprovidential forces for the direct agency of the

gods ;(
lss

)
and by reducing the heavenly bodies, which were

believed to be of a divine nature, to a terrestrial standard, and

to earthy materials. Similar doctrines had, indeed, been pro-

mulgated by preceding 'philosophers : but he spoke out with

greater plainness and courage, and probably carried his phy-

sical explanations further than his predecessors^ 18
®) Thus his

doctrine that the sun is a mass of ignited stone, gave great

offence ; the popular belief still being that the sun was a god

who drove his chariot across the sky from east to west.( 190
)

His hypothesis of stones revolving in the air—which was

probably suggested by the aerolite of /Egospotami—was like-

wise regarded as atheistic.
(

1#1
)

His degradation of the heavenly

moon to a level with the earth—by his supposition that she

autem, qui et atheus eognominatus oat. Aristides, Orat. 45, vol. ii. p. 80.

Dindorf. classes Aristagoras with Diagoras the Melian.

(188) Plutarch, speaking of the eclipse of Nicias, says: ov yap hwigoi’ro

Toils <pv<riKovs Ka't prrtu>poX«Vx<K tots KaXovptnovs, i)s sis alrias aXiiynvs irnl

dunttpf is airponoijrovs sal KarrjnayKairpfna naOrj diarptfiovras to Otion, Nic. 23.

Xen. Mem. iv. 7, 6, describes Anaxagoras os 6 ptyurrnn <ppovrjoas tn't r<f

ras run 6tS>n ptjxanat f^ijytiarOat. Diod. xv. 50, speaking of a comet which
appeared in Greece in 372 B.C., says : tvun 6i run (pvamun rr/n yinttnn ttjs

Xapnabos fls (pv(Tinas airias anifpfpon, amfpamopfnoi ra rotavra (pavrufTpara

KaTTjmyKaaptnfos ylnttrOat xponots upiapinois.

With the criticisms on the irreligious opinions of Anaxagoras, compare
the following verses from the Dunciad (iv. 469) :

—

All-seeing in thy mists, we want no guide,

Mother of arrogance, and source of pride

!

We nobly take the high Priori road,

And reason downward, till we doubt of God :

Make Nature still encroach upon his plan,

And shove him off as far as e'er we can

;

Thrust some mechauic cause into his place

;

Or bind in matter, or diffuse in space.

(189) Plutarch, ib., says that Anaxagoras was the first who wrote with

boldness concerning the cause of eclipses; but that at the time of the

Athenian expedition to Sicily, his opinions were limited to a few, and were
only mentioned in confidence.

(190) Joseph, cont. Apion. ii. 37 : 'Kna^ayopas 8i KAafop.Vtos r^n' aXA’

ore nopi{6nrun 'AOrjnaiun ran ifKion final Stun, 6 o' airriiv t<pr) pvipon final 8tu-

nvpan, Oanarov airrov nap' oAcyar yprjrpovs Kartyvufran.

(191) Plato, Leg. xii. p. 967, speaks of this tenet as an atheistic error

which had brought discredit upon astronomy, and had deterred men from

the study of it.
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108 ASTBONOMY FROM THALES [chap. II.

had plains, and mountains, and valleys, and might even he

inhabited—was also considered as an unauthorized freedom of

speculation.
(

193
)

His opinions on astronomical subjects, but

principally his doctrine concerning the composition of the sun,

gave rise to the prosecution for impiety which is said to have

been brought against him either by Thucydides, the opponent of

Pericles, or by Cleon. He was defended by Pericles, and

certainly escaped with his life
; he appears to have been thrown

into prison, and perhaps to have been sentenced to a fine.(1M
)

It is also stated that a decree was carried at Athens by

Diopeithes, about the beginning of the Peloponnesian War,

declaring that persons who denied the existence of gods, or

who published opinions concerning celestial phenomena, should

be prosecuted
; this decree was aimed at Pericles on account of

his connexion with Anaxagoras.
(

m
)

The prosecution of Anaxagoras is referred by Clinton to the

year 432 b.c., about two years before his death, and when he

was nearly 70 years old.(196
)

Anaxagoras likewise offended the religious sentiments of

the people by giving physical explanations of prodigies,
(

1#6
)
and

by allegorizing the gods of Homer; for example, by con-

{192) See Plat. Apol. 14, where the published doctrines of Anaxagoras,
that the sun is made of stone, and that the moon is an earth, arc classed

together as irreligious opinions, such as Meletus might make the subjects

of criminal prosecution.

According to Favorinus, the doctrines of Anaxagoras coneerning the

sun and moon were not his ow n, but were borrowed from some previous
speculator, Diog. Laert. ix. 34. He did not, however, specify from w hom
they were derived.

(193) Plut. Per. 32 ; Nio. 23 ; Diog. Laert. ii. 12, 13 ; Diod. xii. 39.

Plut. de Superstit. 10 : 'Aaa£<rydpar i'ucqp !<pvytv (KTf^fuis tni rep \i8ov

tiiruv top 17X101-. Compare Josephus, n. 190 .

(194) Plut. Per. 32. On the accusation of Anaxagoras, sec Sintenis, ad
Plut. Per. 32, p. 220.

(195) Protagoras, in his treatise ntpl 6tZ>p, professed perfect scepticism

concerning the existence of the gods, Sext. Kmp. ix. 55 ;
Diog. Laert. ix.

51. Hence he was regarded us an atheist, Cic. N. D. i. 2, 12 ; and he w as

banished from Athens. He died in crossing the sea in an open bout. His
death took place about 411 n.c., in the interval between the prosecutions
of Anaxagoras and Socrates.

(196) Plut. Per. 6.
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verting Jupiter into Mind, and Minerva into Art.^97
)

The

latter method of interpretation may have suggested to Thucy-

dides the historical rationalism by which be reduced to proba-

bility the Homeric narrative of the Trojan War.

§ 12 Diogenes, a citizen of Apollonia, in Crete, appears

to have been a contemporary of Anaxagoras,

(

19R
)
and to have

addicted himself to physical philosophy. Like Anaxagoras, he

supposed that the aerolite of zEgospotami was one of the stones

which revolved round the earth with the stars.

(

199
) He con-

ceived the sun and other heavenly bodies to be formed of a

porous substance, like the pumice-stone, and to receive light

and heat from the tether, f
200

) He attributed the inclination of

the earth’s axis to a provision of nature, for the purpose of

producing a variety of climates^201
)

§ 13 Socrates belonged to the generation next after that

of Anaxagoras. He was born in 469 b.c., and he was con-

demned to death, at the age of seventy, in the year 399 b.c.

The comedy of the Clouds was acted in 422 b.c.j but although

Socrates was then nearly fifty years old, the character of his

teaching and of his philosophical opinions was completely mis-

understood by Aristophanes and the Athenian people. Socrates

had nothing in common with the philosophers of the Ionic

School, from Thales to Anaxagoras. The characteristic pecu-

liarity of his philosophy was, that it avoided all speculation

concerning the universe, and the movements of its component

parts
;
that it descended from the celestial sphere to the surface

of the earth
; from the aether and the region of the gods to the

dwellings of men
;
and that it was occupied exclusively with

human feelings, actions, and interests. His teaching was

neither cosmological nor astronomical, but ethical and poli-

tical.
(
20S

)

( 197 ) Schaubach, p. 37.

( 19H) Brandis, ib. p. 273. He is called a disciple of Anaximenes.

( 199 ) Stob. Eel. i. 24; Plut. Plac. ii. 13.

( 200 )
Stob. Eel. i. 24, 25, 26 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 13 ; Galen, c. 13.

(201 ) Plut. Plac. ii. 8 .

( 202 )
Aristotle states that in the time of Socrates -ri f>rr«v ™ wtp't
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Nevertheless, when Socrates had made himself unpopular by

his contentious and sceptical method of argument; when he

had wounded the vanity of his fellow-citizens by questioning

the grounds of their traditionary and apparently intuitive opi-

nions on some of the principal concerns of life
;
and when he

had set himself in hostility to the current feelings of the

Athenian public; the great comic poet, who fixed upon him as

a fit subject for satirical exhibition upon the stage, did not think

it worth while to inquire either of the friends or the argumenta-

tive antagonists of Socrates, what were his real opinions. He
had not committed his philosophy to writing, and published it

to the world
;
his disciples had not yet begun to act as his ex-

ponents, and to write down his conversations. The Athenians

were not a reading public, to whom his speculations could per-

colate through newspapers and reviews. Hence the prejudice

which Aristophanes excited against Socrates was not less un-

founded, and the picture which he drew of Socrates was not less

unlike, than if Bacon had been decried by his contemporaries

as an Aristotelian, and Hobbes or Spinosa as an abstruse tlieo-

<pv<rcwt 7T/H)t Of TVjV XfnpTipaV aptTT]

V

MU TTJV 7T(>A ITIK^X ibrCJcXo'm' oi (plXn-

trtxpoims. De Part. An. i. 1. Ab ant [qua philosophic usque a<l Socratem
(qui Arehclaum, Anaxagora; discipulum, audicrat), nutneri motusque trac-

tabantur, ct unde omnia orirentur, quove reciderent : studioseque ab his

siderum magnitudincs, intervalla, cursua anquirebantur, et cuncta cmlestia.

Socrates autcin primus philosophiam devocavit e cgbIo, et in urbibua collo-

cavit, ct in domos etiam introduxit, et coegit de vita et moribua rebusque
bonis et malia queerere. Cie. Tusc. Diap. v. 4. Quo etiam sapientiorem
Socratem soleo judicare, qui omuem ejusmodi curam deposuerit

; eaque
quie de natura quiererentur, aut majors quam hominum ratio consequi
posset, aut nihil omnino ad vitam hominum attinere dixerit. Cie. de Kep.
i. 10. Socrates mihi videtur, id quod constat inter omnes, primus a rebus
occultis et ab ipsa natura involute, in quibus omnes ante cum philosophi

occupati fuerunt, avocavisse philosophiam, et ad vitam communem addux-
isse : ut de virtutibus et vitiis, omninoque de bonis rebus et malm qufereret,

coelcstia autem vel procul esse a nostra cognitione censeret, vel, si m&xime
cognita essent, nihil tamen ad bene vivendnm. Cie. Acad. i. 4.

Socrates is represented in the Plnedo, § 40, p. 90, as saying that when
he was young, he had a strong bias for physical philosophy, but that he
discovered his unfitness for it. ty£> yap, he Bays, vtot t*v Qavpaariis on
intBCprjaa rairrqt TTJC trotftias 6rj jcriAiur/i ntpi <pva<uJS lorop'iav .

—

MU au
Toisruv rat <p$npus (TKonutv, mu ra irtp'i rov olpavov rt mu Trjv yr>v iruOrj. t«X*utg>

v

ovtw? fpinntl) ?Oo£a npin ravrrjv ttjv oKtijrtv tupvip' cuau, «r ocdcc xpijpa.
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logiand205) Near the beginning of the Platonic Apology,

Socrates complains that he has two sets of accusers to deal

with, the old and the new
;
and he implies that the old accusers,

whose calumnies have taken root in the minds of his judges,

arc the more difficult for him to meet. The old accusers were,

as he says, the poet of the Clouds (whose comedy had been acted

twenty-three years previously), and various unnamed persons,

who did not come forward on the public theatre, but whispered

their calumnies against him in private.

• Aristophanes, in the Clouds, instead of painting a portrait of

Socrates from nature, reproduced an ideal picture of the Ionic

physical philosopher, added some features of the modern sophist

and rhetorician, who taught for money, and called the com-

pound Socrates. The pupils in the school of Socrates are re-

presented as studying astronomy, and as poring over geometrical

diagrams inscribed upon the floor. Socrates himself is sus-

pended in a basket ;
withdrawing Ids mind from the earth, and

inteut upon celestial phenomena
;
engaged in contemplating on

the sun, and in investigating the motion of the moon ;
<**) he is

even called another Thales.
(

205
) He is, moreover, represented

as denying the existence of the recognised gods, and as substi-

tuting for them the clouds, the unsubstantial denizens of the

airy region in which the thoughts of Socrates are conceived to

expatiate^20*)

(203 ) In the Apology of Plato, Socrates describes the young men who
frequented his company, and who belonged to the first families in Athens,

as imitating his style of interrogation, and as convicting their fellow-

citizens of ignorance and presumption. He then proceeds thus : ivrtiOtv

ouv ol tar' avrStv i(rra{6pinoi ipoi 6pyi(nvrai, oejj adroit. sal \tyowru> its

Saxcpdnjr n't «’<rn piuptitriirus sal hialpdtipfi rovt vtws. sal irrttidy ns avravs

tpitra on noiiov sat on itidtretov, (good piv ovhiv slntiy aXX’ dyvoouatv, Im hi

lit] doKaiaiv diroptiy, rd sard Truynov rut* (fttXotro<ftnvitT(OV npoj(Upa rnura \iynv-

atv, on to prrtatpa sat ra iird yijt, sat 8tois pi) vopifciv sat roe ijrra Xoyov

uptirra nniftv, c. iO.

(204 ) Nub. 171, 177, 191, 201 , 202, 225, 227.

(203 ) n hrjr’ iKuvop top QaXrjv Qavpdfapev, Nub. 180. The astronomer

Meton is, in like manner, called a Thales in the Birds, v. 1009.

(206) Nub. 217, 264-6, 365. Socrates is described as occupied with rd

utriatpa irpaypara, V. 228. The clouds appear Tip ijjpoi'Turrr/ ptTtupm, V. 266.

In v. 360, he is included among the p* raapoaoipuTTal. According to Xen.
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Meletus and Anytus took advantage of the prejudice created

by this witty caricature, and inserted in the bill of indictment

against Socrates, an allegation that ‘ he had transgressed the

bounds of legitimate knowledge, in investigating things under

the earth and things in heaven.^507
) In refuting this charge,

Socrates expressly refers to the words of Aristophanes, and treats

the poet’s representation as a ridiculous fiction
; (

20H
)
he says that

he docs not wish to speak of astronomy with disrespect, but he

affirms confidently that he never occupied himself with this

class of subjects, and he appeals to his many hearers to say

whether they ever heard him discourse upon them. If Anaxa-

goras had been of sufficient importance for Cratinus to ridicule

him on the stage, the picture which Aristophanes drew of

Socrates would have suited the philosopher who was accused

of impiety for having taught that the sun was a mass of

heated stone. But for the thinker who first diverted philo-

sophy from the stars to the affairs and homes of men, the accu-

sation was not only not true, but was the very reverse of the

truth. It represented him as teaching what he deliberately

avoided, for the sake of investigating and teaching other

subjects.

The real opinions of Socrates upon the study of geometry

and astronomy are set out at length by Xenophon. Socrates

disapproved of abstruse geometrical problems
;
and considered

geometry as useful only so far as it could be serviceable for

Mem. i. 1, 1, the- indictment distinctly charged Socrates with not recog-
nising the gods recognised by the State, and with introducing new deities.

The idea of cloud-worship is the same as that of the saying reported by
M adame de Stael, that the French had the empire of the land, the English
of the sea, and the Germans of the air.

(207 ) The accusation against Socrates stands thus in Plat. Apol. 3,

Switpdnjf aiuui *ai jrfptfpyafrrat (tjtSiv ta Tt into yr)t sal to inovputna, sal top

rjrro» \6yov KptiTTto jroiwe, sal aAAovs Tatra 3thdancatv.

(20b) roiaera yap tojfxiri (cat atrot tv tjj 'AptuTrx^drovr Kupw&ia, Soncpdri]

Tiva tut I ittpKptpoptvov, (fHUTtmrrd rt atpoHaruv, sal aXArjr iroWrjv <pXvap'av

(f>Xvapovvra' !>p tya> ovSt v nvrt ptya ovrt aputpov nipi (Vatu, ib. 3. The
allusion is to Nub. 225, where Socrates, on being asked by Strepsiades
what he is doing, answers : dtpofiaru> sal irtpitppovw rdv fj\iuv.
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purposes of land-measuring^20
®) With regard to astronomy, he

considered a knowledge of it desirable to the extent of deter-

mining the day of the year or month, and the hour of the night,

for journeys by land or sea, and for military watches. He held

that the marks of time for this purpose could easily be learnt

from night-watchers,^10
)

pilots, and others whose business it

was to know them ; but as to learning the courses of the stars,

which move in different orbits from our own, to be occupied

with the planets, and to inquire about their distances from the

earth, and their orbits, and the causes of their motions, he

strongly objected to such a waste of valuable time. Not only

did he consider such studies useless, but he disapproved of

speculations as to the means by which the gods regulated the

courses of the celestial bodies. He declared that a person who

should attempt such explanations would violate the laws of

reason not less than Anaxagoras, who took pride in resolving

the agency of the gods into mechanical causes.
(

sn
) He dwelt

on the contradictions and conflicting opinions of the physical

philosophers, and maintained that the questions which they

attempted to resolve were beyond the powers of the human in-

tellect, and beyond the reach of human action
;
and, in fine, he

held that the speculators on the universe and on the laws of the

heavenly bodies were no better than madmen, f
13
)

§ 14 But although Socrates condemned the scientific pur-

suit of astronomy, and to a certain extent shared the prejudices

to which he fell a martyr, the accurate observation of the move-

ments of the heavenly bodies made progress during his lifetime.

Meton, an Athenian citizen, conversant with practical astro-

nomy, introduced a reform of the calendar in 432 b.c., which

implies an accurate determination of the sun’s annual course.

( 209 ) Xen. Mem. iv. 7, 3, tS Si p<XP l T™v iv<r(wrrup Siaypa/ifidraiv

ytapfTpiav pavtidvftv dirtSoKlpa{fv.

(
210) wKTorrjpai, Xen. Mem. iv. 7, 4.

(211 ) Xen. Mem. iv. 7, 2-7. Comparo Grotc, Hist, of Gr. vol. viii.

p. 571-6.

(2 x 2) Xen. Mem. i. 1, 11-15.

1
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114 ASTRONOMY FROM THALES [chap. n.

Meton appears to have had no connexion with Anaxagoras and

with the speculative astronomy of the Ionic School : he is stated,

by Theophrastus, to have derived assistance from an observer

named Phaeinus, who determined the time of the solstices from

observations made on Mount Lycabettus
: (

m
)
he is ridiculed

by Aristophanes in the Birds—which was acted in 415 b.c.—as

a geometer, who measures the, air and offers to lay out the

streets of the new city upon mathematical principles.^14) He
is reported to have entertained gloomy forebodings respecting

the fate of the expedition against Syracuse before it sailed in

415 b.c.^14
)

His lifetime was probably nearly coincident with

that of Thucydides.

§ 15 The common year of the Greeks consisted originally

of 860 days. The reformed year of Solon consisted of 854 days.

In either of these years, the deviation from the sun was so

great, that the calendar would soon cease to be a guide to the

seasons. The necessity of intercalation, in order to make the

year agree with the periodical circuits of the sun, and thus to

keep the calendar in harmony with the seasons, must therefore

soon have become manifest.

The earliest intercalation appears to have been that called

by the Greeks (who, in general, counted both extremities in-

clusively) the tneleric ; it consisted in the insertion of an addi-

(213 ) De Sign. Plnv. 3. Theophrastus says that Phaeinus was a resi-

dent alien ; and Meton a native Athenian. The proper name ^ativoc

occurs in 8chol. Aristoph. Kq. 963, and *atudr in Thuc. it. 133.

(214) Av. 992-1019. Ideler remarks that Aristophanes, who treats

Meton as a charlatan and an impostor, probably knew as much about him
as he knew about Socrates, vol. i. p. 323.

(215 ) Pint. Alcib. 17 ; Nie. 13; A5lian. V. H. xiii. 11.

Meton is mentioned in a verse of Phrynichus the comio poet, Mein.
Fragm. Com. GrTvol. ii. p. 589. Phrynichus was a poet of the old comedy,
and exhibited at least as early as 429 B.c. (Clinton ad ann. Mein. vol. i.

p. 146.) An extant fragment refers to the Hermocopida:, Mein. vol. i.

p. 155, vol. ii. p. 602. Ptolemy. Magn. Synt. iii. 2, vol. i. p. 162. Halma
speaks of a summer solstice observed by Meton and Euctemon, on the

21st of Pliamenoth, in the Archonship of Apseudes (433 b c.). See Schol.

Av. 997 ;
Ideler, Berl. T. 1814, p. 239; Muller, Gott. Anz. 1822, p. 459;

Philochor. fr. 99, ed. Muller.
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tional month in every alternate year.^1
®) Two solar years con-

tain 730$ days; but the addition of a month of 30 days to two

years of 360 days would produce 750 days; and the addition of

a similar month to two years of 35-1 days would produce 738

days. In the former case, the excess would be 19$ days; in

the latter, it would be 7$ days. In neither case would the

remedy be effectual ;
for the year of 360 days the intercalation

would increase, not diminish, the error. Both Geminus and

Censorinus attest the intercalation of one month in alternate

years
; but they do not mention the length of the intercalary

month. Herodotus speaks of the intercalation of a month in

every second year, on account of the seasons, as the common

practice in Greece at his time j^
17

)
and in the colloquy of

Croesus and Solon, he introduces a computation of the number

of days contained in 70 years, in which he assumes the year as

consisting of 860 days, with an intercalary month of 80 days in

each alternate year.
(
51S

)
It is inconceivable that an intercala-

tion which increased the error which it was intended to re-

medy could have been in general use ;(
S19

)
but the text of Hero-

dotus appears to be sound
;

his calculation is consistent with

itself ; and we must attribute the absurd result to his ignorance

of astronomy. The probability is, that when the intercalation

was made in alternate years, an anomalous month, of less than

30 days, was inserted. Thus the Roman month, Mcrcedonius,

which Numa is said to have intercalated every other year, con-

sisted of 22 days; and as his year contained 855 days, there

(216) Censorin, c. 19; Geminua, c. 6 . Compare Ideler, vol. i. p. 209,
272.

(a 1

7

)
Herod, ii. 4. "EKkr/vts fiia rptrov frfoc tp^oXtpov impfldWovai run

aptay turtKtv.

(218 ) i. 32. He reckons 70 yeara as containing 25,200 days, and 35
intercalary months as containing 1050 days. He states the sum correctly

at 26,250 days. This passage, like that concerning the census of Servius

in the Republic of Cicero, is a remarkable proof of the disposition to find

difficulties where none exist. Lurcher says that it is one of the most
difficult in Herodotus, and that the text is certainly corrupt He himself
gives a translation founded upon a conjectural alteration of the text.

(219) See Ideler, ib. p. 273.

1 2
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was an error of only 1J days in a biennial period.^80
)

It ap-

pears that the Roman year was administered according to this

system of intercalation before the Julian reform. Great laxity

doubtless prevailed in the Greek calendars at the time of Hero-

dotus : there was no recognised scientific authority on astrono-

mical questions : and the priests or public officers who regulated

the calendar doubtless intercalated months of unequal length at

their discretion, according to the state of the seasons.
(

M1
)
We

learn from Polybius that Timaeus compared the calendars of

different Greek States, and thereby detected discrepancies of

time, sometimes amounting to three months, or a quarter of a

year.(882)

The next intercalary cycle was the octaeteris^88
*) or octen-

nial period. It was founded on a different basis from the

trieteric or biennial intercalation, and assumed a knowledge of

the true length of the solar year, within a trifling error.

When we, with many modern writers, attribute a lunar

year to the Greeks, we must bear in mind that a year is neither

measured by the moon, nor consists naturally of twelve luna-

tions
;
and that this number of lunations is taken only be-

cause it approaches nearest to the solar year of 365J days. A
year necessarily depends upon the sun

;
but the ancients, in-

stead of determining it exclusively by the sun (as is done by

(220) Above, p. 38.

(23

1

) On the arbitrary manner in which the Greek States tampered
with the calendar at the time of the Peloponnesian War, see Grote, Hist,

ofGr. vol . vii. p. 90, whose explanation of the difficult passage ofThucydides
seems to me correct.

(
222 ) Polyb. xii. 11.

(223) It will be observed that the terms tetraeteris and oetaeteris, for

a quadrennial and an octennial period, are formed upon a different prin-
ciple of counting from the term trieteris for a biennial period.

The irrairijpi'c was also called Ivvatrrjpip, and the nrpairtjpip jrtvrairrjpic.

Censorin. 18. Compare Ideler, vol. i. p. 287.
Aristoph. Plut. 683, says that the Olympic Games were celebrated

ii (rour ntpirrov.

Concerning the Greek method ofcounting from one terminus to another,
gee Dodwell, ae Cyclis, p. 60.

As to the true nature of a lunar year, see Dodwell, de Cyclis, p. 163.
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the moderns), made a sort of compromise between the sun and

the moon, and regulated its length by fixing the civil or calen-

dar months according to the course of the moon, and eking out

the aggregate of months thus measured by intercalary days.

The essence of the system was, that the year should be

formed of that integer number of lunar months which approxi-

mates most closely to the solar year ; and that the year thus

determined should be brought into agreement with the solar

year by intercalation.^*4
)

Starting, then, from the datum that the year is made up of

lunar periods, and therefore consists of alternate full and hollow

months, of twenty-nine and thirty days, forming in the aggre-

gate 351 days, we have for each year a deficiency of 11$ days

under the true solar time. A fractional period being incon-

venient for intercalation, it would naturally occur to multiply

this quantity by four, and therefore to form a quadriennial

cycle. Censorinus, indeed, mentions that the Greeks used a

tetraeteric intercalation ; but although a quadriennial cycle is

ascribed to Eudoxus, (*
25

)
and is mentioned in Stobajus,(226) yet

there is no historical trace of its actual use in any Greek

calendar.

Although forty- five is an integer number, this number of

days would form only a month and a half of the ordinary lunar

length ;
and as it would be desired on grounds not only of

convenience, but also of religion, to intercalate entire months,

this number was doubled by adopting an octennial instead of

a quadriennial period. The multiplication of 11$ days by eight

gave ninety days, or three months
;
and hence, if in a period

of eight years a month of thirty days was intercalated in the

(224) Compare the remarks of Laplace, Systems du Monde, tom. ii.

p. 316.

{225) Plin. N. H. ii. 48.

(226) Four great years, of 4, 8, 19, and GO years respectively, are

mentioned by Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 8. The period of 4 years is omitted, and
the period of GO years is stated at 69, in the corresponding passages of Plut.

Plac. ii. 32 ; Galen, c. 16 ; Euseb. Fra-p. Ev. xv. 54.
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third, fifth, and eighth years, (***) a year of 354 days would be

brought into close accordance with the sun.^)

If this simple and well-attested explanation be correct, it

follows that the octaeteric period implies a knowledge that the

solar year consists of 365$ days. It would be important to

determine the time of its introduction
;
since it would indicate

the epoch at which the true length of the solar year was known

in Greece. But this point cannot be ascertained with cer-

tainty. Its introduction is attributed to Eudoxus
;

but it

seems unquestionably to be of an earlier date. Censorinus

ascribes it to Clcostratus of Tenedos, who may be referred upon

conjecture to the first half of the fifth century b.c. It appears,

both from internal evidence and from the testimony of the

ancients, to be earlier than the cycle of Meton.
(

sw
)

It can scarcely be doubted that the Greek astronomers,

from Thales downwards, had determined the times of the

equinoxes and solstices
;
and if this had been done with accu-

racy, it must have been known that the tropical year consists

(227 ) This is the statement of Geminus. Solinus, i. 42, states that the

three months were added at the end of the eighth year. This seems an
inconvenient arrangement; the practice probably varied. Macrobius
merely says that the Greeks intercalated at the end of the year, and not,

like the Homans, in the middle of a month.

(228 ) This explanation of the origin of the octaeteric intercalary cycle is

given by Macrob. Sat. i. 13.

Solinus starts from the false assumption that the established Greek
year consisted of 365$ days, and he supposes that the intercalation w as

effected by deducting 1

1

$ days from this year, and so producing a year of

354 days, instead of adding them to an existing year of 354 days. Allow-

ing for this difference, his explanation of the method is identical with that

of Macrobius : Gneci singulis annis undecim dies et quadrantem detra-

hebant, eosque octies multiplicatos in annum nonum reserrabant, ut con-

tractus nonagenarius numerus in tree menses per tricenos dies scinderetur

:

qui anno nono restituti efliciebant dies quadringentos quadraginta quatuor,

quos embolimos vel hyperlallontat nomiuabant," i. 42. (354 + 90 = 441.)

(229 ) See Ideler, vol. i. p. 287, 301-5. Theophrast. de Sign. Pluv. 3,

says that Cleostratus determined the solstices from observations on Mouut
Ida. If he really determined the Bolstices, he must have known the

true length of the tropical year ; and if he knew the true length of the

tropical year, he could easily have formed the octaeteric period. Ideler,

ib. p. 605, accepts the statement that the octaeteric period was introduced

by Cleostratus; but he thinks that the agreement of 39 lunations w ith 8
tropical years was known at an earlier period.
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of 365 1 days. The theory of the solstices had, as we have

already seen, attracted much attention
;
and various explana-

tions of the turns of the sun in its course from the north and

from the south, had been propounded^230
)
We may naturally

suppose that, where the theory had attracted so much atten-

tion, continuous observations would have been made for fixing

the precise intervals between the great periodical phenomena in

the annual course of the sun.

ldeler thinks that the octaeteris was the original intercalary

cycle, and that the biennial and quadriennial cycles were sub-

multiples of it, formed by subsequent calculation^231
)

But the octaeteris implies a knowledge of the true length

of the tropical year ; and if it was once introduced, we cannot

suppose that recourse would afterwards be had to the imperfect

biennial intercalation. Now it is certain from Herodotus that

the biennial intercalation was common in Greece in his time.

It seems, therefore, that Geminus and Censorinus are right in

representing the oetaeteric as an improvement on the trieteric

system, and as of subsequent introduction.
(

23
*)

An attempt to trace the existence of the oetaeteric cycle to

an early period, long anterior to the time of Cleostratus, has

been made by Prof. Boeckh, and has been supported by ldeler

and Otfried Muller,
f

233
) But the evidence adduced in proof

of this hypothesis is inconclusive. It consists of certain festival

cycles, the duration of which was probably determined by

(230) According to Ariatot. Meteor, ii. 2, some of the earlier speculators

accounted for the solstices by saying that the sun was nourished by mois-

ture, and that the same places could not always supply nourishment to

the sun.

(231 ) Chron. vol. ii. p. 007.

(232 ) Geminus mentions two other intercalary periods, vis. of 16 and
160 years, introduced for the purpose of correcting the departure from the

moon in the oetaeteric period, c. 6 . See ldeler, Chron. vol. i. p. 290

;

Dodwell, de Cycl. p. 173.

(233) Bdckh, Berlin Transactions, 1818-9, p. 98; Mondcyclen der Hel-
lenen (Leipz. 1855), p. 10; Mliller, Orchomenos, p. 218-221; ldeler,

Chron. ii. p. 607 ; see also Hock, Kreta, vol. i. p. 217-255 ; K. F. Hermann,
Gottesd. Alt. § 49, n. 11 ; Dodwell, de Cyclic, p. 213.
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grounds wholly unconnected with intercalation. The principal

argument is derived from the ennaeteric period of the Boeotian

festival of Daphnephoria, and the account, in the Chresto-

mathia of Proclus,
(
%M

)
of a curious usage at that festival allu-

sive to the length of the year. An olive-stick was crowned

with laurel branches and flowers, at the top was fastened a

brazen ball, to which smaller balls were attached; at the

middle a ball, less in size than that at the top, was fixed, and

purple fillets, 865 in number, were appended to it. The large

ball denoted the sun, the ball next in size represented the

moon, and the small balls signified the stars. The 365 fillets

expressed the sun’s annual course. The same octennial period

is mentioned by Plutarch in connexion with religious cere-

monies belonging to the temple of Delphi.
(

3SS
)
The statement of

Apollodorus,
(

M6
)
that Hercules completed his twelve labours in

eight years and one month, has likewise been pressed into the

service of the same argument. There is, however, no proof that

the ancient festival cycles were intercalary periods, founded

upon a knowledge of the true length of the solar year
;
or that

the symbolical rite described by Proclus, in the fifth century,

is of high antiquity.

The octaeteric cycle would, if the intercalations were pro-

perly made, have produced a calendar sufficiently accurate for

all practical purposes. (“"I It produced perfect accuracy upon

the assumption that the tropical year is 365 [ days. The diffe-

rence between six hours and 5h. 48m. 48s. (namely, 11m. 12s.)

is the measure of its annual inaccuracy. But the coincidence

of ninety-nine lunations with the octennial cycle is less close.

There is a deficiency of nearly 1J days; which in a century

would cause a deviation of more than eighteen days from the

(334) Ap. Phot. Bibl. cod. 239, p. 321, ed. Bekker.

(335) De Def. Orac. 15, 21 ;
Qutcst. Gr. 12.

(336) ii. 5, § 11.

(337) Gerainus remarks that the octaeteria coincides with the snn ; but
that the assumption of 29', days for the lunar month makes it

s
'

4
of a day

too short. See Ideler, vol. i. p. 295.
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moon. The cycle of Meton was intended to cure this defect

:

but while it brought the months into closer coincidence with

the moon, it made the year agree less exactly with the sun.

His cycle consisted of 6940 days, divided into nineteen years

and 235 lunar months, f®
8
)

With regard to the moon, the

error is only 7 £ hours in the nineteen years
j

hut as this

cycle assumes the solar year to consist of 365^ff
days, it is

nearly nineteen minutes further from the true length than a

year of 365^ days,p8
)

The cycle of Meton must therefore

have been introduced with reference to the moon rather than

to the sun
;
and it was no improvement upon the civil calendar,

as regulated by the octaeteric cycle, but rather the reverse.

The introduction of this cycle does not appear to have been

dictated by a religious motive. It was not intended to make

the sacred festivals harmonize with the moon. As it was no

improvement of the civil calendar, it must have originated in

purely astronomical considerations.

The Metonic cycle enjoyed great celebrity among the

ancient astronomers ;(
24n

)
and it is stated by Diodorus to have

(138) Theophrast. de Sign. Pluv. 3 ; Gemin. c. 6 ; Censorin. c. 18

;

Diod. lii. 30 ; Schol. Arat. 752 ; ASlian, V. H. x. 7. The cycle of nine-

teen years is ascribed by Geminus to Euctemon, Philip, and Callippua.

The name of Meton appears to have fallen from the text.

Compare Ideler, vol. i. p. 297-343 j Whewell, Hist, of Ind. Sciences,

vol. i. p. 128-132.

Concerning Philip, see Smith’s Diet, in Philip Medroaus. no. 16, p. 259.

Euctemon was the assistant of Meton, Ideler, vol. i. p. 298.

Euctemon, Meto, and Philip, are mentioned together by Vitruvius,

ix. 6 ,
as the authors of astronomical parapegmata.

(230) Geminus remarks that Meton makes the year ^ of a day too

long, that is to say, ^ ^ = Compare Ideler, ib. p. 299.

Censorious states that Meton fixed the year at 365 days and -fg of a
day, c. 19.

Ptolemy, Aim. iii. 2, p. 164, ed. Halma, states that the year of Meton
and Euctemon contains 365| days and ^ part of a day.

(240) ftntcei 5* 6 avrjp o&rof (V rjj irpopprjvfi «at trpoypa<£>j7 Tavrj] Oavpcumos
cVtTfrfv^fVai, Diod. xii. 36.

The celebrity of this cycle is alluded to by the astronomical poet of

Greece
ra yap avvati&erai fftirj

(WiaKafocKa jeuxAa (frauvov qcXtoio.—Arat. T. 752-3.

The Scholiast on this passage states that the Metonic cycle was derived
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been generally used in Greece. The octaeteric and Metonic

cycles prove that the scientific astronomy of the Greeks had

attained, not later than the fifth century b.c., to great accuracy

in determining the respective lengths of the lunar month and

of the solar year.

§ 16 After the lapse of a century, the Metonic cycle was

reformed by Callippus. (**’) As Meton had assumed the solar

year to consist of 865A days, and in so doing had made the

year longer by 7
l

8 of a day than the year of 365 J days, Callippus

quadrupled the Metonic period, and thus produced a cycle of

seventy-six years. From this cycle he deducted one day, and

thereby reduced his solar year to the standard of the more

accurate year previously adopted in the octaeteric cycle. The

same period of 27,759 days, divided into 910 lunations, made

the lunation more exact than in the Metonic cycle. The Cal-

lippic cycle agreed therefore more closely than the Metonic

cycle both with the sun and the moon, and hence it was used

by scientific astronomers.

The first year of the Callippic period was 330 b.c.(243
)

There is no reason to suppose that it was ever applied to the

regulation of the civil calendars of Greece.

§ 17 Pythagoras and his school exercised an influence

upon astronomy, as well by their speculations upon arithmetic

and geometry, as by their cosmological hypotheses.

Not only the philosophical teaching, but even the life and

date of Pythagoras are involved in doubt and obscurity. The

by the Greeks from the Egyptians and Cbaldaeans. Theophrastus says that

Meton obtained his cycle from Phacinus.

Dr. Whewell conjectures that the length of the month was determined

by the observation of eclipses ; and he points out that the cycle of Meton
is so exact, that it is still used in calculating the new moon for the time of

Easter, ib. p. 129, 130.

See Ideler, vol. ii. p. 197.

(341 ) Callippus and certain of his astronomical hypotheses are men-
tioned by Aristot. Metaph. xi. 8

, p. 1073, Bekker. On this passage, see

Simplicius ad Coel. p. 500, Brandis.

(343 ) Geminus, c. 6 ; Cenaorin. 18 ; Ideler, ib. p. 344 ; Whewell, ib.

p. 130.
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statements concerning his lifetime are widely discrepant; the

most probable supposition is, that his birth was not earlier

than 569, and his death not later than 470 b.c.(*4*)

Pythagoras himself was exclusively an oral teacher: he

made no written record of his philosophical opinions. He is

reported to have visited Phoenicia and Egypt, and to have

profited by the instruction of the Egyptian priests in geometry

and astronomy : he is even stated to have journeyed as far as

Babylon, and to have there received information from the

Chaldaeans. Both Phoenicia and Egypt could easily be reached

from his native island of Samos. The extent of his travels, and

the nature of his communications with Oriental priests upon

scientific subjects, must, however, remain doubtful ;(
344

)
for

the accounts of his life which have reached us are derived from

sources too suspicious to fulfil the conditions of historical

credibility^44*)

The earliest of the followers of Pythagoras who committed

his opinions to writing and published them to the world was

Philolaus, a contemporary of Socrates and Democritus.^

(243)

Roth, Gesch. der Abcndl. Philosophic, ii. 1, p. 288, fixes his birth

at 509, and his death at 470 n.c. lie considers Xenophanes, Anaximenes,
and Pythagoras as exact contemporaries, ib. p. 174. Brandis, ib. p. 422-4,

does not attempt to fix the dates.

He was mentioned by Xenophanes and Heraclitus.

The writer of the art. Pythagoras in Pauly, places his birth between
680-568 n.c.

Aristoxenus states that Pythagoras, being forty years old, seeing the
despotism of Polycrates confirmed, left Samos and migrated to Italy,

Porphyr. vit. Pyth. c. 9. A different account is given by Iambi, vit. Pyth.
11 : he states that Pythagoras escaped from the despotism of Poly crates in

his eighteenth year, and went to Pherecydes, Anaximander, aud Thales.

The reign of Polycrates lasted from 532 to 522 b.c. See Aristoxcn. fragm.

4, 23, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. ; Inquiry into the Cred. of Early Rom.
Hist. vol. i. p. 431,

Meincrs, Gesch. der Wissenschafteu in Griechenland und Rom. vol. i.

L362, 368, 370, places the birth of Pythagoras at Ol. -19.2 (583 b.c.), and
1 death at Ol. 68.3, or 69.2 (506 or 503 b.c.).

(244)

See below, ch. v. § 5. The eastern travels of Pythagoras are

doubted by Meiners, ib. p. 376.

(245)

See Meiners, ib. vol. i. p. 179-185, where sound criteria are laid

down tor determining the truth of the traditionary accounts of Pythagoras.

(246)

Plato, Fhscdon, p. 61, D. ; Diog. Loert. ix. 38 ; see Boeckh, Phi*
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How far these opinions were derived from the great master

himself, and how far they were peculiar to the writer, we have

no means of judging : hut they may be considered as charac-

teristic of the Pythagorean School in the latter part of the fifth

century b.c.

A highly important astronomical doctrine, attributed by

Stobieus and other late compilers to Philolaus, agrees with that

ascribed by Aristotle to the Pythagoreans generally^*47
)

Ac-

cording to this doctrine, the earth is not motionless in the

centre of the universe, but the central place is occupied by a

mass of fire, which was designated by the mystical appellation

of the ‘ Hearth of the Universe/ ' the House, or Watch-tower,

of Jupiter/ ‘the Altar of Nature/ ‘the Mother of the Gods.’

Round this centre ten bodies moved in circular orbits, in the

following order :—At the highest extremity the heaven, con-

taining the fixed stars, next the five planets, then the sun, then

the moon, then the earth, and after the earth the antichthon.

The region of the fixed stars and planets, and of the sun and

moon, was considered as orderly and the subject of science ; the

lolaos, p. 5. Philolaus was probably born about a century after Pytha-
goras.

(247) See Boeckh, Philolaos, No. 11. The doctrine is stated in Stob.

Eel. i. 22. Compare Aristot. de Ctrl. ii. 13, and the account of Simplicius

founded upon the Treatise of Aristotle respecting the Pythagorean tenets,

Schol. Aristot. p. 504 b, and 505 a, Brandis. This last important testi-

mony is omitted by Boeckh. See Brandia, Aristoteles, vol. i. p. 85.

Aristotle, in his work on the Pythagorean philosophy, reported a secret

dictum of the sect, that there were three sorts of rational beings, gods, men,
and Pythagoras, Iamblich. vit. Pvth. § 31.

The Pythagorean scheme is likewise described by Plutarch in his Life

of Numa, with reference to the supposed tradition which made Numaa dis-

ciple of Pythagoras (c. 11). It is there stated that the Pythagoreans placed
fire in the centre of the universe, and called it Vesta and the Monad ; that

they did not suppose the earth to be immoveable, or in the centre of the

moveable orbs, but revolving in a circle round the central fire ; and that

they did not conceive the earth as first in dignity among the celestial

bodies.

Diog. Laert. viii. 85, states that Philolaus was the first to teach that the

earth moves in a circle ; but that others ascribed the doctrine to Ilicetas.

We shall see lower down that the doctrine of ITicetas was properly helio-

centric, which was not the case with that of Philolaus, although the latter

supposed the earth to move in an orbit.
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sublunary and earthy region was regarded as disturbed, and

the subject of a different intellectual faculty^348
)

The remarkable part of this system is, that it conceived the

earth as moving in an orbit through space. But the entire

system was formed by an unscientific method. The inventor of

it proceeded from certain arbitrary principles, and reasoned de-

ductively from those principles, until he had constructed a

scheme of the universe^349) It was assumed that fire is more

worthy than earth ;
that the more worthy place must be given

to the more worthy ; and that the extremity is more worthy

than the intermediate parts ;
hence it was inferred that as the

centre is an extremity, the place of fire is at the centre of the

universe, and that the earth, together with the heavenly bodies,

move round the fiery centre.^60
)

But this w'aa no heliocentric

system : the sun moved, like the earth, in a circle round the

central fire
;
and it caused day and night, and the changes of

the seasons, but in what manner it is not easy to divine. The

orbit of the earth was supposed to be oblique to that of the

sun
: (

M1
)
and by this hypothesis an explanation was apparently

found for the phenomena of the year. It was assumed that the

inhabited side of the earth was always turned to the sun, and

the uninhabited side to the central fire : so that the central fire

was never visible from the earth.
(

353
)

It is difficult to understand how the diurnal movement of

(248) See Boeckh, ib. p. 95. 167, and Anon, de vit. Pyth. § 10, njx 8*

tq^ix p*XPl crXijxijr <7c*)£Va6at, ra 8« vrro trf\i)vi)v ou«Y1 opoias.

(240) The method is thus described by Aristotle :

—

ou npbc ra (fxuvoptva

rour Xdyovr *ai rar alrlat {rjroivra, aXAa jrpor Tixar \11yovr sal 8o(ac airraiv tA
<fmivup(i>a Ttpo<Tc\Kmn(t sal ittipuptvoi avyKotrpt'iv. De Ctel. ii. 13, 2. The
unscientific character of the Pythagorean astronomy is pointed out by
Meiners, ib. p. 555.

(250) Aristot. ib. The Pythagoreans likewise held that the circular

motion is the most perfect motion, see Aristot. Probl. xri. 10.

(251) Boeckh, ib. p. 116.

(252) See Martin, Etudes sur le Tim6e de Platon, tom. ii. p. 97. It is

expressly stated that the antichthon could not be seen from the earth
(Boeckh, p. 115), and the antichthon was between the earth and the cen-
tral fire.
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the sun, and the nocturnal movement of the stars, were recon-

ciled with the system of a synchronous revolution of the stars,

sun, and earth, in concentric circles ; but the apparent motion

of the stars by night was as easily explained upon this hypothesis

as the apparent motion of the sun by day : and it would be

hazardous in the extreme to infer that this Pythagorean system

implies a knowledge of the precession of the equinoxes. (*“) The

precession is a minute annual inequality, which was disco-

vered by Hipparchus
;
the Pythagoreans were not close scientific

observers of celestial phenomena, and were not likely to have

made this discovery for themselves
;

it is a purely gratuitous

assumption that the Egyptians may have been the discoverers,

and that they may have communicated their discovery to

Pythagoras.
(

SM
)

It is further stated that Philolaus supposed the existence of

two suns, one of which, formed of glass or crystal, reflected

light and heat from the original sun, and afterwards communi-

cated them to the earth.
(
M6

)
If this part of the Philolaic system

is correctly represented, we must suppose that the source from

which the crystalline sun derives its light and heat is the central

fire round which the ten bodies revolve.

The nature and functions of the antichthon, in this scheme

of the universe, are not clearly determined. It is a distinct

body from the earth, and nearer than it to the central fire ; it

is moreover invisible to the inhabitants of the earth. Practi-

cally, it seems equivalent to the hemisphere opposite to that

(*53) (Ettinger, art. Planet®, in Pauly's Real Encyclopedic, vol. v.

p. 16(57, ahow8 that this system fails to explain the phenomena of night
and day.

(*54 )
This conjecture was advanced by Boeckh, Philolaos, p. 118, and

was accepted by Martin, ib. p. 98. It is, however, rejected by Idelcr,

Astron. Beob. der Alten. p. 89, and by (Ettinger, ib. p. 1669, and lias been
abandoned by Boeckh himself, Manetho, p. 64 ; Kosmisches System des
Platon, p. 93.

(355) See Boeckh, ib. no. 14. In the passages which contain the state-

ment of this doctrine, the original sun is said to lie in the heaven or the
®ther. But unless we suppose it to be the central fire, this doctrine is not
consistent with the Pythagorean or Philolaic system of the world.
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known to the ancients. Aristotle ascribes to the hypothesis of

the antichthou, an origin similar to that which he assigns to

the hypothesis of the central fire. He says that the Pythago-

reans framed their plan of the universe so as to make it har-

monize with their principles respecting the properties and

virtues of numbers ; that the number ten was held to be a per-

fect number, and to comprehend the entire notion of numbers

;

and that, as the apparent celestial bodies (namely, the sphere of

the fixed Btars, the five planets, the sun, the moon, and the

earth) were only nine, they imagined the antichthon, and added

it to the rest, in order to make the full decad^2**)

It was stated by Aristotle and Philip of Opus, that, according

to the doctrine of certain of the Pythagoreans, an eclipse of the

moon might be caused by the interposition either of the earth

or of the antichthon.
(

w
)

This harmonizes with the Philolaic

scheme of the universe just described. Ilicetas the Pythago-

rean likewise held the doctrine of an antichthon-

(

258
)

Another branch of this Pythagorean scheme is preserved by

Plutarch, in one of his scientific tracts. It relates to the dis-

tances of the revolving bodies, which were determined by nume-

rical ratios. The central fire was set down as unity ; and the

proportionate distances from the centre to the several orbits

were represented numerically by assuming the distance to the

antichthou to be three, to the earth nine, to the moon twenty-

seven, and so on, tripling each successive number. According

to this method, the sun wa3 represented by the number 729,

(256) Metaph. i. 5 ; Simplicius, Schol. Aristot. p. 505 a, states that

the Pythagoreans called the moon the antichthon ; but his own report of

Aristotle’s account of the Pythagorean scheme shows that it supposed the

moon to be different from the antichthon, and to be next in order beyond

the earth, while the antichthon was between the earth and the central

fire.

(257 ) Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 26 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 29 ; Galen, c. 15 ; Euseb.

Prap. Ev. xv. 51 . Philip of Opus was a disciple of Plato, and a volumi-

nous writer : see Diog. Laert. iii. 40. In the list of his writings given by
Suidas, several treatises on astronomical subjects are included.

(258)
Plut. Plac. PhiL iii. 9.
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which is both a square and a cube
; and therefore the sun was

called both square and cubc.(sss
)

It results from this account that the Pythagorean system of

the universe, as reported by Philolaus, scarcely deserves the

name of a philosophical hypothesis, devised for the explanation

of observed phenomena. It is rather a work of the imagination,

guided and governed by certain mystical abstractions, and

certain principles as to the virtues of numbers. The central

fire and the antichthon were invisible
;
the motion of the earth

in a circle concentric with the orbits of the sun, moon, and

stars, explained nothing, and failed in reducing the apparent

motions of numerous bodies to the real motion of one body.

The mythological appellations given to the central fire har-

monize with the fanciful character of the entire system.

Nevertheless this hypothesis, unscientific and useless as it was,

had the undoubted merit of boldness and originality. So far

as we know, it was the first speculative system which gave to

the earth a motion in space, and made it move in a circular

orbit round a centre.

Aristotle thinks that the opinion as to the earth not being

the centre of the universe, may have been shared by other

philosophers in his time besides the Pythagoreans^340
)

Sim-

plicius is unable to discover who these others were
;
he only

knows of a certain Archidemus, subsequent to Aristotle, who

entertained the opinion in question^841
)

Although the Philolaic and Copemican systems have been

identified by some modern writers,^) it is plain that they have

(259 ) See Plutarch de Anim. Procreat. e Tim. e. 31. The number
729 is the square of 27 and the cube of 9. On the virtues of the number
27 (which is the cube of 3), according to the Pythagorean doctrine, see

Boeckh, Philolaos, p. 77.

(360)
iroXXoit 8 Si/ itol (ripens crvv&6£( it fir) Stir rfj yjj TTjV roC piirov xapav

diroStSoeat, ro mirror OVK (K raw (paivofuvap aOpoxxnv uAAu paKXav tk tom/

Xayau/, De Ccel. ii. 13.

(361 ) Schol. Aristot. p. 505 a. Archidemus, the Stoic philosopher, of

whom some notices are preserved, is probably meant ; Bee Dr. Smith's

Diet, of Anc. Biog. in v.

(363 )
See the references in Martin, ib. p. 93.
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nothing in common, except the motion of the earth round a

centre. The essential features of the latter—the immovability

of the sun, and its central position—are wanting in the Philo-

laic scheme. The extant accounts of the Philolaic hypothesis

are indeed meagre, and to some extent conflicting
; but its

outlines rest upon the certain authority of Aristotle
;
and the

conjecture of Both, a recent historian of ancient philosophy,

that Philolaus supposed the earth to be at the centre, cither

wholly immovable, or with no other motion than a rotation

upon its axis, and the central fire to be within the earth,
(
Ms

)

may be confidently rejected, as inconsistent with the ancient

accounts.

The Pythagorean School appears to have varied in its astro-

nomical and cosmological theories. Thus we are informed by

Plutarch, that Heraclides of Pontus, and Ecphantus the Pytha-

gorean, supposed the earth to move, but to turn only upon its

axis from west to east, and not to havn a motion of transla-

tion.^8
*) The time of Ecphantus is unknown, but he appears

to have been posterior to Aristotle.

Again, several late writers attribute to Pythagoras himself

(263) Gcschiclite der Abendldndischen Philosophic, ii. 2, p. 811, and
note 1281, p. 855— 860, and notes 1300, 13*13. The words of Aristotle, in

his treatise De Ctelo, prove beyond a doubt that the Pythagoreans placed
the fire at the centre, and conceived the earth to move in a circle round it,

like the other heavenly bodies. c’wt peV yap rod fUaov w£p <lvai <}>a<ri, rtji>

8e yf/v, iv rav airrpav uvaav, KLOtXa) <f>tpop(vr]v TTfpL to pisrav, vi KTa r« *al rjptpav

wouly, ii. 13. Aristotle adds that many others, besides the Pythagoreans,
who found their systems upon abstractions, and not upon phenomena,
might agree in thinking that the earth is not in the centre of the universe.

In Metaph. i. 5, the earth is likewise included in the ten bodies <f>tpaptya

Kara tou nvpavov.

M. Martin, ib. p. 96—8, concurs with Boeckh in holding that the Phi-
lolaic system made the earth revolve with the nine other bodies round the
central fire. Likewise Bitter, Gcsch. der PhiloBophie, vol. i. p. 408—411.

Both attempts to weaken the adverse authority of Aristotle by arbi-

trarily altering the text in the perfectly perspicuous and decisive passage
De Ccelo (<noi for oo-oi), note 1300. The alterations of text made in note

1353, for the purpose of supporting the writer’s own hypothesis, are like-

wise untenable.

(364) Plut. Plao. iii. 13. The same opinion is ascribed to Ecphantus by
Origen, Phil. p. 19, ttjv 8« yijv ptcrov Koapov Kivuadai wept to avrfjs Ktvrpqp

as irpos dvaTuXrp/.

K
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the doctrine that the earth is an immovable sphere, placed at

the centre of the universe, round which the sphere of the fixed

stars, the five planets, and the sun and moon revolve. (*•*) This,

which was the common belief of the scientific astronomers of

Greece, was undoubtedly shared by some of the earlier Pytha-

gorean philosophers, and probably by Pythagoras himself.

Simplicius enumerates the following philosophers—viz.,

Empedocles, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, Demo-

critus, and Plato—as holding that the earth is at the centre of

the universe.
(

266
)

The Orphic sect compared the heaven to the

white of an egg, and the earth to the yolk : which comparison

illustrates, by a sensible image, the idea of the universe com-

monly held by the Greek philosophers.

(

2,T
)

Aristophanes in

the Clouds likewise speaks of the earth as freely suspended in

the air-C
2®5

)

A version of this belief, likewise attributed to Pythagoras

himself, is more intricate and artificial. According to this

scheme there are 12 orbits, which succeed each other in the

following order, beginning from the remotest:—1. The sphere

of the fixed stars. 2. Saturn. 8. Jupiter. 4. Mars. 5. Venus.

6. Mercury. 7. The Sun. 8. The Moon. 9. The sphere of

fire. 10. The sphere of air. 1 1 . The sphere of water. 12. The

Earth.

(

2W
)

This is a reduction of the Philolaic scheme to the

received Greek system
;

for the earth is evidently taken as the

centre, round which the other bodies revolve. According to

another version of the Pythagorean doctrine, the earth was the

(265) T)iog. Laert. viii. 25 (repeated by Suid. in Uvfiaydpat). Varro,
L. L. vii. 17, which latter passage is uncertain. The harmonic intervals of
the planets, attributed to Pythagoras in Censorin. c. 13; l'lin. N. II. ii.

19, 20, likewise assume that the earth is at the centre.

(266)
Schol. Ariatot. p. 505 a.

(267 ) AchilL Tat. c. 4. See other illustrations of the immobility of

the earth in the same passage.

(268) 0) bemror' <1ea£, a/icVpijr* df)/), Sr i f rfjv yrjv firrttopov.

Nub. 264.

(269) Anon, de Vit. Pyth. 10 (in Kieaaling'g edition of Iamblichus and
Porphyrins, vol. ii. p. 108).
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centre of the system, the fire was at the centre of the earth, and

the moon was the antichthon^570
)

The Pythagoreans are declared to have first laid down the

position of the planets ;(
871

)
and to have first taught that the

motions of the sun, moon, and five planets arc circular and

equable^873
)

They are likewise reported to have held that the

force which causes the motion of the starry heaven is at the

centre of the universe.

The early Pythagoreans further conceived that the heavenly

bodies, like other moving bodies, emitted a sound; and they

supposed that the sounds of the different spheres, in their re-

spective circular orbits, were combined into a harmonious sym-

phony. (®7i
)

Hence they established an analogy between the

intervals of the seven planets, and the intervals of the tones in

the musical scale, p
75

)
These intervals were determined in the

following manner, according to Censorinus : (

37S
)

TONBS.

From the Earth to the Moon .... 1

From the Moon to Mercury 4

From Mercury to Venus 4

From Venus to the Sun 14

From the Sun to Mars 1

From Mars to Jupiter 4

From Jupiter to Saturn 4

From Saturn to the Zodiac 4

G

The distribution of Pliny agrees, except that he makes 1 ] tones

(270) Simplicius ad Aristot. de Coelo, p. 505, Brandis.

(271) Simplicius, Schol. Aristot., p. 497 a.

(273) C.cminus, c. i. p. 2. Sosigenes ascribed this hypothesis to Plato,
below ch. iii. § 3.

(273) Simplicius, ib. p. 453 a.

(274) Aristot. de Cccl. ii. 9. Compare Athen. xiv. p. 632. Pseud.
Aristot. de Mundo, c. 6.

(375) See Theo Smyrn. c. 15, p. 181, and the verses of Alexander of
Ephesus cited by him, Achill. Tat. c. 16; Cic. Sornn. Scip. c. 5 ; Macrob.
Comm, in Somu. Scip. ii. 1—4.

(276) e. 13.

K 2
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from Saturn to the zodiac, and therefore his entire scale con-

tains 7 tones instead of O.^7
)

In this music of the spheres, the moon, as being the lowest

in the system, and the tardiest in its movements, represented

the grave end of the scale ;
while the sphere of the fixed stars,

as being the highest above the earth, and the most rapid in its

circular motion, represented the acute end.

Aristotle informs us that the Pythagoreans answered the ob-

vious objection founded on the inaudibility of the music of the

spheres, by saying that constant habit rendered it impercep-

tible^878
)

The explanation given by Cicero is, that the sound

is so loud, as to transcend the capacity of our sense of

hearing^878
)

Pythagoras is further stated to have originated the division

of the heavenly sphere into five zones, cut obliquely by the

zodiac, and to have considered the obliquity of the zodiac as

the cause of the retrograde motion of the sun at the solstices.

The best authorities, however, attribute to his follower, (Eno-

pides of Chios, the discovery of the obliquity of the sun’s course

in the zodiac, and its proper motion in reference to the stars.

This knowledge CEnopides is stated to have derived from

Egypt.
(

8S0
)

CEnopides appears to have been a contemporary of

Anaxagoras.
(

881
)

Alcrmeon of Croton, a disciple of Pythagoras, who was at

the prime of life when Pythagoras was an old man,(582
)
held

(377 ) ii. 22 .

(278 ) De Coel. ib.

(279 ) De Rep. vi. 18, repeated by Ccnsorinus, c. 13. Compare Mar-
tin, Tirade de Platon, tom. ii. p. 30.

(280)
Eudemns, cited below, n. 293 ; Diod. i. 98 ; Anon, de Vit. Pyth

12 ; Plut. Plac. ii. 12, 23.

Compare Martin, ib. p. 101

—

8 .

(381 ) See Plat. Erast, ad init.
;
Dio#. Laert. ix. 37. Two sayings at-

tributed to him are preserved in the Parallela Sacra of Joann. Damasc. ad
calc. Stob. Eel. p. 760, ed. Gaisford. Compare Dr. Smith's Biogr. Diet,
in v.

(282 )
Aristot. Metaph. i. 5.
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that the movement of the planets was from west to east, con-

trary to that of the fixed stars. (***)

The Pythagoreans are moreover related to have held that

comets arc planetary stars, which, through lapse of time, have

lost their brilliancy and the constancy of their appearances

above the horizon
;
they compared them with the planet Mer-

cury, which seldom rises above the horizon, and only appears at

long intervals.
(

m
)

A portion of the Pythagorean sect likewise explained the

Milky Way, by supposing that it was composed of stars which

had either been disturbed in the catastrophe of Phaethon, or

had been burnt up by the sun in its passage through the

heavens^285
)

This hypothesis, which is seriously refuted by

Aristotle, hardly belongs to scientific astronomy. (Enopides is

reported to have held that the Milky Way was the original

course of the sun
;
but that when the sun turned back at the

Thycstean banquet, it changed its course to the zodiac.^)

Manilius, in enumerating the explanations of the Milky Way,

mentions the theory that it had been the ancient course of the

sun ; he likewise adverts to the mythological explanations of

the conflagration of Phaethon and the effusion of Juno’s milk

;

he adds another hypothesis, th.it it is formed of the souls of

illustrious men translated into heaven^287
)

Pythagoras is reported not only to have occupied himself

about the mystical properties of numbers, but also to have

cultivated geometry, and to have solved some fundamental

geometrical problems^288
)

He appears to have designated

(283) Plut. Plac. ii. 16 ; Stob. Ed. i. 24 ; Galen, c. 13 .

(284) Aristot. Meteor, i. 6.

(285) Aristot. Meteor, i. 8. In the words o’av air 81a rb nfKnbaSm rw
runov Toirrov Ij rt roiuvrov SX\o jr<nov6tvat isa&os vnb rrjs (papas avrav (<pa<riv),

the sense seems to require airro0 for aiVa>». The substance of this passage

is repeated in Stob. Eel. i. 26 ;
Plut. Plac. Phil. iii. 1 .

(286) Ap. Achill. Tat. c. 24, p. 86, cd. Petav. See above, p. 96 .

(287) i. 701—802.

(288) Plut. Symp. viii. 2, 4. ITonposeosuar.vivi8eo.Epic.il. In the

latter passage Pythagoras is stated to have sacrificed an ox upon the dis-
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geometry by the name of Itrropla, or ' investigation.’^69
)

He
is nevertheless said to have derived his geometrical science from

Egypt,n
It may be observed that Aristotle speaks more than once of

the Pythagorean School, as ‘ the philosophers called Pytha-

gorean by which expression he appears to intimate that the

Italian sect known by that name did not in his time represent

faithfully the opinions of their founder^291
)

It is impossible, with such information as we possess, to

determine the periods of the successive astronomical tenets of

the Pythagorean School
;
neither arc we able in general to

assign the doctrines to their respective authors, or to distinguish

the original dogmas of Pythagoras from the system engrafted

upon them by his followers. The later writers did not attempt

to discriminate, hut attributed every tenet of the Pythagorean

sect to its founder. In general, there was doubtless a develop-

ment of the original idea. Thus the mystical doctrines of the

music of the spheres may have originated with Pythagoras him-

self : hut the assumption of the number seven for the planets,

and the arrangement of an analogy between their intervals and

covery of the relation of the square of the hypotenuse to the squares of
the other two sides ; or of the problem concerning the area of the

parabola, Diog. Laert. i. 25, viii. 12 ; Callimachus, ap. Diod. x. 11. ed.

Bekker.
An epigram referring to this sacrifice is cited in Diog. Laert. viii. 12.

Pint, non posse suav. viv. sec. Ep. ubi sup. Athen. x. p. 418 F.

r/vUa nvdayoprjs to TrtpinXfis tvparo ypafipa

Kf7y' etp* uroi K\tun]v ijyayt ^ov&valrjv.

(Anth. Pal. vii. 119.)

This sacrifice is nlso alluded to by Cic. Nat. D. iii. 30. 'Ano\A6Sapos

6 XoyurriKiis is quoted as an authority by Diogenes. The name Apollodorus

should be restored for Apollodotus in Plutarch.

( 289 ) Inrnblieh. dc vit. Pyth.
§

89. Plato, Pined, p. 96, applies tho

word Urropia to physical investigation ; and the word Itrrnpia, used simply,

denotes physical knowledge in tho fine verses of Euripides, frag. 101,

Dindorf.

(290) Diod. ubi sup.

(291 ) In De Coelo, ii. 13, Aristotle says : ol mpl ttjv ’Irakiav, KnAolptvot

St Ilvffayoptioi. In Coel. ii. 2, § 1. Meteor, i. 8 , and Metaph. i. 5, ol KnXnu-

ptvai XlvBayoptiot ; Meteor, i. 6 v«v TraXutiv tim r sal KaAovptvtov llvOayo-

ptlm.
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the intervals of the tones in the harmonic scale, is unquestion-

ably of posterior date.}292
)

§ 18 A cycle of 59 years, made apparently for the ad-

justment of the calendar, is ascribed to the early Pythago-

rean School. (Enopidcs, who has been already mentioned as

a contemporary of Anaxagoras, dedicated a brazen tablet at

Olympia, containing the details of a cycle of this length.}293
)

Ccusorinus states that his year consisted of 365$;} days.}291
)

If

this was his assumption, his cycle contained 21,557 days; which

is 7^ days in excess of 59 Julian years, and therefore admits of

no intercalation. A cycle of 59 years is likewise ascribed to

Philolaus, with 21 intercalary months; and he is stated to

have fixed the natural year at -36
1 4 days.}295

)
The obvious in-

terpretation of these statements is, that Philolaus made a cycle

of 59 years of 3644 days, and added 21 months. If this be the

meaning, the two statements are irreconcilable with each other;

for the object of intercalation is to equalize the year of the

cycle with the true solar year; and 59 years of 3644 days only

differ from 59 years of 365] days by 44 J days. An intercala-

tion of 21 months, or 6194 days, would therefore produce an

enormous error in excess. V?c may indeed assume, with

Boeckh, that the year of 3644 days includes the intercalary

months distributed over the cycle i}
298

)
this interpretation is,

however, forced
;
and it still leaves a wide uncorrected depar-

(292 ) Iamblichus, do vit. Pyth. § 31, speaks of Pythagoras as the ori-

ginator of scientific astronomy in Greece. Comp.. Ovid, Met. xv. 71.

(203 ) .Elian, V. II. x. 7. Eudernus, in his History of Astronomy,
Stated that (Enopides «£/» nparros ti)v roO {utiaKav &ia(u>a-iv ku'i t }v roC fit-

yuAov tviavTov ntplariuriv. (Ap. Theon. Smyrn. 0 . 40, p. 322, ed. Martin.)

(294) Censorin. 19.

( 293) Censorin. 18, 19. The cycle of 59 years is mentioned by Plut.

Plac. ii. 32, but is not attributed to any one. Stob. Eel. i. 9, ascribes it

to Pythagoras himself ; Galen, c. 16 ;
Euseb. xr. 54. Compare Boeckh, ib.

No. 16.

Concerning the cycle of (Enopides, see Dodwell, de Cyclis, p. 262—6,

782.

(296) Philolaos, p. 134.
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ture from the true solar year. Some corruption in the numbers

may perhaps be suspected.
(

997
)

The cycle of Philolaus would be rendered more intelligible,

if we supposed his year to consist of S54£ instead of 364| days.

A cycle of 59 years of 354£ days, together with 21 intercalary

months of 29£ days, would make a total of 21,535 days; while

59 Julian years contain 21,549| days; being a difference of

only 141 days. It is difficult to explain either of these Pytha-

gorean cycles. The number 59 may perhaps, as Boeckh has

conjectured, (*") be the double of the mean lunar month of

29£ days.

§ 19 Leucippus, the founder of the Atomic philosophy, is

said to have been a disciple of either Parmenides or Zeno, and

was probably somewhat posterior in time to Anaxagoras^599
)

Upon astronomical subjects the following were his doc-

trines. That -the universe is a sphere; that its external coat,

which involved it like a membrane, was able, in the whirl of its

movement, to attract foreign bodies
;
that these at first were

moist and muddy, but afterwards were hardened; and that

being carried round in the rapid circular motion, they ulti-

mately acquired a fiery nature, and became stars. That the

stars were thus ignited by the rapidity of their motion, but that

the sun received its fiery property from the stars. That the

orbit of the sun was furthest from, and that of the moon nearest

to, the earth, and that the planets were in the intermediate

space
;
that eclipses of the sun and moon were caused by the

inclination of the earth to the south : that the axis of the earth

inclines to the south, on account of the rarity of the southern

regions, and their consequent inability to resist pressure ; where-

as the northern regions, being frozen, are hard and solid, and

(297 ) Ideler, vol. i. p. 303, thinks it incredible that Philolaus should
have given the solar year only 364^ days.

(298)
Philolaos, n. 135. The comments of Roth, ii. 2, note 1269, throw

no light upon the subject.

(299) See Brandis, Gesch. der Phil. vol. i. p. 294.
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resist the depressing force. That the cause of the comparative

frequency of lunar, as compared with solar eclipses, was the in-

equality of the orbits of the sun and moon. He held that

the earth was suspended in space at the centre, being fixed

there by the creative vortex
;
and that its shape was that of a

circular plane,
f

500
)

§ 20 Democritus of Abdera, the disciple and associate of

Leucippus, belonged to the generation next after Anaxagoras.

He was a youth when Anaxagoras was an old man.(M1
)

He
may be considered as the contemporary of Socrates. His birth

may be referred with probability to the year 459 b.c.
; he is

stated to have reached a great age, so that he must have lived

beyond the middle of the next century.^08
)

He appears from

his own testimony to have travelled to many foreign coun-

tries.
(

Stt,

) It is asserted that he visited Egypt for the purpose of

learning geometry, and extended his journeys to the Chaldatana

at Babylon, to Persia, to the Bed Sea, and even to India and

Ethiopia, where he had intercourse with the gyranosophists.(304
)

That he made scientific observations in these countries, and

(300) Diog. Laert. ix. 30—33; Plut. Plac. ii. 7, iii. 12; Stob. Eel.

Phys. i. 15, 22 ; Euseb. Prsep. Ev. xv. 38 ; Origen, Kef. Hter. p. 17

;

Galen, c. 11, 21.

The passage respecting the earth stands thus in Diogenes, n. 30, rf/v

-fi\v ogftcr&u ittp'i TO piaov Sivovpiyrjv, r* avrijt rvpnavotibis (ivai. The
words nfpt to pitrov iivovptvt)v appear to mean, ‘ fixed by the iinj about the

centre they may be compared with the celebrated passage respecting the

earth in the Tima:us. The statement that Leucippus supposed the shape of
the earth to resemble that of a tympanum, recurs in Plut. Plac. iii. 10

;

Euseb. Prasp. Ev. xv. 50. The Greek tympanum appears to have been
like a tambourine, or to have been hemispherical.

In Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 22, Arwcunror sal Aij^dspiror xiruva kCk\<o itat

vptvu ntpiTtlvovtTi ry Koopip, iia to>v G~yKL<TT/)Ofidutv aarpoiv ipn*n\*yp*vov, the

sense requires ar6pav for 5<rrpa>v, the conjecture of Heeren. The words
<rvpn\iK€iv and 7r€piffX«Vftv are used, w ith reference to the Leucippic con-

course of atoms, by Origen, ib. p. 17.

{301) This fact rests upon the authority of Democritus himself. lie

was stated to be 10 years younger than Anaxagoras, Diog. Laert. ix. 34,

41. Ariatotle, Meteor, ii. 7, states that Democritus was later than Anaxa-
goras.

(302) Concerning the lifetime of Democritus, see Dcmocriti Frag-

menta, ed. Mullach, p. 2—36.

(303) See Mullach, p. 3.

(304) Mullach, p. 40—19. See Cic. de Fin. v. 19 j Strab. xv. i. 38.
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held intercourse with learned men, he himself declares
;
but he

adds that not even the laud-measurers of Egypt excelled him

in geometrical demonstrations
;
from which it may be inferred

that he did not consider himself as having derived much in-

struction from the Egyptian or other foreign priests. He is

reported by Diodorus to have passed five years in Egypt, and

to have there obtained much astronomical knowledge^306
)

In

the list of the works of Democritus are included treatises on

the sacred writings at Babylon and at Meroe, and a discourse

on the Chaldteans.(308
)

Among his numerous writings are

several treatises on astronomical and mathematical subjects ;(
307

)

he, moreover, like other physical philosophers of that period,

framed a cycle of intercalation for the government of the

calendar. It consisted of eighty-two years, with twenty-eight

intercalary months.^308
)

This cycle (as Mullach, the collector

of the fragments of Democritus, has remarked) evidently

assumes a year of 355 days, and intercalary months of thirty

days. Upon this assumption, the cycle of Democritus accords

with eighty-two years of 365 j days, within only half a day. (**•)

The year is nearly the lunar year of 351 days; but as the in-

tercalary months are of thirty days, this cycle does not agree

with the moon.

Democritus supposed the earth to be at the centre of the

universe, and immovable. lie conceived its form to be that

of a disc, but hollow in the middle ;(
310

)
and its support to be

(305 ) Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 304; Sylb. Euseb. Priep. Ev. x. 2;
Diod. i. 93. The statement that lie passed 80 years in Egypt must be
erroneous. See Mullach, p. 19. Concerning the word ifmitoraimjs, or

rope-tier, see Sturz de Dialect. Maced, p. 98.

(306) Mullach, p. 124—6.

(307 ) Mullach, p. 129—131, 142-147.

(308 )
Censorin. 18. Compare Mullach, p. 143—6.

(309 ) 82 X 355 + 28 X 30 = 29110 + 840 = 29950 ; and 82 X 365}
= 29950}.

(310) Aijponpirot 810-110089 pe'» rw jrXaro, KaiKrjv 8« to fitauv, Plut. Plac.

iii. 10. Repeated, with slight verbal variations, in Galen, c. 21; Euseb.
lb-cep. Ev. xv. 56.
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derived from the resistance of the subjacent air.(811
)

He held

the shape of the surrounding heaven to be spherical.

(

81S
)

He accounted for the immobility of the earth at the centre

hv saying, that, as it was equidistant on all sides from the con-

taining sphere, there was no reason why it should incline in

one direction rather than in another. Hence he explained how

the earth remained in a state of rest, though it was subject to

vibratory motions, which produced earthquakes.
(

81s
)

With

regard to the inhabited portion of the earth, he first represented

it as a rectangle, having its length to its breadth as three to

two.(su
)

He accounted for the inclination of the earth’s axis

to the south, by the more luxuriant growth of plants in the

milder climate of the southern part of the earth, and its con-

sequent preponderance over the northern part.^15
) He held

the doctrine of a plurality of worlds, at various distances from

each other, and of different magnitudes. He supposed the

earth which we inhabit to have existed before the stars
; he

placed the moon nearest to the earth, beyond the moon the

sun, and beyond the sun the fixed stars. He conceived the

planets as stationed at unequal distances.
(

81#
)
He perceived that

the movement of the stars is from cast to west. He likewise

held the following tenets :—That the sun is an ignited mass of

stone, and that the solstices are produced by its vortical move-

ment^817
)

that the moon is a solid body, containing moun-

tains and valleys, which caused the marks apparent upon the

moon's face
; (

S18
)
that the velocity of the motion of the celes-

tial bodies is in proportion to their distance from the earth

:

(31

1

)
Aristot. do Ccel. ii. 13, § 16.

(3 »a) Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 15.

(313 ) Plut. Plac. iii. 15 ; Galen, c. 21.

(314) Agathemer. i. 1.

(315) Plut. Plac. iii. 12 ; Galen, c. 21.

(316 ) Origen, Ref. User. p. 17. Compare Euaeb. Prop. Ev. i. 8 , vol.

i. p. 50, ed. Gaisiord ; Diog. Laert. ix. -11 .

(3 x 7) Stob. Eel. i. 25 ; Galen, c. 14.

(318) Stob. Eel. i. 26, p. 550, 564 ; Ileeren ; Galen, 0. 15.
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hence that the motion of the fixed stars is more rapid than

those of the sun and moon, the moon being the least rapid of

all
;
and that the stars gain upon the sun and moon.(319

)
With

respect to planets, Democritus did not profess to know more

than their existence
;
he did not attempt to name them, or to

determine their number and orbits.
(
S2
°) Like Anaxagoras, he

conceived that comets were the result of a concourse of certain

planetary stars.
(

3S1
)

(319) 8ee Lucret. v. 619—31, where this singular attempt to aceoont

for the proper motion of the sun is clearly expounded.

(320) Democritus, subtilissimus antiquorum omnium, suspicari ait se

plures stellas esse qua; currant
j

sed ncc uumerum illarum posuit nec
nomina, nondum comprehensis quinque siderum cursibus. Seneca, Nat.
Qua»t. vii. 3.

(321 )
Aristot. Meteor, i. 0; Galen, c. 17 ; Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 27.
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Chapter III.

SCIENTIFIC ASTRONOMY OF THE GREEKS FROM
PLATO TO ERATOSTHENES.

§ 1 rPIIE writings of Plato do not contain any dialogue

*- which turns principally upon astronomy. Even the

Timauis, though it touches upon astronomical questions, is

maiuly an exposition of cosmological and physical ideas. The

great philosopher, however, in his discursive flights of specula-

tion, comes occasionally into contact with astronomy proper;

and these passages must occupy a place in the historical survey

which we arc now taking.

The general view which Plato forms of astronomical science

is diametrically opposed to that of Socrates. In the Republic

he condemns all close study of the celestial phenomena as im-

mersing the mind in matter, and withdrawing it from the con-

templation of abstract truth. He rejects, as a vulgar prejudice,

the idea that the observation of the heavenly bodies is sublime;

and he approves of astronomical speculation only as an exercise

of the pure intellect.^) In like manner he held that the sup-

posed atheistic tendency of astronomy, owing to its use of

mechanical causes, was founded on a gross and material con-

ception of the science
;
he condemned the doctrines of those

who taught that the heavens were full of stones and earth, cir-

culating in space. (*)

Plato appears to have held that the earth is a sphere, sus-

pended in space, and stationary in the midst of the universe.
(

3
)

(i) De Rep. vii. p. 629, 630.

(i) De Leg. xii. p. 967.

(3) In the Phtedo, e. 132, p. 109, Socrates lays it down (hat the earth

is of circular form, in the midst of the heaven j and that it is kept in its
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His language on this subject is not free from ambiguity, and

even Aristotle understood him to affirm that the earth has a

motion of rotatiou about the axis of the universe. Nor was

this opinion confined to Aristotle amoug the ancients. It was

shared hv others, who lived after him, and who, therefore, had

time for examining the words in the Timarns, for comparing

them with the context, and weighing the arguments of those

who took a different view. But the majority of the best mo-

dem expositors agree in rejecting this construction.^) It

appears probable that Plato meant merely to describe the world

as wound or twined round the axis of the universe, this word

referring to the globular shape of the earth, and suggesting,

metaphorically, the idea of a ball of thread.
(

5

)

It was reported by Theophrastus that Plato, in his old age,

repented at having placed the earth at the centre of the uni-

verse, on the ground that this was not its fitting position. (
e
)

place by its equilibrium, and by its resemblance to the surrounding cir-

cular heaven. That the sphericity of the earth was taught by the fol-

lowers of Socrates is stated by Cleomcd. i. 8. Compare Ukert. i. 2,

p. 28. Martin, Timde, p. 90, 118.

(4) See Martin, ib. vol. ii. p. 88—91 ; Boeckh, Kosmisehes System
des Platon, Berlin, 1852 ;

Prantl, Translation of Aristot. de CobIo, p. 312.

Plato is distinct in making the celestial sphere revolve upon its own axis,

in the previous part of the Timtcus. 5
j
xnra raora tv no avrcf> xai tv

iavt<5 Trtptayayuv airro tnotrjfft kvk\u KivtltrOat arptiftoptyov, § 11, p. 34.

(o) yVv Tpnrfiuv pin TjptTtpiiv, (iXXofifVt)? 7Tfpt top tiii'i rravrttt irSKov

rtrafu’vov, Tim. c. 15, p. 40. For Aristotle’s interpretation of these words,

see his treatise de Ccelo, ii. 14. Compare Plut. Plat. Quajst. viii. ; Cic.

Acad. ii. 39. The difficulty of reference to the manuscript books was
much greater than it is to printed books ; and the ancients were obviously

in the habit of citing from memory. Concerning the meaning of ftXXofi<Vip>

in this passage, see Boeckh, Kosm. Syst. des Plat. p. 64-5, 67. Letronne,
Journ. des Sav. 1841, p. 76, thinks that the word implies the rotundity of

the earth, without expressing any rotatory motion. Compare Journ. des

Sav. 1819, p. 329. The use of the word n-dXot for axis is peculiar to this

passage; see notes A. and C., at the end of the chapter.

Cicero reports the theory of Hicetas that the earth is in the centre

of the universe, but moves on its axis ; that the other heavenly bodies are

stationary, and that their apparent motions are due to the real motion of
the earth, lie then proceeds to say : Atque hoc etiam Platoncm in Timteo
dicere quidam arbitrantur, sed paullo obscuriuB, Acad. ii. 39.

(6) Otutpjyatnnf sol TTfXimrTTupti ru IlXurusi npta^VTtptp ytvuptvto p*-a-

fit\(lt, i>s oi jrpoo-^xovtrae airo3um Tjl yij TJjv pt(7T)v %wpav tuv itavrus, Plut.
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The truth of this statement is questioned by M. Martin
;
who

remarks that Plato was already advanced in years when he

composed the Timacus.Q But the testimony of Theophrastus,

the disciple of Aristotle, and nearly his contemporary, has great

weight on this point. The ground of the opinion alludes to the

Pythagorean doctrine mentioned by Aristotle, that the centre is

the most dignified place, and that the earth is not the first in

dignity among the heavenly bodies. It has no reference to

observed phenomena, and is not founded on inductive scientific

arguments. It may be added in support of Theophrastus, that

Plato is stated, after the death of Socrates, to have studied the

Pythagorean philosophy in his visits to Italy and Sicily, to

have there conversed with Archytas of Tarentum, and with

Timseus the Locrian, both members of the Pythagorean sect,

and to have obtained the writings of Philolaus.(R
)

Now the

doctrine as to the superior dignity of the central place, and of the

impropriety of assigning the most dignified station to the earth,

was (as has been already shown) of Pythagorean origin, and

was probably combined with the Pliilolaic cosmology.

Plato alludes to the great circles of the equator and

ecliptic in a manner which shows him to have been aware of

their inclination to each other.
(
9
)

He likewise makes mention

of the planets in a manner which proves that in his time they

had attracted attention in Greece, and that their movements

had been explored by the astronomers. Plato speaks of seven

Plat. QuW’t.viii. 1. Taira *a! nXanaea rrpfrrfivnjp ftiayfvt/rjcr-

6ai irtpi rrjt yijs lit *r irtpa xwPn rrTOHTr/y, tt/k 6i pitrriv ical (tepiaminji/

ertpo) tiki upfiTTow npo<rr)novaav

,

Plut. Num. 11. Compare Aristot. de Ccel.

ii. l6 , 3.

( 7 ) Tim6e, vol. ii. p. 91. Boeckh agrees with Martin, Kosm. Syst. des

riat. p. 149.

(
8

) See Diog. Laert. iii. 9; Iambliehus, de Vit. Pythag. c. 31, p. 406,

ed. Kiessling ; Cic. de Rep. i. 10, de Fin. v. 29; Gell. iii. 17. Iambliehus

describes the three volumes as not being the compositions of Philolaus

himself ; but as traditionary writings of the school
; and he says that

before Philolaus, all the treatises of the Pythagorean sect had been kept

secret. Compare Ideler, Mus. der Alterth. vol. ii. p. 405 ; Martin,

Timfie, vol. i. p. 42; Theo Smyrn. p. 120, ed. Martin.

(9)
Martin, ib. p. 39.
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planets
;
namely, the sun and the moon, together with the fire

planets visible to the naked eye. To the latter he gives the

names by which they appear to have been originally known in

Greece. These names are Lucifer and Hesperus, the Morning

and Evening star, which he identifies as a single planet
;

Stil-

bon, also called the Star of Mercury; Pyroeis, or the fiery,

which Plato remarks is so named on account of its red colour

;

Phaethou, the planet of the slowest course but one
;
nnd,

lastly, the planet of the slowest course, which by some is called

Ph;enon.( lft

)
He not only knows that Saturn makes the

slowest circuit, and that next after Saturn comes Jupiter; but

he likewise distinguishes Mercury and Venus from the other

three planets, as having courses different from them.(n
)

The early Greeks conceived the Morning star to be distinct

from the Evening star. They called the former Eosphorus or

Phosphorus, and the latter Hesperus.

(

1S
)

Plato consolidates

the two stars into one, under the name of Eosphorus : it had

not as yet received the name of the Star of Venus. With regard

to the other planets, Plato says that they were first observed

and first received names in Egypt and Syria. This priority he

attributes to the clearness of the summer sky in those countries,

as compared with that of Greece. He designates them, how-

ever, by names, which, he says, have been given to them by

some persons in Greece, (**) and which, though not at that time

popular, were at all events native and unborrowed. The

three names, Stilbon, Phaethon, and Phsenon, have nearly the

same signification, and express nothing distinctive and charac-

(10) Tim. p. 38 ; Epinom. p. 987.

(i i) Tim. p. 38. Compare Martin, ib. p. 66. Pyroeis is one of the
horses of the sun in Ovid, Met. ii. 193.

(ta) See Pauly, art. Hesperus; Martin, ib. p. 63. Plato, however,
appears to treat the Morning and Evening stars as distinct in Leg. vii. 22,

p. 821. In the epigram ascribed to Plato, Anth. Pal. vii. 670:

—

aorrif) npiv pin TXapirtr «V1 (atniaiv tarns,

vvv St davia

v

Xapn-fic ttnrtpos »V (fiffiiitvois,

the Morning and the Evening stars appear to be distinguished.

(13) Epinom. p. 987.
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teristic
;
the name Pyroeis for Mars alludes to the peculiar

colour of that planet, which can be perceived by the naked

eye.(u
)

Plato likewise applies to Stilbon the appellation of the

Star of Mercury.

§ 2 We have now reached the period when the Greek astro-

nomy, though still in an imperfect and unformed state, was begin-

ning to assume the character of a science founded on systematic

observation. Eudoxus of Cnidos, whose life probably extended

from about 100 to 350 b.c., who was junior to Plato, and senior

to Aristotle,

(

ls
)
may be considered as the father of scientific

astronomical observation in Greece. He was a disciple of Plato

and Archytas
;
he resided chiefly at Cyzicus, at the mouth of

the Euxine Sea. He is reported to have visited Egypt, and to

have there received astronomical instruction from the priests.

The account of Strabo is, that Plato and Eudoxus remained

thirteen years at Heliopolis, in communication with the

priests, for the purpose of extracting their secret doctrine.
(

le
)

This period appears, however, to be exaggerated, nor is

it likely that the visits of Plato and Eudoxus were simul-

taneous or connected with each other. More credit is due to

the statement of Sotion, who wrote the History of the Greek

Philosophers about 205 b.c.(17
)

This statement is, that Eudoxus

went to Egypt with Chrysippus, the physician, carrying with

him letters of recommendation from Agesilaus to Nectanabis,

king of Egypt
; that Nectanabis introduced him to the priests

;

that he remained in Egypt sixteen months, shaving his eye-

brows after the native fashion
;
and that he then composed his

(14) M. Arago states that the redness of Mars is greater when the

planet is seen by the naked eye, than when it is viewed through a tele-

scope, Popular Astronomy, b. 24, 0. 7.

(15) Eudoxus was bom about twenty-four years after Plato, and about
twenty-two years before Aristotle. For a full account ofEudoxus and his

writings, see the dissertation of Ideler, Berlin Transactions, 1828 and 1830.

Letronne, on Eudoxus, Joum. des Sav. 1810, p. 744, fixes the birth of

Eudoxus at 400, his visit to Egypt at 362, and his death at 356 B.c.

( 1 6) xvii. i. 29.

(17) See Clinton, F. H. vol. iii. p. 526.

L
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cycle of eight years.

(

ls
)

The expedition of Agesilaus to Egypt,

in which he placed Ncctanabis on the throne, occurred in 861

b.o.
; (

1#
)

this year must therefore be the date of the recommen-

dation given by Agesilaus to Eudoxus, and of the visit of the

latter to Egypt, if the account of Sotion be true. Eudoxus was

at this time more than forty years old, and he died at the age

of fifty-three. Diogenes Laertius reports that while Eudoxus

was residing with Chonuphis of Heliopolis, the sacred bull

Apis licked his garment ; whence the priests predicted that he

would be celebrated, but short-lived^80
)

This prediction, which

supposes Eudoxus to be a young and obscure man, does not

agree with the date of his visit to Egypt, according to the ac-

count of Sotion. It is mentioned by Plutarch that Eudoxus

visited Egypt, and became the disciple of Chonuphis, whom he

calls a native, not of Heliopolis, but of Memphis.

(

81
)

Plato, as well as Eudoxus, is stated to have profited by the

lessons of Chonuphis ;(
92

)
which belief may have given rise to

the story of their joint journey to Egypt. The instruction in

astronomy which Eudoxus derived from the priests, during his

residence in Egypt, is likewise mentioned by Diodorus^83
)

Eudoxus is reported to have visited Mausolus, king of Caria,^)

whose reign extended from 377 to 858 b.c., and whose wife,

Artemisia, erected the celebrated Mausoleum to his memory.

(

86
)

This fact affords another indication of his lifetime. He is,

moreover, related to have visited Dionysius the younger of

(1 8) Diog. Laert. viii. 87.

( 19) Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 213. Compare Grote, Hist, of Gr. vol. x.

p. 499.

(ao) viii. 90.

(ai) De Is. et Osir. 10.

(aa) Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. 7 j Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 15. § 69, soys

that Secknuphis was the instructor of Plato, and Conuphia of Eudoxus.

(a,}) L 98. Compare Sen. Q. N. vii. 3. Eudoxus was likewise stated

to have published some Dialogues of Dogs, translated from the Egyptian,
Diog. Laert. viii. 89.

(34 ) Diog. Laert. viii. 87.

(as) Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p, 286.
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Syracuse^®*) which visit must have taken place between 367

and 356 b.c.

Eudoxus was a geometer and mathematician: when the

Delians applied to Plato for a solution of the problem of the

duplication of the cube, which the oracle of Apollo had declared

to be the condition of the cessation of a pestilence in their

island, he referred them to Eudoxus and Helicon, as being abler

than himself to afford the desired assistance^*7
)

His chief scientific reputation was, however, founded upon

his astronomical researches. He was a practical observer of the

heavens, and he consigned to writing the results of his observa-

tions. According to Ptolemy, he made astronomical observa-

tions, not only in Asia Minor, but also in Sicily and Italy. (•)

His observatory at Cnidos was extant in the time of Posidonius,

the early contemporary of Cicero, who saw from it the star

Canopus. (**) He is related to have lived on a high hill, in order

to observe the stars. The notion that the stars could best be

observed from high places occurs elsewhere among the ancients,

and may even be traced in the mythological stories concerning

Atlas and Prometheus. As a proof of his ardent desire for

astronomical knowledge, a saying of his was cited, that he would

willingly suffer the fate of Phaethon, provided he could approach

(j6)
Ailian, Yar, Hist. vii. 17.

(27) Pint, de Gen. Soc. 8. Compare Ideler.Berl. Trans. 1828, p. 207;
Montucla, Hist, des Mathematiques, vol. i. p. 186.

Helicon wrote a work entitled anmMa-para, and a treatise ntpl

bio<rr)tuii>v, Suidas in v. The latter of these was of an astronomical,

but the former of an astrological character. Helicon is likewise stated

by Plutarch to have predicted an eclipse to Dionysius of Syracuse, when
he was staying at his Court with Plato, and upon the verification of his

prophecy to nave been presented by Dionysius with a talent of silver,

Dion. 19.

Concerning Eudoxus as a geometer, see Ideler, ib. p. 203—212. The
curvilinear geometry of Eudoxus is celebrated in an epigram of Eratos-
thenes, who lived from 276 to 196 b.c. See Bemhardy's Eratosthenica,

p. 180.

(28) De Apparentiis, p. 63, ed. Petav.

(39) Strab. ii. 5, 14; xvii. 1, 30.

(30) Petron. Sat. c. 88 : Eudoxus quidem in caenminc excelsissimi

montis consenuit, ut astrorum ccelique motus deprehenderet.

L 2
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within such a distance of the sun as would enable him to discern

its figure and magnitude.
(

sl
)

The principal astronomical labour of Eudoxus appears to

have been a descriptive map of the heavens, which he executed

in two works, nearly identical with each other, one called the

Enoplron, or Mirror, the other the Phenomena, or Appearances.
(

S2
)

These works are no longer extant
;
but the secoud of them was

versified by Aratus, an Alexandrine poet,(3s
)
who wrote about

270 b.c., and therefore about a century after Eudoxus
;
his poem

enjoyed a high reputation in antiquity
; it received the honour

of being rendered into Latin verse by Cicero and Gcrmanicus

Caesar, the grandson of Augustus ; and it has descended to our

days, accompanied with a large apparatus of ancient scholia. (**)

It continued to be used as a practical manual of sidereal astro-

nomy as late as the sixth century of our era.(ss
)

It appears

that Aratus undertook the task of versifying the prose work of

Eudoxus, at the suggestion of Antigonus Gonatas, king of Ma-

(31) EffJofot to TjCxrro, rra/mords T(i> 17X1*0), mat xarnpaBaif ri 7pa rov

Btrrpov sal to pcytBos *al to tiSoc, its 6 QaiBiov *aTa$X(yiji«n, Plutarch, non
posse suav. viv. sec. Epic. 11.

(33) According to Cic. Ilcp. i. 14, a solid celestial sphere or globe was
first constructed by Thales ; and afterwards by Eudoxus. Cicero, how-
ever, appears to confound the description of Eudoxus with the material

globe.

(33) dm<j>tprrai to tis tod EC8o£ov Svo mol t£» (fxuroprvwv,

<rvp*p&*a Kara ndvra d\\rj\oist n\f]V dXlyav o(f>o3pa. to piv no. tv

avTtitv tmyfKMpiTai 'JZvnrrrpov, TO to (Ttpov <Ptuydp€va' TT/tnv ra QaLvdprva to vr)y

noirjcriv (noTiTnjff.. Hipparch. ad Phsen. i. 2, p. 98, ed. Petar.

The following passages relating to the head of the Great Bear, cited from
the two works of Eudoxus by Hipparchus, will serve to show their relation.

Erom the Phenomena : win to TovUtptrta sal t^v Katrauiruav oil rroXii totxovtra

djnv fi Kt(pa\ri rijt fuydkris dpKrov, ol to prra(v rovTam dtrrtpts Italy dpavpoi.

From the Enoptron : omadtv to tov ntpatat <tai irnpd ra VgV rijs Koir-

crinrfiar 00 irnXti XiaXfirrooiro 17 KitjuiXf) vrjt ptynX^s apm-iw Kfircu, o'l to pfra£v
dortpfs (iVis dpavpoi. In Pham. i. 12, p. 1U9. The differences are merely
verbal.

(34) The list of ancient commentators on Aratus, printed in Petav.

Uranolog. p. 147, contains no less than thirty -six names. It must, how-
ever, have been framed by some ignorant compiler, for it contains the
names of Thales and Parmenides. The names of the two Aristylli likewise

occur twice.

(33) See the treatise of Leontius Mochanicus, nepl KaraaKtvrjs 'kpartiat

a<f>aipat, in Buhle’s Aratus, vol. i. p. 257.
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cedonia.(®6
)

As Aratus was not himself a scientific astro-

nomer, (®7
)
he may be supposed to have faithfully reproduced the

descriptions of his guide. A critical commentary upon these

works of Eudoxus and Aratus, by the great astronomer Hip-

parchus—who was about a century posterior to Aratus—is,

moreover, extant. We are therefore able to judge of the method

pursued by Eudoxus for determining the places of the stars.

This method was to conceive the starry heaven as distributed

into constellations, with recognised names, and to define them

partly by their juxtaposition, partly by their relation to the

zodiac, and to the tropical and arctic circles. He did not, like

modem astronomers, deal with the stars singly, and define their

places by celestial measurement: he laid down neither their

right ascension and declination, nor their latitude and longi-

tude
; but he gave a sort of geographical description of their

territorial position and limits, according to groups distinguished

by a common namc.(M
)

The constellations had been named by the Greeks before

the time of Eudoxus; the course of the sun in the ecliptic

had been determined
;
the ecliptic had been divided into twelve

parts, each coinciding roughly with a lunation; the celestial

band, of sixteen degrees in width, within which the apparent

motions of the sun, moon, and visible planets are made,(s
®) had

(36) Sec the ancient lives of Aratus, in Westermann’s Biogr. Gr. p. 53.

59. The ancient biographer states that Aratus versified the Kanbrrpox of

Eudoxus, as he calls his fi/oirrpoi>; but Hipparchus, whose authority is

decisive, states that the poem of Aratus was founded upon the dxuvdjxwa.

Antigonus Gonatas reigned, with certain interruptions, from 277 to 239
b.c. For the time of Aratus, see Clinton, F. H. vol. iii. p. 488 ; and
for an account of his writings, see Donaldson’s Hist, of Gr. Lit. vol. ii.

p. 425.

(37) Constat inter doctos homiuem ignarum astrologies, Aratum,
omatissitnis atque optimis versibus de ctelo stellisque dixissc, Cic. de
Orat. i. 16.

(38) For an account of the descriptive method of Aratus, see Delambre,
Hist, de l'Astron. Anc. tom. i. p. 61—74; Penny Cyclopedia, art. Zodiac.

(39) Ptolemy, Synt. viii. 4, states that the zodiac is bounded by the

motions of the planets in latitude. Cleomedes, i. 4, lays it down that

the planets never exceed the zodiac. Compare Macrob. in Somn. Scip.

i. 15, § 10.
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been defined by twelve constellations, and had therefore re-

ceived the name of the zodiacal circle. The originality of the

labours of Eudoxus consisted in his comprehensive view of the

heavens, and in his description of the entire starry sphere.

The ancient astronomers had at an early period observed

that the sun’s annual course is not parallel to the nocturnal

motion of the stars, or at right angles to the axis of the

world. (*°) They defined this course by observing the points at

which the sun successively set, and by marking their coinci-

dence with the constellation which appeared at the same point

upon the horizon. Having divided the sun’s annual course

into twelve parts, by a rude agreement with the number of

lunations in the solar year, they distinguished each of these

twelve parts by a constellation or sign. The zodiac of the

Greeks acquired, after a time, a definite width, determined by

the greatest latitude of the visible planets. But originally

it could have had no defined width; it had been used as a

method of measuring the sun’s annual course, before the

courses of the planets had been observed, and before their dis-

tances from the sun’s path had been laid down. The ancient

astronomers, until Hipparchus, were ignorant of the preces-

sion of the equinoxes, and they made no distinction between

the sign, or twelfth part, of the zodiac and the constellation.

They did not know that the sidereal year is different from the

solar year. The sign of Aries, as corresponding with the

venial equinox, was taken as the beginning of the astronomical

year ; but Ideler has shown that the practice of Eudoxus, and

of other ancients, who reckoned the equinoxes and solstices

sometimes at the middle and sometimes at other degrees of the

sign, affords no basis for the refined inferences which modern

astronomers have founded upon it.(
41

)

(40) On the elevation of the north pole, see Ideler, ad Aristot. Meteor,
vol. i. p. 606.

(41 ) Berl. Trans. 1830, p. 55—61. Compare the remarks of Deiarobro

on other inferences founded on the statements of Eudoxus, Astr. Anc.
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§ 3 Eudoxus does not appear to have adverted to the planets

in his description of the heavens. They are not once men-

tioned in the comment of Hipparchus; and the manner in

which they are noticed by Aratus raises a strong presumption

that they were passed over in nearly total silence by his guide.

The following—the only passage in which the planets are

mentioned by the versifier of Eudoxusf*3)—is thus rendered

into English verse by Dr. Lamb, in his translation of the poem

of Aratus :

—

Five other stars remain of various size,

That lawless seem to wander through the skies

:

Hence planets called
;
yet still they ever run

Through the twelve signs, the circuit of the sun.

Thousands of ages come, thousands depart.

Ere all return and meet where once they start.

Hash the attempt for artless hand like mine

To trace their orbits and their bounds define :

My easier task the circles to rehearse

Of the fixed stars, and trace Sol's annual course.

But although Eudoxus (whose object it probably was to com-

pose a practical manual for finding the time of night)
(

t3
), did

not introduce any mention of the planets into his Mirror of the

Heavens and his Phenomena
;

yet he was the first Greek

astronomer who devised a systematic theory for explaining the

tom. i. p. 122. ‘ Mais les donneee d’Eudoxe ne s’accordent pas ontr’elles

;

e'est qn'il n’a point regard^ le ciel, qu’il a recueilli les observations gros-

sicres 1'aitcs h vue, peut-etre en difKrena terns et cn difRirens pays. II n'est

pas 6tonnant qu’avec dos oilmens aussi imparfaits, il ait donn6 des discor-

dances enorines
; oe qui etonne davantage, e'est la peine inutile que se sont

donnee quelques modernes pour expliquer tout cola, en supposant des

observations faites a des dpoques dloignees les unes des autres. II faudrait

autant d'epoques dill'drentes qu’ Eudoxe a nommfS d’6toiles. On s’est

accords a prendre pour id6e fondamentale que les observations etaient

bonnes. II dtait bien plus naturel de les supposer mauvaises ; mais alors

on n’aurait pu batir aucun systeme.’

(42) Aratus, v. 454-61 . The last two verses are oorrectly ex-

plained by the Scholiast thus : oix &v tvdnptnjs ntpl ro>» wXoi^ruv tlntlv,

apKovv &' Av utj poi to irtpl ran anXavav pdOqpa.

(43) Delambre lays it down that the commentary of Hipparchus upon
Eudoxus and Aratus, and which has the same character us the works it

interprets, “ appears to have been composed exclusively for the purpose
of facilitating the means of finding the hour during the night,” Hist, de
l’Astr. Anc. tom. i. p. 172.
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periodic motions of the planets. His planetary theory was,

with certain corrections and developments, adopted generally

by the scientific astronomers of Greece who succeeded him, and

it ultimately assumed the form of the Ptolemaic system of the

world.

It appears to have originated in a suggestion of Plato, who

propounded it as a problem to the astronomers to explain the

movements of the planets by a hypothesis of equable and uni-

form movements.
(

u
)

The heavenly bodies to which the ancients gave the name of

planets, as having each a peculiar motion, independent of the

general and uniform course of the fixed stars, were the five

planets visible to the naked eye, and the sun and moon.

Sometimes the term was limited to the five erratic stars.

The hypothesis of Eudoxus comprehended the seven planets,

and was as follows :—The sun and the moon are each carried by

three spheres, one of which is that of the fixed stars, one moves

along the zodiacal circle (or ecliptic)
;
and the third moves along

a circle oblique to the zodiacal circle ; the latter circle being

more oblique for the moon than for the sun. Each of the five

planets has four spheres, two of which are the spheres of the

fixed stars and the zodiacal circle. Of the other two, one has

its poles in the zodiacal circle,

(

45
)
and the other moves in a

direction oblique to this circle.

(44 ) Simplicius, on the authority of Sosigenes, ap. Schol. Aristot.

p. 498, Brandis. Geminus attributes the invention of the hypothesis of
uniform circular movements to the Pythagoreans : see above, p. 131.

(45) Hr. Whewcll, Hist, of the Inductive Sciences, vol. i. p. 16G, thinks
that Aristotle reported the hypothesis of Eudoxus erroneously, and that
instead of saying ‘ has its poles in the ecliptic,’ he ought to have said, ‘ has
its axis perpendicular to the ecliptic.’ According to the report of Aristotle,

Eudoxus supposed each planet to have four spheres : 1. that of the fixed

stars, the poles of which would be identical with those of the earth ; 2 . a
sphere whose motion is along the ecliptic, and whose poles would therefore

be perpendicular to the ecliptic ; 3. a sphere whoso poles were in the
ecliptic, and whose motion, therefore, would be perpendicular to the eclip-

tic ; each of the planets had the poles of this sphere in different points of
the ecliptic, with the exception of Venus and Mercury, which agreed in

having the same poles for this sphere : 4. a sphere whose motion was
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Such is the general account of Aristotle
;

(**) from which it

results that the total number of revolving spheres supposed by

Eudoxus for effecting the complex motions of the sun, moon,

and five planets, was twenty-six
;
namely, six for the two former,

and twenty for the five latter.
(
47

)
Further details respecting his

scheme are given by Simplicius, in an elaborate passage of his

Commentary upon Aristotle’s treatise de Ccelo^48
)

which it

would be foreign to my purpose to repeat, and still more to

analyse. Some valuable criticisms upon the exposition of

Simplicius are introduced by Ideler in his Dissertation on

Eudoxus.
(
49

)

The general principle of all these systems of revolving orbs

for each movable heavenly body was the same ;
namely, to re-

solve each apparent motion into its elements
;
to decompose it

into its compounding directions
;
and to suppose each of these

simple or decomposed movements to be effected by a separate

orb. It is difficult to understand how these co-revolving orbs

were conceived to harmonize in producing a single resulting

motion : but the Greeks, even in the time of Eudoxus, were

subtle geometers, though from the want of clocks and telescopes

their astronomical knowledge was limited and unprecise
;
and

they doubtless had formed a clear idea as to the solution of a

problem which was substantially geometrical. The hypothesis

transverse to the ecliptic, and whose poles therefore would likewise be

transverse to the ecliptic. The report of Aristotle is consistent with itself,

and appears to be correct. If the third sphere had its poles perpen-

dicular to the ecliptic, its motion would be in the direction of the ecliptic,

and it would coincide with the second sphere. The subject is copiously

explained by Simplicius, ib. p. 499, col. b. Compare Ideler, Borl. Trans.

1830, p. 78.

(46) Mctaph. xi. 8 .

(47 ) Ideler, Berl. Tr. 1830, p. 81, by an oversight or error of the press,

states the number as 27.

(48 ) See Schol. Aristot. ed. Brandis, p. 498. In composing this

account Simplicius consulted the History of Astronomy by Eudemus, and
the Commentary of Sosigenes, the astronomer who guided Julius Cicsar in

the reform of the Roman calendar. He likewise refers to a work of

Eudoxus on Velocities—ir«pi ra^aiy.

(49) Berl. Trans. 1830, p. 73.
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of revolving gpliere3 originated in the primitive idea of a solid

crystalline firmament, in which the stars were set, and which

made a rotatory motion round the earth every twenty-four hours.

This idea was entertained by the Ionic philosophers, who spoke

of the stars being attached, like nails or studs, to the hollow

celestial sphere
; (

w
)
and even Aristotle conceives the fixed stars

as owing their motion exclusively to the sphere in which they

are fastened, and by which they are whirled round the earth.

This supposition was natural, and not unphilosophical, with re-

spect to the apparent motion of the fixed stars ; their movements

being simultaneous and uniform, were adequately explained by

the simple hypothesis of a revolving sphere to which they were

all fastened. It might seem improbable that, if each star had

an independent movement, all should move uniformly, and re-

tain constantly the same relative positions to one another. The

Copcmican hypothesis likewise reduces the diurnal revolution of

the fixed stars to a single cause
;
but it makes that cause the

rotation of the earth itself, instead of the rotation of the starry

sphere. But when the theory of the diurnal revolution of the

starry firmament round the earth, which afforded a simple and

satisfactory explanation of the movement of the fixed stars,

came to be applied to the sun, moon, and planets, its unsuit-

ability became apparent. It was necessary to multiply the

spheres, in order to account for the anomalous tracks of these

bodies, as compared with that of the fixed stars
;
and thus the

explanation lost its simplicity, which was its principal recom-

mendation, while it remained limited to the fixed stars, accord-

ing to the original intention.

The periodic times of the five planets were stated by Eu-

doxus, as we learn from Simplicius
: (
H

) the following is his

statement, to which the true times are subjoined, for the sake of

comparison :

—

(50) See above, p. 95. The word in Homer is used merely to signify

an ornamental stud, and not a nail for fastening. It probably had the
game meaning in the writings of the ancient Ionian Anaximenes.

(51 ) lb. p. 199 b.
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Statement of

Eudoxus. True time.

T. Y. D. u.

Mercury . ... 1 — 87 23

Venus ... 1 — 224 16

Mars . . ... 2 1 321 23

Jupiter . ... 12 11 815 14

Saturn ... 80 29 174 1

Upon this determination two remarks may be made. First,

the error with respect to Mercury and Venus is considerable;

with respect to Mercury, it is, in round numbers, 305 instead

of 88 days, more than four times too much. Aristotle remarks

that Eudoxus distinguishes Mercury and Venus from the other

three planets by giving them one sphere each, with the poles in

common. The proximity of Mercury to the sun would render

its course difficult to observe and to measure ;
but the cause

of the large error with respect to Venus (130 days), is not

apparent.

With respect to the long periodic times of Jupiter and

Saturn, the approximation is close; and the accurate deter-

mination of an astronomical period of thirty years proves the

continuity of observation for a considerable antecedent period :

such a fact could not have been ascertained by the observation

of a single revolution of Saturn, or within the lifetime of a

single observer.

Eudoxus further stated the synodic periods of the several

planets
(
ss

), as is shown in the following table :

—

Statement of Eudoxus. True time.

M. D. Y. D.

Mercury ... 110 — 116

Venus . ... 19 — 1 219

Mars («) ... 8 20 2 49

Jupiter 4

Saturn )

nearly 13
— 1

1

84

IS

(51 ) Simplic. ib.; in p. 499, col. b, line 25, read <bn> rfratrtat for amxpaafus,

(53) Ideler, ib. p. 78, thinks that the numbers in the text of Simplicius
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Setting aside Mars (as to which a corruption of the text may

be supposed), the numbers given by Eudoxus for the periodic

times of the planetary conjunctions approach closely to the

true times, as may be more clearly seen in the subjoined com-

parison :

—

Time of Eudoxus. True time.

Days. Days.

Mercury . . . . . no 116

Venus . . . . . . 570 5S4

Mars . . . . . . 200 [qy. 770] 780

Jupiter

Saturn J

. . about 390 (

5
*)

899

878

The early Greek astronomers, from Thales to Anaxagoras

and Democritus, paid little attention to the planets, which they

classed rather with wandering meteors, or comets, than with

the fixed stars
;
the latter, which made an equable motion every

night, and always retained the same positions with respect to

one another, not only appeared to them as endued with that

immutability which was characteristic of the divine nature, but

also afforded a better measure of nocturnal time, when the sun-

dial could give no assistance. The names of the five planets

first occur in the cosmical scheme of Pliilolaus, who was a con-

temporary of Socrates : the Pythagorean School of that date

had doubtless a general idea of their movements. The same

general acquaintance with the number and course of the planets

was possessed by Plato. The fuller and more exact knowledge of

Eudoxus respecting the planets, and particularly his determina-

tion of their periodic and synodic times, appears to have been

chiefly derived from the Egyptian priests.
(

66
)

Ilis visit to Egypt

for Mars are corrupt, anil that the true reading is probably twenty-five

months twenty days. The irregular curve line described by the planets

was called EMofov ijnroirtiij. See Simplic. ib. p. 600, ool. a, and Ideler, ib.

p. 88.

(54) The month of Eudoxus is reckoned at thirty days.

(55) Speaking of the motions of the five planets, Seneca says : Eudoxus
primus ab zEgypto hos motus in Gneciam traustulit, Nat. Quaest. vii. 3.
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is well attested
;
and without adopting the extravagant theory

of a profound astronomical science, handed down by successive

generations of the Egyptian priesthood from a remote antiquity,

we may reasonably believe that the Egyptians preceded the

Greeks as practical observers of the celestial bodies, and that

they had, at the beginning of the fourth century before Christ,

accumulated a larger stock of astronomical facts than their more

intelligent and more scientific neighbours. We have the distinct

testimony of Aristotle as to the astronomical observations of

the Egyptians having been carried on for years before his time.

In his treatise de Ccelo, after describing an oceultation of Mars

by the moon, which he had himself observed, he proceeds to

state that similar occultations of other stars had been observed

by the Egyptians and Babylonians : he remarks that they had

observed the heavens for many years, and that the Greeks had

received from them many oral reports concerning each of the

stars.
(
5e

)
In his Meteorologies, he appeals to the Egyptians

as attesting the fact that some of the fixed stars acquire a tail

like a comet ; he adds that their testimony is credible though

only hearsay.
(
57

)
It will be observed that Aristotle does not

speak of the Egyptians as having composed any astronomical

treatises, or as having communicated to the Greeks any observa-

tions in writing.

The knowledge of the planetary bodies began at this time

to be regarded by the Greeks as essential to a truly scientific

and accomplished astronomer. ‘ It is necessary (says Plato, or

the Platonic author of the Epinomis) that the genuine astrono-

mer should, not like Hesiod and others such as Hesiod, confine

himself to a knowledge of the risings and settings of the con-

stellations : he ought to be likewise acquainted with the circuits

of the seven planets, and of the eighth celestial sphere.'

(

6S
)

The Chaldseans had by this time applied their knowledge

(56) Ccol. ii. 12, 3. See below, § 4.

(57) Meteor, i. 6, § 9.

(5S) Epinom. § 11, p. 990.
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respecting the planets and their movements to astrological

purposes. This application became known to Eudoxus, who, with

the scientific spirit characteristic of a Greek, condemned it as

deceptive.
(
M

)
The prognostics to be derived from the move-

ments of the planets respecting human affairs are mentioned by

Plato in the Timseus^80
)
but he does not connect them with

the nativity of the person whose fortunes are in question.

§ 4 Physical speculation may be considered to have origi-

nated in Greece with Thales in the sixth century b.c. Ethical

and political speculation, in a systematic and scientific form, took

its rise with Socrates in the fifth century.
(

61
)

So rapid was

the progress of intellectual investigation among this highly

endowed nation, that in the following century Aristotle attempted

to comprehend the entire circle of physical, metaphysical,

logical, ethical, and political science, in his philosophy, and

believed himself to have accomplished this object.
(
8S

)
One of

his extant treatises, that concerning the Heaven (irtpl ovpa-

vov)
, (

88
)
relates to the form and movement of the universe and

of its constituent parts, and properly belongs to astronomical

science considered in its widest extent. The treatise on Meteo-

rology is confined to the region intermediate between the

earth and the region of the stars. It includes inquiries into

the nature of meteors, comets, and the Milky Way. A third

treatise, of an astronomical character, attributed to Aristotle,

and included in the collection of his works, is entitled wepl

Koapov (Concerning the World, or the Universe), but it is

(59) Cic. de Div. ii. 43.

(60) p. 40. <f>6j3avs icai a-rjy.ua riv fitrh rairra ytvrjcroyiivav tois ivvajJyoit

Xoyi(nr6iu ntpirovai.

(61) Aristotle was bom eighty-five years after Socrates, and forty-five

years after Plato.

(61) 8ee Meteor, i. 1 ; Eth. Nic. ad fin. ; and compare Cic. Fin. i. 4.

(63) For an account of the Commentary of Simplicins on Aristotle’s

Treatise de Coelo, see Dclambre, Hist, de l’Astr. Anc. tom. i. p. 301.
Concerning this Commentary, see likewise the art. Simplicius, by Brandis,
in I>r. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Biogr., and Cramer in the Philol. Hus. vol. ii.

p. 688.
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unquestionably spurious, and was probably composed in the

last century b.c. A Latin translation of it is in the works of

Apuleius.(M
)

Aristotle appears likewise to have written a

separate treatise on astronomy, now lost, which, according to

Diogenes Laertius, was comprised in one book, and was there-

fore of limited extent.(®s

)

Aristotle considered astronomy as a science founded on
observation of the celestial phenomena, and on mathematical

calculation.^®) He describes it as occupied with an essence

which is the object of sensation and is eternal
; and as being

more intimately connected with mathematical science than any
other branch of philosophy^®7

)

All men, according to Aristotle, whether Greeks or bar-

barians, have a conception of gods
; and all agree in placing the

habitation of the gods in the most elevated region of the uni-

verse. This region is called heaven or aether
; it is imperishable

and immortal
; and is therefore fitted for the residence of im-

mortal natures. C*
8
)

(64) The treatise De Mundo is properly pseudonymoug
; it is addressed

to Alexander the Great. See c. 1: nptirtiv fit olpai yt sal rro\ Ijytpi'iputv ovrt
api<rro> k.t.X. The first chapter is adapted by Apuleius, who omits the
dedication to Alexander, and inserts an acknowledgment of obligations to
Aristotle and Theophrastus. See below, ch. iv. § 2.

(65) Aristotle, de Cml. ii. 10, refers to his own treatise on astronomy
as containing a sufficiently full account of the order and distances of the
stars ; hence, unfortunately, he omits this subjeot in his extant treatise do
Ccelo. Aristotle’s treatises were not divided by himself into books : the
divisions in our manuscripts were made in later times by the grammarians:
a book of Aristotle, according to their division, may be taken as equal to
about twenty or thirty printed octavo pages.

(66) 810 rat pi* apxas tiis irtp'i f*a<rrov ipuntpias irrri irapaSovmi. Xtyto
8 ’ ofov tt\v thrrpoXtryiKrjv piv ipmipla* ri}t drrrpaXnymrjt fmcrrrjpjjf Xrj(f>d(VTuv yap
Uarwr taiv <j>wvopiva>v, ovrat tvpi6i)<rav ai atrrpoXoyiKai drrodti£tir, Anal. Prior,
i. 30. nadiiirtp ol pafyptiTtKot tA irtp'i tt)v acrrpoXayia* itiKvvavtru/, outu dti sal
ri* (pvaiKnv ru (fmivfipfvu irparrav rii irtp'i ra (cia Qtaprjrravra sal ra pipr) ra irtpl

tuacrrov, tirtiB' avra Xtytiv ri 8ta ri sal rac alriar, ij aXXtot true, De Part.
An. i. 1.

(67) Mctaph. xi. 8.

For a summary of the astronomical opinions of Aristotle, see Biese,
Philosophic des Aristoteles, vol. ii. p. 69—92.

(6S) Cml. i. 3 ; ii. 1. 8peaking of the esther (which with Plat. Crat.
25, he derives from at\ 6tiv), he remarks thus : tout 8« sal roCvopa irapa ri>*

apxaiav duididoadai pt'xpt sal roe viiv xpoyov, roCrov ruv rporrov imoXap^avovrwv
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He conceives the heaven to he divine, without beginning or

end
;
and for this reason to be endowed with the circular form,

whose nature it is to move perpetually in a circle.
(

CT
)

This

form is a sphere. The spherical heaven, or universe, is shaped

with greater accuracy than is attainable by the work of any

human hand ;("°) its motion is likewise equable^71
)

In this spherical heaven the celestial,bodies are fixed. Their

motion is due to the motion of the spherical orbs to which they

are attached. They are not of a fiery nature, but their light

and heat are produced by their circular motion, and by their

consequent collision with the air,("s
)

Aristotle further holds that the form of the heavenly bodies

themselves is spherical. His chief ground for this conclusion

is, that a sphere, which has no instrument fitted for motion, is

the form best suited to bodies which are fixed in a movable

sphere, but have no motion of their own. He adds, that the

shape of the moon, in her several phases, proves that she is

spherical. The crescent-shaped appearance of the sun in an

eclipse likewise proves the sphericity of the moon. But, he

dvntp /cat rjfif tf Atyoptp' ov yap &na£ oc8e Sir aAA* anupaxis Sri popifciv ras

avrar a^uei'eur&u &ii£as tls ipas, i. 3, § 12. lie repeats almost the same
words in Meteor, i. 3.

Lucretius thus explains the reason why heaven is supposed to be the

seat of the gods (v. 1186—91)

In cmloquo doutn sedes et templa looarunt,

Per cmlum volvi quia lux et luna videtur,

Luna, dies, et nox, et noctis signs serena,

Noctivaga'que faces cmli, flamnueque volantes,

Nubila, sol, imbres, nix, venti, fulmina, graudo,

Et rapidi fremitus, et murmura magna minartun.

The word aWrjp is derived from ai6a> ;
but the author of the pseud-

Aristotelic treatise de Mundo, c. 2, rejects this etymology, and derives it

from dei duv, after Plato and Aristotle.

(69 ) avayKTj ru Oetoj kiptjo’ip diilop vndp^up. eVe i 3' 6 avpavbt voioCror (atopa

yap Ti Stlov), fitd tovto eve* TO iyKVK\a>v <rupat & (fivcret KLitf'trai xvkAm del, Cml.

u. 3, 2.

( 70) Ccel. ii. 4, 13 : ori piv avp (Ttftaipotiirjt ump 6 Koarpos, 6r]\op eV rovrotv,

Kai art tear ('iKpitfciap (proppot ovrais OKTTe prjdtp pt]Tt \fLpoKpjyrop *X1iy wapa-

»rAij<riW pijt' aXAo prjOip tup nap' rjpip A u<p6aXpolt <f>aipopfpa>p.

(71 ) Ccel. ii. 6 . (73) Cml. ii. 7, 8 .
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reasons, if one of the heavenly bodies is spherical, the others

must have the same form-C73
)

Aristotle accounts for the fact that the fixed stars twinkle,

and not the planets, by the comparative distance of the former,

lie supposes that twinkling is an affection of our sight, caused

by the strain of the eye to see so remote an object.
(

74
)
He like-

wise argues that the stars have no rotatory motion, from the

fact that the moon always turns the same face to the earth.

(

7S
)

With regard to the distances of the heavenly bodies, and

their order in succession from the centre of the universe,

Aristotle refers to the exposition in his separate Treatise on

Astronomy, now no longer extant. He lays it down, however,

that the circular motion of the external sphere of the fixed stars

is the most rapid, that the motion of the spheres nearest to the

centre is the slowest
;
and that the velocity of the motions of

the intermediate spheres (each of which has a proper motion

contrary to that of the universe) is in the ratio of their dis-

tances. The latter fact is, he remarks, demonstrated by the

mathematicians.
(

7S
)

A difficulty, however, occurs to him with respect to this

hypothesis. It would be natural, he observes, that the motions

of the bodies nearest the external sphere should be the most

simple
;
whereas the motions of some of the planets arc more

intricate and complex than the motions of the sun and the

moon, although these planets are further than the sun and

moon from the centre and nearer the sphere of the fixed stars.

As a proof that some of the planets are more distant from the

earth than the sun and moon, Aristotle mentions that he had

himself observed an occultation of Mars by the moon when half

full, the planet immerging under the dark side of the moon,

and emerging at the bright side. With regard to the other

planets, he refers, for a proof of their position beyond the sun

and moon, to ancient observations of the Egyptians and Baby-

(73) CobI. ii. 11 . (74) lb. 8, § 10.

(75) lb. § 11. (76) lb. § 10.

u
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lonians, which had become known to the Greeks,
f

77
)

Another

difficulty which he states is, that the external sphere should

contain so many stars as to appear innumerable, whereas the

other spheres contain only one heavenly body, endued with a

movement peculiar to itself. Of these difficulties Aristotle pro-

pounds the following solutions : As to the first, he lays it down

that the inconsistency arises from the erroneous assumption that

the heavenly bodies are destitute of life. If we assume, as we

ought to assume, that they are endowed, not only with life, but

with will and power of action, the difficulty vanishes. Each

orb accomplishes its circuit according to the best means at its

command. The external sphere, as being the most perfect and

divine, effects its purpose by a simple and uncomposed motion.

The earth, being furthest from the external sphere, has no mo-

tion
;
the bodies nearest to it are unable to move with effect

;

the middle bodies overcome the obstacles by their energy, but

only with complex and irregular movements.
(
7S

)
As to the second

(77) 6poiut Si <cni ntp'i tois nXXavr atrripas \iyovtriv oi rrdXiu rrrrjfnjKortt

tK nXtiartov *tcov Aiyvmwi sa'i BafivXayuu, nap' l>v froXXar nurras (\opfn tnp'i

tKaarov ruv aarpiov, Ccel. ii 12, § 3.

For jriVreir Buttmann emends »rwrr«tr, which is evidently the trae

reading (Ideler on the Clialdiean astronomy). Aristotle means to say that

the information received by the Greeks from the Egyptians and Baby-
lonians on this subject, was not written, but oral.

Macrob. in Somn. Seip. i. 14 : Apud Graicos aster et astron diversa

significant : et aster Stella est, astron signum stellis coactum, quod nos

siduB vocamus.
Schol. Arat, 10 : toriov Si Sri iirm)p pty eartv S sal uavov ifTr'i cal ov Kad’

airr'nv xiscirm, olov Kpoeor, Ztvs, sat ra rotavra * aarpov Si to rt Kivovpfvnv cat

sat to *’s n\(i<rrwv airripiop ovim)pa, oiov KapciVor, At us. Bead sat sad' airroy

stwirat. The latter definition adds a condition which is not in the first.

Moreover, if it be strictly interpreted, neither word could be applied to a

single fixed star, such ns Sirius or Arcturus. A similar definition is given

by Galen in Hippocr. Epid. i. vol. 17, parti, p. 16, ed. Kuhn. He remarks

that a single star is sometimes called Sirrpov, but that a constellation is

never called a<rri)p. The distinction in question may be observed in later

times, but it is unknown to the earlier writers. Aristotle, for example, uses

the two words interchangeably. Achilles Tatius, c. 14, who draws the

same distinction, admits that it was not observed by the earlier writers.

The Latin writers are equally inconsistent as to the distinction between
stella and nidus, attributed to them by Macrobius. Sidus is sometimes

applied to the planets, and sometimes to the sun and moon.

( 78) ThiB explanation of the motion of the planets is not very unlike

the explanation of the origin of evil, given by Leibnitz in his ThdodictSe.
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objection, he thinks that the external sphere, being the first

and most perfect, would naturally contain the largest number

of Btars
;
but he adds, that Nature in some degree compensates

the superior number of stars in the outward orb, by giving to

the interior orbs a greater number of motions^7*)

The idea that the stars are living bodies, eminently par-

taking of the divine nature, occurs elsewhere in the writings of

Aristotle^80
)

He supposed this nature to inhere especially in

the bounding sphere of the universe, which approached nearest

to the habitation of the Godhead.

§ 5 Aristotle elsewhere expounds the views of some of the

mathematicians, to which he subjoins his own, respecting the

number and agency of the revolving spheres to which the mo-

tion of the heavenly bodies was supposed to be due. He gives

this exposition with some doubt; for he exhorts any of his

readers who may arrive at a different result, either from bis

own researches or from those of others, to treat both autho-

rities with respect, but to follow the more accurate.

He first describes the hypothesis of Eudoxus respecting the

causation of the planetary movements by a plurality of revolving

orbs, to which we have already adverted ;(
81

)
and he proceeds

to mention the modification of that theory made by Callippus.

Callippus was a native of Cyzicus, where he studied with a

certain Polemarchus, a friend of Eudoxus : he went subsequently

to Athens, where he resided with Aristotle, occupied in concert

with that philosopher in correcting and completing the Eudoxean

(79) CcbI. ii. 12.

(
80

) Thus in Phys. ii. 4, S 6 , lie points out the inconsistency of those
who hold that animals ana plants were created by design, but that the

heaven and the moat divine of all visible objects originated spontaneously

:

rov 8' olpariw km to Atorara t£>v (fttaxpiin airo nw airroparov ynx'oAu. Else-

where he lays it down that the stars are much more divine than man. Eth.
Nic. vi. 7, § 4 : (l 8’ oti /3»'Xr«rros avBpomos rav <TWtov (ipav, oiSiv Sin^jf^xr no!

yip av6ptinrou iTXXa nn\ii Quirtna rriv <t>ii<rtv, iniw ra (pavipurara y*, «£ <E>r 6

Ktia-pnt trtivt'irnjKtv. Plato, in the TiroaiUS, § 15, p. 40, calls the stars 8toi

iparoi. The divine nature of the stars was a prevalent belief of the
ancients.

(81 ) Above, p. 152.

M 2
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hypothesis. This hypothesis accorded with the opinions of

Aristotle, because it supposed all the heavenly bodies to move

in circles round the earth at the centre of the universe.
(

8S
)

Aristotle describes the hypothesis of Callippus as agreeing with

that of Eudoxus in the distances of the spheres, and also in

their number with respect to Jupiter and Saturn. But Callip-

pus gave an additional sphere to each of the other three planets,

and two additional spheres to the sun and moon respectively.

According to the original scheme of Eudoxus, the total number

of spheres was twenty-six
; Callippus increased this number to

thirty-three.

The hypothesis of Callippus was known only from the his-

tory of astronomy by Eudemus, the disciple of Aristotle. Cal-

lippus did not publish it to the world in any writing of his own.

The reason assigned by Eudemus for the two additional spheres

allotted by Callippus to the sun was the anomaly of its annual

movement as shown in the unequal intervals between the sol-

stices and equinoxes, discovered by Euctemon and Mcton.^)

The reason why Callippus allotted an additional sphere to each

of the three planets, Mars, Venus, and Mercury, was succinctly

and perspicuously stated by Eudemus; but Simplicius either

omitted the statement, or it has fallen from his tcxt.(H4
)

The scheme of Aristotle is founded on that of Callippus,

but adds to it a new element. He assumes, with Callippus,

eight spheres for the advancing motions of Saturn and Jupiter,

and twenty-five for those of the other three planets, together

with the sun and moon. He then assumes a separate set of

spheres, for effecting the retrograde motions
;

these, according

to his principle of calculation (which is to deduct one sphere

(82 ) Simplic. ib. p. 398, col. b. The first year of the Callippic cycle
was 330 b.c. The lifetime of Callippus may be supposed to nave coin-

cided nearly with that of Aristotle (384— 322 b.c.). Concerning Callip-

pus. see the article in Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Biogr. Concerning the
Callippic cycle, and its scientific character, see above, p. 122.

(83 ) The date of these observations is 432 b.c.

(84) Simplic. ib. p. 600, col. a.
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for each, and to omit the lowest planet altogether), are six for the

two highest planets, and sixteen for the three others, together

with the sun and moon.(8S
)

By adding twenty-two to the

number of Callippus, he makes the total number of spheres

fifty-five.
(
M

)

The spheres of Eudoxus, Callippus, and Aristotle are not

mathematical hypotheses, imagined for the sake of solving a

mechanical problem. As has been already observed, they are

solid though transparent substances, to which the heavenly

bodies are firmly attached. The heavenly body itself is devoid

of all motive principle: its motion is due to the spheres by

which it is borne.

§ 6 Aristotle holds that the heat and light of the sun are

(85) Metaph. xi. 8. The numbers 6 and 16 are obtained by deducting
from the 8 spheres of the 2 superior planets one sphere for each, and by
making a similar deduction from the 20 spheres of the two intermediate

S
lanets, and of the sun and moon. The following table exhibits the

inference between the schemes of Callippus and Aristotle :

—

Callippus. Aristotle.

Moon 5 spheres 5 spheres

Sun 5 5+ 4
Mercury 5 5+4
Venus 5 5+4
Mars 5 5+ 4
Jupiter 4 4+3
Saturn 4 4+3

Total ... 33 55

Aristotle calls the spheres which give the retrograde motion—contrary

to the motion of the spheres to which they are respectively attached

—

o<pa7fKU dixXirrovovu, from awXirr®, to unroll or unwind ;
‘ the reversing or

retracting spheres.’

In Simplic. p. 500, col. a, 1. 34, ed. Brandis, the sense requires, o 8«

'Xpi<rroTt\r)s fiera TO lerropi)<rcH ri)c KaXXtVjrou irffav sal rrjv avtov jrfpi tS>v

dvfXiTTnvo-av Jiry-yayev. The theory respecting the additional <T<P<U[JCU cireAir-

Tov&ai is given by Aristotle as his own, and it is so regarded subsequently

by Simplicius.

(86) Aristotle adds, that if the additional spheres for the sun and moon
are omitted, the total number will be only 47. On referring to the table in

the previous note, it will be seen that this statement cannot be reconciled

with it. If the moon has no unwinding spheres, the omitted spheres

would be only 4, and the total number wouldbe 51, instead of 47. Various

attempts to explain this apparent inconsistency, which puzzled the ancient

astronomers and commentators, may bo seen in Simplic. ib. p. 505 b,

808. The difficulty would not arise if we could suppose Aristotle to have

regarded Mercury and not the Moon as the lowest planet.
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the consequences of the velocity of its motion, and that their

influence is great upon the earth, on account of the comparative

proximity of the sun. He explains the weakness of this in-

fluence in the case of the fixed stars, by their remoteness,

though their motion is rapid ; and in the case of the moon, by

the slowness of her motion, though she is near the earth. (“")

As to the figure of the earth, and its position in the system

of the universe, Aristotle is very explicit. He examines and

rejects the opinions of certain prior philosophers; as that of

Thales, that the earth floats on water; that of Anaximenes,

Anaxagoras, and Democritus, that it is supported by the pressure

of air, owing to its flat shape
;
and that of Xenophanes, that its

foundations are infinitely deep. He reports an argument in

favour of the tenet that the earth has the figure of a tympanum,

or tambourine, or circular flat drum
;
namely, that the section

of the sun, at its rising and setting, is straight, and not cir-

cular, which it would be if the earth were a sphere. He
answers this argument by the distance of the sun and the mag-

nitude of the earth’s circumference. C*
8
)

He likewise rejects

the Pythagorean doctrine of the central fire, and of the ten

bodies revolving round it
; as well as the doctrine of the rotation

of the earth upon its axis, which he attributes to the Timaeus

of Plato.
(

8
®)

Having disposed of these divergent opinions, Aristotle es-

tablishes the position, that the earth is at rest in the centre of

the universe. He infers this partly from the gravitation of all

bodies to the centre of the earth, and partly from other argu-

ments. Thus he remarks that all the heavenly bodies, except

the external sphere of the fixed stars, have several movements,

and are unable to accomplish their circuit by a simple motion.

Hence he argues, that if the earth revolved in an orbit round

the centre, or if it turned upon its axis at the centre, it would

(87) Meteor, i. 3.

(88) Coel. ii. 13.

(89) lb. 13, § 8 ; 14, § 1.
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have a double movement. But if it had a double movement,

the fixed stars ought to exhibit deviations and turns in their

course
;
whereas they always rise and set in the same places.

Another argument is, that the figures devised by the mathema-

ticians for exhibiting the order of the heavenly bodies and

their changes are framed upon the assumption that the earth is

the centre of the system
;
and they agree with the phenomena.

That the earth is a sphere, he infers from this being the form

which matter gravitating to a centre would naturally assume.

He draws the same inference from the eclipses of the moon :

for the moon in her phases, he remarks, exhibits every variety

of form, being sometimes gibbous, sometimes a half moon, and

sometimes a crescent : whereas in her eclipses the outline of

the shadow is always circular
;
and as the eclipse is produced

by the interposition of the earth, this result must be owing to

its spherical form. He likewise appeals to the phenomena of

the fixed stars as proving, not only that the earth is a sphere,

but that it is a sphere of moderate size ; for, he remarks, with a

small change of distance to the north or south, we have a new

horizon, and a change in the stars visible in those directions

;

thus some of the stars which are visible in Egypt and the Island

of Cyprus are invisible in the countries to the north, and some

of the stars which never set in the countries to the north set

further south. Hence he thinks that those who infer the vici-

nity of the western coast of Africa to India, from the presence

of elephants in both regions, cannot be accused of maintaining

a paradoxical opinion. He adds that the mathematicians who

attempt to calculate the circumference of the earth, reckon it at

400,000 stadia
;
whence we must infer, not only that the earth

is spherical, but that its size is inconsiderable compared with

that of the other heavenly bodies. (®°) The system of the uni-

verse adopted by Aristotle is therefore, with some additions,

(90) Ccel. ii. 14. The immobility of the earth is likewise asserted by
Aristotle in Meteor, i. 9; and in Meteor, i. 3, he remarks that he has ishown

in his astronomical writings, that the earth is much smaller than some of

the stars.
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that which had been promulgated by Eudoxus, which was after-

wards accepted by Euclid, Archimedes, and Hipparchus, and

generally by the Greek mathematicians, and which received its

full development in the comprehensive treatise of Ptolemy.
(

sl
)

Comets were the objects of much speculation among the

early Greek astronomers ; the opinions of Anaxagoras and De-

mocritus, of the Pythagoreans, and of Hippocrates of Chios,

and of his disciple .Eschylus, respecting them are reported and

analysed by Aristotle.
(

w
)

Differing in other respects, they

agreed in considering the comets to be planets. Against this

general position, Aristotle argues by saying that the planets are

always confined within the zodiacal band
;

whereas many

comets have been seen without these limits, and it has often

happened that more than one comet has been visible at the same

time.(93
)

He points out further, that some of the fixed stars

have been seen with a tail. For this fact, he refers to the ge-

neral report of the Egyptian observers : he adds, however, that

he had himself seen a star in the leg of the constellation Sirius,

with a faint tail. He states that it could scarcely be seen if the

vision was fixed directly upon it, but that it was more visible

if the sight was turned slightly on one side. Against the

theory that comets were a congeries of planets,
(
w

)
he remarks

that all those which had been seen in his time disappeared

(91) Cleomcdeg, i. 8, p. 51, states that the doctrine of the sphericity of

the earth was held by all the mathematicians.

(92) Meteor, i. 6. In the Eudemian Ethics, vii. 14, Aristotle mentions
Hippocrates as a geometer, who was devoid of penetration in worldly

afl’airs, and was cheated of a large sum of money, on account of his sim-

plicity, by the collectors of the 2 per cent, custom duty at Byzantium. Plu-
tarch, Sol. 2, mentions that this Hippocrates was a merchant. He is

alluded to by Aristotle as a geometer in Soph. El. 11. See Fab. Bibl. Gr.
vol. i. p. 848, Harl. Concerning a Byzantine custom duty in later times,

see Polyb. iv. 46, 47.

(93) Pliny notices this opinion, and thinks that Aristotle is mistaken

:

Aristoteles tradit et plures annul cerni ; nemini compertum alteri, quod
equidem sciam, N. H. ii. 25.

(94) This opinion is also alluded to by Sen. Nat. Qucest. vii. 11 :
Qui-

busdam antiquorum lia-c placet ratio
:
Quum ex stellis errantibus altera

se alteri applicuit, confuso in unum duarum luminc, faciem longions sideris
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without setting, while they were still above the horizon : they

faded away gradually, and left no trace either of one planet or

of several. He adds that the great comet, in the archonsliip of

Asteius(373 b.c.),(9S
)
appeared in the winter, in a clear sky:

on the first day it was not visible, because it set before the sun

;

on the second day, it was seen imperfectly, for it set immediately

after the sun in the west
;

its brightness extended over a third

part of the sky : it reached as far as the belt of Orion, and

there ceased. Aristotle points out that a concourse of stars

does not constitute a comet. The Egyptian astronomers, he

says, report that conjunctions of planets, both with one an-

other, and with fixed stars, occur. He himself had observed

Jupiter, in the constellation Gemini, on two occasions, coming

into conjunction with a star, and occulting it, but without as-

suming the appearance of a tail. (®®) Aristotle himself thinks

that comets are in the nature of meteors, and that their range

is in the region nearest the earthy97
)

Aristotle further reports three opinions respecting the Milky

Way
;
one, of the Pythagoreans, already mentioned, that the

Milky Way was the result of some great catastrophe in the

heavens caused by the sun ;
another, that it was that portion of

the heaven which was in the shadow of the earth as the sun

passed beneath it
;
and a third, that it was the reflexion of the

sun’s rays in the heaven. His own doctrine concerning the

Milky Way is that it is of the same nature as comets, but more

diffused^98
)

The true explanation of the Milky Way had been

reddi. Nec hoc tunc tantum evenit, qunm Stella stellam attigit, sed etiam
quum appropinquavit. Intervallum enim, quod inter duaa est, illustratur

ab utraque, mllammaturque, et longum ignem efBcit.

(95) Aristotle was in this year eleven years old.

(96) Meteor, i. 6.

(97) Meteor, i. 7. The opinions respecting comets are thus reported
by rimy :

' Sunt qui et hive sidera perpetua esse credant, suoque arnbitu

ire, sed non nisi relicta a sole cerni. Alii vero qui nasci humore fortuito,

et ignea vi, ideoque solvi,’ N. H. ii. 26.

(98) Meteor, i. 8. These opinions recur in Plut. Plac. iii. 1. The
second opinion reported by Aristotle is attributed to Anaxagoras by
Plutarch. Concerning the Milky Way, see Achill. Tat. c. 24, p. 85, who
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given by Democritus, namely, that it is a congeries of small

stars, close to one another.

§ 7 The doctrine of the immobility of the earth at the

centre of the universe was firmly held by Eudoxus and by

Aristotle. The same doctrine was probably held by Plato,

though a doubt existed in antiquity, as well as at present, re-

specting the interpretation of the passage in the Timseus, to

which we have already adverted. Some philosophers, however,

at this time perceived that the diurnal movement of the sun

and the nocturnal movement of the moon and stars might be
»

accounted for on the supposition that they were only apparent,

and were produced by the rotation of the earth upon its axis.

The earliest Greek to whom this hypothesis is ascribed is

Ilicctas of Syracuse, a Pythagorean .

(

w
)

His date is not ex-

actly known
; but he was anterior to Theophrastus, and may

be supposed to have been contemporary with Socrates or

Plato.

(

10
°)

Ileraclides of Pontus was the friend and associate of Plato,

and is likewise called his disciple.
(
101

)
lie is also said to have

been among the disciples of Aristotle.
(

1W
)

His lifetime may be

placed, upon conjecture, from 410 to 840 b.c. His writings

were numerous, and comprehended a great variety of subjects.

refers to the spurious catasterisms of Eratosthenes, c. 44, and the collection

of opinions on the subject in Macrob. Coinm. Somn. Scip. i. 15 j
Stob.

Eel. i. 27 ; Plut. Plac. Phil. iii. i. Above, p. 133.

(99) Ilicctas Syracuaius, ut ait Theophrastus, cerium, solem, lunam,
Stellas, supers denique omnia, stare censet ; neque pr®ter terrain rem
ullam in mundo moveri

;
qua> cum circa axem se Bumma celeritate convcr-

tat et torqueat, eadem efhei omnia, quasi stanbe terra ccelum moveretur.
Atque hoc etiam Platonem in Tiimco dicere quidam arbitrsntur, sed paullo

obscurius, Cic. Acad. ii. 39. Diogenes Laertius statea that some consider

Philolaus as the originator of the hypothesis, that the earth moves in a cir-

cular orbit, and others, Hicetas, viii. 85. See Boeckh, Kosm. Syst. des

Plat. p. 122. This statement is founded on a confusion of a revolution on
an axis with a revolution in an orbit.

(too) Ukert, Geogr. der Griecken u. Romer, i. 2, p. 119, makes him
contemporary with Eudoxus.

(tot) Simplicius, ad Aristot. Ifcys. p. 362, ed. Brandis, calls him a com-
panion of Plato.

(102) Diog. Laert. r. 86.
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Without being a scientific astronomer, he speculated upon

astronomy; and he promulgated the same doctrine as that

ascribed to Hicetas. He laid it down that the earth turns

round its axis at the centre of the universe, and that the

heaven is at rest.(los
)

It is specially mentioned that he did

not give it a movement of translation in space; but only a

movement round its own axis, from west to east.(1M
)

The

same hypothesis is ascribed to Ecphantus the Pythagorean,

who was probably posterior to Heraclides.

(

10s
) The distinct

statement, in the cases both of Heraclides and Ecphantus,

that they conceived the rotatory movement of the earth to be

from west to east, shows them to have perceived that where

one body moves and the other is at rest, and the vision is not

corrected by a comparison with a third body, the body at rest

may appear to be in motion.

This truth was clearly understood by Aristotle, and applied

by him to the movement of the heavens. In his Treatise de

Ccelo, he examines the question, whether the stars have an

(103) tv tS> Ktvrptf Si overnv Tt)v yrjv (tal klkAo) bitojkwi*, riiv Si oipavov

rfpfpstv,' HpanXdSrjs 6 optuc&c imo6iptvos, (ro>£fiv atro TO tfxuvaptvov, Simpiic.

ad Aristot. de Cool. p. 50<5. A similar statement recurs in p. 505, 508. In
the Commentary on the Physics, p. 318, Simplicius says : 010 km napfXffav

nr, <ftrpr\v 'UpakXtiSijs S Qovrucdr, tXrytv ort Kivuvptvrjs nas rrjv yijr, row

S' rjXiov pivovros nuts, Svvotm ti TTfjH tov rJXiov (Jxuvopivrj dvapaXiu crafaaBai.

The latter dictum refers apparently to an objection that the simple rotation

of the earth does not explain the annual motion of the sun.

The words nap*X6av tk iXtytv mean, ‘ Some one came forward (in an
assembly) and said as Boeckli has explained, Kosm. Syst. des Platon, p.

137.

'HpaxXWAijr piv oSv 6 QovrucSt, oil UXdravos t>v asouo-r^f, ravrrjv i%ira Trj»

Sofriv, mvav KvnXtp Trjv yr\v, IlAuronr Si OKivrfTov airrrjv itrrrjcnv, Proclus in

Tim. p. 281 E. Proclus is referring to the supposed doctrine of the rota-

tion of the earth in the Timarns, which he attributes to Heraclides.

(104) 'HpanXtiSrfs S Hovtikos na'i “Entfravros 6 Tludayoptios Kivoixri piv Tijv

yrjv, ov prjv yt ptTa&aTixas, dAAa rpiTtTLKUts
,
rptt^ov SUrjv fir d£ovi irrpt^topftrjv

ano Svtrpwv in dvtrroXds ntpi to iSiov ovrrjs nivrpov, Euseb. Praip. Evang. XV.

58. The passage is less correctly given in Plut. Plac. Phil. iii. 13 ; Galen,

0. 21.

(105) The doctrine of the rotation of the earth is likewise attributed

to Ecphantus in Orig. ilef. Hair. p. 19. ri)v Si yijv piaov notrpov nivtioOai

mpi to aorijs nivrpov as npi>s dwrroAijv. The same doctrine has been erro-

neously ascribed to Cleanthes the Stoic, in consequence of a false reading

in Plut. de fac. in orbe lun. 6. See Ukert, ii. 1, p. 129.
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independent motion, or whether they are carried round by the

sphere in which they are fixed. The entire starry heaven (he

remarks) appears to move
; and it is evident either that both

the heaven and the stars must he at rest, or that both must

move, or that one body must move and the other he at rest.

Now it is impossible (he proceeds to say) that both should be

at rest, unless indeed the earth moves ;
because the appear-

ances would not be explained. If, then, the earth is supposed

to be at rest, it follows that either the heaven and the stars

both move, or that one of the bodies moves and the other is at

rest.(106
)

It is manifest from these remarks that Aristotle's

mind was familiar with the hypothesis, that the diurnal motion

of the stars might be explained by the hypothesis of the rota-

tion of the earth.

The hypothesis of Hiectas, Heraclides, and Ecphantus, was

confined to the rotation of the earth upon its axis, or, what was

equivalent, upon the axis of the universe
(

107
)

The earth was

still supposed by them to retain its central position, round

which the heavenly bodies were carried in their respective

spheres. It had no motion in space
;
and hence, as it appears,

we do not hear that any of these philosophers were charged

with impiety. The only hypothesis which up to this time had

given the earth a motion in an orbit, was that of Philolaus.

The Greeks perceived at a remote period that the nocturnal

( 106) De Cal. ii. 8 . Simplicius on this passage correctly expounds the

reasoning of Aristotle, wr tiyt plj koxhtu tj yij, omp pst o\lyov piv airo -

vov its VTTO&tOLV Vkajiiv, d&vvarvv tov ovpaoov not ruiy arrrpay
r

(pmv<y-

pcvwv] <to>(i<t6iu to tfmwvpem, Schol. Brandis, p. 495. The word (jxuyopivwv

appears superfluous.

( 107 ) This hypothesis is also described by Seneca in the following pas-

sage : he supposes a simple daily rotation of the earth in the centre of the

universe, not a motion of the earth in an orbit :
‘ Illo quoque pertinebit

hoc excussisse, ut sciamus, utrum mundus terra stante circumcat, an mundo
stante terra vertatur. Fuerunt enim qui dicerent, nos esse quos rerum
nature nescieutes ferat, nec eceli motu fieri ortus et occasus, ipsos oriri et

occidere. Digna res est contemplatione, ut sciamus in quo rerum statu

simus
;
pigerrimam sortiti an velocissimam sedem ; circa nos Deus omnia,

an nos, agat,' Nat. Qutcst. vii. 2. By ipsos is meant ourselves

;

Lipsiua

proposed ipsos nos.
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motion of the heavens appears to be round an axis, of which

only one pole was visible to them, and which, therefore, was

inclined to the plane of the horizon. Homer knew that the

Great Bear never sets in Greece : many ancient writers speak

of the dances of the stars round the pole ;(
108

) and the inclina-

tion of the universe was a familiar idea to the early Greek

philosophers.
(

,09
)

The Greek word jroAoc originally signified a

ball or sphere; and hence it was applied to the cavity of

heaven. As the celestial vault was only a hemisphere, the

word was afterwards used to denote the basin of a sundial, and

at an early period it was applied to the central point of the

hemisphere, or the vertex of the axis of the sphere. Even

Eudoxus employed the word to denote the star nearest the

north pole : it was not, however, till a later age that its

modern use was fully established.

Achilles Tatius, in his Introduction to the Phamomcna of

Aratus, describes the axis of the heaven as terminating in the

centres of the arctic and antarctic circles of the celestial sphere,

and the heaven as revolving round it in the same manner that

the wheel of a chariot revolves round its axle. He adds that

Aratus docs not specify the material of which the cosmical axis

is formed
;
but that he uses the metaphorical language suited

to a poet, and likens it to a spit. Aratus, however, does not, in

fact, use this inappropriate similitude : for if the axis of the

universe resembled a spit, the earth must be conceived as the

piece of meat traversed by it, and would, therefore, partake of

the rotatory motion of the heaven, which is contrary to the

supposition. Achilles Tatius proceeds to remark, that if the

axis of the universe is supposed to be of fire, it will either

be consumed in passing through the sphere of fire, or ex-

tinguished in passing through the sphere of water; if it is

supposed to be of air or water, it will equally be destroyed

by one of the three elemental spheres. The geometers, he

( 108) Above, p. 61.

(iog) Compare Plut. Plac. Phil. iii. 12.
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adds, conceived it as a mathematical line
;
while the physical

philosophers regarded it as spiritual or immaterial.
(

no
)

Whatever language may have been used for characterizing

the cosmical axis, it must have been considered both by the

philosophers and the vulgar as unsubstantial, and merely as a

metaphysical entity. They were familiar with the idea of a

ball spinning on its axis, and their senses showed them how

this motion was effected.

(

ln
)

They did not suppose that any

solid or visible cylinder protruded from the north pole of the

earth, and was fixed in the north pole of the heavenly sphere.

§ 8 Two of the most eminent disciples of Aristotle, Theo-

phrastus and Eudemus, composed histories of astronomy. The

work of the former was in six books ;(
ns

)
of the work of

Eudemus, the second book is cited by Simplicius as containing

his account of the spheres of Eudoxus and Callippus.(ns
)

The

science of astronomy had, therefore, at the end of the fourth

century b.c., made such progress as to admit of its history

being written at length in separate works.

§ 9 The received opinion among the Greek astronomers

and geometers of this period was, that the earth remained at

rest in the centre of the universe, having a motion neither of

rotation nor of translation, and that the several heavenly bodies

—the sun, the moon, the five planets, and the fixed stars

—

were carried round it in solid but transparent spheres. The

main object of the Greek astronomers was to determine the

(no) Isag. in Phsen. c. 28, p. 88 . Compare note A at the end of the

chapter.

(in) Aristotle, Ccel. ii. 8 , 8 ,
states that iei\iait and iivqtrtt are the two

motions proper to a sphere. By Shapnc he means rotation without any
change of place.

(in) Diog. Laert. v. 60.

( 113) Simplic. p. 498.

Eudemus wrote a treatise on Physics, Schol. Aristot. p. 334, 343, 353,

362, 370, 389, 411, and a history of geometry, ib. p. 327. He likewise

composed d^ioipara jrtpi tAttov jointly with Theophrastus, ib. p. 374, 377, 379.

Theophrastus and Eudemus arc mentioned together as companions of
Aristotle, ib. p. 394. There was a life of Eudemus by Damaaus, ib. p. 404.
Concerning Eudemus and his writings, see Brandis, Uebersicht liber das
Aristotelische Lelirgebaude, p. 215—260; Martin, Theo Smymails, p. 60.
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relation of the sun’s annual course to the nocturnal motion of

the fixed stars. This determination had a double object. It

served the purpose of a calendar, by dating the annual periods

of the rising and setting of the most conspicuous constellations :

it served the purpose of a nocturnal clock, which was of

essential use when the sundial was the principal instrument

used for measuring hours.

Socrates advised his friends to learn astronomy for prac-

tical purposes, and in order to furnish them with a measure of

time at night.
(

lu
)

Plato lays it down, with respect to astronomy, that a know-

ledge of the times of the year and month is useful not only for

agriculture and navigation, but also for military command.
(
lu

)

Polybius likewise points out at length the utility of

astronomical knowledge to a military commander, by means of

which he will know the times of the equinoxes and solstices,

and the increase or diminution of the day during the interven-

ing periods. He can likewise tell the hour of the day by the

sun’s shadow; and the hour of the night by the rising and

setting of the zodiacal constellations, and in cloudy nights by

the moon.(n<
)

The importance of a direct reference to the heavenly bodies,

as the measures of time among the Greeks, was owing to their

waut of two appliances which have become so familiar to us

from long habit, that it requires a vigorous effort of the imagi-

nation to conceive the state of things implied in their absence.

These two appliances are almanacs and clocks. For the forma-

tion of an almanac, an advanced knowledge of astronomy is

requisite; but that knowledge is possessed by the makers of

(«H) ovkovv kcu enribrj 6 piv ffXwi <f)o>T(U>os uiy raf re &pae Tfji rjpepat rjpXv

Km TiiXXa ttavra aafptjyi^f i, tj be vi bed rd (TKaTflvr) eivai deraepearepa eariv,

aerrpa ev TT] wkt'i dvdpTjVav, & tiiuv rar £>pas TTjS micros epfyav'ifce ; xai bid rovro

troXAa 2>» beopeBa npdrrn/xev. Words of Socrates in Xen. Mem. iv. 3, 4.

( 115 ) De Hep. vii. 9, p. 527.

( 116 )
ix. 15. 16. Euripides describes the military night-watches as

determined by the stars, Hues. 527.
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almanacs in all civilized countries
;
their methods are similar,

and their results exactly coincide. The conventional divisions

of time—such as months and hours, and the beginning of the

year—are likewise the same for all Christian countries of the

Western Church, and nearly the same for all Christendom. As

an almanac is complete and unerring, it forms a universally re-

cognised guide, and nobody thinks of going to the source from

which it is derived. It is founded upon astronomical measure-

ments; but those measurements having once been made, are

blindly, though safely, followed in practice. In Greece, in the

fourth century b.c., every person had to provide his own

almanac: he collected the materials for it from various indica-

tions, partly natural, and partly civil or religious
;
his work was

often done on the spur of the occasion, and therefore inaccu-

rately or imperfectly, f
117

)
The mechanism adopted by the Greeks

for determining the time of day or night was still more defec-

tive and inconvenient than their measures of annual time. Hero-

dotus informs us that the Greeks derived the sundial (consist-

ing of a hollow hemisphere and a gnomon or style), and the

twelve parts of the day, from the Babylonians.
(

118
)

The reports

of the ancients as to the origin of inventions are often fabulous,

and, when not manifestly fictitious, are generally liable to well-

grounded suspicion. This statement is, however, rendered

probable by many circumstances, which Prof. Boeckh has col-

lected in bis Meteorological Treatise, and particularly by the

relation of the Greek weights to the Babylonian. It is proved

by satisfactory evidence that the Greek talent and mina are

( 117) For specimens of almanacs in the later Roman period, the conse-

quence of a fixed calendar, see Grwv. Thes. Ant. Rom. vol. viii.

(i 18) trdXov iem yvufiova Kat ra Svudtxa pipia rrjt i)pipi)s napa fiafivXaviav

tuadov ol 'EXAijme, ii. 109. Boeckh thinks that the sundial passed to

Greece from Babylon through Phoenicia.

The primitive sundial of the Greeks, ascribed to Beroaus, is described

by Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. vol. ii. p. 510. Two things are, however, cer-

tain :—1. That the primitive Greek sundial was not confined to the cabinets

of the curious ; 2. That the shadow was cast by a gnomon, not by a sus-

pended globule.
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weights of Babylonian origin, and that the latter word was. bor-

rowed from the Chakhcan language.
(

119
)

By the twelve parts of

the day must be meant twelve portions of the day, as distin-

guished from the night, which could be measured by the sun-

dial. The Greeks of later times, as we shall show presently,

had a double mode of reckoning the hours of the day. Accord-

ing to the popular method, they divided the period from sun-

rise to sunset into twelve equal parts. The hours reckoned

upon this principle varied in length with the season. Accord-

ing to the more scientific method, the day and night at the

equinox were severally divided into twelve equal parts, and each

of these was reckoned as an hour. The division of the day into

twelve parts, which Herodotus describes the Greeks as having

derived from the Babylonians, together with the sundial, was

doubtless reckoned according to the former method.

The introduction of the use of the gnomon and dial into

Greece, as well as of an instrument for measuring hours, is

attributed to Anaximander by Diogenes Laertius, on the autho-

rity of the Miscellaneous History of Favorinus.(150
)

Pliny

makes a similar statement with respect to Anaximenes.
(

m
)
The

obvious interpretation of these statements is, that the sundial

was the invention of Anaximander or Anaximenes, and that one

of these two philosophers taught the use of it to the Greeks. If

they are to be regarded as historical, they cannot be fairly re-

(i 19) Boeckh, Metrologische Untersuchungen (Berlin, 1838), p. 32—-12.

Ahaz, eleventh king of Juda, whose sundial is mentioned in 2 Kings xx.

8—11, Isaiah xxxviii. 8, is stated to have reigned from 740 to 724 b.c.

His reign corresponds with the period of the earliest Greek colonies in

Sicily. Compare Winer, Bibl. R. W. in Hiskias.

(|20) fvpf Ka\ yvaipavti irptoTos ant ftmjirtv Ctrl Tie (TKLn$i]n<i)v <V Aoxc-

Aupoi'c, KaOd ajplmr tv UayroOairg 'lornpia, Tpcmas re Kai unjpfptas

irrjpaivovra, Kat upoaKuma xarfcrKf {cat

,

ii. 1. Eavorinus lived in the time of
Hadrian : his testimony on such a question can only be regarded on the

assumption that he copied his authorities correctly. The statement is re-

peated by Euseb. Pr»p. Evang. x. 14. and by Suidas in 'Ava£ipavdpos,

yvdpuiv, and fjXioTpoTTLov. See above, p. 92.

(12 1) Umbrarum hanc rationem et quam vocant gnomoniren invenit

Anaximenes Milesius, Anaximandri (do quo diximus) discipulus
;
primus-

que horologium, quod appellant sciotherieon, Lacedjcmone ostendit, N. H.
it. 76.

N
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conciled with the statement of Herodotus. The use of the word

wpa, or hour, for the twelfth part of the illuminated day, was

posterior to the age of Alexander ;(
1JS

)
but it can hardly be sup-

posed, with Salmasius, that the sundial and gnomon, when first

introduced into Greece, were used merely for determining the

equinoxes and solstices, and not for measuring the parts of a

day.
(

123
)

In the time of Aristophanes, and even in that of

Menander, the common mode of denoting the time of day at

Athens was by tbe length of the shadow of the gnomon. A
person was invited to dinner by asking him to come when the

shadow of the gnomon was so many feet long. This mode of

measuring time supposes either that reference was made to some

common gnomon, or to a gnomon of recognised length.

(

124
)

According to the statement of Philcchorus, Meton, the cele-

brated astronomer, set up a sundial against the wall of the

( 122 ) See Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 238.

( 123 ) See Salmas. Plin. Exerc. (1689), p. 4-15, sq. ; Menage, ad Diog.
Lacrt. ii. 1. Pliny says that the 'gentium consensus tacitus' extended to

three main points : 1 . The use of the Ionic alphabet. 2. Shaving the

beard. 3. The use of hours, N. H. vii. 68—GO. Compare Casaubon, ad
Athen. i. 1.

(124) A. rrjv yr;v Si Tic ( cr6 ' 6 ytupyr)(rwv.—B. oi Soi\01. trot Si prXqim
Czar h Sikuitovv to azoi^tiov, Xnrapcoc \uyfniv ini Sttnrov.

Aristoph. Eccl. 651, 2, where the Scholiast says: tj rov rjXiov <r«cia orm> j
S(KU iroSuv.

ttoXoc toS' iarlv' ttra n6tm)v rjXins rtrpmrrai
;

Aristoph. Gerytad. fragm. 210, Dindorf, where iroXor signifies a sundial

;

and the question is, What is the time of day P

Menander, Org. 2 (Fragm. Com. Gr. vol. iv. 179, Meinelce) tells a ludi-

crous story of a man who being invited to supper at the time when the

sun's shadow was twelve feet long—that is, apparently, when it was of
great length, and therefore late in the afternoon—mistook the shadow of
the moon for that of the sun, and thinking he was after his time, arrived

at daybreak. See the Commentary of Casaubon on Athenieus, lib. vi.

c. 10, and Salmasius. ill. p. 455.

The passage of Eubulus, Fragm. Cora. Gr. vol. iii. p. 261 (a contem-
porary of Demosthenes, see Meincke, ib. vol. i. p. 355), is so mutilated

that it is in part unintelligible ; but its general meaning is, that a person

invited to supper when the shadow of the gnomon was twenty feet long,

came early in the morning, making excuses lor his pretended luteness.

Plutarch, De Discrim. Adul. et Amici, c. 4, speaks of a parasite as

measuring the length of the shadow', in order to ascertain the dinner-hour.

Where see Wytteubaeh's note.
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Pnyx at Athens, in the year 433 b.c.^® 5

)
There was a similar

dial at Achradina, near Syracuse, in the time of Archimedes, a

copy of which was placed on the deck of the great ship of

Hicro.
(

12e
)

The sundials of the ancients were of various construction

;

but they must all have been contrivances for measuring the

length and direction of the shadow of the sun during the day.

The common Greek dial seems to have consisted of a gnomon

or style, and a hollow basin (called ttoXoq, or txica^loi>),(
127

)
on

which the hours were marked by their numbers up to twelve.

Hence the ingenious Greek epigram :

—

2>pui Ucavo)TaTai‘ at ti fitr* avrar

ypdppao't 5*1*1rCfit vat ZH0I Xtyovai /3porotf.( 128
)

A horologium, or sundial, for determining the hour of the

day, is mentioned in a fragment of the comic poet Baton, who

lived about the beginning of the third century B.c.(li9
)

The day was divided by the Greeks into twelve equal parts

or hours
; but the dug, or period of time divided, varied with

the season. The instrument of division was the sundial, and

the interval between sunrise and sunset, whatever might be its

length, was divided into twelve equal parts. Hence it fallowed that

the length of the hour varied with the time of year
; it was longer

in summer and shorter in winter. These were the hours which

(125) 6 if 't’tXd^opor tv KoXcuvql fjtiv avrov ouifV 0t7vat Xeyfi, ini 'A^rcvtiovs

if tov irpo IlvSij&apov rjXiarpomav tv tt
)
vvv outTj} fVcxXijcrif , npos ra rtf tv

tfi
IlvvKi. Schol. AriBtoph. Av. 997 ;

Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 400.

Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 326. If this date, and the date of Dio-
dorus for the cycle of Meton are both correct, the sundial was prior to the
cycle by one year.

(126) vara if ri)v ('f)orpqv no\ov fK Toe Kara rr/v ’A^paSlvrjv linofitfufir)fitvov

TfXiorfxmiov, Athen. v. p. 207 E.

(127) See note C at the end of the chapter.

(128) Anth. Pal. x. 43.

(129) Fragm. Com. Gr. cd. Meineke, vol. iv. p. 499. He was contem-
porary with Arcesilaua and Cleanthes, ib. vol. i. p. 480. It appears to me
that this passage is misinterpreted by Meineke. The poet means to

say th it the person addressed carries round his oil-cruse, and scrutinizes

it clos.dy as if it were a sundial. He does not mean to imply either that

a sundial is portable, or that it resembles an oil-cruse.

N 2
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were in common use. Thus Achilles Tatius remarks, that in

the latitude of Greece the day consists of fifteen hours at the

summer solstice, and of nine hours at the winter solstice
;
but

that in the mechanical contrivances for measuring time, the

day always consists of twelve hours.

(

180
)

The hours, which were

exactly a twenty-fourth part of a day and night, were called

equinoctial hours, because an equinoctial day contained exactly

twelve hours,
f

181
)

Palladius, in his treatise on agriculture, written in the fourth

century after Christ, arranges his work according to the Julian

months, and annexes to each a table for finding the hour of the

day by the length of the shadow of the gnomon. He divides

the interval between sunrise and sunset into twelve equal hours,

and states the length of the shadow for the end of each hour

;

so that he only enumerates eleven hours, the end of the twelfth

hour being marked by sunset.

The following tables for June and December will illustrate

the method of measuring the time of day by variable, or, as they

were called, temporal, hours :

—

Hours reckoned
from sunrise.

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

Length of the shadow of the gnomon in feet.

June. December.

22 29

12 19

8 15

5 12

3 10

2 0

(130) oniJTf <V Tolff /irj^nviKnis aipoXoycunr sal vbpaXaytiois d«i 1? tj/Apa duac*

dfKa u>f>o>v tfraivtTaL, c. 25, p. 87.

(131) Concerning the ancient division of hours, see Aldus, in Schneider,

Script. Rei Rust. vol. iii. 2, p. 65; Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii.

p. 511 ;
and Idcler, Chron. vol. i. p. 86. It is stated in Stuart's Antiq. of

Athens, vol. i. p. 20, in reference to the dials on the Tower of the Winds
at Athens, that ‘ not only the houra of the day, but the solstices also, and
the equinoxes, are projected on these dials; and that the longest as well

as the shortest days are divided alike into twelve hours.’ The division of
the day into twenty-four hours is mentioned by Hipparchus ad I’kxn. i. 1,

p. 98.
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Hours reckoned
from sunrise.

7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

11 .

Length of the shadow of the gnomon feet.

June. December.

3 ]0

5 12

8 15

12 19

22 29

Noon always corresponded with the end of the sixth hour, when

the sun was on the meridian, and the shadow of the gnomon

was the shortest. The length of the gnomon is not stated.
(

132
)

The division of the day into hours at Rome was subsequent

to 450 b.c., the date of the Twelve Tables, in which the only

parts of the day mentioned were noon, sunrise, and sunset.
(

1SS
)

Up to the First Punic War, 264 b.c., it was the custom for the

attendant of the consul to call the time of noon, when he saw

the sun from the senate-house between the Rostra and the Grrc-

costasis; and to call the last hour, or sunset,
(

1S4
)
when he saw

the shadow of the Columns Maenia touch the Career. (
135

)
It was

reported by Fabius Vestalis,(1M
)

that the first sundial was

erected at Rome by L. Papirius Cursor, in the temple of Qui-

(13a) Vitruvius, ix. 7, slates that at Rome the gnomon was divided

into nine parts or degrees, and that its shadow on the equinox was eight

of those parts.

( 133) Concerning the introduction of sundials into Rome, see Plin.

N. H. vii. (X) ; Censorin. c. 23; Gell. N. A.xvii.2. Compare Emesti, De
Solariis, Opuscule Philologies, p. 21 ; Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 7. Censo-
rinus says : In horaa duodecim divisum esse diem, noctemque in totidem,

vulgo notum est. Sed hoc credo Romss post reperta solaria observatum.

(134) Supreme summum diei, id a superrimo. IIoc tempus xii Tabulae

dicunt occasum esse soli* ; sed postea lex Pltetoria id quoque tempus jubet
esse supremum quo prieco in comitio supremam pronuntiavit populo.

Varro, de L. L. vi. § 5, ed. Muller. The enactment in the Twelve Tables
was : Sol ocoasus supreme tempestas esto.' Censorin. c. 21 ; Dirksen,
Zwolf-Tafel-Fragmente, p. 180. The Roman senate probably used no
artificial light, and did not sit after sunset.

(135) The rostra are stated to have received this appellation in 338 B.c.,

from the beaks of ships taken at Antium in that year. The Columna
Mamia was also erected in the same year.

(136) This writer is mentioned only by Pliny. He probably lived

about the end of the Republic. The sister of Terentia, the wife of Cicero,

was named Fabia, and she was a vestal virgin. Sallust, Cat. 15 ; Oros.
vi. 3; Plut. Cat. Min. 19.
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rmus, twelve years before the war with Pyrrhus, when he de-

dicated that temple in fulfilment of a vow made by his father

;

but this statement is considered by Pliny as insufficiently authen-

ticated. The year indicated is 293 B.c.(137
)

According to

Varro, the earliest public sundial at Rome was that brought from

Sicily by the Consul Manius Valerius Messala, after the capture

of Catana,(IS8
) in the First Punic War, 203 b.c., and placed on

a pillar near the Rostra. This dial, having been arranged for

the latitude of Sicily, did not show the hours accurately for

Rome
; nevertheless, it remained in use for ninety-nine years.

In the year 104 b.c., Q. Marcius Pliilippus included, among the

works of his censorship, a new and accurate sundial in the

Forum. (
ls#

)
Plautus, who began to write comedies about 224 b.c.,

introduces a slave as complaining of the novel introduction of

sundials and hours, which makes him dependent for his meals

upon the sun
; whereas, when he was a boy, he used to eat when

he was hungry.(140
)

It has been supposed that this passage was

translated by Plautus from the Greek original of the comedy in

which it occurred
;
but it appears to refer to the recent intro-

duction of sundials at Romc.(ul
)

A clepsydra, or contrivance for measuring time by allowing

water to escape through the orifice of a vessel—similar to a mo-

dern hour-glass—was known at Athens in the time of Aristo-

phanes. It was used for regulating the time allowed for speeches

of accused persons before the courts of justice.

(

l42
)

The sun-

dial had two great defects as a measure of hours : it was un-

( 13;) The templo of Quirinua waa probably vowed by L. Papiriua

Cursor, the father, after bis great victory over the Samnitea, in 309 b.c.

( 138)
It appears that Catana submitted to the Romans at this time, and

was received aa au ally, but that it waa not besieged aud taken. See

Eutrop. ii. 10 .

(139 ) It waa noted that the carbunculus, or ruby, was first brought to

Italy in this year. Plin. N. H. xxvi. 1.

(140) Ap. Uell. N. A. iii. 3 .

(141 ) See Saimaa. Plin. Exerc. p. 458.

( 142 ) Acham. 092; Veap. 93.
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serviceable during cloudy weather,
(

m
)
and also during the

night. Hence Plato is reported to have made an instrument

like a clepsydra of great magnitude, for measuring time at

night. (’**) Scipio Nasica, while censor in 159 b.c., erected a

water-clock at Rome, under a shed, in a public place. This

water-clock acquired the name of Solarium, or sun-dial, from

the habit of measuring hours by the sun.(,M
)

The improved

sundial of Philippus had been set up only five years previously.

Ctesibius, a celebrated mechanician of Alexandria, constructed a

complicated water-clock in that city, about 140 n.c.(
uc

)

The rarity of sundials, the difficulty of using them, and

their failure during the night and in cloudy weather, gave rise

to the employment of slaves among the Greeks and Romans,

whose duty it was to announce the hour.(U7
)

§ 10 With such imperfect contrivances for determining

the seasons of the year and the hours of the night, it was natural

that the scientific astronomy of the Greeks should be at first

directed principally to an observation of the movements of the

fixed stars, and of the revolution of the starry sphere. Such, as

we have already seen, was the object of the astronomical trea-

(143) The epigram of Antiphilus, in Anth. Pal. rii. 641, speaks of a
public water-clock, with twelve divisions, the object of which was to indi-

cate the time of day when the sun was obscured by clouds. Antiphilus

lived under the reign of the Emperor Nero.

(144) Xrymu nXtiruva pueptiv Ttvrl twotav dot/ptu tov fiu<TK(V<'irrparns

vvrcTtptvov ircurfcrama lopo\uyiov coixov vdpnvXixai, ofop xXn/niipup prydXrpt

\Uiv. Athen. iv. p. 174 c.

(145) Plin. vii. 60; Censorin. c. 23. Cicero, de N. D. ii. 34, opposes a

solarium descriptum, a sundial, to one ex aqua, a water-clock, for mea-
suring hours.

(146) Vitruv. ix. 9; Plin. vii. 37. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i.

p. 230. A clepsydra is described by Simplicius, Schol. Aristot. p. 380.

The division of a water-clock into twelve hours is mentioned in an epigram
of Paulus Silentiarius, Anth. Pal. ix. 782. Paulus Silentiurius lived in

the time of Justinian I. Concerning water-clocks, both ancient and mo-
dern, see Beckmann's Hist, of Inventions, vol. i. p. 135, Eng. tr.

(147) tTfpqTpia, 7] napayylXXovaa rrpi u.yap rats' KfKTrpuvais, Hcsyebius,
Photius, and Suidas. The etymology of the word is not apparent. The
slave who announced the hour is mentioned by Juv. x. 216, .Martial, viii.

07. Artaxerxes is described by Josephus, Ant. xi. 6, § 10, as inquiring

the hour of the night from the officer w huso duty it w as to observe the
time.
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tises of Eudoxus ; and such likewise is the object of those of

Autolycus and Euclid, the earliest Greek writings now extant

in which Astronomy is treated geometrically.

Autolvcus the mathematician, of Pitana, in /Eolis, was a

fellow- citizen of Arccsilaus the philosopher. Before the latter

removed to Athens, he was a disciple of Autolycus, and tra-

velled with him to Sardis.( 1,t8

)
As the lifetime of Arcesilaus

extended from 316 to 241 b.c., Autolycus may be supposed to

have flourished about 320—300 b.c.(U9
)

Two astronomical treatises of Autolycus are extant, hut they

have never been printed completely in the original Greek
;
and

the incomplete edition of the Greek text which exists is so rare

that it can with difficulty be consulted.

(

ls0
)
No copy of it exists

in the library of the British Museum. One is entitled Flep?

Kn'ou/i/i’jfc i^ai'pac,
‘ Upon the Sphere in Motion ' the other

is entitled ITtpl kh'i Avattov, ‘ On the Risings and Set-

tings of the Stars.’ The former consists of twelve, the latter

of eighteen propositions.

The treatise on the Movement of the Sphere is intended to

illustrate the rotatory motion of the celestial globe. It assumes

that the earth is at the centre, and it explains the apparent

motion of the starry heaven upon this hypothesis. Dclambre

(who, in his History of Ancient Astronomy, has given a copious

analysis of the two treatises of Autolycus)
(
lsl

)
makes the follow-

ing remarks on the former :
—

‘ Out of the twelve propositions (he

says), nine are fundamental, and have retained their place in all

the elementary books of astronomy
; they are always implied

when they are not stated formally. They are propositions of

pure geometry, and must have been conceived by all who sup-

(148) Diog. Laert. iv. § 29. liailly, Hist. Astr. Anc. p. 465, confounds
ASolis with the Lipur i Islands.

(149) Clinton, F. n. vol. ii. ad ann. 299, and p. 367.

(150) The Greek text of the propositions of the two treatises of Auto-
lycus, without the demonstrations, is printed in Dasvpodius, S ph.xric®
Doctrinte Propositiones, Arpentor. 1572. A Latin translation, with notes,
was published at Home in 1588.

(151) Vol. i. p. 19—48.
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posed the spherical movement of the heaven
;
but they cannot

have been reduced into a systematic form when Autolycus com-

posed this little treatise. His work is a monument of the appli-

cation of geometry to astronomy, but it is only a first step; it

contains no trace of spherical trigonometry.
’(

15S
)

The treatise on the Risings and Settings of the Stars relates

to their true and apparent risings and settings. The apparent

or heliacal risings and settings are alone the subjects of observa-

tion by the naked eye.(15S
)

The theorems are confined to the

fixed stars; and there is a particular reference to the twelve

parts of the zodiac, as denoted by constellations. The following

are the most important propositions which he lays down on this

subject :

—

1. The zodiacal sigu occupied by the sun neither rises nor

sets, but is either concealed by the earth or lost in the sun’s

rays. The opposite sign neither rises nor sets, but it is visible

during the whole night.

2. Of the twelve signs of the zodiac, that which precedes the

sign occupied by the sun rises visibly in the morning; that

which succeeds the same sign sets visibly in the evening.

3. Eleven signs of the zodiac are seen every night. Six

signs arc visible, and the five others, not occupied by the sun,

afterwards rise.

4. Every star has an interval of five months between its

morning and its evening rising, during which time it is visible.

It has an interval of at least thirty days between its evening

( 152 ) Hist. d’Astr. Anc. vol. i. p. 21. Philoponus, on Aristotle’s

Physics, remarks that Autolycus has treated the motion of the sphere in a

less purely geometrical method than Theodosius, and more according to

physical methods. Schol. Arigtot. p. 318, ed. Brandis. Theodosius was
a mathematician later than the reign of Trajan.

( 153I ‘Ces deux especes de levers ct de coucliers sont les seules qu’on

pit rtsellement observer ; ces observations faciles que ne supposent qu'un
peu d'attention, de bons yeux et un horizon fibre, out fait lougtems toute

rastronomie des anciens. et la matidre de leurs calendriers ;
ces levers ct

ces couchers ont riiglc l’ordre des travaux agricoles et des terns propres a

la navigation.’ Dclambre, ib. p. 23.
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setting and its morning rising, during which time it is invi-

sible.

Aratus states, in his astronomical poem, that half the zodiac

is visible, and that six signs set every night ;
in which number

he seems to include the sign occupied by the sun. This state-

ment was doubtless copied from Eudoxus.
(

1M
)

Autolycus makes no mcntiou of the planets in this treatise.

Their irregular movements rendered them unsuited to the

practical object which lie had in view. Autolycus is, however,

stated by Simplicius to have proposed some hypotheses, similar

to those of Eudoxus, for explaining the anomalous motions of

the planets, and to have failed in his attempt.
(

15S
)

§ 11 A treatise of the same character, and probably com-

posed nearly at the same time, though belonging to a more

advanced period of astronomical science, is that of the celebrated

geometer Euclid, entitled Q>aiv6fava, or ‘ The Appearances of

the Heavens/ a title similar to that of the astronomical treatise

of Eudoxus, as well as of the astronomical poem of Aratus.

According to Proclus, he lived in the time of the First Ptolemy,

823—283 b.c.(,m
)

The Phenomena of Euclid consist of eighteen theorems, with

their demonstrations, some of which are long and intricate.
(

U7
)

A brief account of the treatise, in which the theorems are ex-

tracted, is given by Delambre jf
158

)
but as the treatise is little

known, even to professed students of antiquity, and as the

Introduction to it contains a summary of Euclid’s astronomical

system, expounded with the precision aud perspicuity cliarac-

(154) Arat. 550—68. Compare Schaubach, Geseh. der Astron. p. 334—5, who points out the importance of the doctrine of the risings and set-

tings of Htars to the Greeks, even to those who were not professed astrono-

mers. Without them, he remarks, neither the season ol the year nor the

hour of the night could be properly determined.

( 155) Schol. Ariatot. p. 602 b, Brandis.

( 156) Clinton, ad ann. 306.

( 157 ) P.557—5!)7, ed. Gregor. Oxon. 1703. The treatise consists of
10 folio pages, half of which is occupied with the Latin translation.

( 158) Hist. d'Astr. Anc. vol. i. p. 51—58.
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tcristic of the great geometer, I extract the substance of the

latter, which will exhibit the most finished specimen of Greek

astronomical science about the year 300 b.c.

The fixed stars rise at the same point, and set at the same point j the

same stars always rise together, and set together ; and in their course from

the cast to the west they always preserve the same distances from ono

another. Now, as these appearances are only consistent with a circular

movement, when the eye of the observer is equally distant from the cir-

cumference of the circle in every direction (as has been demonstrated in

the treatise on Optics), it follows that the stars move in a circle, and are

attached to a single body, and that the vision is equally distant from the

circumference.

A star is visible between the Bears, not changing its place, but always

revolving upon itself. Since this star appears to be equally distant from

every part of the circumference of each circle described by the other stars,

it must be assumed that all the circles are parallel, bo that all the fixed stars

move along parallel circles, having this star as their common pole.

Some of these neither rise nor set, on account of their moving in

elevated circles, which arc called the ‘ always visible.’ They are the stars

which extend from the visible pole to the Arctic circle. Those which are

nearest the pole describe the smallest circle, and those upon the Arctic circle

the largest. The latter appear to graze the horizon.

The stars to the south of this circle all rise and set, on account of their

eircles being partly above and partly below the earth. The segments above

tho earth are large, and the segments below the earth are small, in propor-

tion as they approach the Arctic circle, (

,M
)
because the motion of the stars

nearest this circle above the earth is made in the longest time, and of those

below the earth in the shortest. In proportion as the stars recede from

this circle, their motion above the earth is made in less time, and that below

the earth in greater. Those that are nearest the south arc the least timo

above the earth, and the longest below it.

The stars which are upon the middle circle make their times above and

below the earth equal ; whence this circle is called the Equinoctial. Those

which are upon circles equally distant from the equinoctial, make the

alternate segments in equal terms. For example, those above the earth to

tho north correspond with those below the earth to the south; and thoso

above the earth to the south correspond with those below the earth to tho

north. The joint times of all tho circles, above and below the earth, are

equal. The circle of the Milky Way and tho zodiacal circle being oblique

to the parallel circles, and cutting each other, always have a semicircle

above the earth.

( 159) In p. 560, 1. 9, TbiV UTTfp yTJf TfiTJfUITdJV tKdffTOV aiTwv finpov

<Puv(tm, the sense requires filyurrov lor p&vov.
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lienee it follow* that the heaven ie spherical. For if it were cylindrical

or conical, the star* upon the oblique circles, which cut the equator, would

not in the revolution of the heaven always appear to be divided into semi-

circles ; but the visible segment would sometimes be greater, and sometimes

less than a semicircle. For if a cone or a cylinder were cut by a plane not

parallel to the base, the section is that of an acute-angled cone, which re-

sembles a shield (an ellipse). It is, therefore, evident that if a figure of

this description is cut in the middle both in length and breadth, its seg-

ments will be unequal : and, likewise, that if it be cut in the middle by

oblique sections, the segments will be unequal. But the appearances of the

heaven agree with none of these results. Therefore the heaven must be

supposed to be spherical, and to revolve equally round an axis of which

one pole above the earth is visible, and the other below the earth is

invisible.

The horizon is the plane reaching from our station to the heaven, and

bounding the hemisphere visible above the earth. It is a circle ; for if a

sphere be cut by a plane, the section is a circle.

The meridian is a circle passing through the poles of the sphere, and at

right angles to the horizon.

The tropics are circles which touch the zodiacal circle, and have the

same poles as the sphere.

The zodiacal and the equinoctial are both great circles, for they bisect

one another. For the beginning of Aries and the beginning of the Claws

(or Libra) are upon the same diameter; and when they are both upon the

equinoctial, they rise and set in conjunction, having between their begin-

nings six of the twelve signs, and two semicircles of tho equinoctial ; in-

asmuch as each beginning, being upon the equinoctial, performs its move-

ment above and below the earth in equal times. If a sphere revolve equally

round its axis, all the points on its surface pass through similar arcs of the

parallel circles in equal times. Therefore these signs pass through equal

arcs of the equinoctial, one above and the other below the earth. Conse-

quently the arcs are equal, and each is a semicircle : for the circuit from

east to east and from west to west is an entire circle. Consequently the

zodiacal and equinoctial circles bisect one another. But if in a sphere two

circlos bisect one another, each will be a great circle. Therefore the

zodiacal and equinoctial are great circles.

The horizon is likewise a great circle ; for it bisects the zodiacal and

equinoctial, both great circles. For it always has six of the twelve signs

above the earth, as well as a semicircle of tho equator. The stars above

the horizon which rise and set together reappear in equal times, some

moving from east to west, and some from west to east.

These propositions imply a completely geocentric system,

in which the earth is at rest, and the starry sphere revolves

round it every twenty-four hours. Accordingly, Euclid’s first
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theorem is, that ‘ the earth is in the middle of the universe, and

stands to it in the relation of centre.’

Galen remarks that Euclid, in his Treatise on Phenomena,

demonstrates in a few sentences, that the earth is at the centre

of the universe, and that its relation to the universe is that of a

central point
;
he adds, that learners are as much convinced of

the conclusiveness of the demonstration, as that twice two

make four.( 1S0
)

§ 12 Although the geocentric theory always retained a firm

ground in the general belief of the Greek astronomers and

geometers, still certain rival hypotheses, dissenting from the

received system of the universe, were from time to time promul-

gated. We have already seen that a wild and fanciful scheme

was devised by Philolaus the Pythagorean, according to which

the earth, together with the sun, the moon, and the other

heavenly bodies, revolved in circular orbits round the central

fire. Hicetas, a Pythagorean philosopher, (who probably was

nearly contemporary with Philolaus,) and Heraclides of Pontus,

retaining the geocentric system, ventured nevertheless to set

the earth in motion. They supposed it, preserving its place in

the centre of the universe, to revolve on its axis from west to

east; and by this hypothesis they accounted, on scientific

grounds, for the diurnal motions of the sun and fixed stars.

Aristotle and others of the ancients likewise supposed Plato

to have given a rotatory motion to the earth in the Timseus.

In the first half of the third century b.c., about one generation

after Euclid, Aristarchus of Samos proposed a theory of the

world exactly similar to the Copcmican. Ilis date is fixed by the

testimony of Ptolemy, who states him to have observed the

summer solstice of the year 2S0 b.c.(,s1
)

He was likewise, as

we shall see presently, contemporary with Cleantlies, who suc-

ceeded to the primacy of the Stoical School in 261 b.c.(162
)

His

( 160) De Hippocrat. et Plat. Plac. viii. 1 . vol. v. p. 654, ed. Kuhn.

(1 6 1) Mag. Synt. iii. 2. Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 340, note.

(
162) See Clinton, ad ann. 279.
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lifetime may be placed coujecturally from about 320 to 250

b.c.(183
)

The theory of Aristarchus is only known to us from

secondary sources ; but the chief of these is Archimedes, who

could not fail to understand the hypothesis, and to report it

correctly. Archimedes was born in 287 b.c. ; and the theory

of Aristarchus may have been published after he had reached

the years of manhood.

Aristarchus is stated by Archimedes to have rejected the

geocentric doctrine held by the majority of Greek astrono-

mers, and to have promulgated the following hypothesis in a

controversial treatise directed against that doctrine :—That the

fixed stars and the sun are immovable ; that the earth is car-

ried round the sun in the circumference of a circle of which

the sun is the centre
;
and that the sphere of the fixed stars

having the same centre as the sun is of such a magnitude, that

the orbit of the earth is to the distance of the fixed stars as the

centre of the sphere of the fixed stars is to its surface. Archimedes

treats as absurd the hypothesis, that the distance of the fixed

stars from the earth is as a point to a surface, and consequently

infinite : he therefore supposes Aristarchus to have meant to

say that, as the earth is to the sphere of the fixed stars, accord-

ing to the received geocentric hypothesis, so is the sphere by

which he supposes the earth to be carried round to the sphere

of the fixed stars. By this interpretation, Archimedes substitutes

a proportion between four spheres
;
and he adopts this interpre-

tation as correctly representing the meaning of Aristarchus, in

nis subsequent reasonings and calculations. It will be observed

that Archimedes assumes Aristarchus to mean that the earth is

carried round the sun in a solid sphere. Archimedes does not

inform us whether the hypothesis of Aristarchus included the

planets. The express limitation of the hypothesis to the fixed

( 163) Martin, Tirntie, vol. ii. p. 127, cites Pappus as stating that the

fame of Aristarchus attracted Apollonius of Perga to Alexandria. I have
been unable to verify this quotation. Apollonius, moreover, who w as boru
under Ptolemy Kvergctcs, 217—222 b.c., and who died under Philopator,
222—205 B.c., seems to belong to a later date.
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stars, and the omission of all reference to the planets, shows

that the latter were considered of secondary importance by the

Greek astronomers .

(

m
)

The compiler of the work on the Opinions of the Philosophers

likewise describes Aristarchus as placing the sun amongst the

fixed stars, and as supposing the earth to *nove along the solar

circle (or the ecliptic)
;
he adds, that Aristarchus accounted for

solar eclipses by the inclination of the ecliptic to the axis of the

earth.

(

16S
)

It appears, moreover, from another notice of the

theory of Aristarchus, that he agreed with the Copernican

theory in giving the earth a motion of rotation as well as an

orbital motion
;
and that he thus explained both the diurnal

and the annual motions of the sun and fixed stars. * He endea-

voured,’ says Plutarch, ‘ to account for the appearances by

supposing the heaven to be motionless, and the earth to turn

in an oblique circle, revolving at the same time round its

axis.’(1M
)

These words show that Aristarchus explained the

apparent annual motion of the sun in the ecliptic by supposing

the orbit of the earth to be inclined to its axis. Simplicius,

likewise, in his Commentary upon Aristotle de Coelo, couples

Aristarchus with Heraclides as holding that the appearances

would be explained by supposing the starry heaven to be at rest

and the earth to make nearly one diurnal revolution from the

west, round the poles of the equinoctial. ' The word nearly is

added,’ says Simplicius, ‘ on account of the sun’s daily motion

of one degree. ’(
167

)
Sextus Empiricus likewise refers to the

hypothesis of the earth’s rotation, when he includes Aristarchus

( 164) See note B, at the end of the chapter.

( 165 )
Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 24; Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 25; Galen, Phil.

Hist. c. 14; Euseb. Prtep. Ev. xv. 50. In the two latter writers, read rr/y

Si yijy for TI]V Si (TfXrjyrjy, from the two former.

( 166 )
'Apitrrapj(oy aVro Stiv KAfiivOrjr Toy laptop atrtfidas irpoKriktiaOtu

rove "KWqvat, *ir Kiyoiiyra rov Kocrpov Ti)y irrriav, on tymvouevn ertofuy ayrjp

ttrtiparo, pivtiv top ovpayoy \rrroTi&ip<voe, <£fXtrrcfrdai fii Kara Xo£ov kvkAov

Trjy yrjy, apa Ka\ n*p\ Toy avrrjs u£ova Stvovpivnv, He fac. in orbe lun. 6 . As
to the use of «’£«XiVr*oAu, compare Eurip. Here. Fur. 977, 6 S' «£fX<Wa»>
jralSu kIovos kvkAqi, where the verb denotes a circular motion.

( 167) Schol. Aristot. p. 495, Brandis.
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the mathematician among those who deny the movement of

the heaven, and ascribe a movement to the earth.

(

16S
)

Plutarch,

again, in another treatise, speaks of Aristarchus and a certain

Seleucus as having held the doctrine of the earth’s rotation : he

says that the former only advanced it as a hypothesis, whereas

the latter demonstrated it.(
189

)
Archimedes mentions the

‘ Hypotheses ’ of Aristarchus as containing his heliocentric

theory : it is probable that he promulgated the opinion, unac-

companied with any geometrical proof. Seleucus the mathe-

matician is described in the w ork on the Opinions of the Philo-

sophers as holding the doctrine of the earth’s motion.

f

170
)

He
lived before Hipparchus, by whom he was quoted on a question

relating to the tides.
(

,71
)

He wrote against Crates, who like-

wise speculated on tides j^
79

)
this circumstance fixes his lifetime

to about the middle of the second century b.c. Seleucus like-

wise held, with Heraclides of Pontus, that the universe is in-

finite.
(
,7S

)

We are informed by Plutarch that Cleanthes (who probably

at the time was head of the Stoical School at Athens, the most

religious of the Greek philosophical sects) declared his opinion

that Aristarchus of Samos ought to be prosecuted for impiety,

because he taught that the hearth of the universe was mov-

able.(m
)

By ‘ the hearth of the universe' he meant the earth

;

and he employed this mystical appellation as alluding to its

central and sacred character.^75
)

His indignation at the here-

( 168) o“ yi i±l)v toil Koafiov kivtjctlv avt\6vrts, rr/v it yijr m)XUT&at &n£d<rav-

rti, i>r ol mpi Apiarrapxoi’ Toy paO^paTiKov, ov koXvovtiu voely xpayov. Sext.

Ernp. adv. Dogmat. iv. § 174, fiekker.

(169) Quscst. Plat. viii. 1.

( 170)
Plac. Phil. iii. 17; Excerpt. Joan. Damasc. ad calc. Stob. Pbys.

vol. ii. p. 775, ed. Gaiaford. Also in Stob. Anth. vol. iv. p. 241, ed. M.ei-

neke.

( 171 ) Strab. i. 1, § 9.

( 172 )
Joan. Damasc. ib.

( 173) Stob. Phys. xxi. 3; Plut. Plac. ii. 1. Concerning the birth-place

of Seleucus, ace Boeckh, Kosm. Syat. des Plat. p. 112.

(174) Do fac. in orbe lun. 6.

( 175) See Martin, Tim6e, tom. ii. p. 115.
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tical doctrine of Aristarchus implies that he conceived it not

merely as making the earth revolve round its axis (which Hera-

clides and Hicetas had done), hut as uprooting it from the

tranquil and dignified seat which it had occupied at the centre

of the heavenly sphere, and as sending it a wanderer through

space. The appeal of Cleanthes, however, met with no re-

sponse : the general opinion of Greece had become more tolerant

of physical speculation than it was in the time of Anaxagoras

and Socrates. Cleanthes seems to have been driven to use

argumentative, not penal weapons, in defence of the immobi-

lity of the earth. We find, at least, in the list of his works, a

treatise ‘against Aristarchus,’^’8) which probably referred to

his heliocentric hypothesis.

A treatise of Aristarchus, ‘ On the Magnitudes and Distances

of the Sun and Moon,’ is still extant.(177
)

The geometrical

methods by which he attempts to measure the apparent dia-

meters of the sun and moon, and to determine their distances,

are considered sound by modern astronomers
;
but as his ob-

served data were inexact, owing to the defective instruments

which he used, his results are erroneous.
(
1W

)
In this treatise

the author makes no allusion to his heliocentric hypothesis.

( 176) rrpos Wpiirrapvnr, Diog. Laert. vii. 174.

Schaubach, Geschicnte der Griech. Astron. p. 466—477, has attempted
to show that the hypothesis of Aristarchus did not anticipate the Copcr-
nican theory ; and his arguments have received some countenance from
Mr. Donkin, the Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, in his article

Aristarchus, in Dr. W. Smith’s Dictionary of Ancient Biogr. and Myth.
The subject has been fully investigated by Idcler, in his excellent disser-

tation, Ueber das Verhhltniss des Copernicus zum Alterthum, published

in the Museum der Alterthumswisseuschafl (Berlin, 1810), vol. ii. p. 393
—454 ;

who considers the hypothesis of Aristarchus as agreeing substan-

tially with the Copernican : see p. 429. This view is adopted by Martin,
Tim5e, vol. ii. p. 127. Compare Delambre, Hist. d'Astr. Anc. tom. i.

p. 80, 102. The silence of Ptolemy, Mag. Synt. i. 4 and 6, respecting Aris-

tarchus, proves nothing. In the chapters cited, Ptolemy UBes general

arguments to disprove the motion of the earth, both of rotation and trans-

lation, but he mentions no astronomer who held these opinions. He states

the hypotheses, and controverts them without attributing them to any
one.

( 177 ) Edited by Wallis, Oxon. 1688, and repeated in Wallis, Opera
Mathematics (Oxon. 1699. fol.), vol. iii. p. 569.

( 178) See Delambre, Hist, de 1’Astr. Anc. tom. i. p. 75, and Donkin,

O
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Vitruvius includes Aristarchus among the principal inventors

of scientific instruments and dialling;^ 7
®) and describes him as

the author of the hemispherical sundial. Aristarchus may have

improved it
;
but this form of sundial certainly existed before

his time.()9°) He is likewise reported to have made a great

cycle of 2484 years, f
181

) which was doubtless founded on some

astronomical combination.

§ 13 Archimedes might be assumed on general grounds,

even without the evidence afforded by his treatise of the Arena-

rim, to have been acquainted with all the astronomical science

of his time. He is characterized as an astronomer by Livy, ('**)

who probably had only a general idea of his celebrity in phy-

sical science. He is stated by Macrobius to have measured the

distances of the moon, sun, and planets ;(
18S

)
and he constructed

an orrery, in which he exhibited the motions of the sun, moon,

planets, and fixed stars round the central earth. O
84

)
This orrery

art. Aristarrhut, in Dr. Smith's Dictionary of Anc. Biogr. and Myth.
Delambre says :

1 L’6crit que nous venons d'analyser, s’il ne nous donne
que des resuftats trds inexacts, esc du moins recommandabie par la finesse

des aperfus et une methods vraiment g<kmi£trique,‘ p. 80. Speaking of

the determination of the sun’s distance by Aristarchus, he says : • Quand
on compare cette distance d'Aristarque aux idecs de see predeeesseurs, on
confoit qu’ Aristarque a dft passer en son terns pour un grand astronome,'

p. 79.

( 1 79) Vitruv. i. 1, 17.

(180) Scaphen sive hemisphierium Aristarchus Sarnius (dicitur inve-

nisse). ix. 9.

(181) Censorin. c. 18.

(182) Unicus spectator cceli siderumquc, mirabilior tamen inventor ac

machinator bellicorum tormentorum operumquo, xxiv. 34. The exposition

of the orrery of Archimedes seemed to Cicero to prove, 'plus in illo Siculo

ingenii, quam videretur natura humana ferre potuisse,’ De Bep. i. 14.

(183) In Somn. Scip. ii. 3.

(184) See Cic. de Rep. i. 14; Nat. D. ii. 35 ; Tusc. Disp. i. 25, from which
passages it appears that the orrery of Archimedes was made of brass

;
that

it exhibited the revolutions of the sun, moon, and five planets, and showed
the nature of eclipses ; and that it was removed from Syracuse by Mnr-
cellus, and deposited in the Temple of Virtue at Rome. The Temple of
Virtue was dedicated by Marcellus from the plunder of Syracuse. I’lut.

Marcell. 28 ; Val. Max. i. 1, 8.

Ovid, Fast. vi. 271,

Arte 8yracosia suspensua in acre clauso

8 tat globus, immensi parva figura puli.
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was doubtless intended to exhibit the system of the world which

was generally received among the scientific men of Greece.

Nevertheless, his extant works show that his attention and in-

ventive powers were principally directed towards mechanics and

geometry. His life extended from 287 to 212 b.c. He appears

to have resided at Syracuse, his native town, where he was

killed by a Roman soldier, when the town was taken in the

Second Punic War, and where his tomb was found by Cicero.

(

186
)

His works are written in the Doric dialect of his fellow-citizens,

who had derived it from their mother-city, Corinth.

(

186
)

§ 14 The Museum of Alexandria was the creation of the

early Ptolemies. Its vast library w'as its principal feature
; but

it was likewise a college or academy of men distinguished in

literature and science, who were attracted to Alexandria by the

patronage of the Greek kings of Egypt.
(
187

)
Among the sciences

cultivated by the Greek Alexandrine School was Astronomy.

Aristarchus, to whom reference has been already made, is stated

to have resided at Alexandria. Aristyllus and Timocharis, two

astronomers who appear to have been contemporary with each

other, conducted their operations in the same city. They are

classed by Plutarch with Aristarchus and Hipparchus, as authors

Claudian, in his epigram * in spheram Archimedis (Ep. 18), describes it os

being of glass, and particularly mentions that it represented the zodiac,

and the moon's motions.
Sextus Empiricus adv. Dogm. iii. § 115, Bekker, speaks of this orrery

as made of wood, and as exhibiting the motions of the sun, moon, and other
stars.

Lactantius, Div. Inst. ii. 5, following Cicero, is more copious : An
Archimedes Siculus concavo tcre similitudinem mundi ao figuram potuit
machinari, in quo ita solem ac lunom compoeuit, ut imequalcs motus et
coelestibua similes conversionibus singulis quasi diebus efficerent, et non
modo accessus solis et recessus, vel increments diminutionesque lume,
verum etiam stellarum vel inerrantium vel vagarum dispares cursus orbis
ille dum vertitur exhiberet P

Martianus Capella, vi. § 583, ed. Kopp., describes an orrery, similar

to the Archimedean, in which the earth is immovable.

( 185) Tusc. Disp. v. 23.

( 186) Sec Theocrit. Id. xx. 91.

( 187 ) See Miiller’s Hist, of Greek Literature, by Donaldson, vol. ii.

p. 418.

0 2
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of prose treatises on Astronomy.
(

1S8
) It is stated by Ptolemy

that the only observations of the fixed stars to which Hippar-

chus had access were those made by the two astronomers in

question
; and that they were neither unambiguous nor com-

plete.
(
189

)
In another place, Ptolemy mentions that the obser-

vations of Timocharis were roughly taken.
(

19
°) Observations of

Timocharis are specified by Ptolemy, of which the dates extend

from 293 to 272 b.c.(191
)

His lifetime must, therefore, have

nearly coincided with that of Aristarchus.

Conou of Samos, another celebrated astronomer of this

period, belonged to the Alexandrine School. He w as the friend

of Archimedes, who survived him, and who mentions him with

admiration in his extant works.
(

192
)

He is stated by Ptolemy

to have himself made astronomical observations in Italy,
(

19S
)

and by Seneca to have formed a collection of the solar eclipses

observed by the Egyptians.

(

194
)

His astronomical fame islike-

(188) De Pyth. Orat. 18. It seems that there were two persons named
Aristyllus, who were celebrated as astronomers. In the list of writers

who composed commentaries on Aratus, in l’etav. Uranolog. p. 147, there

is first ’Api<miXXo« Svo ytuftcTfHu, and afterwards ’ApiWvXXor fityas and
’ApiorvAAof [wepus.

(189) Synt. Mag. vii. 1, p. 2, Halma.
(190) vii. 3, p. 15.

(191) An observation of Timocharis, taken in the 47th year of the first

Caltippic period, or 465 of Nabonassiir, is mentioned in Ptol. iii. 3, p. 21

;

two in the 36th year of the first Callippic period, or 454 of Nabonsssar,

p. 23, 20; another in the -18th year of the first Callippic period, or 466 of
Nabonassar, p. 24 ; another in the 13th year of Ptolemy Philadelphus,

x. 4, p. 206. Timocharis is mentioned in Schol. Arat. 269.

(192) See the Introduction to the Treatises on Helices, and on the
Quadrature of the Parabola, w here Archimedes mentions with regret the
death of his friend Conon, and speaks with admiration of his geometrical
genius. Conon had treated conic sections before Apollonius. Procern.

ad Apollon. Perg. lib. iv. p. 217, ed. Halley.

(193) De Apparent, p. 63, Petav.

(194) Conon, diligens ct ipse inquisitor, defectiones quidem solis ser-

vatas ab -Egyptiis collegit, Sen. Nat. Quest, vii. 3, where ‘ inquisitor'

signifies observer. Mr. Donkin, art. Conon, in Dr. Smith’s Dictionary of
Auc. Biog. and Myth., renders this passage, 1

lie made a collection of the
observations of solar eclipses preserved by the Egyptians.’ Servatas, how-
ever, here means observed ; compare Virgil, H2n. vi, 337—9.

Eccc gubernator sese Palinurus ngebat

:

Qui Libyco nuper cursu, dum sidera servat,

Exciderat puppi mediis efi'usus in undis.

‘ Cceli signa servare,’ Cic. de Div. i. 19. * Servare de ccelo’ seems to
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wise commemorated by Virgil.
(
m

) Upon the safe return of

Ptolemy Evergetes from his Syrian expedition in 243 b.c., his

queen, Berenice, dedicated a lock of her hair in the Temple of

Arsinoe-Aphrodite at Zephyrium, in Lower Egypt.
(

196
)

This

lock of hair has become immortal ; for having disappeared in

the temple where it was deposited, it was translated by Conon

into the heaven as a constellation,
(

197
)
which has retained the

name of Coma Berenices, and still appears in the celestial sphere.

This incident (which was made by Callimachus the subject of an

elegiac poem),(m
)
proves that the Alexandrine astronomers were

desirous of marking their gratitude for the patronage which they

received from the Greek Court. The name of this constellation

has been more permanent than the appellation of Mediceun stars,

which Galileo gave to the satellites of Jupiter, and of Georgian,

Sidus, which Ilerschel gave to the sixth planet discovered by

him. The fame of this lock of hair has likewise been perpetuated

in the word ventice, vernis, and varnish, which alludes to the

amber colour of the queen’s beautiful tresses.
(
1M

)

have been the technical phrase for the observations of the flight of birds

made by the augurs.

(195) In medio duo signs, Conon ; et quis fuit alter,

Descripsit radio totum qui gentibua orbemf
Tempers qua) tnessor, qua) curvus arator haberetP

Viq{. Kcl. iii. 40—42.

The second portrait is conjectured to be that of Eudoxus.
The astronomical reputation of Conon is likewise described in the in-

troductory verses of the Coma Berenices of Catullus (Carm. 66) :

—

Omnia qui magni dispexit lumina mundi,
Qui stellarum ortus comperit atque obitus

;

Flammeus ut rapidi solis nitor obseuretur,

Ut cedant eertis sidera temporibus

;

Ut Triviain furtim sub Latmia saxa relegana

Dulcis amor gyro devocet aeno.

(196) Strab. xvii. 1, § 16.

(197) Hygin. Poet. Astr. ii. 24; Kratosth. Catasterism. 12; Schol.

Arat. 146 ; Achill. Tat, Isag. c. 14. The constellation lies between the

tail of Leo and the star Areturus.

(198) The few extant fragments of the elegy of Callimachus are in

Blomtield's edition, p. 621. The substance of the poem is preserved in the

rugged version of Catullus, Carm. 66.

(199) See Eastlake’s Materials for a History of Oil Painting (Lond.

1847), p. 230—268. Her golden hair is mentioned by Catullus, v. 62,

Devote flavi verticis exuvia;.

Bvpfvbcij was used in lower Greek as the name of amber. Compare Du-
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Eratosthenes, whose lifetime reached from 276 to 196 b.c.,

was another distinguished member of the scientific School of

Alexandria. Having been invited to that city from Athens by

Ptolemy Evergetes, he was placed by him at the head of the

library. He was the father of systematic chronology and

scientific geography
; (
m

)
and he was likewise a proficient in

astronomy.^ 1

)
His chief astronomical performance was his

determination of the circumference of the earth by a method

identical with that which would be employed by a modem
astronomer. It was known that Syeue in Upper Egypt is under

the tropic of Cancer
; (

!os
)
and that the gnomon of the sundial

cast no shade there at the summer solstice. It was likewise

assumed that Syene and Alexandria had the same longitude.

The distance between Syene and Alexandria had been ascer-

tained by the measurers of King Ptolemy to be 5000 stadia.

The zenith distance for Alexandria was determined by Eratos-

thenes at *gth of the circumference of the meridian. Hence

the circumference of the earth was fixed at 250,000 stadia. In

order to obtain a number divisible bv 360 without a remainder,

Eratosthenes supposed the number to be 252,000, and thus ob-

tained 7 00 stadia for a degree.
(

20S
)

cange, Gloss, inf. Gra'e. in BepoWici), Diez, Komanisches Wbrterbuch,
p. 3138.

( 200) This is tbe view of him which is taken by modem writers; his

contemporaries considered him to have obtained a good secondary position

in all sciences, but the first in none ; hence they called him Beta. See
Bernhardy, Kratosthenica (Berlin, 1822), p. viii.

(aoi)' It has been conjectured that the erection of the large amtilltr, or
circular instruments for astronomical observation, at Alexandria was due
to his influence

; but the conjecture is unsupported by express testimony.

Bernhardy, ib. p. xii.

(202 ) That the sun is perpendicular at Syene at the summer solstice,

.and shines into a deep well, is stated, with full explanation, by Strabo,

xvii. 1. -18. Compare Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Geogr., art. Syene. Lu-
can’s ideas on this phenomenon were very indistinct. In one place he
implies that the absence of shadows is constant at Syene:

—

Calida mediua rnihi cognitus axis

ADgypto, atque umbras uusquam flecteute Syene.
ii. 5815, 7.

In other passages he indicates a consciousness that the perpendicularity

of the sun in the tropic of Cancer is only temporary, viii. 851, x. 224.

( 203) See Cleomed. i. 10, where the method of Eratosthenes is fully
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The circumference of the earth being determined, its

diameter was known. Eratosthenes further determined the

diameter of the sun to be twenty-seven times greater than that

of the earth.

(

Jot
)

He likewise made the distance of the sun

from the earth to be 801,000,000 stadia, and that of the moon

780.000 stadia.
(
20s

)

According to a story told by Pliny, Dionysodorus, a cele-

brated geometer, died in his native island of Melos. A short

time after his burial, a letter was found on his sepulchre, ad-

dressed by him to the people on earth, stating that he had

reached the lowest point of the earth, and that the distance was

42.000 stadia. This was interpreted by geometers to mean that

he had reached the centre of the earth, which was a sphere

;

whence it followed that the circumference of the earth was

252.000 stadia
(
= 42,000 x 6). (**) This value for the earth’s

radius was, however, in fact, taken from the estimate of the

earth’s circumference by Eratostheues. The date of Dionyso-

dorus is unknown^507
)

There is a work on the constellations which bears the name

of Eratosthenes; but it has been proved by Bernhardy to be

pseudonymous, and to be the compilation of a late Greek gram-

marian, closely resembling the Poeticon Astronomicon of

Hyginus, and probably derived from a common source^208
)
The

described. Also Incerti Auetoris excerptum Matbematieum, in Macro-
bius, ed. Janus, vol. i. p. 219. See also Plin. ii. 108; Strab. ii. 5, 7;
Vitruv. i. 6; ilartianus Capella, vi. § 590, ed. Kopp. Compare De-
lambre, Astr. Anc. vol. i. p. 89, 221 ; Mr. lie Morgan’s art. Eratotthenes,

in Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Biog. and Myth.; De la Nauze, Mem. de
l’Acad. des Inseript. tom. xxvi. ; Schaubach, Gesch. der Griech. Astr.

p. 275 ; Bernhardy, Eratosthenica, p. 57. Assuming the stadium to be

^th of a mile, the degree of Eratosthenes would be = 87 £ miles.

(304) Macrob. in Somn. Scip. i. 20, § 6 . He cites the ‘libri dimen-

sionum.’

(305) Stob. Phys. i. 26 (where the word pvptdtkov should be expunged,

with Bernhardy) ; Euseb. Prtep. Ev. xv. 53 ; Galen, Hist. Phil. c. 15.

The passage of Plut. Phil. Plac. ii. 31, is mutilated. Compare Bernhardy,

ib. p. 66 . The number expressing the sun's distance is pvpia&ts nTpaxoaitu

xni oKTtvutrpvpuu = 4 millions + 900 millions.

(
206) N. H. ii. 109.

(307 ) See Dr. Smith's Diet, of Biogr. in v.

(308) The KoraaTtpuTpoi of Eratosthenes were edited with notes and
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author and the date of the latter work are likewise undeter-

mined.
(

S09
)

Another scientific astronomer of Alexandria, the survivor of

Conon, but the contemporary of Archimedes, who dedicated to

him his treatises on the Sphere and Cylinder, and on Spirals, was

Dositheus. He is one of the authorities whose observations on

the fixed stars are followed in the calendars of Geminus and

Ptolemy.

(

sl
°) In a passage appended to the Calendar of Ptolemy,

it is mentioned that his observations were made at Colonia,

where the length of the longest day was 14$ hours.

(

2U
)

It does

not appear what place can be meant. He is mentioned by

Ccnsorinus as one of the improvers of the octactcric cycle

ascribed to Eudoxus.^19
)

Apollonius of Perga is stated to have been born in the reign

of Ptolemy Evergetes,
(

!1S
)
and to have flourished in the reign

of his successor, Ptolemy Philopator.
(

2U
)

The latter of these

reigns extended from 222 to 205 b.c. He was, therefore, a

younger contemporary of Archimedes. Apollonius was one of

the principal ornaments of the Alexandrian School : his trea-

an qpistola of Heyne, Gotting. 1705, by Schaubach, tbe author of the

Hiatory of Greek Astronomy. The best text is in Westermann’s Mytho-
graphi, p. 239. Compare Bernhardy, ib. p. 114, sq.

(209) See Dr. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Biog. and Myth. art. Hyginut.

(210) P. 36, 42. Petav. He is also mentioned as an astronomical ob-
server by Pliny, N. H. xviii. 74.

(211) P. 53.

(212) C. 18.

(213) Eutocius (Comm, ad Apollon. Perg. Conica, lib. i. p. 8, ed.

Halley, Oxon. 1710, fol.) cites Heraclius in the Life of Archimedes, as

stating that Apollonius yiyoix fiiv <* Ufpygs njt iv Han<f>v\tg «V xpowat tou

Kitpyinv llToXffiainv. Evergetes reigned from 247 to 222 b.c., and Apol-
lonius is stated to have flourished in the succeeding reign of Philopator,
222—205 b.c., the entire period being 42 years. Apollonius was subse-

quent to Archimedes, from whom he was unjustly accused of having
pirated his demonstrations of the Conic Sections, Eutoc. ib. Conon of
Samos (who was a contemporary of Evergetes) preceded Apollonius,

Eutoc. ad lib. iv. p. 217. If Apollonius flourished under Philopator, his

birth probnbly preceded the reign of Evergetes by a few years. His life-

time may be conjecturally placed from 250 to 180 b.c.

(214 ) Ptol. HcphtcstioD, ap. Phot. Bibl. Cod. 190, p. 151 b, ed.

Bekker.
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tise on Conic Sections acquired him the title of ‘ the Great

Geometer/ by which he was known to the ancients :(
su

)
he

was likewise celebrated as an astronomer, and he is reported to

have obtained the nickname of Epsilon, from his fondness for

observing the moon, whose crescent resembled that letter.
(

i16
)

It appears that he was the first to discard the theory of re-

volving spheres, and to substitute that of eccentrics and epi-

cycles, for explaining the movements of the planets.
(

3I7
) This

ingenious and refined theory could only have been devised by

an accomplished geometer. The hypothesis of the eccentric

circle approximated closely to that of the ellipse; while the

theory of epicycles accounted by circular movements for the

stations and retrogradations of the planets. This theory, after

having been developed and elaborated by Hipparchus and

Ptolemy, maintained its ground in scientific astronomy until it

was overthrown, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, by

the great observers and mathematicians who established the

Copernican System.

(215) Geminus, in the 6th book, rijr rav fiaBrjfuirav Btaplas, cited by
Eutocius, ibid.

(216) Ptoi. Heph. ib.

(217) Ptol. Synt. ix. 1 . An excellent account of the theory of epi-

cycles is given in Drinkwater's Life of Kepler, c. 4.
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Note A.— (p. 142.)

Mb. Ghotb hag recently made thi* passage the subject of a separate in-

vestigation, in which all the main arguments bearing upon the question

are fully and perspicuously stated. See his dissertation entitled ‘ Plato's

Doctrine respecting the Rotation of the Earth, and Aristotle's Comment
upon that Doctrine.’ Lond. I860. 8vo. There were two hypotheses re-

specting the interpretation of this passage : one that Plato meant the

earth to be motionless, and to be attached to the cosmical axis ; the other

that he represented it as revolving round or upon that axis. Mr. Grote
substantially adopts the latter hypothesis : he understands Plato to assign

a rotatory motion to the earth, but he conceives the axis to be material and
rigid, to be a solid revolving cylinder, and the earth to turn with the axis,

not round or upon it. He renders the word tlXXopmpr, ‘ being packed or
fastened close round, squeezing or grasping around.’

This view of Plato's conception of the cosmical axis is expressed in the
following passage of Achilles Tatius, p. 95, ed. Petav.

o

anb dpten-

kov irbXov pf'ypt tov dyrapicriKob 807*<t, 81a to0 aWipos sal toic aXXoty (Troi^r ic*>y

iKvoiptvas. t) yrj ovy ffapvraTt) ovaa irt'utrai [lege CMiprrru] ral fpnfiTtpfitajTai

t flirtpit tXrjppt yrj vtrb too dfoeor, it pq SvvaoSat nwurtlai. ra 8« (TXX11 xtivyoTtfxi

btnra Tiwrov cyoern orpf<f>fTat' Sxrtrtp by t“nr vjifXioKfp £0X00 iunid)rtoc {pTtfponprg

ipnfptOf'tr TUI £oXw Tpo^ovt KVKXoTfpbtr. ovpfialyft yap Tour pin rpoxoi/s srwlcr-

Oat, to 8e £vXoe aKtyr/rtly {mb too Kparooeror aTfvoxtapovpevoy.

The best sensible image of this hypothesis is that of a joint of meat
fixed upon a spit, and turned by it before the fire, according to the sug-
gestion of Achilles Tatius, c. 28. See above, p. 173.

It is, however, difficult to discover what is gained by this hypothesis.

Sir Edmund Head seems to me to have conclusively established againstButt-

xnann, that the idea of rolling is original and fundamental in ttXta and its

cognate forms. (Philological Museum, vol. i. p. 405.) IXXopfWv apbrpar,

in Soph. Ant. 341, denotes the zigzag course of the plough, always re-

turning upon itself. The word iXXdr. applied to oxen, appears to be de-

rived from their use in ploughing, Soph. Fragm. 80, Dindorf. Cleomedes
twice uses <lX<u to denote a circular motion of revolution round a centre.

o Tuiyvy oipavbs kvkXio ttXoipevot vnip tby arpa «n! yijy, Do Met. i. 3, p. 20.

fnaarros Twv anXaywy aartpaiv ovy rip Kuopu flXovptvas ntpl rb oi«Ioe Ktvrpov

kvkXov irfptypdffxt, i. 5, p. 29.

If w e are to suppose that Plato assigns a rotatory motion to the earth,

the most natural interpretation would therefore be to render flXXoptygy by
revolving, and to understand (as Aristotle appears to have done), that the

earth turns round the axis of the world.

The ancients in general undoubtedly conceived the cosmical axis as

immaterial ; as a geometrical line. If Plato supposed the earth to be
turned by a solid revolving cylinder, he must have supposed this cylinder

to project from the north pole of the earth, and to be visibly fixed in the
north pole of the heaven : an idea of which no trace, so far as I am
aware, occurs in any ancient writer.

The followingpassage from the Commentary of Hipparchus upon the
Phenomena of Eudoxus and Aratus, proves that neither Eudoxus nor
Hipparchus supposed the cosmical axis to be a solid cylinder attached to

the celestial poles :—ircpi piv ovy too fioptiov nbXoo Eo8o£or ayvoti Xtyotv

ourus" ‘ forty Of Tit derrijj) plvwv act Kara roc airby rdirnc, ooror 6i 6 liaTT/p

jrriXor fort too Kwrpav' «Vi yap too ttoXov oo8« elr aorr)p Kfirat, aXXa *«eor
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«<rr« Trfjror, <|* napuKtivrru rp*U acrrfptt, pi O' Sip to (TT)ptlov to Kara ray iroXor.

riTpiiyuvov lyyiora (Tyrjpa irrpu'gffl, KaOnmo Ktu Hv$iat (prjir'iv 6 McuroaXioirns,

lib. i. p. 101. Stella qua; dicitur polua, Vitruv. ix. 6.

The unsubstantial nature of the cosmical axis is marked by Manilius

Nee yero solidus stat robore corporis axis,

Nec grave pondus habet, quod onus ferat stheris alti.

Sed cum aer omnia semper rolvatur in orbem,
Quoque semel ccepit, totus volet undique in ipaum,
Quodcunqae in medio eat, ciroa quod cuncta moventur,
Usque adeo tenue, ut verti non posait in ipaum,
Nec jam inclinari, nec ae eonvertere in orbem.
Hoc uixere axern, quia motum non habet ullum

;

Ipae videt circa rolitautia cuncta moveri.

Summa tenent ejua miaeria notissima nautia

Signs, per immensum cupidoa ducentia pontura.

i. 293—902.

Aristotle, in his Treatise on the Motion of Animals, c. 3, p. 699, in-

forms us that there were different ways of explaining the revolution of
the heaven. Some supposed that the motion of tho celestial sphere was
produced by the energy of its poles. Others conceived that Atlas symbo-
lized the revolving force of the diameter. Here, however, the axis or
diameter is used for the purpose of explaining the movement of the starry

sphere ; it has no reference to the earth.

The received doctrine of the ancient astronomers respecting the poles

is stated by Geminus, c. 3, Macrob. in Somn. Scip. i. 16, § 4. Concerning
the use of wuXoc, see Schol. Aristoph. Av. 179 ;

Scriptor do Mundo, c. 2 ;

Plin. ii. 16.

Hr. Whewell, in his Platonic Dialogues, vol. iii. p. 372, admits the dif-

ficulty of supposing Aristotle to have misunderstood Plato, but rightly

urges the improbabdity that Plato ‘ should hold the rotation of the earth

round an axis, except m order that he might thereby account for the appa-
rent diurnal motion of the heavens.'

Prantl, in hia translation of the Treatise of Aristotle de Coelo (Leipzig,

1857), tries to get over the difficulty by supposing that a tremulous or
vibratory motion is meant. He translates the passage in ii. 13 as follows :

* Einige aber behaupten auch, dass die Erde, w ahrend sie sich am eigentli-

chen Mittelpunkte betinde, in einer zittemd schwankeuden Bewegungum
die durch das AH gespannte Axe sei, wie dies im Timaus geschrieben
steht,' p. 159. The paasuge in c. 14 is similarly translated, p. 173. Com-
pare the note, p. 311. But Aristotle’s argument clearly shows that he
understood a rotatory motion to be meant by Plato.

Simplicius, in commenting on Arigtot. de Ccel. ii. 1, says, that Aristotle

must have been well acquainted with the doctrines of Plato concerning

the cause of the circular motion of the starry heaven, inasmuoh as he con-

descended to compose a summary and abridgment of the Timieus ; <cal

iraPTotP oipai fiaWov 6 *Apumrt\ijt tt)v tv Tipniu irepl rovTctiv Tvv nXarcdvoy

yyiypqy ffwumro, ait Kat trvyoyjnp icat tniToprjp row Tquuou ypuijmy ovk uTTTj^iaxrl

,

p. 491 b, ed. Brandis. The lists of Aristotle's writings, however, make no
mention of an abridgment of the Timteus of Plato. Diogenes Laertius,

v. 25, has the title of a work in one book, ra <« roC Tquuov *ai tSip ’Kpjfvniap,

and the Anonyraus has a similar title, see Brandis, Ariiloteles, vol. i. p. 85;

but this was a summary of the opinions of Tinisus himself, the Pythago-

rean philosopher, and of the followers of Archytas (like the extant sum-

mary of the opinions of Xenophanes, Zeno, and Gorgias), not of the Pla-

tonic Dialogue. It seems tucrefore probable that Simplicius made a

mistake.
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Note B.— (p. 191.)

Archimed. Arenarius, p. 319, ed. Torelli. Kariyns on koXctrot pdapos

wro pip tup nXttdpup aarpokoyup A arffxilfKi, As «rrl Ktprpop t6 ras yas Ktprpop,

d «<e rov Ktvrpov itra 1*9 rv&ta ra ptra£v rov kivrpov rov AXtov «cat rov xtirpov

rat yas. ravra yap ip rats ypatftopipats napa tup dorpoXuyup tiaKpovaas Apia

•

Tapias 6 Iripios imoBtaiuv ifcituKtp ypayfras' ip aLs in tup vnoKttptPuv avp-

fiaipti top Koapop noXXanXdaiop ttpai rov pvp tipi\pivov. vnoriBtrai yap ra pip

anXapff tup darpup Ka\ t6p dX top pipttp ukiptjtop' top W yap ntpt<J>iptaBai ntpi

top aXco? itora kvkXov n({H<f>ipuap, os iariP ip piau T<j> tpdptp Ktiptpos' rap Oi

tup dnXapup darpup o<f>aipapt ntpi to avro kiprpop T<j> a\iu Ktipipap, ry ptyiBti

raXucairap ttptp, Start top kvkXop koB' tp Tap yap xmoriBtrai ntpitpiptoBai rot «

avrap i\t ip apaXoyiap nort tup tup dtrXavwv dnoaraatap olap t\ti to Ktprpop ras

crtfiaipas nm\ Tap imffxiptiap. tovto ti tCtrjXop us dtvpardp iartv. «jr*i yap to

rds a<Paipas Ktprpop ovtip piytBos. ovti Xdyop *x*ip ovtipa nort rap tnt<f>a~

ptlap ras atjtalpas vnoXaTrriop avro. intticriop it top ’Kpiarap^op tiapotioBai

rots' intitrj rap yap vnoXap&dpoptp uantp pip to Ktprpop rov Koapov, tp f^et

Xoyop A yd nort top vtf>' Apup ttprjpipop Koapop, tovto

p

<x(lv T°v

a<Paipap, ip 9 tartv 6 kvkXos koB' tp top yap vnortBtTai ntptiptoBai, nort top

tup anXapiup dorpup a<f>atpap. ras yap anotti^ias, tup (fyatpoptpup ovtus vno-

Kupipup, ivappd^t t‘ pat pdXtara (fxitrtrat to piytBos ras a<f>atpas tp 9 nottirai

rap yap Ktpovpipap loop vnartBtoBat ru v<f>‘ Apup tlprjpipu Koaptp.

As the works of Archimedes are not commonly found, even in good
classical libraries, and as this passage contains the earliest distinct state-

ments of the helioceutric hypothesis, I have reprinted it at length. The
sentence beginning ravra yap ip ra\s ypa(f>opipats is ungrammatical and in-

coherent, and its sense can only be guessed. It is thus translated by
Peyrard, (Euvres d’Archimfcde (Paris, 1808), vol. ii. p. 232 :

1 Aristarque
de Samos rapporte ces choses en les rGfutant, dans les propositions qu’il a
publics contre les astronomes.’ This version supposes Kara to be read for

napa. It is likewise impossible to combine ip rats ypa<f>opivais imoBtoiup.

The following form of the sentence would make sense, but the use of
ypa<fjas for fiifSXovs or BipXop is inadmissible ; and the sentence cannot be
restored without the help of better manuscripts : ravra yap ip rols ypa<f>o~

ptpots Kara tup dorpoXdyup tinKpovoas *Apiorapxos 6 ^tipxos vnoBtaiup tfrtuKt
ypatbas.

The Arenarius of Archimedes is printed in Wallis, Opera Mathematics
(Oxon. 1099, fol.), vol. iii. p. 613, wno by ip rais ypa<f>optpais vnoBtaiup un-
derstands ip ralf ypatfjopipais vnoBiototP.

It may be observed that the Greek astronomers conceived the earth as

being merely a point, and having no magnitude, as compared with the

distance of the sphere of the fixed stars. The first theorem of Euclid's

Phenomena is, 9 yrj ip piotp r<p Koapu iart, koi Kturpov ra£tp ini\tt npos rov

Koapop. The same proposition is laid down by Ptolemy, Synt. 1 . 5 ; Cleo-

medes, i. 11, p. 70, Bake ; Geminus, c. 13, p. 31, and Achilles Tatius, c. 21,

p. 83.

Ut docent mathematici concinentes, ambitus terra totius, qute nobis

videtur immensa, ad magnitudinem umversilatis instar brevis obtinet

puncti, Ammian. Marcelliu. xv. 1
, § 4.

Macrobius says that the earth is a point with respect to the sun’s

orbit. Punctum dixerunt esse geometra quod ob incomprehensibilem
brevitatem sui in partes dividi non possit, nec ipsum pars aliqua sed tan-

tummodo signum esse dicatur. Physici terrain ad magnitudinem circi per
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quem sol volvitur puncti modum obtinere voluerunt. In Somn. Scip. i. 16,

§ 10-

Lower down, ii. 9, § 9, he makes the name assertion with respect to the
orbit of the other celestial bodies. Item quia omnis terra, in qu& et

oeeanus est, ad qtiemvis ccelestera eirculum quasi centron puncti obtinet
locum, necessario de ooeano adjeoit

:
qui tamen tanlo nomine quam sit

parvus rides. J»am licet apud nos Atlauticum mare, licet magnum vocetur
;

de ccelo tamen despicientinus non potest magnum videri, cum ad cesium sit

terra signum, quod dividi non poasit in partes.

Compare Martianus Capella, ed. Kopp, p. 491, note.

Aristarchus of Samos lays it down that the earth is as a point and a
centre to the moon's sphere : Wallis, Op. Math. vol. iii. p. 569, ed. Oxon.
This proposition was denied by Hipparchus and Ptolemy, Pappus ib.

p. 670. Ptolemy affirms that the distance of the sphere of the moon from
the centre of the earth is not, like the distance of the zodiacal circle, so

great that the earth iB as a point in comparison with it. Synt. iv. 1, vol. i.

p. 212, Halma.
According to the exposition of Archimedes, Aristarchus assumed the

orbit of the earth to have no magnitude, compared with the distance of
the fixed stars.

Note C.— (p. 179.)

It has been already explained that irdXor signified a hollow hemisphere

;

and hence it came to signify the basin or bowl of a sundial in which the

hour-lines were marked. In this sense it is used in the well-known pas-

sage of Herodotus, ii. 109. Lucian, Lexiphan. 4, represents the pedant
avoiding the word MpoXdyioe, as a modernism, and therefore as saying,

d yecspcee tTKidfci utaijv tj)v nokov. Pollux, vi. 110, says, that a round hol-

low vessel, called ^aXitioe and o-sdipij, resembled the jruXor that shows the

hours. The word iroXos is used for sundial in the epigram of Metrodorus,
Anth. Pal. xiv. 139. Martianus Capella, vi. § 597, ed. Kopp., gives a de-

scription of a sundial, which will apply to an earlier period. ‘ Scaphia
dicuntur rotunda ex a<re vasa, qua- liorarum ductus still in medio fundo
siti proceritate discriminant, qui stilus gnomon appellatur.’ The gnomon
and seaplie of the horologium at Alexandria are mentioned in Cleomedes,

i. 10, p. 67, ed. Bake. The human head was called o-mhpiov from its rotun-

dity, Pollux, ii. 39. A detailed description of a sundial is given by Macro-
bius, in Soran. Scip. i. 20, § 26. He calls the ‘ saxeum vas' a ‘ hemisplne-

rium.' and the guomon a ‘ stilus.' Compare ii. 7, § 15.

The words ipoXdyfiov and horologium anciently signified a sundial.

Compare the epigram to a dipuXoymv, in the Done dialect, Anth. Pal.

ix. 780.

otparov & trofjtii \l6ns, h 8m rvr6ov

yvvfiovos ufXhi) irovri pfpiirSuprwi.

Geminus. c. 5, p. 16, speaks of the gnomon of the horologium casting a

shade. Cleomedes, i. 10, p. 66, says that the gnomon of the horologium

casts no shade when the sun is at the zenith; and he speaks elsewhere of

the shadow of the gnomon of the horologium, i. 11. p. 74. The transfer of

the word in the Romance languages to a clock is, like the instrument itself,

modern. Compare Ducange, Gloss. Lat. in v. The word upoXdytor was
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likewise lined by the Byzantine Greek*, to denote a book containing the
sacred hourt or services. See Ducange, Lex. Inf. Gr.. and Suicer in r.

For an account of the dial* on the Tower of the Winds at Athens, see

Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, vol. i. ch. 3, p. 20.

The sundial at Orchotneno* (figured in Dodwell's Tour through
Greece, vol. i. p. 231) consists of a semicircle with twelve radii, forming
eleven compartments. Ten of the radii are denoted with numerals, from
A to I, so that the four last are ZH6I ; thus agreeing with the epigram in

the text. The twelfth hour is omitted, as in the notation of the gnomon in

Palladius, for which see p. 180.

The following oouplet, from an inscription on a sundial at Constanti-

nople, in the reign ofJustin II. (565—578 a.d.) supposes twelve hours to

be marked on it:

—

upatiiv mtnna(t rrrxf>ov cnjfiaympa \o\k6p

ainfis tK fxovaios p*XPl 5v&>5cku3o?.

Anth. Pal. ix. 779.

The epigram in the text accounts only for ten hours. The modern Latin
verses exhaust the entire twelve hours, in the life of a law student :

—

Sex boras somno, totidem die legibus tequis,

Quatuor orabia, des epulisque duas.

Quod superest, Bacris ultro largire Camoonis.

See PhUol. Mus. vol. i. p. 691.

The death of Cicero is said to have been foreshown by the omen of a

raven striking off the gnomon of a dial. ‘ M. Ciceroni mors imminens
auspicio pradicta est. Cum enim in villa Caietana esset, corvus in con-

spec tu ejus liorologii ferrum loco motum excussit, et protinus ad ipsum
tetendit, ac laciniam toga" eo usque morsu tenuit, donee servus ad eum
occidendum milites venisse nuntiaret.' Yal. Max. i. 5, 5.
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Chapter IV.

SCIENTIFIC ASTRONOMY OF THE GREEKS AND
ROMANS, FROM HIPPARCHUS TO PTOLEMY,
160 B.C. TO 160 A.D.

§ 1 AFTER the death of Archimedes, in 21£ b.c., the

Alexandrine Museum became almost the exclusive

seat both of astronomical observation and of astronomical

science in Greece. Aristarchus of Samos, Aristyllus, Timo-

charis, Apollonius, Conon, and Eratosthenes, were among the

astronomers of this School in the third century before Christ

:

and about the middle of the second century, Hipparchus, the

great luminary of Ancient Astronomy, appeared in Alexandria.

Observations of Hipparchus for dates from 162 to 127 b.c.,

are recorded by Ptolemy.^) His lifetime may be placed on

conjecture from 190 to 120 b.c. He was a native of Bithynia.

His only extant work is the Commentary upon the treatise of

Eudoxus, and the poem of Aratus, already mentioned, which

relates to the positions of the fixed stars.
(

s
)
A short Commen-

tary on the Phsenomena of Aratus, inscribed with the name of

Eratosthenes or Hipparchus, has likewise been preserved. (*) It

may be an abridgment of a work by one of these astronomers

;

but in its present form it is certainly subsequent to the

Augustan age, and is probably a compilation of later date.(4
)

(i) See Clinton, F. H. rol. iii. p. 532.

(j) In three books ; at p. 97 of the Uranologium of Petavius.

(3) Ib - P- 143 -

( 4 ) In c. 2 it is stated that Orion rises on the 22nd of July, and the

Dog-star on the 7th of August. The use of the Roman names for the

months, and the substitution of Julius and Augustus for Quintilis and
Sextilis had therefore been established in Egypt or Greece when this work
was compiled. It is stated, ib., that the popular name for Orion is dXf-

Tponuiwy. This is considered a recent word by Dueange, Gloss. Inf.

Grsec. inv. The term ecliptic, for the circle passing through the middle of
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Our knowledge of the discoveries of Hipparchus is principally

derived from Ptolemy.

The following summary of these discoveries is given by

Delambre, in his History of Ancient Astronomy.

‘ The foundations of astronomy among the Greeks were laid

by Hipparchus. He determined the positions of the stars by

right ascensions and declinations : he was acquainted with the

obliquity of the ecliptic. He also determined the inequality of

the sun and the place of its apogee, as well as its mean motion
;

the mean motion of the moon, of its nodes, and of its apogee

;

the equation of the moon’s centre, and the inclination of its

orbit : he likewise detected a second inequality, of which he

could not, from his want of proper observations, discover the

period and the law : he commenced a more regular course of

observations, in order to provide his successors with the means

of explaining the motions of the planets. His Commentary on

Aratus shows that he had expounded, and given a geometrical

demonstration of, the methods necessary for finding the right

and oblique ascensions of the points of the ecliptic and of the

stars, the east point and the culminating point of the ecliptic,

and the angle of the east, which is now called the nonagesimal

degree. He was therefore possessed of a spherical trigono-

metry. His calculations on the eccentricity of the moon prove

that he had a rectilineal trigonometry and tables of chords.

He had drawn a planisphere according to the stcreographic

projection. He could calculate eclipses of the moon, and use

them for the correction of his lunar tables
;
he had an approxi-

mate knowledge of parallax. His operations imply a complete

scientific system. His great want w'as a more perfect set of

astronomical instruments. At this period, an approximation to

the truth within a degree was rarely attainable. Hipparchus

did not always attain it, especially when the operation was

the zodiac, ia used in c. 7. p. 1M3. Tina term appears to be of later intro-

duction than the time of Ptolemy. Hipparchus himself is cited, in c. 6, as

stating the number of the stars at 1080. Compare Delambre, Hist. Astr.

Anc. tom. i. p. 173; Bemhardy, Eratosthenica, p. 185.
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complicated; but his error was sometimes only of a few

minutes.’(5
)

One of the principal titles of Hipparchus to the name of a

great astronomer is derived from his determination of the

motions of the sun and moon, involving an accurate definition

of the year, and a method of predicting eclipses. Combined

with this determination was his theory of epicycles and eccen-

trics, by which these motions were explained. The theory of

Eudoxus, developed by Callippus and Aristotle, was exclusively

founded on a combination of spheres rotating on their re-

spective axes. It involved therefore nothing but a combination

of simple motions of circles round their proper centres. This

theory first underwent a transformation in the hands of the

great geometer Apollonius, who substituted for the combined

system of spheres the more refined and ingenious hypotheses of

the eccentric circle and of the epicycle. The hypothesis of

Apollonius was adopted by Hipparchus, who applied it to de-

tailed explanations of the motions of the sun and moon.

The two great stages of progress which the Greek astronomy

had hitherto achieved, were the conception of the earth as a

solid sphere, and the reduction of the phenomena of the

heavenly bodies to uniform movements in circular orbits. The

first of these hypotheses, which was firmly held by Plato,

Aristotle, Euclid, and Archimedes, implied a signal triumph

over the superficial impressions of the senses, at a time when

navigation had scarcely extended beyond the Mediterranean,

and when no Greek traveller or mariner had penetrated into the

southern hemisphere. (®) Since the invention of the compass,

and the consequent abandonment of the system of coasting

voyages ;
since the southern hemisphere has been explored,

since the ocean has been crossed in every direction, and the

earth itself been circumnavigated, the sphericity of the earth

has become the subject of ocular demonstration. It is only by

(5) Hist. d'Astr. Anc. tom. i. p. 181. Compare Disc. Prel. p. 14.

(6) See below, ch. viii. § 8.

P
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supposing the earth to be a sphere freely suspended in space

that the facts which have now become the subjects of repeated

observations can be explained. The doctrine of the figure of

the earth is therefore now independent of astronomical consi-

derations : it belongs rather to physical geography. But with

the ancients it was otherwise. This doctrine with them rested

almost exclusively on astronomical grounds
;
and it was only

reached by a gradual advance of astronomical reasoning. The

conception of the fixed stars as revolving in a solid sphere round

the earth, was perhaps not difficult of attainment ; but the re-

duction of the motions of the sun, moon, and five planets, to

circular orbits was far removed from ordinary ideas, and im-

plied deep concentrated thought and scientific abstraction. The

theory of composite spheres, devised by Eudoxus and developed

by Callippus aud Aristotle, was ingenious, and required much

geometrical resource ; but it was intricate, and it failed in the

essential point of explaining all the phenomena. (’) The Apol-

lonian aud Hipparchean theory of eccentrics and epicycles pro-

ceeded on the same astronomical basis : it was more intricate,

but it exhibited more geometrical subtlety, and it accomplished

the important end of explaining all the known phenomena.

The value of the hypotheses of the Greek astronomers re-

specting the orbital motions of the heavenly bodies has been

ably discussed by Dr. Whewell, who has shown an appre-

ciation of the importance of erroneous but approximative

hypotheses in the progress of discovery, which is sometimes

wanting in historians of science. The following passage in his

History of the Inductive Sciences contains the substance of his

observations on this subject :

—

‘ That which is true in the Ilipparchian theory, and which

no succeeding discoveries have deprived of its value, is the re-

solution of the apparent motions of the heavenly bodies into

( 7 )
Simplicius sums up his account of the theory thus : Toiavnj nt

tariv i) dm ran* awXirroco’wi' aipaipoiroiia, pi] SuvtjOf'um Cimawaiu ra <jHuwptvu,

we sat 6 £cufriy*Vrj t iiruridjimi A tywiv, p. 503 b, Brandis. Concerning
Sosigenes, see below, ch. iv. § 6 .
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an assemblage of circular motions. The test of the truth and

reality of this resolution is, that it leads to the construction of

theoretical tables of the motions of the luminaries, by which

their places are given at any time, agreeing nearly with their

places as actually observed. The assumption that these circular

motions, thus introduced, are exactly uniform, is the funda-

mental principle of the whole process. This assumption is, it

may be said, false ; and we have seen how fantastic some of the

arguments were, which were originally urged in its favour.

But some assumption is necessary, in order that the motions,

at different points of a revolution, may be somewhat connected

—

that is, in order that we may have any theory of the motions;

and no assumption more simple than the one now mentioned

can be selected. The merit of the theory is this ;—that obtain-

ing the amount of the eccentricity, the place of the apogee,

and, it may be, other elements, from a few observations, it

deduces from these, results agreeing with all observations, how-

ever numerous and distinct. To express an inequality by means

of an epicycle, implies not only that there is an inequality, but

further ;—that the inequality is at its greatest value at a certain

known place; diminishes in proceeding from that place by a

known law ;—continues its diminution for a known portion of

the revolution of the luminary ;—then increases again, and so

on : that is, the introduction of the epicycle represents the in-

equalities of motion as completely as it can be represented with

respect to its quantity.

‘ We may further illustrate this, by remarking that such a

resolution of the unequal motions of the heavenly bodies into

equable circular motions is, in fact, equivalent to the most

recent and improved processes by which modern astronomers

deal with such motions. Their universal method is to resolve

all unequal motions into a series of terms, or expressions of

partial motions; and these terms involve sines and cosines,

that is, certain technical modes of measuring circular motion,

the circular motion having some constant relation to the time.

And thus the problem of the resolution of the celestial motions

r i
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into equable circular ones, which was propounded above two

thousand years ago in the School of Plato, is still the great

object of the study of modem astronomers, whether observers or

calculators.

‘ That Hipparchus should have succeeded in the first great

steps of this resolution for the sun and moon, and should have

seen its applicability 'in other cases, is a circumstance which

gives him one of the most distinguished places in the roll of

great astronomers.’

‘ The unquestionable evidence of the merit and value of the

theory of epicycles is to be found in this circumstance ;—that it

served to embody all the most exact knowledge then extant, to

direct astronomers to the proper methods of making it more

exact and complete, to point out new objects of attention and

research
;
and that, after doing this at first, it was able to take

in, and preserve, all the new results of the active and persever-

ing labours of a long series of Greek, Latin, Arabian, and

modem European astronomers, till a new theory arose which

could discharge this office. It may, perhaps, surprise some

readers to be told, that the author of this next great step in

astronomical theory, Copernicus, adopted the theory of epicycles;

that is, he employed that which we have spoken of as its really

valuable characteristic.’^)

Hipparchus further discovered that apparent motion of the

fixed stars round the axis of the ecliptic, according to the order

of the signs, and contrary to the daily movement of the heavens,

which is called the Precession of the Equinoxes. As this mo-

tion amounts only to fifty seconds in each year, and requires

seventy-two years to make a degree
;
as the only prior observa-

tions of even tolerable accuracy, to which Hipparchus had

access, were those of Timocharis and Aristyllus, and as their

observations only preceded his time by about 150 years, the de-

tection of this anomaly is a conclusive proof of great penetration

(8) Vol. i. p. 181, 185.
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combined with close attention to observed phenomena. The

discovery of the Precession is an important era in astronomy.

It is attributed in distinct terms to Hipparchus by Ptolemy,

who had ample means of knowing its true author
;
and it ap-

pears to have been advanced by Hipparchus as an original sug-

gestion, unknown to his predecessors and contemporaries.
(

9
)

"When we consider the scarcity of accurate recorded observations

in antiquity, there is nothing remarkable in the postponement

of the discovery of this minute inequality until the middle of

the second century before Christ. We may perhaps rather

wonder that Hipparchus should have succeeded in discovering

this truth by means of the few and faint indicia which were-

within his reach. Hipparchus, moreover, not only discovered

the Precession, but he approximated closely to its real amount.

He said that it was not greater than fifty-nine seconds, and not

less than thirty-six seconds.
(

10
)

Eudoxus had constructed a map of the heavens, by enume-

rating the constellations, and by describing their positions with

relation to each other and to the zodiacal band. Hipparchus

made a further step in advance : he framed a catalogue of the

stars, of which he enumerated 1080 , and determined their places

with reference to the ecliptic, by their latitudes and longi-

tudes.^ 1

)
Although the number of stars visible to the naked

eye is, in fact, not very great, yet they produce the impression

of being innumerable; and Pliny speaks with wonder of the

achievement of Hipparchus, * who had ventured to count the

stars, a work arduous even for the Deity.’

(

12
)

Hipparchus did not attempt to extend the theory of eccen-

. (9) See Synt. iii. 2, vii. 2. 3. Compare Delambre, Hist, de l'Astr.

Anc. tom. ii. p. 240. Whewell, Hiat. of Induct. Sciences, vol. i. p. 186.

( 10) See Delambre, ib. vol. ii. p. 249, 254. Autolycua and Euclid were
both ignorant of the precession of the equinoxes, Delambre, ib. vol. i. p. 26,

55. The discovery of the precession is attributed to Hipparchus and Pto-

lemy by Simplicius, Schol. Brandis, p. 496 a. The existence of the pre-

cession is unknown to Macrobins, in Somn. Scip. ii. II, § 10.

( 11 ) Delambre, ib. vol. i. p. 185, vol. ii. p. 261 ;
Whewell, ib. p. 191.

( 12) N. H. ii. 26.
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tries and epicycles to the five planets. He left no geometrical

explanation of their movements, and confined himself to laying

a foundation of accurate observations, to be used by his suc-

cessors. ‘ Hipparchus,’ says Ptolemy, ‘ displayed his love of

truth in confining to the sun and moon his demonstration of

circular and uniform motions, and in not extending them to the

five planets. Inasmuch as his predecessors had not left him a

sufficient number of accurate observations, he judged rightly,

with reference to the planets, in attempting nothing beyond a

collection of good observations for the use of his successors, and

a demonstration, by means of these observations, that the hypo-

theses of the mathematicians of his time did not agree with the

phenomena.’ Ptolemy proceeds to say that none of his own

predecessors had been able to reduce the planets to uniform and

circular motions ; and that one of the main difficulties of the

problem was owing to the shortness of the time for which there

were observations of the planetary movements preserved in

writing.
(
,s

)

' When,’ says Delambre, * we consider all that Hipparchus

invented or perfected, and reflect upon the number of his works,

and the mass of calculations which they imply, we must regard

him as one of the most astonishing men of antiquity, and as the

greatest of all in the sciences which are not purely speculative,

and which require a combination of geometrical knowledge with

a knowledge of phenomena, to be observed only by diligent at-

tention and refined instruments.’
(

M
)

§ 2 Between the times of Hipparchus and Ptolemy, a

period of about 300 years, the science of Astronomy made little

or no progress. It continued, however, to be expounded in its

improved form, and to be studied by various philosophers
;
and

several works of this period, in which Astronomy was treated,

arc still extant.

Posidonius, a Stoical philosopher, who was born about 135

( 13) Synt. ix. 2. ( 14) lb. vol. i. p. 185.
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b.c.; near the end of the lifetime of Hipparchus, combined, like

Eratosthenes, the cultivation of Astronomy with that of Physics

Geography.
(

15
) He constructed an orrery which exhibited th

diurual movements of the sun, moon, and five planets : it i.

mentioned by Cicero, his contemporary and friend, apparently

from personal knowledge^ 18
)

From the description of this

orrery, we may iufer that, like that of Archimedes, it was made

upon the geocentric principle.

Posidonius calculated the circumference of the earth by a

method different from that of Eratosthenes, and made it only

210,000 stadia, or 00,000 miles :(
17

)
he determined the distance

from the earth to the sun at 502,000,000 stadia,
(

,8
)
and the

sun’s diameter at 3,000,000 stadia. ('*) He considered the shape

of the inhabited part of the earth to resemble a sling, (*°) the

long part apparently lying cast and west; but he doubtless

supposed the earth to be a sphere.

The extant treatise of Cleomedes, entitled KukAocij Otwpla

tuiv Mtnulpwv, in two books, expounds the received system of

the world in a concise
.
and perspicuous manner. ‘ The doc-

(15) Galen, De Hippocrat. et Plat. Plac. viii. 1, vol. v. p. 652, ed.

Kulm, says that Posidonius wag the most scientific of the Stoics, on ac-

count of his geometrical training.

(16) Cic. de Nat. D. ii. 31. The sphere of Billarus, taken from
Sinope, was preserved by Lucullus, Strab. xii. 3, § 11. Nero had a round
table which turned perpetually like the heaven, Suet. Ner. 31. An
extant treatise of Leontius Mechanicus, Hep! Kanumv^i 'hpartlas Sipaipar,

printed in Buhle's Aratus, vol. i. p. 257, describe* the method of con-
structing a celestial globe. Leontius is conjecturally referred to the sixth

century a.o. See Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Biogr. and Myth. art.

Leonliue Mechanic*!, vol. ii. p. 758.

The word >afuvp<oi>, for dark blue, occurs in this treatise, p. 261. It is

the Greek form of lapis lazuli, and is of Arabic origin : the Italian azzurro

is borrowed from it. Compare Ducange, Gloss. Gr. in Xa(iwpwe, Gloss.

Lat. in lazur, Diez in azzuro. The word £apiov likewise occurs, as the

name of a light colour, in p. 262. The explanation of Ducange, who
derives it from i£aipiot, is not satifactory.

(17) Cleomed. i. 10.

(18) Plin. H. N. ii. 21.

(19) Cleomed. ii. 1, p. 08, ed. Bake.

(jo) Fragra. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 282, fr. 69. Posidonius likewise

gave an explanation of the Milky \\ ay, Macrob. in Somn. Scip. L 15, § 7.
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trines which it contains/ says Cleomedes, ‘ are not the opinions

of the author himself, but have been collected from various

writings, ancient and modern. The chief part of the treatise,

(he adds) is borrowed from the writings of Posidonius./21
)

The date of Cleomedes is unknown ; but as he mentions Era-

tosthenes, Hipparchus/22
)
and Posidonius, hut never alludes to

Ptolemy, it may be inferred that he lived before the latter,
f

23
)

His attack upon the Epicureans likewise implies that the work

was anterior to the time when Christianity had extinguished

the distinctions of the philosophic sects. Letronne, however,

makes him coeval with, or subsequent to, Ptolemy/24
)

As the treatise of Cleomedes professes to be in substance

an epitome of the astronomical writings of Posidonius, it

will serve to exhibit the state of astronomical science in

Greece about the Christian era, and may be studied with that

view.

The treatise of Geminus, entitled Elorayoryi} tic ra •Patvo/uva,

* An Introduction to the Celestial Appearances,/26
)

resembles

that of Cleomedes in its general character, and is probably of

about the same date.

Geminus, although his name is Roman, shows no trace of

any connexion with Rome or Italy :(
M

)
he appears to be a

Greek, writing for Greeks. The latest writers whom he

names in his treatise are Crates the grammarian, and Poly-

pi) Ad fin.

(aa) He quotes Hipparchus from report, and without having read the

writing to which he refers, ii. 1
, p. 102, Bake.

(a,}) The work of Ptolemy is quoted several times in the treatise of
Leontius ‘ On the Construction of an Aratean Globe,’ Buhle’s Aratus,

vol. i. p. 257.

(34) See Letronne ’s review of Bake's edition of Cleomedes, Journ. des

Sav. 1821, p. 707. His determination of the date of Cleomedes is founded
upon astronomical arguments, and upon the knowledge of refraction

shown in his treatise.

(25) Printed in the Uranologium of Petavius, p. 1. A summary of it

is given by Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc., tom. i. p. 190.

(26 ) The Greeks write his name with a circumflex on the penult,

Tifiirot. He mentions Rome in c. 14, p. 33.
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bius,

f

87
)
the latter of whom was alive in 129 b.c. It appears,

however, that he composed an epitome of the Meteorologies of

Posidonius ;(
J8

)
which fact brings him down to a lower date,

and makes him at least contemporary with Cicero.
(

w
)

(27) c. 13. p. 31. The treatise of Polybius cited by Geminus was en-

titled, nfp'l TT/S ntpt TOP lonjpipiPOV OtKtJtJIOiT.

(28) Simplic. ad Aristot. Phys. p. 348, Brandis.

(29) Petavius, Doctr. Temp. ii. 6, p. 62, attempts to determine the time
of GeminuH by a statement in c. 6, p. 19, ofhis treatise, relating to the Egyp-
tian year of 366 days. Geminus says that, according to the Egyptians and
Eudoxus, the festival of the Isia falls at the winter solstice : which was
true 120 years previously, but at the time when he wrote, owing to the
omission of the I of a day, it fell a month earlier. The number 120 is the
result of calculation, and is obtained by quadrupling the number of days in

a month. Geminus cannot mean to imply that the interval between Eu-
doxus and himself was exactly 120 years. Geminus quotes Eratosthenes
as having said that the Isia were once celebrated at the summer solstice

—

so that they went round the entire year. Achilles Tatius, c. 23, p. 85,

says that the Egyptians celebrated the Isia at the time of the winter sol-

stice, and put on mourning for the departing sun. Ideler, Ueber die Stem-
namen, p. 175, places Geminus before Cssar.

Some indication as to the date of Cleomedes and Geminus may be
draw n from their use of the term ecliptic, in its modern sense. In its

original meaning it denoted that which pertains to an eclipse ; as in Plut.

Horn. 12, trvuoSos f*Xf<nTi*9 rijr (TfXrjyrjt rrpbs ijXtop. The word is similarly

used by .Manilius, iv. 818, 848. Afterwards it was applied to the apparent
path of the sun through the heaven ; because in this path eclipses take
place. Cleomedes, i. 4, says that the path of the sun is in a circle along
the middle of the zodiac ; o6tv «<u qXiaxoc ovrnc KtKXrjrat, p. 25. But in

ii. 5, p. 138, he says of the middle circle of the zodiac, 8r 9X1axds rt xai

iicXtivTixos xtiXfirm. Geminus, c. 9, speaking of the moon, says : orav yap
Sia pitrov rai «VXvhttocoO 17 triXlfPr) TTjp trapoSop rtotttrai [1 . woufra*], oX»j ip-

irorrfi tts to aeiaapa rijf yiji, &trri apayxaiop eat oXrjv avrijp fWtintLp. orav Si

Trapa^njrai rut aKiairpaTos, pipot ti riji cvXqvijr **X»itr«I‘ icrr'i Si TO i’kXiiittikop

a&rijt poipiiv Sun, p. 25. In tbispasaage the reference to the original meaning
of the word is clear. Achilles Tatius, c. 23, after stating that tne path of the

sun is in the middle circle of the zodiac, proceeds thus : 8(6 eat ijXukor into

ri*> ravra Stipup npomjyilptvTai <ca! «X*urToc6r, imiSr/ ip avrf al TjXuixa'i cVXtf-

yfftit yi'vovrai, p. 84. Macrobius, in Somn. Scip. i. 15, § 10, has the follow-

ing passage: Quantum igitur spatii lata dimensio porrcctis sideribus occu-
pabat, duabus lineis limitatum est : et tertia ducta per medium ecliptica

vocatur, quia, cum cursum suum in eftdem linell pariter sol et luna confi-

ciunt, alterius eorum necesse est evenire defectum : solis, si ei tunc luna
succedat ; lume, si tunc adversa sit soli. Again, he says that when the

moon has traversed half its latitude, it reaches the place * qui appellatur

eclipticus,’ i. 6, § 53.

The term ecliptic is never used in this sense by Ptolemy, and so far

as this word goes, it leads to the inference that both Geminus and Cleo-

medes are subsequent to him, and wrote about the end of the second or
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Another work, which apparently belongs to this period, is

the treatise rhpl Kdoytou, Be Mundo, falsely ascribed to Aristotle.

The work is properly pseudonymous, and has not been acci-

dentally confounded with the writings of the great Stagirite.

The author of it dedicates the work to Alexander the Great,

and evidently means to assume the person of Aristotle. (*°) A
Latin version of it, with a modification of the passage in the

preface which contains the dedication to Aristotle, is among the

works of Apuleius. Its mention of Ireland, and of the key-

stone of an arch, are decisive as to the lateness of its date.(51
)

The only part of it which directly concerns Astronomy, is the

first chapter, which describes the system of the world, according

to the received geocentric method : the earth is motionless at the

centre of the universe
;
the fixed stars, the planets, and the sun

and moon move round it in circular orbits.

The cultivation of Astronomy at Alexandria seems to have

been continued by a succession of geometers and observers

after the patronage of the Ptolemies, to which it had owed its

origin, was extinguished by the Roman arms, and by the de-

struction of the independence of Egypt. It was, however,

continued under less favourable circumstances, and upon a con-

tracted scale. The Greek philosophic world was at this time

mainly divided between two sects, the Stoic and the Epicurean.

Of these, the former gave some attention to Astronomy. Posi-

donius was a Stoic ; Clcomedes and the author of the pseud-

Aristotelic treatise Be Mundo appear, moreover, to have be-

longed to the same sect. The Epicureans, however, adhered to

the popular Astronomy founded upon the first uncorrccted im-

the beginning of tlie third century. Macrobius was as late as the fifth

century.

Geminus, c. 13, p. 13, says that the torrid zone had been explored in

hia time, and that an account of it had been written, through the influence

of the kings at Alexandria. This passage appears to fix the age of Geuii-

nus to a period prior to the Roman conquest of Egypt.

(30) The treatise is entitled, Ilfpi Koa-ftrn npos ’AXffcaySpor. In c. 1 the

writer says : nptirtu1 Si dlfiai yt *a\ trm r/yipovuiy omi apio-ry tt/v t£>v fuyia-
ray im-opuw funivai. See above, p. 15a.

(31 ) dee c. 3, 6 .
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pressions of the senses. Epicurus, whose lifetime extended

from 342 to 270 b.c., entertained opinions upon Astronomy sin-

gularly inconsistent with the character of a bold, original, and

truth-seeing physical teacher, which Lucretius confers upon

him.(SJ
)

The Epicureans held the earth to be in the centre of

the heaven, (**) but they denied its sphericity, and the tendency

of all things to a centre.
(

M
)

They likewise taught that the

magnitude of the sun is no greater than it appears to our

souses ; and that its diameter is only a foot.^5
)

They extended

the same primitive doctrine to the moon.(u
)

Epicurus likewise

held that the stars are extinguished at their setting, and lighted

(32)

Particularly in the following verses :

—

Ergo vivida vis animi pervicit, et extra

Proceasit longe flammantia moenia mundi,
Atque omne immensum peragravit mente animoque.

i. 73—6.

Cicero says of Epicurus : Principio, inquam, in phyaicis, quibus maxima
gloriatur, primum totus est alienus. Democrito adjicit, perpauca mutans j

sed ita, ut ea, qute corrigere vult, mihi quidem depravare videatur, De Fin.

i. 6.

The physics of Epicurus were principally borrowed from those of De-
mocritus, Cic. N. D. i. 26.

(33) Lucret. v. 535.

(34) Lucret. i. 1051—1081. Cleomedes i. 8, p. 51, says : ol 8t fo,TtPn*>
(cnl air8 paOrjjidTuv Truyrts, icai oi nXfinvs tuv awo roO ItaKpartKav didaaKaXrtov

atpuLfiiKov (tvai ro a^^fia rrjr yijf SitfiffiatwaavTo, where by ol j/UTtpoi the

Stoic sect appears to be signified. The Epicurean sect is pointedly ex-

cluded.

The absurdity of the hypothesis that bodies gravitate to the centre of
the earth is maintained in Plut. de fac. in orbe lun. c. 7.

(35) Biog. Laert. x. 91 ; Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 21 ; Galen, Phil. Hiat. e. «

14 ; titob. Phys. i. 20.

Xec nimio solis major rota, nec minor ardor.

Esse potest, nostris quarn sensibus esse videtur.

Lucret. v. 565, 6.

Civ. Acad. iv. 26 ; Fin. i. 6.

Cleomedes, ii. 1, treats Epicurus with great contempt on account of this

doctrine, which he analyses and rqfutes at length, lie declares that in

questions of Astronomy Epicurus is sara iroAu rSw uowaXdxiev rutpXdrfpos,

p. 106, ‘ blinder than a mole.’ See the note of Bake on Cleomedes, p. 389.

(36) Lunaque, sive notho fertur loca lumine lustrans,

Sive suo proprio jactat de lumine lucem

;

[Quicquid id est, nihilo fertur majore figur&,

Quum nostris oculis, qua cernimus, esse videtur.

Lucret. v. 675—8.
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again at tlieir rising. ‘ A doctrine (says Cleomedes) not less

absurd, than if any one were to say that men were alive when they

were in sight, and were dead when they were out of sight.’

(

s7
)

He even supposed the light of the sun to be quenched in

the western waves, and to be re-illuminated every morning : and

he gave faith to the report of the Iberians, which Cleomedes

calls ' an old woman’s tale,’ that they heard the hissing of the

sun, like heated iron, in the ocean.
(
M

)
Some of the Epicureans,

however, rejected this infantine belief, and supposed the sun to

return from the west to the east by an oblique course above the

earth.
(

,9
)

It appears from the Epistle of Epicurus, preserved by Dio-

genes Laertius^40
)
that Epicurus aimed at explaining physical

phenomena by common sense, rather than by scientific argu-

ments, remote from ordinary comprehension
;
that he denounced

‘ the low-minded technicalities of the astronomers,’(
41

)
and that

he sought to apply the operation of known and familiar ana-

logies to the celestial bodies.

§ 3 It is an undoubted fact that from the time of Eudoxus

to that of Hipparchus, scientific astronomy had made immense

progress in Greece. The heavenly bodies had been diligently

observed
;
the sun’s annual movement and its relation to the

earth and to the fixed stars had been determined with a close

approach to accuracy; geometrical reasonings, of great sub-

(37)

lb. p. 108. Ptolemy. Synt. i. 2, mentions this doctrine, which he
calls absurd, but he nevertheless thinks it worthy of an argumentative
refutation.

(38) lb. p. 109.

(39) Scia nam fuisse ejusmodi sententiam

Epicureorum
;
non eum occasu premi,

JS’ ullos subire gurgites, nunquam occuli.

Bed obire mundum, obliqua cceli currere,

Animare terras, alere lucis pabulo
Convexa cuncta, et invicem regionibua

Cerni. Avienus, Ora Maritime, v. 640—652.

Compare Ulcert, Geogr. der Gr. und Kom. i. 2, p. 27, 125.

(40) x. 84.

(41) fir) (ftofioifitvot ras avSpairoiaific t£>v aarpoXoyav Tf^vyrtiav. ib. 94.
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tlety and ingenuity, had been applied to the explanation of the

celestial phenomena
;

and a system of the world had been

devised, which gave an apparent solution of the leading astro-

nomical problems.

The scientific and speculative genius of the Greeks, as ap-

plied to Astronomy, did not, however, bear the practical fruits

which it might have been expected to produce. This was partly

owing to the want of national patronage and recognition, and to

the absence of public observatories. It was only at Alexandria

that Astronomy could be said to enjoy a national establishment

and endowment. But it was owing still more to the want of

accurate astronomical instruments ; especially of an instrument,

such as our clocks, for the measurement of time ; to the imper-

fection of the Greek arithmetical notation; to the scantiness

and defectiveness of the astronomical tables, and of the stores of

registered observations
;
and lastly, to the want of the telescope,

or of any optical instrument for magnifying distant objects and

for assisting the natural sight. Owing to thtse disabilities, the

Greek astronomers were unable to reach the accuracy of deter-

mination to which their scientific methods, if supported by

proper mechanical appliances, would have carried them
;
their

practice lagged behind their theory
;
and they did not succeed

in exercising that authority, and in commanding that attention,

to which their intellectual eminence entitled them. The dis-

covery of the telescope has given to astronomers a position in

relation to the rest of mankind which they never had previously

occupied. It created, with respect to the unapproachable ob-

jects of the heavens, a new sense. It revealed what never before

had been, or could be, known. When a distant object on the

surface of the earth is seen through a telescope, it is seen under

circumstances which would render it invisible to the naked eye.

Those who are near it can, however, see it without a telescope.

But when the satellites of Jupiter, and Saturn’s ring, were seen

through Galileo’s telescope, they were seen for the first time

since man had been an inhabitant of the earth. The great

telescopes of modern times, by which the eye of man has been
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able to discern objects at distances which his mind almost re-

fuses to conceive, have been the subject of general curiosity and

wonder, and have given a new significance to the verses of the

ancient poet respecting astronomers :

—

Subjeeore oculis distantia aiders noatria,

ADtheraque ingenio supposuere auo.

§ t One of the principal uses of Astronomy, as indeed of

all the physical sciences, is, by explaining the true sequence of

phenomena and the operation of natural causes, to prevent

those superstitious fears, that discovery of ominous portents and

of terrific prodigies, which occur naturally to the uninstructed

mind.
(

iT
)

Anything which appeared to transgress the known

laws of nature was considered by the ancients as a prodigy
;

it

was believed to be a mark of the divine displeasure, and to be

sent by the gods as a warning to men with respect to 'their

future conduct. Among prodigies, none were more striking or

more alarming than eclipses
;
and as soon as the Greek philoso-

phers began to speculate concerning physics, and to explain the

order of the universe, they attempted to detect the cause of

eclipses, and to bring them under a natural law. This subject

did not escape the attention of the early Ionic philosophers

;

but Anaxagoras is stated to have been the first to promulgate

clear and definite notions concerning their astronomical cha-

racter. Pericles, who had profited by the physical instAic-

tion of Anaxagoras, is reported to have relieved the Athenians

from their alarm at an eclipse of the sun, which occurred as

the army was about to set sail on an expedition against the

coasts of the Peloponnese, in the early part of the Peloponne-

sian War. The story told by Plutarch is that the eclipse took

place at the moment of cmbarcation, and that Pericles, seeing

the terror of the troops, and among them of his own pilot, held

a cloak before the eyes of the latter, remarking that the eclipse

(42 )
Montucla, Hist, der Math. vol. i. p. 41, remarks that Astronomy

put au end to superstitious terrors at eclipses Ac.
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I

was not a sign of calamity more than the cloak, the only diffe-

rence being that in the eclipse the body which caused the

obscuration was the larger of the two.(tt
)

Notwithstanding the

lessons respecting eclipses which Pericles, in his authoritative

and conspicuous position, may have imparted to his country-

men, the educated Athenians at the time of the expedition to

Syracuse, about twenty years afterwards, did not understand

their nature
;
aud the Athenian army was sacrificed to a super-

stitious scruple of Nicias, which, indeed, the general doubtless

shared with the men under his command .
(**)

Thucydides says that most of the Athenians objected to the

departure of the fleet on account of the sinister omen
; and

that Nicias would not even allow the question of departure to

be debated before the thrice nine days appointed by the diviners

had elapsed. Plutarch’s comment on the deplorable event is

curious. It happened, he says, that Nicias had at the moment

no experienced diviner, for Stilbides, on whom he had been ac-

customed to rely, and who moderated the extreme superstitious

rigour of exposition, had recently died. ‘ In fact (he con-

tinues), the omen, according to Philochorus, was not unfavour-

able to those who were meditating escape, but rather propitious

;

for deeds done with fear need concealment, and light is dan-

gerous to them. Moreover, Autoclides^45
) in his "Treatise on

the Interpretation of Omens,” lays it down that an expiation of

three days is the proper time for phenomena of the sun and

moon; whereas Nicias induced the army to wait for another

circuit of the moon, not seeing that she was purified as soon as

(43) riutarch, Per. 35. The expedition referred to is that described
in Thuc. ii. 66 (430 b.c.) The passages of Cic. Rep. i. 16 ; Val. Max. viii.

11, ext. lj Quintil. i. 10, § 47, are probably a different version of the same
anecdote. A similar story is told of Pericles respecting a thunderbolt, by
Frontin. i. 12, 10.

(44) See Thnc. vii. 50 j
Diod. xiii. 12; Plut. Nic. 23 ; Polyb. ix. 19.

The date of the eclipse is Aug. 27, 413 B.c. Compare Grote, vol. vii.

p. 433; Zech, Astron. Unters. iiber die wichtigeren Finsternisse des
Alterthums (Leipzig, 1853), p. 32.

(45) Nothing is known of this writer.
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she had passed the dark region under the shadow of the earth/

Plutarch here meets Nicias on his own ground : he admits that

some delay was requisite, but he thinks that Nicias was misled

by unskilful diviners, and that the delay which he prescribed

was unnecessarily long. The ‘
circuit of the moon ’ appears

to be the periodic month of 27 i days, and to correspond to the

‘ thrice nine ’ days of Thucydides. Diodorus says that upon

the occurrence of the eclipse, Nicias convened the diviners, and

that they advised the postponement of the departure for ‘ the

accustomed three days.’ The moral which Polybius draws

from this event is, the necessity of astronomical knowledge to a

military commander. If Nicias, he says, had understood the

true nature of an eclipse, he would have turned it to his own

account
;
for he would have taken advantage of the fear and

astonishment of the enemy, whose ignorance of eclipses was

equal to that of the Athenians, to withdraw his army, and

to escape in safety.

The comment of Polybius may be illustrated by the well-

known anecdote of Columbus, who is said to have terrified the

Indians of Jamaica by predicting an eclipse of the moon, and

thus to have induced them to furnish the provisions necessary

for the maintenance of his crew.(*®) It maybe added, that the

astronomical science of Columbus in 1504, unless he was assisted

by some calendar prepared for the use of mariners, could not

have been superior to that of the later Greek astronomers, since

whose time no scientific improvements had then been effected.

A similar interpretation was put upon an eclipse of the sun

by the army of Pelopidas, as it was about to march against

Alexander of Phene, in 361 b.c. The bulk of the army was

intimidated by the evil omen, and the diviners discouraged the

expedition. Pelopidas, however, made the attempt with a few

volunteers and mercenaries, and lost his life in the rash

attack. {*')

(46) See Robertson’s History of America, b. ii.

(47) Plut. Pelop. 31 ; Diod. xv. 80. According to the latter, the inter-
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On the other hand, Helicon of Cyzicua, a friend of Plato, is

said to have predicted an eclipse of the sun at the court of

Dionysius of Syracuse, and upon the verification of his predic-

tion to have received a reward of a talent of silver^48
)

The

date of this eclipse has not been determined. As the re-

ward was a large one, even for a despot’s munificence, the

ability to predict an eclipse must at this time have been of great

rarity. Dion likewise is said to have foreknown a lunar eclipse

which occurred soon afterwards during a feast which he gave to

his soldiers in the island of Zacynthus at the full moon. Their

fears were excited
;
but Miltas the prophet came forward, and

assured them that the event prefigured by the gods was the

eclipse of some conspicuous man : that nothing was more con-

spicuous than the empire of Dionysius, and that its brilliancy

would be extinguished soon after their landing in Sicily. (**) It

will be observed that Miltas, though a diviner, had been imbued

with the philosophical opinions of the Academy. (
s0

)
The

courage which Dion showed on this occasion, and his persist-

ence in his expedition against Dionysius, notwithstanding the

serious omen of the eclipse, is likewise ascribed by Plutarch to

the astronomical lessons which he had received from Plato.
(

61
)

An eclipse of the moon, nearly complete, which fell on Sep-

tember 20, 331 b.c., preceded the battle of Arbela by eleven

days.(52
)

Arrian says that Alexander thereupon sacrificed to

the sun, moon, and earth, as being the three powers concerned

in the production of the phenomenon. lie adds that Aristander

pretation pot upon the departure of the army by the prophets was, that
‘ the sun of the state was eclipsed.’

The eclipse in question has not been exactly identified. See Grote,

vol. x. p. 424.

(48 ) Plutarch, Dion. 19.

(49 ) Pint. Dion. 24. Compare Grote, vol. xi. p. 122. The date of this

eclipse is 367 b.c.

(50) Plut. Dion. 23.

(51 )
Plut. Nic. 23.

(51) Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. ad ann. ; Ideler, Chron. vol. i.

p. 347 ; Zech, Astron. Unters. p. 33.

9
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the diviner thought that a calamity to the moon was a good

omen for the Greeks.

(

6S
)

The account of Curtius is more cir-

cumstantial and picturesque. He describes the army of Alex-

ander as terrified by the eclipse, as complaining of the long

distance from home to which they had been dragged, and as

being ready to break into a mutiny ; when the Egyptian diviners

(who were well aware of the true nature of eclipses), calmed

their fears by pronouncing that the sun was the friend of the

Greeks, and the moon of the Persians; and that an eclipse of

the moon portended defeat to Persia.
(

M
)

If this response was

really given, the diviners of Alexander turned against the

Persians the arms of their own soothsayers : for Herodotus

informs us, that when Xerxes was marching against Greece in

480 b.c., an eclipse of the sun took place, and that the magi

being consulted, declared that it signified an eclipse of the Greek

cities
;

for that the sun was the sign for the Greeks, and the

moon for the Persians.
(

M
)

The complete eclipse of the sun which occurred during the

expedition of Agatliocles against Africa is not stated to have

been predicted. It must have taken the army by surprise, for

it filled them with consternation.

(

M
)

Agathocles is reported to

have assuaged their fears, by assuring them that the omen was

favourable. He admitted that an eclipse portended evil to

(53) Arrian, Anab. iii. 7, 6 .

(54 ) Curt. iv. 39. This eclipse is simply mentioned by Plut. Alexand.

31. Cicero, dc Div. i. 53, says that there was a prophecy that if the moon
was eclipsed, a little before the rising of the sun, in the sign of Leo, Darius

and the Persians would be defeated by Alexander and the Macedonians.

(55) Herod, vii. 37. The ground of this dictum is not apparent. The
orescent was not the symbol of the ancient Persians, as it is of the modem
Turks. Strabo describes them as worshipping both sun and moon. xv. 3,

13. Compare Aristoph. Pac. ‘106—113. The solar eclipse of 480 b.c. can-

not be identified. Mr. Uawlinson is probably right in considering the

anecdote as apocryphal. Airy, Phil. Trans. 1853, p. 199, thinks that a

lunar eclipse of 14th March, 479 B.c. is intended.

(36) Tjj 3 ' IdTlfKlia TrjXtKaVTIJV OcAft f/tlV TjXlOV (TVvi^rj y(Vf<T0ai SuTTt 0A0-

tT\fp<os tfxivTjvat vvKra ,
Ofwpovpivotv tqtv iurriptov nayra^fiv' diontp oi rtfpi Tor

'AyiiOouXta voplaavrfe sal to dtiov avroit npoirr/pfiivfiv to SvirxfpfS fri paXXov
intp too /wAAorrot iv ayiovia Kadfurrymo-ar, Diod. xx. 5. The authority of
Diodorus is good upon any event relating to the later Sicilian history.
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some power, and that if it had happened before the expedition

sailed, it would have been sinister to the invaders. But as it

had occurred while the fleet was at sea, it signified disaster to

Carthage.
(

67
)

The eclipse in question, according to Diodorus,

fell in 310 b.c.,(
68

)
and the recent researches of Mr. Airy have

fixed it to August 14 of that year.(58
)

The earliest authentic mention of an eclipse in Roman

history appears to be the notice by Livy of an eclipse of the sun

in 190 b.C. during the Apollinarian games. (®°)

Another eclipse occurred, in 108 b.c., during the campaign

of the Consul iEmilius Paullus against Perseus, king of Mace-

donia. On the eve of the battle of Pydna, C. Sulpicius Gallus,

a tribune of the second legion, who had been praetor in the

previous year, is stated to have obtained the consul’s per-

mission to assemble the soldiers, for the purpose of addressing

them. Gallus then informed them, that on the following night

the moon would be eclipsed from the second to the fourth hour.

As this phenomenon took place according to natural laws and

at stated times, it could, he told them, be known beforehand

and predicted : they must not consider the eclipse as a portent

and a prodigy. They saw that the moon regularly changed at

its successive phases; and they must not be surprised if it

should be eclipsed, when it passed under the shadow of the

earth. On the night of the 3rd of September (according to the

unreformed Roman calendar) the moon was eclipsed at the pre-

dicted time. The Roman soldiers extolled the foresight of

Gallus as almost superhuman ; while the Macedonians and

(57 ) Justin, xxii. 6 , copied by Frontin. Strat. i. 12, § 9.

(58) He places it in the archonship of Hieroninetnon, and in the con-

sulate of Caius Junius (Bubulcus) and Quintus ACmilius (Barbula), xx. 3.

Compare Clinton, ad ann. 310 ;
Fischer, ad ann. 311.

(59 ) Airy, in the Philos. Transactions, 1853, p. 189. Zcch, ubi sup.

p. 34, agrees as to the date.

(
60) xxxvii. 4. According to Livy, this eclipse fell on the 11th of

Quintilis, or July; whereas the calculated time gives March 14th; the

difference between these days affords n measure of the error of the Roman
calendar at that time. See Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 92. The words of

Livy, xxxTiii. 36, do not appear to refer to an eclipse.

Q2
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their diviners were terrified by the ominous occurrence
;
and

their camp resounded with moans and shrieks of alarm until

the moon recovered her proper shape. Such is the account of

Livy:(M
)

the difference which he describes between the two

camps illustrates the advantage which, according to Polybius,

an ancient general might derive from a knowledge of astronomy.

The account of Livy is corroborated by Pliny, who states that

Sulpicius Gallus predicted the eclipse, and thus relieved the

army from their fears. lie adds that Gallus published a writing

on the subject.

(

63
)

The same account is repeated by Fron-

tinus.(M
)

On the other hand, Cicero represents Scipio as nar-

rating, in the dialogue De Republic^, that when he was a youth

in his father’s camp in Macedonia, the army were terrified by

an eclipse of the moon, and that Sulpicius Gallus relieved their

fears by explaining its physical cause.

(

8
‘) A similar account is

given by Valerius Maximus(*5
) and Quintilian.

(

M
)

Plutarch’s

narrative implies that the eclipse was unforeseen
;
he describes

the Romans as propitiating the prodigy, and as assisting the

moon in her trouble, by the clatter of brass and the exhibition

of torches ; but the Macedonians as seized with a silent horror,

and as believing that the shadow on the moon denoted the

spectre of their king. He proceeds to say that jFmilius, though

aware of the true nature of eclipses, was fond of religious

observances, and believed in divination, and that he immediately

sacrificed eleven calves to the moon.(87
)

He makes no allusion

to Sulpicius Gallus in connexion with the event. A frag-

ment of Polybius describes the Romans as elated and the

Macedonians as depressed by a report that the eclipse of the

moon portended the death of the Macedonian king, which,

(6 1 ) xliv. 37. Concerning the true date of the eclipse, 21st of June of
the Julian year, gee Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 104; Fischer, ad ami. 168 j

Zech, ubi sup. p. 33.

() N. H. ii. 9. (6j) Strat. i. 12, § 8.

(64) De Rep. i. 15. (65) Val. Max. viii. 11, 1.

() Quintilian, i. 10, § 17. (67) Plut. iEmil. 17.
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he observes, furnishes an illustration of the common proverb

that ‘ war has many false alarms.’
(

68
)

The confidence which the Romans arc described in the

latter passage as deriving from the prediction in question,

seems inconsistent with the anecdote told of Sulpicius Gallus.

Nevertheless the Latin writers can scarcely he mistaken in

representing him as playing a part on this occasion. The

version of Cicero seems indeed preferable to that of Livy. 1

1

is not likely that Gallus should, during a campaign, have had

time and means for the exact calculation of an eclipse, even if

he possessed the necessary skill
;
but there is nothing impro-

bable in the supposition that when the eclipse had begun, lie

should have calmed the fears of the soldiers by explaining to

them its true cause. We know from the testimony of Cicero,

in other passages, that Gallus was devoted to the study of

astronomy, and it is even stated that he was able to pre-

dict eclipses.
(

69
)

Here, however, as elsewhere, we are left to

judge by probabilities, in our ignorance of the original testi-

monies now lost. The death of Sulpicius Gallus preceded the

birth of Cicero by nearly half a century.

The legions which mutinied in Pannonia, at the accession

of Tiberius, in 14 a.d., are described by Tacitus as surprised by

(68) Ap. Suid. in noXXa mvaroi noXt/uv (xxix. 6). For /facnXi'ur

Kiister conjectures (IWiAei’as tuXti^iv, which gives a better sense; hut

compare Plut. .-Em. 17, where it is stated that the Macedonians supposed
the eclipse to represent ffamXtajs to <jxirrfi.a. With respect to the proverb,

see Diogenian. vii. 80, with the note of the Gottingen editors, and Aristot.

Eth. Nic. iii. 11.

(69) Mori psene videbamus in studio dimetiendi cceli atque terra; C.

Galium, familiarem pairis tui, Scipio. Quoties ilium lux noctu aliquid

describere ingressum, quoties nox oppressit cum mane ccopissit! quam
delectabat eum defectiones solis et luna' niuho nobis ante priedioere ! W ords

of Cato Major in Cic. de Sen. 14. The father of Scipio is jEmilius Paullus.

The astronomical knowledge of Sulpicius Gallus is likewise described in

Cic. de. Hep. i. 14, where lie is represented ns explaining the orrery of
Archimedes. He is mentioned as an authority on matters of astronomy
in Off. i. 6. He was particularly devoted to the Greek writers (Cic. Brut.

20), from whom he doubtless derived his knowledge of astronomy. C. Sul-

picius Gallus was a man of an established political position in 171 n o.

(Livy, xliii. 2), and consul in 166 b.c. He lived to be an old man (Cic.

de Aiuic. 27). His lifetime may be placed from about 215 to 145 b.c.
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an unexpected eclipse of the moon, as terrified by the ap-

pearance, and as ignorant of its physical cause. They follow

the prevalent superstition of relieving the moon’s sufferings by

the clatter of brass and the noise of horns and trumpets.

Drusus, who had been sent by Tiberius to quell the mutiny, is

represented as taking advantage of the consternation of the

soldiers, to bring them back to their obedience. (*°)

The cause of a solar eclipse was known to Ennius, writing

about 180 b.c.
; he describes it as due to the interposi-

tion of the moon. The particular eclipse mentioned by

Ennius is referred by Cicero to the year 350 after the building

of the city, which corresponds to 404 B.c.p) Cicero states that

the eclipses anterior to that of 404 b.c., which was alluded to

by Ennius, and was recorded in the Annales Maxitni, had'

been calculated backwards up to the eclipse on the nones of

Quintilis, which accompanied the supposed translation of

Romulus to heaven. These calculations must have been made

before the year when Cicero wrote his dialogue De Repub-

lidl, and they appear to have been entered under their proper

years in the Annales Majtimi.

The ancient belief of the Greeks was that the moon in

eclipse was bewitched, and that magic incantations or herbs

could draw her down from her course. This power was particu-

larly ascribed to the Thessalian women, who had the reputation

of witchcraft.
(

7a
)
A certain Aglaonice, the daughter of Hegetor

(•o) Ann. i. 21. The eclipse is likewise mentioned by Dio lvii. 4, who
states that the violence of the soldiers was checked by its occurrence. Its

date, according to Zech, was Sept. 26, a.d. 14.

Livy, xxvi. 5. speaks of a battle before Capua in 271 b.c., in which ' dis-

posita in muris Campanorum iuibellis multitudo tantum cum ajris crepitu,

qualis in defeetu lunce tilcnli nude cieri told, edidit clamorem.’ Juvenal
compares the clatter of a woman's tongue to the noise made at an eclipse of
the moon :

—

Jam nemo tubas, nemo irra fatiget

:

Una labornnti potent succurrere lunte.— vi. 412, 3.

(71 ) De Rep. i. 16. The words of Ennius are, * Nonis Juniis soli luna
obstitit et nox.' Compare the author's work on the Cred. of Early Rom.
Hist. vol. i. p. 159, 430. The interval between this eclipse and the time of
Ennius was about 200 years.

(;j) See Aristoph. Hub. 749; Plat. Gorg. § 146, p. 513; Menander
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or Hegemon, was said to have been able to foretel lunar eclipses

by her skill in astronomy, and to have used her knowledge for

the purpose of creating a belief that she could drag down the

moon from heaven
; (

7S
)
thus employing for a superstitious pur-

pose a superiority which Polybius wished to convert to a military

object.

The physical nature of eclipses had been explained by

Anaxagoras
; a knowledge of it appears even in the history of

Thucydides; and it was fully understood by Aristotle. ('*) It is

certain that Hipparchus and his successors in the Alexandrine

School were able, by the assistance of their lunar and solar

tables, to predict eclipses both of the sun and moon, with a

close approach to exactitude. Hipparchus, in his Commen-

tary upon Eudoxus, states that the most skilfully prepared

predictions of lunar eclipses did not differ from the truth

by more than two digits, and that the error was rarely so

great .(
7S

)
Even the Chaldmans are stated by Diodorus to

ap. Mein. Fragm. Cora. Gr. vol. iv. p. 132 ; Plutarch, de Pytli. Orac. 12 j

Apollon. Shod. iii. 633, cum Seliol.
;
Cleomed. ii. 6, cum Not. ;

Wytten-
baeli, ad Plut. Price. Conj. vol. xii. p. 901 ; Virgil, Eel. viii. 69 ; Horat.
Epod. v. 45, xvii. 77 ; Tibull. i. 2, 11 ; Ovid. Heroid. vi. 85 ; Manil.
i. 227 ; Lucan, vi. 420. In Schol. Apoll. ubi sup., it is stated that before
the time of Democritus eclipses were from this belief called KaOaipiauc.

On the verses of Sosiphanes, see Wagner. Poet. Trag. Gr. Fragm. vol.

iii. p. 376. Sosiphanes lived in the reign of Philip or Alexander.
The subject of the Tbessala of Menander was the contrivances of

women for drawing down the moon, Plin. xxx. 1.

(73) Plut. Conj. Prase. -18; De Def. Orac. 13 ; Schol. Apollon. Ehod.
iv. 69.

(74) The nature of eclipses was understood by Aristarchus of Samos,
and was made by him the subject of geometrical reasoning, see Delambre,
Ast. Anc. vol. i. p. 79. Aristarchus remarks, in an extant treatise : orav

6 7X10S ocXvbrp oXor, Tort 6 auros k£>vos nfptAapffavfi t6v rt ijXtov Kill rrjv

atArjvrjv, ti)» Kopvtprjv rrpiis T'} rpiertpa v'ffd, Ap. Wallis. Op. Math. vol.

iii. p. 583, ed. Oxon.

(75) tovtov 8i yivopivov, tSfi rtis TT]S atXrpnjs cicXfi^fir ttoXv ivtiv npoi
Tat awraacropivas irrtQ ritv dorpoXbyajv itpupprjufis' vrroTi6<pivu>v 8q avriov iv

rais irpaypartiais to pi<xov rrjc tnuas (pipfadni *Vl tov Sia pitrav rav (aiSiiov

kvkAov. ov 81a(fxovovo-t 8e irAiov i) SctktvAois ivo’i,—orravivs df otpvfipa wore,—
lrpiif ras \apU(TTara o-uvrtTaypivas irpaypartias, Ad Phosn. i. 21, p. 112.

With respect to the method of Hipparchus for predicting lunar eclipses,

see Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 235 ; and as to his method of
predicting solar cclipsea, ib. p. 237 ; on Ptol. Synt. vi. 9, 10.
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have been able to predict lunar, though not solar eclipses.

(

76
)

Cicero, in treating of divination, says that astronomers pre-

dict eclipses many years beforehand
;
he adds, that they can

likewise predetermine the places of the planets in the zodiac,

and the risings and settings of the fixed stars.

f

77
)

Augustine,

writing about the year 400 a.d., speaks of predictions of solar

and lunar eclipses, which fixed the exact day and hour, being

verified by the event, f
8
)

The nature of eclipses, and the difference between the nature

of solar and lunar eclipses—owing to the sun being a luminous

and the moon being an opaque body—is clearly explained in the

treatises of Gcminus(79
)
and Cleomcdes.

(

80
)

The latter states,

moreover, that all eclipses of the moon were predicted by the

practical astronomers of his day.(81
)

(76) Such appears to be his meaning, though it is not distinctly ex-
pressed, ii. 31.

(77) Solis defeetionea itemque lun® preedicuntur in multos annos ab
iis qui siderum cursua et motus numeris persequuntur. Ea enim pra-di-

cunt qu® natur® necessitas perfectura est. Vident ex constantissimo
motu lun®, quaudo ilia, e regionc sobs facta, incurrat in umbrarn terra*,

qu® est meta noctis, ut cam obscurari necesse sit
;
quandoque eadem luna,

subjects atque opposita soli, nostris oculis ejus lumen obscuret
;
quo in

signo qu:cque errantiuin stellarum, quoque tempore futura sit
;
qui exortus

quoque die signi alicujus, aut qui occasus futurus sit, De Div. ii. 6.

(78) Multa invenerunt et prrenunciaverunt ante multos annos defectus
luminarium sobs et lun®, quo die, qua bora, quanta ex parte futuri essent,

et non eos fefellit numerus, et ita factum est ut pricnunciaverunt : et

scripserunt regulas indagatas, et leguntur hodie, atque ex eis pnenunciatur
quo anno et quo mense anni, et quo die mensis, et qua borft diei. et quotA
parte luminis sui defectura sit luna rel sol, et ita iiet ut pnenunciatur,
Confess, v. 3.

(79) Gemin. c. 8 and 9. Compare the remarks of Delambre, Hist.
Astr. Anc. tom. i. p. 201.

(80) The difference between lunar and solar eclipses is explained by
Cleomcdes, ii. 4, p. 129, and the nature of lunar eclipses, ii. 6. Compare
Ach. Tat. c. 21.

[Luna] etiam turn subjects atque opposita soli, radios cjus et lumen
obscurat, turn ipsa incidens in umbrarn terr®, cum est e regione solis,

interpositu interjectuque terr®, repente deficit, Cic. Nat. D. ii. 40.

The nature of eclipses of the sun and moon is explained by Amm. Marc,
xx. 3 ; that of lunar eclipses by Hygin. Poet. Astron. iv. 14.

(81) Kat ij8i
1 yt •npoXiyovrai na<rai al «A«ty«r atrrrjs [i.e. of the moon]
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Among the Greek philosophic sects, the Epicureans seem

alone to have doubted as to the causation of eclipses. Epicurus

admitted, indeed, that the shadow of the earth might be the

cause of a lunar eclipse
;
and the interposition of the moon the

cause of a solar eclipse : but he held that an eclipse might be

caused by a partial extinction of the light of the sun or moon,

or by the interposition of some foreign body, belonging either

to the earth or to the heaven.
(

83
)

Delambre thinks that the ancient astronomers promulgated

predictions of eclipses, by appending them to their tables of the

risings and settings of stars.
(
M

)
But these tables were not

periodical : the seasons of the rising and setting of stars were

only affected by the small anomaly of the precession, of which

the ancients were either ignorant, or took no account. The

table of this kind, which bears the name of Ptolemy, is exclu-

sively founded on the authority of ancient observers, such as

Euctcmon, Callippus, Democritus, Dositheus, Eudoxus. No
authority later than Hipparchus is named in it.(

M
)

The ancients had no scientific calendar, constructed by skil-

ful astronomical calculators, and published under the sanction

of the State, such as the Nautical Almanac, and the Con-

naissance dcs Temps, which are authorized by the English and

French Governments, and which again serve as a foundation for

numerous popular almanacs. Hence an army might easily be

surprised by the occurrence of an eclipse : and the narrow dif-

fusion of astronomical knowledge, owing to the feebleness of

the scientific authority, would cause alarm among the soldiers.

imo toik KavovtKoiv, ii. 6, p. 148. By KavayiKoi he appears to mean those who
made scientific almanacs by means of tables. See the notes, ib. p. 474.

(8a) Diog. Laert. x. 96. Lucretius v. 750—769, does little more than

state the problem, without solving it. He lays it down, however, that au
eclipse may have several causes :

—

Solis item quoqiie defectus, lunreque latebras,

Pluribus e caussis fieri tibi posse putandum est.

(83) Hist. Astr. Anc. vol. ii. p. 258.

(84) p. 42, Petnv. Compare Ideler, fiber den Kalendcr des Ptolemaus,

Berl. Trans. 1816—7.
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Even now, an army would scarcely contain any person who

could calculate an eclipse ; and if an officer of engineers had

the necessary skill, he would have little leisure or means of re-

ference for such a calculation. When the eclipses for each year

are systematically calculated beforehand, expectation is directed

to their occurrence; hut when no almanacs exist, the event

would not be anticipated, and a military officer in the field would

have no reason for setting about a laborious calculation which

was not only quite foreign to his proper duties, hut which, when

made, would probably lead to no interesting result. For one

campaign in which a visible eclipse might occur, there would

probably be at least a hundred without an eclipse.

The Greeks had no clear idea of the extent of the powers of

accurate astronomical prediction
;
for on the occasion of a bright

comet which appeared in Greece in 372 b.c., a short time

before the battle of Lcuctra, and which was believed by the

vulgar to portend disaster to the Lacedatmouians, the men of

science affirmed that the Chaldseans of Babylon and the other

astronomers could predict the appearance of comets, because

they revolved in fixed periods.!85
)

§ 5 The reason why the ancients had no accurate almanacs,

prepared under the superintendence of scientific astronomers,

was not that there were no scientific astronomers, but that the

care of the calendar was considered a religious concern, con-

nected with the regulation of sacrifices and holy festivals, and,

therefore, committed to the care of sacerdotal authorities. (**)

The religious system of each little commonwealth was peculiar

—there was no common calendar or computation of time for

different communities
;
and hence arose a facility for tampering

with the calendar for temporary or even for personal objects.

A remarkable example of the unscrupulous mode in which the

calendar was sometimes dealt with, in order to serve a present

(85) Diod. xv. 50.

(86) On the duty of the State to regulate the calendar with reference
to tho sacred festivals, Bee Plat. Leg. vii. p. 809 D.
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convenience, is afforded by the proceeding of the Argives in

419 b.c., who arbitrarily postponed the commencement of the

Camean month until they had completed their expedition

against the Epidaurians
;
the Carnean month being a season

during which, by the maxims of their own religious law, they

were bound to abstain from hostilities^ 87
)

Sometimes, doubtless, the calendar fell into disorder from

ignorance, or from the unskilful manner in which the intercala-

tions were performed. A humorous passage in the Clouds of

Aristophanes represents the moon as sending a message to the

Athenians, in order to complain of the confusion of the calendar,

and the consequent errors as to the time of the festivals
; so

that when the gods were mourning, the Athenians were making

merry
; and that on the days when the Athenians ought to be

sacrificing to the gods, the courts were sitting, and they were

transacting business^88
)

Cicero describes the Greeks as being in the habit of adjust-

ing their calendar, when it had fallen into error, by lengthening

or shortening a month by one or two days.( 8
®)

In some States, indeed, the public regulation of the calendar

seems to have made itself so little felt, that its periods were left

to the determination of individual caprice^90
)

The result of this astronomical anarchy was, that the

calendars of different communities differed; that there were

discordances between the beginnings of the current months

and years; and that the confusion existed which necessarily

followed from the absence of a common standard of time.(sl
)

(87 ) Time. v. 51. The interpretation of this passage, which Mr. Grote
has given, vol. vii. p. 90, seems to me quite satisfactory.

(88) Nub. 608—620.

(89) Verr. ii. 52.

(90) Hesychius et Prov. Gotting. vol. i. p. <105: ‘ oiStts yap otSve tv

Kiu Tis rjfitpti,' ori o('X {(rratriv at rjpipat, aXA' tos tKamoi $ikovtriv t
ayovtnv.

o6tv Xtyrrat, * travrtp vavprjvtav Kijpwrtrtts.' Compare Crates, ap. Athen. ili.

p. 117 B ; and Macho, ap. Athen. viii. p. 849 B.

(97) Aristox. Harm. ii. p. 37 : olov oray Kopivffun ptv StKan)V Syacriv,

’AQpvtuot Si ntpjrTTjv, (Ttpot Of Ttyft uySorjy. And Plutarch, Aristid. 19,

speaking of a discrepancy of days of the month at the time of the battle of
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§ 6 The Roman year, at the earliest time at which we have

historical accounts of it, consisted of 855 days. The calendar

was under the exclusive control of the College of Pontiffs, as

being a matter of religious concern.
(
M

)
Even the preparation

of the Annalei Maxim i, on account of their connexion with

the annual notation of time, was confided to the Pontifex Maxi-

mus.
(
M

) In order to bring a year of 355 days into accordance

with the sun, a system of intercalation was necessary. What

this was, we are not exactly informed
;
but it was administered

by the pontiffs, who exercised their power neither scientifically

nor honestly. They are stated to have falsified the time in

order to favour or to spite particular magistrates or farmers

of the public revenue, by unduly lengthening or shortening

the term of their office or contract.
(

94
)

When Julius Csesar was Pontifex Maximus, in the year

46 b.c., he found the Roman calendar in great confusion. Ac-

cording to the theory of the calendar, January, the first month

of the year, began soon after the winter solstice. This coinci-

dence, however, no longer took place
; and as the festivals and

public sacrifices were generally regulated by the day of the

month, and as they were often connected with the season of the

year, their celebration fell at wrong periods.
(

95
)

Csesar rectified

this inconvenient state of things by an important change. The

riata-a, says : tt)V Si r£y rjptpioy dvw/iaXtai' ov Bavpaartov, otrou sal vvp SiT]Kpt-

pwfi€Vo>y twv (v atrrpo\oyia paXXov aXXfjv iIAAoi prjySs apX’7*' Ku ‘ T< XtVTrjv oyvvat.

Plutarch’s lifetime falls in the first century after Christ. Compare K. F.
Hermann, Gottesdienstl. Alterth. der Griechen, § 35, where the subject ia

fully illustrated. Anacreon, fragm. 6, Bergk. describes Poeideon as a wet
and wintry month, which implies that it occurred constantly at the samo
season. Compare above, p. 116.

(93)

Ceusorin. 20.

(93) See the author's Inquiry into the Cred. of the Early Pom. Hist,

vol. i. p. 155 ; Gotlling, Gesch. der Rom. Staatsverf. p. 170. The days
on which the successive events occurred were noted in the Annales Maximi
(Serv. -En. i. 373), which gave to these annals the character of a retrospec-

tive almanac.

(94) Ceusorin. c. 20 ;
Macrob. Sat. i. M, 1 ; Atom. Marc. xxvi. 1, 12

;

Solin. i. 43, 44. Dionysius declares that the Romans in early times regu-

lated their months by the moon, Ant. Rom. x. 69.

(95) Solin. i. 45 ; Plut. Ctes. 59 ; Suet. Ctcs. 40.
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error of the calendar amounted, in his time, to no less than

ninety days, or three months, in advance
; so that January was

an autumn month, and occupied the season of the year which

ought to have been occupied by October.
(

9#
)

Caesar inserted

the regular intercalary month, or Mercedonius, of twenty-three

days, and two additional intercalary months containing toge-

ther sixty-seven days : these, added to a year of 355 days, made

altogether a year of transition containing 445 days. By this

extensive intercalation, the month of January was brought back

to its proper place. In order to guard against the repetition of

error, Ciesar further directed that the old lunar year of 355

days should be abandoned, and that the calendar should follow

the solar year of 365 J days. He established this change by

adding one day to the months of April, June, September, and

November, and two days to the months of January, Scxtilis

and December each ; making altogether an addition of ten

days ; by which the regular year was lengthened to 365 days.

He further provided for a uniform intercalation of one day in

ever}’ fourth year
;
which accounted for the remaining quarter

of a day. (W)

It had been the custom under the unreformed system to in-

tercalate the month Mercedonius after the 23rd of February,

and to subjoin the remaining five days of February to the in-

tercalary month. (") The custom of intercalating between the

(96 ) It is remarked by Mr. Key, in his art. Roman Calendar (Diet, of

Gr. and Rom. Ant.), that Caesar, in his Civil War. makes an interval of

several months between January and the winter, Bell. Civ. iii. 5, 6 , 9, 25.

(97 ) See Ovid, Fast. iii. 155—166; Suet. Caesar. 40; Plut. Ca;s. 59;
Dio Ca»s. xliii. 26; Plin. xviii. 57; Censorin. 20; Macrob. Sat. i. 14;
Amm. Marc. xivi. 1. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 117.

Ovid thus versifies the length of the Julian year;

—

llle moras solis, quibus in sua signs rediret,

Traditur exactis disposuisse notis.

Is decics senos tercentum et quinque diebus
Junxit, et e pleno tempera quarts die.

Hie anni modus est. In lustrum accedere debet
Qute consummatur partibus, una dies.

Lustrum is here used for a period of four years.

(98)
Celsus, Dig. 50, 16, 98, states that the intercalary month consisted
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23rd and 24th of February was retained in the Julian calendar.

But the period intercalated was only one day, and in order to

distinguish it, without altering the denominations of the days

of February from the 14th to the 23rd inclusive, the method of

duplication was resorted to. The Romans, as is well known,

reckoned the days of the last half of the month by counting

back from the calends, or first day, of the succeeding month.

The 24th day of February was, according to their method of

reckoning inclusively, the 6th day before the Calends of March.

Hence they called the odd day inserted between the 23rd and

24th bis-sextus, or (as it would be expressed in French), sex~6is

;

and the previous eleven days which were counted back from the

Calends of March retained their former designations unchanged.

The year in which the Julian intercalation takes place has hence

been called bissextile.

(

w
)

Caesar appears to have been a student of astronomy. Lucan

represents him as saying that, even in the midst of his cam-

paigns, he had always found time for astronomical pursuits
; (

1D0
)

and he is related to have written a treatise on the motions of

the stars.

(

101
)

He did not, however, undertake the reform of

the calendar without competent advice
;

he was assisted by

Sosigenes, a scientific astronomer of the Alexandrine School j^
02
)

of twenty-eight days. This is explained by its interposition after Feb. 23,
which added to it the five last days of that month, the intercalary

month being assumed to consist of twenty-three days. Compare Livy,
xliii. 11, xlv. 44.

(gp) See Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 129 ; Delambre, Hist. Astr. Mod.
tom. i. p. 14.

(too) Media inter pralia semper
Stellarum codique plagis, superisque vacavi

;

Nec meus Eudoxi vincetur fastibus annus.

x. 185—7.

The word fasti had another plural form, fastus, of the 4th declension.

Supera is used in n sense equivalent to ra ptriapa.

(101) Siderum motus.de quibus non indoctos libros reliquit, ab iEgyp-
tiis disciplinis hausit, Macrob. Sat. i. 16. The Aigyptiec disdptina hero
referred to are not those of the native priests, but those of the Greek
Alexandrine School.

(
102 ) Plin. N. H. xviii. 57. Plutarch, Cies. 59, says: Kiucrap J« voir

dpi'oTOif TUI* fpiXoodpwv da! puO’jutiriKwv to wpo^Xr/pa npodtis.
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a Roman clerk, named M. Flavius, is also stated to have been

useful in arranging the details of the change.
(

los
)

By the re-

form thus effected, the calendar was for the first time eman-

cipated from pontifical control, and was made a matter of

purely civil regulation : all reference to lunar months and to

the periods of festivals was discarded; the year was defined

exclusively by the sun
; (
m

)
and intercalation, no longer de-

pendent on the discretion of the pontifices,( 106
)
was regulated

by a constant law. This measure was doubtless considered at

the time as a bold and unauthorized interference with the course

of time : hence Cicero (who feared and hated Caesar), on being

informed that the constellation Lyra would rise on the following

day, answered, ‘Yes, if the edict allows it.’(
10

®)

The Julian reform of the calendar was founded upon the

science of the Greek Alexandrine School ; and the reformed

year was partly copied from the Egyptian year of 365 days,

which, however, was not kept in harmony with the sun by a

quadriennial intercalation of a day.
(
w

)
The Romans had first

the practical ability to convert the Greek science to a useful

purpose, and to found the civil measurement of time upon an

accurate basis.

It seems strange that so simple an intercalation as that of a

day in every fourth year, in order to provide for the fractional

fourth part omitted in the common year, should have been

misapplied by the administrators of the reformed calendar.

( 103) Macrob. Saturn, i. 14, § 2.

(104) Appian, B. C. ii. 154, says: *ai tov fvuivrov av<l>pn\nv (TI (Una ftia

raiit tcrO' on fif/yas ipfioXipovs (itara yap artXt]vr)v airrots tipiQpt'iTo), (s tov too
1)\tov fipopnv ptrtfia\tv, un r/yov Alyvnrux.

( 105) The expressions of Cicero, in some of his letters, show that it

was uncertain in what year the intercalation would bo made by the pon-
tiffs ; ad Att. v. 21, ad Div. vii. 2. On the dishonest intercalation of the
pontiffs, see l'Art de verifier les Dates, vol. i. p. 396.

( 106) Plut. Caesar, ib.

( 107) Macrobius, Saturn, i. 14, § 3, says that Cfesnr imitated the
Egyptian year of 3651 days. Compare i. 16, § 39. This statement is

only true if referred to the year of the scientific School of Alexandria.
The civil year of the Egyptians certainly contained at this time only 365
days. See below, ch. v. § 7.
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Nevertheless, in the first thirty-six years of the reform, the pon-

tiffs committed the error of intercalating the day every third

year. This error was detected by Augustus, who ordained that

the intercalation should be suspended for twelve years ; by which

measure the three days in advance were absorbed.^0
®) From

that time the intercalations proceeded regularly
;
and the Julian

calendar, with the Roman months, has become the calendar of

the civilized world. The slight error in the Julian year, of an

excess of 11' 12", which in the sixteenth century had grown to

ten days, was rectified by Pope Gregory in 1581 ;
and its recur-

rence was prevented by a provision that three intercalary days

should be omitted in every four centuries.
(

10#
)

With this slight

correction, the reformed calendar of Julius Ctcsar still continues

in use, unimproved by the vast advances which speculative

astronomy has made since his time. The inconvenient Roman

mode of reckoning the days of the months has been discarded,

and the simple mode of numerating them in one series from the

beginning to the end of the month has been substituted for it.

The intercalary day is still added to February ; but the peculiar

mode of reckoning which gave rise to the term biaaextile is no

longer necessary, and has become a subject of mere antiquarian

interest.

Before the Julian reformation of the calendar, and its adop-

tion by the Roman world, it was customary both for Roman

and Greek writers to mark the time of the year by the rising or

setting of some known constellation, or by the equinoxes or

(108) Macrob. Sat. i. 14, § 13; Pliny, xviii. 57 (who states that Sosi-

genes wrote three treatises on the successive amendments of the calen-

dar) ;
Solin. i. § 46 ; Suet. Aug. 31.

(109) See Ideler, Chron. vol. ii. p. 298—304; Delambre, Hist. Astr.

Mod. tom. i. p. 1—84. For the different times at which the Gregorian
amendment was received in different countries, see Delambre, ib. p. 72.

In England, the Gregorian reform was introduced in 1752, by the omission

of eleven days between 2 ami 14 September. The change was established

by Act of Parliament, the Bill being moved by Lord Chesterfield, and
seconded by Lord Macclesfield (24 Geo. II. e. 23). See Lord Stanhope's
Hist, of England, c. 31, vol. iv. p. 21, 8vo ; Lord Campbell's Lives of the
Chancellors, c. 122, ad fin.
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solstices. This method of annual chronology is followed by

Varro and Columella in their practical treatises of agriculture
;

the former of whom lived a short time before, the latter a short

time after, the Christian era. But Palladius, a later writer,

who probably lived in the fourth century, arranges his treatise

on agriculture under the Roman months, and denotes the season

of the year in the same manner as it would be marked by

a modern writer on husbandry. As soon as the calendar cor-

responded with the annual course of the sun, and the month

denoted the season of the year, the artificial measure of time

was the most simple, precise, and convenient, and all reference

to natural standards would speedily be discarded.

§ 7 But although the Romans of the Imperial period pos-

sessed a calendar which was practically perfect as a measure of

annual time, and which gradually passed into universal use,(no)

their measures of diurnal time were unimproved and imperfect.

They still measured the day by the sundial, and the night by

the water- clock.

The use of the sun’s shadow as the ordinary measure of time

led to a singular consequence in the habits of common life.

Instead of making the hour a constant quantity, and of making

the number of hours vary with the length of the day, the

ancients (as we have explained in a previous chapter)
(
m

)
made

the number of hours constant, and made the length of the hour

vary with the length of the day. Whatever might be the time

of sunrise, and whatever the time of sunset, the illuminated

interval was divided into twelve equal parts.(112
)

Hence, if the

(no) I am not aware that the means exist of tracing the extension of
the Homan calendar, with it« national months, over Greece and Asia
Minor, and the rest of the Homan empire. The least civilired parts (such

as Gaul and Spain) would probably be the first to adopt it. The Alexan-
drine astronomers continued to use the Egyptian months in the time of
Ptolemy. Josephus, in his History of the Jewish War, uses the Syrian
months. For a list of the Homan months, see Anth. Pal. ix. 384.

(in) Above, ch. iii. § 9.

(na) Vitruvius states that, whatever may be the form or variety of
the sundial, the day, whether the longest, or the shortest, or the equinoc-

tial, is divided by it into twelve equal hours. Omnium autem figurarum

£
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sun, according to our notation, rose at 5 a.ii., and set at 8 r.xt.,

each hour was equal to eighty minutes.

Various improvements upon the common sundial, which

had been made before the Augustan age, particularly by the

scientific men of the Alexandrine School, are enumerated by

Vitruvius. Some horologia made by Ctesibius of Alexandria,

celebrated for his mechanical skill,
(

ns
)
were regulated by water,

and are stated to have been intended to be used during winter

;

at which time the prevalence of cloudy weather impeded

the use of a sundial, even in the climate of the Mediterranean.

Portable sundials, for the use of travellers, so constructed

that they could be suspended, are likewise mentioned by Vitru-

vius.^ 14
)

§ 8 The use of variable hours was retained by the Arabs

;

it appears in the astronomical work of Albategnius about the

year 900.(lls) Delambre remarks that this mode of dividing

the day was only expelled by the use of clocks.
(

us
) Even,

however, after the introduction of a mechanical timekeeper,

which was unconscious of the motion of the sun, the prevalence

of ancient habits led to its regulation according to the unequal

descriptionnmque earum e{Tecta* unus, ati die* seqninoctialis brumalisque
itemque golstitialis in duodecim partes icqualiter git divisug, ii. 7, 7.

By bruma the Romans denoted the winter, by tolttitium the gammer
golstice.

(113) Ctesibins lived in the reigns of Philadelphua and Evergeteg, and
was contemporary with Apollonius of Perga. The pvrbv of Ctesibius, de-
dicated in the temple of Arsinoe, is celebrated in an epigram of Hedylug
(Ath. xi. p. 497 1), Anth. Pal. app. 30), a poet, who lived in the reign of
Philadelpnus.

(114) Vitruv. ix. 8. Compare the illustrations of Delambre, Hiet.
Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 51S. The scientific knowledge of the ancients on
Dialling was consigned by Ptolemy to a Treatise do Analemmate; which
is extant only in a Latin version of an Arabic translation. A full account
of this treatise is given by Delambre, ib. p. -158—503.

The analemma was a raised basis, upon which the sundial, whatever
its construction, was placed. Hence tne word waa applied to sundials
generally. See Schneider's note on Vitruvius, vol. iii. p. 172, and Steph.
Thes. ed. Didot. dwiXijp^ia. Delambre, ib. p. 458, is mistaken in supposing
that the word is equivalent to lemma in its geometrical sense.

(115) Delambre, Hist. Astr. du Moyon Age, p. 66.

(116) Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 512.
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Lours. Bcmardus Monachus, in his collection of customs of

the monastery of St. Victor, at Paris, written in the eleventh

century, gives detailed precepts for regulating the clock, so that

the hours should be longer or shorter, according to the season

of the year.(117) The use of variable hours still subsists in the

less advanced parts of Italy, where French manners have not

penetrated.
(

,18
) It is likewise prevalent in Turkey, so far as

the Turks have any division of hours.
(
m

)
Clocks and watches

appear indeed to be nearly unknown among the Oriental

nations. The construction of railways will tend to introduce

their use into India.

The same rude methods for the measurement of diurnal and

nocturnal time remained in use for many centuries. Cassiodorus,

in the sixth century, presented two timekeepers to a monas-

tery in Languedoc ;
one a sundial, the other a water-clock.

The latter, he remarks, tells the hour at night, and also in the

day when the sun is hidden by clouds.
(

13
°) The clock presented

by the King of Persia to Charlemagne in 807 a.d., and also that

presented by Pope Paul to Pepin, King of France, were water-

clocks. The latter is called ' horologium noctunmm.’
(
lsl

)

Even water-clocks, however, were costly and scarce, and few

( 117 ) c. 64. Ap. Martene de Ant. Bit. vol. iii. p. 739, cited in Beck-
mann, Hist, of Inv. vol. i. p. 429.

( 1 18 ) See Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 83; Delambre, Astronomic Tlidor. et

Prat. tom. iii. p. 688.

( 119)
' Though it ia generally better for a traveller to conform to local

customs, there is some inconvenience in Turkish time, as the watch cannot
be kept correct without daily attention. It would seem, however, to be a
natural mode of measuring time, being followed by so many nations. The
Turkish method differs from the Italian in dividing the day into two
twelves, instead of reckoning to twenty-four ; so that sunset is always
twelve o'clock. One of the commonest questions which a native of the
Levant who wears a watch puts to a Frank is, “At what hour is mid-
day P“ This, he asks, that he may set his watch. The peasant w ithout a
watch generally asks, “ How many hours is it to sunset r” this being obvi-
ously the principal question for the labourer. To the Turk also it is im-
portant ; as the afternoon’s prayer is three hours before sunset.'

Leake’s Travels in Northern Greece, vol. i. p. 264.

(i jo) Do Inst. Div. Lit. c. 29, cited by Beckmann, Hist, of Inv. vol. i.

p. 422, Engl. Trans] . ed. 1817.

(ui) See Beckmann, ib. p. 423, 425.

U 2
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monasteries were rich enough to possess one. It was necessary

for the monks to resort to other means for finding the hour at

night. Cardinal Peter Damiani, in the eleventh century, thus

defines the duties of the signijicator horarum, in a work De Per-

fectione Monachorum. ‘ He is not to listen to stories, or to hold

long conversations with any one, nor is he to inquire what is

done by persons engaged in secular pursuits. Let him be always

intent on his duty, and never relax his observation of the re-

volving sphere, the movement of the stars, and the lapse of

time. Moreover, let him acquire a habit of singing psalms, if

he wishes to possess a faculty of distinguishing the hours
; for

whenever the sun or stars are obscured by clouds, the quantity

of psalms which he has sung will furnish him with a sort of

clock for measuring the time.’
(
1*8

)

Even at a later period, after the introduction of clocks

which struck the hour, the rules of some monasteries directed

the monk charged with the care of the clock to note the wax

candles, and the course of the stars, or even of the moon, so as

to cause the monks to rise at the proper time.
(

13S
)

The introduction of clocks moved by weights and wheels,

and provided with an apparatus for striking the hour, did not

take place till the eleventh or twelfth century.

(

m
)

Dante

( 1 22 ) Non fabulis vacet, non longa cum aliquo miacent'; non deniqne
quid a secularibus agatur inquirat ; sod commi as ,

t

sibi curse semper inten-

tua, semper providua, semperque solicitus, volubilis spluene necessitatera

quiescere ncscientem, siderum transitum, et elabent is temporis meditetur

semper excursum. Porro psallendi sibi faciat consuetudinem, si diseer-

nendi boras quotidianam habere dcsiderat notionem j ut quandocumque
sobs claritas, sive stellarum varictas nubium densitate non eernitur, illic in

quantitate psalmodia- quam tenuerit, quoddam sibi velut horologium me-
tiatur, c. 17, cited by Beckmann, ib. p. 427.

( 123) Ut notet in cereo, et in cursu stellarum vel etiam lunnj, ut
fratres surgere faeiat ad horam competentem. Ord. Clun. Bern. Mon. p. 1,

c. 51, cited in Beckmann, ib. p. 433. It seems that time was measured
by observing the diminution of a lighted cereut, or wax taper.

(124) See Beckmann, ib. p. 429. The writer whom Beckmann follows

ascribes the invention of clocks to the Saracens, on account of a horolo-

gium sent by the Sultan of Egypt in 1232 to the Emperor Frederic II.

This piece of mechanism, however, seems to have been an orrery rather

than a clock, ib. p. 433. A clock for the use of the courts of law is said
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speaks of an orologio which strikes the hour
; (***) thus using the

word in the modern sense of a clock, not in that of a sundial,

which it had previously home. The pendulum clock was un-

known till the seventeenth century, when it was invented hy

Huyghens.(ls#
)

§ 9 It has been remarked that astronomy made little pro-

gress between the times of Hipparchus and Ptolemy. Never-

theless, it seems that, at some time during this interval, a

doctrine was promulgated which to a certain extent anticipated

the Copcrnican system. The early Greek astronomers had

perceived a difference between the three superior and the two

inferior planets, particularly with respect to their periodic

times. They had a difficulty in determining the true periodic

times of Venus and Mercury, on account of their proximity to

the sun. Eudoxus supposed them to be nearly equal to the

solar year:(m
)

and Cleomcdes adheres to this determina-

tion,^28) widely as it departs from the truth.

(

U9
)

These two

planets are stated to have an equal velocity with the sun, by

Cicero,

(

1S0
)
by the author of the pseud-Aristotelic Treatise de

to have been set up near Westminster Hall in 1228, and to have been de-

frayed out of a fine imposed on the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench.
See Barrington in Beckmann, ib. p. *148.

( 1 35) Indi, come orologio chc ne chiami
Nell 'ora che la sposa di Dio Burge

A mattinar lo sposo perche l'ami,

Che l'una parte 0 I’altra lira ed urge,

Tin tic sonando con si dolce nota
Che ’1 ben disposto spirto d'amor turge.

Paradiso, cant. x. v. 139—141.

This passage describes a clock waking the faithful, and summoning
them to matins, by striking on a bell moved by machinery.

The expression ‘ tin tin sonando’ is borrowed from the Latin word
tintinnabulum, which was supplanted in Italian by the words sijuilla and
campana. See Dncange, Gloss, in Skeila, Diez in vv.

( 126)
See Del&mbre, Hist. Astr. Mod. vol. ii. p. 551. The date of the

invention is 1657.

( 127) Above, p. 155. ( 128) i. 3.

( 129 ) The periodio time of Mercury is 87d. 23h. 15'; that of Venus,

,
224d. 16h. 49’.

( 130) Somn. Scip. 4 : Hunc [the sun] ut comites consequuntur Veneris
alter, alter Mercurii cursus.
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Mundo,^31
)
by the spurious Timseus *De Anim& Mumli,(13J

)
by

Gcminus,(133
)
and by Achilles Tatius.(m

)

The earliest Greek speculators on astronomy did not attempt

to fix the order of the planets. The Pythagoreans were stated

by Eudemus, in his History of Astronomy, to have first deter-

mined their place in the celestial system.^ 35
)

The Pythagorean

doctrine on this head is variously reported
;
but it is probable

that the ancient Pythagoreans assumed the place of the five

planets to be between the orb of the fixed stars on the one

hand, and the sun and moon on the other.
(

136
)

This was the

doctrine of Plato, Eudoxus, and Aristotle.
(

137
)

As soon, however, as geometry came to be applied to the

celestial movements, and greater exactitude was thus introduced

into astronomical science, the difference between the motions of

the three superior and the two inferior planets was perceived,

and the sun was placed in the midst, bctw’een them ;
so that

the seven movable heavenly bodies were made to succeed one

another in the following order: 1. Saturn; 2. Jupiter;

3. Mars; 4. The sun; 5. Venus; 6. Mercury; 7. The

moon. This order was adopted by Archimedes,(138
)
and after

him generally by the mathematical school of astronomers.(139
)

It was assumed, as the received creed, by Cicero,
(
14

°) Mani-

(131 ) c. 6 . (132) § 4, p. 96 E.

(i33) <?• 1. P- 3- (i34) c. 18, p. 81.

( 135) Ap. Simplic. ad Aristot. de Ctrl. p. 497 a, Brandis.

( 136) See Martin, Timee de Platon, tom. ii. p. 106. Above, p. 131.

( 137 ) Concerning Plato, see Martin, ib. p. 64. Concerning Eudoxua
and Aristotle, see Proclus in Tim. 267 F.

( 138 ) Maerob. in Somn. Scip. i. 19, § 2.

(139) vie fiaOijuaTiKwv nw’r v at IlXariov, Ttins Si fieaov ntivrwv Ton

qXion.Plut. Plac. Phil. ii. 15 ; Galen, c. 13 ; Stob. Phys. 1 . 24. This pas-

sage is correctly explained by Martin, Tirade, tom. ii. p. 103, 113, 128.

Theo Smynm'us, c. 15, states that some of the mathematicians placed the
planets in the following order : 1. the Moon ; 2. the Sun ; 3. Mercury

;

4. Venus. Some in this order: 1 . the Moon; 2. the Sun; 3. VenuB;
4. Mercuiv. On these and other variations in the ordor of the planets,

see Ach. Tat. c. 16.

( 140) Somn. Scip. 4. Compare Maerob. i. 19. In de Div. ii. 43,#
Cicero gives this order of tho seven planets according to the * ratio rnatlie-

maticorum.'
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liuSjC41
)
and Pliny ;(

14S
)

and it appears in the astronomical

treatises of Geminus,(143
)
and Cleomcdes ;(

144
)

in a metrical

passage of Alexander of Ephesus
; (

14S
)
and in the Poetical As-

tronomy of Hyginus.(146
)

It is established in the work of

Ptolemy, who states that the early mathematicians were una-

nimous in placing Venus and Mercury below the sun, but that

some of the later mathematicians had placed the sun below

these planets, because they are never seen to pass over the sun’s

disk. This reason is considered inconclusive by Ptolemy, who

remarks that the planets in question may never be in a plane

between our eyes and the sun; he accordingly supposes Venus

and Mercury to intervene between the sun and moon.(147
)

The

same middle station of the sun appears likewise to have been

adopted in the late astronomy of the native Egyptians.
(

148
)

According to Macrobius, however, this order of the seven

planets, though recognised by the Chaldseans, was not followed

by the Egyptians. He states that the Egyptians placed the five

planets above the sun and moon
;
but that, on account of their

astronomical skill, they were able to explain those phenomena

of Venus and Mercury which had led to the formation of the

other hypothesis.
(

149
) When the scientific theory of the Greeks

had reached the point of distinguishing between the superior

and inferior planets, as to their position in the universe with

respect to the sun, a new hypothesis was devised, that Venus

and Mercury are satellites of the sun, and that they move

(141 ) i. M3

—

6 . ( 142 ) H. N. ii. 0. ( 143 ) 0 . 1.

( 144 ) i. 3. See also Achill. Tat. 1C. Both orders of the planets are

attributed to Pythagoras
; see Martin, ib. p. 105 ; Theo Smyrn. c. 15,

attributes to the Pythagoreans the order last mentioned in the text.

( 145) Ap. Theon. Smyrn. c. 15 j Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 372.

( 146) Poet. Astr. iv. 14.

( 147) Synt. ix. 1.

( 148) See Dio Cass, xxxvii. 19; Achill. Tat. c. 17.

( 149) In Somn. Scip. i. 19, § 5. This passage, which bad been mis-

understood by previous writers, is correctly explained by Martin, Tim6e,
tom. ii. p. 130.
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round the sun, while all three move round the earth. This

hypothesis appears in the work of Vitruvius, who wrote in the

Augustan age ;(
150

)
and is repeated by Martianus Capella, who

is supposed to have lived in the fifth century of our era.(m
)

It

occurs, likewise, in a form substantially identical, in the astro-

nomical treatise of Theon of Smyrna, who lived about the

middle of thfi second century.
(

us
)

No mention of it is made

by Ptolemy. Its late appearance indicates that it was of late

origin. It would doubtless have been noticed by Aristotle and

his predecessors, if it had been known to them. It coincides

to a certain extent with the theory of the world propounded at

the beginning of the seventeenth century by Tycho Brahe.

1 1 is theory was that the earth is immovable and at the centre

of the universe
;
and that the sun, the moon, and the sphere of

the fixed stars revolve round it; but that the five planets revolve

round the sun, the orbits of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars alone

surrounding the earth, and those of Venus and Mercury lying

between the earth and the sun.(153
)

The Greeks became aware before this period that the stars

are effaced by the light of the sun. Galen remarks that the

stars can be seen from deep wells, especially when the sun is

not on the meridian.
(

154
)

Pliny had previously stated that the

stars can be seen in the daytime from deep wells, and during an

eclipse of the sun.(155
)

§ 1 0 The life of Claudius Ptolematus probably extended

from about 100 to 170 a.d. He was a native of Egypt, and

resided at Alexandria. His work, in thirteen books, entitled

'The Mathematical System,’

(

15(
)
and generally known by its

( 150) ix. 4.

( 151 ) viii. § 854, 857. Compare Delambre, Hist. Aitr. Anc. rol. i.

p. 312.

( 152) c. 33 ; with Martin’s comment, p. 119. Compare Boeckh, Kostn.

System dea Flat. p. 138.

( 153) See Delambre, Hist. Astron. Mod. tom. i. p. 219.

( 154 )
De Usu Partium, x. 3, vol. iii. p. 776, cd. Kuhn.

( 155) ii. 14. Sec above, p. 220, n. 56.

( 15O) Mo&j/Mirucq ItVTnfir.
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Arabic title of Almagest, is the most complete and advanced

representation of the Greek astronomy, both practical and

scientific. Ptolemy had access at Alexandria to a set of the

writings of Hipparchus, which he studied carefully, and used as

the foundation of his own symmetrical edifice. He was a skil-

ful geometer and calculator
\
he was acquainted with all the

authentic observations of his predecessors ;
and he was likewise

himself an observer, though to what extent cannot be deter-

mined. With respect to the solar and lunar theories, he prin-

cipally followed Hipparchus ; but his theory of the planetary

movements was elaborated by himself, from the principles of

the eccentric and epicycle, which Hipparchus had applied to the

sun and moon. The mathematical methods and reasonings of

Ptolemy, in this scientific system of astronomy, have been

copiously expounded by Delambre, himself an experienced and

accomplished astronomer, in his ‘ History of Ancient Astro-

nomy.’
(

U7
)

It will be sufficient for our purpose to say that Ptolemy, as

to the outlines of his system, treads closely in the footsteps of

the mathematical school of Greek astronomers, of Eudoxus,

Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, and Hipparchus. He holds

that the heaven is spherical, and that it revolves upon its axis ;

that the earth is a sphere
;
that it is situated within the celestial

sphere, and nearly at its centre ; that it is a mere point, in re-

lation to the distance and magnitude of the sphere of the fixed

stars
; and that it has no motion, either of translation or of

rotation.
(

1S8
)

That the earth has no magnitude in reference to the fixed

stars, he infers from the absence of parallax in the stars, and

from the fact that the plane of the visible horizon cuts the

( 157 ) See tom. ii. p. 67—410. Delambre begins bis analysis of the
work by saying: * L’astronomie des Grecs est toute entiere dans la Syn-
taxe muthemalique de Ptolemee.’ See likewise Mr. De Morgan’s art.

Vtolemam, in Dr. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Biog. and Myth. vol. iii. p. 56l»;

and Delambre ’s art. PtoUmce, in the Biographic Universclle.

(1587 See i. 1 .
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celestial sphere into two equal parts. C
68

)
Ptolemy, therefore,

with Euclid, conceives the diameter of the earth to be an in-

appreciable quantity when compared with the distance of the

fixed stars.

But his arguments with respect to the central position of the

earth, imply that he did not conceive that distance to be so

great as to be virtually infinite with reference to its displace-

ment from the centre of the starry sphere. If, he says, the

earth is not at the centre of the celestial sphere, it must be

either off the axis of the celestial sphere, and equally distant

from each of the poles
;
or upon the axis, and at unequal dis-

tances from the poles
;
or off the axis, and at unequal distances

from the poles. He proceeds to show that neither of these

hypotheses can be reconciled with the appearances. The argu-

ments by which this demonstration is effected all proceed upon

the assumption that the appearances would be different from

what they are, if the earth was further removed from

one part of the hollow sphere or shell in which the stars are

set than from another. They therefore necessarily imply that

the line joining the supposed place of the earth and the centre

of the celestial sphere is not infinitely small, but is an appre-

ciable distance, with reference to the distance of the fixed stars.

For example, he argues that if the earth were upon the axis of

the celestial sphere, but were nearer one pole than the other,

the horizon would cut the visible heaven into unequal parts in

every latitude where the sphere is oblique.^80)

His refutation of the hypothesis of the earth having a

motion of translation, is exclusively founded on his refutation

of the hypothesis of the earth being motionless at a point not

coincident with the centre of the celestial sphere. It is not at

all directed against the movement of the earth : it is confined

to the proof that the earth cannot be at any place other than

the centre of the heaven ;
which must happen, if it has a

motion of translation. Ptolemy simply mentions the hypo-

( 159) i. 6 .
(i6o)i.4.
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thesis, without specifying the nature of the supposed movement,

and without attributing the hypothesis to Aristarchus or any

other astronomer.

He proceeds to remark, that some persons admit the force

of these objections to the hypothesis of a movement of transla-

tion, but conceive that they propound a theory, both probable

and free from objection, if they suppose the heaven to be im-

movable, and the earth to revolve round the celestial axis from

west to east, making nearly one revolution in each day ; or if

they suppose both the heaven and the earth to revolve, but

about the same axis, and conformably with their mutual appear-

ances.^®1

)
Ptolemy admits that, with respect to the stars alone,

this is the most simple hypothesis
; but he conceives that the

objections derived from the phenomena of bodies within our

atmosphere are insuperable. The clouds, and birds in their

flight, and projectiles, would not accompany the earth in its

rotation, but would drop to the west. If the atmosphere shared

the rotatory movement of the earth, and these bodies partook

of its velocity, they would be carried round with it, and would

appear to be at rest, instead of having movements of their

own.(18S
)

According to the first of these hypotheses, the earth makes

a revolution of 359 degrees in a day, allowing one degree for

the proper motion of the sun.(183
)

According to the second

hypothesis, both the celestial sphere and the earth are supposed

to move, and their reciprocal movements are adjusted so as to

account for the appearances, according to some arrangement

which is not explained.

With regard to the order of the planets, he adopts that of

the ancient mathematicians, who placed Saturn, Jupiter, and

(161) It may be worth remarking that this paBsage ig mistranslated by
Raima. and its sense entirely destroyed. lie is not aware that ***£> is

an active verb.

(
162) i. 6 .

(163) This hypothesis is alluded to by Simplicius, ad Aristot. de Ccel.

p. 41)5 a, Brandis.
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Mars next under the sphere of the fixed stars, then the sun above

Venus and Mercury, and lastly, the moon next to the earth.

He states, however, this order with doubt, because the planets

have no parallax, by which alone their true distance can be dc-

termined.(1M
)

§ 11 The Copernican system had not arisen, even in the

form of a hypothesis, in the age of Aristotle. This philosopher,

indeed, describes the Pythagorean system, according to which

the five planets visible to the naked eye, the earth, the sun, and

the moon, all revolved in circular orbits around the central fire.

This was not the Copernican system, because it supposed the

sun to move ; though it agreed with the Copernican system in

making the earth move in a circular orbit round the centre of

the universe, as one of the planets. (>
85

)

Aristotle further attributes to Plato the hypothesis that the

earth, situated at the centre, has a rotatory motion round the

axis of the universe.
(
1M

)
The same hypothesis is expressly

ascribed to Heraclides of Pontus and Ecpliantus.

Aristotle and his contemporaries had therefore conceived two

ideas essential to the Copernican system. 1. That the earth

revolves in an orbit round the centre of the planetary' system

;

2. That it turns upon its own axis. No speculator had hitherto

conceived the heliocentric hypothesis, or had supposed that the

Bun is at the centre of the universe.

This hypothesis was, however, propounded by Aristarchus

about 260 b.c., in propositions published against the astrono-

mers, among whom the received belief, according to Archi-

medes, was that the earth is at the centre, and that the sun

revolves round it in an orbit. The Copernican system had

therefore been suggested to the minds of Archimedes and Hip-

parchus, by whom it was rejected. The double motion of the

earth upon its axis and in an orbit had likewise been suggested

(164) ix. 1. Compare Delambre, ib. p. 308.

(165) ly ray aarrpaiy, CceI. ii. 13, § 1, 14, § 1.

(i 06) Cod. ii. 13, § 4, 14, § 1.
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to Eudoxus, Aristotle, and Euclid, who deliberately preferred

the geocentric solution of the phenomena.

There is no doubt that the theory of the planetary motions

originally devised by Eudoxus, and brought by gradual develop-

ments to the system of Ptolemy, was in the highest degree in-

tricate. Its complexity was such as not unnaturally to suggest

the remark of King Alfonso, that if he had been consulted be-

fore the creation, he could have recommended a less complex

scheme.
(
187

) But it must be confessed that the Copemican

hypothesis was startling, not only to the apparent evidence of

the senses, but even to the reason, until the united efforts of

minds of the highest scientific and mathematical genius, com-

bined with the invention of the telescope, and with the improve-

ment of the astronomical instruments and of measures of time,

had established it as a demonstrated truth.

Besides the immutable position of the fixed stars,
(

1#9
)
there

is another circumstance which must have tended to lead away

men's minds from the notion that the earth revolves round the

sun. When we suppose one body revolving round another, we

naturally conceive the axis of the revolving body as influenced

(167) See Bayle, Diet. art. Caatille, note H.
; Dclambre, Hiat. Astr.

du Moyen Ace, p. 248.

Mariana, De Reb. Hisp. xiv. 5, says of Alfonso X., * Emanuel sane
patruus, suo et alioruin procerum nomine, Aiphousum publica sententia

m conventu pronunciata, regno privavit ; ea calamitate dignura quod
divina: providenti® opera, et humani corporis fabricam, insigni lingua)

procaeitate ingemique confidents accusare ausus fuerit
; uti vulgo hominum

opinio eat, ab antique ducts per tnanus. Vocis atoliditatem numcn justissime

vindicavit. Id fore astra memorant portendisse ejus artis non ignaro : si

ars est, et non potius inane mortaliura ludibrium, quod a prudeutibus
semper accusabitur, et semper tamen patronos habebit.'

It will be shown below, ch. v. § 12, that the Church always condemned
astrology.

(168) ‘ It was not until the revival of letters that the annual motion of

the earth was admitted. Its apparent stability and repose were until

then universally maintained. An opinion so long and so deeply rooted
must have had some natural and intelligible grounds. These grounds,
undoubtedly, are to be found only in the general impression that, if tho

globe moved, and especially if its motion had so enormous a velocity as

must be imputed to it, on the supposition that it moves annually round tho
sun, we must in some way or other be sensible of such movement.’

—

Lardncr's Handbook of Astronomy, by Dunkin (1800), § 135.
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by the predominant tendency, and as directed constantly to-

wards the centre. We should be inclined to suppose that if

the earth made a circuit round the sun, any point on its surface

would likewise make a circuit round the heavens ; that when

the earth had accomplished a fourth part of its orbit, the points

of the compass would all have changed ninety degrees in refe-

rence to the stars
;
that assuming the poles of the earth’s axis to

be north and south, the west would become north, the south

would become west, the east would become south, and the north

would become east, and so on, with the two successive quarters,

until at the end of the fourth the original directions were re-

stored. But as the axis of the earth always remains parallel to

itself, notwithstanding the motion of the earth in its orbit, the

same star always marks the north, and the pole of the earth is

unchanged with reference to the starry sphere, although the

earth makes a circuit in space. Copernicus, in fact, supposed

the axis of the earth to be always turned towards the sun.(1N
)

It was reserved to Kepler to propound the hypothesis of the

constant parallelism of the earth’s axis to itself.

The Copemican system of the universe, and its subsequent

completion by the Newtonian theory of Universal Gravitation,

have had a purely scientific value, and have exercised scarcely any

practical influence upon the affairs of mankind. The solar year

was fixed with a close approach to accuracy by the Julian calendar,

in the year 46 b.c. The reform of the Julian calendar, under

the auspices of Pope Gregory, in the year 1581, was only a

short time subsequent to the publication of the hypothesis of

Copernicus, and was promoted by astronomers who held the

Ptolemaic system. This reform of an error amounting only to

11' 12" in a year brought the calendar to perfection; the

annual measure of time has received no improvement since the

modern astronomical revolution. With regard to the deter-

mination of a ship’s place at sea by astronomical methods, the

invention of chronometers has been far more important than any

(169) See Dclambre, Hist. Astr. Mod. vol. i. p. 96.
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improvement in astronomical theory. If the ancients had

known the telescope and the clock, their scientific methods would

have sufficed for nearly all practical purposes, although they

might have held to the geocentric hypothesis.

Astronomy, as it has been developed by Copernicus, Kepler,

and Newton, and their modern successors, has been treated by

mathematical methods, requiring the highest stretch of the

reasoning faculty, and has furnished materials for sublime con-

templation. But it is a science of pure curiosity
;

it is directed

exclusively to the extension of knowledge iq a field which

human interests can never enter. An attempt has been made

by some astronomers to distinguish between the solar system

and sidereal astronomy ; hut the distinction rests on no solid

foundation. The periodic time of Uranus, the nature of Saturn’s

ring, and the occultations of Jupiter’s satellites, are as far re-

moved from the concerns of mankind as the heliacal rising of

Sirius, or the northern position of the Great Bear.

Science ought, indeed, to he pursued for its own sake
; and

the human mind can be worthily occupied in the acquisition of

knowledge which can never lead to any practical result. But

if the astronomical science of the ancients was less exact and

comprehensive than that of the moderns, it had a closer bearing

upon human affairs, and it nearly exhausted those departments

which are useful to mankind.
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Chapter V.

ASTRONOMY OF THE BABYLONIANS AND
EGYPTIANS.

§ 1 HPHE Greeks, especially the writers of the later literary

period, were in the habit of attributing the invention

and original cultivation of Astronomy either to the Babylonians

or to the Egyptians ; and they represented the earliest scientific

Greek astronomers as having derived their knowledge from

Babylonian or from Egyptian priests. They did not, indeed,

adhere quite consistently to this supposition
;
for some of the

mythological stories gave to the Greek astronomy an indigenous

origin, as wc have shown in a previous chapter. (')

The author of the Platonic Epinomis says that Egypt and

Syria produced the earliest astronomers, on account of the clear

sky which those countries possessed in summer, and the conse-

quent facility of observing the stars. (*) By Syria, in this pas-

sage, Assyria is doubtless meant. (®) The same writer speaks

of their astronomical observations having been carried on for

an infinite series of years. Macrobius also describes the Egyp-

tians as having been the earliest astronomers, and attributes

this priority to the clearness of their sky.(4
)

The priests of Thebes, in Egypt, asserted that they were

the originators of exact astronomical observation: they attri-

buted this superiority in part to the clearness of their climate.

(i) ch. ii. § 1. (a) § D, p. 987.

(3) Concerning the use of Syria for Assyria, see Herod, vii. 63 j Strab.

xvi. 1 , § 2.

(4) iEgyptioram retro majores, quos constat primos omnium ccelum

scrutari et rnetiri ausos, postquam perpetua

1

apud se serenitatis obsequio
ccelum semper suepectu libero intueutes depreheuderunt, &c., Comm, in

Somn. Scip. i. 21, § 9.
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which enabled them to discern the risings and settings of the

stars.
(
5

)
Cicero concurs with the Epinomis in ascribing the

origin of astronomical observation to the Assyrians
; he derives

it, however, not from the clearness of their sky, but from the

wide extent of the plains which they inhabited.
(
6
) According to

Diodorus, the Chaldteans used the temple of Belus, which stood

in the centre of Babylon, for their astronomical observations,

on account of its immense height.
(
7
)

It may be remarked,

that the ancients considered lofty eminences or large plains as

best fitted for astronomical observation. The reason was that,

as they principally observed the risings and settings of the fixed

stars, they wished to have a clear horizon.
(
8
)

Tatian, a Christian writer of the second century, moderates

the pride of the Greeks, by suggesting to them the many im-

portant inventions for which they were indebted to barbarians,

or foreigners. He reminds them that the Babylonians were

the authors of astronomy, and the Egyptians of geometry. (®)

Clement of Alexandria, in the early part of the third century,

following up the same argument, mentions the Egyptians, and

also the Chaldseans, as the originators of astronomy.
(
10

)

Lactantius, a Latin Christian writer, of the beginning of the

fourth century, traces the invention of astronomy in Egypt to

a religious origin. He says that the Egyptians were the first

to worship the heavenly bodies,^ 1

)
and as they lived in the open

(5) Diod. i. 60.

(
6) Principio Assyrii, ut ab ultimis auctoritatem repetara, propter

planitiem magnitudinemque regionum, quas incolebant, cum ccelum ex

omni parte paten* atque apertum intuerentur, trajectionea motuaque stel-

larum obserritaverunt, De I)iv. i. 1 .

(7) h. 9.

(8 ) On the importance of the rising* and the gettings of stars in the

ancient astronomy, see the letter of Mr. Wales, in Vincent'* Comm, and
Navig. of the Ancient*, vol. i. p. 645, ed. 2.

(9) Orat. ad Gr®c. c. 1.

( 10) Strom, i. 16, § 74.

( 1

1

) This worship i# assigned to the Phoenicians, not to the Egyptians,

by Kuseb. Pnep. Er. i. 9, 6 , vol. i. p. 69, ed. Gaisford. Lucian, I)e Dek
Syr. c. 2, says that the E—ptinn* were the first to introduce a belief in the

S
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air, and enjoyed a cloudless sky, they observed the movements

of the stars, and the eclipses of the sun and moon—the beings

which they venerated as gods,
f
1*)

According to Pliny, the invention of astronomy was assigned

by some to Atlas, the son of Libya ; by some to the Egyptians

;

by others to the Assyrians.
(
1S

)
In another place, the same

writer speaks of Jupiter Belus as the inventor of this science.
(
u

)

Achilles Tatius declares that the Egyptians were reported to

have been the first who measured the heaven, as well as the

earth, and to have inscribed their discovery upon stone pillars,

for the benefit of other nations ; but he adds, that the Chal-

dacans likewise claimed the invention of astronomy, attributing

it to Belus.
(

16
)

Manilius, in his astrological poem, attributes the origin of

astronomy to the nations which dwelt upon the Euphrates and

the Nile ; and he describes the science as having been first cul-

tivated by kings ;(
18

)
alluding apparently to Belus, the mythical

king of Babylon.

Phoenix of Colophon, who wrote poetry about 300 b.c.

mentions it as a proof of the indolence of the ancient Assyrian

king Ninus, that he entirely neglected astronomy : which im-

gods, and rites for their worship ; and that the Assyrians borrowed theo-

logical belief and religious worship from the Egyptians.

(i a) Sed omnium primi qui vEgyptum occupaverunt, coelestia snspicere

atque adorare ccBpcrunt. Et quia neque domiciliis tegebautur propter

aeris qualitatem, nec enitn ullis in e& regione nubibus subtexitur coelum ;

cursus siderum et defectus uotaverunt, dum ea Btepe venerantes curiosius

atque liberius intucrentur, Div. Inst. ii. 13.

(13) N. H. vii. 56.

(14) N. H. vi. 26. Durat adhuc ibi Jovis Beli templum. Inventor

hie fuit sideralis scientist). This statement is repeated by Solinus, in

the following sentence : Beli ibi Jovis templum, quem inventorem

ea:lestis disci plina) tradidit etiam ipsa religio, quse Deum credit, c. 66, § 3.

Seneca, N. Q. iii. 20, speaks of Berosus as the translator of Belus ; which

implies that Belus was believed to be the author of writings on the primi-

tive history and astronomy of Assyria.

(15) Isag. 0. i. p. 73, ed. Petav.

(16) i. 40—45.
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plies a belief that the cultivation of that science was habitual

among the early Assyrians.
(
1T

)

A rationalized version of the mythus of Prometheus, pre-

served in Servius, attributes the origin of astronomy to the

Assyrians. According to this interrelation of the fable, Pro-

metheus was a philosopher, who observed the stars on Mount

Caucasus, and taught astronomy to the neighbouring Assyrian

people. The vulture which consumed his liver was an emblem

of the care and solicitude with which he watched the move-

ments of the heavenly bodies.
(
18

)

Diodorus and Diogenes Laertius state that the Egyptians

asserted themselves to be the inventors of geometry and astro-

nomy
;
to which the latter adds arithmetic. (’*)

According to Isidorus, the Egyptians were the authors of

astronomy, while the Chaldieaus invented astrology and the ob-

servation of nativities. The Greeks, however, attributed the

discovery of astronomy to Atlas, whence he was fabled to have

supported the heaven^20
)

A native fable is related by Socrates in the Phmdrus of

Plato, according to which Theuth, an ancient Egyptian god,

invented numbers and calculation, geometry and arithmetic, as

well as the games of dice and draughts.
(

S1
)

Another story, cited

by Diogenes Laertius, refers the origin of geometry to Moeris,

( 17 ) if ovk O’ aortp', ou8 ’ iSit

v

fA’fi/ro.

Ap. Athen. xii. p. 530 E.

Naeke, Chocrilus, p. 229, says in explanation of this verse :
* Hoc dioit

poeta : Ninum neque vidisse astrum, nec si quando videret, ut fieri non
potuit, quin aliquotieg ctelum adspexerit, explorasse. Qua apud populum
astrorum cultorom extrema negligentia.’

( 18) Ad Eel. vi. 42. It is added that his theft of fire from heaven
was only typical of his explanation of the nature of lightning. Cicero, De
Div. i. 19, speaks of the Babylonians, ‘ Qui e Caucaso cosli signa servantes,

numeris et motus stellarum cursusque persoquuntur.’ Why the Babylo-
nians should observe from Caucasus, does not appear. Sec above, p. 73.

( 19 ) Diod. i. 69 ; Diog. Laert. protein. § 11.

(20) Orig. iii. 24, 1.

(21 ) Phtedr. § 134, p. 274. As to the claim of the Egyptians to be the
inventors of letters, see Tac. Ann. xi. 24.

S 2
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King of Egypt, f
22

)
Diodorus, on the other hand, represents

Osiris, with the help of Hermes, as having originated language,

writing, music, the worship of the gods, and astronomy.^) The

same author informs us that the earliest Egyptian lawgiver was

Mneues ;
and that the second was Sasychis, a man distinguished

for his wisdom : that the latter made additional regulations con-

cerning the worship of the gods, that he was the inventor of

geometry, and that he taught astronomical science and observa-

tion to the natives. (**)

Herodotus attributes the origin of geometry, in its literal

sense of land-measuring, to Egypt
;
this art having been ren-

dered necessary by the alterations in the size and boundaries of

fields, which the annual inundations of the Nile produced.

(

2S
)

The same practical origin of geometry is assigned by Strabo,

who remarks that the commercial wants of the Phoenicians

caused them to invent arithmetic and astronomy.
(
se

)
A similar

explanation of the origin of geometry in Egypt is given by

Diodorus, who, however, couples with it the science of arith-

metic^27
)

Aristotle rationalizes the supposed Egyptian origin

(22) viii. § 11. The authority cited is Anticlidee, in his work concern-

ing Alexander the Great. Anticlides was an Athenian writer, who lived

soon after the age of Alexander. Bunsen treats the invention of geometry
by king Moeris as an historical fact, and declares that, ‘ like all the other

fundamental institutions of Egyptian life, it belonged to the bloom of the

old empire,' Egypt, vol. ii. p. 311, Eng. tr.

(23) Diod. i. 15, 16.

(24) i. 94 Compare Bunsen, vol. ii. p. 94, who says that Sasychis
• clearly belongs to the old empire.' Bunsen, ib. p. 65, states that the

invention of astronomy was likewise attributed to king Maneros ;
but

I am unable to find any authority for this statement. It is not supported
by the passages which Bunsen cites. In Plut. de Is. et Os. 17, he is called

the inventor of music, on account of the song Maneros, mentioned in

Herod, ii. 79; Athen. xiv. p. 620 A. Compare Milller, Hist of Gr. Lit.

c. 3, § 3. According to Pollux, iv. § 54, the Egyptians considered Maneros
as the inventor of agriculture, and a disciple of the Muses.

(25) ii. 109. He supposes this art to have been invented in the reign

of Sesostris.

(26) xvi. 2, 24 ;
xvii. 1, 3. The same origin is repeated by Servius,

ad Eel. iii. 41. Socrates considered geometry as good only for land-

measuring, Xen. Mem. iv. 7, 3 ; above, p. 112.

(27) i. 81.
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of geometry in a different manner. He says that mathematical

science originated in Egypt, on account of the leisure which the

priests enjoyed for contemplation^28
)

According to Diodorus, the Egyptians claimed the honour of

having taught astronomy to the Babylonians. Their account

was that, in times of remote antiquity, they had sent out colo-

nies over the whole known world
; that Bclus, the son of Nep-

tune and Libya, led an Egyptian colony to Babylon
;
that the

priests called Chaldseans were an imitation of the Egyptian

priests, maintained at the public charge, and relieved from all

labour, and that they, likewise after the model of the Egyptian

priests, had become observers of the stars.
(

M
)

The author of

the treatise on Astronomy {irtp't rr}c ’AorpoAo-yltjc), written in the

Ionic dialect, attributed to Lucian, holds that the Ethiopians

were the true inventors of this science
;
that they taught it to

the Egyptians
; and that the Egyptians taught it to the Babylo-

nians^30
) On the other hand, Josephus conceives that the

Egyptians were indebted for their astronomical knowledge to

the Chaldseans
;

for that the patriarch Abraham, who was a

Chaldjean, taught arithmetic and astronomy to the Egyptians,

and that from Egypt these sciences passed to the Greeks.
(

81
)

Proclus considered the astronomical observations of the Egyp-

(28) Metaph. i. 1 : Sio rr.pl Atyvrrroi' ai pa0ijpari*ai nparrov ri-^utu <rvvi-

cmjo-a*' inti yap a<ptt&rj <rxo\a(tiv rb ran uptiDv y«Vor. The word irovtanjiruv

here means, ‘ assumed consistency and form,’ ‘ were consolidated.’

(29) i. 28, 81.

(30) Lucian, de Astrolog. c. 3—9. The Scholiast on this passage de-

nounces it as contrary to the received opinion of Greece, which assigned

the invention of astronomy to the Chaldeans : rrapa rb natriv livOpainmt

<T)((bbv SoKovirra Tavra’ XaXSatovs yap tpaat npbyrovs aarpovoplai ap£ai, vol. iv.

p. 346, ed. Lehmann.

(31) Ant. Jud. i. 8, § 2. Josephus quotes a passage from Berosus

(i. 7, § 2), where Abraham (without being named) is designated as a Chal-

ctean well-versed in astronomy. See Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 502. In

another place, Ant Jud. i. 2, § 3, Josephus states that the descendants of

Seth, son of Adam, invented Astronomy, and that they engraved their

discoveries upon a pillar of brick and a pillar of stone, in order to preserve

them from the general destruction which, according to the predictions of

Adam, was to arise once from fire and once from water. These pillars

remained in the historian's time in the land of Siris.
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tians as anterior to those of the Greeks, and the astronomical

observations of the Chaldseans as anterior to those of the

Egyptians.
(

92
)

Cedrenus, a Greek monk. of the eleventh cen-

tury, says that the Egyptians invented geometry, and the

Chaldseans astrology
;
that the Babylonians were instructed in

astronomy by Zoroaster, and that from them it passed to the

Egyptians. (")

A mythological story told in Diodorus, represents Actis, son

of Helius, king of Rhodes, as having taught astronomy to the

Egyptians
j

and it accounts for the apparent superiority

of the Egyptians over the Greeks, with respect to astrono-

mical knowledge in later times, by the circumstance that

Greece was submerged by a great deluge, which destroyed its

ancient civilization, and which did not extend to Egypt.
(

M
)

Another version of the origins of arithmetic and astronomy,

which we shall illustrate in a future chapter, assigned them to

the Phoenicians.
(
96

)

§ 2 The Greeks were so much in the habit of finding a

fabulous origin for every useful art and invention, that the

stories which connected the original cultivation of astronomy

with the Babylonians, the Egyptians, and the Phoenicians would

not, of themselves, deserve more credit than the legends which

made Amphion the inventor of music, and Triptolemus the in-

ventor of agriculture. (**) But these popular and uncertified

() In Plat. Tim. p. 277 D, p. 671, ed. Schneider.

(33) v°l- i- P- 73, ed. Bonn. Cedrenus, an ignorant compiler, here con-

founds the Magi with the Chaldieans. Zoroaster is a Persian name. The
confusion occurs in other late writer*.

(34) v. 67. See above, p. 72.

(35) Below, ch. viii. § 1.

() For a collection of such origins, see Plin. N. H. vii. 66; Clem.
Alex. Strom, i. 16, 5 74. Many Greek writers jrrpl dmnaruv are enu-
merated in Fragm. Hist. Gr. vof. iv. p. 692. Compare Mure, Hist, of Gr.
Lit. vol. iv. p. 66. * It was a standard doctrine of the popular Greek
antiquaries, that every art or custom, even the most elementary, and such
as could hardly fdfl to spring up simultaneously with the first efforts of a

nation to emerge from barbarism, must have had some inventor, or, what
is nearly equivalent, some importer from abroad. When the custom was
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traditions arc corroborated by other statements of a more defi-

nite character.

Several of the ancient writers inform us that the Babylo-

nians and Egyptians were in the possession of astronomical

observations ascending to a period of remote and unknown an-

tiquity.

Simplicius, an Aristotelian commentator of the sixth

century, had, as he informs us, heard that the Egyptians had

been in possession of written astronomical observations extend-

ing over a period of not less than 680,000 years j
and the

Babylonians, in like manner, of observations extending over a

period of 1,-140,000 years.(37
) Consistently with this account,

the same writer speaks of astronomical observation having

existed for many myriads of years,
(

M
)
We learn, upon the

authority of Porphyry, who wrote in the third century, that

Callisthenes sent from Babylon to Aristotle a series of astrono-

mical observations reaching back from the time of Alexander the

Great over a space of 81,000 years.(39
)

Pliny, in order to prove

the remote antiquity of writing in Assyria, cites Epigenes, a

weighty authority, as stating that the Babylonians were in pos-

session of astronomical observations, for 720,000 years, in-

scribed upon baked bricks
;
he adds that Berosus and Critode-

mus, whose statement was the lowest, made the observations

ascend 490,000 years. (*°)

Cicero speaks of the written memorials of the Babylonians

as including a period of 470,000 years
;

his context shows that

he refers to astronomical observations
; (

4l
)
and in another pas-

one of recognised remote antiquity, the title to priority was usually awarded
to some mythical hero.’ See likewise, p. 101.

(37) Schol. ad Aristot. de Cool. p. 476 b, ed. Brandis.

(38) lb. p. 484 b.

{39) Ap. Simplic. ib. p. 503 a.

(40) In the sentence of this passage, ' Littcras semper arbitror Assyria*

fuisse,' we ought to read Assyriis. See Ideler, Chron. rol. i. p. 21(i.

Concerning Epigenes and Critodemus, see Fragm. H. Gr. vol. ii. p. 510.

Epigenes is cited only by late writers, and is probably not anterior to

Polybius.

(41) De Div. i. 19, cited by Lactant. Div. Inst. vii. 14.
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sage of the same treatise he speaks of the Babylonians assert-

ing that their astrological system of divination, upon the births

of children, was confirmed by an experience of 470,000 years. (
42

)

This statement is substantially identical with that of Dio-

dorus, who says that the astronomical observations of the

Babylonians reached back for 473,000 years from the landing

of Alexander in Asia; (**) and it only differs by 20,000 years

from that cited by Pliny from Berosus and Critodemus ;
which,

when we are dealing with such high numbers, must be con-

sidered a trifling discrepancy.

We are informed that Hipparchus described the Assyrians

as having continued their observations for 270,000 years.

Iamblichus was not satisfied with this limited period. He
asserted that they had observed entire cosmical cycles of the

seven planets^44
) the duration of which was still greater.

Diodorus states generally, in reference to an event of 315 b.c.,

that the Chaldseans of Babylon claimed an antiquity of many

myriads of years for their astronomical observations^44
)

The Egyptians, according to Diodorus, were more moderate

in their assertions of antiquity than the Babylonians. They

affirmed that their regal dynasties had lasted for 4700 years,

and that the arts and sciences, including astronomy, had been

cultivated in Egypt during that period.

(

M
)
He states, however,

that the Egyptians had preserved observations of the stars made

during an ‘ incredible length of time.’

(

47
)

Martianus Capella

adopts a statement that astronomy had been practised in secret

by the Egyptians for 40,000 years before it was divulged by them

to the rest of the world.
J
48

)

Diogenes Laertius informs us that, according to the report

(4a) De Div. ii. 46. (43) ii. 31.

(44 ) 'Saavpiot Si, ipipr'iv "lapfiXixoc, oix 7̂TTI1 Knl tfcocn pvpiaSac irur

prime •riipr)cr(u’, Sic (fir]flip “Ijnrdpxos, dx\cl Kill o\ac annKaracrTaafie *ai ntptoSovt

rSiv inra Koapocparripbiv pyrfpr/ ttapibriaran, Proelus in Tim. p. 31 C, p. 71*

Schneider.

(45 ) xix. 55. (46) i. 69.

(47 ) i. 81. (48 ) viii. § 813, ed. Kopp.
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of the Egyptians, 4S,868 years elapsed from the time of

Vulcan to that of Alexander the Great
;
and that during this

period there had been 873 eclipses of the sun and 832 eclipses

of the moon.(48
)
The statement as to the eclipses is as fabulous

as the rest ; it has no claim to be considered as possessing any

astronomical value, or as being the result of actual observation

and of contemporary registration.

§ 3 It is stated, moreover, that whereas in other countries

the persons who discharged sacerdotal duties were confounded

with the rest of the community, and were subject to the duties

and burdens of ordinary life
;
in Egypt, and also in Babylon, the

priests formed a distinct caste, which enjoyed legal privileges

and a high social position
;
that they were the companions of

the kings; that they possessed an immunity from taxation;

that they were relieved from toil, and had leisure for scientific

study and meditation
;
and that from a remote period they

habitually observed the stars, recorded their observations, and

cultivated scientific astronomy and geometry^50
)
The Egyptian

priests are moreover related to have kept registers, in which

they entered notices of remarkable natural phenomena, such as

the rains in Upper Egypt, which were supposed to cause the

inundation of the Nile.(61
)

The account of them given by Por-

phyry embodies the idea of monastic asceticism and purity, and

a complete abstraction from secular pursuits.
(

6S
)

(49) Procom. 2. The statement assumes that an eclipse of the snn
took place once in every 131 years, and an eclipse of the moon once in

every 68 years.

(50) Respecting tho Egyptian priests, see Strab. xvii. 1 , § 3, 29, 40

;

Dioof. i. 81 ; Herod, ii. 37 ; Porpnyr. de Abst. iv. 6—8 . Respecting
the Chaldfcan priests, see Diod. ii. 29—31. Manilius, i. 46, describes the
Babylonian and Egyptian priests as having first practised astronomy.

(51 ) Strab. xvii. 1, § 5. Compare the passage of Herodotua on the
registration of prodigies by the Egyptians, above, p. 70, n. 275.

(52) Antiphon, a late writer, cited by Porphyr. Vit. Pyth. 8 , speaks of
the severe regulations, unlike the habits of Grecian life, to which Pytha-
goras was subjected, in conforming to the life of the Egyptian priests.

According to Eudoxus, such was tneir horror of blood, that they would
not associate with butchers and hunters, Porph. Vit. Pyth. 7.
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§ 4 Furthermore, it is affirmed by Herodotus that the year,

with its division into twelve months, was the invention of the

Egyptians. Each month, according to his report, consisted of

thirty days ; and five complementary days were added, so as to

make the Egyptian year consist of 865 days.(s3
)
A notice in

Synccllus states that the addition of the five complementary days

was the work of King Ascth, who belonged to the fifteenth

dynasty.
(

M
)

According to Manetho, this dynasty reigned from

2607 to 2324 b.c.(66
)

Manetho, however, attributed the reform

of the Egyptian year to Saites, another king of the same

dynasty
;
his reform is said to have consisted in adding twelve

hours to the month, so as to make it of thirty days, and five

days to the year, so as to make it of 365 days.(6#
)

According

to Censorinus, a certain King Arminos fixed the year at twelve

months and five days
; (

67
)
that is, at 865 days.

At the town of Acantlue, near Memphis, was a perforated

vessel, which was filled with water by 360 priests on each day

in the year.(w
)

This custom seems to allude to a year consist-

ing only of 860 days.

Three hundred and sixty pitchers for making funeral liba-

tions were placed round the tomb of Osiris in the island of

Philse, which were filled every day by the priests with milk.
(

60
)

This has been referred by Newton to a year of 360 days.(®°)

The conjecture is probable
;
but the time when this religious

usage was introduced is uncertain.

If we are to believe the account of the Latin Scholiast on

the Aratca of Germanicus, the ancient Egyptian kings took au

(53 ) ii. 4. An astiological mythua respecting the five complementary
days of the Egyptian year is given by Plutarch, I)e la. et Oair. 12.

(54 ) p. 123 D. Compare Lepsiua, Chronol. der AEgyptcr, p. 177.

(55 ) See Boeckh, Manetho, p. 222, 390.

(56) Fragm. Hiat. Gr. rol. ii. p. 570. Compare Boeckh, Manetho,

p. 233.

(57 ) c. 19, where duodecim should be read for tredccim.

(58 ) Diod. i. 97.

(59) Diod. i. 22.

(60) See Bailly, Hiat. d'Aatr. Anc. p. 399.
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oath, in the temple of Isis, that they would not add by interca-

lation to the ancient year of 365 days.
(

8l
)

The priests of Thebes declared that the tomb of King Osy-

mandyas had once been decorated with a circle of gold, 365

cubits in circumference, and one cubit in thickness, on which

each day of the year was represented. They stated it to have

been removed by Cambyses when he invaded Egypt. (
M

)
If this

marvellous ornament ever had a real existence,
(
M

)
it supposed

a year of 365 days.

From these statements it is apparent, that the views of the

Greeks respecting the duration of the ancient Egyptian year

cannot be reconciled with one another.

The duration ascribed by the Greeks to the year of the Ba-

bylonians, and of other oriental nations which are likely to have

adopted the Babylonian reckoning, is also various. Thus the

circuit of the walls of Babylon was 360 stadia, according to

Ctesias, and 365 stadia according to Clitarchus and other his-

torians of Alexander
;
which numbers were said to be derived

from the days of the year.(M
)

In Persia, 365 youths formed a

part of the ceremony of worshipping the sun.(w)
According to

Plutarch, the number of the concubines of Artaxerxes was

860. (**) The same number is stated by Curtius for the royal con-

cubines at the time of Alexander's expedition^87
)
and Diodorus

remarks that it was not less than that of the days of the year.(8s
)

It is stated by Herodotus that the annual tribute of the Cili-

(6 i) Deducitur autem a aacerdote Iaidis in locum qui nominator ady-
toa, et jurejurando adigitur ncque mensem neque diem intercalandum,
quern in festum diem immutarent, sod ccclxv. dies peracturos, sicut inati-

tutum est ab antiquis, Arat. vol. ii. p. 71, ed. Buhle.

(
6a) Diod. i. 49.

(63) Letronne, Sur l'Objet des represent. Zodiac, p. 76. treats the golden
circle of Osymandyas as an invention of the Egyptian priests, posterior to
Alexander.

(64 ) Diod. ii. 7. For conjectures concerning the Babylonian year, see
Ideler, Chron. voL i. p. 202—213.

(65) Curt. iii. 7. (66) Artax. 27.

(67) iii. 8 . (68) xrii. 77.
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cians to the Persian king was 360 horses, being one for each

day of the year.(*8
)

According to the account of Polyaenus^70
)

Hercules had a

daughter in India named Pandsea. He gave her a district in

the south of India, and distributed the inhabitants into 365

villages, with an obligation to pay the royal tribute in succes-

sion on each day of the year. Pliny(n
)

states that the Indian

nation of Pandas is governed by women, whose race ascends to

a daughter of Hercules. They rule over 300 towns, 150,000

infantry, and 500 elephants. The mythology respecting Hercules

and his daughter Pandsea is given at great length by Arrian.
(
73

)

He says nothing of the 865 villages, but states that Pandaea

received from her father 500 elephants, 4000 cavalry, and 180,000

infentry.

§ 5 The astronomical science, which the Egyptians are

alleged to have acquired, at a remote period, from the observa-

tions and meditations of their priests, and the regulation of the

calendar, which this science enabled them to make, are stated

to have been communicated to the Greeks. It is indeed inti-

mated that the Egyptian priests regarded their astronomical

science as an esoteric and mysterious doctrine, and that they

disclosed it to curious strangers with reluctance^78
)
but it is

affirmed that, for the foundation certainly, and probably for

many parts of the superstructure, of their astronomical science,

the Greeks were indebted to Egypt. Similar statements are

made with respect to Assyrian astronomy.
(
74

)
This derivation

does not reBt merely upon general declarations, but is fortified

by detailed accounts of visits of Greek philosophers to Egypt,

to Assyria, and to other oriental countries, made for the pur-

pose of profiting by the lessons of the native priests and sages.

Thus Thales is reported to have visited Egypt, and to have

(69) iii. 90. See above, p. 18. (70) i. 3, § 4.

(71 )
vi. 23. (7i) Ind. 8 , 9.

( 73) 8trab. xvii. 1, § 29 ;
Mart. Cap. viii. § 812.

(74) See Plat. Epinom. § 7, p. 987. After describing the origin of
astronomy in Egypt and Assyria, the writer adds : odtv sal rravra^dtrf sal

Stip' <£qic<i, /itfiaaavuriifya ^Javaj fivptml rc sal anflp<p.
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received instruction in astronomy from the priests^75
)

Phere-

cydes of Syros is included among the early Greek philosophers

who were the disciples of the Egyptians;^®) but, though he is

said to have devoted his thoughts to physics, he was not a pro-

ficient in astronomy.

With respect to the lessons derived by Pythagoras from

Egyptian and Asiatic teachers, the remark applies, which has

been made of mediaeval chroniclers, that each successive writer

appears to know more of the transaction than his predecessor.

The accounts given by the early Greek writers are few aud

i/ieagre : those of the later writers are many and copious.

Herodotus states that the Orphic and Bacchic rites forbad

-he interment of a dead body in a woollen covering ;
and in this

respect, he adds, they accord with the Egyptian and Pythagorean

ceremonies, which contain a similar prohibition, supported by a

sacred legend^77
)

This passage proves that Herodotus conceived

the superstitious ritual of the Pythagoreans of his time to be

connected with Egypt. It is mentioned by Isocrates, that

Pythagoras visited Egypt, and that, having become the disciple

of the Egyptians, he introduced their philosophy into Greece.
(

78
)

This is the entire information respecting the relations of

Pythagoras with Egypt which we receive from writers anterior

to the age of Alexander. The poet Callimachus, who lived in

the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, described Pythagoras as

(75 ) Above, p. 80, 84; Both, Gesch der Abendland. Philos, vol. ii.

p. 65, and notes p. 4 ; Mullach, Frag. Phil. Gr. p. 203.

(76) Joseph, cont. Apion. I, § 2. Cedrenus, vol. i. p. 165, ed. Bonn,
says that he visited Kgypt in order to learn theology and physics.. Compare
C. Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. xxxiv., who discredits the account.

(77 ) ii. 81. Compare Apul. Apol. p. 495. Quippe lana, segnissimi

corporis excrementum, pecori detracts, jam inde Orphei et Pythagone
scitis, profanus vestitus est. There is a statement as to the doctrine of

Pythagoras concerning the purity of linen, in Philostr. vit. Apollon, i. 32.

According to Iamblich. vit. Pyth. 100, Pythagoras wore a linen dress.

Concerning a fabulous connexion of Zamolxis and Pythagoras, see

Herod, iv. 95—6. Zamolxis was said to have learnt some astronomy from
Pythagoras. Some of the Egyptian wisdom was likewise supposed to

have penetrated into Thrace, Strab. vii. 3, 5.

(78) Busir. § 30, p. 227, ed. Bekker.
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having invented some geometrical problems, and as having in-

troduced others from Egypt into Greece.
(
79

)
Strabo informs

us that Pythagoras visited Egypt and Babylon for scientific

purposes^80
)
and Cicero, that he visited Egypt and the Persian

magi.(81
)

According to Diodorus, the Egyptian priests asserted

that Pythagoras, Democritus, (Enopides of Chios, and Eudoxus

had visited Egypt
;
and they produced proofs of the presence of

these philosophers in that country. They likewise declared that

the geometrical and mathematical science of Pythagoras had

been derived from Egypt.
(

8S
)

Justin repeats the account that

Pythagoras visited first Egypt, and afterwards Babylon, in

order to obtain instruction in astronomy^83
) Ammianus

Marcellinus informs us that Pythagoras, Solon, Anaxagoras,

and Plato derived instruction from Egypt.
(
M

)
The report of

Valerius Maximus is similar. According to his version of the

story, Pythagoras visited Egypt, and learnt the events of

past ages from the registers of the priests. He then went

to Persia, and learnt the motions of the stars, and their

respective powers and properties, from the magi.(85
)

Phi-

lostratus, in his life of Apollonius, likewise speaks of Pythagoras

as having held intercourse with the magi^8*)

Some late writers add another circumstance, that Pythagoras

in his visit to Egypt learnt the language of the country, toge-

ther with the three modes of writing.
(
87

)
According to Apu-

leius, the commonly received account of Pythagoras was, that he

visited Egypt, and there learned magic ceremonies, arithmetic,

and geometry, from the priests
;
that he afterwards visited the

Chaldajans, and then the Brachmanes of India. The same

writer also states that another account represented him to have

(70) Ap. Diod. x. 11, ed. Bekker.

(80) xiv. i. § 16. (81 ) De Fin. v. 29.

(83 ) i. 96, 98. (83) xx. 4.

(84) xxii. 16, § 21—22 .

(85) viii. 7, ext. 2. (86) i. 2.

(87 )
Antiphon, ap. Diog. Laert. viii. 3 ;

Diogenes on Thule, ap. Porph.
Pyth. 12 . Concerning this Diogenes, sec below, ch. viii. § 5,
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been among the prisoners taken by Cambyses in Egypt, and

that having been transferred to Persia, he became the disciple

of the magi, especially of Zoroaster, the fountain-head of all

sacred mysteries^86
)

This latter account makes the visits of

Pythagoras to Egypt, and to Persia or Babylon, involuntary,

and due only to the accident of his being a prisoner of war.

Iamblichus describes his Egyptian visit as voluntary, but says

that he was taken from Egypt to Babylon as a prisoner by

Cambyses^8
®) and that he there enjoyed the instruction of the

magi. The account of Iamblichus is, that Pythagoras left

Samos at the age of eighteen, in the reign of Polycrates ; that,

after visiting some Greek philosophers, he went to Sidon, where

he associated with the Syrian priests; that he next passed

twenty-two years in Egypt; that he was transferred from

Egypt to Babylon, where he passed twelve years
;
and that he

returned to Samos at the age of fifty-six.

According to Porphyry, the received account of Pythagoras

was, that he learnt geometry from the Egyptians, arithmetic

from the Phoenicians, astronomy from the Chaldaeans, and

ascetic observances from the Magi.(*°) Polybius remarks, that

the priests of the Egyptians, the Chaldaeans, and the Magi were

highly honoured by the early Greeks :(
91

)
this remark alludes

:o the stories of the travels of the ancient Greek philosophers.

Alexander Polyhistor, who lived in the last century before

Christ, stated that Pythagoras was the disciple of Nazaratus the

Assyrian, and that he also received lessons from the Brachmanes

and the Gauls. (**) By the Gauls he doubtless meant the

Druids, who were conceived as sacerdotal philosophers. (**)

(88) Flor. ii. 15. Suidas, in HvSayopas Engine, states that Pythagoras
was the disciple of Abatis the Hyperborean, and of Zares the Magus, and
that he likewise received instruction among the Egyptians and Chaldceans.

(89) Iamblich. vit. Pyth. § 19.

(90) Porph. vit. Pyth. 6. For the visit of Pythagoras to Sidon, and
for his intercourse with the successors of Mochua, see Iambi. Pyth. § 14.

(91) Ap. Strab. i. 2, 15 (p. 1120, ed. Bekker).

(92) Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 15, § 70.

(93) See Diog. Laert. procem. i. ; Strab. iv. 4, 4.
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According to Plutarch, (Enuphis of Heliopolis was the in-

structor of Pythagoras. According to Clemens it was Sonchis,

the high priest.
(

w
)

Dionysius states that Polycrates gave Pythagoras a letter of

recommendation to Amasis ;(®
5

)
which implies that Amasis was

king of Egypt at the time of his visit. Pliny speaks of an obe-

lisk set up at Borne by Augustus, which had been sculptured

in the reign of Semneserteus
; and he adds the remark, that

during this king’s reign Pythagoras was in Egypt.(®*) No other

mention is made of this king : the Egyptologists suggest that

bis name is an epithet of Amasis^97
)
but Pliny evidently sup-

posed it to be that of a king.

(Enopidcs of Chios, a Pythagorean philosopher, is likewise

stated to have derived instruction respecting the sun’s course,

from Egypt, (•*)

Empedocles is mentioned by Pliny and Philostratus as

having held intercourse with the Persian magi.(w
)

The residence of Democritus in Egypt, and his travels in

Asia, have been previously mentioned ;(
100

)
he spoke of the

Egyptian geometers, but considered them as his inferiors in

scientific knowledge.

It is affirmed by Cicero, that Plato visited Egypt for the

purpose of learning the science of numbers and astronomy

from the priests
: (

101
)

this statement recurs in other Latin

writers.
(

loa
)

(94)
Plut. de I*, et Osir. 10 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 131.

(95)
viii. 3. Thin story is inconsistent with the account in Iamblichus

vit. Pyth. 11, that Pythagoras escaped secretly from Samos, in order to

avoid the despotism of Polycrates. Ovid, Met. xv. 60, makes Pythagoras

fly from the tyranny of Polycrates.

(96 ) Plin. N. H. xxxvi. 14.

(97) Roth, Gesch. der Abendl. Philos, vol. ii. p. 69, notes.

(98)
Above, p. 132.

(99) Plin. N. H. xix. i. ; Philostrat. vit. Apollon, i. 2.

( 100)
Above, p. 137.

( 101 ) De Fin. v. 29. He went to Egypt ‘discendi eausA,’ de Rep.

i. 10. His distant travels are alluded to in 'fuse. Disp. iv. 19.

( 102 ) See Yal. Max. viii. 7, ext. 3; Lucan, x. 181; Quintilian, L 12,

§ 15. Amm. Marc, above, n. 84.
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According to Apuleius, Plato went to Theodorua at Cyrene,

in order to learn geometry, and to Egypt in order to learn

astronomy from the priests. He was prevented by wars in

Asia from visiting the magi and the Indians.
(
10S

)
This state-

ment recurs in Diogenes, so far as concerns the visits to Cyrene

and Egypt, and the intended visit to the magi.f10*) His

Egyptian visit, and his obligations to the priests, are also re-

ferred to by Philostratus.
(

105
)

Clemens describes him as having

learnt geometry from the Egyptians, and astronomy from the

Babylonians.
(

106
)
His Egyptian journey was likewise recognised

by Strabo and Plutarch.

The residence of Eudoxus in Egypt appears to be suffi-

ciently attested, but its duration is uncertain
;
nor is it pro-

bable that he accompanied Plato to that country.
(

107
)

It is

not pretended that Aristotle, or any of the later philosophers,

received instruction from the Egyptians, or from any oriental

priests.

With respect to the alleged visits of the early Greek philo-

sophers to Egypt, for the sake of profiting by the lessons of the

native priests, we may remark, that they have no inherent im-

probability, so far as distance and difficulty of communication

are concerned. A faint knowledge of Egypt is perceptible even

in the poems of Homer ;
the country was opened to the Greeks

in the reign of Psammetichus (671—17 b.c.), and a Greek

factory was established at Naucratis in that of Amasis (560

—

26 b.c.). Solon is proved, by the extant remains of his poetry.

( 103) De Dogm. Plat. i. p. 1040, Valpy,

( 104) iii. § 6 , 7.

( 105) Vit. Apollon, i. 2.

( 106 ) Protrrpt. c. 6
, § 70. Compare Ast. Platons Lcben, (Leipzig,

1816), p. 22—25. Above, p. 146; below, p. 279.

( 107 )
See above, p. 145. A statement respecting a mystical doctrine

of the Egyptian priests is cited from the Tijr mpioiot of Eudoxus, by
Plut. de Is. et Oair. 6 . Concerning this work, see Idcler on Eudoxus,
i. p. 200. See likewise above, n. 52.

T
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to have sailed as far as Egypt.
(

108
)

According to Plutarch, he

there communed with two learned priests, Pscnophis of Helio-

polis, and Sonchis of Sais.(10®) The visit of Solon to Egypt is

alluded to by Plato in the Timaius.(no
)

The physical obstacles

to communication with Egypt, even in the sixth century before

Christ, were not very formidable.
(

1U
)
We could believe the

fact, if it were sufficiently attested
; but there is a scarcity of

contemporary, or even of ancient evidence. The whole life of

Pythagoras, as it is delivered to us, is a scries of recent fables ;

and even Egyptologists admit that the visit of Plato to Egypt

is doubtful.
(

112
)

There is likewise a similarity in the names of the learned

Egyptian priests, which betokens repetition and poverty of in-

vention. Sonchis, the informant of Solon, is also a teacher of

Pythagoras; another teacher of Pythagoras is (Enuphis
;
the

teacher of Eudoxus is Chonuphis; that of Plato is Sech-

nuphis.(ns
)

The later Greeks appear to have been wanting in that

national spirit which leads modern historians of science to con-

tend for the claims of their own countrymen to inventions and

discoveries. They rather sought to enhance the glory of their

philosophers by claiming for them the merit of having intro-

duced unknown sciences and useful inventions from foreign

countries. Long journeys by land were at that time impeded

(108) He described himself as having made Borne stay

NciXou f’lri itpo\otj<ri, Kavafii&os iyyvdtv dtcryv.

—Plut. Sol. 26.

(109) Plut. ib. In the treatise, de Is. ct Osir. 10, he likewise mentions
Sonchis.

(no) § 5, p. 21. Compare Crit. § 7, p. 113.

(111) Alcaeus mentioned in his poems that he had visited Egypt, Strab.

i. 2, § 30.

(1 12) Sec Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 60, Eng. Tr.

The travels of the early Greek philosophers, and the profound science

of the Egyptians and Chaldwans, are doubted by Ukert, Geogr. der Gr.

und Kom. vol. i. 1, p. 61, i. 2, p. 90.

(1 13) See Lepsius, Chron. der /Eg. p. 660.
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by serious obstacles. The difficulty of the accomplishment, the

ardour which it showed iu the cause of science, and the love of

marvel which exaggerated the excellences of unknown distance,

probably furnished the motives for this tendency. Thus

Lycurgus, the ancient lawgiver, is reported not only to have

visited Crete, Asia Minor, and Egypt, in search of political

models for his Spartan reforms, but even to have journeyed to

Libya, Iberia, and India
;
some of which regions could scarcely

have been known by name to his countrymen in the eighth or

ninth century before Christ.
(
m

)

We perceive, particularly in Diodorus, a disposition to trace

everything Greek to Egypt.
(

1U
)

Thus he supposes Daedalus to

have learnt his architectural skill in that country, and to have

built the Cretan after the model of the Egyptian labyrinth.
(

U6
)

He likewise describes Orpheus as having derived his religious

doctrines from Egypt.
(

n;
)

Even Ilomer, the great national

poet, whom Diodorus was contented with taking to Egypt as a

visitor,

(

ns
)
was, by the general consent of late writers, con-

verted into an Egyptian.(m
)

Much patriotic feeling existed in those days as to the com-

parative antiquity of nations. The Egyptians asserted their

claims to be the most ancient of mankind
; and their claims

were partially admitted.

(

lso
)

This circumstance afforded an-

fi 14) See Plut. Lye. 4. Plutarch Bays that Ariatocrates, the son of
Hipparchus, is the only writer who carried him to the three latter coun-
tries. This Aristocrates was a Lacedemonian, who lived in the first or
second century b.c., and wrote a work entitled Aaxamsu, of which several
fragments are extant. His authority respecting Lycurgus is at least as

f
ood as that of Iamblichus or Clemens respecting Pythagoras. See Frag.
list. Gr. vol. iv. p. 332. Strabo likewise states that Lycurgus visited

Egypt in order to study its laws, x. 4, § 19.

(115) 8ee Lepsius, Chron. der JEg. p. 41.

(u6) i. 61, 97. The same statement is made by Pliny, xxxvi. 19.

Compare Hock’s Kreta, vol. i. p. 56—68.

(117) i. 69, iv. 25. (118) i. 69.

( 1 19) "Ogijpov o! irX*urroi Alyvwnm (fralmwiv, Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 15,

§ 6. Compare Heliodor. *Eth. iii. 14.

(120) See Herod, ii. 2; Plat. Tim. § 5, p. 22 ; Apollon. Bhod. iv. 265—270 j Joseph, eont. Apion. i. § 2. Aristotle speaks of the great antiquity

of the Egyptians : ovrot yap ap^aiorarot piy doxovctiv t Ipai, Pol. vii. 10.

T 2
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other ground for finding the origins of Greek philosophy in

Egypt.

After the diffusion of Christianity, a further powerful

motive was added for attributing the origins of Greek sciences

to the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, the Persians, and the Baby-

lonians. Like these nations, the Jews were barbarians; they

belonged to a non-Hellenic race ; and the Christian apologists

sought to remove the prejudice of the Greeks and Romans

against a foreign religion, by showing that the Greeks owed

their philosophy to foreigners. The merely Jewish writers,

such as Josephus, likewise shared in this feeling.

Lactantius expresses his wonder that Pythagoras and Plato,

who visited the Egyptians and the magi of Persia in order to

learn their sacred rites, should not have visited the Jews for

this purpose
.

(

m
)

This wonder was not shared by other writers,

who supposed those philosophers to have drunk at the sacred

Jewish fountain. Thus Eusebius states that Pythagoras visited

Babylon, Egypt, and Persia, and conversed with the priests

and magi : and that his visits were said to have fallen at the

time when some of the Hebrews were residing in Egypt and

Babylon.
(

1S2
)

Josephus and Origen concur in stating that Pythagoras was

indebted for much of his philosophy to the Jews;(1M
)

and

Theodoret, an eminent ecclesiastical writer of the fifth century,

speaks of Pythagoras, Anaxagoras, and Plato, as having derived

some sparks of the truth from Moses. (
m

)
It is declared by

Clemens that the dislike of anthropomorphism attributed to

Numa was a belief which descended to him from Moses through

the medium of the Pythagorean philosophy;(136
)
the connexion of

(ui) I)iv. Inst. iv. 2.

( 1 22 ) Pnep. Evang. x. 4, p. 470.

( 123) Joseph, contr. Apion. i. 22, and Origenes contr. Cela. i. 13. See
Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. Mi, 41. Compare Porph. vit. Pyth. 11, with
Kiesaling’s note, vol. ii. p. 22 .

( 124) Gnvc. Affect, ii. 51, p. 79, ed. Gaisford. The metaphor is bor-
rowed from Clem. Alex. Paid. ii. 1

, § 18.

( 125 ) Strom, i. 15, § 71.
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Pythagoras with the doctrines of Moses being not less fabulous

than the connexion of Nuraa with the doctrines of Pytha-

goras.^2
®) The same writer states that Plato learnt legislation

and religion from the Hebrews ;(
127

)
and that he was not igno-

raut of David ;(
1S8

) he even calls Plato ' the Hebrew-instructed

philosopher.’

(

129
)

Numerous the Pythagorean, who lived in

the age of the Antouines, said that Plato was nothing but

Moses in an Attic dress.

(

,3
°) Eusebius fully adopts the same

view, and suggests that Plato may have acquired a knowledge

of the Mosaic doctrines from the Jews who resided in Egypt

under the Persian dominion.
(
m

)
The same origin for the

teaching both of Pythagoras and Plato was likewise claimed in

the spurious treatise published under the name of the Jew

Aristobulu8.(1 •,2
)

Augustine inclines to the opinion that Plato

was acquainted with the Hebrew Scriptures
;

but he shows

that the story of the philosopher having met Jeremiah in

Egypt, and having there heard his prophecies, is inconsistent

with chronology.
(

1S3
)

§ 6 The true character both of the Babylonian and the

Egyptian priests, as astronomers, seems to have been, that

from an early period they had, induced by the clearness of

their sky, and by their seclusion and leisure—perhaps likewise

stimulated by some religious motive—been astronomical ob-

servers. Their observations were rude, and unassisted by

(126) 8ee the Author’s Inquiry into the Cred, of the Early Bom. Hist,

vol. i. p. 419 ; Schwegler, Rom. (reach, vol. i. p. 660.

(117) Protrept. c. 6, § 70.

(128) Pted. ii. 1, § 18.

(129) 6 *E3paiW <pi\6<ro<fiot, Strom, i. 1, § 10.

(130) Tt yap tan nXdra>v fj Ma>v<n)r arruciCav ;
the words of Numenius,

cited in Clem. Strom, i. 32, § 150. Suidas in Nouuc'wot, Euseb. Prop.
Evang. xi. 10. Compare the art. Numenius in Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc.

Biogr.

(13O Prsep. Er. xi. 8.

(132) Clem. Strom, i. 22, § 150. Compare Yalckenaer, Diatribe de

Aristobulo, reprinted in the 4th voL of Gaisford’s edition of Eusebius

Priep. Evang.

(‘33) Civ. Deb H» x>- 21.
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instruments ; and were, doubtless, but irregularly and imper-

fectly recorded
;

it may be reasonably suspected that they were

directed particularly to phenomena, such as eclipses, to which

a superstitious interest attached.

(

154
)
We cannot, consistently

with the capacity and tendencies of the Oriental mind, suppose

that either of these nations ever rose to the conception of

astronomy as a science
;
that they treated it with geometrical

methods
;

or that they attempted to form a system of the

universe founded upon an inductive, or even upon a speculative

basis. The knowledge of geometry ascribed to the Egyptians

seems merely to have grown out of their skill in land-

measuring. All the extant evidence goes to prove that the

scientific geometry of the Greeks was exclusively their own

invention. It may be doubted whether any Chaldaean or

Egyptian priest had a mind sufficiently trained in abstract

reasoning to be able to follow the demonstrations of the pro-

perties of the conic sections invented by Apollonius.
(
lss

)

§ 7 One of the earliest subjects to which astronomical

observation was directed must necessarily have been the deter-

mination of the solar year. It is highly probable that by

observing the equinoxes and solstices,
(

1M
)

and the heliacal

risings of particular stars, the Chaldsean and Egyptian priests

may, at an early period, have approximated closely to its true

( 134) Herodotus points out the peculiar addiction of the Egyptians to

observances connected with tho worship of their gods : Btoatpits if trf-

puraiic tower /uiAiara namav avOpanrav, il. 37.

( 135) Brugsch, Hist. d’Egypte, part i. p. 39, admits that the astronomy
of the ancient Egyptian priests was not scientific. ‘ L’astronomie (ho
says) n’llait pas chez eux cette science mathlmatique qui calcule les

mouvements des astres, en construisant les grands systemes qui eotnpo-

sent la sphfere cllestc. C'etait plutot un recueil d'obscrvations des phlno-
miues plriodiqucs du ciel et du pays dgyptien, dont le rapport rlciproque

ne pouvait echupper longtemps aux yeux des prfltres, aui observaient dans
ecs nuits claires de 1'Egypte, les astcrismes brillants du ciel. Leurs oon-
naissanees astronomiques etaient fondles sur la basede l'empirisme, ctnon
sur celle d'une observation mathumatique.’

( 136) Geminua, c. 6
, p. 19, states that the Egyptians particularly ob-

served the solstices.
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length, the most important fact with respect to the notation of

time for chronological purposes.

Herodotus informs us that, in his time, the Egyptian year

consisted of 360 days, to which five complementary days were

added, making a year of 365 days.(157) He says nothing of

any further correction. If, therefore, Herodotus is accurate in

his statement, the Egyptian year in his time was less exact

than the year of the Greek octaeteric cycle, winch implied a

knowledge of the odd quarter of a day.

Strabo states that Plato and Eudoxus journeyed together to

Egypt, and passed thirteen years at Heliopolis, for the purpose

of extracting the scientific knowledge of the priests; who com-

municated some of their discoveries, but concealed the chief

part. Among the scientific truths which they imparted, was

the excess of time beyond 365 days in the year. ‘ Up to this

period (Strabo remarks) the true length of the year was un-

known by the Greeks, together with many other truths ; until

the later astronomers obtained them from Greek translations of

the writings of the Egyptian priests. They still continue to

derive information from the writings of the Egyptian priests,

as well as of the Chaldseans. ,

(
138

) This statement is inconsistent

with all that we know respecting the progress of astronomy and

the history of the calendar in Greece. The Metonic cycle,

which was a reform of the previous octaeteric cycle, preceded

the visit of Eudoxus to Egypt; and the octaeteric cycle as-

sumed a year of 365J days. Hipparchus, moreover, who

preceded Strabo by a century and a half, determined the length

of the year with an exactitude unknown to the native Egyptian

priests, and by methods which surpassed their comprehension.

No mention is made elsewhere of scientific astronomical trea-

tises by Egyptian priests, or of Greek translations of these

treatises. Strabo must conceive them to be of later origin than

the visit of Plato and Eudoxus
; for he says that these philo-

sophers consumed thirteen years at Heliopolis in Egypt, in a

( 137 ) ii. 4. See above, p. 266. ( 138)
xvii. i. § 29.
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partially successful attempt to induce the native priests to

divulge their scientific knowledge : whereas, if this astrono-

mical knowledge had been already consigned to written and

published treatises, it would have been easy to find Greeks

resident in Egypt who could interpret them into Greek.

It docs not consist with this account, that the priests of

Thebes are represented, both by Diodorus and Strabo, as being

singular in using a year of 365 J days; and in providing for the

additional quarter of a day by an intercalary arrangement. It

is particularly mentioned by Diodorus, that they determined

their year by the sun, not by the moon.^ 88
)

In the time of

Horapollo, the Egyptian year consisted of 365 days, and an

additional day was intercalated every fourth year, as in the

Julian calendar.

(

l4°)

Strabo admits that the Egyptian priests of his own day

were destitute of all scientific and astronomical knowledge

;

and that they had degenerated into mere guides and cicerone*,

who showed the temples and their curiosities to foreigners. He
adds that a certain priest named Chfcremon, who accompanied the

prefect ./Elius Gallus from Alexandria in his ascent of the Nile,

pretended to the possession of science, but that his pretensions

were generally treated with ridicule and contempt.

(

141
)

/Elius

Gallus was the intimate friend of Strabo : he was prefect of

Egypt in the years twenty-four and twenty-five b.c.

Macrobius indeed declares that the year of the Egyptians had

always been correct ;(
ua

)
but the accounts of its duration are

fluctuating,

(

14S
)
and it is certain that, at the time of the Julian

reform, the Egyptian calendar contained a year of 365 days
;

which, not being rectified by any intercalation, fell one day

(139) Diod. i. 50 j Strab. xvii. 1, § 46.

( 1 40) 5tu rrrpnrnjpi Hot JrtpuTtrrjv TjptfHiv (tptOpovtriv Aiyvrmot* ra yap Tttj‘

aapa Ttrapra f/pipap anaprifci, i. 5.

(141) xvii. 1, § 29. An attempt to defend the learning of Chsorcmon
is made by Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 92—4, Engl. tr.

(14J) Anni eertus modus apud solos semper .Egyptios fuit, aliarum
gentium dispari numcro pari errore nutabat, Saturn, i. 12, § 2.

(143) See above, § 4.
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behind the true time every four years, and was therefore a

vague or movable year. As soon as the length of the true or

fixed solar year was known, it must have been manifest, even

to persons unversed in astronomical or mathematical science,

that the movable year of 365 days and the fixed year of 365

1

days could not, after starting from the same point, again

coincide, until a cycle of 4 x 365, that is of 1460 years, had

been completed. This was a matter of simple computation,

and was quite independent of astronomical observation. In this

light it is viewed by Geminus in his astronomical treatise, who

remarks that every Egyptian festival will circulate round the

year in a cycle of 1460 years ;(
m

)
and Dio Cassius, in his

account of the Julian reform of the calendar, appears to refer

to the same fact.(U5
)

§ 8 As the movable Egyptian year was held to have

originally begun at the heliacal rising of the Dog-star, which

was contemporaneous with the ordinary commencement of

the inundation of the Nile—this period was, by late writers,

entitled the Canicular or Sothiac period—Sothis being the

Egyptian name for the Dog-star, and the month Thoth

being the first month of the Egyptian year.(14*) Censorinus,

writing in the year 238 a.d., remarks that the first of Thoth

( 144 ) c. 6
, p. 19.

(145) tovto 8’ (K TTj c iv 'XXf^avbpt'ia b(arpi r3i]s Tkadt, irkr/v Kad' Sirov intivol

piv TpuiKovSijpipovi tovc pr/vas Aoyi'fovrai, inttra ivi iravr't rtf irti rat rrtvrt

i]pipas iisayowriv, 6 bi br) Ktutrap is prjvas ( jrra ravras Tf jcal tas tripos bvo, <!v

ivos pijvos d<f>ti\tv, ivrjppootv. rrjv pivroi plop ttjv in tuv TtTapnjpoptiov ovp-
nXr)povpivr]V bid nivrt ical avrus iriv ioriyayfv, ware ptjitv in ras S>pas nvrav
irA i)v iXa^itrrov TrapaWdrrtiv' iv yovv \i\lois *ui TtTpanoalois xal i£t)Kovra xnl

ivi (tu [fntrt P] pids iAAijr ffpipas ipfiokipov biovriu, Dio Cass. xliii. 20. As
this passage stands, Dio states that the period of 365J days falls short of
the true year, and that it loses a day in 1461 years. In fact, however,
this period is slightly in excess of the true year

;
and it was this fxcesg

which necessitated the Gregorian reform of the calendar. The probability

is that Dio misunderstood some statement of the difference between the

Egyptian year of 306 days and the Julian year of 365J days.

(146) See Censorin. c. 18, who considers the Canicular period as founded
upon computation. For an account of the Canicular period, see Ideler,

Chron. vol. i. p. 126—139; Iloeckh, Manetho. p. 18; Bunsen, Egypt, vol.

iii. p. 43, 73, Engl. tr. ; Lepsius, Chron. der zEg. p. 165.
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fell on the 25th of June
; and he infers that this current

year was the hundredth year of the Canicular cycle, because

one hundred years earlier the first of Thoth fell on the 20th

of July, which he assumes to be the time of the rising of

the Dog-star.
(
U7

)
His statement is founded on mere compu-

tation
; it does not justify us in supposing that the Canicular

period was used in practice, or that it differed from those astro-

nomical cycles, of which so many varieties were devised by the

ancient astronomers. Firmicus applies this cycle to a different

purpose : he says that in 14-61 years, the sun and moon, and

the five planets, return to their original stations, and complete

the great year of the universe.
(

lw
)

Syncellus cites a passage of an ancient chronicle, in which

mention is made of a great cosmical period of 36,525 years

;

and this period is further divided by 25, so as to reduce it to

periods of 1461 years.
(

U9
) The entire cycle, which is attri-

buted to the Greeks as well as to the Egyptians, has evidently

been formed by the multiplication of 1461 by 25. The ‘ancient

chronicle1
cited by Syncellus, is referred by Boeckh to the inter-

val between the third and fifth centuries
; (

15
°) the statement is

made on the authority of astrological productions of late

origin.

(

ln
)

It is to be observed that neither this cycle, nor its

subdivisions, are in any way connected with the rising of Sirius.

Others identified the great cosmical year with the life of the

phoenix jf
15

*) and hence, as we learn from Tacitus, some late

( 147 ) Censorin. c. 21. Compare Idcler, ib. p. 127 ;
Clinton, Fast.

Bom. ad ann. 238, who rightly read* Pii for Ulpii in Cenaorinua.

( 148 )
Quantis etiam conversionibus major ille, quern ferunt, perficeretur

annua, qui quimjue has Stellas, lunam etiam ac soleu, locis suia origiuibua

que restituit, qui mille quadringentorum et aexaginta unius annorum cir-

cuitu terminatur, Prasf. ad Astron.

( 149 ) rol. i. p. 95—7, ed. Bonn, cf. p. 30, 64. The passage ia rightly

interpreted by Boeckh, Manetho, p. 46.

( 150) See Boeckh, ib. p. 52—7.

( 151 ) Concerning these productions, aee Bredow, in Syncellus, ed.

Bonn, vol. ii. p. 42. For the yt»i*a of Hermes, Bee Fab. Bibl. Gr. vol. i.

p. 87, Harles.

(152) Plin. x. 2 ; Solin. c. 33, § 11—13 ; Horapoll. ii. 57.
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writers (departing from the authority of Herodotus, who assigned

a period of 500 years to the life of the phoenix), made that

period consist of 1161 years.
(
lss

)
The idea of a great cosmical

year, at the close of which the heavenly bodies return to their

original stations, occurs in Plato, and is repeated by many sub-

sequent authors.
(
,54

)
This fanciful notion seems to have been

shared by the Chaldsean astronomers ; for Berosus is reported

to have declared, that when all the planets met in the sign of

Cancer, the world would be submerged by a great deluge ;
and

when they all met in the sign of Capricorn, it would be visited

by a great conflagration.
(

166
)

Theon of Alexandria, who lived in the fourth century, in an

extant fragment upon the Rising of the Dog-star, reckons an

era of Menoplires as beginning in the year 1322 n.c.(166
)

This year corresponds with the first year of the Canicular

(153) Ann. vi. 28. Compare Herod, ii. 73, who is followed by
numerous writers. Other authors, as Claudian and Laetantius, in their

poems on the phoenix, double this period, and extend the life of the mar-
vellous bird to 1000 years. See Lepsius, ib. p. 181. Pliny, x. 2, on the

authority of Mamiliue, a senator, reports that the life of the phoenix lasted

for 540 years ; and this number is confirmed by Solinus, c. 33, § 12.

Lepsius, p. 170, proposes to read hcdi.xi for dxl ; but his conjecture

is arbitrary arid improbable. Suidas, in <pom(, makes the period 654
years. Cbasromon, ap. TzeU. Chil. v. 6, fixes it at 7006 years. Others,

according to Solinus, made the life of the phoenix last for 12054 years, § 13,

which is the long year of Cicero. Concerning the phoenix, seo Horapollo,

ed. Leemans, p. 242. A phoenix was exhibited at Rome, in the censorship

of the Emperor Claudius, 800 U.C., and the fact was entered in the Acta
Urbit, the official journal of Rome, Plin. x. 2 ; Solin. 0. 33, § 14.

(154) See Martin, Tim6c, tom. ii. p. 78—80; and the authors cited by
him ; Arago, Pop. Astr. b. 33, 0. 43. Cicero, ap. Tac. do Caus. Corr. El.

16, assigns a duration of 12954 years to the great year. Macrob. Comm.
Somn. Scip. ii. 11, § 11, fixes it at 1500 years. Sextus Empiricus, adv.

Mathem. 1. 105, p. 747, Bekker, at 9977 years. Achilles Tatius, e. 18,

p. 81, defines the long years of the superior planets as follows : that of

Saturn, at 350,635 years ; that of Jupiter at 170,620 years ; that of Mars
at 120,000 years. Concerning the arroKaratmuns, or long year, see Hora-
pollo, ii. 57. Ptolemy, Tetrabibl. i. 2, considers the hypothesis of a great

year, at the end of which the heavenly bodies are restored to the places

where they stood with regard to the earth at its beginning, as groundless

and fanciful.

(155) Sen. Nat. Qwest, iii. 29.

(156) See Biot, Rccherches sur plusieurs Points d« l’Astronomie Egyp-
tienne (Paris, 1823), p. 306.
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period, whose termination is mentioned by Censorious (1322 +

139=1461) ;
and therefore it may be inferred that the era of

Menophres was a period of 1461 years, calculated backwards

from the year 139 a.d., in which the first of Thoth in the

Egyptian movable year occupied its proper place at the rising

of the Dog-star.

Columella transfers this principle of calculation to the sun’s

course as measured in days ; he declares that a quadriennial

period, consisting of 1461 days, brings the sun back to the

place of the zodiac from which it commenced its course, and

constitutes the great solar year.(157
)

This fanciful idea is

founded on the intercalary period of the Julian calendar
.(

15
*)

The Canicular period is not mentioned by Herodotus, or

Aristotle, or Aratus
;
or indeed by any writer anterior to the

Christian era.(159
)

It is not even alluded to by Diodorus, who

is so copious on Egyptian antiquities. It is an imaginary cycle,

apparently of late origin, though founded on a simple compu-

tation. This computation rests exclusively upon a comparison

of the year of 365]; days with the year of 365 days ;
and has

no necessary connexion with the rising of the Dog-star. The

importance which has been attached to the Sotliiac cycle

(*57) De Be Bust. iii. 6.

(158) Columella quotes Virgil ; he appears to hare lived in the first

half of the first century after Christ. His time is therefore subsequent to

the Julian reform.

(159) See Lepsius, ib. p. 167. The treatise irtpi Tadfwc, attributed by
Syncellus, vol. i. p. 72, to Manetho, is regarded as spurious by the modern
critics. See Boeckh, Manetho, p. 14; Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 060,

E. T. ; Lepsius, Chron. der-Eg. p. 413 ;
Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii.

p. 512. Boeckh thinks that the dedication to Ptolemy Philadelphus is not

earlier than the third century after Christ. There is nothing to show
that it referred to the Canicular cycle. Syncellus speaks of the fifth year

of Concharis, the twenty-fifth king of the sixteenth dynasty of the Canicular

cycle, in Manetho, vol. i. p. 193, ed. Bonn. It is agreed by modern critic*

that these words are not to be taken as proving the mention of the Canicu-

lar cycle by Manetho. See Letronne in Biot, Becherches sur l'Annee

vague des Egyptiens, p. 570 ; Mein, de l’Acad. des. Inscr. 1836, vol. xii.

part ii. p. Ill
;
Boeckh, Manetho, p. 74—6, 229 ; Lepsius. Chron. der .Eg.

p. 419 ; Letronne, Mem. do l’Acad. xii. 2, p. Ill (1836), thinks that the

Hothiac period was unknown to the ancient Egyptians ; and that it was
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by modem writers, and the computations based upon its sup-

posed antiquity, seem to be equally groundless. What this

cycle really attests is, the retention of a civil year of 365 days,

after it was known that the true year was longer by a quarter

of a day.

Syncellus speaks of Ptolemy having exhibited certain astro-

nomical calculations for a period of 1170 years from the death

of Alexander
;
in other words, by the restoration of one Egyp-

tian year.(ls0
)

This passage shows that Ptolemy regarded the

period of 1176 years as a period obtained only by computation;

and that he described it as formed by the readjustment of the

Egyptian year of 365 days and the true solar year. The num-

ber, as reported by Syncellus, is not, however, the exact

equation for the two years.

The alleged existence] of a year of four months, of three

months, of two months, of one month, and even of a single

day, in Egypt,
(

181
)
would probably be referred, by the cham-

pions of the hypothesis of profound astronomical science among

the Egyptian priests, to a primitive period of ignorance, and

would by this arbitrary supposition be reconciled with their

theory. It is therefore unnecessary to insist on these discor-

dant years, though they rest upon as good evidence as many

of the received proofs of the profound science of the Egyptian

priests.

§ 9 Diodorus dwells upon the advantages which the here-

ditary character of the Chaldaean priesthood afforded for the

sober cultivation of science, in comparison with the rivalries

and disputatious habits of the Greek philosophic sects
; and he

affirms that, for antiquity and carefulness of astronomical obser-

probably even unknown to Manetho, who never employs it : he remarks
that it is only cited by Censorinus, Clemens of Alexandria, Chalcidius, and
Syncellus

;
aud he supposes that it may not improbably be an invention of

the Alexandrine astrologers.

(160) Yol. i. p. 389, ed. Bonn.

(161) See above, p. 32. Boeckh, Manetho, p. 63—64. On the Egyp-
tian year, see La Nauze, Acad, des B. L. xiv. p. 346 ; and the Memoir of
Fourier in the French work on Egypt, tom. i. 803.
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vation, tlie Chaldieans stood pre-eminent among the ancient

nations. We are assured by Herodotus that the sundial, and

the division of the day into twelve parts (afterwards called

hours), for which the sundial afforded a measure, came to the

Greeks from the Babylonians.^®2

)
This rude and obvious mea-

sure of diurnal time cannot be considered as indicating any

great proficiency in astronomy.

The Scholiast to Aratus states that the Greeks derived their

tables of stars from the Egyptians and Chaldeans ;(
1*s

)
but

what authority there was for this statement, or what was the

value or extent of the tables alleged to have been received, we

cannot now discover.

The story of the astronomical observations, extending over

31,000 years, sent from Babylon to Aristotle, would be a con-

clusive proof of tbe antiquity of the Chaldsean astronomy, if it

were true.(m
)

But, as Delambre has remarked, it has all the

appearance of a fable.(165
)

This remarkable fact was certainly

not mentioned by Aristotle himself in any of his published

works. If it had been, the mention of it would not have escaped

the research of his diligent commentator Simplicius, who quotes

it from Porphyry, a writer of the third century. We are re-

quired, moreover, to believe not only that Aristotle was silent

as to this enormous mass of observations, but that they

perished without leaving a trace. Not even Eudcmus, or any

other of the disciples and immediate successors of Aristotle,

seems to have noticed them. Their existence was equally

unknown to the astronomers of the Alexandrine School. The

authentic reading of the passage exhibits the incredible number

of 31,000 years; and this objection to the truth of the story

cannot be removed by adopting an unauthorized reduction

derived from a Latin translation. Other writers, indeed, who

give the portentous numbers of 720,000, or 470,000, or 270,000

(163) Died. u. 29—31 j above, p. 176.

( 163) Ad Arat. 762. (164) Above, p. 263.

( 165) Hist. Astr. Anc. vol. i. p. 308.
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years, for the duration of the series of Babylonian observations,

show that Porphyry was moderate in his statement.

That the Babylonian and Egyptian priests, enjoying the ad-

vantages of a clear and cloudless sky during a large portion of

the year, had made astronomical observations, particularly upon

the planets, before the Greeks had begun to observe the heavens

systematically, need not be doubted. It is proved by the dis-

tinct testimony of Aristotle
;
who, however, seems to imply

that the results of their observations reached the Greeks by

means of oral communications.^ 68
)

Eudoxus is said to have derived his knowledge of the mo-

tions of the planets from Egypt
; (

1#7
)
and Conon to have made

a collection of eclipses observed by the Egyptians. P
88

)
But

whatever the efforts of the Egyptian priests may have been,

they were useless to the scientific School of Alexandria, who

must have had access to whatever existed, through the patron-

age of their Greek kings. Ptolemy never mentions an obser-

vation made by a native Egyptian-

Hipparchus may have assigned a duration of 270,000 years

to the Babylonian observations, but those which he cited and

used for purposes of calculation could not boast of a remote

antiquity. The five earliest Babylonian eclipses mentioned by

Hipparchus are of the years 721, 720, 621, and 523 b.c.
;

they are all eclipses of the moon.(16
®) The earliest recorded

Babylonian observation is fifty-five years subsequent to the com-

mencement of the Olympiads, and thirty-two years subsequent

to the foundation of Rome. These were the earliest observa-

tions of eclipses known to Hipparchus.
(

17
°) Ptolemy states

that a continuous series of observations was in existence in his

time up to the commencement of the era of Nabonassar
j
that

( 166) See above, p. 157, 162.

( 167 ) Above, p. 166.

( 168 ) Above, p. 196.

( 169) See Ideler, Sternkunde der Chaldaer, Berl. Trans. 1814—5.

( 170) See Ptolemy, Magn. Synt. iv. 6 , 8
, p. 243, 244, 269; v. 14,

p. 340, 341, ed. Halina. Compare iv. 2, p. 216.
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is, up to 747 b.c.^71
)

IIow far this series was complete or

accurate, he does not inform us
;

hut his words imply that

it did not ascend to a higher date. The period of 228

lunations, or eighteen years, in which the eclipses of the moon

recur, appears to be attributed by Gemiuus to the Chal-

dteans ;('"*) but at what period they were first acquainted with

it, is unknown. Ptolemy ascribes the period of eighteen years

to the 'ancient mathematicians' generally, without specifying

the Chald»ans.(17S
)

The science of Egypt, like the wealth and power of Persia,

was found by the Greeks to be a nullity, when it became the

subject of certain knowledge and observation, and they were

admitted behind the scenes. * Minuit prtesentia famam.’ The

Alexandrine astronomers discovered the barrenness of the sci-

entific land of Egypt, as the Ten Thousand Greeks discovered

the feebleness of the great king.(174
)

If any of the Clialdaean and Egyptian priests had really pos-

sessed the profound and exact knowledge of astronomy which

is attributed to them in a Ixjdv, we should probably have heard

his name. Some one would have gained au individual reputa-

tion : his writings or his discourses would have become cele-

brated; and he would have been distinguished from the

mass.(,7“) Neither Plato nor Aristotle, nor any of the earlier

writers, however, name any Babylonian or Egyptian, in refe-

(

ty
l) tis rfjv a(>XT)v voi t!at3om<r<rapov )3a<riXfiar a<f>' ov xpovov uni rat

irdkaias rnpnovtc t^o/uv as iv'arav n*XP l 8tUpo Sui(ra(o^tms, Mag. Synt. iii. 6,

p. 202, Halraa. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 98 ; Delambre, Hist.

A8tr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 180.

( 173

)

Gem. c. 15.

(173) 8ynt. iv. 2. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 206, and Gognet,
Sur les Piriodes astronomiques des Chald6eng, at the end of hia Origines

dee Lois : also Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 143.

( 174) See riut. Artax. 20. Archdeacon Hare remarks, Phil. Mug.
vol. i. p. 56 :

* It is very remarkable how little of our information about
ancient Egypt is derived from the men of letter* who lived at the Court of
the Ptolemies.’ The probable explanation of this fact is that they had no
authentic information to give.

( 175 ) Compare the remark of Mr. Grote, Hist, of Gr. vol. iii. p. 390.
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rence to astronomical observations : tlie latter writers mention

some names of Egyptian priests, as having imparted instruction

to Pythagoras, Plato, and Eudoxus j(
178

)
hut they are mere

shadowy forms, without flesh and blood. The largest number

of names is connected with Solon,
(
m

)
who was not an astro-

nomer or mathematician. In like manner we hear but few

Babylouian names: Alexander Polyhistor assures us that Pytha-

goras received instruction at Babylon from Nazaratus the

Assyrian.
(
178

)
Cidcnas, Naburianus, and Sudinas, Chaldaeans,

whom Strabo states to have been considered by the Greeks as

eminent in science,
(
17

®) are not mentioned elsewhere. Seleucus,

who lived in the second century before Christ, and who wrote on

physical subjects, was a Babylonian
; but his training appears

to have been Greek.
(

1S0
)

Much mystical erudition has been bestowed upon the origin

of the signs of the zodiac
;
but by the researches of Letronne

and Ideler, the subject has been withdrawn from the transcen-

dental region, and has been reduced within the bounds of in-

telligible knowledge. |A huge frostwork edifice of fanciful

conjectures has been melted by Letronne’s determination of the

date of the zodiac of Tentyra to the reign of Nero.(181
)

It is

(176) Sonchis and CEnuphis are called the teachers of Pythagoras;
Chonuphis of Eudoxus ; and Sechnuphis of Plato. The authorities are

Plutarch, Diogenes Laertius, and Clemens. See Lepsius, Chron. der JEg.

p. 550.

(177) Besides Sonchis and Psenophis mentioned by Plutarch, Proclua

(in Tim. p. 31 D), names Patrneit at Sais, Ochlaps at Heliopolis, and
Ethemon at Sebennytus, referring to ‘ the histories of the Egyptians.’

(178) See above, p. 271.

(179) Strab. xvi. 1, § 6.

(180) Above, p. 192.

(181) See Letronne, Sur l’Origine grecque des Zodiaques pr6tcndus

Egyptiens. Paris, 1837.

Observations sur l’Objet des Representations zodiacales qui nous res-

tent de 1’Antiquity. Pans, 1824. 8vo.

Recherches pour servir a l’Histoire d’Egypte. Paris, 1823. Introd.

p. xiii.

Sur l’Origine du Zodiaque grec. Paris, 1840.

Ideler, Ueber den Ursprung des ThierkreiBes. Berl. Tr. 1838.

A collection of the separate dissertations and critiques of Letronne is

0
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now admitted, even by Egyptologists, that this and the other

zodiacal monuments of Egypt afford no proof of the early cul-

tivation of astronomical science in that country.
(
lss

)

Achilles Tatius states that the Babylonian and Egyptian

names of the constellations were different from the Greek.

The Greeks, he remarks, borrowed many of these names from

their own heroic mythology.
(
lss

)
He considers, however, the

name of the balance, for the claw of the scorpion, to have been

derived by the Greeks and Romans from the Egyptians.
(

lw
)

This substitution took place about the time of Cicero and

Caesar.
(

185
)

The planets had, doubtless, been named by the Babylonians

and the Egyptians, before they received names in Greece. The

name of the sun, which was sometimes given to Saturn, was of

Chaldaean origin.^*6 ) But the Greek designations, originally

mere descriptive epithets, and afterwards borrowed from the

native gods, appear to have been of indigenous invention.

The observation of the heavenly bodies, and particularly of

eclipses, lay within the range of the obtuse, uninventive, and

much to be desired, and would be a valuable present to the student of
Egyptian antiquity. See a list of them in Mem. de l'lust. Acad, des In-

script. tom. xviii. p. 414 (1855). It seems that memoirs by this excellent

writer on the Egyptian calendar and on the Julian year, still remain un-
published, ib. p. 417. A similar remark applies to the KUine Schriflen of
Ideler ;

which are far superior in Talue to many collections of miscella-

neous writings which have found an editor and a publisher in Germany.
Compare Lepsius, Chron. der vEg. p. 4.

(i8j) See Lepsius, Chron. der JEg. p. G5—84 j Brugsch, Hist.

d’Egypte, part i. p. 40. The latter states that the zodiac is quite foreign

to Egypt, and that its twelve divisions were introduced there by the

Greeks in the Alexandrine age. The division of the zodiac is ascribed to

the Egyptians in the spurious treatise of Lucian, de Astrol. 6.

(183) c. 39, p. 94.

(184) Fragm. p. 96.

(183) See Ideler, Unters. fiber die Astr. Beob. der Alton, p. 373

;

Stcrnnamen, p. 174 j Schaubach, Gesch. der Astr. p. 296 ; Letronne, Sur
l’Originc du Zodiaque grec, p. 20.

(186) Diod. ii. 30 (where the text ought not to be altered) ; Simplic. ad
Aristot. p. 499, od. Brandis ; Hygin. Poet. Astr. iv. 18 ;

Theo Smyrnseus,

c. 6, with Martin’s comment, p. 87. On the origin of the names of the

planets, see Letronne, Orig. du Zod. grec, p. 30.
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immovable intellect of an Oriental.
(
w

)
So far as the astrono-

mical observations of the Chalclscans and Egyptians were pre-

served in an authentic form, and came to the knowledge of the

Greeks, the latter, doubtless, turned them to a profitable use.

With the addition of their own observations, the Greek astro-

nomers employed them as the foundation for the scientific

structure which they erected by means of their own arithmetic

and geometry. Hipparchus and Ptolemy may have made fan-

ciful hypotheses for the explanation of the phenomena; but

their reasoning was conducted in as scientific a spirit as that of

Kepler, Newton, or Laplace. The Chaldaean and Egyptian ob-

servers had the merit of furnishing the raw material of obser-

vation, within certain limits, to the astronomers of Greece;

but the latter alone possessed the scientific genius by which

these undigested facts were converted into a symmetrical

system.

In estimating the true character of the Egyptian astronomy,

it is necessary to avoid all confusion between the Alexandrine

School of Astronomers and the native priests. The former was

purely Greek
;
and it was from Sosigenes, a member of this

School, that Ciesar derived assistance for the reformation of the

Roman calendar. When, therefore, Macrobius says that Caesar

received aid from ‘ the Egyptian School,’(
188

)
we must bear in

mind that this was the aid of a Greek astronomer of Alex-

andria.

§ 10 But if the East could not give science to the West, it

could give superstition ; if it could not give astronomy, it could

give astrology. Though it could not guide, it could pervert

the human intellect; its soil, though incapable of producing

plants fit for the food of man, could generate poisons.

( 187) Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 149, considers the Chal-
dean astronomers as observers, and not as calculators.

( 188) Saturn, i. 16, § 39.

Lucan, following the traditional idea of a profound Egyptian science,

represents Achoreus, a native priest, as addressing a discourse to Cfesar

upon cosmology and astronomy, but chiefly upon the cause of the annual
inundation of the Kile, x. 194—331.

D 2
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The authors to whom we are indebted for our accounts of

the early Chaldseans are all of late date, and doubtless drew

their ideas, to a great extent, from the astrologers under the

Empire, or the last century of the Republic.Q™) But our

informants are agreed in connecting the early astronomy of

the Babylonians with divination from the stars, or astrology.

Cicero, in a passage already adverted to, makes their astrolo-

gical experience ascend to an antiquity of 270,000 years.
(

1#0
)

The copious account of the Chaldseans given by Diodorus re-

presents them as having from the beginning combined the two

characters of diviners and astronomers. They are described as

averting evil by rites of lustration, by sacrifices, and by incan-

tations ; and as predicting the future by the flight of birds, by

the entrails of victims, and by the interpretation of dreams and

prodigies. Belesys, described by Ctesias as a distinguished

Chaldsean priest who assisted Arbaces the Mede in overthrow-

ing Sardanapalus, about 876 b.c., is represented by him to have

been versed in astronomy and in the art of divination, and to

have predicted the fate of Sardanapalus by his own observations

of the stars.
(

1S1
)

The Chaldceans appear as soothsayers in the

Book of Daniel. They are here coupled with magicians, exor-

cists, and interpreters of signs.
(
192

) So we learn from Arrian

that the Chaldseans warned Alexander not to enter Babylon,

(189) The word aorpoXAyos signified an astronomer in the Greek
writers anterior to the Christian era. The word attroloaus has the same
sense in the earlier Latin writers. In later times, the distinction which
now obtains between the words astrology and astronomy was introduced.

See Sextus Emp. ad Math. v. 2, p. 728, Bekker, Simplicius, Schol.

Aristot. p. 348 b. Sextus was a writer of the third century. On the

origin of tho Chaldiean astrology, see Volney, Rech. sur iHist. Anc.

p. 364 (CEuvres, ed. 1837).

(100) Nam quod aiunt, quadringenta septuaginta millia annorum in

perientandis experiondisque pueris, quicunque essent nati, Babylonios
posuisse, fallunt. De Div. ii. 46.

(101) Biod. ii. 24, 26. The account of the Assyrian Empire is bor-

rowed by Diodorus from Ctesias. See below, ch. vii. § 2.

> (19a) See Dan. i. 4, 17. 20; ii. 2, 27 ; iii. 6; v. 7, 8, 11, 15. The
* astrologers* of the authorized version does not appear in De Wette’s cri-

tical translation. See Gesenius, art. Chaldaa, in Ersch and Gruber, and
Hengstenberg, Authentie des Daniel, p. 338—51.
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upon the authority of an oracle which they had received from

their god Belus ;(
193

)
their prediction, as reported by him, did

not profess to be founded upon astronomical or astrological data.

Diodorus, however, proceeds to say that their astronomy had

throughout an astrological cast. According to his account*-

they distinguished the five planets by the appellation of ‘ Inter-

preters/ because they foreshowed the destinies of men and na-

tions, and presided over the birth of each individual. They

conceived that besides the planets there were thirty stars, which

were called 'the Consulting Gods/ twelve of which presided over

the signs of the zodiac and the months of the year. Below these

are twenty-four stars, of which half are to the north, and vi-

sible
; half to the south, and invisible : the visible arc assigned

to the living, the invisible to the dead ; and they are denomi-

nated the Judges of the World.
(

m
)

Conformably with this view of the Clialdseans, the prophet

Isaiah, who lived about 759—710 b.c., addressing Babylon, the
‘ daughter of the Chaldaeans/ says :

‘ Thou art wearied in the

multitude of thy counsels. Let now the astrologers, the star-

gazers, the monthly prognosticators, stand up and save thee

from these things that shall come upon thee.’(185
)

(193) Arrian, Anab. vii. 16, 5 5. Diodorus, however, states that the
prediction which the Chaldtean deputation communicated to Alexander on
this occasion was derived from their astrological science, xvii. 112. Com-
pare six. 55. Plutarch, Alex. 73, merely mentions the prediction, without
specifying its foundation. An Assyrian magician is mentioned by Theocrit.

Id. ii. 162.

(194) Diod. ii. 29—31. In c. 30, Letronne conjectures vrrip Si ttjv

Tovrtov <p<ipay : De l'Orig. du Zodiac grec, p. 34, but the received reading
seems right. The Chaldasans are represented as placing the thirty stars

next under the live planets, after them the twenty -four judicial stars, and
lowest of all the moon. Letronne likewise alters 30 into 36 ; a proceeding

which seems inadmissible. The passage respecting the twelve gods
who preside over the zodiac, presents a difficulty. The words are : ray
6(iiv ot ruOray [viz., the /JovXaux flsoi] mpiovs tlyai <pa<n Si»S*Ka roy dpiBpoy,

l>v iyao-rtp prjva Ka\ run SadtKi: Xcynpiyav (a&iay iv npwryipovai. Letronne
translates 1 Ces trente-six dieux cousedlers out pour maitres douze dieux
supCricurs, a chaeun desquels est departi un eigne du zodiaque et un
mois.’ The true meaning seems to be :

‘ Of these gods, twelve are su-

preme, to each of whom one month and one of the twelve zodiacal signs is

assigned.'

(195) xlvii. 13. This chapter belongs to that portion of Isaiah
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Clitarchus, cited by Diogenes Laertius, states that the Chal-

dseans occupied themselves about astronomy and prediction.
(

19®)

The account of Strabo is peculiar : he affirms that the chief

body of the Chaldsean philosophers were addicted to astronomy

;

hut that a section of them, whom the others repudiated, prac-

tised the genethliac art.(197
)

Clialdtea is regarded by Ammianus

Marcellinus as the cradle of the true vaticination, by which he

appears to mean astrology.
(

188
)

In the period anterior to Alexander, the fame of the Chal-

dseans as soothsayers does not seem to have penetrated into

Western Asia
;
when the Lydians, before the capture of Sardes

in 546 b.c., were desirous of obtaining the interpretation of a

prodigy, they sent for the Telmessians in Lvcia.(lw)
The Tel-

messian diviners are connected with the story of the Gordian

Knot: they are stated by Arrian to have been a hereditary

caste of expounders of prodigies^200
) A lost comedy of Aristo-

phanes, entitled the Telmessians, appears to have alluded to their

character of diviners and augurs.^01
)

The city of Telmessus

was said to have received from Apollo the gift of teratoscopy.(202
)

According to Clemens, the Telmessians invented divination from

dreams : according to Tatian, they invented augury by the flight

of birds
; both these writers agree in declaring that the Carians

were the inventors of prediction by the stars.
(

90S
)

(xl.—xlvi.) which is considered, by the modern German biblical critics, ns

the work of a different writer. See De Wctte, Einleitung in das A. T.,

§ 208, ed. 6. He is believed to have been coeval with Cyrus, 569 b.c.,

that is about two centuries after Isaiah. Cyrus is mentioned by name in

chapters xliv. and xlv.

(196) Promm. 6.

(197) Strab. xvi. 1, § 6.

(198) Hie prope Chaldmorum est regio altrix philosophise veteris, ut

memorant ipsi, apud quos veridica vaticinaadi tides eluxit, xxiii. 6, § 25.

(199) Herod, i. 78 ; cf. 84.

(300) Arrian, Anab. ii. 3, 4.

(201) See Dindorf. Aristoph. Frag. p. 186. Cicero de Div. i. 41, speaks
of TelmessuB as a city, ‘ in qua excellit haruspicum discipline.

’

(302) Suidas in ’TtX/iurcmr ; Eustathius ad Dionys. Perieg. 859.

(303) Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 16, § 74 } Tatian, adv. Graic. c. 1.
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The earliest allusion in Greek literature to divination from

the stars occurs in the Timaeus of Plato. (**) Eudoxus became

acquainted with the genethliacal astrology of the Chaldteans,

and warned his countrymen not to place faith in it if
205

)
and

Theophrastus (though in his character of the Superstitious

Man(ao#
)
he makes no mention of astrology among the super-

stitions prevalent at Athens in his time) was, like Eudoxus,

aware of its existence as a foreign art practised by the

Chaldeans.
(
207

)
This mode of divination had not, however,

hitherto penetrated into Greece. The anecdote, reported by

Gellius, of a Chaldaean prophecy respecting the successes of

Euripides, founded on his birth,

(

908
) is the fiction of a time

(204 ) Speaking of the movements of the planets, Plato says : <f>6f}nvs

Ka\ arjpfla ran ptrd rairra ycwjaopinan toIs dvnapinois \oyi£t<j0(u nipnovm,
p. 40 D. These words cannot be held to refer to mere meteorological
prediction.

(205) Cic. de Div. ii. 42. See above, p. 158.

(206) Char. rvi.

(207) davfiaauaTarqv li finai tprprtv 6 QtAcppatrras tv rots kot ai-rov xpdnois
ttjv run XaXdalan irtp\ ravra 6fcopiau, rci Tt dXXn rrpuXtynvcrav ica't tolit fitovs

indaran cal Toils Buvarnvs, sat oi ra noma pdnon, olon %ttpanas sal tvtins, &<nnp
sal Ton dtrripa roe 'Eppnv j(.tipanos pin tptjxwrj ytnoptnon cnjpaintm, xae-

para 3< Qipovs, f is ixfinovs dvanipnft’ ndnra 6' ovn airroiis Kill TCI ibt

a

sal ra
Kotna npoywdxrKfin and Tan oiipanian in rf] rrtp'i Xjjptian fii&Xcp tprjatn iKtivos

,

Proclus ad Tim. p. 285 F.
Concerning the work ntp't orjpiian, see Theophrast. vol. i. p. 782, ed.

Schneider.

(208 ) Gell. xv. 20, 1.

Gellius, xiv. 1 , reports a discourse against the Chaldtean astrologers,

which he heard delivered at Borne by the philosopher Favorinus. In this

discourse, Favorinus said :
* Disciplinam istam Chaldieorum tantic vetus-

tatis non esse, quanta) videri volunt, neque eos priucipes ejus auctoresque

esso, quos ipsi ferant ; sed id prsestigiarum atque oflueiarum genus com-
mentos esse homines airuscatoroB, et cibum qutestumque ex mendaciis cap-

tantes.' Simplicius, ad Aristot. Phys. p. 348 b, ed. Brandis, says, that an-

ciently astronomy was called by the Greeks d<rrpo\oyia, before the intro-

duction of the apotelesmatic art.

In the following passage of Propertius, the poet seems to trace astro-

logy to an astronomical source ; but not to imply that the Pythagorean
Archytas and the Alexandrine Conon were astrologers :

—

Certa feram eertis auctori bus ; aut ego vates

Nescius aerati signa rnovere pil&,

Me creat ArchyUe soboles Babylonius Horos, \
Horos, et a proavo ducta Conone domua.

iv. 1, 75—8.

The araia pila is a celestial globe. On the reputation of Archytas
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when all genethliac predictions were astrological. The Greek

tragedians, who in several places mention magic,
(

so
®) never

allude to astrology; and Eudoxus, who is reported to have

held that the magi were the most illustrious and useful of

the philosophic sects, (*
10

)
saw the vanity of the astrological

craft. An astrological treatise, which was attributed to Helicon

of Cyzicus, the contemporary of Plato, was probably a spurious

production
(

311
)

The Chaldseans are stated by Diodorus to have foretold the

fate of Antigonus, in 315 B.c.f
213

)
The prediction made a deep

impression upon his mind, on account of the astronomical

science of the Chaldseans, and of the antiquity of their celestial

observations. It was not founded on his nativity, and it had

nothing in common with the genethliac predictions of the later

Chaldteans.

§ 11 The introduction of astrology into Greece is stated

by Vitruvius to have been due to Berosus, who settled in Cos,

and opened a school in that island. Vitruvius adds, that Berosus

was succeeded by Antipater and Achinapolus, the latter of whom
derived prognostics from the time of conception instead of the

time of birth. (*1S
)

Berosus the Chakhean was contemporary with Alexander the

Great, but survived him, and lived to dedicate his Babylonian

in Italy as a geometer and astronomer, see Horat. Cara. i. 28. The name
Horos is borrowed from Egypt.

(209) Thus (Edipus, in Sophorles, calls Tiresias a magician, CEd. T.
387. lphigenia is described by Euripides as using magic rites, Iph. T.
1335. Compare Orest. 1476 ; Suppl. 1110.

(sio) Plin. xxx. 1. (
211 ) Above, p. 147, n.27.

(212 ) six. 55.

The cheat attempted to bo practised on Selcucus Nicator by the
magi, with respect to the hour for laying the foundation of the town of
Seleucia on the Tigris (Appian, Syr. 58), does not appear to be connected
with astrology

; though it ib so regarded by Letronne, Obs. but l'Objet des
Ileprds. zodiac, p. 80. A genethliac astrologer did not fix the time for
the foundation 01 a city : though treating the foundation of a city as equi-
valent to its birth, he might argue from the time of its foundation, and cal-

culate ita fortunes. The exact date of the foundation of Seleucia on the
Tigris is not known. The reign of Seleucus extends from 306 to 280 b.c.

(213) ix. 7.
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history to Antiochus Soter, who began to reign in 280 b.c.(sm
)

A medical school was attached to the temple of zEsculapius at

Cos, the birthplace of Hippocrates; and it is not improbable

that this seminary of physical science may have attracted

Berosus to the island. He appears to have subsequently re-

moved to Athens
; for Pliny states the fame of his predictions

to have been such that the Athenians erected to him a statue

with a gilt tongue in their Gymnasium.
(

81s
)

Of Antipater and

Achinapolus nothing is known beyond what is stated by Vitru-

vius. Their names are of Greek forms, and do not lead to the

supposition that they were Chaldaeans.

We are informed by Pliny, that Berosus fixed the limit of

human life at 110 years, in reference to astrological science.
(

sia
)

Berosus was an astronomer, as well as an astrologer ; he is

said by Josephus to have written in Greek concerning the astro-

nomy and philosophy of the Chaldseans ;(
S17

)
and it is apparently

in reference to his writings on astronomy that Seneca designates

him as the translator of Belus.(s18
)

Several astronomical doc-

trines are ascribed to him. Thus he taught that the moon is a

sphere, half of which is igneous ; that its light is not derived

from the sun ; that it has three movements, one in longitude,

one in latitude, but irregular, like the movements of the planets

;

and a third in an orbit
;
that its phases arc produced by the

alternate conversion of the luminous and opaque sides of the

moon to the earth
;
and that these conversions always coincide

with the moon’s conjunction with the sun
;
and that an eclipse

of the moon likewise takes place when the non-ignited part is

turned to the earth.

(

,ls
)

(214 ) C. Miillcr, Frag. Hiat. Gr. vol. ii.jp. 495 ; Clinton, F. H. vol. iiL

ad ann. 279 ; Idelcr, Chron. vol. ii. p. 599. The lifetime of Berosus may be
oonjccturally fixed at 340—270 b.c. See Letronne, Orig. du Zod. grec,

p. 54.

(215) vii. 37.

(216) vii 60.

(217) Contr. Apion. i. 19.

(218) Nat. Quiest. iii. 29. Borosua, qui Belum interpretatua eat. See
above, p. 258, n. 14,

(219) Vitruvius, ix. 2, who is very copious on the lunar doctrine of
Berosus, Cleomed. ii. 4. Stob. Eel. Fhys. 1 . 26 ; Euaeb. Prop. Ev. xv. 61 j
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§ 12 From the time of Berosus, astrology gradually gained

ground among the Greeks, and passed into general acceptance

as one of the modes of divination. Panajtius, who lived in the

second century b.c., mentioned that Archelaus and Cassander,

two contemporary astronomers, were singular in rejecting this

pseudo-science.
(
2a0

)
It was particularly cultivated by Posido-

nius, and the Stoic philosophers of that age.(Ml
)

From Greece

the art of astrology passed to Italy and Rome. Cato the Elder,

in his treatise on agriculture, lays it down that the rillicus, or

overseer of a farm, ought not to consult any augur, sooth-

sayer, or Chald:can.("2
)

Astrology was regarded by the Roman

State as a foreign and unauthorized superstition
;
and as early

as 1S9 n.c., before the time of the Gracchi, Cncius Cornelius

Hispallus, the praetor peregrinus, issued an edict expelling the

Chaldseans from Rome and Italy. The same functionary ex-

pelled the Jews from Rome, on the ground that they had

endeavoured to introduce the worship of Jupiter Sabazius.(2:3
)

This prohibition, however, did not long remain in force.

Cneius Octavius, who was slain in the time of Marius, had a

Plut. Plac. Phil, ii 29 ; Galen, Phil. Hi*t. e. 15. This doctrine concerning
the eclipses or phases of the moon is called a Babylonian and Chaldajan
dootrine by Lucretins

Ut Babylonica Chaldaulm doctrine, refutans

Astrologorum artem, contra convincere tendit.

v. 719—727.

Apuleius, Do Deo Socrat. ad init., says of the moon : Sive ilia proprio
sen perpeti candore, ut Chaldaji arbitrautur, parte luminis compos, parte
altera cassa fulgoris.

Diodorus, on the other hand, states the Chaldsean doctrine to be like

that of the Greeks ; namely, that the moon shines with borrowed light,

and that lunar eclipses are caused by the shadow of the earth, ii. 31.

(mo) Cic. de Div. ii. 42.

(221 ) See Augustin. C. Dei, v. 2.

(222 ) Haruspicem, augurem, hariolum, Chaldceum, ne quem consuluisse

velit, De 11. R. c. 5, § 4. A passage from Ennius, in which diviners are

treated with contempt, is cited by Cic. de Div. i. 58 j but the words ‘ do
circo astrologoa’ appear to belong to Cicero ; see Ribbeck, Trag. Lat, Bel.

p. 44.

(223) Val. Max. i. 3, 2. The worship of Sabaziua was Phrygian, and
it was celebrated with nocturnal orgies, like the Bacchanalia at Borne.
This Hispallus is mentioned by Appian, Lib. 80.
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Chaldaic prediction upon his person at the time of his

death ;(
2S4

)
and Sylla received several prophecies from the

Chaldajans.(M5
)

L. Tarutius Firmanus, the friend of Varro,

was versed in astrology, and calculated the nativity of

Home ;(***) and Cicero speaks of many predictions given by

the Chaldseans to Pompey, Crassus, and Cscsar, which were

never accomplished
.
(•n

)

Nigidius Figulus was distinguished as an astrologer in the

later part of the Republic :(
M8

)
he is said to have foretold the

future greatness of Augustus.^9
)

The latter, when he was at

Apollonia, likewise consulted an astrologer named Theogenes,

and obtained from him a highly favourable prediction. (**°)

The astrologers were generally known to the Romans by

the national name of Chaldseans.f*51) Thus, by degrees, the

name Chaldsean lost its national signification, and came to

(224) Plutarch, Mar. 42.

(225) Plutarch, Sylla, 6, 37.

(226) See the Author’s Inquiry into the Cred. of the Early Rom. Hist,

vol. i. p. 393. Cicero, De Div. ii. 47, describes him as 1
in primis Chal-

daicis rationibus eruditus.'

(227) De Div. ii. 47. The predictions of the Chaldeans respecting

length of life are alluded to by Cic. Tusc. i. 40 ;
Horat. Carm. L 11.

(228) Dio Cass. xlv. I ; Augustin. C. D. v. 3. Lucan introduces him
as predicting the civil war :

—

At Figulus, cui cure deos, secretaque eoeli

Noese fuit, quern non atellarum Aigyptia Memphis
ADquarct visu, numerisque moventilnis astra.—i. 639—41.

A Greek translation of a tonitrual Diary of Figulus—in which the

S
rophetic meaning of lightnings is explained for each day of the year,

eginning with June, and ending with May—is given in Lydus de Ostentis,

c. 27, p. 306—331, ed. Bonn. The contents resemble those of the astro-

logical almanacs of this and other countries.

(229)

Dio, ib. et lvi. 25 ;
Suet. Aug. 94. Augustus likewise consulted

two diviners, probably astrologers, named Areius and Athenodorus, Dio
Cass. lii. 36.

(230)

Suet. ib.

(231)

Compare Juvenal, vi. 553—6 :

—

Chaldicis sed major erit fiducia : quicquid
Dixerit astrologus, credent a fonte relatum
Hammonis

;
quoniam Delphis oracula cessant,

Et genus humanum dammit caligo futuri.

Censorinus, c. 8, speaks of astrology as an exclusively Chaldsean art

:
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denote an astrologer, even though he might not be of Baby-

lonian extraction. (***) The majority of them, indeed, appear to

have been Greeks, or at least to have borne Greek names. (***)

They rose to the zenith of their influence in the early part of

the Empire. They received the countenance of the power-

ful^254
) including even the emperors; nevertheless their craft

was always considered illicit, and edicts banishing them from

Italy were from time to time issued^*34
)

In later times also,

astrology, though condemned by the Church, and regarded as

impious^33
*) was upheld by the European princes, who culti-

Bardesancs, ap. Euaeb. Prep. Evang. vi. 10, vol. ii. p. 85, calls the astro-

logers oi XaXSmfrmr.

Te Pers® cecinere magi, te scnsit Etruscus
Augur, et inspcclis B&bylonius horruit astris,

Chald®i stupuere senes.

Claudian de Quart. Cons. Honor, v. 145—7.

(333) Hence Cicero, in speaking of the ancient Chaldaana of Babylon,

thinks it necessary to say : ‘Non ex artis, sedex gentis vocabulo nominati,’

De Div. i. 1.

(*33) Theogenes, an astrologer consulted by Augustus, was a citizen of

Apolloma. Thrasyllus, the astrologer of Tiberius, was a Phliasian ; see

Martin, ad Theon. p. 69. His son was consulted by Nero, Tac. Ann. vi.

22. Ptolemffius, consulted by Otho (Tac. Hist. i. 22 ; Plut. Galb. 23), and
Seleucus, consulted by Vespasian (Tac. Hist. ii. 78) appear from their

names to be Greeks. Sueton. Oth. 4, confounds Ptolemffius with Seleucus.

Heliodorus, an astrologer, employed by the emperor Valens as an instru-

ment of his cruelties (Ammian. Marcellin. xxix. 2, § 6) is another Greek
namo. On the other hand, the name of Barbillus, much trusted by Ves-
pasian (Dio Cass. lxvi. 9) is Roman, See above, p. 297.

(234) Juvenal, iii. 42, enumerating the dishonest arts, an ignorance of

which disqualifies a person from making a livelihood at Rome, says : Motus
astrorum ignoro.

(335) Tacitus speaks of the astrologers as genus hominum potentibus

infidum, sperantibus fallax, quod in civitate nostra et vetabitur semper et

retinebitur, Hist. i. 22. According to Juvenal, vi. 660—4, the frequent

punishments of the astrologers, and the dangers which they incurred, in-

creased the confidence of their dupes. Concerning the legal proscription

of the astrologers under the Empire, see Becker, Handbucn der Rom. Alt.

vol. iv. p. 100—102. Tiberius was the first emperor who expelled the

mathematici, Suet. Tib. 36. See the advice of M®cenas to Augustus, Dio
Cass. Iii. 36.

(236) Astrology was condemned by the Christian fathers and by the

Church, Gothofred. ad Cod. Theodos. vol. iii. p. 146 ; Bingham’s Antiq.

of the Christ. Church, xvi. 6, 1. Astrologers are declared unworthy of

baptism in the Apostolic Constitutions, viii. 32 ; Bingham, ib. ii. 5, 8. Corn-
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ated its professors, and consulted them with respect to future

events.

§ 13 When the Chaldfean astrology travelled westward, it

was introduced into Egypt ; but it seems to have been an exotic

in that country, not less than in Greece. There is indeed a

passage of Herodotus, which has been considered as proving

the early prevalence of astrology among the Egyptians. This

historian remarks it as a peculiar practice of the Egyptians to

regard each month and day as sacred to some deity
;
and from

the day of a man’s nativity to determine his fortunes, cha-

racter, and mode of death. He adds that this idea had been

borrowed by some Greek writers of poetry^**7) There is no

doubt that prediction from births is characteristic of the Chal-

dsean astrology, and so far there is a resemblance between

astrology and the Egyptian mode of divination described by

Herodotus. But Herodotus makes no allusion to any con-

nexion with the stars in the Egyptian genethlialogy of his time

;

nor is it likely that the Greek writers of poetry referred to

(whom Lobeck conjectures to have been poets of the Orphic and

Pythagorean School) (**8
)
attempted to initiate their countrymen

in any apotelesmatic mysteries.

After a time, however, the Egyptians appropriated this

superstitious craft ;(***) and among the numerous forgeries of

pare Tertullian, Apol. 35. Suidas, in Aioiupos, cites an account of a

bishop of Tarsus who wrote against astronomers and astrologers in the

reigns of Julian and Valens. His treatise was entitled, Kara 'karpoviipotr

aai ‘\<rrpa\6yav ical EI/am/Mnjr. Astrology is treated as unchristian by
Augustine, Conf. iv. 3. Isidores proscribes it on account of its fatalist

tendency, Orig. iii. 70, § 39, 40.

(237 ) ii. 82. The expression, for poets, is singular : o! <vm70*1 ytvi-

JMVM.

(238)
Aglaopham. p. 427.

(239) Flavius Vopiscus, in his life of Saturninus, c. 7, gives the following

character of the Egyptians: ‘Sunt enim Aigyptii viri ventosi, furibundi,

jactantes, injuriosi, atque adeo rani, liberi, norarum rerum, usque ad
cantilenas publicas, cupientes, versifieatores, epigrammatarii, mcithematici,

harusjncen, medici.’ This description doubtless applies particularly to

that part of the population which spoke Greek. Vopiscus wrote between

290 and 300 a.d. Gibbon remarks that ‘the peoplo of Alexandria, a

various mixture of nations, united the vanity and inconstancy of the
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ancient books which the first five centuries of the Roman

Empire produced, were astrological treatises attributed to names

of Egyptian antiquity.

Nccepso, a king, and Petosiris, a priest, of Egypt, were

fabled to have written on astrological doctrine at some remote

period. They arc stated by Pliny to have fixed the limit of

human life at 124 years, on grounds derived from the number

of degrees in the zodiac.
(
2W

)
Julius Einnicus speaks of Peto-

siris and Necepso as divine men and priests, the latter being

likewise king, who were ancient masters and teachers of astro-

logy-l®*
1
)

He classes them with zEsculapius, Abraham, and

Orpheus jf
245

)
and he ascribes to Nccepso a particular cultiva-

tion of medico-astrology. A treatise of this character under

the name of Nccepso is still preserved.

(

54S
)

Petosiris had be-

come proverbial for the name of an astrologer as early as

the times of Nero and Domitian.
(

2M
)

The spurious Manetho

declares that his astrological poem is a versification of the

prose writings of Petosiris, whose wisdom he extols. (***)

Greeks with the superstition and obstinacy of the Egyptians,' Dccl. and
Fall, c. 10.

(340) vii. 50. (241) viii. 6, p. 216.

(243)

Pncf. ad lib. iv. p. 84.

(243) A preface by a certain Ilarpocration ‘in regie Neccpsi libmm de
xiv. turn lapidum turn herbarum remediis, secundum zodiaci signorum
ordinem,’ is extant in manuscript; see Fabr. Bib. Gr. vol. i. p. 70, ed.

Harles. The science of medical astrology is attributed by Ptolemy to

the Egyptians, Tetrabibl. i. 2. A medico-astrological treatise ascribed

to Hermes Trismegistua is extant, Ideler, Med. Minor, vol. i. p. 430.

There is a similar treatise by Galen, entitled irepl *aTaicAiir*a>r npoyvaamxa
tK TTjs pa6rjpuTurijr «jr«rr^ui)r, vol. xix. p. 629, ea. Kiihn. A collection of
the passages relating to Necepso and Petosiris is given in Marsham, Can.
Chron. ea. Lips. 1676, p. 474—481 ; Fabr. Bibl. Gr. vol. iv. p. 160, ed.

Harles. Compare Salmas, de Ann. Clim. p. 353.

(244) Lueillius, Anth. Pal. xi. 164, who was contemporary with Nero,
Juvcn- vi. 581, and ltuperti’s note.

(245) See Manetho, Apotelcsmatica, i. (v. ed. Kbchlv) 11, v. (vi.) 10.

The poem of Manetho has been lately twice edited by Koclily ; once in

the volume of Poet a; Bucolici et Didactici, in Didot’s Collection of Greek
Authors (Paris, 1851), and again, separately, in the Teubner Collection,

Lips. 1858. Kdchly enters into an elaborate investigation of the date of
the composition of the poem, in the preface to the former edition, and fixes

it to the reign of Alexander Severus, 222—235 a.d. (p. xvii.)
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Lydus, a writer of the sixth century, likewise speaks of Peto-

siris as eminent among the ancient Egyptian sages in the art of

divination. (
w

)
The titles of the works attributed to him are

stated by Suidas. They are, 1. Extracts from the Sacred

Books; 2. On Astrology
;

3. On the Egyptian Mysteries. f*47
)

Neeepso is included in the list of Manetho, and is stated to

have reigned six years, from 672 to 666 b.c. He is mentioned

by Ausonius as the instructor of the magi in their mysterious

doctrine.
(
24S

)

Letronne justly remarks, that no trace of astrology occurs

in the remains of the scientific Alexandrine School down to the

Roman conquest of Egypt ; and that there is no mention of a

natal theme calculated for any of the Ptolemies. This fact, he

adds, is the more important, inasmuch as the writings of the

Egyptian astrologers must have been deposited in the Alex-

andrine library from the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and

have been accessible to the astronomers of Alexandria in

Greek translations.^*9
)

It may, however, be likewise observed,

that there is no trace of astrology having been practised by

native Egyptians before the Christian era, and that the astro-

logical treatises of Egyptian priests, whether in their original

language or in Greek translations, which Letronne supposes to

have been deposited in the Alexandrine library, are probably

quite imaginary.

(246) De Ostentis, c. 2, p. 271, ed. Bonn.

(247 ) Suid. in IlfTocnpir. The word Pctosiris occurs in a verse of the

Danaiues of Aristophanes, ap. Athen. iii. p. 114 C :

—

mu Thv KvXXatTTLV <f>6<yyov tat Tov ntroiripiv.

KuXXno-rit was an Egyptian name for a species of bread. Meineke (Fragm.
Com. Gr. vol. ii. 1017) supposes that Danaus addresses this verse to his

daughters, instructing them to use peculiar Egyptian words, and to pass

themselves off as Egyptians. There is nothing in the verse of Aristophanes

to indicate that an astrologer is meant. The word appears to be formed
from Otiris.

(248) Quique Magos docuit mysteria vans Jvecepsus.

Auson. Epist. xix. •

(249 ) Observations sur l'Objet des Representations zodiacales, p. 78.
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The only Egyptian astrologer who occurs in history is one

whom Antony had with him in Italy; but his name is not

mentioned ;
and whether he was an Alexandrine Greek, or a

native Egyptian, does not appear.
(

35
°)

The miracle of the thundering legion, 174 a.d., was by

some attributed to the magic arts of the Clialdseans ;(
2M

)
Dio

ascribed it to Arnuphis, an Egyptian magician ;(*
6S

)
but this

is an act of thaumaturgy, and has no connexion with divi-

nation.

Diodorus makes a power of predicting future events from

the planetary movements, as connected with the births of living

beings, an essential part of the science of the Egyptian priests

in the most ancient times.
(

SM
)

Cicero likewise describes astro-

logy as being of remote antiquity in Egypt ;(*
M

) but these

statements are not confirmed by any historical fact which has

reached our time.

Dio Cassius states that the Egyptians were the authors of

the planetary names for the days of the week; that these

names were unknown to the ancient Greeks, but that the use

of them, though of recent introduction, was universal in his

time, especially among the Romans.
(

SS5
)

The use of these

names can be traced in the Roman authors from the early part

of the Empire.
(

SM
)

Tibullus designates the Sabbath, or the last

day of the week, by the name of Saturn’s day.(,i7
)

Tacitus

mentions the same appellation, and accounts for the plane-

(ago) Pint. Anton. 33.

(351 ) Lamprid. vit. Heliogabal. 9 j Claudian, vi. Cons. Honor. 348.

(352 ) lxxxi. 8 .

(253) i. 81. See likewise Lucan, above, n. 228.

(254 )
Eandem artem etiam dSgyptiilonginquitatc temporum innumera-

bilibus pane steculis consccuti putantur, De Div. i. 1.

(255) xnvii. 18. Compare Joseph Apion. ii. 39.

(256) See Hare on the Names of the Days of the Week, in the Philo-

logical Museum, vol. i. p. 1. Compare Grimm, D. M. p. 87.

(257 ) i. 3, 18. Compare Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 178, ii. p. 177.
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tary names of the days of the week by the septenary

number.
(

25S
)

Justin Martyr calls the first day of the week the day of the

sun,(259
)
and so does Tertullian.(260

)
The same name is used by

Constantine, the two Valentinians, and the two Theodosii, in

laws relating to the observance of the day.(201) It is noted,

however, that the earlier and proper appellation among Chris-

tians was the Lord’s day.(202 ) The Eastern Church, from the

earliest time, observed the Sabbath, or the seventh day of the

week, as an additional festival, and with nearly the same solem-

nities as the Lord’s day.(263
)

The fanciful analogy between

the seven days of the week and the seven planets was founded,

like the analogy with the tones in the musical scale, on nume-

rical coincidence, not upon an astronomical basis.
(
264

) The prin-

ciple of the order in which the five planets are assigned to the

days of the week (namely, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and

Saturn) is obscure,
(

265
)
notwithstanding the two explanations

(258) Seu quod e septem sidoribus, queis mortalcs reguntur, altissimo

orbe et prscipuA potcntiA stella Satumi feratur ; ac pleraque coulestium

vim suam et cursum septimos per numeros conficiunt, Hist. v. 4. Lydus,
de Mens, ii. 3, says that the Chaldicans and Egyptians derived the uames
of the days of the week from the number of the planets.

(259) Apol. ii. p. 98, 99.

(260) Apol. c. 16, ad Nation, i. 13. Compare Sozomen. i. 8, n)v Kvpta-

ktjv KuXovfLfvjjv rjptpav, f/v 'Efipaioi jrpo>ttjv rrjs tjJdupiidov oyopufoumv, "EXXijms
dc fjXitp uvaTiOtaai.

(261) See Bingham's Antiq. of the Christ. Ch. xx. 2, 1.

(262) Solis die quem Dominicum rite dixere majores. Cod. Theod. viii.

8, 3, xi. 7, 13.

(263) Bingham, xx. 3 ; Lardner, Cred. of the Gosp. Hist. c. 85, § 12.

(264) Above, p. 131. An analogy was discovered between the planets

and the faculties of the human minu, Macrob. in Somn. Scip. i. 12, § 14,

but this was independent of numerical coincidence.

(265) Plutarch, in the 7th chapter of the 4th book of his Sym-
posiac Problems (not now extant), discussed the question why the names
of the planets, when transferred to the days of the week, were not taken
in their natural order : flta ri rav Apvvvpovs rob nXdnjcriv Tjptpat, ov Kara ti)v

(Kilruv ra£iv. dXX’ t’mjWaypJvus apidpoiatv. The five planets are placed in

this order : 3, 1, 4, 2, 5. A scheme by which the succession of the days
of the week is explained on astrological principles, is given by Arago,
Pop. Astron. b. 33, c. 4.

X
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reported by Dio; but neither of these explanations connects it

with astrological ideas.

Some of the extant Roman calendars of the Imperial period

mark certain days as ‘ dies iEgyptiaci.’ These were unlucky

days
; (

266
)
but there is nothing to show that they had an astro-

logical origin.

§ 14 The Chaldtean astrology was founded upon the prin-

ciple that a star or constellation presided over the birth of each

individual, and either portended his fate, or shed a benign or

malign influence upon his future life. This heavenly inspector

was one of the five planets, or one of the signs of the zodiac.

The fixed stars played no part in the astrological scheme, except

so far as they composed the zodiacal signs.
(

267
)

The star which looked upon the child at the hour of his birth

(266) See tlie subject explained in Salmasius, de Ann. Climacter.

. 816—6. For the Homan calendars, see Gnev. Thes. Ant. Rom.
vol. viii. An allusion to prophetic Egyptian dreams occurs in Claudian,
Eutrop. i. 312, ii. preef. 39, but they are unconnected with astrology.

(267) A copious exposition of the astrological system may be found in

the following works :

—

1. The poem of Manilius ; a Roman, who wrote under Tiberius. He
declares himself to be the first poet who had treated astrology, i. 6, 113,

ii. 53—7, iii. ad init. The extant poem consists of five books of hexameter
verse ; the sixth book is lost. See Fabr. Rib. Lat. vol. i. p. 499 ; Bern-
hardy, Horn. Litt. p. 462.

2. The Tetrabiblos of Ptolemy ; of which there are numerous trans-

lations. The original Greek was published at Basil. 1553,1 vol. 12mo.
Concerning this treatise, see Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 5-13.

3. The treatise of Julius Firmicus, in eight books. Julius Firmicus
lived in the time of Constantine. Notwithstanding the poem of Mani-
lius, ho states that he was the earliest writer on astrology in the I-atin

language, I’rwf. lib. iv. p. 84; Prsef. lib. r. p. 115, viii. 33, p. 241. Basil.

1551, fol.

4. The Apotelesmatica of Manetho, a Greek hexameter poem, in six

books. See above, p. 302, n. 245.

6. Paulus of Alexandria, a writer of the fourth century, w hose work,
entitled EiVnywy^ tit njr '

A

7!ori\f(TfttiTiK f/v, was published at "Wittenberg,

1586, 4to. Apollinarius, an unknown astronomer mentioned by Paulus in

bis preface, is also named by Achilles Tatius, p. 82.

A full account of the astrological system is given incidentally by
Sextus Empiricus, adv. Matliem. v. 12, p. 730, ed. Bekker. Geminus,
. i. p. 4 and 5, and Censorinus, c. 8, likewise expound the method of

predicting from nativities. A passage concerning the astrological influence

of the constellations occurs in Petronius, Satyr, c. 39 ; and see the epigram
of Philodemus, Anth. Pal. xi. 318, who was contemporary with Cicero.
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was called the horoscopus ;(
2(8

)
and the solution of the natal

problem by an astrologer bore the appellation of thema nalali-

ciurn. As the divination was invariably founded upon a birth,

the Chalchean astrologers were called genethliaci, and their craft

genethlialogy.^) As their methods were geometrical, they like-

wise went by the name of mathematics. Astrology was also

denominated the apotelesmatic art, in allusion to the utrortAfo-

fiara, or effects, of the stars.

(268) iepoencdiros uiv olv i<rr\v 01Tfp tTVYtv uvin^av naff ov xpovov t] yireats

trvytTtXfiTo, Sextus Empiricus, adv. Math. v. 13, p. 730, Bekker.

Tertius squab pollens in parte, nitontem
Qui tenet exortum, qua primum aiders surgunt

;

1 ride dies redit, et tempus describit in boras.

Hinc inter Graias horoscopos editur urbes,

Nec capit externum, proprio quia nomine gaudet.

Manilius ii. 826—30.

The same poet lays it down, as an astrological canon, that the influence

of a star depends upon its place in the heaven :

—

Omne quidem signum sub qualicunque figura

Fartibus infleitur mundi: locus imperat astris,

Et dotes noxamve facit.—ii. 866—8.

The method of observation is thus described by Sextus Empiricus, ib.

V. 27, p. 733. vvitrap piv i XaX&aias i(j)' {n^rjXijr anpaptlas €Ka6t{(TO darrpo-

anmav, irtpos Si napriSptvt rjj itSumwrg dmrrifrnTO, tbroTf«coi/<n;r Si

e iOvs Stamp Stfar/paivt Tip cirt rfjs dnputptias. o Si UKovaas sal (tiros napfaij-

pttovro TO dviarxov faSiov its upoaKiaraiiv, ptB' rjpipav Si rots InpoaKoiriots Trpoa~

ti^t Ka\ rats rov rjXiuv Kunpreaiv. The metallic Slanos was used for making
a noise as a signal. Sextus afterwards adds, v. 50, dp%ij toiVuv sal «u<nrtp

BsutXtos ri]s XaASaicijc e’orl to arrjaat tov itpoandrroy. The horoscopus is

alluded to by Horace

:

Sen Libra sou me Scorpios aspicit

Formidolosus.—Carm. ii. 17.

(269) That the astrologers were called genethliaci is stated by Gell.

xiv. 1, ad init. and Augustin, de Doctr. Christ, ii. 21. The verb yivtffkm-

Xoyit is applied to the Chaldteans by Strab. xvi. 1, 6. They are called

ytvtSXuiXdyot by Hieronymus in Daniel, c. 2, vol. v. p. 484, ed. Francfort.

The word ytvfOXwXoyin is used as synonymous with astrology by Joseph.

Ant. Jud. xviii. 6, 9. Qenethlialogia has the same sense in Vitruv. ix. 7.

Compare Amm. Marc. xxix. 2, § 27. Hence the word yivsats acquired the

sense of fate. Salmasius, de Ann. Climact. p. 801 ; comp. p. 87. The
words ytviffkri and yutiffXut bore in later times the sense of birthday
(Ety m. Magn. in v.)

;
Appian, b.c. iv. 34, uses yevtOXinfa for the celebration

of a birthday.

The connexion of astrology with births is alluded to by Juvenal, xiv.

248, N ota mathematicis genesis tua, and by Tacit. Ann. vi. 22 ; Spartian.

vit. Sever. 2.

x 2
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308 ASTRONOMY OF THE [chap. V.

That the time of birth was a necessary foundation of the

Chaldoean astrology, is implied in the arguments of those who

seek to prove its futility. Cicero inquires how the astrologers

explain the diversity of character and fortune in persons born at

the same moment^370
)
and Augustine particularly insists on

the ease of twins, whose fates ought to be identical, if the ge-

ncthliac theory were true :(
371

)
another writer points out that,

where a national character prevails, all persons cannot have been

bom under the same starry influence^273
)

The idea of divina-

tion from birth was even transferred to an entire community;

and Tarutius Firmanus, at the request of Varro, calculated the

fortunes of Rome, from its natal day, on the 21st of April, when

the festival of Palilia was celebrated.^) The nativity of the

world was likewise brought within the grasp of astrological

computation
;
and the sign Aries was supposed to be upon the

meridian at this great natal hour.J*74
)

The proper influence of each planet was determined by the

professors of the genethliac art; hence Horace and Persius

oppose the benign influence of Jupiter to the malign influ-

ence of Saturn ;(*
7S

)
to which Propertius, in making a similar

contrast, adds the pernicious influence of Mars.(278
)

Ovid speaks

(270) I)e Div. ii. 45.

(271 ) Civ. Dei, v. 2—5. In like maimer Persius

Geminos, horoscope, varo
Froducis genio.—vi. 18.

(272 ) Bardesanes ap. Euaeb. Pra;p. Evang. vi. 10.

( 273 ) See above, p. 299.

(274 ) Aiunt in hac ipsa genitura mundi ariete medium caelum tenente
horam fuisse mundi naacentis, Cancro gestante tunc lunam. Post hunc sol

cum Leone oriebatur, cum Mercurio Virgo, Libra cum Venere, Mars erat in

Scorpio, Sagittarium Jupiter obtinebat, in Capricorno Saturnus meabnt.
Sic factum est, ut singuli eorum signorum Domini case dicantur, in

quibus, cum nasceretur, fuisse crcduntur. Macrobius, Comm, in Somn.
Scip. i. 21, § 24. The Mundi thema is given in Jul. Firm. iii. 1. The
Egyptians made the first of Thoth, or the rising of Sirius, the birthday of
the world; Boeckh, Manetho, p. 20. Virgil conceives the world to have
commenced with the spring, Georg, ii. 330.

(275)
Horat. Carm. ii. 17 ; Pers. v. 50.

(276) iv. i. 83.
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SECT. 15.] BABYLONIANS AND EGYPTIANS. 309

of a child being born under a sinister planet, not under the sun

or the moon, under Jupiter, Venus, or Mercury, but under

Saturn or Mars jC
277

)
and Juvenal opposes the favourable aspect

of Venus to the disastrous aspect of Saturn.^"8
)

Augustus was born under the influence of the constellation

of Capricomus
;
and hence this constellation appears on some

of his coins.
(

J7#
)

§ 15 The diffusion of the Chahhean astrology in Greece

and Italy in the last two centuries before the Christian era was

favoured by several causes, of which the most operative appear

to have been, 1. Its resemblance to the meteorological astrology

of the Greeks
;

2. The belief in the conversion of the souls of

men into stars; 8. The cessation of the oracles; 4. The be-

lief in a tutelary genius.

1. The Greeks, from their habit of using the risings and

settings of stars for the notation of annual time, had recorded

the coincidence of certain states of the weather with the appear-

ance or disappearance of certain stars. This notation, which, if

properly understood, was strictly scientific, and signified only

coincidence in time, degenerated into the superstitious idea of

(277 ) Ibis, 211

—

8 . In Amor. i. 8 , 29, ho opposes the beneficent influ-

ence ot Venus to the sinister influence of Mars.

(278) vi. 569. Ptolemy lays it down that Jupiter and Venus are

benefic, Saturn and Mars malefic, the Sun and Mercury neutral, Tetrabib.

i. 5.

Seneca, Consol, ad Marc. 18, describes the fire planets as determining
the fortunes of men. • Videbia quiuque sidera diversas agenda vins, et in

contrarium pracipid muudo nitentia : ex horum levissimis modbus fort unto

populorum dependent, et maxima ac minima perinde forumntur, prout
lequum iniquumve sidus incessit.’ The distinction between the benefic,

malefic, and neutral planets is pointed out by Plut. de Is. et Osir. '18.

(279) Suet. Aug. 9-1 ; Manil. ii. 509. Gerroanicus Ctesar, in his

Aratea, has the following verses respecting Capricorn.

Hie, Auguste, tuum genitali corpore numen
Attouitas inter genles, patriamque parentem
In ctelurn tulit, et materuis reddidit astris.

v. 552—4.

Augustus was born in 63 B.C., at the time of the Catilinarian con-

spiracy.

Achillea Tatius. c. 23, says that the genealogi look to the signs of the

zodiac, and to the planets moving in the zodiac.
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310 ASTRONOMY OF THE [CHAP. V.

an occult connexion between the star and the weather. The

sign was converted into a cause. (
M0

)

The signs of weather thus noted by the Greeks in their

calendars were called imartiiaalai. In the calendars of Ptolemy

and Geminus^881
) which are extant, the prognostics are given

with their respective authorities. Thus Geminus mentions that,

according to Eudoxus, on the ninth day of Cancer, the wind is

southerly; that on the tenth day of Virgo there is stormy

weather with lightning ; that from the fourth of Pisces, the north

wind blows for thirty days ; that, according to Callippus, on the

third of Aries, there is rain or snow. Similar notices occur in

the calendar of Ptolemy ; resembling the predictions of weather

in a modern almanac.^63
)

Predictions of this sort were not superstitious; but they

were founded on an insufficient induction, aud were fallacious.

So Theophrastus informs us that when Mercury appears in

winter, it portends cold; when in summer, heat.(*®*) Similar

meteorological fancies occur in Aristotle, which the great philo-

sopher doubtless believed to rest on scientific proof. Thus he

lays it down that the moon produces a winter and a summer in

the month, by the increase and diminution of its light, as the

sun produces winter and summer in the year jJ
884

) aud he holds

( 280) Pliny considers it as certain, that the stars exercise a meteorolo-

gical influence : ‘ Quis (estates et hiemes, quicque in temporibus annuli

vice intelliguntur, siderum motu fieri dubitet P Ut solis ergo natura tem-
perando intelligitur anno, sic reliquorum quoque siderum propria est qui-

busque vis, et ad suani cuique naturam fertilis. Alia sunt in liquorem
soluti humoris fecunda, alia concreti in pruinas, aut coacti in nives, aut
glaciati in grandines

; alia flatus, alia teporis, alia vaporis, alia roris, alia

rigoris, ii. 39.

(381 ) P. 30, 42, cd. Petav. Compare the calendar of Actins, a medical
writer of the fifth century, ib. p. 210. The calendar of Ptolemy is edited

and illustrated by Ideler, Berl. trans. 1810—7. The scientific character of
meteorological prediction from the moon and stars is asserted by Ptolemy,
Tetrabib. 1 . 2.

(283) Concerning this class of predictions, see Vitruv. ix. 6.

( 283) De Sign. Pluv. c. 3, § 9, vol. i. p. 790, ed. Schneider.

( 284) De Gen. An. ii. 4, and iv. 2, ad init.

The moon was considered a nocturnal sun. yiWm yap utrirtp dXXor
ff\iof cXarru* [the moon], Aristot. Gen. An. iv. 10. n yap ctcX^vij wktus
olav rJXidf «’oti, Theophrast. de Sign. Pluv. c. i. § 5, vol. i. p. 783,
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that the temperature and the winds are governed by the perio-

dical courses of the sun and moon.(MS) A further step was made

by the Ceans, who, according to Heraclides Ponticus, used to

observe the rising of the Dog-star, and to predict, from its com-

parative splendour or dimness, whether the year would be healthy

or pestilential. (***)

It should be observed that the Chaldseans themselves pre-

dicted the weather for fixed days of the year. They had

likewise an astro-meteorological period, consisting of twelve

solar years, in which they conceived the phenomena of weather

to recur. (“S)

Geminus points out at length, and with great perspicuity,

that the predictions of weather in the Greek calendars are

founded on observations, but that they only represent its ave-

rage and ordinary state, and do not always come true. Hence,

he remarks, an astronomer is not to be blamed if his weather

prophecies are not fulfilled : whereas if his prediction of an

eclipse or of the rising of a star proves erroneous, he is justly

censured ; for it is founded on a method which leads to certainty

and precision. It is generally believed, he adds, that Sirius

produces the heat of the dogdays
;
but this is an error, for the

star merely marks a season of the year when the sun’s heat

is the greatest. A star, he says, is a sign of certain weather,

as a beacon is a signal of war, without being its cause.
(

2ss
)

Sextus Empiricus likewise contrasts the scientific predictions

of weather by Eudoxus and Hipparchus with the superstitious

prophecies of human affairs by the Chaldean astrologers.
(
29°)

Schneider. Hence Ennius, ap. Cic. de Div. L 58, uses sol alhus for the

moon.

(285) lb. iv. 10. (286) Cic. dc Div. i. 57 .

(287) Columella, xi. 1
, § 31 .

(288) Proxima est hanc magnitudinem, qu® vocatur ex

annis vertentibus duodecim. Huic anno Chaldaico nomen est, quem geneth-

liaci non ad solis lunseque cursua, sed ad observationes alias habent accom-

modatum
;
quod in eo dicunt tempestates, frugumque proventus, stcrilitates

item morbosque circumire, Censorin. c. 18 .

(289) c. 14
, p. 32 .

(290) Adv. Math. v. 1—3, p. 728, Bekker. Isidorus, in his work on
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It is manifest that astro-meteorology would sen e to facilitate

the entrance of the Clmldtean astrology
;
but that the former

rested on an apparently scientific basis is shown by the fact that

it still lingers among us. The belief in the moon’s influence

upon the weather belongs to natural astrology
; f

291
) a belief

which was already developed in antiquity^292
)

2. Another article in the religious faith of a Greek or

Roman, which might induce him to give a willing reception

to the Chaldsean astrology, was the persuasion that an affinity

existed between the stars mid the souls of men
;
that the ethereal

essence is divine ; that the souls of men are taken from this re-

servoir, and return to it at death ; and that the souls of the

more eminent of mankind are converted into stars.
(

29S
)

Shortly after the death of Julius Caesar, during the celebra-

tion of games in his honour by Augustus, a brilliant comet ap-

peared in the north, and was visible for seven days. This comet

was generally believed by the Roman people to be the soul of

Caesar translated into the heaven^2®*)

Lucan supposes the soul of Pompey, after his death, to

mount to the region where the souls of men endowed with

origins, distinguishes natural from superstitious astronomy : ‘ Inter astro-

noniiam autcin et astrologiam aliquid differt. Nam astronomia cceli conver-
sionem, ortus, obitus, motusque siderum continet, vel qua ex causa ita vocen-
tur. Astrologia vero parlim naturalis, pnrtim supcrstitiosacst. Naturalis,

dum exsequitur solis et luna- cursum vel stellarum, certasque temporum
stationes. Superstitiosa vero ilia est, quam matkematici sequuntur, qui
in stellis augurantur, quique etiam duoaecim signs cceli per singula animal
vel corporis membra disponunt, sidcrumque cursu nativitates hominum ot

mores pncdicare conantur, iii. 26. Isidorus lived in the seventh century.

(291) See on this subject Lardner's Handbook of Astronomy, by
Dunkin, § 215.

(292) See Arat. 778—818 ; Virg. Georg, i. 421—37 ; Plin. xviii. 79.

(293) See Aristopli. Pac. 832—3 ; Virg. Georg, iv. 219—227. Varro
held * ab summo circuitu cceli ad circulum luna; aithereas animas esse astro

ac stellas, eos ccclestes deos non modo intelligi esse, sed etiam videri : inter

luna; vero gyrum et nimborum ac ventorum cacumina aereas esse animas,
sed eas aniino non oculis videri ; et vocari heroas et lares et genios.'

Augustin. Civ. Dei, vii. 6. Several of the ancient philosophers supposed
the soul to be of an igneous nature, Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 41.

(294) Suet. Caes. 88 ; Plin. N. H. ii. 23 (where the words of Augustus
himself are cited) ; Ovid, Met. xv. 746. 815—51 ; Dio Cass. xlv. 7 ; Seneca
Nat. Qumst, vii. 17. Compare Virg. Eel. ix. 47 : Ecce Dioniei processit

Cccsaris astrum.
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superhuman virtues have been converted into stars.
(

m
) So

Claudian describes Theodosius as ascending through the spheres

of the planets until he reaches the portion of heaven where the

fixed stars welcome him as a new comer, to be added to their

band-C296)

One of the opinions respecting the Milky Way, versified by

Manilius, is that it is formed of the souls of illustrious men,

who after their death have been received into the heaven.
(
297

)

That the stars are of a divine nature was the general tenet

of the ancient philosophers : even Aristotle believed that they

are divine beings, endowed with independent volition.
(

m
)

Heraclitus is reported to have held that the soul is a spark taken

from the stellar essence^299
)

3. The cessation of the native oracles, and the consequent

demand for a substitute, likewise contributed to the diffusion of

astrology^*00
)

4. Another circumstance which tended to promote the

spread of astrology in Greece was the belief in the existence

of a peculiar genius which took charge of every person from his

birth, and whose life ceased with that of his human client.
(

301
)

(295) ix. 1—9. (396) De Tert. Cons. Honor. 102—174.

(297I An fortes animie dignataque nomina ccelo,

Corporibus resoluta suis, terraque remissa,

Hue migrant ex orbe
;
suumque habitantia ccelum

AStliereos vivunt annos, munaoque fruuntur.—i. 756—59.

(298) Above, p. 163.

(299) Scintilla stellaris essentia?, Macrob. in Somn. Scip. i. 14, § 19.

According to Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 41, p. 322, Gaisf. : 'HpaxX<iJj;r (parotit^

ttjv uptVaro.

(300) See Pint, de Def. Or. The cessation of the oracles is expressly

mentioned by Juvenal as a cause of the predilection for astrology, in the

verses cited above, p. 299. Lucan represents the priestess of Apollo as

declaring the silence of the Delphi oracle :

—

Muto Parnassus hiatu

Conticuit, pressitque deum.

And see the rest of the passage, v. 131—140.

(301) artavri tiulpoav avdpt avpiraplcrrarai

tvBvt ytvopJtxp, pvorayaryos rov /9tov

ayaOos.

Menander, ap. Meineke, Frag. Com. Gr. vol. ir. p. 238.

Origenes, contr. Celfl. 8 : 'EXX^mmf piv olv ol <rtxf>o\ XtytTvaav dalpovas C1X17-
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This genius was naturally placed in relation with the star which

presided over the child's birth,
f
30

*)

§ 16 Astrology, as practised in the first centuries of the

Roman Empire, was an intricate and abstruse system. Its pro-

fessors were popularly called mathematiciana. It involved more

reasoning, and demanded more constructive ingenuity, than the

modem pseudo-sciences of phrenology and homoeopathy. Even

for his own objects of superstitious imposture, a Chaldsean or

an Egyptian would have been unable, without the assistance of

a higher intelligence, to produce so refined an instrument as the

genethliac astrology. It required the intellectual gifts of the

Greeks to give it the precision and finish, and the false lustre of

a scientific method, which it obtained in their hands,
f

3®') At

a later time, the Arabians received it from the Greeks, but

simply handed it down to posterity without either exposing the

fraud, or adding to its ingenuity.^)

X«Wu rm avOpamivqv 'fniX'l 1' ArA yevtofut. Compare Seneca, Epiet. 110, § 1;

Arnrn. Marc. xxi. 14. * Genius eat Deui, cujus in tutela, ut quiaque natus
eat, vivit. Hie, give quod, ut genamur, curat, aive quod una genitur nobia-

cum, aive quod nos genitoa suscipit ac tuetur ; certe a genendo geniua
appellatur.’

—

4 Geniua autem ita nobis aasiduus obaervator appoaitua eat, ut

ne puncto quidem temporia longiua abacedat, aed ab utero matria exceptoa
ad extremum vitae diem comitetur,’ Cenaorinua, c. 3.

(302) Seit geniua, nalale comet qui temperal astrum,
Natunc deue bumanae, mortalia in unum-
Quodque caput, vultu mutabilia, albua et atcr.

Horat. Epia. ii. 2, 187.

The words, 4 mortalia in unumquodque caput,’ mean that the guardian
geniua does not survive hia ward.

(3°3) On the connexion of Chaldrcan doctrine with Pythagoriam and
Neo-Platonism, see Lobeek, Aglaopham. p. 922, 929.

(304) See Gibbon, c. 62, vol. vii. p. 38. On the stationary character of
the Arabian astronomy, aec Delambre, Iliet. do l’Astron. du Moyen Age,

p. 95, 455.
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Chapter VI.

EARLY HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE
EGYPTIANS.

§ I TN support of the alleged antiquity of the astronomical

observations of Assyria and Egypt, and of the astro-

nomical science attributed to their priests, an appeal is made

to the primitive civilization of those two empires, and to their

lists of kings reaching through long lines of consecutive dynas-

ties. It becomes necessary, therefore, to advert to the early

history and chronology of these countries, for the purpose of

ascertaining how far they serve to prop up the tottering edifice

of Assyrian and Egyptian science.

The ancient chronology of Egypt has been rendered the

subject of elaborate investigations by recent critics, and it will

therefore be convenient to begin with an inquiry into its

authenticity.

Reckoning back from the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses,

and its annexation to the Persian empire, we find a period of

Uo years, extending from 670 to 525 b.c., during which the

succession of its independent sovereigns appears to rest on his-

torical grounds.^) Their names, the years of their respective

(i) Mr. Kenrick, in his work on anciont Egypt, makes the following

observations upon the history subsequent to the time of Psammetichus

:

‘ Herodotus, when he resumes the history of Egypt after the reign of
Sethos, remarks that from this time forward he shall relate that in which
the Egyptians and other nations agree. Previously to this time there was
no other testimony to control the accounts which the “ Egyptians and the

priests” gave of their own history j no Greek had advanced beyond Nau-
cratis, and no record was left even of the imperfect knowledge of Egypt
which they might thus have gained. The effect is immediately visible,

and we have henceforth a definite chronology, an authentic succession of

kings conformable to the monuments, and a history composed of credible

facts,’ vol. ii. p. 381. Niebuhr, in like manner, remarks upon the Egyp-
tian history of Herodotus, that ‘ the whole narrative of tho period bcloro
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reigns, and some real events connected with each, have been

preserved to ns by the Greek writers..

The succession is as follows, according to Herodotus :

—

B.C.

Psammetichus 670—616

Neco 616—600

Psammis 600—595

Apries 595—570

Amasis 570—526

Psammenitus 526—525(
3

)

The commencement of this period is 186 years before the

birth of Herodotus. The average duration of the six reigns is

about twenty-four years, including one king dethroned in the

first year of his reign.

Of the six kings in question, Amasis was within the limits

of the traditions which were tolerably fresh at the commence-

ment of Greek prose literature. He had relations with Croesus,

and Polycrates of Samos: he sent presents to several of the

Greek cities, and subscribed to the rebuilding of the temple of

Delphi.

(

s
)

He was fond of the Greeks, and gave them the

factory of Naucratis :(
4
)

the circumstance of his mummified

body being taken from its tomb by Cambyses, and being sub-

jected to insults, was likely to be remembered in Egypt.
(

s

)
Of

Psammetichus is without value ; but from that time it is historical and
excellent,’ Lect. on Anc. Hist. vol. i. p. 44, ed. Schmitz.

(a) See Clinton, F. H. at the years 670, 616, and 525 ; Boeckh,
Manetho, p. 332.

(3) Herod, ii. 180, 182, iii. 47.

(4) lb. ii. 178. Strabo, however, appears to state that Naucratis
was occupied by the Milesians in tho reign of Psammetichus, xvii. 1, § 18.

(5) iii. 16. Polyam. viii. 20, states that Cyrus having demanded the

daughter of Amasis in marriage, Amasis sent him Nitetis, the daughter of
Apries, whom he had dethroned. After the death of Amasis, Nitetis

informed her husband Cyrus of the deceit, and urged him to take vengeance
of Psammetichus, the son of Amasis. Cyrus died before he could accom-
plish this purpose ; but it was executed by Cambyses, who restored the

family of Apries to the throne. This story appears to have been borrowed
from Dinon and Lyceas: the account of Ctesias was that Cambyses, not
Cyrus, demanded the daughter of Amasis; Athen. xiii. p. 5Gl» ; Fragui.
liist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 91, vol. iv. p. 411.
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Apries less is known
; but he is stated to have made war upon

Syria, and to have been dethroned by Amasis.(e
) He is the

Pharaoh Hophra of the contemporary prophet Jeremiah.
(
7
)

The preceding king, Psammis, is stated by Herodotus to have

received an embassy of Eleans, who boasted of the Olympic

Games. (*) This synchronism is consistent with the date as-

signed for the institution of the games in question.

The reign of Neco is marked by his attempt to dig a canal

from the Nile to the Red Sea ; by his alleged circumnavigation

of Africa; and by his successful invasion of Syria. He is

stated to have dedicated a reminiscence of a victory in Syria, in

the Temple of Apollo at Branchidse, near Miletus. {*) His ex-

pedition against Assyria is mentioned by the prophet Jeremiah,

and in the Books of Kings and Chronicles.^0
)

The lifetime of

Jeremiah, according to the Biblical chronology, coincides with

the reigns of Neco and Apries, as determined by the chrono-

logy of Herodotus and Manetho. The death of Josiah, king

of Judah, who is represented in the Books of the Kings and

Chronicles as slain in the battle with Pharaoh Nccho, likewise

coincides, according to the chronology of those books, with

the reign of Neco, according to Herodotus. The coincidence

with Manetho is not entire, but the discrepancy is inconsider-

able^11
)

(6) Herod, ii. 161—171.

(7) Jerem. xliv. 30. The prophecies of Jeremiah appear to have been
composed during the years 628—586 b.c.

(8) ii. 160. (9) Herod, ii. 168—9.

{10) Jerem. xlvi. 2; 2 KingB xxiii. 29—35; 2 Chron. xxxv. 20—27.

Megiddo in the Books of Kings and Chronicles evidently agrees with Mag-
dolum in Herodotus; but the Jewish town of Migdol near the lake of
Galilee, not the town of Lower Egypt near Pelusiuin. must be intended,

though Herodotus may have confounded tho two. Sec Ilawlinson’s Herod.
toI. ii. p. 246 ; Dr. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Geogr. arts. Magdolum and
Jerusalem, vol. ii. p. 17. Josephus, Ant. x. 5, 1, makes Mendes in Egypt
the place of the battle, which town was, he 6tatcs, in the dominions of
Josiah.

(1 1 ) The death of Josiah is placed by Clinton, Fast. Hell. vol. i. p. 328,

and Winer, Bibl. lteal-Wort. art. Juda, at 609 b.c. The reign of Neco,
according to Herodotus, extends from 616 to 600 B.c. ; according to

Manetho, from 604 to 598. See a comment on the discrepancies between
the chronologies of Herodotus and Manetho for tbis period in Boeckh,
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Psammeticltus first opened Egypt to the Greeks j^
2
)
and he

permitted a colony of Ionians and Carians to establish itself

near the city of Bubastis. Herodotus states that the Greeks

were well acquainted with Egyptian affairs since this epoch. (**)

It is likewise related by Herodotus, that after the Scythians had

defeated Cyaxares and the Modes, they advanced as far as

Palestine
; but that Psammetichus, king of Egypt, induced

them by presents and entreaties to retire, and to desist from

their intention of invading his kingdom.
(

u
)

The date of this

event is fixed by Lareher at 628 b.c.
; the same critic places the

reign of Cyaxares (which, according to Herodotus,^ 5

)
lasted

forty years,) from 634 to 594 B.c. If these determinations are

correct, the lifetimes of Psammetichus and Cyaxares are co-

incident ; and the date of the Scythian invasion of Palestine is

consistent both with the Egyptian and the Median chrono-

logy. The invasion of Judaea by a northern equestrian people

is likewise alluded to in two remarkable passages of the con-

temporary prophet Jeremiah.
(

ia
)

The Psammetichus who succeeded Periander in the dynasty

of Corinthian despots, and who ruled about 585 b.c., probably

took his name from the king of Egypt.
(
17

)
The Corinthian

ruler might have been born during the reign of the Egyptian

Manetho, p. 331—351. Compare Des Vignoles, Chronologic de 1'Hiatoire

Sainte, vol. ii. p. 146—150. According to Manetho. Fragm. Hiat. Gr.

vol. ii. p. 693, Neco took Jerusalem, and carried Joachaz the king a pri-

soner to Egypt. This agrees with 2 Kings xxiii. 33—4; 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 4.

(n) On the exclusiveness of the Egyptians, and their repulsiveness

towards the Greeks, see Herod, ii. 41, 91.

(13) ii. 154, cf. 147. Concerning the Egyptian kings from Psammeti-
chus to Psatnmenitus, see Grote’s Hist, of Gr. vol. iii. p. 429— 417 j

llawlinson's Herodotus, vol. ii. p. 381—390.

(14) i. 105 ; Strabo, xvii. 1, § 18, states that Psammetichus was con-

temporary with Cyaxares the Mede.

(15) i. 106. See Lareher, Herodote, tom. vii. p. 150.

(16) iv. 6, vi. 22—4.

(17) Aristot. Pol. v. 12; Nicol. Damage. 60; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii.

p. 393.
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king, and friendly commercial relations have subsisted between

Corinth and Egypt during the reign of the latter.

The account of the series of kings from Psammetichus to

Amasis, given by Diodorus, agrees generally with that in Hero-

dotus. Diodorus represents the kings before Psammetichus as

exercising a Chinese repulsion towards foreigners, and says that

Egypt was opened to strangers, and especially to Greeks, by

this king. He describes Apries as separated from Psamme-

tichus by four generations,^8
)

apparently counting both ex-

tremes inclusively ; he states that Apries reigned twenty-two

years, and was dethroned by Amasis, whose reign lasted fifty-

five years
;
and that Amasis died in Olymp. 63.8=526 b.c.

at the time of the invasion of Egypt by Cambyses.(19
)

According to Manetho, the names and duration of reigns of

the six kings, beginning with Psammetichus, arc as follows:

—

Psammetichus 51

Nechao 6

Psammuthis 6

Vapliris 19

Amosis 44

Psammecherites 4

1294H

( 18 ) Ncco is included in this interval. Elsewhere Diodorus mentions
him as the son of Psammetichus, and as having begun the canal from the
Nile to the lied Sea, i. 33.

( 19)
Diod. i. 67—8. Herodotus stales that Apries reigned twenty-five

years, ii. 161 ; and that Amasis reigned forty-four years, and died a short

time before Cambyses invaded Egypt, iii. 10. see Clinton, F. H. ad
ann. 616.

(20) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 603. These numbers are according to

Africanus : according to Eusebius the Manethonian years of the reigns

stand thus :

—

Psammetichus 41 years
Necao 6
Psammuthis 17
Vaphris 25
Amosis 42

134
Compare Boeckh, Manetho, p. 331—351.
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Reckoning this period at 130 years, it differs by only fifteen

years from the chronology of Herodotus.

§ 2 Up to this point, we may consider the Egyptian chro-

nology as determined, within moderate limits of error, upon

trustworthy evidence. We have next to inquire how our diffe-

rent authorities represent that chronology for the period

anterior to the reign of Psammetichus, reckoning back from

the epoch 670 b.c., 106 years after the commencement of the

Olympiads.

Herodotus visited Egypt, and had personal communication

with the priests, from whom his information respecting the

ancient history and chronology of the country was, as he him-

self declares, derived,
f*

1

)
The date of his visit is about 450 b.c.

According to his report of their information, Egypt was at

a remote period subjected to the rule of eight gods of the first

order, of whom Pan was one. These deities were succeeded by

twelve gods of the second order, who were produced 17,000

years before the reign of Amasis. Hercules was in the second

order
;
but Bacchus belonged to a later period : he preceded

the reign of Amasis by only 15,000 years. Herodotus is per-

plexed by this statement, because, according to the chronology

received among the Greeks, Bacchus lived only 1600, Hercules

only 900, and Pan only 800 years before his own time. How-

ever, he tells us that the Egyptians assured him that error was

impossible, as their predecessors had preserved a contempora-

neous notation of the years during this entire period. (")

The priests further informed Herodotus that Men was the

first king of Egypt
;
that he turned the course of the Kile, and

built the city of Memphis : and that he was succeeded by 330

kings, whose names they read to him from a book, or roll of

papyrus. With the exception of Queen Kitocris, who reigned

(21 ) See ii. 99, 142. Tho communications of Herodotus with the Egyp-
tian priests were doubtless carried on through a Greek interpreter. On
the class of cppijwir in Egypt, see Lepsius, Chron. der -Eg. p. 217—9.

(22) Herod, ii. ‘13, 145.
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during this period, these monarchs were undistinguished, and

left no memorials of themselves.

(

2S
)

Men and his 330 suc-

cessors, as we shall see presently, are supposed to have reigned

from 11,400 to 1080 b.c., a period of 10,320 years.

With regard to the twelve kings who succeeded, and who

nearly filled up the interval before Psammetichus, the priests

had much more to tell Herodotus than they were able to com-

municate respecting their 330 predecessors. These twelve

kings (whose names are subjoined) reigned during a period of

400 years : the dates placed respectively opposite their names

are calculated on the assumption that each represents a gene-

ration^24
)

After Men. b.c.

331 Moeris 1080

832 Sesostris 1046

333 Pheros . 1013

334 Proteus 980

335 Rhampsinitus 946

386 Cheops 913

337 Chephren 830

338 Mycerinus 846

339 Asychis 813

340 Anysis 780(25
)

341 Sabacos 746

342 Sethon 713

Last year of his reign .... 680

(23) Herod, ii. 4, 101.

(24) This is the calculation which, as wo shall show presently. Hero-
dotus himself makes. He states, however, that Cheops reigned fifty and
Chephren fifty-six years (ii. 127—8), and apparently that Mycerinus reigned
only seven years (ii. 133). The meaning of the period of 150 years men-
tioned in c. 133, is not explained. In calculating the dates, I have assigned
thirty-four years to the first king of the century, aud thirty-three to each
of the two others, in order to avoid fractions.

(25) It is difficult to understand the passage of Herodotns, ii. 140,

which seems to make an interval of more than 700 years between the con-

cealment of Amyrta-us in 455 b.c. (Clinton ad ann.), and the reign of
Anysis, and would therefore raise Anysis to 1155 B.c. It has been pro-

posed to substitute 300 or 500 for 700 in the text of Herodotus. See

Y
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Maoris, the first of these twelve kings, was excavator of the

lake which bore his name
;
likewise the builder of the pyramids

in this lake, and of the gateway of the Temple of Vulcan. (**)

His successor Scsostriswas a great conqueror. He sailed along

the shores of the Red Sea until he reached a sea innavigable

from shoals. He likewise marched with a vast army across

Asia Minor, and subdued Scythia and Thrace. He erected

some columns which attested the extent of his march, and

were partly extant in the time of Herodotus : and he left be-

hind him an Egyptian colony at Colclii. He dug the canals

with which Egypt was intersected, and he made an equal divi-

sion of the land of Egypt among the inhabitants. The belief

iu the exploits of Sesostris was deeply rooted in Egypt
; for

the priest of Vulcan is said to have refused to permit the erec-

tion of a statue of Darius, in front of the statues of Sesostris

and his queen, on the ground that Sesostris had conquered the

Scythians, whereas Darius had failed in his attempt upon this

people^87
)

Sesostris was succeeded by his son Pheros, who was punished

with blindness for his impiety, and was restored to sight in con-

sequence of a marvellous cure directed by an oracle. Pheros

gave two obelisks, of great height, to the Temple of the Sun.(w
)

The next king was Proteus, who reigned at the time of the

Trojan War. The priests informed Herodotus, partly on the

authority of Mcnelaus himself, (**) that Paris and Helen, on

Sehweigliiiuser ad loc. ; Niebuhr, Lect. Anc. Hist, vol. i. p. 68, and
Volney, Recherehes nouvelles sur l'Histoire ancienne, Chron. desEgy ptiena,

c. i, CEuvrcs, ed. 1837, p. 515, approve of 300.

(26) Herod, ii. 101, 119, 150. Herodotus states that at the time of his

visit to Egypt, 900 years had not elapsed since the death of Mooria, ii. 13.

Assuming that Herodotus visited Ecypt about 450 b.c., we obtain about
1350 B.c. for the date of the death of Moeris, which does not accord with

the result of the calculation founded upon the succession of kings.

(27) ii. 102—110. The same story respecting the statue of Darius is

told by Diodorus, i. 58, who calls Sesostris Sesobsis.

(28) ii. 111.

(29) ftfraorav (ol Ifpus) npus raira rdit, Urropigin (pdprvoi tlotvai nap’ avrov

MtWXco), ii. 118.
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their voyage from Greece to Troy, were driven by contrary

winds to the coast of Egypt; that Proteus dismissed Paris, but

detained Helen
;
and that Helen, who never went to Troy, was

afterwards surrendered by Proteus to Menelaus. The priests

assured Herodotus that they knew the truth of this narrative,

partly from inquiries, and partly from the events having occurred

in their own country
;
and Herodotus gives his reasons for con-

sidering it to be historical. The work of Proteus was the teme-

nos of the Temple of Vulcan at Memphis.
(

s0
)

Proteus was succeeded by Rliampsinitus, whose riches were

immense. The robbery of his treasury is the subject of a story

which resembles in its character one of the Arabian Nights, and

which has for its moral the surpassing wisdom of the Egyptians.

His descent to Hades, where he plays at dice with Ceres, fur-

nished the material for a festival-legend. The monuments

attributed to him were the gateway of a temple, and two

statues.
(
S1

)

The next two kings were Cheops and Chephren, brothers

;

the former of whom reigned for fifty, and the latter for fifty-six

years. These kings built two great pyramids : they compelled

all the people to labour at these works
;
and they closed the

temples. Egypt, which up to this time had been mildly

governed, endured grievous oppression for 106 years.

(

S2
)

Chephren was succeeded by Mycerinus, son of Cheops. lie

was a mild king; he re-opened the temples, and relieved the

people from their sufferings. He left a pyramid, but smaller

than that of his father. Legendary stories were told respecting

the figure of a cow, in which the body of his daughter was en-

tombed, and twenty wooden statues of his concubines. His

reign lasted only six years.
(
ss

)

Asychis came next, who built the most richly-dccoratcd of

the four gateways of the Temple of Vulcan, and a pyramid of

(30)
Herod, ii. 112—120. (31 ) ii. 121—124.

<32) ii. 124—128. (33) ii. 129—135.

v 2
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brick, which was thought superior to the pyramids of stone.
(

31
)

Ilia successor was Anysis, a blind king, who was driven from

his throne by Sabacos, king of the ./Ethiopians. Anysis lay

hid in an island in the marshes for fifty years ; at the end of

which time Sabacos voluntarily evacuated the country in conse-

quence of a vision. Sabacos built the Temple of Bubastis.^5

)

The last of the 31-2 kings who reigned after Men was Sethon,

a priest of Vulcan, who treated the warrior class with indignity,

and deprived them of their lands. During his reign, Sana-

charib, king of the Arabians and Assyrians, invaded Egypt;

but his army was defeated, in consequence of an irruption of

field mice, which gnawed the weapons of his soldiers, and made

them unserviceable. A statue of Sethon, with a mouse in its

hand, was preserved in an Egyptian temple in the time of Hero-

dotus.
(

M
)

Between the reign of Sethon and that of Psammetichus, there

intervenes the period of the Dodecarchy, respecting which

Herodotus relies on Greek as well as on Egyptian informants.

During this period, Egypt was divided into twelve districts, and

each district was governed by a king. Psammetichus was one

of these twelve kings
;
and with the assistance of Carian and

Ionian mercenaries, he ultimately succeeded in deposing the other

(34) Herod, ii. 136.

(35) **• 137—140. Hosea, King of Israel, near the beginning of hi*

reign, became tributary to Shalmaneser, King of Assyria; but he shortly

afterw ards withheld his tribute, and entered into treasonable correspond-

ence with So, King of Egypt, 2 Kings xvii. 3, 4. According to Clinton,

Hosea began to reign in 730 b.c. This date agrees with the date of

Sabaco, which result* from the Egyptian account in Herodotus, viz. 7-16

—

713 b.c. The interval between the alliance of Hosea with So, and the

expedition of Sennacherib, according to the Biblical chronology, is about
sixteen years.

(36) ii. 141. The invasion of Judsea by Sennacherib, and bis return to

Nineveh after the miraculous destruction of his army, took place in the

fourteenth year of King Hezekiah, according to Isaiah xxxvi., xxxvii.

;

2 Kings xviii., xix. ; Joseph. Ant. x. 1 ; that is, in 712 B.c. See Clinton,

vol. i. p. 327, and Winer. This accords with the date obtained above,

p. 321, from Herodotus for the reign of Sethon
; but the Biblical account

does not represent Sennacherib as having invaded Egypt. Josephus sup-

poses Sennacherib to have iuvaded both Judiea and Egypt, and the same
account was giveu by Berosus, cited in Josephus.
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rulers, and subjecting all Egypt to his dominion. Under the

Dodecarcliy the Labyrinth was built, which Herodotus considers

the greatest work in Egypt—greater even than the pyramids.
(
s7

)

The priests informed Herodotus that, from the first king,

Men, to king Scthon, there was a scries of 341 generations;

the detailed statements previously given by him make this

number 342, if both extremities are included. The Theban

priests likewise showed to Herodotus (as they had previously

shown to Hecataeus, the historian) (
S8

)
a series of 345 wooden

statues of high priests, reaching down to the priest last deceased

;

these high priests all bore the same name, and each was the son

of his predecessor. Herodotus considers each of these royal

successions as a generation, and reckons three generations to a

century. If we adopt his principle of calculation, we arrive

at the following chronological scheme, as representing the result

of the account given to him by the Egyptian priests :

—

B.C.

Dynasty of eight gods of the first order . not stated

Twelve gods of the second order 17,570

Reign of Bacchus 15,570

Men 11,400

After him

329 kings, until

Moeris 1080

After him

Eleven kings, until

The Dodecarchy 680

Psammetichus 670 (
89

)

(37 ) ii. 147—152.

(38 ) The birth of Hecatseus fell about 550 b.c. His visit to Egypt
may be supposed to have been about sixty years before that of Herodotus.

(39) The calculation of Herodotus assumes 341, not 342 generations ;

although the latter number clearly results from his own statements. See.
Lepsius, Chron. der zEgypter, p. 259. Moreover, after stating that three
generations make a century, he reckons 341 x 33J = 11,310, whereas the
product of these numbers is 11,3661- Either, therefore, Herodotus made
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The time occupied by the Dodecarchy is not stated by Hero-

dotus; in the above computation, it has becu taken at ten

years. (*°)

§ 3 Plato states it to be a literal truth, that some of the

works of art in Egypt are 10,000 years old :(
41

)
he likewise de-

scribes Solon as having heard from an Egyptian priest that the

city of Sais was proved by existing records to have lasted for

8000 years
;
and that the historical registration of the Egyp-

tians ascended to an epoch long anterior to that of the G reeks.
(

42
)

The Epinomis likewise speaks of the astronomical observations

of the Egyptians and Assyrians as ascending to an infinite anti-

quity^43
)

§ 1 The next authority on Egyptian chronology is Ma-

netho. The accounts of Manetlio’s life are not very clear or

satisfactory; but he appears to have been a native of Sebcn-

nytus, in Egypt ; to have held a high position in the native

priesthood
;
and to have lived in the reigns of the first two

Ptolemies (30G—217 b.c.) (
m

)
Syneellus says that Manetho

wrote his work in imitation of that of Berosus
;
having been

either his contemporary, or a little subsequent to him ; and

that it was dedicated to Ptolemy Philadelphus.(45
)

an error of computation, or the numbers in his text have been corrupted.

See ii. 112—3.

The statement of Mela. i. 9, is derived inaccurately from Herodotus

;

see Boeckh, Manetho, p. 91, n. 3.

(40) The interval between the resignation of Sabaco and the accession

of Psammetichus is made by Diod. i. 6b to consist of seventeen years

;

namely, anarchy two years, and Dodecarchy fifteen years.

(41 ) Leg. ii. § 3, p. 656.

(42 ) Tim. p. 23, A. E. Compare Macrob. Comm, in Somn. Scip. ii. 10,

§

(43) XP‘k°5 flVpttTTjS Ka\ awupos, c. 9, p. 937.

(44) See Fragm. Ilist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 611 ; Boeckh, Manetho, p. 11

;

Bunsen's Egypt, vol. i. p. 60, Eng. tr. ; Lepsius, Chron. der .Eg. p. 105.

(45 ) Vol. i. p. 29, ed. Bonn. Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 97, Engl, tr.,

says that ' Manetho under the first Ptolemies opened up to the Greeks the

treasures of Egyptian antiquity,' and that * none of the later native histo-

rians can be compared with him.' It does not, however, appear that there

were any native historians of Egypt after Manetho. Concerning the date

of Berosus, see above, ch. v. § 11.
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Manetho published a work on Egyptian history, composed

in the Greek language, and derived, as he himself stated, from

sacred writings in the native tongue. It was divided into three

parts or volumes^46
)

This work is lost, but a summary of it

has been preserved by the chrouographers
;
their accounts of its

contents are often inconsistent, and it is probable that they may,

in many cases, have relied upon secondhand authorities, with-

out consulting the original work. The different versions have

been investigated with great care, and much critical acumen, by

Prof. Boeckh, whose restoration of the entire chronological

scheme will be assumed as the basis of the following remarks.

Manetho begins his Egyptian chronology at the year 80,627

b.c., but at the outset of this period he places three dynasties of

gods, four dynasties of demigods, and one dynasty of maucs,

which together occupy 24,925 years.( 4") The first mortal king,

Mencs, commences his reign in the year 5702 b.c. Menes and

bis successors are distributed into thirty-one dynasties, ending

with 333 b.c., the last year of Darius Codomannus. Our atten-

tion will now be confined to the first twenty-five dynasties, end-

ing with the year 680 b.c.

According to the chronological scheme of Manetho, Egypt

was governed during 5022 years, between 5702 and 680 b.c., by

twenty-five dynasties, containing 439 kings. Of these 439 kings,

816 are unnamed; of the remaining 93, the names arc ex-

pressed. (**} For each dynasty, even where the names are not given,

it is stated to what city of Egypt (as Memphis, Thinis, Elephan-

tina) the kings belong
;
where they are foreigners (as Phoeni-

cians or ^Ethiopians), this circumstance is mentioned. To the

(46) Fragm. Hist. Gr. ib. p. 611—2.

(47) Boeckh alters this number into 24,837, in order to produce a mul-

tiple of the Canicular period (14G1 x 17), Manetho, p. 84, 93, 386.

(48) In this enumeration, no account is taken of the seventh dynasty,

consisting of 70 unnamed Memphite kings, who reigned seventy days (i.e.,

aa it appears, one day each). See Boeckh, Manetho, p. 153 ; Fragm. Hist.

Gr. vol. ii. p. 656. The alteration of 70 into 6, in Eusebius, is probably

merely a reduction made on grounds of probability.
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names of twenty-seven kings, a short notice of an event con-

nected with their reign is attached.

With the exception of these notices, the remains of Manetho

furnish us only with a chronological scries of kings, stating the

number of years during which each king reigned, or each

dynasty lasted, but in more than three cases out of four, not

even mentioning the king’s name. Its general character is that

of a chronology of anonymous kings arranged in dynasties.

The following extracts contain all the historical notices in

this list, from which their number, character, and value may be

appreciated :

—

' Mcnes the Thinitc, first king of dynasty 1 (5702—5150 b.c.).

lie was torn in pieces by a hippopotamus, and perished.

‘ Athothis, son of Menes, second king of dynasty 1. He
built the palace at Memphis. He was skilled in medicine, and

wrote a work on anatomy, still extant.

‘ Uenephes, son of Kenkenes, fourth king of dynasty 1. In

his time a great famine prevailed in Egypt. He built the

pyramids near Cochome.(49
)

‘ Semempses, son of Micbis, seventh king of dynasty 1. In

his time Egypt was afflicted with a great calamity
(
<p0opa ).

‘ Boethus, first king of dynasty 2 (5419—5148 b.c.) In his

time a great opening of the earth took place near Bubastus, and

many persons perished.

‘ Caeechos, second king of dynasty 2. In his time the bull

Apis, in Memphis, the bull Mnevis, in Heliopolis, and the goat

at Mende, first received divine honours.

‘ Binothris, third king of dynasty 2. In his time it was

ruled that women might succeed to the throne.

* Nepherclicres, seventh king of dynasty 2. It is fabled that

in his time the waters of the Nile were for eleven days mixed

with honey.
(
50

)

(49) Nothing is known of theao pyramids. Compare the guesses of

Bunsen, Egypt, vol. ii. p. 60.

(50) Bunsen, vol. ii. p. 106, Eng. tr., thinks that this story probably

originated in some natural phenomenon recorded in the annals.

The king under whom this phenomenon occurred is called Binoris by
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* Sesochris, eighth king of dynasty 2. This king was five

cubits in height, and three palms in width.

* Necherophes, first king of dynasty 3 (5147—4934 b.c.). In

his time the Libyans revolted against the Egyptians, but sur-

rendered themselves as prisoners through fear at a marvellous

increase in the size of the moon.
* Tosortlirus, second king of dynasty 8. This king was con-

sidered an zEsculapius by the Egyptians, on account of his me-

dical science
; he also invented the use of polished (or worked)

stones in building
;
and he paid attention to painting.

‘Suphis, second king of dynasty 4 (4933—4651 b.c.). He
built the great pyramid, which Herodotus declares to have been

built by Cheops. He was guilty of arrogance towards the gods

;

he wrote the sacred book, which I, Africanus, acquired as a

precious remnant of antiquity, when I was in Egypt.
(

H
)

‘ Othoes, first king of dynasty 6 (4402 to 4200 b.c.). This

king was slain by his body-guards.

‘ Nitocris, sixth of dynasty 6. This queen was the most spi-

rited and most beautiful woman of her time; her complexion

was fair; she erected the third pyramid.
' Achthoes was a more tyrannical king than any of his pre-

decessors, and oppressed all the Egyptians; at last he was seized

with insanity, and was killed by a crocodile.

' Sesostris, third king of dynasty 12 (3404—3245). He sub-

dued all Asia in nine years, and Europe as far as Thrace. He
left everywhere monuments of his conquests, by engraving on

pillars the male parts of generation for the warlike, and the

female for the unwarlike nations. His exploits were such that

he was ranked by the Egyptians next after Osiris.

(

53
)

Joannes Antiochenus, Fragrn. Hist. Gr. Tol. iv. p. 639, whose words stand

thus : ’Errl Bivdipioc f)iun\tu>s Wyvmov (paa\ too NtIXov pi\m a pvrjvai.

Head ptXtri id fjpipat puTjvnt.

(51 ) See Boeckh, ib. p. 177.

(52) The substance of this passage is repeated in Joannes Antiochenus,

Fragta. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 639.
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Lachares, fourth king of dynasty 12. lie built the labyrinth

in the Arsinoite norne, as a place of sepulture for himself.

‘ The fifteenth dynasty consisted of shepherd kings. They

were Phoenicians
;
the first of them was named Suites, and gave

his name to the Saite nome. They built a city in the Sethroite

nomc,(M
)
from which they subdued Egypt, and took Memphis.

(2607—2324 b.c.)

‘Amos, first king of dynasty 18 (1655—1327 b.c.). A re-

mark of Africanus is appended to this king, that the exodus of

Moses from Egypt fell under his reign.
(
M

)

‘ Misphragmuthosis, sixth king. The deluge of Deucalion

took place in his time.

‘ Amenophis, eighth king. He was reputed to be Memnou,

of the speaking statue.

* Thuoris, sixth king of dynasty 19 (1326—1184 b.c ). This

king is called Polybus, the husband of Alcandra, mentioned in

Homer.
(

6S
)

In his time Troy was taken.

‘Petubates, first king of dynasty 23 (814—726 b.c.). In his

time the first Olympiad was celebrated.

‘ Osorcho, second king of dynasty 23. This king is called

Hercules by the Egyptians.

‘Bocchoris, dynasty 24 (725—720 b.c.). In his time a

lamb spoke.

' Sabacon, first king of the ^Ethiopian dynasty 25 (719—6S0

b.c.) . He took Bocchoris prisoner, and caused him to be burnt

to death.’

The notices relating to Jewish history, appended to Nechao

II. and Vaphris, in the 26th dynasty, have been already men-

tioned.

So far as Manetho is concerned, these passages contain the

(53) This nome was in or near the Delta : see Strab. xvii. 1, § 24.

(54) See Boeckh, Manetho, p. 177, 195.

(55) See Odyssey, iv. 12C. Phylo, one of the handmaidens of Ilelen,

carries a silver basket, w hich had been given to her by Alcandra, the w ife

of Polybus. The latter was a native of the Egyptian Thebes, where the
inhabitants are very wealthy.
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entire history of Egypt for more than 5000 years
;
that is to sav,

for nearly double the period from the first Olympiad to the pre-

sent day.

§ 5 After Manetho, among the authorities on Egyptian

chronology, comes Eratosthenes, who was called toAlexandria by

Evergetes, the third of the Ptolemies, and died about 190 b.c.

He may be considered to have belonged to the generation next

succeeding Manetho.
(

5#
)

The Egyptian chronology of Eratosthenes consists of a list

of thirty-eight successive kings of Thebes, beginning with

Menes, a.m. 2900, and ending with Amuthartteas, 8975 a.m.
;

it

extends, therefore, over a period of 1076 years, from 2600 to

1524 b.c.,(5
’) which gives about twenty-eight years to each king.

Apollodorus, to whom we owe this list, states that Eratos-

thenes derived it from historical memorials written in the

Egyptian language, and preserved at Diospolis, and that he

translated it into Greek at the command of King Ptolemy.
(

M
)

§ 6 After Eratosthenes, the next leading authority on

Egyptian antiquity, now extant, is Diodorus
;
who visited

Egypt in 60 b.c.,(59
)
and composed his history about twenty

years afterwards. He was separated from Eratosthenes by an

interval of about a century and a half.

With respect to his account of the divine dynasties of

Egypt, our attention may be confined to those points which are

connected with chronology. He states that the interval of time

(56) Above, p. 198.

(57 ) See Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 540, 545, 649, 554, 558, 565, 612.

These extracts of Eratosthenes are preserved in Syncellus, and Syncellus

makes the year of the world 5500 coincide with the Christian era j see

vol. ii. p. 279, ed. Bonn.

(58 ) Syncellus, vol. i. p. 171, 279, ed. Bonn. The number
,771V in the

first of these passages must be corrected from the second, as is remarked
by Lepsius, Chrou. der i£g. p. 511. The correction had been made in the

Latin translation.

(59) Diodorus visited Egypt in Olymp. 180, in the reign of Ptolemy
XIII., i. 41, 46, 83. See Clinton, F. H. ad ann. 60, <13. Concerning the

Egyptian chronology of Diodorus, see Bunsen's Egypt, vol. i. p. 156, Eng.
tr. ; Lepsius, Chrou. der /Eg. p. 2 15.
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between Osiris and Isis and the reign of Alexander the Great,

was reckoned by some at more than 10,000, by others at some-

what under 23,000 years.

(

G0
)

The latter number is likewise

stated, on the authority of the Egyptian priests, as the interval

between the reign of Hclius and the invasion of Asia by Alex-

ander.^1

)
In another passage he informs us that Egypt was

computed to have been governed by gods and heroes for nearly

18,000 years; and that the human reigns, beginning with that

of Maoris, bad lasted nearly 5000 years up to Olymp. 180

(60 b.c.); most of these kings having been native Egyptians. (•*)

Elsewhere he says that Egypt had been governed by native

kings for more than 1700 years.(M
)

The number 18,000 ap-

pears to be the difference between 23,000 and 5000 : we may
therefore assume that the more prevalent chronology for the

divine and human dynasties, received by the informants of

Diodorus, was 18,000 years for the former, and 5000 years

for the latter : but that some placed the duration of the divine

dynasties at only 5000 years ; so that the divine and human

dynasties together made up only 10,000 years.

Diodorus states that the native rulers of Egypt were 475 in

number, of whom 470 were kings, and five were queens. He
adds that concerning all of these, the priests were possessed of

registers in the sacred books, handed down by each priest to his

successor from ancient times ; and that these registers contained

a description of the physical appearance and moral character

of each king, together with an account of the acts of his

reign.
(

M
)

The historian proceeds to specify the most remarkable in

this series of 475 sovereigns. The first is Menas, who teaches

religion to the people, and is also the author of luxurious

living. He is succeeded by fifty-two kings, whose joint reigns

amount to more than 1400 years, being an average of about

(66) Diod. i. 23. (6 i) ii. 26. (6j) i. -14.

(63) i. 69. (64 ) i. 44.
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twenty-seven years each ;
nothing worthy of record occurred

during their reigns. This long line of obscure princes was fol-

lowed by Busiris, and eight descendants, of whom the last bore

the same name as the original progenitor. They were the founders

of the great and wealthy city of Thebes.
(

65
)

After an interval

of seven kings, Uchoreus succeeds, the founder of Memphis. (**)

jEgyptua, the next king, was fabled to be the offspring of

the daughter of Uchoreus, and of the river Nile, in the form of

a bulL He was a good and just king, and gave his name to the

country.^7
)

After an interval of twelve generations, Moeris succeeds.

He builds the great propylaea at Memphis, and excavates lake

Moeris.

Another interval of seven generations elapses, and Sesobsis

becomes king, the Sesostris of Herodotus, Manetho, and the

other Greek writers. Diodorus informs us that great discre-

pancy existed, both among the Greek historians and the Egyp-

tian priests and hymnologists, concerning the exploits of Seso-

bsis
; he adds that his own narrative is founded on the most

probable accounts, and those which agree best with the extant

monuments of this king. According to the narrative of Dio.

dorus, the greatness of Sesobsis was predicted by signs at his

birth : he was brought up by a severe discipline, and trained to

martial exercises^88
)
and even during his father’s lifetime he

(65) i. 45. Diodorus says that the stories respecting the cruelty of
Buairis arc fabulous, and that they had their origin in the inhospitably of

the Egyptians to foreigners before the reign of Psammetichus, i. 67.

According to another and inconsistent story reported by Diodorus, Busiris

was a satrap of the N. E. part of Egypt, under King Osiris, i. 17.

(66) The words Ttitv 8* tovtov too &aai\fcoy arroy6voiv in C. 50, would
naturally refer to Osymandyas ; but Osymandyas is introduced inciden-

tally, and no fixed place in the series is assigned to him. I have therefore

followed Lepsius in supposing that the seven unnamed kings intervene

between Busiris II. and Uchoreus.

(67) It seems doubtful whether Diodorus means to fix the place of
iEgyptus in the series, c. 51.

(68) Diodorus tells us that Sesoosis, and the youths who participated

in his discipline, were not allowed any food until they had run 180 stadia

= 22, miles (i. 53).
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subdued Arabia, and the chief part of Libya, Having succeeded

to the throne, he made extensive and long-sighted preparations

for foreign conquest. He divided Egypt into thirty-six nomes,

and appointed collectors of the royal revenues in each. At the

same time he sought, by various beneficent measures, to render

himself beloved by the people. He collected an army of 600,000

infantry, 24,000 cavalry, and 27,000 war chariots. With this

vast host he conquered the ^Ethiopians
;
afterwards, with the

aid of a fleet of 400 ships, he subdued India, as far as the

country beyond the Ganges, the whole of Western Asia, most of

the Cyclades, and Europe as far as Thrace. Stories are told

similar to those in Herodotus, respecting the memorials

of his expedition and the Colchian colony; the engraving

on the monuments is described as in Manetho. From this

triumphant expedition he returned at the end of nine years,

and by it, according to Diodorus, established the reputation of

the greatest military conqueror who ever lived. He was consi-

dered the author of all the regulations relating to the military

system of Egypt. (**)

Diodorus informs us that a town in Egypt, named Babylon,

was so called from some Babylonian captives, brought to Egypt

hy Sesobsis, who revolted on account of the severity of their

taskwork, but were pardoned
;
and that another Egyptian town

named Troy, was so called from Trojan prisoners, who were

brought to Egypt by Menelaus, and obtained their liberty. (”°)

He admits, however, that, according to Ctesias, these two

towns were founded by Babylonians and Trojans who accom-

panied Semiramis to Egypt.

Sesoosis likewise executed great works
;
he covered the

(69) Diod. i. 9-lb

(70) A similar account of the origins of the Egyptian Babylon and
Troy is given by Strabo, xvii. 1, § 30, 31. The Egyptian Babylon and
Troy are mentioned by Steph. Byz. in Ba&vXwv and Tpoia.

Villehardouin calls Egypt the * land of Babylon.’ Sismondi says that

this appellation was derived from the Egyptian town of Babylon, refer-

ring to William of Tyre, 1. xix. c. 13. See hia Histoire des lWp. Ital.

c. 14, vol. ii. p. 371, ed. 1818.
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country with a complete system of canals ; he built a wall

1500 stadia (= 187 miles) in length, on the eastern frontier,

from Pelusium to Heliopolis j he constructed a ship of cedar

wood, 280 cubits long, its external surface ornamented with

gilding, and its internal with silver, which he consecrated to a

god at Thebes : he also erected two stone obelisks 120 cubits in

height, and two monolithic statues of himself and his queen, 30

cubits in height^71
)

Sesobsis the Great is succeeded by his son, of the same name,

concerning whom Diodorus tells the same legendary stories

which are related by Herodotus of Pheron, the son of

Sesostris.(7*)

At this point there is an interval of numerous kings, who

did nothing worthy of being recorded. The next king who

is thought deserving of mention is named Amasis ; he is a

tyrannical prince, and is dethroned by Actisanes, the jEthiopiau

king. The latter governs mildly ; and his leniency towards

certain robbers, to whom he assigns a residence in the desert,

and on whom he inflicts no other punishment than the loss of

their noses, furnishes an explanatory legend for the town

Ilhinocolura.(7S
)

After the death of Actisanes, the sceptre returns to a na-

tive king, Mendes, by some called Marrus. He constructed

the Great Labyrinth, which served as the model for the Laby-

rinth of Crete, built by Dtedalus : it remained entire at the

time of Diodorus.

(

74
)

An anarchy, of five generations, ensues

;

after which a man of low birth, named Ceten, obtained the

(71 ) Diod. i. 53—58.

(72 ) Diod. i. 59. Compare Herod, ii. 111. The verse of Ausonius,

Epist. xix., *Et qui regnavit sine nomine mox Sesodstris,’ seems to mean
that the celebrated Sesostris was succeeded by a king of the same name,
who did not support the great reputation of his predecessor.

(73)
Diod. i. 60. This legend recurs in Strabo, xvi. 2, § 31. On tho

other hand, Seneca represents the mutilation of the nosea of a whole

population as the cruel act of a Persian king, De Ira, iii. 20. Concerning

Khinocolura, see Dr. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Geogr. in v.

( 74 ) i. 61. See above, p. 275, n. 116.
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throne. Diodorus determines tliat he is identical with the king

called Proteus by the Greeks, who was contemporary with the

Trojan War.(75
)

The next king, Remphis, was a lover of wealth, and accu-

mulated 400,000 talents of gold : but owing to his miserly

spirit he expended nothing in offerings to the gods, or in works

useful to men.p®)

For the next seven generations the kings, with a single

exception, were devoted to inglorious case, and did nothing

which deserved mention in the sacred registers. This exception

was Nileus, who improved the channel of the river by various

useful works, and gave it his own name, its previous appellation

having been JEgyptus.^)

Chemmis was the successor of Nileus : he reigned fifty

years, and constructed the great pyramid.^8
)

lie was succeeded

by his brother Ceplircn, or by his son Chabryes, who reigned

fifty-six years, and built the second pyramid.
(
79

)

After them comes Mycerinus, the son of Chemmis : lie be-

gan the third pyramid, but left it unfinished. This king miti-

gated the cruelty of his predecessors, and treated the people

with mildness^80
)

These three kings clearly correspond with

the Cheops, Chephren, and Mycerinus of Herodotus.

Mycerinus was succeeded by Bocchoris, a king of mean

appearance, but of great mental capacity, and distinguished as

a lawgiver and judge.
(
81

)
A long interval elapses; after which

Sabaco, the /Ethiopian, a mild and humane sovereign, ascends

the throne : he abolished capital punishment, and employed the

convicts in public works. II is voluntary resignation of the

throne, and the motive for it, are described as in Herodotus.

(

M
)

An anarchy of two years ensues
;
and is followed by the

(75) i. 62. Concerning Proteus as an Egyptian king, see TTerod.

ii. 112; Eurip. Helena, Apollod. ii. 5, 9; Tzetz. ad Lye. 112, 121, 820.

(76) Diod. i. 62. (77) i. 63. (78) i. 63.

(79) i. 61. (80) i. 64. (81) i. 66, 91.

(82) i. 65. The story about the oracle being fulfilled by a libation from
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Dodecarchy, to which Diodorus assigns fifteen years
;
Psammc-

tichus, one of the Dodecarchs, makes himself king, as in the

account of Herodotus^88
)

Diodorus states that the human reigns of Egypt had, in

60 b.c., lasted 5000 years : and in another place that the native

kings reigned more than 4700 years; the difference between

which numbers allows for the interval between Cambyses and

his own time. We may, therefore, place the first year of

Menas, according to the chronology of the Egyptian priests, as

reported by Diodorus, at about 5000 b.c. He informs us fur-

ther, that the native sovereigns who reigned during the period

from Menas to Cambyses were 475 in number, but of these he

only names twenty-one; the rest are too obscure for notice,

and nothing memorable was recorded of them in the sacred

registers.

The statements of Diodorus render it necessary that we.

should fix the first year of Menas at 5000 b.c. But it is diffi-

cult to reconcile this date with the details of his chronological

scheme. He assigns 1400 years to the fifty-two unnamed

kings after Menas, which gives about twenty-six years to each

reign; and 106 years to the reigns of Chemmis and Cephren.

If we deduct 1506 from 5000 years, and 54 from 475 kings,
(
M

)

we obtain 3494 years, to be divided among 421 kings; which

gives an average of only about 8$ years apiece.

The chronological canon of Diodorus, restored upon the

assumption that each king, the duration of whose reign is not

stated, reigned 8J years, will be as follows :

—

the brazen helmet of Psammetichus, told in Herodotus, is contemptuously
repeated by Diodorus, as ' a fable of some of the ancient historians.'

Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 147, Eng. tr., thinks that Mneues and Sasy-
chia, mentioned, by Diod. i. 94 as lawgivers, are regarded by him as kings.

But Diodorus clearly distinguishes them from the next three lawgivers,

Sesoosis, Bocchoris, and Amasis, all of whom he specially designates as

kings.

(83) Diod. i. 66.

(84) I include the five queens among the kings.

z
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KINGS. THARS. B.C.

l. Menas . . 8i 5000

58. Fifty-two unnamed kings . . 1400

54. Busiris I . . 8*

61. Seven unnamed kings . . 57?

62. Busiris II . . 8i

70. Eight unnamed kings . . 66

71. Uchoreus . . 8*

72. JEgyptus . . 8*

84. Twelve unnamed kings . . . 99

85. Moeris . . 8i

92. Seven unnamed kings . . 57 f

93. Sesoosis I . . 8*

94. Sesoosis IL . . H 3254

Total . . . 1746*

With respect to the remaining kings, 801 in number, of

whom only fourteen are named, it is impossible to restore his

chronological scheme, on account of the long intervals of un-

certain duration, between Sesoosis II. and Amasis, and between

Bocchoris and Sabaco.(95
)

§ 7 Lastly, there is the scheme of the ‘ Ancient Chronicle/

cited by Syncellus, which makes the entire Egyptian chronology

consist of 36,525 years, with the statement that this number is

a multiple of the years of the Canicular cycle 11461 x 25). The

chief part of this colossal number is assigned to the pne-human

period. Nileus, the son of Vulcan, reigns 30,000 years ;
Saturn

and the other twelve gods reign 3984 years
;
and eight demi-

gods reign 217 years, making altogether, for the superhuman

period, 34,201 years. There then follows a period of fifteen

(85) The restoration of the canon of the Egyptian kings, according to

Diodorus, made by Lareher, in his Chronologic d’Herodote (Trad. d'Hero-

dote, tom. vii. p. 73, ed. 1802), seems to me to proceed on wholly erro-

neous principles. According to Lareher, Diodorus places the first year of

Alenas at 14,910 b.c. The general principle of his restoration is to assign

thirty years to each king (475 x 30 = 14,250). He entirely disregards

the statements of Diodorus as to the total duration of the Egyptian
monarchy.
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generations of the Canicular cycle, occupying 443 years, to

which neither divine nor human government is assigned. Next

in order are fifteen dynasties of mortal kings, 'reaching to the

reign of Nectanebus, in 341 b.c. These fifteen mortal dynasties

ought to occupy a period of 1881 years, if the numbers for the

divine and heroic dynasties are correct. The figures in the ex-

tant text, however, give only 1697. About the sum total of

36,525 no doubt can exist, as the factors of the product are

stated. The chronological result of the scheme may therefore

be thus exhibited :

—

YEAH8. B.C.

Superhuman reigns . . . 34,201

Intermediate period . . . 443 2665—2223

Fifteen human dynasties . . 1,881 2222— 341

36,525
(

M
)

The antiquity of this chronicle was first suspected by Des

Vignoles :(
87
) Letronne declared it to be the production of a

Jew or a Christian, subsequent to Ptolemy the astronomer,

who wished to reduce the Egyptian dynasties into harmony

with the Biblical chronology^88
)

Boeckh has lately investi-

gated the subject at length, and has proved, by convincing

arguments, that this ‘ Ancient Chronicle’ was composed in the

interval between Eusebius and the two chronographers Anianus

and Panodorus ;(") that is, during the fourth and fifth cen-

turies.

§ 8 It now remains for us to compare these different ac-

(86) Sue Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 531 ; Boeckh, Mauetho, p. 40—57.

In Boeckh’s table, p. 41, the number lor the twenty-sixth dynasty is erro-

neously stated as 117, instead of 177 (as C. Muller has remarked) ; and
this error has affected the subsequent calculations.

Concerning the scheme of this ‘ Ancient Chronicle,’ see Des Vignoles,

Chron. de l’Hist. Sainte, vol. ii. p. 659.

(87) Vol. ii. p. 659, 663.

(88 ) See Biot, Hecherches sur l’Annde vague des Egyptiens, p. 569.

(89) Manetho, p. 52—57. His conclusion is accepted by C. Muller,
Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 536.

Concerning Anianus and Panodorus, see Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 208,
jEng. tr.

z 2
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counts of Egyptian antiquity, and to attempt to determine their

claims to credibility.

The native Egyptian race seems to have resembled the black

African races, but nevertheless to have been distinct in its cha-

racter. It belonged to a more intelligent type, and at an early

period attained to a higher civilization than they have ever

reached. Its affinity, however, was with the Asiatics, not with the

Greeks
;
it approximated to the neighbouring Arabians, Syrians,

and Assyrians^90
)

The Egyptians participated in the Oriental

type : they had writing, but no literature or history. The

lively and ingenuous, but simple mind of Herodotus was im-

posed upon by their readiness in fabricating explanatory stories

about their buildings, and statues of men, and was led to believe

in their historical knowledge.
(

91
) Their pretensions to a remote

antiquity, ascending to thousands of years, were admitted by

the Greeks, (**) and induced ancient writers to speak of their

(90) Some of the ancients made the Nile the boundary of Asia and
Africa, Strab. i. 2, § 23.30, i.4, § 7. Others included the whole of Egypt
in Asia, Plin. N. H. v. 9. According to Juba, ap. Plin. vi. 29, there was
an affinity between the Egyptians and Arabians. Mr. Keurick remarks,

in reference to the ethnological character of the ancient Egyptians :
* The

Egyptians may be said to l>e intermediate between the Syro-Arabian and
the Ethiopic type ;

but a long gradation separates them from the negro.

The evidence derived from the examination of the skulls of the mummies
approximates tho Egyptians rather to the Asiatic than the African type,’

Ancient Egypt, vol. i. p. 98. Sir Gardner Wilkinson says : ‘ In manners,
language, and mauv other respects, Egypt was certainly more Asiatic than
African,' Ancient Egyptians, vol. i. p. 3. Brugsch, Histoire d'Egypte,
part i. p. 1, thinks that the Egyptians were of the Caucasian race, and
came originally from Asia. .Eschylus, Supp. 719, 745, describes the crew
of the Egyptian ship which arrived at Argos, as being of black colour;

hut lie appears to refer to the ros era, who probably were .Ethiopian slaves.

Mauilius represents the Egyptians as less dark in colour than the -Ethi-

opians :

—

Jam proprio tell us gaudens .Egyptia Nilo
Lenius irriguis inluscat corpora eampis.—iv. 726.

Ilerod. ii. 104, says that the Colchians resemble the Egyptians in haring
black skins and woolly hair ()u\ayxi>ots xa\ ocXorpi^(c). Aristotle classes

the .Ethiopians and Egyptians together, and says that both are splay-

footed, and woolly haired, Problem, xiv. 4. These are both negro charac-

teristics. Ammianus Mareellinus assigns a dark colour to the Egyptians.

Homines .Egyptii plenque Bubfusculi sunt et atrati, xxii. 16, § 23.

(91) Herod, ii. 77.

(93) See above, p. 275.
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historical records.
(

w
)

But for the existence of an authentic

contemporary registration in Egypt, made by an intelligent

historian, we have no sufficient warranty.
(
M

)

The historical information respecting Egyptian antiquity is

represented to us as derived exclusively from the priests, and

from their sacred books, preserved in the archives of temples.

Now the Egyptian priests had the character of an Oriental

sacerdotal caste, like the Chaldajans, the Magi, or the Brahmins.

Their knowledge was suited to a country in which there was

neither freedom of thought nor activity of mind
;
which pro-

duced nothing useful, and which contributed nothing to the

progress of mankind
;
whose despotic masters employed all the

surplus labour of the people in constructing pyramids and laby-

rinths, and other colossal works, destitute of any rational desti-

nation, and only intended to perpetuate their own memory. (®
5

)

If the priests and their sacred books are not admitted to be

trustworthy authorities upon Egyptian antiquity, the whole

basis of our supposed knowledge fails. From them the informa-

tion of Herodotus, Manetho, Eratosthenes, and Diodorus was

equally derived. We learn from the express testimony of Hero-

dotus himself, that the priests not only gave him an oral ac-

(93) Theophrast. ap. Porph. de Abet. ii. 5 ; Cic. de Rep. iii. 9. The
registration of prodigies mentioned in Herod, ii. 82, baa nothing to do tilth

political history. Seo above, p. 70, n. 275.

(94) This fact is admitted by Hansen :
‘ If then (be says) the sacred

books of the Egyptians contained no single section of pure history, we
cannot wonder that we hear of no historical work of that people before

Manetho ; that is, before they came in contact with the genius of Hellas.

These books contained all that tho Egyptians possessed of science or

historical lore,’ Egypt, vol. i. p. 23, Engl. tr. Compare p. 264

(95) Aristotle enumerates the Egyptian pyramids among the great works
executed by despotic rulers, for the purpose of keeping the people employed,
and of making them poor, Polit. v. 11. Herod, ii. 135, says of the pyra-

mid built by the daughter of Cheopa, Mip <cai airr)v &uumt)6ijvai p«sjp>jio*

Karakuriatiai. Diodorug accounts for the splendid tombs of the Egyptians,

as compared with their dwelling-houses, by saying that the former were

considered as intended for perpetual, the latter for temporary occupation,

i. 51. Bunsen, however, states that the pyramids do not in general con-

tain any sepulchral chamber, and he thinks that their destination is un-

known, vol. ii. p. 389. Diodorus, ii. 7, states that a vast tomb of Ninus,

the primitive Assyrian king, was erected by his wife Semiramis, nine

stadia high, and ten stadia w ide.
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count of their history, (*•) and answered questions which he put

to them concerning the visit of Menclaus and Helen to Egypt,

but also that they read to him the names of 330 kings from a

book,(®s), and that they showed him the statues of a series of

845 high priests, in proof of the truth of their chronological

statements.

(

M
)

Manetho, as we learn from Josephus, himself

announced that his Egyptian history was translated from sacred

books.
(

10
°) Eratosthcues derived his Egyptian chronology from

the same source.

(

101
) Diodorus likewise professes to have ob-

tained his information respecting ancient Egypt from authentic

registers of the native priests ;(
102

)
and by the assistance of these

memorials to give more credible and trustworthy information than

that to be found in Herodotus and other previous histories.
(

10s
)

(96 ) In the whole narrative, ii. 99—146. Herodotus rej>eatedly refers to

the oral information of the priests :—Atyvrrriovs fp^opat Aoyovc (piutv—Kara
ra t/kovov—ol tptts tXtyov— o>r tXtyov ol tv 2dZ noXi iptt?—Kara rwv Iptav

rrjv (pariv.

(97) 3c pot oi Ipttt loroptovrt ra ntpi ‘EXtvrjv, ytvioQai labt, ii. 113.

tlpoptvov it ptv tovs Iptat, tl pdratov Xdyov Xtyovot ol "EXXrjvtr ra trtpl ”1Xiov

ytvtodai, rj ov" tcfaaoav irpbs ravra rdit, loropirjot (fadptvoi ti&tvtu nap* avrov

McvcXco), ii. 118.

(98) jcaWXryo* ol Ipttt ttc flvflXov , ii. 100.

(99) dpiQptovrtt lav «al dttKWvrtt ol Ipttt tpo\, antitiKWoov rralia narpot
itiivrtov tKaorov tovra, tK rov (fy^iora airoSavdvros rrjs tlxdvot bttfctdvrtt did

naotaav, tvs ol dirtit^av dndoat airrdt, ii. 143.

(100) MawjJwv it fjv t6 ytvot dvrjp Alyxmrtotj rrjt 'EXXrjvtKrjt ptrfo^rjKiiat

rraiitiat, iat irjXdt tori' ytypaffat yap 'EXXadt <p<o in/ rrjv irdrptov loropiav , tK rt

rd>v ttpwv, &t (farjoiv avrot, ptrarfapaont, vat rroXXd tov *Hpoiorov tXtyj(ti rwv
AlyvnriaKwv vn* ayvouis tyjftvoptvov, Contr. Apion. 1. § 12. After Itpdav, the
word ypappdrwv, or ypatfawv, or fiif3Xwv, seems to have fallen from the text

(see Lepsius, ib. p. 534). MavfA»r, 6 rrjv Atyvnruucijv loropiav tK rwv Itpwv

ypapparaav ptBtpprjvtvtiv vrrto\rjptvot
% ib. § 26.

(101) lav rrjv yvwoiv, <^rja\v ['AiroXXdiwpot xpovutos], 6 *EparooBtvrjt Xafioav

AiyvTTTiaKois imopvrjpaoi ko\ ovopaoi Kara irpoaru£tv fiaoiXtKrjv rjj *EXXu8i (pwvrj

irapttfapaotv ovroat, Syncell. vol. i. p. 171, Bonn, rj rwv Xfj ffaoiXtwv rwv kot
’

Atyv7rrov Xtyoptvwv Qrjfiaiwv, lav ra ovopara 'EparooOtvrjt Xaftwv tK rwv tv

AuxnrdXfi itpoypappartwv iraptrfapaotv Alyxnrriat tie 'EXXdda (fawvrjv, ib.

p. 279. For Itpoypappartwv in this passage, the sense seems to require Itpwv

ypappdrov. Compare the passage of Josephus, § 26, cited in the last note.

( 102 ) See above, p. 322.

(103) 00a piv ovv 'Hpoioror Kai nvtt rwv rat Alytmriwv npd£tis ovvra(a-

ptvwv to\tiiaKaoi

v

t tKOVoiwt rrpoKpivavrtt lijt dXrjBtiat r6 rrapado^oXoytlv xat

pvdovt nXdrrttv i/ai^ayarytat tvtxa, napTjooptv, avrd dt ra napd roi s itptvoi rots

kot ' AXyvnrov iv ratf dvaypatfaais ytypapptva (faiAoripuas tfaraKortr tKOrjovptOa,

i. 69. This passage refers to the general description of Egypt.
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Now, if the Egyptian priests had, in the time of Herodotus,

been in possession of complete and authentic written records of

their ancient history, it must be supposed that these records

would be carefully preserved in the temple archives, and that

they would be identical with the records translated by Manetho

and Eratosthenes, about two centuries afterwards, and consulted

by Diodorus at the interval of another century and a half. But

on comparing the accounts of the history and chronology given

by these four writers, we find the utmost discrepancy between

them.

According to the report of the priests to Herodotus, the

divine dynasties governed Egypt for at least 5600 years ; and

these reigns were stated to have been the subject of contempo-

raneous registration, not less than the subsequent human

reigns.
(

1M
)

Men, the first king, and 330 unnamed successors,

reigned 10,320 years, from 1 1,400 to 10S0 b.c.; and twelve named

kings, from Moeris to Sethon, reigned 400 years, from 1080 to

680 b.c. In this scheme, the total number of kings, from Men
to Sethon, is 343.

Manetho gives to the divine and semi-divine dynasties a

duration of 24,925 years ;
the first king, Menes, begins to reign

in 5702 b.c. He, and 438 successors, occupying twenty-five

dynasties, reign till 680 b.c. The total number of kings during

this period is 439.

Eratosthenes enumerates thirty-eight Egyptian kings of

Thebes, beginning with Menes. They reign 1076 years, from

2600 to 1524 b.c.

According to the scheme preserved by Diodorus, the divine

and semi-divine dynasties reign for either 18,000 or 5000 years.

Menas, the first king, begins his reign in 5000 b.c. Until the

time of Cambyses, 525 b.c., the total number of kings is 475, or

470 to Psammitichus.

These four schemes harmonize in making Menes the first

(104) ii. 145.
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human king of Egypt ;
but they differ widely in the dates which

they assign to him, which are respectively as follows :

—

Date of Menes according to B.C.

Herodotus 11,400

Manetho 5702

Eratosthenes ...... 2600

Diodorus 5000

When the discordance is on so vast a scale, the dates of

Manetho and Diodorus, differing from each other by only 700

years—that is to say, by about the period from the era of the

Olympiads, or of the Foundation of Rome, to the Birth of

Christ, or from the Norman Conquest of England to the reign

of George the Third—seem to be nearly identical.

The average duration of the reigns, moreover, and the num-

ber of kings, differ widely in these several schemes.

Average duration of Reigns according to Years.

Herodotus 33^

Manetho 114

Eratosthenes 28

Diodorus 94

Number of Reigns from Menes to

Psammitickus, according to

Herodotus 843

Manetho 439

Diodorus 470

Here, again, the divergence of Diodorus from Manetho, being

only to the amount of thirty-one reigns—that is to say, as many

reigns as from Hugues Capet to Louis XIV., or from William

the Conqueror to George the First—appears quite trivial, and,

in the midst of such utter uncertainty, to be a close approxima-

tion to agreement.

If we attempt to compare the names of the kings, and to

determine their mutual correspondence in the several lists, the

discrepancy is still greater, and the confusion still more hopeless.

The names of the immediate successors of Menes are not
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stated in Herodotus and Diodorus
;
but they appear in the lists

both of Manetho and Eratosthenes, and these differ entirely,

except as to Menes himself and his successor. The first ten

names, with the

lists

years of each reign, stand thus in the two

Manetho. Eratosthenes.

Kings.
Years of
reign.

Kings.
Years of

reign.

1. Menes . . 62 1. Menes . . . . 62

2. Athothis . . 57 2. Athothes I. . . 59

8. Kenkenes . 81 3. Athothes II. . . 52

4. Uenephes 28 4. Diabaes . . . 19

5. Usaphaedus

.

20 5. Pemphos . . . 18

6. Miebidus 26 6. Momcheiri . 79

7. Semempscs . 18 7. Stoechus . . . 6

8. Bieneches 26 8. Gosormies . . . 26

9. Boethus . . • • 88 9. Maret . . . . 26

10. Kaiechos . . • • 39 10. Anoyphis . . . 20(105
)

But it is in the later period, in the centuries immediately

preceding Psammitichus, subsequent to the reigns of David and

Solomon, and in part even later than the poems of Homer and

the era of the Olympiads, that this discrepancy of the lists

is most remarkable. The nearest approach to agreement is be-

tween Herodotus and Diodorus; but how near that approach

is, will appear from the following comparison :

—

Hbbodotcs. Diodobgs.

1. Moeris 1080 b.c. 1. Moeris.

2. An interval of 7 generations.

2. Sesostris 8. Sesoosis I.

8. Pheros 4. Sesoosis II.

5. An interval of numerous

kings.

(105) Bunsen alters and in Eratosthenes, upon conjec-

ture, into Matpaijs and Stfiylrae, in order to make them harmonize with

Mi»/9t9or and in Manetho. In like manner he metamorphoses
Mdp^upt into Zuropj^'p1) s, rWopfuqc into Ztcrdprocru, and 'Am>v<pis into *Av

9 2
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Herodotus. Diodorus.

6. Amasis.

7. A ctisancs.

8. Mendes.

9. An anarchy of 5 generations.

4. Proteus .... . . 10. Ceten, called Proteus by the

Greeks.

5. Rhampsinitus . . . . 11. Remphis.

12. An interval of 7 generations.
*

during which Nileus is

king.

6. Cheops .... . . 13. Chemmis.
7. Chephren .... . . 14. Cephren.

8. Mycerinus
. , . . . 15. Mycerinus.

9. Asychis .... . . 16. Bocchoris.

10. Anysis .... . . 17. A long interval.

11. Sabacos .... . .18. Sabaco.

12. Sethon .... • •

IS. Dodecarchy . . . . . 19. Anarchy and Dodecarchy.

14. Psammiticbus . . . . 20. Psammitichua.

A\ ith regard to Manetho, the discrepancy is so complete,

that it is difficult to institute any comparison. The following

is the series of the last 27 kings in his list immediately preced-

ing Psammitichua. He mentions neither the Dodecarchy, nor
Cheops, nor Mccris

;
and he places Sesostris at a much earlier

period :

—

1. Smendes 1048 b.c.

2. Psusennes.

3. Nepliercheres.

4. Amenophthes.

5. Osochor.

6. Psinaches.

7. Psusennes.

8. Sesonchis.

9. Osorthon.

10—-12. Three unnamed kings.
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Takelothis.

14—16. Three unnamed kings.

17. Pctubates 776 B.c.

18. Osorcho.

19. Psammus.

20. Zet.

21. Bocchoris.

22. Sabacon.

23. Sebichos.

24. Tareus.

25. Stephinatcs.

26. Nechepsos.

27. Nechao I.

28. Psammitichus.

In this list, the four kings from 24 to 27, Tareus, Stephi-

nates, Nechepsos, and Ncchao, correspond with the period of

the Dodecarchy in Herodotus and Diodorus, Psammitichus is

stated by Herodotus to be the son of Neco.(10e
)

Sebichos cor-

responds with the Sethon of Herodotus. Sabacos occurs both

in Herodotus and Diodorus. Bocchoris is wanting in Hero-

dotus, but is named by Diodorus. At this point all correspon-

dence with either historian ceases. The names from Smendes

Zet, all posterior to 1048 b.c., the period of the reign of

David in the history of the Jews, are peculiar to Manctho.

Now it is to be observed, that these discordant schemes all

profess to be derived from the same authentic source. They

cannot be reconciled by any legitimate methods of criticism,

and yet there is no satisfactory ground for preferring one to

another.
(
10T

)
We are not entitled to assume that any one of our

authorities was intentionally deceived by the priests,
(

l08
)
or that

(106) ii. 152.

(107) Bunsen prefers Eratosthenes to Manetho, as a guide to Egyptian
chronology, Egypt, vol. i. p. 134, vol. ii. p. 19, Eng. Tr. Lepsius, on the

other hand, prefers Manetho to Eratosthenes, Chron. der zEg. p. 407.

Both preferences are equally arbitrary.

( ioS) Lepsius lays it down that no intentional deceit was practised by
the Egyptian priests upon Herodotus, Chron. der -Eg. p. 248.
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he reported or transcribed his information incorrectly. Having

therefore no sufficient reason for selecting any one of these

systems, we are compelled, by the laws of historical evidence, to

reject them alL

It remains to be seen whether the events attributed by our

authorities to the history of Egypt before Psammitichus supply

the defect of credibility in the chronological schemes.

The facts reported by Herodotus for this period have in

general the character either of fabulous stories, involving incre-

dible marvels, or of monumental legends, accounting for the

origin of some building or constructive work, extant in the his-

torical time. Many of these narratives are repeated, with slight

variations, by Diodorus. The short notices appended to the

names of some of the kings in Manetbo are still more puerile

and worthless than the fuller accounts in Herodotus and Dio-

dorus, and seem to be the clumsy productions of recent fiction.

As examples of stories incredible from their marvellous

character, we may instance the account of Pheros, in Herodotus,

transferred by Diodorus to Sesoosis II., exhibiting the inter-

ference of the gods for his punishment and cure ;
likewise the

adventures of the thief in the reign of Rhampsinitus, resembling

a story in the Arabian Nights. Several of the notices in Ma-

netho partake of the same character. Thus Menes is said to

have been torn in pieces by a hippopotamus, which is a herbi-

vorous, not a carnivorous animal; under Nephercheres, the

waters of the Nile were for eleven days mixed with honey;

Sesochris was five cubits high
;
under Necherophes there was a

preternatural enlargement of the moon ; and under Bocchoris a

lamb spoke. The latter incident is likewise mentioned by

zElian, who informs us that the Egyptians were particularly

proud of this prodigy
;
he adds, moreover, that the lamb of

Bocchoris had eight feet and two tails.
(
1M

)
The medical science

( 109) Nat. An. xii. 5. Joannes Antiochenus likewise mentions the

speaking lamb of Bocchoris : he adds that Sabaoon, king of the Ethiopians,

took Bocchoris prisoner, and either burned him or flayed liiin alive.

Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 539.
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of Athothis and Tosorthrus, the medical treatise of the former,

and the book of Suphis, may likewise be classed among the in-

credible stories.

The extensive conquests of Sesostris, and his vast armies,

likewise belong to the marvellous figments of Egyptian antiquity,

and are unworthy of any credit. According to Herodotus,

Sesostris was the next king after Mceris, which, according to

his computation by generations, would place Sesostris about

1,046 B.c. Another statement of Herodotus respecting the time

of Moeris, would indeed lead to the inference that Sesostris

reigned as early as 1300 b.c.;(110
)
but the former date agrees

best with the scheme of Egyptian chronology exhibited by him.

The date assigned to Sesostris by Diodorus is much higher, viz.,

3025 b.c. Aristotle lays it down that the reign of Sesostris

was long anterior to that of Minos ;(
UI

)
which latter reign he

doubtless conceived as prior to the Trojan War. Strabo, who

says that the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea was by some

attributed to Sesostris, places him * before the Trojan War/
without any more precise specification.

(

ns
)

In the list of

Manetho, Sesostris stands in the 12th dynasty, 3320 b.c.

A great Egyptian conqueror, described by Apollonius Rho-

dius as having overrun Europe and Asia, and having planted a

colony at Colchi,(m
)

is stated by the Scholiast to be Sesostris,

or, as he was called by Dicwarchus, Sesonchosis. Dicaearchus

represented this Sesonchosis to have succeeded Orus, the son

of Isis and Osiris, and to have reigned 2500 years before Nilus,

who again reigned 430 years before the First Olympiad
; so that

the date of Sesonchosis, according to Dicatarchus, is 3712 b.c.

He further attributed to Sesonchosis the general character of a

civilizer, and described him as having first enacted the Egyp-

(x io) See above, p. 332, n. 26.

(ill) iro\i y&p vntpTtivti volt xpivmt ttjv MiVu jSam'Xfiai' f} 2«tra><rrpior,

Polit. vii. 10.

(i 12 )
xvii. 1, § 25. This report also occurs in Pliny, N. H. vi. 29.

(i 13) iv. 272.
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tian law which made trades hereditary, and as having taught

mankind to ride on horseback.^ 14
)

The notion of a great Egyptian conqueror, who overran all

Asia as far as the Ganges, and subdued the western part of

Europe,
(

m
)

is not only quite inconsistent with the Jewish

annals, which reach back, in an uninterrupted stream, at least

as far as Solomon and David ;(
lw

)
but also with the earliest tra-

ditions of authentic Greek history. Central Asia had not, to

the knowledge of the Greeks, been opened by any Western

invader, before the time of Alexander. The monuments cited

by Herodotus in proof of the conquests of Sesostris, are not

more conclusive evidence than the reliques of Jason, Ulysses,

and /Eneas, preserved in various towns of Italy, which were

held to demonstrate the former presence of those heroes on the

Italian coast. Herodotus had seen one of these monuments in

Palestine ; he mentions two others as extant in his time—one

between Ephesus and Phocsea, the other between Sardis and

Smyrna; but he declares that the rest had disappeared.^ 17
) In

the time of Strabo, other monuments had been connected with

(114) Schol. Apollon. Bhod. iv. 272, 276. 277. Compare Fragm. Hist.

Gr. vol. ii. p. 235 ;
Bunsen, vol. i. p. 682. The words,

<f>
ijo-l if Auuuapxor

iv Ssvrlptp irol'EAAffwsoCSiou *ui Zftroyjqwnit fufu\tjvevai, ought to be written

thus, after Bunsen and C. Muller : p 7e 1 AiKalaf)\os iv fiitp 'EXAdior sat

jroXirncov |9iov 2(<rayxai<n&t pfpfXrj« em.

According to Virgil, Georg, iii. 115— 7, the Lapith® taught the art of

riding. Pliny states that Bellerophou invented the art of riding, that Pele-

thronius invented the bridle and the saddle, and that the Centaurs first

taught the art of fighting on horseback, vii. 56. Bellerophon is introduced in

this fabulous origin on account of his connexion with Pegasus ; see Pindar,

Olymp. xiii. 65. Compare Hygin. fab. 271. The art of riding was attri-

buted to Sesostris as being a conqueror. The bcllalor equus was connected
with military pursuits; see Virg. zEn. i. 411, iii. 539.

(115) Megasthenes stated that Sesostris invaded Europe, but denied

the truth of nis expedition to India, Strab. xv. 1, § 6. His conquest of
the Get® is mentioned by Val. Flac. Argonaut, v. 419. He subdued
most of the Greek States, according to Athenodorus, Fragm. Hist. Gr.
vol. 3, p. '187. Eustathius ad Dionvs. Perieg. p. 80, ed. Bernbardy, re-

gards Sesostris rather in the light of a traveller than of a conqueror, and
says that he constructed geographical maps, which he gave, not only to

the Egyptians, but even to the Scythians.

(116) Josephus, Bell. Jud. iv. 3, 10, represents Ananus, the high priest,

as declaring that the Jews had never been subjugated by the Egyptians.

{117) ii. 106.
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the name of Sesostris : one near Dira, on the African side of

the Straits of Babelmandel, commemorated his passage across

the sea from ^Ethiopia to Arabia, whence he overran all Asia

;

many ditches, or fortifications, bearing the name of this fabulous

Egyptian conqueror, and other records of his march through

^Ethiopia, were known to Strabo.
(
us

)
These monuments re-

semble the Memnonea in Asia, which were considered as works,

or tombs, of the fabulous prince Memnon, the son of Aurora ;(
u#

)

the Jasonia in Media, said to have been built by Jason jO
20

)

and the great works attributed to queen Semiramis.(121
)

The affinity of the Colchians to the Egyptians, which Hefro-

dotus deduces from the expedition of Sesostris,
(

1W
)

is, like the

affinity of the Etruscans to the Lydians, repeated by later

authors,
(
12s

)
but is probably no better authenticated. Hero-

dotus infers the affinity of the Colchians and Egyptians, from

both nations being dark skinned and woolly haired, and from

their having the customs of circumcision and wearing linen in

common
;
but he speaks with doubt as to the manner in which

the colony was planted by Sesostris.

The Egyptians do not appear to have been a warlike and

conquering nation : with a few exceptions, they extended their

arms neither to the West nor to the East ; they did not perma-

nently subjugate any people beyond the Valley of the Nile.

Their kings employed the surplus labour of the country in exc-

(1 18) xvi. 4, § 4, xvii. 1, § 6.

(119) Concerning the Memnonea, see Diod. ii. 22 ;
and compare Thirl-

wall, in Phi). Mug. vol. ii. p. 146. The monuments of Sesostris were con-
founded with those of Memnon, Herod, ii. 106.

(120) Strab. xi. 13, § 10; ib. 14, §12; Grote, Hist of Gr. vol. i. p. 320.

(121) See below, eh. vii. § 7.

(122) ii. 104.

(123) The Egyptian colony of Colchi is mentioned in Apollon. Bkod.
iv. 272—81, and Scymnus Chius, ap. Schol. ad loc. Strabo refers to the

affinity of the Egyptians and Colchians, xi. 2, § 17. Also Dionys. Perieg.

680, Ammian. Marcellin. xxii. 8. Diod. i. 28, first states that the Colchians

were a colony of Egyptians who migrated separately, without referenee to

Sesostris; afterwards, i. 56, he repeats the account of Herodotus. Bitter,

Yorhalle Europ. Vdlkergeseh. p. 40, doubts the story of the Sesostrian

foundation of Colchi.
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curing gigantic but useless works of construction.
(
m

) Tliev had

a military caste,

(

,3S
) but it was employed in coercing the king’s

subjects, not in extending his dominions. Nevertheless, the

Greeks conceived Sesostris as a mighty conqueror, who, as Dio-

dorus tells us, harnessed kings to his chariot :(
,M

)
even Aristotle

represents him as the author of the hereditary separation of the

military race from the civil population in Egypt.
(

127
)

Such was unquestionably the predominant Greek conception

of Sesostris. But though predominant, it was not universal

;

for Nympliodorus of Syracuse, in a work on the Institutions of

Barbarous Nations, which he appears to have composed in the

time of Ptolemy Philadelphus (283—247 B.C.), states that Se-

sostris introduced customs in Egypt for the purpose of breaking

the spirit of the men, and of rendering them effeminate,^58
) simi-

lar to those which Herodotus supposes to have been established

by Cyrus for insuring the obedience of the Lydians.(1M
)

When Germanicus visited Egypt, for the sake of seeing its

vast remains of antiquity, one of the priests interpreted to him

an inscription in native Egyptian—doubtless hieroglyphic—cha-

racters upon the walls of a building at Thebes. The inscrip-

tion, as interpreted to Germanicus, declared that king Rliamses,

with an army of 700,000 men, conquered Libya, ^Ethiopia,

Media, Persia, Bactriana, and Scythia; and extended his rule

over Syria, Armenia, Cappadocia, and the rest of Asia Minor

:

it then proceeded to enumerate the tributes of the subject

( 124) Strabo says of the Egyptian temples ; irKfjr yap rov pryaXav tu«u
cal troXAuv xai rroXutm^wv rue irrvXav, oMv (get \apitu ovti ypa(f>ucup, aXXa
paraumoviav tptpalvu paXXov, xvii. 1, § 28.

( 125) Concerning the military caste, see Herod, i. 164—8.

( 126 ) i. 68 . Pliny tells the same story, xxxiii. 3. Menander Pro-
tector, the continuator of Agathias (about 690 a.d.), repeats the story, and
mentions the saying of one of the harnessed kings, who directed the at-

tention of Sesostris to the revolution of the wheels of his chariot, Fragm.
Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 210.

( 127) Pol. vii. 10.

( 128) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 380.

(129) i. 135.
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nations.
(

ls0
)

Pliny states that Rhamses was contemporary with

the taking of Troy.{131
) The Rhamses of this supposed inscrip-

tion is only another version of Sesostris
; the whole account is

manifestly a vainglorious fiction of the priest, who could indulge

his imagination, and excite the wonder of Germanicus, without

the fear of detection.

Josephus identifies Sesostris with Shishak, king of Egypt,

(

182
)

who, according to the Biblical history, took Jerusalem, and

plundered the Temple, in 980 b.c.( 133
)

This identification is

wholly inconsistent with the dates obtained from the Greek

writers for Sesostris.

The reports respecting king Bocchoris are likewise dis-

cordant. Diodorus places Bocchoris low in his serifes of kings

;

Manetho places him next before Sabaco, only a few reigns

before Psammitichus. On the other hand, Lysimachus of

Alexandria,
(

134
)

followed by Tacitus,
(

13S
)

states that it was

Bocchoris who expelled the Jews from Egypt. This state-

ment, taken in connexion with the Biblical history, would

refer his reign to a much earlier period. Lysimachus himself

dated the reign of Bocchoris at about 1700 years before the

Christian era.^ 3
*) Bocchoris is described by Diodorus as a great

lawgiver and judge ;(
137

) and he is reported to have imitated his

father, who was distinguished by the simplicity of his diet.(138
)

( 130) Tac. Ann. ii. 59, 60. The visit took place in ID a.d. Compare
Merivale’a Hiat. of Home under the Empire, vol. v. p. 78.

( 131 ) xxxvi. 8 . The place of Ramses, or Harnesses, in the list of
Manetho is uncertain. Boeckh places Ramses the Great at 1411 b.c.

Seo hia Manetho, p. 294—9.

( 132 ) Ant. viii. 10, § 2. Compare Marsham, Can. Chron. p. 376.

( 133 ) See 1 Kings xiv. 26; 2 Chron. xii. ; and compare Winer in

Sisak. The date is the fifth year of Rehoboam.

( 134) Ap. Joseph, contr. Ap. i. 34; Fragm. Hiat. Gr. vol. iii. p. 334.

( 135 ) Hiat. v. 3.

( 136) Joseph, contr. Ap. ii. 2. The reduction of this number by
Bockh, Manetho, p. 325, is inadmissible.

( 137) Diod. i. 65, 79, 94.

( 138) Alexia, ap. Athen. x. p. 418 P ; Diod. i. 45 ; Pint, de la. et Os. 8 .

Concerning Alexis, see Fragm. Hiat. Gr. vol. iv. p. 299. The fnther of
Bocchoris is named Neochabia, according to Alexis; Tnephaehthus, ac-

cording to Diodorus ; and Technactia, according to Plutarch.

A A
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/Elian, on the other hand, declares that the fame of Bocehoris

for justice and piety was undeserved, and that he was in reality

a wicked and sacrilegious king. (
13

®) Plutarch, moreover, states

him to have been so severe a judge, that Isis placed an asp on

his head, in order to warn him against injustice.

(

14°)

A large part of the history of the Egyptian kings, in Hero-

dotus and Diodorus, is made up of architectural legends.
(

U1
)

Each king is the author of some constructive work, to which his

name is attached. Menes is the founder of Memphis, of which

town he appears indeed to be the eponymous hero. Mceris ex-

cavated the lake which bore his name.(M
)

The pyramids and

the labyrinth are assigned to various kings. According to He-

rodotus and Diodorus, the three great pyramids were built by

Cheops (or Chemmis) and Chcphren, two brothers,

(

m
) and

Mycerinus, the son of Cheops. Manetho states that Uenephcs

built the pyramids near Cochome ; and that Suphis, and not

Cheops, was the builder of the great pyramid.

The legendary character of the stories respecting the foun-

ders of the pyramids appears from the following passage of Dio-

dorus :
—

‘ With regard to the pyramids, there is no agreement

either among the native authorities or the Greek historians.

Some say that they were built by Chemmis, Cephren, and My-
cerinus ; some assign them to other names—as the great pyra-

mid to Arnueus, the second to Amosis, and the third to Inaros.

Some, again, say that the third pyramid is the tomb of Rhodopis,

the courtezan, which was built by a contribution of several of

the monarchs, her former lovers.’(1M
)

Pliny reports the same

( 139 ) De Nat. An. xi. 11.

( 140) De vitioao pudore, e. 3.

( 141 )
Lepsius remarks that the Egyptian history of Herodotus is

chiefly composed of narratives concerning the authors of remarkable
monuments, Chron. der /Eg. p. 249.

( 142 ) Concerning the lake of Mocris, see Bunsen, vol. ii. p. 338—368,
Eng. tr.

( 143)
Herodotus states that two brothers reigned 106 years, which is

an impossibility. The variation mentioned in Diodorus that the first bro-

ther was succeeded by his son (i. 64), was devised in order to obviate this

difficulty.

( 144) i. 64.
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conflict of testimony, and declares that the true names of the

builders of these gigantic masses have been obliterated by

time.(1M
)

Rhodopis, the courtezan, to whom the building of the third

pyramid was attributed, was a contemporary of Sappho, or even

of Amasis.(14
*) A fabulous story, told by Strabo, represents

her as becoming the king’s wife.(147
)

Manetlio assigns the

third pyramid to Nitocris, a queen of the sixth dynasty, who

reigned in 42 11—1200 b.c. Herodotus makes her one of the

predecessors of Mccris.(148) She is likewise included by Era-

tosthenes in his list : he makes her equivalent to Minerva Vic-

trix.(u0
)

Various founders are assigned for the Labyrinth. According

to Diodorus, it was erected by Mendes, who reigned before the

builders of the pyramids. P
50

) Herodotus attributes its con-

struction to the twelve kings of the Dodecarchy ; an origin

which may have grown out of the circumstance that it consisted

of twelve halls.
(

m
)

Manetho states that Lachares, of the

twelfth dynasty, whose reign falls in 327 2 b.c., built the Laby-

rinth, as a sepulchre for himself. The report of Pliny is, that

it was constructed by king Petcsuchis, or king Tithoes, 3600

years before his time : he adds, that Demoteles stated it to be

the palace of Moteris, and Lyceas to be the sepulchre of

(145) Qui de ii» scripserunt Bunt Herodotus, Euhemerus, Duris Satniue,

Aristagoras, Dionysius, Artemidorua, Alexander Polyhistor, Butoridaa,

Antisthenes, Demetrius, Demoteles, Apion. Inter omnes eos non constat a
qitibua facto sint, justissimo casu oblitteratis tanto vanitatis auctoribus,

xxxvi. 12. Concerning the writers cited in this passage (all of whom, with
the exception of Herodotus, are subsequent to Plato), see Fragm. Hist.

Gr. vol. li. p. 99.

(146) Herod, ii. 134—5, repeated in Plin. xxxvi. 12.

(147) xvii. 1, § 33.

(148) Herod, ii. 101. The severe taskwork imposed by Nitocris upon
her Egyptian subjects is alluded to in Dio Cass. lxai. 6.

(149) Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 554.

(150) i. 61.

(151) ii. 148. He is followed by Pliny and Mela, i. 9, who call it the

work of Psammitichus.

A A 2
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Moeri8.( 152
)

The names of Petcsuchis, Tithoes, and Motcris, do

not occur in any list of Egyptian kings
;
the two last are altered

on conjecture by Bunsen.

(

1M
)

Josephus mentions that at the time of the Roman war with

Judiea, the inhabitants of the city of Chebron considered it

more ancient than Memphis, inasmuch as its age then amounted

to 2300 years.
(

,M
)

If Menes was the founder of Memphis, the

date of the foundation of Memphis supposed in this passage is

wholly inconsistent with the date of Menes, as given by Hero-

dotus, Manetho, and Diodorus.^ 5*)

Much of what is called Egyptian history has evidently been

borrowed from the Greek mythology. Thus even the native

priests spoke of a king Proteus, who lived at the time of the

Trojan war, and they gave a detailed account of his relations

with Menelaus and Helen. Their story, however, is only a

rationalized form of the marvellous sea-god of the Odyssey, the

servant of Neptune, endowed with prophetic powers.(u#
)

Thuoris is stated in Manetho to have been the Polybus of the

Odyssey.

(

UT
)

Thon, the husband of Polydamna, likewise men-

tioned in the Odyssey, was converted into a king of the Canopic

mouth of the Nile, who offered violence to Helen, and was in

consequence killed by Menelaus.

(

158
)

Busiris, infamous for his

human sacrifices, was celebrated in Greek legend. Apollo-

( 152)
xxxvi. 13. Concerning Demoteles, see Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv.

p. 386. Concerning Lyceas, see ib. p. 441.

For an account of the labyrinth, see Bunsen, Eg. vol. ii. p. 313— 327,

Eng. tr.

( 153) See Egypt, vol. i. p. 698, vol. ii. p. 308, Eng. tr.

( 154) Bell. Jud. iv. 9, § 7.

( 155) See above, p. 344.

( 156) 8ec Od. iv. 385, 456, 468. Euripides, in his tragedy of Helena,

follows Herodotus in making Proteus king of Egypt, and represents him
as succeeded by a king named Theoclymenus.

( 157)
Above, p. 330. Compare Lepsius, Chronol. der zEg. p. 298.

( 158) Od. iv. 228, and Hellanicus, cited in the Scholia. King Thon, or

Thonus, was the cponyuius of the town Thotiis, Strab. xvii. i. § 16; Dind.

i. 19. Other passagos from the Ai’ywrruwa of Hellanicus, are collected in

Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 66 ; but the citation in the Scholia to the Odyssey
respecting Thonus is not mentioned.
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.

dorus describes him as having, in consequence of his cruelty, been

slain by Hercules.
(

U9
)

Hesiod, however, made Busiris eleven

generations earlier than Hercules,
(

18
°) and Isocrates places

him more than 200 years before Perseus.

(

lel
)

The etymological

fable which explained the name Rhinocolura must have been of

Greek origin.

(

,8S
)

Queen Nitocris is assigned by the Greek

writers to Babylon as well as to Egypt.

(

1M
)

The fable of

Horus having instituted the year of three months, from the

duration of the seasons, to which we shall advert presently, is

likewise manifestly of Greek origin.
(
1M

)
The names Nilus or

N ileus,
(

1M
)

and zEgyptus, for Egyptian kings, are probably

Greek, and not native.

The general character of the Manethonian lists of kings is

that, assuming them to be authentic, they exhibit only chrono-

logy without history. This is likewise to a great extent the

character of the accounts in Herodotus and Diodorus : Hero-

dotus passes over the 329 successors of Menes without so much

as mentioning their names
;
Diodorus names only twenty-one

out of 475 mouarchs, from Menas to the invasion of Cambyses.

Herodotus and Diodorus indeed present us with something

which resembles a narrative of the acts of a few of the more

noted kings; but the Egyptian dynasties of Manctho are a

mere bead-roll, or string of names, accompanied, at rare

( 159) ii. 5, 11. Compare Lepsius, ib. p. 271.

(
160

)
Ap. Theon. Progymn. c. 6 ,

fragm. 31, Marckscheffel.

(
161

)
Busir. p. 228. Seleucus, an Alexandrine grammarian, wrote a

treatise, ntp'i rijs nap' Xlyvnriois avQpwnoOvaias, Athen iv. p. 172 D. Com-
pare Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 600. Busiris was the eponymu* of the

Egyptian town of the same name, which was probably connected with

Osirit and Pelwtirit.

(
162 ) Lepsius remarks that this name was modified by the Greeks from

its original barbarous form, and that the fable about the mutilation of noses

was subsequently invented by them for its explanation, ib. 295.

( 163) Herod, i. 185. Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 278, who treats

the Babylonian Nitocris as a historical personage.

( 164 ) Below, ch. vi. § 9.

( 165) The Nile is mentioned as a river by Hesiod, Theog. 338. Homer
is ignorant of the name.
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intervals, with a notice of some fabulous event. Such naked

lists, even if they were founded upon contemporary regis-

tration, would be valueless for historical purposes. Assum-

ing the names of the kings, and the lengths of their reigns, to

be authentic, they are a mere chronological measure, or canon.

We should gain nothing from a list of victors at the Olympic

Games if nothing else was preserved to us of Greek antiquity.

To be told that Saites, Bnon, Pachnan, Staan, Archies, and

Aphobis were the six kings of the fifteenth dynasty, and reigned

over Egypt from 2607 to 2324 b.c., conveys no available infor-

mation.
(

16
®) We should learn as much from an authentic

account of the succession of a breed of crocodiles or hippo-

potami in the Nile, or of a series of sacred apes in a temple, for

the same period. Some modern philosophers have erroneously

thought that history can be written without names, and be

reduced to a series of moral forces, of a certain duration and

intensity. But if it is impossible to write history without names,

it is equally impossible to reduce history to mere names. The

Manethonian lists, at the best, exhibit a royal phantasmagoria,

without the bone and muscle of history. The kings who

reign for a period of 5000 years ' come like shadows, aud so

depart.’ They arc nothing more than a long procession of

regal spectres.

But these lists of Egyptian kings are not entitled to credit.

They arc presented to us without any sufficient voucher of

authenticity. If the priests had possessed any one list founded

on contemporary registration, and preserved by an uninterrupted

tradition, the reports of successive Greek writers would not

have been conflicting
;

nor would it have been reserved for

Manetho to publish it to the world. There is no example of

history founded on contemporary registration being reduced to

mere chronology. The lists of primitive kings which appear

in the ancient chronologists, as the Athenian, Sicyonian, and

(i6fi) Hansen acknowledges that ‘ series of dynasties and kings do not
give us a history,’ vol. ii. p. 244, Eng. tr.
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Alban kings, are the products of late fiction. The list of

Manetho must, in like manner, be regarded as the result of his

own invention
;

aided, doubtless, by some traditionary names

and stories received from his predecessors.

The fabrication of imaginary lists of kings was not confined

to Egyptian priests or Greek antiquarians. It was renewed by

the mediaeval chroniclers at a time when the spirit of historical

curiosity had been revived, but when historical criticism was in

its second infancy. A series of fabulous British kings, begin-

ning with Brutus, the son of Silvius and grandson of zEueas,

who migrated to Britain, and ending with the invasion of Julius

Ciesar, was promulgated by Geoffrey of Monmouth in the

twelfth century. Shakspearc probably considered king Lear

and his three daughters as equally historical personages with

Henry the Fourth and Richard the Third ; Spenser reviews the

entire line of British kings, from Brute to Uther, in his ‘ Fairy

Queen ;’(1#7
)
and Milton, in the first book of his ‘History of

England,’ inserts the account of these kings, whom he declares

to be ‘ attested by ancient writers from books more ancient/

and to be ‘the due and proper subject of story.’ He says

that their existence is ‘ defended by many, denied utterly by

few and that it would be an unreasonable excess of incredu-

lity to reject them altogether.
(

168
)

Nevertheless, this series of

( 167 ) F. Q. b. 2, canto 10.

( 168) Milton, Hist, of Engl. b. 1, p. 5, Prose 'Works, vol. iv. : ‘But
now of Brutus and bis line, with the whole progeny of kings, to the

entrance of Julius Ctesar, we cannot so easily be discharged; descents of
ancestry long continued, laws and exploits not plainly seeming to be bor-

rowed, or devised, which on the common belief have wrought no small

impression ; defended by many, denied utterly by few. For what though
Brutus and the whole of the Trojan pretence were yielded up, ....
yet those old and inborn names of successive kings never any to have been
real persons, or done in their lives at least some part of what so long hath

been remembered, cannot be thought without too strict an incredulity.

For these, and those causes above mentioned, that which hath received

approbation from so many, I have chosen not to omit. Certain or uncer-

tain, be that upon the credit of those whom I must follow, so far as keeps

aloof from impossible and absurd, attested by ancient writers from books
more ancient, I refuse not as the due and proper subject of story.’
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supposed British kings has been so completely exploded, since

the time of Milton, that a modem historian passes them over

in silence, as undeserving even of mention.

Fordun, likewise, who composed the primitive history of

Scotland, at the end of the fourteenth century, gave a series of

fabulous kings, forty-five in number, beginning with Fergus I.

in 820 b.c., and ending with Fergus II. in 404 a.d. These

forty-five kings, however, whose reigns extend over 700 years,

are, like the Manethonian kings, mere names
;

no event is

associated by Fordun with their reigns. This list of early

Scottish kings was altered by Hector Boethius, who wrote in the

early part of the sixteenth century, by reducing the number of

kings, and modifying their names. He also garnished their

reigns with fictitious events. Boethius was followed by Buchanan

as to the number and names of the kings ;(
189

)
and their por-

traits adorn the walls of the palace of Holyrood.

Julius Africanus, a Christian writer of the early part of the

third century, treats the Manethonian chronology of Egypt as

a figment, which had been manufactured in imitation of the

Babylonian chronology of Berosus.(17°) Syncellus follows

Africanus : he speaks of Manctho as
‘ the author of false chro-

nology, and a glorifier of the Egyptian nation he states that

‘ Manetho’s historical writings were full of fiction, and were

fabricated by him in imitation of Berosus, with whom he was

nearly contemporary/
(
171

)
We shall see, in the following

chapter, what was the character of the Babylonian history of

Berosus.
(

173
)

(169) Concerning the fabulous kings of Scotland, see Innes, Critical

Essay on the Northern Inhabitants of Scotland (Lond., 1729, 2 vols. 8vo),

vol. i. p. 211—214. This work contains a detailed and instructive account of

the process by which this imaginary series of kings was fabricated. The
list of kings of Scotland from Fergus I. in 330 b.c. to James VI. in 15G7,

with their respective dates, is prefixed to Buchanan's History, in the col-

lected edition of his works, 2 vols. 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1725.

(170) Ap. Syncell. vol. i. p. 32, ed. Bonn.

(171) lb. p. 27, 229.

(.:7a) Ch. vii. § 3, 7.
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It is clear that the work of Manctho was not highly prized

by his contemporaries or immediate successors
; for he is never

mentioned by Diodorus or Strabo, both of whom travelled in

Egypt. The earliest authors who cite him as a historical writer

are Josephus and Plutarch, who lived in the first century after

Christ.

The tendency of the Oriental mind to enormous numerical

exaggeration is perceptible both in Babylonian and Egyptian

antiquity. In addition to the authors already cited, HeraVscus

wrote the Primitive History of Egypt, for a period exceeding

30,000 years :(
175

)
a spurious epistle from Alexander the Great

to Olympias, professing to be founded on the information of

Leo, an Egyptian priest, assigned a long period of time to the

Egyptian kings, from sacred books. The same epistle stated

the duration of the Assyrian kingdom at more than 5000

years.
(

174
)

When once the guidance of positive historical evidence is

abandoned, it is as easy to imagine a large number of years as

a small one. It is as easy to put down fictitious dynasties for

80,000, or 10,000 years, as for 1000 or 500. Similar state-

ments of vast periods of time occur in the Hindu writers.

They divide the present age of the world into four periods,

denominated yugs, which together amount to no less than

8,892,911 years, down to the year 1817 of the Christian

era.
(

176
)

The Tyrians reckoned 30,000 years from the be-

ginning of the world.

(

17#
)

Zoroaster was reported to have

lived 5000 years before the Trojan War, and to have written

(173) *a
'

1 ffvyypa<t>f)v it typatytv AiyuimW aryvyiav npdypOTa rrtfHt\<ivaay

ovk f\(iTT(jyuw tray fj rpitav pvpidAcur, ilXAu irXtioywv oAiyy, SuidftS in Hpuiffitor.

( 174) Angnstin. C. D. viii. 6 , 27, xii. 10; W estermann, de Epistol.

Script, ii. p. 9 ; Minucins, c. 21.

( 175) This subject is fully illustrated by Mr. Mill, Hist, of Brit. India,

b. 2 , c. 1 .

( 176)
Africanus, ap. Syncell. vol. i. p. 31, Bonn. The long periods of

Phoenician antiquity are alluded to in general terms by Joseph. Ant.

1 . 3, 9.
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two million verses.
(
1T7

)
Hermes was fabled to have com-

posed twenty thousand books.
(
178

)

The accumulation of large numbers in order to produce an

imposing effect is the mark of a barren and inactive, rather

than of a lively and inventive imagination. It may be com-

pared with the Oriental tendency to produce architectural

effect by immense piles, destitute both of utility and beauty ;(
1,#

)

or to suggest the idea of power by representing the statues of

the gods with a hundred hands or feet. In this respect the

elegant and chastened fancy of the Greek mythology is remark-

ably contrasted with the clumsy and lumbering fictions of the

East.(180
)

§ 9 Such being the improbabilities and inconsistencies

apparent upon the face of the accounts handed down as schemes

of ancient Egyptian chronology, it is natural that attempts

should have been made to give credibility to these accounts by

some method of reduction or alteration.

Among both ancient and modern writers the main purpose

(177) Plin. xxi. 1 ; Plut. do Is. et Osir. 46.

(178) Lepsiua, Ckron. der ..'Eg. p. 40, 46 j Fab. Bib. Gr. vol. i. p. 86,

Harless.

(179) Mr. Fergusson says of the Egyptian pyramids : ‘As examples of
technic art, they are unrivalled among tne works of men, but they rank
among the lowest ifjudged by the jesthetic rules of architectural art. The
same character belongs to the tombs and buildings around them : they are

low and solid, and possess neither beauty of form nor any architectural

feature at all worthy of attention or admiration, but they have lasted

nearly uninjured from the remotest antiquity, and thus have attained the
object their builders had principally in view when they designed them,'
Handbook of Architecture, p. 223.

(180)
' I asked if they knew anything about the eavo on the other side

of the hill; on which the old Gossain [Hindoo hermit], with an air of
much importance, said, that nobody had ever seen its end ; that 2000 years
ago a certain Raja had desired to explore it, and set out with 10,000 men,
100,000 torches, and 100,000 measures of oil, but that he could not succeed ;

and if I understood him rightly, neither he nor his army ever found their

way back again ! These interminable caves are of frequent occurrence

among the common people of every country. But the centenary and mil-

lesimal way in which the Hindoos express themselves, puts all European
exaggeration to the blush. Judging from the appearance of the cave, and
size of the hill which contains it, 1 have no doubt that a single candle, well

managed, would more than light a man to its end and back again,’ Heber's
Journey through Indio, vol. i. p. 267.
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has been to diminish the vast periods of time assigned to

Egyptian antiquity, either on account of their character of wild

exaggeration, or with the more special object of making the

chronology of Egypt harmonize with that of the Old Tes-

tament.

The favourite contrivance for this reduction among the

ancients was to affix an arbitrary meaning on the won! * year

and to assume that the year of ancient Egypt was not the solar

year, but some shorter period. This period was taken at four

months, at three months, at two months, at one month, and

even at one day.(181
)

Two of these hypotheses are expounded

in the following passage of Diodorus :

—

‘ The Egyptian priests (he says) reckon the time from the

reign of Helius to the expedition of Alexander into Asia at

about 23,000 years. They report that each of the most ancient

gods reigned more than 1200 years, and of the later gods not

less than 300. So great a length of reigns being incredible,

some of the priests resort to the supposition that, owing to the

ignorance of the motion of the sun, the year was anciently

measured by a single circuit of the moon. Hence they argue

that, if the year consisted only of thirty days, it was possible

for a man to live 1200 of these years; being equivalent to 100

years according to the ordinary mode of reckoning : a term of

life which many persons exceeded. With regard to the reigns

of later date, they suppose the year to have consisted of four

months, according to a division into the three seasons of spring,

summer, and winter : which gives a similar result for a reign

of 300 years.'

(

18S
)

The statement that the Egyptian year consisted originally

( 181 ) Concerning this method of reduction, see Uhlemann, Handbuch
der iigyptischen Alterthumskunde, Part iiL p. 47.

( 182) i. 26. This explanation is repeated by Eusebius, ap. Syncell.

vol. i. p. 73, ed. Bonn, with this exception,—that he supposes tlxe second
class ofyears to consist of 3 months. The statement respecting the division

of the Egyptian year according to the seasons recurs in Censorinus, c. 19 ;

ouly he supposes 4 seasons and a year of 3 months. Solinus, i. § 34, and
Augustin. V. D. xii. 10, xv. 2, mention an Egyptian year of 4 mouths.
Compare Boeckh, Manetho, p. 63— 89 ; above, p. 32.
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of one month, and afterwards of four months, is repeated by

Plutarch, who remarks that the great antiquity of the Egyp-

tians, and the length of time which they assign to a generation,

are to be explained by the use of years containing only one

month.
(

18S
) Censorinus, if his present text be correct, states

that the original Egyptian year was of two months, but that it

was afterwards increased by king Iso to four months.
(

1M
)

He
adds that Horus the Egyptian was by some considered as the

author of the year of three months, defined by the seasons

(ipaO-O86
)

Varro supposed the ancient Egyptian year to have been

one circuit of the moon, not of the sun
; and he explained by

this hypothesis the statements that Egyptian kings had lived

1000 years—a life of 1000 months being within the limits of

nature.
(
184

) This explanation is repeated and adopted by

Pliny.
(

187
)

Julius Africanus mentions a similar contrivance of historians

of his own time, who reduced a period of 9000 years, assigned

by Manetho to the reign of Vulcan, to 727 J years, by assuming

that a year was equal to a lunar month.
(

188
)

The report that the Egyptian year consisted of only one

month is as early as Eudoxus, who may perhaps have used it

for reducing the long periods of Egyptian chronology in

Plato.
(
18#

)

( 183) Num. 18.

(184 ) In .Kgy pto qoidem antiquissimum ferunt annum bimestrem
fuisse, poBt deinde ab Isone rege quudrimestrem factum, novissime Armi-
non ad tredecim menses et dies quinque perduxisse, c. 19. The best

manuscript has menstrem for bimestrem ; whence J&hn, with probability,

restores menstruum. In the latter part of the passage, duodecim ought to

be read for tredecim, with Scaliger and Salmasius. See above, p.

( 185) In Horapollo, ii. 89: to 3< fvor *<it’ Alyimriovt Tfrrdpay iyiavrair,

the sense seems to require ipav for ivumrav.

( 186) Ap. Lactant. Div. Inst. ii. 12 (1(XX) months=831 years). Ma-
crobius in Somn. Scip. ii. 11, § 6 , remarks that * mensis lunte annus eat.’

( 187 ) N. H. vii. 48. He refers in this passage to years of 6 months,

to the Arcadian year of 3 months, and to the Egyptian year of 1 month.

See above, p. 32.

( 1 S8) Ap. Syncell. vol. i. p. 32, ed. Bonn.

( 189) Above, p. 33.
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The hypothesis that the ancient Egyptian year consisted

only of a day, is the invention of later and more unscrupulous

writers.
(
IW

)

A similar method was likewise applied, by some early Chris-

tian writers, to the reduction of the lives of the patriarchs, as

stated in the Book of Genesis. These writers, as we are in-

formed by Augustine,

(

l91
)
supposed the year to have been formed

by the square of six, which number represented the days of the

creation. They held that the original year consisted of thirty-

six days, which, multiplied by ten, afterwards formed the solar

year of 300 days. Hence dm original year would be one-tenth

of the common year ;
so that when it is stated in Genesis that

Adam was 230 years old at the birth of his son Seth, and that

Seth was 205 years old at the birth of his son Euos,(lu
-) the

meaning is, that their respective ages were 23 years and 20 years

6 months. This method of reduction is controverted and refuted

by Augustine, who shows that it is inconsistent with the mean-

ing of the author of Genesis. lie maintains that the day,

month, and year of Genesis, correspond exactly with the day,

month, and year, as received in his own time.
(
19S

)

Augustine likewise rejects the long periods assigned to

Egyptian and Babylonian antiquity, and lays it down that the

Egyptian chronology is incredible, even if the ancient Egyptian

year be computed at four months.
(

m
)
The contrivance of Varro

for the same purpose of reduction is, moreover, repudiated by

( 190 ) See above, p. 33, n. 126.

( 191 )
Civ. Dei, xv. 12, 14, where the numbers differ from those in the

received text of Genesis.

( 193 )
See Gen. v. 4, 5, 6 .

(193) Prorsus tantus etiam tunc dies fuit, quantus et nunc est, quen
viginti et quatuor horse diurno curriculo noctumoque determinant ; tan hi*

mensis, quantus et nunc est, quern luna coepta et fioita concludit ; tain us

annus, qusntu9 et nunc est, quern duodecim menses lunares additis prop,

ter cursurn solarem quinque diebus et quadrante, consummaut, C. D.
xv. 14.

(194) Civ. Dei, xii. 10.
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Laetantius.(m
)

Africanus, another Christian writer, discredits

the enormous periods of Egyptian chronology, which he con-

ceives to be derived from some astronomical cycle.
(
18<

)
The

views expressed in the latter passages are, to a considerable

extent, founded on the inconsistency of the heathen chrono-

logies of Assyria and Egypt with the age assigned to the Crea-

tion and the Deluge by the books of the Old Testament.

According to the uncanonical book of Enoch, the year was

originally equivalent to a week, and this mode of numeration

lasted until 1286 a.m.(1w
)

The fifteen human dynasties, of the ‘ Ancient Chronicle,’

lasting only 1881 years, and the ten dynasties of Svncellus, from

Menes to Amosis (or Amasis), lasting only 2160 years,
(
1W

)

have, in like manner, been reduced to these amounts from the

larger numbers of earlier chronographcrs, in order to bring

them into conformity with the chronology of the Old Tes-

tament.

§ 10 The modern critics who have operated upon the

ancient Egyptian chronology have employed less simple and

more multifarious methods of reduction.
(

lw
)

One method, first devised by Sir John Marsham, has been

to arrange some of the dynasties, which Manetho meant to be

successive, in parallel lines, and to cancel a portion of the time

by supposing the reigns to be contemporary. Now this method

proceeds on the hypothesis that we have to do only with naked

( 195) Div. Inst. ii. 12.

( 196) An extract from Africanus, in Syncellus, rol. i. p. 31, headed
mpi rijf rav Alvunrim *ai XaAfiaiav pv6d>Sovs \povo\oyiat

, commences thus :

Ai’yiVrioi pi v ovv ini TO Kopnto&icrrtpov xpdvto* irtpirrar ntpid&ovt jcai pvpia&as

iron/ koto 8iaiv nva rwv nap' ainois darpoXoyovpivav i£f8(vro.

( 197 )
Syncell. vol. i. p. 60, ed. Bonn. 8ee Salmas, de Ann. Clim.

p. 664.

( 198) Namely, 2776 to 4936 a.m. See Syncellus, vol. i. p. 397 ; Fragm.
Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 607. Lepsius lays it down that the ‘ Ancient Chro-

nicle’ and the spurious book of Sothis were intended to harmonize the

Egyptian chronology with that of the Old Testament, Chron. der .Eg.

p. 522, 646. The short Egyptian year is considered as fictitious by Ideler,

Chron. vol. i. p. 93.

(199)
Compare Uhleroann, Handbuch, p. 49.
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chronology, and that the historical element is altogether

wanting. If we had the history of two neighbouring States, we

should know not only the names of the sovereigns, and the

length of their reigns, but we should be informed of their rela-

tions with one another. We should hear of their mutual

differences and wars
;
or of their treaties, friendly intercourse,

and royal intermarriages. From the history of England and

Scotland, which has been preserved by contemporary writers, it

is certain that Robert Bruce was contemporary with Edward I.,

and that Queen Mary was contemporary with Queen Elizabeth.

Authentic German history shows in like manner that the

Elector Frederic of Saxony was contemporary with the Emperor

Charles V., and that Frederic the Great was contemporary with

Maria Theresa. No historian, however paradoxical, could put

forth a scheme of chronology in which Robert Bruce, Edward I.,

Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth, the Elector Frederic, the

Emperor Charles V., Frederic the Great, and Maria Theresa,

should be placed in a consecutive series, all divided from each

other by wide chronological intervals.

§ 11 The principal manipulator of the ancient Egyptian

chronology is Baron Bunsen, who, in his recent work on Egypt,

has avowedly applied the method of Niebuhr to Egyptian anti-

quity^ 300
)

Now the method with which Niebuhr treated the

early history of Rome, was to reject the historical narrative

handed down by ancient, and generally received by modern

writers ;
and to substitute for it a new narrative reconstructed

on an arbitrary hypothetical basis of his own.p1

) Everything

(joo) See the critique on Bunsen's Egypt, in The Quarterly Review,
vol. cv. p. 382.

(ioi) See Introd. vol. i. p. xl. Engl, tr., and the introductory verses,

addressed to Niebuhr:

Grosses hast du zerstort, doch Grdsseres wieder gebanet,

Als spatkltigelnden Truga tiiuschendes Bild du zcrschlugst.

Thus translated by Mr. Lockhart

:

Great was what thou didst abolish
;
but greater what thou hast erected

High on the ruins of fraud, shattered for aye by thy blow.
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that is original and peculiar in Niebuhr’s historical method,

and in its results, is indeed unsound. But it possessed advan-

tages, when employed in the transmutation of Roman antiquity,

which arc wanting to it when applied to Egyptian antiquity.

The early Roman history, whatever may be its authenticity',

presents at least a full and continuous narrative, most parts of

which are related in discordant versions by different classical

writers. As none of these versions rests on an ascertained foun-

dation, or can be traced to coeval attestation, great facility is

afforded for ingenious conjecture, for bold and startling combi-

nations, for hypothetical reconstruction by means of specious

analogies, and for the display of imposing paradox and dazzling

erudition. But the so-called history of ancient Egypt consists

of little more than chronology. It is, for the most part, merely

a string of royal names. Now this is a most unattractive field

for the hypothetical historian : he is condemned to make bricks

without straw. Instead of demolishing and rebuilding consti-

tutions, instead of creating new states of society out of obscure

fragments of lost writers, he is reduced to a mere arithmetical

process. Accordingly, the operations of Bunsen and other

modern critics upon the ancient history of Egypt, rather re-

semble the manipulation of the balance-sheet of an insolvent

company by a dexterous accountant (who, by transfers of capital

to income, by the suppression or transposition of items, and by

the alteration of bad into good debts, can convert a deficiency

into a surplus)
,
than the conjectures of a speculative historian,

who undertakes to transmute legend into history'.

Egyptology has a historical method of its own. It recognises

none of the ordinary rules of evidence; the extent of its de-

mands upon our credulity is almost unbounded. Even the

writers on ancient Italian ethnology are modest and tame in

their hypotheses, compared with the Egyptologists. Under

their potent logic, all identity disappears ;
everything is subject

to become anything but itself. Successive dynasties become

contemporary dynasties; one king becomes another king, or

several other kings, or a fraction of another king; one name
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becomes another name
;
one number becomes another number

;

one place becomes another place.

In order to support and illustrate these remarks, it would

be necessary to analyse Bunsen’s reconstruction of the scheme

of Egyptian chronology. Such an analysis would be inconsis-

tent with the main object of the present work
;
but a few ex-

amples will serve to characterize his method.

Sesostris is the great name of Egyptian antiquity. Even

the builders of the pyramids and of the labyrinth shrink into

'insignificance by the side of this mighty conqueror. Neverthe-

less, his historical identity is not proof against the dissolving

and recompounding processes of the Egyptological method.

Bunsen distributes him into portions, and identifies each por-

tion with a different king. Sesostris, as we have already stated,

stands in Manetho’s list as third king of the twelfth dynasty, at

3320 b.c., and a notice is appended to his name, clearly identi-

fying him with the Sesostris of Herodotus. Bunsen first takes

a portion of him, and identifies it with Tosorthrus (written

Sesorthus by Eusebius), the second king of the third dynasty,

whose date is 5119 B.c., being a difference in the dates of 1799

years—about the same interval as between Augustus Csesar and

Napoleon. He then takes another portion, and identifies it

with Sesonchosis, a king of the twelfth dynasty
;
a third por-

tion of Sesostris is finally assigned to himself. It seems that

these three fragments make up the entire Sesostris; who, in

this plural unity belongs to the Ancient Empire
;
but it is added

that the Greeks confounded him with Ramesses, or Ramses, of

the New Empire, a king of the nineteenth dynasty, w hose date

is 1255 b.c.
;
who, again, was confounded with his father,

Sethos
; which name again was transmuted into Scthosis and

Sesosis.^2

)

Lepsius agrees with Bunsen, that Sesostris in the Manetho-

nian list, who stands in the twelfth dynasty, at 3320 b.c., is not

(202) Bunsen, Egypt, vol. ii. p. 89—93, 292—301, 531—5 ; vol. iii. p.

170.

B B
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Scsostris
;
hut, instead of elevating him to the third dynasty,

brings him down to the nineteenth dynasty, and identifies him

with Sethos, 1326 B.c.
;

chiefly on account of a statement of

Manetho, preserved by Josephus, that Sethos first subjugated

Cyprus and Phoenicia, and afterwards Assyria and Media, with

other countries further to the east^803
)

Lcpsius, moreover,

holds that Ramses, the son of Sethos, was, like his father, a

great conqueror, but that the Greeks confounded both father

and son under the name of Sesostris^*04 )

We therefore see that the two leading Egyptologists, Bunsen

and Lcpsius, differing in other respects, agree in thinking that

Scsostris is not Sesostris. The notice appended to his name in

Manetho, which identifies him with the Scsostris of Herodotus,

Diodorus, and other Greek writers, is regarded by Lepsius as

spurious. (*°8
)

But here their agreement stops. One assigns

Scsostris to what is called the Old, the other to what is called

the New Empire, separating his respective dates by an interval

of 3793 years. What should we think, if a new school of

writers on the history of France, entitling themselves Franco-

logists, were to arise, in which one of the leading critics were

to deny that Louis XIV. lived in the seventeenth century, and

were to identify him with Hercules, or Romulus, or Cyrus, or

Alexander the Great, or Caesar, or Charlemagne; while another

leading critic of the same school, agreeing in the rejection of the

received hypothesis as to his being the successor of Louis XIII.,

were to identify him with Napoleon I. and Louis Napoleon ?

Herodotus informs us that one of the accounts respecting

the third pyramid was, that its founder was a Greek courtezan,

(203) Contr. Apion. i. § 15. Compare Boeekli, Man. p. 300.

(204 ) Chron. der iEg. p. 278—288. Lepsius uses the story told by
Manetho in Josephus, of Armais, brother of Setliosis, as an argument that

Sethosis is Sesostris, on account of its agreement with the story told in

Herod, ii. 107, and Diod. i. 57, of the brother of Sesostris. It is true that

the treachery of the brother is common to both stories : but all the details

differ. Mr. Kenriek identifies the Sesostris of Ilerodotua with Raineses
III. of the 18th dynasty, Aucieut Egypt, vol. ii. p. 271.

(205) lb. p. 280.
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named Rhodopis, who was once the fellow-slave of /Esop, and

who afterwards became the wife of Charaxus, brother of the

poetess Sappho. This story would suppose the third pyramid

to have been built about 600 b.c. Manetho, on the other hand,

attributes the construction of the third pyramid to queen Nito-

cris, whose reign began in 4211 b.c. This entire discrepancy

of person, nation, and time, might seem to set all reconcilement

at defiance. The feat is however accomplished with facility by

the Egyptologists. It happens that Manetho states Nitocris

to have been a beautiful woman, with a fair complexion^20
®)

Now Rhodopis was beautiful, and her name means ‘ rosy-

cheeked;' therefore Nitocris and Rhodopis are one and the

same person.
(
w

)
Whatever ingenuity this mode of argument

may possess, it is wanting in novelty ; for it is clearly antici-

pated by Fluellen’s argument in Sliakspeare, proving that

Alexander the Great was born at Monmouth :
‘ There is a river

in Macedon, and a river in Monmouth
; and there is salmons

in both.’

Lepsius has a different solution of this difficulty. He re-

fuses to identify the ancieut queen Nitocris of the sixth dynasty

with Rhodopis of the sixth century B.c.
;
but he discovers that

a king Meucheres had a queen Nitocris
;
he identifies Mencheres

with l’sammitichus II., who reigned between Neco and Apries;

he thinks that Psammitichus-Mencheres had two wives, Nitocris

and Rhodopis; he conjectures that Nitocris, who did not build

the pyramid, was first confounded with her co-wife Rhodopis,

the real builder of the pyramid ;
and was afterwards confounded

by the ignorant Greek dragomans at Sais with Nitocris, the

ancient queen. By this series of hypotheses he explains how

the ancient queen was assumed to be the builder of the third

pyramid.
(

2W
) It may be remarked, upon this edifice of conjec-

(206 ) tt/v xpoiav, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 554.

(207 )
Bunsen, vol. ii. p. 211, who is much pleased at finding that in

this discovery he had been anticipated by Zoega. The virw of Zoega and
Bunsen is approved by Mr. Kenrick, Ancient Egypt, vol. ii. p. 152.

(
208

)
Chron. der /Eg. p. 803—308

B B 2
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turcs, tliat it implies the notice in Manctho to be spurious ;
for

the translator of ancient Egyptian records could not have been

deceived by ignorant dragomans at Sais.

Bunsen’s work on Egypt is a book of metamorphoses. (**)

By his method, Agamemnon or Achilles might be identified

with Alexander the Great, Pompey might be identified with

Ctesar, and Hannibal with Scipio. Such identifications as that

of William the Conqueror with William of Orange, or of St.

Louis with Louis XVI., would be so obvious and natural as not

to require formal proof, and would be disposed of in a paren-

thesis, if this mode of dealing with evidence were transferred to

modem history.

It may, however, be said that injustice is done to Bunsen’s

restorations by comparing the dates as they stand in Manetho,

because these dates are themselves reformed by Bunsen
;
and

that different results would come out if the comparison were

made according to Bunsen’s own reconstructed scheme.

According to the canon of Manetho, as restored by Boeckh,

the first dynasty after the gods, demigods, and manes, begins

with the year 5702 b.c. This is the first year of the reign of

Mencs.(a10
)

The scries of royal dynasties is carried down un-

interruptedly till the first year of the reign of Alexander the

Great, 832 b.c., and therefore the entire time is 5870 years.

( 209) Bunsen identifies Athothis the Second, the third king in the list

of Eratosthenes, with Kenkenes the third king in the first dynasty of
Manetho, remarking that ‘ the difference in the names is no argument
against their agreement,’ vol. ii. p. 43, Eng. tr.

In the third dynasty of Manetho, the third king is Mesoehris. Bunsen
says that Mesoehris is the same as Sesochris, and that Sesochris is the

same as Sesorcheres. He then identifies this transmuted king with the
Mares of Eratosthenes, and thus forms a new king whom he calls Sesor-

eheres-Mares. He next identifies Sesorcheres- Mares with the lawgiver
Sasvehis in Diod. i. 94 (who evidently is not a king, see above, p. 260)

;

ana lastly, he identifies Sesorcheres-Mares-Asychis with the Sasycbia of
Herodotus, who is placed near the end of his series. (Egypt, vol. ii. p. 7t5,

94—0, Eng. tr.)

(210) Bunsen lays it down that the historical age of Egypt begins with
Menes, vol. ii. p. 63, Eng. tr. Niebuhr, on the other hand, considers
everything before the 18tli dynasty (1655 b.c.) unhistorical. Lectures on
Ancient History, vol. i. p. '12—3, ed. Schmitz.
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Upon the authority of an obscure and controverted passage in

Syncellus, which appears to state that the period of 113 gene-

rations, described in the thirty dynasties of Manetho, amounts

altogether to 3555 years,

(

3U
)
Bunsen assumes that the sum

5370 cannot express consecutive reigns, and that the difference

between the two numbers, viz., 1815 years, is due to the fact

that a portion of them are concurrent^313
)

After a long and

intricate scries of arbitrary arithmetical operations—which, dif-

ferently applied, would enable the chronologist to bring out any

result which might be desired—he produces the following

scheme from Menes to Alexander the Great :

—

Duration of the Old Empire . . 1076 years.

Middle 922 (

31S
)

New ...... 1296

3294

This computation supposes the New Empire to begin at 1632,

the Middle Empire to begin at 2554, and the Old Empire to

begin at 3630 b.c. Assuming the number of 3555 years stated

in the passage of Syncellus to be the total duration of the

Egyptian kingdom until 340 b.c., the first year of Menes would

fall in 3895 b.c.

The method of reduction employed by Bunsen affords a re-

markable proof of the insecure foundation upon which the

schemes of Egyptian chronology rest. We have detailed reports

of the Manethonian dynasties, handed down to us by the

ancient chronograpliers, which, according to Boeckh’s critical

restoration, made the Egyptian monarchy, from Menes to

Alexander, last 5375 years. In a single passage in Syncellus,

of dubious interpretation, this sum is incidentally mentioned as

(211 ) Vol. i. p. 97—8, ed. Bonn.

( 212 ) Egypt, vol. i. p. 86 , 98, 130, 134, vol. ii. p. 182.

(213 ) Bunsen hesitates between two hypotheses, one of which gives

922 years to the middle empire, and another which gives 512 years, lie

mentions a third hypothesis of .Rouge, which lengthens the period to 2017

years, vol. ii. p. 450, Engl. tr.
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amounting to 3555 years. The difference is no less than 1820

years—about the period which has elapsed since the Christian

era. Which of these two numbers is the authentic number of

Manetho ?

Grammatiei oertant, et adliuc sub judiee lis est.

Bunsen decides for 3555, and he is supported by Lepsius.

Bocckh considers the passage of Syncellus as corrupt, and pro-

poses a conjectural emendation, which entirely alters its mean-

ing. He holds that the number 3555 does not refer to Manetho.

Lepsius concurs with Boeckh in considering the passage as cor-

rupt, but he proposes a different emendation, and holds that the

number 3555 docs refer to Manetho.
(

su
)

Such are the inso-

luble difficulties which arise respecting chronology dissociated

from history, handed down by conflicting authorities, and re-

duced to an arithmetical puzzle.

There is something attractive to a writer in this discretionary

power of dealing with the history of bygone ages. His imagi-

nation is captivated with the faculty of creating or annihilating

dynasties by a stroke of his magic pen
;
he becomes, in the lan-

guage of the ancient astrologers, a ‘ chronocrator.’ He likewise

appears to possess a sort of reflex second sight, by which he is

able to look back into the unknown past, and to discern images

invisible to ordinary eyes. He can evoke a great mediseval

period of antiquity, which has hitherto been wrapt in oblivion.

If his pretensions to these gifts are admitted, and if he succeeds

in imposing on the credulity of his readers by his familiar hand-

ling of subjects remote from ordinary studies, he is regarded as

a historical seer, elevated far above those obscure clironiclers

(214 ) The following are the material words of Syncellus : rS> yap tv rote

rpitrt rd/icMff piy' ytvtriv tv ivvaartaits X dvaytypapptvwv, airuiv 6 xpttvos ra

rrdvra trvvrj^tv (rtf ytpvt

.

Boeckh reads avaytypapptvtav mVu, and for 6 ypoeor

he proposes 6 ’Awcmit, Man. p. 137. Lepsius expunges the words airr&v 6

Xprivot. Mr. Palmer, Egyptian Chronicles, rol. i. p. 121, concurs in read-

ing avr». and for 6 xpovot corrects 6 xpavoypdtftoti understanding Eratos-

thenes to be meant. C. Miiller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 637, entirely

reject* the hypothesis of Bunaen respecting the 3565 years.
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who occupy themselves with digesting the occurrences of well-

attested history.

§ 12 In the absence of all decisive evidence with respect

to Egyptian antiquity, handed down by the classical authors,

it has been attempted to supply the defect by supposing that

the Egyptians possessed an ancient indigenous literature, which

has perished, but which was accessible to the writers from whom

we derive our information.

Thus it has been asserted that the books stated to have been

carried in the sacred processions of Egypt, were records of an-

cient events and mysteries.

(

2U
)

But these books, which arc

described only by Clemens of Alexandria, a Christian writer of

the second and third centuries, must be considered as of late

concoction, and as chiefly of Greek manufacture. The two

books of Hermes, borne by the Chanter
;
the four astronomical

books of Hermes, borne by the Horoscopus, who likewise car-

ried a sundial and a pal in ;(
S16

)
another book, with ink and a

reed, borne by the Hierogrammateus ; the ten books relating

to ceremonies of worship, borne by the Stolist, and the ten

books concerning the gods and the education of the priests,

which the Prophet was bound to learn, cannot be regarded as

genuine remains of remote Egyptian antiquity. These books

are stated by Clemens to be forty-two in number, thirty-six of

which are learnt by the ministers of religion : the remaining

six, containing treatises on medicine, are learned by the Pasto-

phori, or shrine-bearers.
(

217
)

Hermes Trismegistus was a fiction of the Neo-Platonic

(215) See Bunsen's Egypt, vol. i. p. 9, Eng. tr.

(216) See Leemans on Horapollo, p. 134. Horapollo, i. 3, states that

in the hieroglyphic writing, the palm denoted a year.

(217) Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. 4, § 35. The Hermetic books mentioned
in this passage are considered as of recent fabrication, by Fabricius, Bibl.

Gr. vol. i. p. 48, ed. Harles. The Hierostolist, the Hierogrammateus, the

Prophet, and the Horologus, are mentioned as different orders of the

Egyptian priesthood, bv Porphyr. do Abetin. iv. 8. He likewiso speaks of

the Pastophori. The Horologus of Porphyry corresponds with the Horo-
scopus of Clemens.
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philosophy. He was the supposed mystical author of all wis-

dom and knowledge
;
the source of all intellectual light. lie

was the offspring of the amalgamation of the Oriental and Hel-

lenic philosophies
;
and much of the Oriental spirit of mysti-

cism and of exaggeration is visible in the circle of ideas in which

he moved. lamblichus
(

S18
)

attributes to him 20,000 hooks

—

upon the authority of Seleucus
;
but adds, that Manetho as-

signed to him 36,525 books :(
21

®) as this last number coincides

with the total number of years of Egyptian chronology in the

' Ancient Chronicle,’ where it is avowedly obtained by multiply-

ing the 1461 years of the Canicular cycle by 25, we perceive

that this mystical mode of computing the number of the books

of Hermes was of late date.

It may be observed that methods for reducing the large

number of the books of Hermes, similar to those used for re-

ducing the long periods of time in Egyptian chronology, have

been employed by modem critics. Thus Bochart understands

lines to be meant, and Hornius pages of papyrus.
(

22°)

Several works on astrology were likewise attributed to

Hermes :(
3il

)
an astrological treatise on medicine, still extant,

bears his name
; (

!22
)
and the * Kyranian books’ (/3i/3Xo( Kvpa-

v/8tc) cited in the book of Sothis, attributed to Manetho, were

a Hermetic treatise of Materia Medica, of which a Latin trans-

lation has been published, and the Greek original of which is

preserved.
(

22S
)

Pamphilus introduced, in his treatise on Botany, some

(218) De Myst. viii. 1.

(219) See Boeckb, Manetho, p. 17.

(220) Fabric, ib. p. 86.

(221) The following are titles of two Hermetic treatises on astrology :

Hermetis Libri duo de Revolutionibus Nativitatum. Hermetis Aphorismi
sive Centum Sentential Astrologies, Fabric, ib. p. 67—8. The latter is

printed at the end of Julius Firmicus Do Astrolog. ed. Basil, fol. 1651,

p. 85.

(222) See Ideler's Medici Grteci Minores, vol. i. p. 387, 430.

(223) Fabric, ib. p. 69. See Dr. Schmitz’s art. Hermet Tri*megistu$,
in Dr. Smith's Diet, of Auc. Biogr. and Mytbol. ; and compare Boeckb,
Manetho, p. 55.
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charms and incantations of Egyptian origin ; also some Egyp-

tian and Babylonian names of plants. He likewise referred to

a treatise ascribed to Hermes the Egyptian, including thirty-six

sacred plants of the horoscopus (assuming three horoscopes to

each sign of the zodiac), which, says Galen, are evidently a

mere invention of the fabricator of the book.(m
)

It appears,

therefore, that Galen regarded the Hermetical books of astrolo-

gical botany as the work of an impostor.

The Hermetic books were, in the opinion of Fabricius, the

forgeries of a Jew, or of a semi-Platonic semi-Christian writer,

who lived about the beginning of the second century after

Christ. (***)

Theophrastus, in his treatise on Stones, says that the re-

gisters respecting the Egyptian kings make mention of some

emeralds of immense size, which were sent as a present by the

king of the Babylonians. (
32S

)
The size mentioned is inconsis-

tent with the stones in question being emeralds, or even mala-

chite : they may have been some green marble. The notice

does not prove the existence of contemporary chronicles of

political events in Egypt.

§ 13 But a more potent support to the theory of

authentic records of Egyptian antiquity is invoked by the

Egyptologist from the hieroglyphical inscriptions preserved

upon the ancient buildings of Egypt. It is certain that if these

inscriptions were made by public authority ;
if they contain a

record of contemporary events; and if the language in which

(224 ) De Simpl. Medieum. vi. procem. vol. xi. p. 792, 793, 798, ed.

Kiilin. Concerning Pamphilus, see Dr. Smith's Diet, in r.

(225) lb. p. 65. Baumgarten Crusius, in a Programm do Librornm
Hermeticorum origine atquc indole, Jena, 1827, remarks :

‘ In Hermetieis
libris, certum est nonnisi Platoniamum ilium recentiorem repeli, et

zEgyptiacarum rerum prater Deorum nomina nihil deprehendi,' p. 6 .

(226) De Lapid. § 24, ed. Schneider. Repeated by Pliny, xxxvii. 5.

For . . . roue yap cfmtn, Schneider adopts the conjecture, (vioi yap (fiam. See
his note, vol. iv

. p. 557. Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 3, proposes N«d&> yap

(pa<n. If this conjecture were correct, the register would not be of great

antiquity ; but there is no reason for inserting a proper name ;
and if a

proper name is inserted, any other royal name, sucu as Mijuij or Mvitplvu,

would be equally suitable.
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they are written can be read and interpreted correctly, they

furnish a solid basis of trustworthy history and chronology.

The first postulate for the historical use of the hieroglv-

phical inscriptions manifestly is, that they should be correctly

read and interpreted.

Now it seems to be a necessary condition for the intelligi-

bility of a language, that its tradition should have been pre-

served unbroken, either in writing or orally. A language can-

not in general be restored, if a period has intervened during

which it was entirely forgotten and unknown. For example, if

the Basque were to become extinct as a living language, and if

its dictionaries and grammars were lost, no means would exist

for interpreting the remains of its literature.

A confusion of thought on this subject is sometimes created

by the use of the term ‘ dead languages,’ as applied to the Greek

and Latin. But these languages, although they are dead, in the

sense that they have not for some centuries been spoken, are

nevertheless connected with the ages of Plato and Cicero by a

living tradition. From the time when Greek and Latin were

spoken languages, each generation has handed down a know-

ledge of them to its successors. During the period which in-

tervened between the use of Latin as a living language and the

invention of printing, there were no bilingual grammars and

dictionaries for facilitating its acquisition
;
and its knowledge

must have been imparted exclusively by oral teaching. But

immediately after the introduction of printing, grammars and

dictionaries for the interpretation of Latin into the modern

languages of Europe were composed, {^) and thus the authentic

tradition of the language has been perpetuated in a written

form. The Greek language was in like manner continued by

an unbroken tradition.
(

228
)

(227) Sec Nouv. Biogr. Univ. art. Calepino.

(228) The tradition of the Greek language n ag never completely inter-

rupted, even in Italy ; see Sismondi, Hist, des Hep. Ital. c. 41, tom. vi.

p. 150, ed. 1818.
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The question as to the possibility of interpreting a language

whose tradition has been lost, is further confused by a deceptive

analogy derived from the process of deciphering^239
)

A cipher

is a contrivance for disguising the alphabetical writing of a

known language by a conventional change of characters. The

explanation of this conventional change is called the Key. If

a document written in cipher falls into the possession of a

stranger ignorant of the Key, and if he can conjecture with

tolerable certainty the language in which it is written, he can

proceed to apply to it the rules for deciphering, which are

founded upon the comparative frequency of certain letters and

certain words in the given language^230
)

This process, if the

document be tolerably long, is almost infallible. It is difficult

to devise a cypher, sufficiently simple for frequent use, which

cannot be deciphered by a skilful and experienced decipherer.

But this operation supposes the language to be understood ; it

is a merely alphabetical process; it does not determine the

meaning of a single word; it merely strips the disguise off a

word, and reproduces it in its ordinary orthography. No pro-

cess similar to deciphering can afford the smallest assistance

towards discovering the signification of an unknown word,

written in known alphabetical characters. The united inge-

nuity of the most skilful decipherers in Europe could not throw

any light upon an Etruscan or Lycian inscription, or interpret

a single sentence of the Eugubiue Tables. In like manner,

assuming an Egyptian hieroglyphical text to be correctly read

into alphabetical characters, no process of deciphering could

detect the meaning of the several words.

The first question for our consideration therefore is, whether

the tradition of the hieroglyphical characters and language is

altogether lost.

(229) ‘Unelangue a l'dgard d’une autre cat un chiffre ou les mots eont

chances en mots, et non les lettres en lettres : ainsi une lungue inconnue
est d6chiffrable,’ Pascal, Penates, vol. i. p. 232.

( 230 ) The principal rules for deciphering a document in the English
language are given in the Encycl. Britannica, art. Cipher.
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The earliest account of the method and signification of the

hicroglyphical writing which has descended to us, is by

Chteremon, the sacred scribe, who has been already mentioned

as having lived in the first half of the first century after

Christ.
(

M1
)

His statement, reported to us by Tzetzes, is attri-

buted by him to the /Ethiopians, but evidently refers to the

Egyptians. We learn from Suidas that Clueremon wrote a

treatise on hieroglyphics. (**s
)

’ The ^Ethiopians have no letters, but instead of them use

the figures of various animals and parts of animals. The origin

of this mode of writing was that the sacred scribes of early

times, wishing to conceal the doctrines of Natural Theology,

transmitted them to their children by means of allegorical re-

presentations and symbols of this kind, as Clueremon, the

Bacred scribe, informs us. Thus a woman playing on the tam-

bourine denoted joy
;
a man holding his chin with his hand,

and bending his head downwards, denoted grief
;
calamity was

denoted by an eye weeping; destitution, by two empty hands

stretched out
;
the east, by a serpent creeping out of a hole

;

the west, by a serpent entering a hole ;
resurrection, by a frog

;

life, also sun and god, by a hawk
;
mother, time, and heaven, by

a vulture
;
king, by a bee ;

birth, by a beetle
;
earth, by an ox ;

government and superintendence, by a lion’s head
;
necessity,

by a lion’s tail
;
year, by a stag, or by a palm tree ; increase, by

a child
;
decay, by an old man

;
force, by a bow ; and thousands

of others of like nature.^2*8
)

(231 ) Concerning the journey of Chicremon with /Elius Gallus, see

above, p. 280. Chairemon was the instructor of the Emperor Nero, w ith

Alexander ol /Ega*, Suidas in ’AX<'£av3por Myemu. Nero was bom in 37
a.d. Chteromon w as also the teacher ol Dionysius of Alexandria, and pre-

ceded him in the headship of the Alexandrine Library. Dionysius lived

from Nero to Trajan, Suidas in Aionarioc ’AXffavSpfvt.

(232 ) Suid. in XaipTjptoif and i*p<iy\v<pLKt'i. Concerning Chteromon, see

Bireh, in the Transactions of the Roy. Soc. of Lit. vol. iii. p. 385, who says

that Clueremon was * undoubtedly well versed in the knowledge of the
Bacred characters of Egypt,’ and bragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 495.

( 233 ) Ap. Tzetz. Exeges. in Iliad, in the appendix to Draco de Metris,
cd. Hermann, p. 123.
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There is likewise extant a work which contains a detailed ex-

position of 1 19 hieroglyphic symbols, and which professes to have

been composed by Horapollo the Niloan, in the Egyptian lan-

guage, and to have been translated into the Greek language by

a writer named Philip. In this treatise the hieroglyphics are

described as having a symbolical val^c, but as being the meta-

phorical, not the simple representatives of ideas or objects.

Thus a serpent devouring its own tail is stated to represent the

world; Isis, the Dog-star, to represent the year; two men

holding each other by the right hand, to represent concord ; a

hippopotamus to represent time, a ladder to represent a siege.

Leemans, the recent editor of Horapollo, conjectures that the

author of the work was Horapollo, a Byzantine grammarian,

who lived at the close of the fourth century. Concerning the

translator Philip nothing is kuown.

A similar account of the Egyptian hieroglyphics is given by

Ammianus Marcellinus, who lived in the fourth and fifth cen-

turies. In the 17th book of his history he introduces a de-

scription of the Egyptian obelisks, together with a Greek trans-

lation of the hieroglyphic inscription upon an obelisk in the

Roman circus, borrowed from the work of a certain Herma-

pion. Ammianus informs us that the ancient Egyptians did not

use alphabetical letters, but that a single character represented a

noun or a verb, sometimes even an entire sentence. In illus-

tration of this statement he says that a vulture signified nature,

and a bee making houey signified a king.{^M
)

(134)
‘ Fonnarum innumeras uotas, hieroglyphicas appellataa, quas ei

[on the obelisk] undique videmus incisas, initialis sapientia- vetus insignivit

auetoritaa. Volucrum enim ferarumque, etiam alieni mundi, genera multa
eculpentea, ad revi quoque sequentia rotates ut patrntorum vulgatius per-

veniret memoria, promUsa vel soluta regura vota monstrabant. Non enim,

nt nunc littcrarum numerus prrostitutua ctfacilis f iprimit quicquid humana
mens concipere potest, ita prisci quoque scriptitarunt /Egyptii ; sod sin-

gulte liter® singulis nominibus serviebant et verbis, nonnuuquam aignifi-

cabant integros sensus. Cujus rci scienti® in his interim sit duobus

cxemplum. Per vulturem naturro vocabulum pandunt
;
quia mares nullos

posse inter has alites inveniri rationes rnemorunt physic®
:
perquo spcciem

apis mella conficicntis indicant regem ; moderaton cum jucunditate aculeos

quoque innasci debere his aignis ostendentes, et aimilia plurima,’ xvii. 4.

Tacitus says that the Egyptians first expressed ideas by the figures of
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The traditionary accounts of the Egyptian hieroglyphics

which have reached us, therefore represent the system as ideo-

graphic, and not as alphabetical. As the system of Champol-

lion, which has been generally adopted by the Egyptologists, is

founded on the supposition that the hieroglyphic writing is in

great part phonetic or alphabetic, it becomes necessary for them

to reject the only positive evidence which lias descended to us

from antiquity. Accordingly the subject is thus treated by

Bunsen. After expounding the hypothesis of Champollion, of

a secret character in the exclusive possession of the priests,

mixed with the phonetic characters, he proceeds thus

:

* The work of Horapollo, dating from a comparatively recent

age, also clearly proves the existence and nature of this secret

character. While few of the explanations it offers are con-

firmed by the monuments, the greater part are contradicted

both by them and by the Book of the Dead. The explanations

themselves are little lietter than arbitrary subtleties, or false,

cabalistic mysticism, the simple and historical meaning being

palpable and obvious, while the very hieroglyphical representa-

tions which he describes are chiefly borrowed from that secret

character, and consequently do not apply to the monuments and

books.’ (**5
)

A similar judgment on the treatise of Horapollo is

passed by Mr. Sharpe, in his recent work on Egyptian Hiero-

glyphics. ‘ As the greater part of the characters which he de-

scribes are not found in any of the numerous inscriptions known

to us, and as most of the meanings are such that it is scarcely

possible they could have existed on the monuments at all, the

work must be, both on external and internal evidence, rejected

as of little worth. ’(
3S4

)

animals, and that they laid claim to the invention of writing :
* Primi per

figures animalium A.gyptii sensus mentis effingebant (ea antiquissima

ii onitnpnta memoriae humans impressa snxis cernuntur),et littcraruiu semet
inventores perhibent,’ Ann. xi. 14. This passage does not show whether
Tacitus understood the hieroglyphics to be ideographic or phonetic.

(*35) Egypt, vol. i. p. 341, Engl. tr. In p. 564, however, he appears

to reject Champollion 's hypothesis of a secret character.

(236) p. 24 (London, 1861).
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The system of Champollion assumes that the hieroglyphics

are mainly phonetic
;
that for the most part they arc alphabe-

tical characters expressing sounds. It proceeds from the inter-

pretation of the name Ptolemy on the Rosetta stone, of the

name Cleopatra on the obelisk of Philse, and of the names and

titles of some of the Roman emperors. The early publications

of Champollion were almost exclusively confined to a theory of

reading the hieroglyphics : he did not at first attempt to inter-

pret the words which he read. The second edition of his

‘ Precis du Systeme hieroglyphique des anciens Egyptiens,’

published in 1828, did not exceed the limits which have been

just described. What is called the 'great discovery’ of Cham-

pollion was, substantially, his doctrine that the hieroglyphics

can be read into words, and, for the most part, are not symbols

of ideas.
(

M7
)

But Champollion, having laid this foundation, and having

shown that the Egyptian hieroglyphs are, in general, symbols,

not of ideas but of alphabetical sounds, proceeded to complete

his system by restoring the grammar and dictionary of the for-

gotten language. ‘ The development of the important fact in

the decipherment (says Mr. Birch) gradually revealed the whole

grammar and system of the language, and placed the future

inquirer on the route for the decipherment and interpretation

of the whole.’

(

M8
)
‘The French Government (Mr. Birch con-

tinues), ever alive to the interests of learning, sent him, at the

head of a scientific mission to Egypt, to rescue the rapidly

( 237 )
Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 320, Engl, tr., lays it down that Cham-

polhoiis discovery ol the old Egyptian language and character, is ‘the
greatest discovery of the century.' In p. 325 he speaks of Champollion 's

‘immortal letter to Daeicr.’ The language of Brugsch is similar: ‘Hoe
lapide [the Rosetta stone] detecto postquam omnium animi ad spem enu-
cleandi tandem illud monstruosum et perplexum per tot siccula quasi invo-

lucria involutorum genus signorum arreeti sunt, unus vir Champollio Franco-
Gallus exstitit qui mini sagaeitate incredibiliquc studio adjutus totnm
hieroglyphorum rationem nulla fere parte relicti luce clarius cxplanavit

et exposuit,’ Iuscript. Rosettan. p. 2. Concerning the phonetic system of
Champollion, see Sohwartze. das alte .Egypten, vol. i. part 1, p. 199, 253.

( 238)
Introduction to the Study of the Egyptian Hieroglyphs (Lond.

1S57), p. 201.
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vanishing monuments of the country from oblivion, by copying

them, and to illumine the world by explaining them. Provided

with a simple and efficacious system, and the experience of an

examination of a great number of texts, Champollion translated

with a marvellous facility the inscriptions submitted to him.

He at once saw the purport of the hieratic monument of M.

Sallier at Aix, containing the campaign of Rameses against the

Sheta. He read with fluency the different inscriptions on the

monuments, and gave life to their mute forms. His most re-

markable reading was the name of Judah Malcha (the kingdom

of Judah) on the wall of Karnak, amidst the prisoners of

Sheshak. His ‘Lettres Ecrites^838
)

are full of new transla-

tions, illustrative of the mythology, history, ethnography,

manners, and customs of the Egyptians as they were, and de-

clare themselves.^840
)

The researches of Champollion in the field of hieroglyphics

were unhappily interrupted by a premature death. He died in

1832, at the age of 42. His grammar and dictionary of the

ancient Egyptian language were posthumous publications, and

appeared under the editorship of his brother, M. Champollion-

Figeac, in 1836—1841. His system has however been

adopted, and his researches have been continued, with zeal and

diligence, by Egyptologists, not only in his own country, but

also in Germany and England. The comprehensive work of

Baron Bunsen upon Egypt exhibits the latest and most im-

proved version of the Egyptian alphabet and vocabulary as now

received by the Egyptologists of the highest authority^841
)

(339 )
These letters were published at Paris in 1833.

(340) lb. p. 202.

(241 ) ‘This Egyptian dictionary, which, thanks to Mr. Birch’s erudi-

tion, is the fullest in existence, has been arranged in the usual alphabetical

order, and a reference given to the monument or text where each word
occurs. The hieroglypnical scholar, therefore, will now find in this work,
not only the most complete Egyptian grammar extant, but also the most
complete dictionary ; as well as the only existing collection of all the hiero-

glyphic signs, arrunged in their natural and historical order, and explained
according to the monuments quoted or referred to,' Egypt, vol. i. p. 477.
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The Egyptian vocabulary of Bunsen contains 685 words,

read alphabetically from the hieroglyphic writing, and inter-

preted into English. The following will serve as specimens :

—

aa. 1. To knit. 2. To wring out. 3. A kind of gazelle.

4. To be born of. 5. To wash. 6. Water for washing. 7. An
arm. 8. Place, abode. 9. A noble.

ab. 1. Flesh, viand. 2. A nosegay (?) 3. A horn. 4. To

butt. 5. Pure, to purify. 6. Ivory. 7. A rhinoceros. 8. A
calf. 9. Thirst.

The Egyptian alphabet, as exhibited by Bunsen, consists of

signs of four classes, viz., 1. Ideographics. 2. Determinatives.

3. Phonetics. 4. Mixed.

The Ideographics are 620 in number. Some of these are

simple pictures or outlines of the object signified, similar to

those in a child’s primer : thus the figure of a cow signifies

cow, the figure of an elephant signifies elephant
, a figure of the

lips signifies lips, a figure of the ears signifies ears. In other

cases, the idea represented bears only a certain analogy to the

sign : thus a man bending down means ‘ to beseech, to beg

a

man clad with a panther-skin means ‘ a high priest, or judge ;’

a man overthrowing an Asiatic foreigner means ‘ to subdue ;’ a

divinity with horns, plumes, staff, and whip, means * to terrify
;’

an ass-hcadcd god, holding clubs, has the same meaning.

The Determinatives are 164 in number. A determinative

is explained to be an ideographic sign, which is annexed to a

word expressed by phonetic signs, for the purpose of fixing and

defining its signification. Thus ‘ the sun’s disk
(
ra

)
was affixed

to several words or signs which express the divisions of time re-

gulated by the sun, as hr, day, hunnu, hour
; or those expressive

of light, as ht, to illumine. The disk, so employed, docs not

express the word of which it is the symbol
;
it only determines

the meaning of the preceding phonetic sign, the sense of which

would otherwise remain doubtful to the reader, owing to the

various significations of the same Egyptian roots. ’(
24S

)
Thus a

(242 )
Bunsen, ib. vol. i. p. 535.

C C
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figure of a duck is a determinative of, 1. waterfowl; 2. birds

generally; 8. flying animals, a scarab
;

4. to doctor; 5. to sleep.

A figure of a tree is a determinative of names of trees ; a figure

of a sword is a determinative of cutting actions
;
a figure of a

seal is a determinative of ‘ to shut’ and ‘ to enclose ;’ a figure of

a club is a determinative of names of foreigners, ‘ to create,’

and ‘ wicked.’

The class of Phonetics consists of 27 alphabetic, and 108

syllabic signs. To these Bunsen adds 100 signs, constituting

the Later Alphabet, which he conceives to have been begun

after the twentieth dynasty, but to have been greatly augmented

under the Roman dominion.

The Mixed class is composed of hieroglyphic groups, in which

the principal element is ideographic, but a phonetic complement

is annexed to it. Of these Bunsen enumerates 55.

The system of reading the hieroglyphic characters, as ex-

pounded by the Egyptologists, is flexible and arbitrary. It

involves the hypothesis of homophones
; that is to say, of a plu-

rality of signs for the same sound.

(

S4S
) It likewise involves a

mixture of ideographic and phonetic symbols.

But if we concede that Champollion’s method of reading the

hieroglyphic characters, as developed and improved by his suc-

cessors, is sound, we are yet far removed from the interpretation

of the written language thus recovered. Even assuming that

we can read the hieroglyphic characters as they were read by

the Egyptians themselves, it does not follow that the words so

read can be explained.^44
)
We may have the remains of a lan-

guage which are legible, but which we are unable to understand.

This is the state of the remains of the Etruscan language, which

being written in Greek letters are as legible as a modern news-

(243) See Champollion, I’rdcia, ed. 2, p. 364. In p. 448 he lays it

down Unit ‘ cheque voix et chaque articulation pouvaient . . . etre

reprdsentdes par plusieurs signes phondtiques uiflerens, mais diant dea

signes homophones.’ Compare Schwarlze, 1 . 1, p. 254—61, and concerning

the variations in the writing of proper names, p. 450—9.

( 244) The distinction between these two problems is recognised by
Schwartxe, i. 2, p. 953.
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paper, but which we are nevertheless wholly unable to inter-

pret^345
)
The remains of the Lycian language are in a similar

position,
f

346
)

It is likewise the state, to a great extent, of the

Oscan and other inscriptions of South Italian dialects, and of the

Eugubine Tables. The attempts even of the most accomplished

modern linguists to explain these inscriptions must be regarded,

by an impartial judge, as utter failures.

If the explanations of Horapollo are rejected as altogether

fanciful and erroneous, and as founded upon a false method, the

direct tradition of the language must be admitted to be altoge-

ther broken. If the true meaning of the words is to be restored,

this restoration can only be effected by indirect means. It is

admitted that the Rosetta stone, though it contains a Greek

translation of a hieroglyphic inscription, partially preserved,

affords little assistance for the general interpretation of the lost

language of ancient Egypt.
(

247
)

In this apparent destitution

of means for recovering the key to the language, Champollion

conceived that the tradition might be revived by a comparison

of the Coptic language. He went so far as to lay it down that

the Coptic language is the ancient Egyptian written in Greek

letters,
f

348
)

Schwartze, moreover, who has investigated the

subject with great diligence and learning, and who was a com-

f»45) Concerning the Etruscan alphabet, aee Muller’s Etrusker, vol. ii.

p. 291 ; and concerning the Etruscan language, vol. i. p. 68—70.

(246) Concerning the Lycian language and inscriptions, see Fellows,
Account of Discoveries in l.ycia (18-11), p. 427, 468.

(247) The hieroglyphic portion of the Rosetta inscription is that which
bos suffered the most. It consists of 14 lines, only 4 of which are entire.

Tho remaining 10 aro more or less mutilated. An edition of the hierogly-
phic portion of the inscription was published by Brugsch at Berlin in 1851
(Inseriptio Rosettana Hieroglyphics, 4to,). He gives the reading of each
word in Roman letters, with its Latin version. He likewise appends u
table containing the hieroglyphic alphabet and syllabic signs : but he gives

no explanation of the process by which he determines the meaning of the
several words. Without this essential part of the proof, the interpretation

must be considered as arbitrary.

(248)
1 La langue copte . . . cst l’ancien £gyptien dcrit en lettres grecques,'

Precis, p. 361. He repeats this assertion in p. 368. Compare Schwartze,

p. 268, 272. 277, 285, 953. Tho view of Champollion on this subject is

shared by Peyron ; see his Lexicon Lingua; Coptics; (Taurio. 1835;, Praf.
p. xi.

C C 2
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plcte master of the Coptic language, so far as its published

remains extend, has collected proofs of the identity of the Coptic

and ancient Egyptian.
(

349
)

He considers the Coptic as one of

the most ancient languages in the world ;(
3S0

)
and as having an

affinity both with the Semitic and Indo-Germanic families of

languages j(
251

)
but he places the origin of this affinity at an

ante- historical period.
(
35S

)
He conceives the Coptic to have been

the language of the ancient Egyptian priests.
(

25S
)

On the other hand, it is to be observed that the remains of

the Coptic language which have reached us do not ascend be-

yond the third century of the Christian era; that they are ex-

clusively of an ecclesiastical or liturgical character, and that

they belong to a sphere of ideas from which the ancient religion

and polity of Egypt are altogether excluded.
(

354
)

Schwartzc,

himself a firm believer in the close affinity of the Coptic with

the language of ancient Egypt, thus candidly enumerates the

difficulties which surround this hypothesis :

—

‘ The circumstances (he says) which characterize the litera-

ture of the Coptic language must make the prudent inquirer

mistrustful as to inferences founded upon its relation to other

languages. The Coptic first appears after the Christian era.

Although the language can be dated back from the early cen-

turies of our era, yet the chief part of the extant literature be-

longs to a much later period. The Coptic is destitute of the

advantage, possessed by other languages, of ancient inscriptions

engraved on brass and stone. Numerous deviations from its

original form are therefore possible. We have likewise to bear

( 249) Il>. p. 969—972. (250) P. 2036.

( 251 ) P- 979—991, 991—7, 1033.

(252) P. 2019. (253 ) P. 2036.

( 254 ) ‘The dialect of the Christian Egyptians, or Copts, is but the

younger branch of the Egyptian language, the latest form of the popular

dialect, although, from the age of the Ptolemies downwards, mixed with

Greek wordB und forms, and, since the third or fourth century, written

with an alphabet, containing only five old Egyptian, in addition to the

twenty-four principal Greek letters,’ Bunsen, ib. p. 259. The Coptic ver-

sions of the New Testament and of the Pentateuch were first published at

Oxford, by Dr. Wilkins, the editor of the Concilia.
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in mind the political, social, religious, and scientific state of

Egypt before and after the origin of the Coptic literature

—

namely, the overthrow of the national throne for a period of

nearly 1000 years, the hostile and friendly influences of the suc-

cessive foreign governments, the settlement in Egypt of numerous

foreigners belonging to different nations, the destruction of the

ancient religion and priesthood, manifest traces of an ancient

peculiar language of the priesthood, different from the language

of the people, the translation of the sacred writings of a new

foreign religion into the popular dialect, the probability that

the disciples of the new religion belonged to the lower classes

of the community, increasing ignorance among the Copts, the

reception of numerous Greek words in the Coptic ;—if all these

circumstances arc weighed, they cannot fail to create an unfa-

vourable impression with respect to the soundness of methods

of interpretation for the ancient Egyptian language founded

upon the Coptic.’

(

S56
)

Schwartze, indeed, proceeds to say that a long and profound

study of Coptic had removed this unfavourable impression, and

had convinced him of the substantial identity of the Coptic with

the ancient Egyptian.

More recent interpreters of the hieroglyphics, however, lay

less stress upon the Coptic as a key to the mysteries of the lost

language. Thus, Mr. Birch, in his Introduction to the Study

of Egyptian Hieroglyphs, published in 1 857, gives the follow-

ing account of the method by which the signification of words

written in the hieroglyphic character is discovered :

—

* In the great hieroglyphical inscriptions of the temples, in

which the determinatives are complete pictures of the idea in-

tended to be conveyed, even if the word was not to be found in

the Coptic, there was no difficulty in the interpretation of the

idea conveyed
;
but there was a much more serious difficulty in

the discovery of the meaning of words of which no equivalent

(355) P. 2015. Schwartze also complains of the imperfect publication

of the remains of Coptic literature, p. 2039—40.
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Coptic form remained, and of which there was only a generic

determinative, a difficulty which some have conceived no genius

could surmount. The Coptic, after all, was a very feeble aid,

and was probably used by Champollion rather as a justification

to the world of the truth of his statements than as the means of

his interpretations. Yet another mode of analysis, the induc-

tive, still remained for words no longer to be found in the

Coptic dictionaries. After examining the numerous passages in

which certain uuinterpreted words appear, it is evident that the

meaning which suits them in all instances is the true one. In

proportion as the knowledge of the hieroglyphs increases, the

conditions of the unknown groups are more restricted, and their

meaning more easily discovered.’
(
258

)

Mr. Goodwin, in an article on Hieratic Papyri, published in

the Cambridge Essays for 1858, thus explains the method of

arriving at the same result :

—

‘ The radical letters of a large number of Egyptian words

are now known, and of them a considerable portion may be

traced in the Coptic, some without alteration, others under

various disguises, of which the laws have been well ascertained.

A good many words have their congeners in Hebrew and Syriac.

Practically, the meaning of a word is first approached by help

of the determinative and the context in which it occurs ;
if a

similar root can be discovered in Coptic or a cognate language,

the value thus obtained may be confirmed or modified. In

many cases, however, these languages leave us without assist-

ance. It is obvious that every word of which the meaning is

once assured, must lead the way to the discovery of others
;
and

thus the completion of the old Egyptian vocabulary is by no

means a hopeless task
;
and it is one in which daily advances

are being made.’—(p. 228.)

To whatever extent the Coptic may be applied in restoring

the signification of words read from the hieroglyphic writing,

the application can only be made by analogy, and by assuming

(256) Introduction, p. 246.
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that the Coptic word and the ancient Egyptian word have a

common root.

Now, where the tradition of a language is lost, but its affi-

nity with a known language is ascertained or presumed, the

attempts to restore the significations of words proceed npon

the hypothesis that the etymology of the word can be deter-

mined by its resemblance, more or less close, to a word in the

known language, and that the etymology of the word is a certain

guide to its meaning. But although there is a close affinity

between etymology and meaning, yet etymology alone cannot

be taken as a sure index to meaning. When the signification

of a word is ascertained, it is often difficult to determine the

etymology. The Lcxilogus of Buttmann, the Romance Dic-

tionary of Diez—in fact, any good etymological vocabulary

—

will furnish ample evidence of this truth. But when the pro-

cess is inverted, and it is proposed to determine the signification

of the words of an entire language from etymological guesses,

unassisted by any other knowledge, the process is necessarily

uncertain and inconclusive, and can be satisfactory only to a

person who has already made up his mind to accept some system

of interpretation. (*57
)

Thus in Italian the word troja signifies a sow. Diez refers

the origin of this word to the old Latin expression, porcus Tro.

janus, which meant a pig, stuffed with other animals, and served

for the table
;
the name being an allusion to the Trojan horse.

He conceives that this phrase first became porco di troja, and

afterwards troja simply, with the signification of a pregnant

sow.(l5H
)

Assuming this etymology to be true, what possible

ingenuity could have enabled anybody to invert the process, and

to discover the meaning by the etymology, if the meaning were

unknown ?

(257) On the uncertainty of this method, see the judicious remarks of
Schwartze, ib. p. 1003, and the passage of Quatremere, quoted by him,

p. 976.

(258) See Diez, Soman. Worterb. p. 356 ; and compare Macrob. Sat.

ii. 9.
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If the method of restoring the meaning of a lost language

by etymological guesses from words of similar sound in a known

language is uncertain and deceptive, the method of guessing the

signification of a word from the context is equally unsatisfactory.

This method is applicable to the determination of obscure and

forgotten words in a language of which the general tradition

has Ijcen preserved. For example, the meaning of the terms

vXiKrpov and vvktoc apoXy^i, in Homer, may be determined

within narrow limits by a comparison with the context of the

passages in which they respectively occur. But where the entire

language has been lost, the context itself is uncertain, and the

uncertainty of uncertain conjectures built upon other uncertain

conjectures increases at a compound ratio.

If the true significations of the words of a lost language can

by any process be restored—if the dictionary of such a language

can ever be reconstructed by hypotheses—the method must be

slow and laborious, and can only be founded on a wide and

patient induction. Hence the sudden illumination as to the

meanings of the hieroglyphic words, which Champollion ap-

pears, from the description above cited, to have received on

reaching the soil of Egypt, wears a suspicious appearance. It

suggests a doubt whether having, as he believed, lifted the veil

from the alphabetic value of the hieroglyphs, his imagination

did not outrun his judgment as to the possibility of discovering

the signification of the unknown sounds which he had disclosed.

The wide discrepancy between the views of Champollion and

those of Mr. Birch and Mr. Goodwin, respecting the extent to

which the Coptic is available as an instrument for the interpre-

tation of the hieroglyphs, is also apparent. If, however, Cham-

pollion could read hieroglyphic texts with so much facility and

certainty, how comes it that his method has not been found

sufficient by his successors ?

The enormous duration of the hieroglyphic system, without

any material change, is another part of the modem theory which

it is difficult to reconcile with probability or experience. Cham-

pollion declares that the use of the hieroglyphic writing was not
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confined to the priests, that it was not a mysterious secret re-

served to the sacred caste, but that it was common to all the

educated classes of the community.

(

2B9
)

But he tells us that

this system lasted for twenty-two centuries without undergoing

the smallest modification^980
)

That a system of so much intri-

cacy—consisting of ideographic, syllabic, phonetic, and deter-

minative symbols, with a large class of homophones, or alterna-

tive signs for the same sound—should have remained in common

use by a whole nation for twenty-two centuries without alteration,

is utterly incredible.

Bunsen, indeed, supposes that changes in the hieroglyphic

writing took place at successive periods, and he undertakes to

point out the dynasties under which these changes occurred.

Thus he speaks of the hieroglyphic alphabet as constituted in

the eighteenth dynasty, and of an obvious and remarkable

change which commenced in the twentieth dynasty.

(

261
)

If,

however, the views of the Manethonian dynasties propounded

above be sound, these supposed periods are fictitious and unreal.

A theory of liieroglyphical interpretation which implies the his-

torical truth of the Manethonian dynasties rests on a foundation

of sand.

The late period to which the supposed discoveries of valuable

records upon the walls of Egyptian edifices have l>een reserved,

likewise raises a presumption against their reality. If the

Greeks and Romans had been informed that important his-

torical records existed upon Egyptian buildings, or in the

archives of Egyptian temples, is it likely that, during their

(259) I’ricis, p. 425.

(260)
* I’armi lea monumens 6gyptiens connus jnsqu’ a ee jour, ceux

qui remontent a l’dpoque la plus reculde, ont 6td executes vers le 19' siecle

nraul I'dre vulgairc, sous la 18' dynastie, et ila uoua moutrent dt?ja l'6cri-

ture comme un art easentiellement distinct de la peinture etdo la sculpture,

avec. lesquelles il reste confondu cliez les peuples a peine dchappds a 1 'ctat

gativage. L'ecriture dgyptienne de ces temps filoigues dtnnt la mOme que
celle des derniers Egyptiens, il faut eroire que ce systeme graphique 6 tait

deja arrive? a un certain degrfi de perfection absolue, puisque, pendant un
espace de vingt-deux siecles a partir de cette epoque, il ne parait point avoir

suui la moindre modification,' ib. p. 329.

(261 ) Egypt, vol. i. p. 554, Eng. tr.
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supremacy in Egypt, they should not have taken steps for pro-

curing translations of them ?(*63
)

The traditions of the language

and of the liieroglyphical writing were still alive. The Greek

court of the Ptolemies, in particular, distinguished itself for its

patronage of literature, and might be considered as having a

sort of national interest in the ancient glory and power of

Egypt. The priest who interpreted the Egyptian inscription at

Thebes to Germanicus was indeed an impostor
;
but it is clear

that Germanicus and his attendants believed that the art of

interpreting the hieroglyphic characters was still possessed by

the priests. (***)

The Emperor Severus, when visiting Egypt in 202 a.d.,

collected all the books which contained anything mysterious,

from the different temples, and shut them up in the tomb of

Alexander the Great, in order that they might not be read.f
284

)

As this measure was intended to prevent popular excite-

ment^*85
)
and was similar in policy to the destruction of the

prophetic books at Rome by Augustus,
(

S88
)

it may be inferred

that the books seized by Severus were composed in the native

language, and therefore that the hieroglyphic or hieratic writing

was at that time generally understood in Egypt.

Ammianus Marcellinus, a historian of the 4th century,

inserts in his text a Greek translation from the liieroglyphical

inscriptions upon an obelisk, which had been removed from

Egypt, and was in his time standing in the Roman circus. He

(262) Pythagoras is stated to have learnt the native language, and the
three modes of writing, in his visit to Egypt, above, p. 170, n. 87. Demo-
critus likewise composed a treatise on the sacred writings at Meroe, see

Mullach's Democritus, p. 12G.

(263 ) Tac. Ann. ii. 60. See above, p. 352. An attempt to explain

why the Romans should not have occupied themselves about the historical

records of ancient Egypt is made by Bunsen, Egypt, vol. i. p. 152—8,

Engl. tr.

(264 ) Dio Cass. lxxv. 13. During this visit, Severus inspected Mem-
phis, the statue of Memnon, the pyramids, and the labyrinth, with much
care. Spartian. Vit. Sever. 17.

( 263) Concerning the prohibition of prophecies and magic by the Impe-
rial government, see Bingham, Ant. of the Church, xvi. 5.

(266) Suet. Oct. 31.
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cites it from the work of Hermapion, probably a contemporary

writer, of Egyptian origin.
(

267
)

The work of Horapollo upon

the hieroglyphics likewise professes to be a Greek translation

by a certain Philip from the original Egyptian.
(

268
)

Now if these traces of ancient civilization were really pre-

served, in intelligible writing, upon the ancient monuments of

Egypt, is it likely that they should not have been brought to

light? We may be sure that Manetho and others, who inquired

into Egyptian antiquities, were as ignorant of the existence of

copious historical native records on the walls of ancient build-

ings, as Hipparchus and Ptolemy were of the existence of ancient

astronomical observations by the native priests. Whoever

calmly considers the long possession of Egypt by the two most

civilized nations of antiquity, while the sacred language and

writing of the ancient Egyptians were still perpetuated by an

unbroken tradition, will be slow to believe that these supposed

treasures, if they really existed, could have remained untouched,

or that they would have been left to be opened by the laborious

investigation of modern archaeologists, more than 1500 years

after the key to this secret had been lost.

The Egyptologists do not indeed pretend that any great

amount of historical knowledge has been hitherto derived from

hieroglyphic inscriptions. They profess to have read certain

names of kings, which they identify variously with names in

Manetho’s lists : but they do not assert that the inscriptions

furnish either a coherent chronology, or events in the reigns of

the kings. Brugsch, in his work on the primeval history of

Egypt, lays it down that the ancient Egyptians had no era, that

(267) xvii. 4. In § 8, Ammianus speaks of the hieroglyphic writing

upon the obelisks. The inscription is restored by K. O. Muller, Arch, der

Kunst, § 224. Compare Uhlemanu, Handb. part 1. p. 18.

(268) Lcemans, Prolegom. ad Horapoll. p. xvii. has the following

remark upon the preservation of the knowledge of the hieroglyphic lan-

guage :
• Temporibus serioribus, sacris Christianorum invalescentibus,

cognitionem saltern aliquant hieroglyphicorum apud occultos veterum

rituum .Egyptiacorum cultores servatain fuisse, probabile est
;
pnecipue

apud eos, qui ad scholas et sectas Gnosticorum JSgyptiacas pertincrenl.'
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they denoted events only by the year of the king’s reign, and

that this mode of reckoning affords no materials for a chrono-

logical system^269
)

The meagreness of the historical informa-

tion which Bunsen
(
27

°) and Brugsch profess to have extracted

from the hieroglyphical inscriptions, must be apparent to every

reader. Bunsen, indeed, speaks of ancient Egypt as the ‘ monu-

mental’ nation
;
but its monuments arc colossal buildings, not

intelligible inscriptions containing historical records^371
)

If the

hieroglyphical writings which have been interpreted have been

interpreted correctly, and if they may be taken as a sample of the

rest, we may be satisfied that there is nothing worth knowing.

The work of Sir Gardner Wilkinson, upon ancient Egypt, which

speaks to the eye, is far more instructive than the efforts to

address the mind through the restored language of the Egyp-

tians. It may be feared that the future discoveries of the

Egyptologists will be attended with results as worthless and as

uncertain as those which have hitherto attended their ill-requited

and barren labours. The publication of an inedited Greek

scholiast or grammarian might be expected to yield more fruit

to literature than the vague phrases of Oriental adulation or

mystical devotion which are propounded to us as versions of

hieroglyphic inscriptions.

(269) n ist. d'Egypte, part i. p. 2-11 .

(270) The utmost that Bunacn can bring himself to say is, that ' he
individually persists in believing that the Egyptian monuments contain

chronological notations but he admits ‘ that we do not yet understand
them sufficiently to build any system upon representations of so problema-
tical a character,’ Egypt, vof. ii. pref. p. xii. Eng. trans.

(271) ‘We have no traces (says Niebuhr) of the Egyptians having ever
had a history of their own. They had indeed a chronology (P), but true

history they had not; and this observation is confirmed by what has been
found in the newly explained inscriptions since the discovery of the art of
deciphering the hieroglyphics. We might have expected to find in the
inscriptions on the obelisks records of the exploits of the kings ; but we
nowhere meet with historical accounts. There are indeed historical repre-

sentations ; but they are not accompanied by historical inscriptions, and in

most eases the representations have nothing at all to do with history.’

Lectures on Ancient History, translated by Dr. Schmitz, vol. i. p. 63 .
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Chapter VII.

EARLY HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE
ASSYRIANS.

§ 1 TT now remains for us to examine the accounts of Assy-

*- rian antiquity, which have been handed down by the

ancient authors, and to consider how far they serve to support

the hypothesis of the existence of scientific astronomy at

Babylon in remote times.

Herodotus, who is copious upon the primitive kings of the

Egyptians, Medes, and Lydians, is brief upon the Assyrian

history. This brevity seems to have been due to his intentiou

of composing a separate work on Assyrian affairs ;(') au inten-

tion which he never executed. He assigns a period of 520

years to the dominion of the Assyrians in Upper Asia
; and he

states that the Medes were the successors of the Assyrians.
(

2

)

Herodotus mentions a long series of Babylonian kings, but

reserves a detailed account of them for his separate Assyrian

history. (*) The only two sovereigns whom he names in this

context are Semiramis and Nitocris. He states that the latter

was the wife of Labynetus, whose son of the same name was

king when Cyrus took Babylon (*) (538 b.c)
;

and that the

(i) i. 106, 18-1. See Mure's Hist, of Gr. Lit. vol. iv. p. 332. Larcher
doubts whether the Assyrian history of Herodotus was ever written,

Herodote. tom. vii. p. 147. Dahlmann and Biilir are of the same opinion.

Muller, HiBt. of Gr. Lit. vol. i. p. 354, thinks that it was composed and
published. Mr. liawlinson holds the same opinion, Herod, vol. i. p. 29,

249.

(a) i. 95.

(3) Baflv\u>voe ravrrjr iroXXot ptv kov sat cTXXoi iyivnvro 3narX(f p,

to>» iv Total 'Aaovpiuuji Xciyouri pvt)pt]v mn fjirapai Of 8r) Ka i yveai«p
X iCo, i. 184.

'

'

(4 ) i. 188. Labynetns, the king of the Babylonians who mediated
between Cyaxares and Alyattes after the eclipse of Thales (585 B.c.) is

identified by C. O. Muller, Rhein. Mus. 1827, p. 295, with Nebucadnezzar,

ace Herod, i. 74, 77. Above, p. 86 .
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former reigned five generations before Nitocris : (

s
)

so that her

lifetime would fall about a century before the capture of Baby-

lon, 638 b.c. He makes Belus and Ninus successive kings of

the Heraclidc dynasty of Lydia ;(“) and does not connect them

with Assyria ; though he mentions the town of Ninus as the

ancient Assyrian capital
; (J)

and states that one of the gates of

Babylon was called after the name of Ninus, another after the

name of Belus. (®) Elsewhere he speaks incidentally of Sarda-

napalus. King of Ninus, as possessing large treasures, accumu-

lated in a subterranean treasury. (®) The place of Sardanapalus

in the Assyrian series of Herodotus is unfixed.

§ 2 A copious and connected account of the early Assyrian

kings, and of their chronology, was first presented to the

Greeks by Ctesias, a Greek physician, who resided at the Court

of Artaxerxes, King of Persia, about the year 415 b.c.

He wrote a history of Persia, in 23 books, the first six of

which contained a history of Assyria. In this work he made

use of the records in the royal archives ;(
10

)
and it can be rea-

sonably assumed, that, though he may have been credulous and

deficient in judgment, he followed the best accredited account

of early Assyrian history which was then current in Central

Asia. He considered the Persian as the successors of the

Assyrian kings, and he inserted at the end of his work a list of

the entire series from Ninus and Semiramis to Artaxerxes.^ 1

)

Photius, to whom we owe an abridgment of the latter books

of the Persica of Ctesias, omits the introductory part relating

to Assyria. Diodorus, however, in his account of Assyrian

history, has taken Ctesias for his guide, and we are thus

(5) i. 184. The story of the tomb over a gate of Babylon, opened by
Darius, which Herodotus tells of Nitocria, c. 187, is transferred by Plu-
tarch to Semiramis, Keg. et Imp. Apophth. p. 173. Repeated by Stob.
Flor. x. 63.

(6) i. 7. (7) i. 178.

(8) iii. 155. (9) ii. 150.

( 10) Diod. ii. 22. Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. p. 307.

( 1 1 ) Ctesias, ap. Phot. Bibl. Cod. 72, ad fin : Kardkayoi fiacn\iuv atro

N Ivav cal '-Apro£ep£ou, c'v uls icai to ttkos.
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enabled to ascertain tlie principal features of tlie Assyrian his-

tory of that writer.

According to Ctesias, the Assyrian empire was established

by Ninus. Before him, there were kings in Asia; but they

had performed no memorable act, and their names were not

preserved. Ninus was a great conqueror
;
he subdued all Asia

from the Tanais and the Nile in the West, to India and Bactria

in the East. He likewise founded the city of Ninus (or

Nineveh), and called it after his own name. Not being satisfied

with the empire of all Western Asia, he invaded Bactria with

an army of 1,700,000 infantry, 210,000 cavalry, and nearly

10,600 war chariots. In this campaign Ninus received impor-

tant assistance from a woman distinguished for her beauty and

courage, the wife of one of his officers, named Semiramis. He
made her his own wife, and she bore him a son named Ninyas.

Ninus died soon afterwards, and left the kingdom to Semiramis.

She executed many great works, which preserved her name in

later times
;
she likewise became the founder of Babylon and

other cities.
(
13

)
Semiramis was a conqueror, as well as her

husband : she overran Egypt, Northern Africa, and ./Ethi-

opia.^*) She also invaded India, with an army of 3,000,000

infantry, 500,000 cavalry, and 100,000 chariots; but was forced

to return with the loss of two-thirds of her army. Semiramis

died at the age of 62, after a reign of 42 years, and was sue-

ceeded by her son Ninyas.
(

u
)

This prince renounced the

energetic and warlike policy of his father and mother; he

passed his time in his palace, devoted to luxurious enjoyment.

Ninyas was succeeded by 30 kings, in a regular series from

(ia) Pliny, vi. 3, state* that Melita in Cappadocia wa* built by Semi-
rami* ; repeated by Solin. c. 45, § 4. Solinus, c. 64, § 2, Bays, that she
built Arachosia. Two cities of Petra, in Arabia, named Besamme and
Soractia are stated by Pliny, vi. 28, to have been founded by Semiramis.
A mountain of Carmania bore the name of Semiramis, Arrian. Peripl.

Mar. Bub. p. 20.

(13) Plutarch, de Alex. Fort. ii. 3, describes Semiramis as a martial

queen, who sailed along the Red Sea, and subdued the ASthiopians and
Arabians.

(14) Diod. ii. 1—20.
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father to son,(u
)
whose names Diodorus does not transcribe,

because they did nothing worthy of being recorded. The only

event during their reigns which had been rescued from oblivion

was the expedition sent by Teutamus to his vassal. King Priam,

under the command of Memnon, when Troy was besieged by

the Greeks
; and this was said to rest upon the authority of the

court registers of the Assyrian kings.
(
16
)

The last of these 30

kings was Sardanapalus, celebrated for his luxury, who was

besieged in Nineveh by Arbaces the Mede and Belesys the

Chaldiean, and who destroyed himself on the pvre, in order to

avoid defeat. With him ended the Assyrian empire, after a

duration of more than 1300 years.

The duration of the Median empire from Arbaces to Asty-

ages is reckoned by Ctesias at 282 years :(
17

)
so that, assuming

the accession of Astyages to be fixed at 594 b.c., the 1300

years of the Assyrian empire, according to the chronology of

Ctesias, lasted from 2176 to 876 b.c.

§ 3 Berosus has been already mentioned as a Babylonian

astronomer and astrologer, who introduced astrology into

Greece, and who lived in the times of Alexander the Great and

of Antiochus Soter.( 18
)

Besides his labours on the science of

the stars, he composed a history of Babylon, containing a cos-

mogony and an account of the primitive Assyrian kings; he

( 15) Diod. ii. 21, 28, slates that the Assyrian monarchy lasted for 30
generations, from Ninusto Sardanapalus ; and in c. 23, that Sardanapalus
was the 30th king from Ninus. Syneellus, however, quotes Diodorus as
saying that Sardanapalus was the 35th king from Ninus, and that the
monarchy lasted for 45 generations, vol. i. p. 312, 813, Bonn. Both these
lutter numbers appear to be corrupt. Cephalion, cited by Syncell. vol. i.

p. 316 (repeated in Euseb. p. 41), states that Ctesias enumerated only
23 of the ruinfaineants, who succeeded Ninyas

;
see Fragm. Hist. Or. vol.

iii. p. 626 ; but the number 30 in Diodorus was probably derived from
Ctesias.

( 16 ) wtpi pivovv Mvfivofoc roiavr’ Iv rais fiaaiXuuus avayparfmis ioropfia&al

<f>u<riv ol {japfieipm, Diod. ii. 22.

Concerning the synchronism of Teutamus with the Trojan War, see

below, § 7.

( 17 ) Ap. Diod. ii. 32—4. Compare Clinton, F. H. vol. i. p. 261.

( 18) Above, p. 296 j Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 495 ;
Clinton, F. H.

vol. iii. p. 505.
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declared his book to be founded upon records carefully pre-

served in Babylon, which went back for a period somewhat

exceeding 150,000 years.
(
I9

)

The work of Berosus is lost, and his Assyrian chronology is

principally known to us through the extracts preserved in the

Greek chronographers, whose reports do not always coincide.

He stated that the Babylonians reckoned past time by long

periods
; and that, in their language, Sarus denoted a period of

8600 years, Nerus a period of 600 years, and Sossus a period of

60 years. The ten first Assyrian kings, in the list of Berosus,

reigned before the deluge, and the duration of their reigns was

stated by him in Sari. The series is as follows :

—

Sari. Years.

1. Alorus 10 ... . 86,000

2. Alaparus 8 . . 10,800

3. Amelon 13 ... . 46,800

4. Ammenon 12 ... . 43,200

6. Amegalarus 18 ... . 64,800

6. Daonus 10 ... . 36,000

7. Enedorachus 18 . 64,800

8. Amempsinus 10 . 36,000

9. Otiartes 8 . . 28,800

10. Xisuthrus 18 ... . 64,800

Total 120 432,000H
The only events attributed by Berosus to this portentous

antediluvian period are the periodical appearances of certain

(19) Synccll. vol. i. p. 25 ; Alexander Polyhistor, ib. p. 50, ed. Bonn.
The number in the Armenian Eusebius is, ‘ab annorum myriadibus
ducentis et quindeeim,’ i.e. 2,150,000; but the text of Syncellus appears

preferable. Josephus, contr. Apion. i. 19, speaks of Berosus as rale ap^aio-

rdraiv «Vn*oXoi><W urayptupali. Agathias, ii. 24, mentions Berosus as having
' composed the primitive history of the Assyrians.

(jo) This list is preserved, with close agreement, by Euseb. p. 5, ed.

Mai, and Syncellus, vol. i. p. 69—71, ed. Bonn. Sec Frngrn. Hist. Gr. vol.
—

’ ii. p. 499—500, vol. iv. p. 280, 281. Eusebius cites from Alexander Poly,
histor, Syncellus from Abydenus and Apollodorus. Some discrepancies

occur in the proper names
; but all the three versions agree in the total of

10 kings and 120 sari.

D D
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amphibious monsters, compounded of a man and a fish, like the

mermen of medieval fiction, who passed the night in the Red

Sea, but came upon land during the daytime.
(

21
)

The prevail-

ing name for these monsters was Annedotus ; hut some of them

received other denominations.

From the deluge, Berosus enumerated a series of S6 kings

of Assyria, whom he named in their order. The names of the

two first are alone preserved, Eucchius,(22
)
who reigned 4 neri,

or 2400 years
;
and his son Chomasbelus, who reigned 4 neri 5

sossi, or 2700 years. The reigns of these 86 kings are said to

have lasted 34,080 years. (**)

According to Berosus, as reported in Eusebius, the reigns

of these 86 kings were followed by an invasion of the Medes,

who captured Babylon, and established a dynasty of Median

kings. This dynasty lasted for eight reigns and 224 years, and

was succeeded by 11 kings, the duration of whose reigns can-

not be stated, in consequence of a defect in the text of Euse-

bius. After them came 49 Chaldsean kings, who reigned 458

years ;
then 9 Arabian kings, who reigned 245 years

;
and lastly

45 kings, who reigned 526 years. The next kings are Phul,

Senecharib and his son Asordanes, and Marudach Baldancs.

The early Assyrian chronology of Berosus is differently re-

ported by Syncellus, though both he and Eusebius profess to

follow the authority of Alexander Polyhistor. According to

(at) Concerning the god Dngon, whom Milton describes as

‘ Sea-monster, upn ard man,
And downward fish,'—(Par. Lost, b. i.)

gee Winer in v. Derceto likewise was a fish-goddess, Diod. ii. 4 ; Ovid,
Met. iv. 45 ; Plin. v. 32 ; Lucian, de Dea Syr. c. 14. Concerning the
sanctity of fishes in Syria, see Ovid, Fast. ii. 401—172; Hygiu. Poet.

Astron. ii. 30 ; Lucian, ib. c. 45, and the notes in Lehmann's edition, vol. ix.

p. 393 ;
Mauil. iv. 580—583.

(ji) This name is written E in Syncellus according to Dindorf §

text, and Evexiut in the Armenian Eusebius, the Greek x and the Latin x
being confounded.

(33) Syncellus, vol. i. 147, states the period at 9 sari, 2 neri, and 8
sossi = 32,400 + 12O0 + 480= 34.080. In Eusebius the sum is stated as

33,091, Fragm. Hist. Gr. ib. p. 503.
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Syncellus, among the 86 kings, who reigned 34,080 years, only

the two first, Euechius and Chomasbelus, were native Chal-

dteans
; the other 84 were Medes. There follows a dynasty,

of 7 Chaldaean kings, at the head of which is Zoroaster : they

reign for 190 years. (**)

Omitting, therefore, the ten antediluvian kings from Alorus

to Xisuthrus, who reigned 432,000 years, the Assyrian chrono-

logy of Berosus, so far as it can be restored from our extant

sources, appears to have been as follows :

—

Tears of reigns.

Euechius, Chomasbelus, and 84 other

kings 34,080

8 Median kings . 224

11 kings (text imperfect)

49 Chaldaean kings 458

9 Arabian kings . 245

Semiramis . . not stated.

45 kings 526

Phul . . not stated.

Senecharib . 18

Asordanus . 8

Sammughes 21

Sardanapalus 21

Nabopolassar 21 (

36
)

Nabucodrossor 43

Amilmarudoch 2

Neriglissar . 4

Laborosoarchod . . 9 months.

Nabodenus 17

Cyrus . 9(“)

(34 ) Syncell. vol. i. p. 147. Clinton, F.

ders the account of Syncellus as confused

of Eusebius.

(35) C. Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol.

Eusebius, ' et Nabopolassarus annis viginti.’

H. vol. i. p. 270, note d, consi-

and mutilated, and prefers that

ii. p. 505, supplies in the text of
But in the following extract

of Josephus, Berosus is cited as giving 21 years to Nabopolassar: hence
restore in Eusebius, ‘ et Nabupolassarua viginti annis et uno.’

(
36) See Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 609 ; Clinton, F. H. vol. i. p. 272.

d d 2
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§ 4 The astronomical canon, which enumerates the Assyrian

kings, with the years of their reigns, from Nabonassar to Cyrus,

was regarded by the Alexandrine astronomers as authentic, and

may reasonably be assumed to have been founded on the best

extant evidence. In this canon the series of kings is as fol-

lows :—t*7
)

Years of a.c.

reign. First year of reign.

Nabonassarus .... 14 ... 26 Feb. 747

Nadius 2 733

Cliinzer and Porus ..5 .731
Ilulasus 5 726

Mardocempadus . . .12 751

Arceanus 5 729

First interregnum . . 2 724

Bilibus 3 722

Aparanadius .... 6 699

Rhegebelus ..... 1 693

Mescsimordacus ... 4 692

Second interregnum . . 8 688

Asaridinus 13 680

Saosduchinus .... 20 667

Ciniladanus 22 647

Nabopollassarus ... 21 625

Nabocolassarus . . 43 604

Uloarudamus .... 2 561

Nericasolassarus ... 4 559

Nabonadius 17 555

Cyrus 9 588

§ 5 The Assyrian chronology adopted by Synccllus is as

follows. He begins the series with Euechius and Chomasbelus,

identifying Euechius with Nimrod, and he states the reigns

thus :

—

(37 ) See Halina’s Ptolemy, vol. iii. ; Des Yignoles, Ckron. d'Hist.
Sainte, vol. ii. p. 319 j Ideler, Chron. vol. i. p. 98, 220 .
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Year* of reign.

Euechius 0^ 2776 a.m.

Chomasbclus 7

Porus . 35

Nechubes ....... 43

Nabius 48

Oniballus 40

Zinzerus ....... 46

Total . . . 225J

These kings were succeeded by an Arabian dynasty of six

kings, viz. :

—

Mardocentes . . . . . . 44 years of reign,

Mardacus .... ... 40

Sisimordacus . . . ... 28

Nabius ... 37

Parannus .... ... 40

Nabunnabus . . . ... 25

Total . . . 214

The Arabian dynasty was succeeded by forty-one native

kings, who reigned 1460 years. The first of these was Belus,

and the last was Macoscolerus, otherwise called Sardana-

palus. The entire time from Euechius to Macoscolerus is

reckoned by Synccllus as 1899 years, from 2776 to 4675 a.m.

(2724 to 825 b.c.) (*
8
)

The forty-one kings, from Belus, Ninus, Semiramis, and

Ninyas, to Sardanapalus, inclusive, are enumerated by Syn-

ccllus, together with the durations of their respective reigns. (")

§ 6 According to the list of Eusebius, there are thirty-six

kings from Ninus to Sardanapalus, making a period of 1240

years. Syncellus prefixes Belus to his list, and gives him a

reign of fifty-five years : his kings from Ninus to Sardanapalus

(j8) Sync. vol. i. p. 169, 172.

(39) lb. p. 181, 193, 203, 232, 277, 286, 293, 301, 312.
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are forty, being four more than those of Eusebius : and their

reigns occupy 1462 years. With the exception of the four ad-

ditional kings in the list of Syncellus, the names and places of

the kings in the two lists agree, and the durations of the reigns

nearly agree. Several of the names are Greek, as Sphserus,

Amyntas, Lamprides, Dercylus, Laosthenes. (®°)

§ 7 Ctesias was the earliest Greek Writer who gave a full

narrative of Assyrian history. Although his chronology differed

from that of Herodotus, his account seems to have been gene-

rally adopted by his countrymen, and to have formed the basis

of the received version of Assyrian history current in later

times. The foundation of the Assyrian Empire by Ninus and

Semiramis, its extinction under Sardanapalus, and its duration

for 1800 years, were accepted by the prevailing belief of anti-

quity, as fully represented in Diodorus, and partially exhibited

by other writers.
(

31
)

(3°) Clinton, F. H. vol. i. p. 207. The list of Assyrian kings in
the Chronicon of Cassiodorus agrees with that in Eusebius from Ninus to
Mithncus.

(31) Strabo, xvi. i. § 2, says that Ninus founded the city of Ninua, and
that his wife Semiramis founded Babylon: that they bequeathed the
empire to their successors down to Sardanapalus, when it passed to the
Jlede8. (In this passage the words sat 'Apfidicov should be expunged ; or
we should read, fuTtcrrij 6' tit MijSout vartpon im‘

’

ApfiaKov.) Nicolaus
Damascenes, who lived in the time of Augustus, states that the Assyrian
Empire lasted from Ninus and Semiramis to Sardanapalus, and was over-
thrown by Arbaces and Belesys, Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 357. Justin
exactly follows Ctesias: he makes Ninus the founder ofthe Assyrian Empire;
Semiramis the builder of Babylon ; and Sardanapalus the last king. He
gives the name of Arbactus to the Satrap of Media, who overthrew Sar-
danapalus, and founded the Median Empire, i. 1—3. Velleius, i. 6, states
that the Assyrian Empire was founded by Ninus and Semiramis, who
built Babylou

; that they were succeeded by 33 kings, in regular succession
from father to son, the last of whom was Sardanapalus ; that Sardanapalus
was overthrown by Pharnaces the Mede

; and that the Assyrian Empire
lasted 1070 years. The latter number is considered corrupt by Mr.
Clinton. For Pharnaces we should probably read Arbaces. Orosius, i. 1,
states that Ninus, son of Belas, founded the Assyrian Empire ; that Ninus
lived 3184 years after Adam, and 2015 years before the birth of Christ.
The conquering career of Ninus and Semiramis is described by Orosius
alter Ctesias : he introduces the period of 1300 years, but apparently mis-
applies it (i. 4). He states that Ninus reigned 52 years, and Semiramis
42 years, and that Semiramis founded Babylon, ii. 3; that Sardanapalus,
the last king of Assyria, reigned 64 years before the building of Itome
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The scheme of Assyrian kings from Ninus to Sardanapalus

was adopted by Syncellus, but with variations to which we

shall advert lower down.

Ninus, and his queen Semiramis, appear to be purely fabu-

lous beings. The name of Ninus is derived from the city; he

is the eponymous king and founder of Nineveh :(
s2

)
and stands

to it in the same relation as Tros to Troy, Medus to Media,(3S
)

Perseus to Persia,
(

S4
)
zEgyptus to Egypt, Lydus to Lydia, (*•)

Maeou to Maeonia,(36
)
Romulus to Rome. His conquests, and

those of Semiramis, are as unreal as those of Sesostris. It is

characteristic of these fabulous conquerors, that although they

are reported to have overrun and subdued many countries, the

history of those countries is silent on the subject. Sesostris is

related to have conquered Assyria
;
and the king of Assyria was

doubtless one of those whom he harnessed to his chariot. But

the history of Assyria makes no mention of Sesostris. Semi-

(817 B.c.) ; that he was overthrown by his satrap Arbatus the Mode, and
burnt himself on the pyre, and that the empire passed to the Medes, after

having remained with the Assyrians for llfiiyears, i. 19, ii. 3. The period
of 13<X) years, in i. 4, seems to be the interval between the foundation of the
Assyrian Empire and the foundation of Rome ; according to the figures sub-
sequently given by Orosius this interval would be 1164 -f- 64= 1228 years.

Col. Mure remarks that * the dales of Ctesias [for the Assyrian Empire]
have been preferred, with occasional slight variations, by almost all the
subsequent native Greek chrouologers,’ Hist, of Lit. of Gr. vol. iv. p. 334.

(33 ) This is the statement of Ammian. Mtrcellin. xxiii. 6
, § 22, and of

Steph. Byz. in N«W.

{33 ) Medus was the founder of the Persian Empire, according to HSsch.
Pert. 765. Medus, the progenitor of the Medes, was also called the son
of Medea and Jason, Strab. xi. 13, § 10.

(34 )
Herod, vii. 61, says that Perseus, son of Jupiter and Danse, mar-

ried Andromeda, and that their sou Perses gave his name to the Persian

people. Compare Apollod. ii. 4, $ 5. Perseus, the son of Jupiter and
llanae, was the reputed founder of Tarsus, Amm. Marc. xiv. 8 , 3. Josephus,

B. J. iii. 9, § 3, states that the marks of the chains by which Andromeda
was fastened to the rocks were still shown on the sea-shore near Joppa, in

Syria. Josephus, who did not receive the Greek mythology, observes that

these marks attest, not the truth, but the antiquity, of the legend.

(35 ) According to Herod, i. 171, Lydus, Mysus, and Car, were brothers,

and gave their names to the three nations, cf. i. 7. Xanthus, ap. Dion.

Hal. Ant. Horn, i, 28, likewise derives the Lydians from Lydus.

(36 )
‘ Dicti post Micona regem Mteones,' Claudian, Eutrop, ii. 245. Con-

cerning Mmon, see Diod. iii. 58.
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ramis is related to have conquered Egypt
;
but the history of

Egypt makes no mention of Semiramis. Osymandyas, king of

Egypt, is reported to have made war upon the revolted Bac-

trians, with an army of 420,000 men
;
but his expedition is not

recorded in the history of the countries which he must have in-

vaded in order to reach this distant region^87) To find a pa-

rallel for this state of things in the annals of modern nations,

we must suppose that the history of France described Napoleon

as a great conqueror, who subdued or overran Germany, Russia,

Italy, and Spain
; but that the histories of Germany, Russia,

Italy, and Spain were silent as to such a person, and de-

scribed each country as undisturbed by any aggressor, at the

time when the history of France represented Napoleon to have

been occupied in performing these great deeds.

Phoenix of Colophon, a choliambic poet, who lived about

800 b.c.^38
)
conceived Ninus as an indolent and luxurious king,

and confounded him with Sardanapalus.^9
)

He attributes to

Ninus the epitaph on the theme, ‘ Let us eat and drink, for to-

morrow we die/ which Chcerilus and other authors more con-

sistently ascribe to Sardanapalus.

The birth of Semiramis is enveloped with marvels. She

is the daughter of a goddess and of a man; the mother is

ashamed of her amour with a mortal, and exposes her new-

born infant in a lonely place ; the babe is fed for a year by

doves
; and at the end of this time is found, like Romulus and

Remus, by shepherds, who carry her to the manager of the

royal flocks.

(37 ) Diod. i. 47—8. Osymandyas is said to hare had a tame lion,

which fought by his aide in battle. The use of lions in war is ascribed by
Lucretius to the Parthians :

—

Et validos Parthi prse se misere leones,

Cum doctoribus armatis, sievisque magistris,

Qui moderarier his possint, vinclisque tenere.—v. 1300—11.

This custom is inconsistent with the nature of the lion, and never occurs

in authentic history.

(38 ) Pans. i. 9, § 7.

(39) Ap. Athen. xii. p. 530 E. Compare Naeke’s Chcerilus, p. 196,

226 ; Anth. Plan. iii. 27, App. 97, ed. Jacobs. Above, p. 250.

(40) Diod. ii. 4. Derccto, the Syrian goddess, is the mother of Semi-
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Ctesias represented Ninus as having bequeathed his king-

dom to Semiramis. Dinon, however, and other historians,

stated that she was a beautiful courtezan, who became the wife

of Ninus, and persuaded him to entrust her with supreme power

for five days
;
that on the first day she gave a splendid banquet

to the principal grandees and the commanders of the troops

;

and that, having gained them over, she threw her husband into

prison, put him to death, and made herself queen.
(
41

)
A story

followed by Conon represented Semiramis as the daughter, not

the wife, of Ninus.
(

42
)

Some writers mentioned by Macrobius

likewise adopted the same story. (**)

Semiramis was not only the mythical founder of Babylon^44
)

ramis, and her birth and exposure are supposed to take place near Ascalon,

in Syria. Justin, xxxvi. 2, however, says that Damascus was the birth-

place of Semiramis, and the cradle of the Assyrian kings. Lucian, de Dei
Syria, o. 14, speaks of Derceto as the mother of Semiramis. He likewise

mentions the sanctity of the dove in Syria, and states that the Syrians

abstain from eating its flesh. Tibullus alludes to the same fact :

—

Quid referam, ut volitet crebras in tacts per urbes

Alba Pahestino sancta columba Syro t—i. 7, 17.

. Compare Hygin. fab. 197.

(41) Diod. li. 20; A51ian, V. H. vii. 1 ; Plutarch, Amator. 9. Compare
Frag. Hist. Gr. vol. iL p. 89. Dinon lived soon after 350 b.c. Like
Ctesias, he wrote a work entitled Ilcptrud. Echion, or Aetion, who
flourished in 352 B.c., painted a celebrated picture of Semiramis, in her

nuptial attire, raised from the condition of a slave to the rank of queen,
Plin. xxxv. 10. According to Hygin. fab. 240, Semiramis killed her hus-

band Ninus.

(4a) Narr. c. 9. (43) In Somn. Soip. ii. 10, § 7.

(44) This statement, repeated by Diodorus from Ctesias, is followed

by Strab. ii. 1, § 31, xvi. 1, § 2 ; Plutarch, de Alex. Fort. ii. 3, and Solinus,

c. 50, § 1. Propertius has the following verses on the subject :

—

Persarum statuit Babylona Semiramis urbem,
Ut solidum cocto tolleret aggere opus.

Et duo in adrersum immissi per mamia currus,

Ne possent tacto stringere ab axe latus.

Duxit et Euphrntem medium, qua condidit arces,

Jussit et imperio aurgere Buetra caput.—iii. 11, v. 21—26.

The brick wall of Semiramis is likewise alluded to by Ovid :

—

Ubi dicitur altam

Coctilibus muris cinxisse Semiramis urbem.—Met. iv. 57.

Ovid places the tomb of Ninus at Babylon, ib. 88. The brick wall of

Babylon, built by Semiramis, is included among the Seven Wonders of U10
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but her name was attached to numerous buildings, roads, canals

of irrigation, and great works in Central Asia^45
)

Berosus contradicted the statement of the Greek historians

;

he denied that Semiramis founded Babylon, and that she was

the author of the marvellous works attributed to her. (**) Ste-

phanus of Byzantium says that Babylon was founded by a wise

man of the same name as the city, the son of Belus
;
and that,

according to Herennius, Semiramis lived above a thousand

years after the foundation of Babylon.
(

47
)

The author here re-

ferred to is Herennius Philo, who wrote at the end of the first

century after Christ. Moses of Chorene cites a certain Maribas

of Catana as having explored Chalda-an histories for the advcn-

\\ orld, by Hygin. fab. 223. It is also mentioned aa the work of Semiramia
by Scbol. Juven. x. 171. Semiramia is alluded to by Claudian aa the
founder of Babylon :

—

Claras Carthagines areea
Creditur, et centum portis Babylona auperbam
Femineus stru.visae labor. In Eutrop. i. 331.

Quintas Curtius aaye that Babylon was founded by Semiramia, and not,
aa is generally believed, by Belua, r. 1, § 24. According to Ammian.
Marcellin. xxiii. 6, § 23, the walla of Babylon were built by Semiramis,
and the citadel by Belua. The account of Abydenus was that the walls
of Babylon were built by Belus, and afterw ards restored bv Nabricodros-
aorua, Fragm. HiBt. Gr. vol. iv. p. 283. Dorotheus, in the astrological
verses at the end of Kochly’s Manetho, baa dpxaiij Bu^vXwv Tvplnv BijAow
ndXiapa. Oroaius considers Babylon to have been founded by Nimrod
the giant, and to have been restored by Ninus or Semiramis, ii. 6. This
is an attempt to combine the Biblical and classical accounts.

(45) Diod. ii. 13, 14; Lucian, de Dea Syr. c. 14; Strab. ii. 1, § 26,
xi. 14, § 8, xiii. 2, § 7. xii. 3, § 37. In xvi. 1, § 2, Strabo says ; rije Xipi-
pdpiSor, xtopIt tuv «V Ba/ilvXam fpyav, jroXXa sal uAAn Kara ndcrav yr/v trxiiov

lkvvtiu, £ot; Tijs rpttipm Taerijf «<rri, ra tv x&para, d KiiXoiiri StiupdpiSoc,
Kai Tf ixjj Kai tpvpdrtov KaraaKfvai sat tjvpiyywv rdiv tv avrois sal vXptiutv Kai
kXipuKtov Kai buopiryiav tv norapols sal Xipvais xai o&wv Kai ytipvpuv. Herodotus
says that she made the dykes of the Euphrates near Babylon, i. 184. A
ditch of Semiramis on the Euphrates, is mentioned by Isidorua Chara-
cenus, ap. Geogr. Gr. Min. vol. i. p. 247, ed. C. Muller.

(46) Ap. Joseph, contr. Apion. i. 20. According to Euseb. Chron.
p. 36, the Chaldmana do not include Ninus and Semiramia among their
royal names.

^
(47) In v. Ba&vXaiv. Compare Volney, Rech. Nouv. sur l’Hist. Ane.

CEuvres, p. 481 ; Salmasius, Exerc. Plin. p. 866 E ;
Dr. Smith’s Diet, of

Anc. Biog. and Myth. art. Philon, 7. The text of Stephanus has x*Xioit

tvo, which must be rendered 1002. Volney, however, and Movers,
Pbonisier, vol. ii. p. 253, translate it as if it were tur\iXiois. The statement
recurs in Eustath. ad Dionya. Perieg. 1005, where the number is 1800.
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tares of Semiramis
; (
w

)
but we know nothing as to the authors

or dates of these works.

According to one story, Semiramis took Babylon by divert-

ing the course of the Euphrates. (*•) She is also reported to

have vigorously repressed a revolt of the inhabitants of this

city.(M
)

The accounts of the great constructions of Semiramis are

not more veracious than the stories told in Herodotus of the

great works executed by queen Nitocris, the mother of the king

of Babylon defeated by Cyrus.
(

51
) Philostratus has also a fabu-

lous story of an ancient queen of Babylon, named Medea, who

made a tunnel under the Euphrates. (**)

The idea of a military queen, who carries her conquering

standards from the Indus to Mount Atlas,
(

5S
)

is foreign to

authentic Oriental history, and may be classed with the accounts

of the Amazons, or with the story of the Panda:, an Indian

nation governed by a line of female sovereigns who traced their

descent to a daughter of Hercules.
(

H
)

(48) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 627.

(49) Frontin. Strat. iii. 7, 5. (50) Val. Mar. ix. 3, ext. 4.

(51) i. 185—188. (5a) Vit. Apollon, i. 25.

(53) According to Nearchns, Alexander the Great believed that Semi-
ramis invaded India, and returned with only twenty men, Strab. xv. 1, S 5,

ib. 2, § 5. Megasthenes, however, stated that Semiramis died before her
intended expedition, ib. § 6. According to Solinua, 0. 49, § 3, Panda in

Sogdia was the furthest limit of the Indian expeditions of Bacchus, Her-
cules, Semiramis, and CyruB. Plutarch, de Is. et Os. i. 24, compares the
exploits of Semiramis with those of Sesostris.

(54) See above, p. 268. The numerous children of Hercules were
supposed to have been all sons, Apollod. ii. 7, § 8. Claudian, inveighing

against an eunuch consul, declares that many Oriental states have been
governed by queens, but that no Oriental state was ever governed by an
eunuch :

—

Sumeret illicitos etenim si femina fasces,

Esset turpe minus. Media levibusque Sabteis

Imperat hie sexus, Reginarumque sub armis
Barbarice pars magna jacet. Gena nulla probatur
Eunuchi quae sceptra ferat. In Eutrop. i. 319—324.

The supposed queen of the Medians here alluded to, appears to be Medea,
see Strab. xi. 13, § 10 ; Diod. iv. 67. With respect to the Sabtcan queens,

Claudian alludes not to the queen of Sheba who visited Solomon, 1 Kings x.

;

but to the queeua of Meroe, also called Saba, who are said to have

borne the common name of Candace ; see Strab. xvii. L § 54 ;
Dio Cass.
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The notions of the Greeks and Romans concerning Semi-

ramis were discordant; for while she was represented as a

hardy warrior,
(
66

)
and as a founder of large cities, and the author

of great engineering works, she was also conceived as a sort

of Messalina, devoted to licentious and even incestuous love,

and murdering her lovers after she had dismissed them from her

embraces.
(

s
®) She likewise furnished several mythical origins.

She was supposed to have introduced the loose and flowing dress

of the Orientals ;(
67

) to have established the Asiatic custom of

liv. 6 ;
Arts viii. 29 ; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 351. Some Romans

sent to ^Ethiopia by Nero, reported (among other things), ‘ Regnare
feminam Canagen, quod nomen multis jam annia ad reginas transiit,' Flin.

vL 29. Claudian repeats the same sentiment lower down, v. 427, where he
says of eunuch rulers,

—

* Auroram sane, qua; talia ferre

Gaudet, et assuetas sceptris muliebnbus urbes,

Possideant.'

The poet’s dictum is, however, inconsistent with fact. The lawless habits

of the East, and the seclusion of women, have in general been incompatible

with the rule of queens.

(55) Diodorus mentions an equestrian statue of Semiramis spearing a
leopard, ii. 8. .Elian, V ar. Hist. xii. 39, speaks of Semiramis as a huntress

of lions and leopards. According to Ctesias, Semiramis was the inventor

of the war-galley, Plin. vii. 58.

(56) Ctesias stated that the mounds of Semiramis were the tombs of

her lovers, whom she buried alive, Joann. Antiochen. ap. Fragm. Hist.

Gr. vol. iv. p. 639. According to Justin, i. 2, and Agathias, u. 24, she

cherished an incestuous love for her son Ninyas. Her promiscuous and
incestuous loves and the murders of her lovers are mentioned in Oros.

i. 4. Ovid places Semiramis in juxtaposition with Lais, Am. i. 5, 11, and
Juvenal with Cleopatra, ii. 108. Gahinius is called a Semiramis by Cicero,

de Prov. Consul. 4, in reference to his libidinous conduct in his Syrian

S
rovince. The unnatural love of Semiramis for a horse is mentioned by
uba, ap. Plin. viii. 42 ; Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 472. The 1 impuri

et meretricii mores ’ of Semiramis are noticed by Moses Choren. i. 16.

Dante places Semiramis among the lussuriote :

—

La prima di color, di cui novelle

Tu vuoi saper, mi disse quegli allotta,

Fu itnperatnce di molte favelle.

A vizio di lussuria fu si rotla,

Che libito fe lecito in sua legge,

Per torre il biasmo in eke era condotta.

Ell’ G Semiramis, di cui si legge

Che succedette a Nino e fu sua sposa:

Tenne la terra che il Soldan corregge.

Inf. canto V. ver. 52—60.

(57)

Diod. ii. 6 ; Justin, i. 2. The story of her wearing man's cloiliee

is alluded to in Claudian, Eutrop. i. 339, and Oros. i. 4.
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marriages between mothers aud sons
; (

5R
)
and to have initiated

the use of eunuchs. (
6>

)

Alexander Polyhistor likewise derived the name of Judaea

from Judas, one of the sons of Semiramis^60
)

This origin of

the name is different from that of the Greek writers mentioned

by Tacitus, who traced the Jews to Mount Ida, in Crete, making

them a Cretan colony ; and conceived that the name TovSaiot

was lengthened from T3olo«.(61
)

The latter derivation may be

compared with that of the medieval chroniclers, who traced the

Egyptian Pharaohs to the island of Pharos. Other mythologists

made Judseus and Hierosolymus the sons of the Egyptian god

Typhon.(M
)

Hellanicus transferred some of the attributes of Semiramis

to an ancient queen Atossa, whom he described as assuming

male attire, as introducing the use of eunuchs, as martial in her

habits, and as subduing many nations. (**)

The foundation of Babylon was attributed by some writers

to Belus, not to Semiramis. Abydenus made him the first king

of Assyria, and interposed five kings between him and Ninus.(M
)

According to Syncellus, Belus was the immediate predecessor

(58) Oros. i. 4. The prevalence of marriages between mothers and
sons among the Magi is stated in an extract attributed to Xanthus,
Fragm. Hist. Or. vol. i. p. 43. This custom of the Magi is carried still

farther by Catullus :

—

Nam magus ex matre et nato gignatur oportet,

8i vera est Persarum impia relligio.—Carm. 90.

The practice of incest is attributed to the barbarians generally by Eurip.
Androm. 173—6. Ptolemy, Tetrabibl. ii. 3, considers incest with mothers
as characteristic of the nations of Southern Asia.

(59) Amraian. Marcellin. xiv. 6, § 17 ; Claudian, Eutrop. i. 339—345,
attributes the invention to Semiramis, or to the Parthians. Hellanicus,
fragm. 169, ed. C. Muller, assigned it to the Babylonians ; Clearchus to the
Medes, Athen. xii. p. 514 D. An etymological mythus in Steph. Byz. in

SirdSa gives it to the Persians. Xenophon ascribes the use of eunuchs as

a bodyguard of the Persian kings to the institution of Cyrus, Cyrop. vii.

5, § 00—5. Josephus says that Nebuchadnezzar made some of the
Jewish youths eunuchs, Ant. x. 10, 1.

(60) Steph. Byz. in 'lovUata : Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 364.

(61) Hist. v. 2. (62) Plut. de Is. et Osir. 31.

(63) Fragm. 163a et b, ed. Muller.

(64) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 284.
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of Ninus
;
and he was generally regarded in later times as a

primitive king of Babylon. (
>5

) His name was connected with

the lofty temple in the middle of the city ;
a gate of Babylon

was likewise called after him,(M
)
and he was regarded as the pri-

mitive teacher of astronomy to the Assyrians.
(

67
)

Belus is the

Hellenized form of Baal, who was worshipped in Syria as well

as in Assyria^®8
)

The early mythology of the Greeks connected

Belus with Africa, rather than with Asia. Thus yEscliylus, in his

tragedy of the Supplices, describes Belus, the son of Libya, as

the father of ./Egyptus and Danaus.
(

6S
)

According to Apollo-

dorus,
(
70

)
Agenor and Belus were the sons of Neptune and

Libya; Agenor became king of Phoenicia, and Belus king of

Egypt. The early logographer, Pherecydes, likewise establishes

an affinity between Agenor, Belus, iEgyptus, and Danaus,

though by different links.
(
71
) Pausanias explains the presence

of Belus at Babylon, by saying that he derived his name from

the Egyptian Belus, son of Libya, f
78

)
Writers of the historical

school transferred him to Asia : thus Herodotus places his name

both among the primitive rulers of Persia and in the series of

the Hcraclide kings of Lydia ;(
7S

)
Virgil makes him the father

of Dido, and the first of the Tyrian kings ;(?*) Alexander of

(65) Babrius, part i. procem. ii., says that the Asopian fable was
invented by the ancient Assyrians, ot irpiv nor’ f/aay ini Nurov rf sol B^Xov.

(
66

)
Herod, i. 181, iii. 156, 158. Diodorus, ii. 8 , 9, states that Jupiter

was called Belus by the Babylonians. This statement recurs in A Rath. ii.

24. Some precious stones found in Assyria received the name of Belus,

from the great god of the country, Plin. xxxvii. 65, 68.

(67 ) See above, p. 258.

(
68) See Dr. W. Smith’s Diet, of the Bible, in Baal ; Winer, in Baal

and Bel.

(69

)

Suppl. 314— 20. Pausanias mentions a monument of AEayptus,
the son of Belus, at Patrte, where he took refuge, in order to avoid Danaus
at Argos, vii. 21, § 13.

(70

)

i. 4. (71 ) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 83, fr. 40.

(72 ) iv. 23, § 10.

(73) *• L vii. 61, 150. He says that the Persians were originally called

Cephenes by the Greeks, from their king Cepheus, son of Belus ; that

Perseus, the son of Jupiter and Danae, married Andromeda, daughter of
Cepheus, and that his eon Perseus gave his name to the nation.

( 74)
Ain. i. 622, 729.
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Ephesus, an author contemporary with Cicero, spoke of Belus

as the founder of towns in the island of Cyprus.
(
75

)

The early Greeks were acquainted with the Phoenician and

Egyptian coasts ; but they knew nothing of Central Asia. Strabo

thinks that Homer was ignorant of the Assyrian and Median

empires
;

for that if he had heard of the wealth of Babylon and

Nineveh and Ecbatana, he would have mentioned it, as he

mentioned the wealth ofPhoenicia and of the Egyptian Thebes. (?*)

The same writer discredits the accounts of primitive Oriental

history given by Herodotus and the early Greek authors^77
)

Although Nebuchadnezzar reigned over Assyria from 604 to

561 b.c., and was therefore contemporary with Solon; and

although he twice took Jerusalem, laid siege to Tyre, and ad-

vanced as far as Egypt
;
yet his name and exploits were unknown

to the early Greeks. The only Greek writer stated to have

mentioned him is Megasthenes, who lived about 300 b.c.
; and

he assigns to Nebuchadnezzar the fabulous exploit of having

subdued North Africa and Iberia.(78
)

A fragment of Alcseus, ingeniously restored by Otfried

Muller, describes the poet’s brother, Antimenidas, as having

fought in the army of the Babylonians. This event is referred

by Muller to one of the western expeditions of Nebuchadnezzar

;

but Alcseus does not appear to have mentioned the name of the

Babylonian king under whom his brother fought.
(

79
)

The only Assyrian kings between Ninus and Sardanapalus,

of whom we have anything beyond the name, owe this compa-

rative fame exclusively to their being brought into connexion

with the Greek mythology. Perseus, the son of Dauae, having

been defeated by Bacchus, the son of Semele, is reported to

have landed on the Assyrian coast with 1000 ships, and to have

(75) Steph. Byz. in AdirqSoc
; Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 375.

(76)
xv. 3, § 23. ( 77 ) xi. 6 , § 2, 3.

(78 ) Ap. Joseph. Ant. x. 11, 1; Contr. Apion. i. 20; Syncell. vol. i.

p. 419, ed. Bonn.

(79 ) See Rheinisches Museum, 1827, p. 287.
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taken refuge with king Belimus, in the 610th year after the

foundation of the Assyrian Empire. (®°) At a later date, the ex-

pedition of the Argonauts occurred during the reigns of the

Assyrian kings Panyas and Mithraeus,(91
)

the latter of whom
reigned a thousand years after Semiramis.

(

sa
)

According to

Diodorus and Cephalion, the Trojan War took place during the

reign of Teutamus, the successor of Mithrseus
; Priam was a

satrap of the Assyrian Empire, and sent to Teutamus for assist-

ance after the death of Hector
;
Cephalion even gives the text

of the letter in which this request was made. Teutamus granted

the request, and despatched Memnon, the son of Tithonus, with

an army, to his assistance^8
*) Syncellus states that Babius,

(80) Cephalion, ap. Fragm. Hist. Gr. voL iii. p. 626.

(8 1) Ibid.
(82) Ibid.

(83) Diod. ii. 22 ;
Cephalion, ib. Compare Syncelius, vol. i. p. 285,

Bonn. Diodorus says that Teutamus was the twentieth king from Ninyas.
According to the Greek account, Tithonus and Priam wero brothers, sons

of Laomedon, Diod. iv. 75. The Homeric hymn to Venus, v. 219—239,
describes Tithonus, of the royal family of Troy, as being carried away by
Aurora, and becoming her companion ; but does not make him the father

of Memnon. According to the ancient epic account in the .Ethiopia of
Arctinus, copied by Quintus Calaber, in his second book (see Thirlwall in

Phil. Mus. vol. i. p. 147), Memnon. the ./Ethiopian, the son of Aurora,
comes to Troy from the borders of Ocean, and is there slain by Achilles.

He is a purely mythical personage, and has no connexion either with
Tithonus or with the Assyrian Empire. The account iu theChrestomathia of
Proclus is, Mfftvtov St i 'Hour vl&s ivoic rjt^aKTTOTtvKrSv iraviynKlav napaylvtrai

this Tpwrt ^otjdrjirav. This view of Memnon is rendered in the verse of
Virgil :

—

‘ Eoasque acies, et nigri Memnonis arma.‘—.En. i. 489.

Compare Heyne, Exe. xix. Hesiod placed the tomb ofMemnon in Phrygia,

in accordance with the cyclical legend, Fragm. p. 292, cd. M arckselieffel.

-Elian, Hist. An. v. 1 , likewise speaks of the tomb of Memnon in the

Troad. It was on the banks of the -/Esepus, Paus. x. 31, § G ; Oppian, de
Aucup. i. 6 . Subsequently, however, tue monuments of Memnon were
transferred to other parts of Asia. Aristotle, Pepl. 55, describes Memnon,
the son of Tithonus and Aurora, as buried on the banks of the Belus in

Syria. According to Josephus, Bell. Jud. ii. 10, S 2, there was a monu-
ment of Memnon on the river Beleus, not far from Ptolomais, in Syria (Ace
or Acre). Oppian, Cyneg. ii. 150, places the temple of Memnon in Assyria.

Susa was likewise denominated the Memnonian city, and its acropolis and
palace were called after Memnon 's name, Welcker, Ep. Cyclus, vol. ii.

p. 214. It was likewise said to have been founded by Tithonus, the father

of Memnon, Strab. xv. 3, § 2. According to Hygin. fab. 223, the palace

of Cyrus at Kcbatana, one of the Seven Wonders of the World, was built by
Memnon. Memnon was described as coming from Susa to Troy, Paus. x.

31, 7. This must have been a Greek fiction. The ACthiopes of Homer
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otherwise Tcutamus, or Tautancs, the Second, called by the

Greeks Tithonus, a later king, sent his son Memnon to assist

Priam
;
and he adds that it was to this king that the letter of

Priam was addressed.

(

M
)

The account of the connexion between Memnon and Teu-

tamus appears to have been derived from Ctcsias ; and to the

account of Ctesias we may probably trace the theory of Plato

respecting the origin of the Trojan War, who, in his treatise of

Lairs, states that the Trojans, relying on the assistance of the

Assyrians of Nineveh, provoked the aggression of the Greeks.^5
)

The story of Memnon coming to the aid of Priam was en-

grafted »n Assyrian history by the license of Greek mytholo-

gists, (") as the story of Helen and Proteus was engrafted upon

Egyptian history; and as the story of /Eneas was engrafted

upon Roman history. Belus, Ninus, and Semiramis were of

Oriental origin, though moulded by Greek fiction ; the same

remark likewise applies to the last king Sardanapalus, whose

death on the pyre has been by some critics derived from the

representation of an Assyrian divinity.
(
w

)

Callistbenes, the contemporary of Alexander the Great,

and of the early epic poets were a nation which lived at the extremity of tho
world, on the shores of the circumfluous ocean ; see Volcker’s Homerische
Geographic, p. 87. Hence the black races to the east and south of Egypt
were called /Ethiopians ; Memnon was made a negro ; and his name was
introduced into the Greek mythology of Egypt ; see Welcker, ib. p. 211 ;

Thirlwall, ib. p. 152. /Eschylus, Prom. 807, speaks of a black tribe at the
extremity of the earth, near tho river /Ethiops.

(84) Svneell. vol. i. p. 293, Bonn. Compare Des Vignoles, vol. ii.

p. 266—270.

(85) I)o Leg. iii. 6. p. 685. This may be compared with the theory of
Thucydides, that the Trojan War was owing to the overweening power of
Agamemnon, i. 9. In both cases, the object is to find a more probable
cause than the abduction of Helen.

(86) Niebuhr, indeed, holds that the account of the kingdom of Troy
being a fief of the Assyrian Empire of Nineveh, and of the king of Troy
being a vassal of the Assyrian king, is ‘ a correct historical idea,’ Lectures
on Ancient History, vol. i. p. 24. ed. Schmitz ; but Wolcker justly

denies it any historical foundation, Ep. Cyclus, vol. ii. p. 213.

(87) See K. O. Muller, Sandon und Sardannpal, in the Rheinisehea
Museum, vol. iii. p. 22 (1829) ; Movera, Phonizier, vol. i. p. 458 (1811),
vol. ii. p. 289 (1849).

E E
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stated in his history of Persia, that there were two kings named

Sardanapalus, one of whom was energetic and brave, while the

other was effeminate.

(

M
)

This contrivance for reconciling the

discordances of fiction was often employed by the ancients; but

we know nothing from any other quarter of a warlike Sardana-

palus.

The other obscure kings who were enumerated by Ctesias,

and whose names are probably preserved in the extant lists of

Eusebius and Synccllus, resemble the obscure kings in the

Egyptian lists of Herodotus and Diodorus. They performed

nothing worthy of record, and therefore their reigns are a his-

torical blank. Such is the apology made for the barrenness of

the traditionary account. It is, however, an entire mistake to

suppose that because the king of a great empire is weak and in-

dolent, his reign will be devoid of events. II is weakness and

his indolence may prevent him from attacking his neighbours

;

but they may induce his neighbours to attack him, or may

tempt his subjects to rebel against him. Experience has proved

that the reigns of weak sovereigns arc by no means uneventful.

The fall of the Assyrian Empire itself is ascribed to the contempt

of Sardanapalus inspired into Arbaces the satrap, by seeing him

stunning among the women.
(

w
)

(88 ) Photius ami Suiilas in SapiamnaXos. Compare Gcier, Alex. Hist.

Script, p. 244. The statement as to the existence of two Sardamipuli is cited

from the Persie-a of Hellanicus in Schol. Aristoph. Av. 1022, Fragm. Hist.

Gr. vol.i. p. 87 ; but the Scholiast appears to have mistaken liellanicus for

Caliislheues ; the story of the effeminate king Sardanapalus was probably
unknow n in Greece at the time of liellanicus. Hesyehiua, in v., states that

there were two Sardanapali. It is possible that the idea of a warlike
Sardanapalus may have arisen from a confusion with fiiuus. We know
from the verses of Phoenix already cited, that Niuua and Sardanapalus
were sometimes confounded. Hyginus, fab. 213, has the following pas-

sage: Semiramia in Bubylouia, njuu amisso, in pyrarn sc conjeeit. For
equo amitto, we must read either tquo admisso or reyno umisso

;

but in

either case we must suppose a confusion between Semiramis and Sardana-
palus. A confusion of N itocns and Semiramis has been pointed out above,

p. 398, n 5. The hypothesis of a double Sardanapalus has been adopted
by many modern critics, in order to remove chronological difficulties,

Winer, il. It. W. art. Atxyrien, vol. i. p. 122. The hypothesis of a double
Jf inns will be mentioned below, p. 420. Larcher supposes that there were
several queens named Semiramis, Herod, i. note 4-37. Mr. llawliuson sup-

poses two queens of that name, Herod, vol. i. p. 322.

(89) Aristot. Pol. v. 10; Diod. ii. 24.
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The discordance between the accounts of the profane

writers of antiquity, respecting the history of the Assyrian

Empire, is so great, that it is scarcely possible to institute any

comparison between them. They seem to relate to different

countries ;
so rare are the points of agreement. They differ in

the duration of the empire ;
the time and mode of its foundation

;

the time and mode of its overthrow
;
the names of the kings,

their acts, and the duration of their reigns. In this state of

confusion and conflict, modern chronologists, starting from the

assumption that the traditionary accounts are substantially true,

have acted upon the principle adopted by a court of justice in

construing written instruments, that it will give effect to as

much of the document as it can, ‘ ut res magis valeat quam

pereat.’ They have therefore attempted to harmonize these

accounts as far as is practicable ;
and for this purpose they have

resorted to two contrivances. They have, as in other cases of

discordant testimony, multiplied the subject, and distributed the

evidence They have supposed a double Assyrian Empire in

relation to time—an old and a new empire : they have likewise

supposed a double Assyrian Empire in relation to space—one

empire whose capital is Nineveh, another empire whose capital

is Babvlon. Grant these hypotheses, and four discordant

schemes of Assyrian history are provided each with a separate

compartment.

Des Vignoles, in his work on the Chronology of Sacred

History, exhibits at length his arrangement of the Assyrian

dynasties, from the foundation of the empire to its final extinc-

tion. He places first the old Assyrian Empire, of 1459 years,

beginning with Belus and Ninus, and ending with Sardana-

palus, whom he supposes to have reigned from 915 to 900

b.c^90
)

He adopts the account of Ctesias and other Greek

writers, that Arbaces with the assistance of the Medcs de-

throned Sardanapalus ;
but instead of assuming that Baby-

lon and Ninus became subject towns of the Median capital

(90)
Chronologic de l’Histoire Sainte, vol. ii. p. 7, 210, 284.

K E 2
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Ecbatana, he supposes Belesys, the confederate of Arbaces,

to have been appointed Governor of Babylon, without tribute,

and to have been succeeded by a line of virtually indepen-

dent satraps, down to Nabonassar, who in 747 b.c. declared

himself King of Babylon.
(

91
)

He makes no attempt to supply

the names of these semi-independent rulers. The kings be-

tween Nabonassar and Cyrus in the Astronomical Canon from

from 747 b.c. downwards are considered by Dcs Yignoles as

kings of Babylon exclusively.
(

9a
)

With regard to Nineveh, he

supposes that after the death of Sardanapalus it became the

capital of a second Assyrian kingdom founded under a second

King Ninus. The name of Ninus, the founder of the second

Assyrian Empire, is obtained from a fragment of Castor, the

chronographer, who probably lived about the time of

Cicero :(
93

)
but with this single exception no king of the second

Assyrian Empire of Nineveh, subsequent to Sardanapalus, is

mentioned in any profane writer. The list of Assyrian Nine-

vite kings in Dcs Vignoles, after Ninus the Second, first pre-

sents a chasm of more than a century, and is then filled up with

the names of Assyrian kings, incidentally mentioned in the

sacred history of the Jews, beginning with Phul or Pul, and

ending with Esarhaddon. He supposes Esarhaddon to have

been the last of the Ninevite kings of the second Assyrian Em-
pire

; to have transferred the seat of his empire to Babylon in

C80 B.c., and to have consolidated the Ninevite and Babylonian

kingdoms, which thus again became one Assyrian kingdom from

680 to 588 b.c.(m
)

According to the scheme of Assyrian chronology adopted in

the Art de verifier les Dales, Euechous, the successor of Nim-

rod, is king of Babylon. He and his successors are kings of

Babylon from 2575 to 1993 b.c. In this year, Belus, who had

(91 ) lb. p. 378. (92 ) lb. p. 11, 367.

(93) saToXfiyo/uv Art Nitwit TOV Sia6f((ififvov rr/v fiaaiXtlav irapa iaptava-

iraAAov, Castor, ap. Syncell. vol. i. p. 387, Bonn.

(94) lb. p. 323, 389.
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ruled over Assyria for 30 years, conquers Babylon, and annexes

it to his kingdom. Bclus is succeeded by Ninus and Semi-

ramis, and the joint kingdom of Assyria and Babylon lasts from

1993 to 793 b.c., when Empacmes or Eupales, otherwise called

Sardanapalus, is dethroned by Arbaces and Belcsys
;
and the

kingdom was again divided : the kingdom of Assyria being

governed by Phul, the kingdom of Babylon by Belesys. The

former kingdom was overthrown by the Medes, in the reign of

Chinaladanus, also called Sarak and Sardanapalus, in 625 b.c. :

the latter kingdom lasted until the reign of Nabodanius, when

it was overthrown by Cyrus (538 b.c.)(95
)

According to this

hypothesis, there is first a separate kingdom of Babylon
;
then

there is a kingdom of Assyria including Babylon; afterwards

there are separate kingdoms of Assyria and Babylon in parallel

lines until 625 b.c., at which year the kingdom of Assyria be-

comes extinct, but the kingdom of Babylon lasts 87 years

longer, until 538 b.c.

These conjectural plans of Assyrian history may serve to

exemplify the manner in which the subject is treated by modern

critics. Every successive critic exercises the same latitude of

discretion in the construction of hypotheses, but each rejects

the views of his predecessors, and propounds a new scheme of

his own. Thus Larcher identifies Sardanapalus with Phul, and

places him at 765 b.c^96
)

He considers Nabouassar as the

founder of the kingdom of Babylon in 717 b.c., and makes

Semiramis his wife.(97
)

Volney adopts another system of Assy-

rian chronology^98
)

Clinton a fourth, (") and Mr. Bawlinson a

fifth.
(

10
°) Mr. ClintoQ has quite a peculiar arrangement. He

(95) See Art de verifier les Dates (Paris, 1819, 8vo), tom. iL p. 338

—

364.

(96) Trad. d’Hdrodote, tom. vii. p. 148, 595. Larcher holds that the
era of Nabonassar marks the commencement of Babylonian independence,
ib. p. 158, 167.

(97 ) Ib. p. 167, 171, 182.

(98 ) (Euvres, p. 409—514 (ed. 1837).

(99 ) Fast. Hell. vol. i. App. c. 4.

( 100) Herodotus, vol. i. p. 432.
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supposes a separate kingdom of Babylon, which both begins

and ends before the Ninevite kingdo tn of Assyria. The chro-

nology of this separate Babylonian kingdom is thus stated by

him
YRABS. B.C.

Conquest of Babylon by the Medes:

8 Median kings . 224 2233

11 kings . . . . . . 69 2009

49 Chaldaeans .... . 458 1940

9 Arabians .... . 245 1482

Ended 1237

Total duration . . 996

The chronological scheme for the parallel Ninevite kingdom

of Assyria is stated as follows :—By ‘ the Empire’ is meant the

union of Nineveh and Babylon under one king :

—

YEARS. B.C.

Niuus—Assyrian monarchy • 2182

Before the Empire . 675 1912

During the Empire, 24 kings . 526 1237

Sardanapalus .... 876

After the Empire, 6 kings . . 105 711

Capture of Nineveh . 606

Total duration . . 1306

The reader will observe that the kingdom of Babylon is

made to end in the year at which the Assyrian * Empire’ is

made to begin.

(

101
)

Nevertheless, Mr. Clinton states that

Babylon had always kings of her own from the earliest times

;

and he arranges the kings of the astronomical canon from

Nabonassar to Nebuchadnezzar, in a parallel column to the

Assyrian kings from Pul, 769 B.c., to the capture of Nineveh in

606 b.c. He identifies Sardanapalus with the Assyrian (not

the Babylonian) king Nabuchodonosor, and places him at

630 b.c.(10*)

(ioi) See Clinton, ib. p. 282. (
102)

lb. p. 278.
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§ 8 It is possible that Nineveh and Babylon may at certain

periods have been each the seat of an independent kingdom

;

but there is no evidence of such a fact. Herodotus considered

Nineveh to have been the original capital of the Assyrian

Empire, and after its downfall to have been succeeded by

Babylon.

(

105
)

He calls Sardanapalus king of Nineveh.
(

1M
)

He
describes Phraortes, king of Media, as making an expedition

against the Assyrians of Nineveh, who formerly were masters

of all that country, but whose allies had then revolted from

them
;
and as losing his life and army in the enterprise. It is

further stated that Cyaxarcs, the son of Phraortes, made an expe-

dition against Nineveh, in order to avenge his father’s death ;

but that while he was besieging the city he was attacked by an

invading army of Scythians
; that a battle between the Medes

and Scythians ensued, in which the Medes were defeated ;
and

that they lost the Empire of Asia for twenty-eight years.

Herodotus proceeds to relate that when the Medes had reco-

vered their empire, and reduced the nations over which they

had previously ruled, they took Nineveh, and subjugated the

Assyrians with the exception of the province of Babylon.
(

105
)

Herodotus considers queen Nitocris, with her husband Laby-

netus, and her son of the same name, who reigned over Babylon

after the destruction of Nineveh by the Medes, to be the heads

of the Assyrian Empire. He likewise appears to consider

Scmiramis, who was queen of Babylon five generations, or about

150 years, before Nitocris, and many kings of the same city, as

Assyrian rulers.
(

10
®)

(103) rijy tit Avtrvplijs tori ra piv kov Kat aXAa iro\icpara ptyaAa ttoXXu'

to 8e ivofuurrAraTov *al UT^vporaTuu, kcu evBa <r(pt, NiVoti avaararov y«vop«Vi)r,

tu ftaatXrjLa KUTf<rrr]K((
,

f/v Ba&vXan', i. 178. The seat of the king's palace,

in an Oriental country, is the seat of government.

( 104 ) ii. 150. ( 105 ) i. 102—106.

(
106) i. 184, 187, 188. In c. 187, he describes Nitocris as making a

tomb for herself, with an inscription beginning thus : iw vir (p*i Cirrtpop

ytvaptvuv Qafiv\o>wt fiaaiAtwp fjp (nravltri] xpijpdr&p. In C. 188, he says that

Cyrus made war on the son of this Nitocris, T* TO') rrnTP'ls ™e iavnu
rovvofxa -\a$vvT]Tov icai rt/p 'Aatrvpupp dp^r/y. Labynclus the Babylonian,

mentioned in i. 74, appears to be the husband of Nitocris.
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The account of Ctesias 5s, that Ninus was the founder of

Nineveh, and his wife Semiratnis of Babylon
;
but, like Hero-

dotus, he supposes Nineveh to be the seat of Assyrian govern-

ment, for the pyre of Sardanapalus, the last king, is at Nineveh,

not at Babylon.

(

1W
) He conceives the Empire of Central Asia

to have passed from the Assyrians to the Modes at the death of

Sardanapalus
; and Arbaces to have been the first king of the

Median dynasty which governed Assyria as a subject pro-

vince. (
,os

)
Eusebius and Syucellus suppose a single conti-

nuous line of Assyrian kings to reach from the earliest times

to Sardanapalus : but they indicate no distinction between a

Nincvitc and a Babylonian kingdom.
(

109
)

The only trace of a

distinction between the two is to be found in Herodotus, who

describes Cyaxares as taking Nineveh, and reducing all the

Assyrians, with the exception of Babylon and its district, in

606 b.c. He seems to have supposed that Babylon retained its

independence, as head of a fragment of the Assyrian Empire,

until 538 b.c., when it was taken by Cyrus. His narrative,

however, excludes the idea that Nineveh and Babylon were ever

at the same time the seats of independent kingdoms. Pliny

declares that Babylon was long the capital of the Chaldiean

nations.
(
no

)

There is a statement in the apocryphal book of Tobit, which,

assuming it to be historical, would prove that Babylon and

Nineveh, if not heads of independent kingdoms, were at least

rival cities, and sometimes made war upon each other. The

statement is, that Nineveh was captured by Nebuchadnezzar

and Ahasuerus, kings of Babylon, during the lifetime of

Tobit. (*u
)

This statement differs from that of Herodotus, rc-

( 107 ) Diod. ii. 26—28. Diodorus, indeed, is not clear; for he speak*

of Ninus being upon the Euphrates. Herod, ii. 150, likewise calls Sarda-
nupalus king of N ineveh.

( 108) Diod. ii. 32. (> 09) Clinton, F. H., vol. i. p. 267.

(iio) Babylon Chaldaicarum gentium caput diu summam claritatem

obtinuit in toto orbe, vi. 30.

(in) c. 15, ad fin. Ahasuerus in this passage is construed to mean
Cyaxares. See Winer, art. Ahatucrut. But Cyaxares was not king of
Babylon,
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spccting the capture of Nineveh by Cyaxares and the Medes.

The ordinary receipt for reconciling these two statements would

be to assume that they refer to two different sieges. Mr.

Clinton, however, resorts to another expedient. He compounds

them into one, and declares that Nineveh was taken by the

united forces of the Medes and Babylonians.
(

112
)

During the Jewish captivity, commencing from the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar, in 601 b.c.,(us
)
Babylon was the seat of the

Assyrian government until it was taken by Cyrus, and incor-

porated with the Persian Empire. The captive Jews were

transported to Babylon or its neighbourhood, and there esta-

blished themselves
; the colony remained in this district, until

a few of the tribes availed themselves of the permission of Cyrus

to return to Judtea.

Berosus, in the long extract respecting Nebuchadnezzar,

cited by Josephus, treats him throughout as king of Babylon,

and speaks of his embellishing the city.(iu
)

Syncellus says that, before the death of Sardanapalus, the

Assyrians held both the Chaldaeans and Medes in subjection ;

but that after this event the Assyrians were sometimes subject

to the Medes, and sometimes to the Chaldseans.(n5
)

This

statement, again, is inconsistent with the concurrent existence

of two Assyrian kingdoms; one ruled from Nineveh, and the

other from Babylon.

The account of Strabo is, that Nineveh ceased to exist im-

mediately after the overthrow of the Assyrian Empire, and that

it was a much larger city than Babylon.
(
U6

)

§ 9 Volney lays it down, that the duration of the Assyrian

(l i») lb. p. 275. Mr. Grote thinks that Babylon was in Borne sort of

dependence upon Nineveh, but was governed by king* or chiefs of its own.
Hist, of Gr. vol. iii. p. 386.

(113) See Dr. Smith's Diet, of the Bible, art. Captivity. Winer, art.

Exit, places the beginning of the general captivity at 588 b.c.

(114) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 606.

(1 15) Vol. i. p. 387, Bonn. For run Svo \otir6v, read riv Sim Xomto>v.

(116) xvi. 1, § 3.
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Empire, and the dates of its commencement and termination,

form the greatest difficulty of ancient history.
(

117
) He proceeds

to investigate this thorny subject, and to form one of the many

hypothetical schemes of Assyrian chronology. Like other

critics, he assumes that the truth lies concealed in some of the

extant accounts, and that the difficulty consists in its discovery.

But what if the problem is insoluble, because the truth has been

altogether lost ?

So far as notices of Assyrian history occur incidentally in

the contemporary Jewish chroniclers, we have a firm footing of

evidence to rest upon. But the earliest king of Assyria recorded

in the Biblical history, is Phul, who lived about 772 b.c. Be-

fore this date, the Assyrian chronology rests exclusively on the

testimony of the classical historians, and of the later chrono-

graphers who chiefly relied upon their authority. These are the

schemes of Herodotus, Ctesias, and Berosus—inconsistent with

one another, and equally destitute of credible attestation. There

is no valid reason for supposing that Herodotus, about 450 e.c.,

and Ctesias, about 420 b.c., were able to obtain authentic ac-

counts of the ancient Assyrian Empire, which Herodotus sup-

posed to have lasted 520,

(

118
)
and Ctesias to have lasted 1300

years.

With respect to the 122 kings in Berosus, immediately pre-

ceding Phul, to whom average reigns of a moderate length are

assigned, and above all, to the 86 kings, beginning with Euccliius,

who are stated to have reigned altogether 34,080 years
;
that is,

on an average, 396 years each ; it is impossible to discover any

legitimate ground for considering them historical. It should

likewise be borne in mind, as illustrative of the method of

( 117) (Euvtcs, p. 409.

( 118 ) Appian, Hist. Rom. Prtef. 9, state* that the duration of the As-

syrian, Median, and Persian empires put together falls short of 900 years.

900 years, counted back from 331 b.c., the date of the battle of Arbela,

would give the year 1231 b.c. for the commencement of the Assyrian

Empire. Macrobius, in Somn. Scip. ii. 10, § 11, places Ninus about 2000

years before his own time, which was the 5tii century after Christ.
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Berosus, that he assigned 432,000 years to ten antediluvian

kings.

The view of Berosus expressed by Syncellus is that he was

an impostor, who sought to glorify his own country by attribut-

ing to it an antiquity greater than that claimed by any other

nation, and that his Assyrian chronology was a figment of his

own invention. He attributed a similar character to Manetho,

whom he considered as the imitator of Berosus.
(

119
)

These opi-

nions may be ascribed to the wish of Syncellus to discredit all

schemes of chronology which could not be reconciled with the

Biblical chronology : they appear nevertheless to rest on solid

critical grounds. Berosus seems to have published his astrono-

mical writings in the form of a translation from a work of the

primitive king Beilis ;(
120

)
which fact proves that he founded

even his scientific doctrines upon a fabulous basis.

From about the era of the Olympiads we have the incidental

notices of Assyrian kings in the historical and prophetic books

of the Old Testament, whose dates are determined by the syn-

chronism of the Jewish kings. We have likewise the list of the

Chaldeean kings from Nabonassar, in 747 b.c., to Cyrus, in the

astronomical canon.

The following is a table of the Assyrian kings mentioned in

the Old Testament, together with their respective dates. As it

is compiled from incidental notices of these rulers, it cannot be

regarded as a continuous series :

—

B.C.

Phul 772

Tiglath Pileser 741

Shalmaneser 722

( 119) See toI. i. p. 29, 67, 71, Bonn. In p. 56 he designates Berosus as

i ra XaXSaI*a yfrtvSriyopap, and speaks of his XoXSalm) rtparoKoyia, ib. He
says, p. 68

, that the writers on Chaldean antiquity consider the accounts
of Egyptian antiquity to be fabulous, and that the writers on Egyptian
antiquity hold a similar opinion with respect to the accounts of Chaldean
antiquity. Neither regards the other, dXV tKturroc ro ttiop idpos sal rr)p

narpida Sa£a(ap apd^pac v<paivti.

( 120) See above, p. 297, n. 218.
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B.C.

Sargon

Sennacherib 714

Esarhaddon, son of Sennacherib

Baladan, king of Babylon, contemporary with

Hezekiah, 725—696 B.C 700

Nebuchadnezzar ..... 605—561

Evil Merodach, son of Nebuchadnezzar . . 561

Belshazzar, last king of Babylon, deposed in . 53S

§ 10 The Astronomical Canon, for the period before Cyrus,

probably contains authentic materials
;
but it is a complete his-

torical puzzle. The period of Nabonassar was certainly known

to Berosus; for the latter stated that Nabonassar destroyed the

records of his predecessors, in order that the reigns of the Chal-

daean kings might be reckoned from his timc.(m
)

This expla-

nation has been deservedly rejected by modem critics as fabu-

lous ;(
us

)
but it proves that the era of Nabonassar was recognised

in the time of Berosus.

Ptolemy informs us that the four earliest eclipses observed at

Babylon were recorded to have occurred in the first and second

years of Mardocempadus, and in the fifth year of Nabopolas-

sar.(1M
)

This statement implies contemporary registration
;
and

if the date was a part of the record, the reigns and names of

Mardocempadus and Nabopolassar must be considered as resting

on certain attestation.

The name of Nabonassar, from whom the era is denominated,

is unknown to us from any other sourca It is not mentioned else-

where that any Nabonassar was king either of Assyria or of Baby-

fin) airi N(lflovatTapav rout jpjwout rijs ray atrrtpay Ktvjjoraic XriX^atot

rjKpi^Sauray, *ca< (lira XaAdmaiv oi Trap "HWrjai pa0rjparucoi "Kafidvra, inTidrj, ws A

’AA«£ai>Jpot *ai Bf)po><r<rot <f>aaiy oi rat XaA8aI*dt dpj(aio\oyiar irfpifiAij^ximt,

Naplovdaapos ovyayayuy rat irpd£«ir ray irpo aurou paaiXtuy r/rfuiyurty, oirtot

dir' avrou ij <carapi<?p>;<rir yiVrrai [leg. yivrjTtu} rd>» XaXSaiwy fiaoiXitay, Syucell.

vol. i. p. 390.

(iaa) lies Vignoles, vol. ii. p. 368.

(123) Synt. iv. 6, v. 14 (vol. i. p. 243—5. 340, Hnlma). The word used
with reicreuce to the first three eclipses is ayayrypanrai.
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Ion. Of the other eighteen kings between Nabonassar and Cyrus,

not more than five or six can be identified with any known name,

either in sacred or profane writers. In this state of things,

modem critics have been driven to the expedient of assuming

that the kings of the Canon were kings merely of Babylon, and

of putting them in a parallel column to the kings of Assyria.

This expedient is in the highest degree arbitrary ; for when a

continuous line of kings terminating in Cyrus, and the other

kings of the Persian Empire is presented to us, the natural sup-

position is, that the predecessors of Cyrus were, like him, the

sovereigns of a great empire, and not the chieftains of a single

city.

It is, moreover, important to compare the last eight names

before Cyrus in the list of Berosua and in the astronomical

canon. The names of Asordanus and Asaradinus nearly agree in

sound, but the lengths of their reigns differ. In the seven next,

the agreement of the years of the reigns is so close, that it can-

not be fortuitous. The names of the kings likewise correspond

closely in Nos. 4, 5, 7, and 8.

Beroscs. Years. Astb. Canon. Years.

1. Asordanus . . . . 8 1. Asaridinus . . . . 13

2. Sammughes . . . . 21 2. Saosducliinus . . . . 20

8. Sardanapalus . . . . 21 3. Ciniladanus . . . . 22

4. Nabopolassar . . . . 21 4. Nabopollassar . . . . 21

5. Nabucodrossor . . . 43 5. Nabocolassar . . . . 43

6. Amilmarudoch . . 2 6. Illoarudamus . . . . 2

7. Neriglissar . . . . 4 7. Nericasolas8ar . . 4

[Laborosoarchod, 9 months]

8. Nabodenus . . . . 17 8. Nabonadius . . . . 17

9. Cyrus .... . . 9 9. Cyrus .... . . 9

Now, Berosus does not profess to give a merely Babylonian

dynasty. The kings in his series belong to the Assyrian Empire.

It is clear, however, that the seven kings preceding Cyrus in

Berosus coincide chronologically with the corresponding kings
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ofthe Canon. It follows that the kings of the Canon cannot be

considered as exclusively Babylonian kings.
(
m

)

Assuming the capture of Babylon by Cyrus to be fixed at

53S b.c., the chronology of Berosus would place the accession of

Sennacherib at C93 b.c., and the reign of l’hul immediately be-

fore that of Sennacherib. This agrees tolerably well with the

Biblical chronology, with respect to Sennacherib,who is described

as invading Palestine in 714 b.c. With respect to Phul, the

Biblical accounts place him at 770 b.c., and separate him from

Sennacherib by Tiglath Pileser and Shalmaneser.(I2S
)

The result of this investigation is, that the whole of the ac-

counts of Assyrian history and chronology, handed down to us

by the classical writers for the periods anterior to the capture of

Nineveh by Cyaxares, and of Babylon by Cyrus, are destitute

of authentic support, and unworthy of credit. With regard to

the period subsequent to 77 i b.c., we have some authentic

notices iu the historical books of the Old Testament
j
but the

Chaldsean kings of the Astronomical Canon, from Nabonassar,

in 747 b.c., to Cyrus, in 538 b.c., and the Assyrian kings of

Berosus for the same period, are of an uncertain historical cha-

racter.^38
)

Like the Egyptian chronology, the Assyrian chronology

comes down to us in the shape of divergent lists of kings, disso-

ciated from history, and these are subjected by modern critics to

(134) Dodwell and Des Vignoles have conjectured that Berosus was
the author of the Astronomical Canon down to Alexander. See Ideler,

Chron. vol. i. p. 222. This supposition is adopted by Volney, (Euvres.

p 408. But the close agreement between the numbers of Berosus and
those of the cauon for the last kind's before Cyrus, and the wide diver-

gence in the names of the kings, show that the list of Berosus and the
canon could not have been framed by'the same person. Muller, lihein.

>1 us., ib. p. 2B3, thinks that Berosus founded all his dates upon the era of
Nabonassar.

(135) Niebuhr exaggerates when he speaks of ‘the strikingly exact
agreement of the statements respecting the later Assyrian Empire, which
are derived from the work of Berosus, and the historical books of the Old
Testament,’ Lect. on Anc. Hist. vol. i. p. 12, ed. Schmitz.

( 136 ) On the chronological difficulties in the arrangement of the later

Assyrian kings, see Clinton, vol. ii. p. 301 sq.
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a free and discretionary treatment, in which names and numbers

go for little. It is admitted that the accounts cannot be re-

ceived in the form in which they have reached us
;
and there-

fore they must undergo transmutation before they can pass for

historical. ‘ In tracing the identity of Eastern kings (says Mr.

Clinton), the times and the transactions arc better guides than

the names ; for these, from many well-known causes (as the

changes which they undergo in passing through the Greek lan-

guage, and the substitution of a title or an epithet for the

name), are variously reported; so that the same king frequently

appears under many different appellations. ’(
m

)

In general, all that is recorded of an Assyrian king is his

name and the length of his reign. It is easy to identify him

with another king, either better known or equally unknown

;

and if the reigns differ in length, to alter the text, or to suppose

that the father admitted the son to a share of his power during

the latter part of his life, and that this concurrent period is

omitted in one statement, and included in the other.

Voltaire said that etymology is a science in which conso-

nants go for little, and vowels for nothing. It may in like

manner be said that chronology, as treated by the restorers of

Assyrian and Egyptian antiquity, is a science in which numbers

go for little, and names for nothing.

It would be a vain task to follow all the changes in the

phantasmagoria of Assyrian antiquity
;
but a few examples of

the diversity of hypotheses, all equally unsupported by positive

testimony, may be given.

Larcher thinks that Nabonassar, whose reign began in 747

b.c., founded the kingdom of Babylon, and that Semiramis was

his wife.(12a
)

Volney, on the other hand, thinks that Semiramis

was born in 1241 b.c., and entered the harem of Ninus in

1221 b.c.(139
)

Larcher identifies Sardanapalus with Phul, and

( 127 ) F. H., toI. i. p. 277.

( 128 ) H erodote, tom. vii. p. 167, 171, 182. Larcher, however, sup-
poses that there was more than one Semiramis.

( 129) (Euvrcs, p. 489.
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places him at 747 b.c.(130
)

Numerous critics identify Sardana-

palus with Esarhaddon.(lsl
)

Clinton appears to identify Sarda-

napalus with Esarhaddon, with Nabuchodonosor of Assyria, and

with Saracus, at the dates of 711, 650, and 630 b.c.(13s
)

Des

Vignoles places Sardanapalus at 915 b.c., and identifies him with

no other king. Syncellus says that Thonos Concoleros was called

Sardanapalus
;
Esarhaddon is identified with Asaridinus of the

Canon by Des Vignoles ;(
lss

)
but this identification is altogether

rejected by Larclier.(1S4
)

Nabopolassar is identified with the

Labynetus I. of Herodotus by Larcher ;(
138

)
but Mr. Clinton

identifies Labynetus I. with Nebuchadnezzar, and Labynetus II.

with the Nabonadius of Berosus and the Canon, and the Bel-

shazzar of Daniel. (
13
*)

Some kings of Assyria are incidentally mentioned, who find

no place even in the copious and discordant lists of names which

have been handed down to us. Thus we are informed by

Macrobius that the statue of Ilclius was translated to Assyria

from Heliopolis, when Senemures or Sencpos was king of Egypt

;

and that the statue was removed by Opias, the envoy of Dcle-

boris, king of the Assyrians, with a party of Egyptian priests,

the chief of whom was named Partemetis-C 37
)

Alexander

Polyhistor and Bion related that the dynasty of Ninus and

Semiramis became extinct with Beleus the son of Dercetades

;

that the sceptre was then seized by a certain Beletaras, who had

been superintendent of the royal gardens, and that it remained

with his descendants down to Sardanapalus.^38
)

Dcleboris,

Dercetades, Beleus, and Beletaras are names unrecognised in

Assyrian chronology.

It must not be assumed that any authentic memorials of the

early Assyrian history were in existence when Herodotus and

( 130) lb. p. 148, 595. ( 131 ) Des Vign. vol. ii. p. 322.

( 132 )
Vol. i. p. 278. (* 33 ) Vol. ii. p. 322, 388.

(*34) Vol. vii. p. 183. ( 133) lb.

( 13C) lb. p. 278. ( 137 ) Macrob. Sat. i. 23, § 10.

( 138 ) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iii. p. 210, iv. p. 351. A river in Syria was
named Beleus, above, p. 416, n. 83.
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Ctesias collected their information. Oral tradition would not

have carried them back with safety for much more than a cen-

tury
; (

1S9
)
and we have no reason to suppose that any contem-

porary chronicles or registers, of a historical nature,had been com-

posed and preserved. The imputation of ignorance with respect

to early Assyrian history, which Des Vignoles makes on Hero-

dotus,^40
)

is doubtless well founded; but it is like the similar

imputation, with respect to primitive Italian ethnology, which

Niebuhr makes upon Polybius. The materials of knowledge

did not exist, and all attempts to ascertain the truth would have

been fruitless.
(
UI

)

In history, as in philosophy, it is important to fix the boun-

daries within which knowledge 'can be attained, and not to waste

the time of writers and readers in vain endeavours to determine

facts, of which no credible testimony exists, and of which the

memory has perished. Researches into ancient history, which

lead to merely negative results, are important and useful, as well

as similar researches which lead to positive results. They dis-

tinguish between fiction—which, however diverting, instructive,

or elevating, can never be historical—and reality, which is a

necessary attribute of a historical narrative.

§ 1 1 If we examine the records of Greek and Roman his-

tory, and the accounts of the history of other nations which have

been preserved and handed down to us by the classical writers,

we arc unable to find any authentic evidence of events ascending

higher than about the era of the Olympiads, 772 b.c. It is

even difficult to fix any event resting on a certain tradition

which can be carried up to so high a date. The poems of

Homer are probably anterior to this era. They describe a state

(139) Compare the remark of Mr. Rawliuson, Herod, vol. i. p. 68.

(140) Vol. ii. p. 175, 182.

(141) Larcher, ib. vol. vii. p. 145, thinks that the uncertainties of As-
syrian chronology will not bo removed, until some ‘ouvrage pr6eieux’ is

discovered. There is, however, no reason for supposing that the writers

of the later periods of antiquity were in possession of any information

respecting Assyrian chronology which has not descended to our time.

r r
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of society which has already reached a considerable degree of

intelligence and civilization ; but they fix no trustworthy dates

as to previous time.

The only other evidence as to the duration of mankind which

is furnished to us by profane writers, is the existence of great

works in Babylon and Egypt, which had been executed before

the time of Herodotus, and which may be considered as implying

necessarily a long period for their construction.

If we suppose a state of society in which there is a strong

government, and in which the arts necessary for the support of

a large population—the production of food, the manufacture of

clothing, the construction of habitations—are regularly carried

on ;
if we suppose, further, that the people have acquired habits

of absolute submission to the despotic ruler, and that there is

no class of freemen, but that the entire community are his

slaves
;
wc have all the conditions requisite for the execution of

great works, provided that the government possesses sufficient

capacity and skill for the organization of labour on a large scale,

and that it does not employ its command over its subjects for

warlike purposes. Now the empire which was established on

the banks of the Euphrates and the Tigris, and the kingdom of

Egypt, appear, at an early period, to have reached a state which

coincides with this description. The Oriental form of rule, from

the earliest times of which wc have any account, has always

been purely despotic : the people have been the absolute slaves

of the kings. Although the Oriental civilization has never suc-

ceeded in passing certain narrow limits, in respect of govern-

ment, law, literature, and science, yet in respect of the useful

arts it has made considerable progress. Among these arts,

there is none in which it has so much excelled as the art of

building. Many of the Oriental cities not only evince consider-

able proficiency in the constructive art, but even contain edifices

remarkable for architectural beauty in original and indigenous

styles.

The ancient writers have left us no account of Nineveh

;

but the walls of Babylon, and its great palaces and temples
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were still standing when the city was visited by Herodotus

;

and his description is that of an eye-witness,
(

U2
)

though his

numerical statements of magnitudes must be considered as

exaggerated. The walls of Babylon were unquestionably of

great height and extent ;(
143

) but they must have been mere

aggregations of earth or of unbaked bricks, for all trace of them

has disappeared. The pyramids and other great buildings of

Egypt, being made of stone, have remained to our day in

a state not very different from that in which they were seen

by Herodotus.

The Egyptians do not seem to have been a warlike nation,

the great conquests of Sesostris and Rhamses are (as we have

already observed) purely fabulous. Their country was fertilized

by the natural irrigation of their beneficent river ;(
144

)
and they

were thus relieved from the necessity of that system of artificial

irrigation which the more energetic and intelligent inhabitants

of Mesopotamia were enabled to employ.
(

m
)

Hence, after the

agricultural work of the year was performed, a large amount of

surplus labour remained at the disposal of the government.

Ancient Egypt may be considered as a great latifunimm,

or plantation, cultivated by the entire population as the king’s

slaves. Whatever part of his slaves could be withdrawn, either

( 142) He speaks of the temple of Jupiter Bclus, as is fp« fri iuv,

i. 181, and he describes himself as having conversed with the Chaldrcan
priests of this temple, c. 183.

( 143) Aristotle, Pol. iii. 3, considers Babylon to have been so large as

to exceed the dimensions of a city, and rather to have resembled a nation.

He mentions a story that a ptrtion of its inhabitants were not aware of
its being taken till the third day after the event. The story which he
cites is told by Herod, i. 191, and is referred to the capture by Cyrus; but
the third day is not specified.

The prophet Jeremiah says, with reference to the capture of Baby-
lon : * One post shall run to meet another, and one messenger to meet an-

other, to show the King of Babylon that his city is taken at one end,’

li. 31. The distance from the city wall to the king's palace is described as

so great, that a single foot messenger is not sutheient to carry the news
from one point to the other.

( 144 ) Euripides, at the beginning of the Helena, describes the Nile as

fulfilling the functions of rain in Egypt.

(145) See Grote, voL iii. p. 392, 401.

V F 2
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permanently or temporarily, from agriculture and other neces-

sary labours, could be devoted to works of construction. To

these they would be assigned, and at these they would work

under the lash of the royal drivers.
(

148
)

We may conceive what was the command of labour enjoyed

by an Oriental king, in one of the monarchies which we are

considering, from the accounts of the western expeditions of

Darius and Xerxes, both of which are historical, though our

knowledge of the former is comparatively imperfect.

The expedition of Darius against the Scythians took place

about 515 b.C. : his army was reckoned at 700,000 men, and

his fleet at 600 ships. Notwithstanding his command of this

large fleet, he caused a bridge of ships to be made across the

Thracian Bosporus, for the passage of his army ;
and a similar

bridge to be made across the Danube not far from its mouth.

The great levy of nations organized by Xerxes for his expe-

dition against Greece, in order to avenge the aft'ront of Mara-

thon, is amply described by Herodotus, who estimates his army

at 2,317,000 men, and his fleet at 4207 ships, when he crossed

the Hellespont With its subsequent accessions, and with the

attendants and camp-followers, he supposes the entire numbers

of the host of Xerxes, by land, to have amounted to 5,283,222

men.(ur)

( 146) Mr. Grote remarks, Hist, of Gr. vol. v. p. 30, that ‘ the men who
excavated the canal at Mount Athos worked under the lash ; and these.be
it borne in mind, were not bought slaves, but freemen, except in so far as

they were tributaries of the Persian monarch.’ * We ahull tiud (he adds)

other examples as we proceed of this indiscriminate use of the whip, and
full conviction of its indispensable necessity! on the part of the Persians,

even to drive the troops of their subject-contingents on to the charge in

battle.’ No Persian subject was properly a freeman ; they were all slaves

of the great king.

In the representation of building work in progress, from a temple at

Thebes, among the drawings of the Prussian expedition, in Brugsch, Hist.

d'Egypte, vol. i. p. 106, an overseer with a stick is represented as sitting

down while the men are at work.

( 147 ) See Mr. Grote's comments upon these numbers. Hist, of Gr. vol.

v. p. 41—51. He arrives at the conclusion that ' the numbers of Xerxes
were greater than were ever assembled in ancient times, or perhaps at any
known epoch of history,' p. 49. The army of Xerxes consumed 7 entire dajs
and nights in marching across the Hellespont, Herod, vii. 56. zEschylua,
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Xerxes, in imitation of Darius, caused a bridge of ships to

be constructed across the Hellespont, and to be renewed after

it had been once broken by the wind, merely to save the trans-

port of his army in vessels impelled by sails or oars : he like-

wise caused a sliip-canal to be dug across the neck of the

promontory of Athos, merely in order to save his fleet from the

navigation round the cape :(
1W

)
the traces of this canal are still

visible.

These examples show that the construction of great works,

even for a temporary purpose, was familiar to the mind of an

Oriental prince. The consciousness of his power, combined

with unbounded pride and entire irresponsibility, likewise begot

a wanton use of it, and induced the monarch to bestow a vast

expenditure of labour upon inadequate objects. We may easily

conceive that the same power which enabled Darius and Xerxes

to collect their vast hosts on the Bosporus, would have enabled

them to congregate an enormous body of labourers upon any

spot, and to supply them with food and the materials of

building. We may likewise easily conceive that the same state

of mind which led to the fabrication of the bridges over the

Bosporus and Hellespont, and to the excavation of the canal

of Athos, might have led to the construction of the walls of

Babylon for the defence of the city, and of the wall of Media

for the defence of the province ;(
U9

)
to the erection of temples

for the worship and honour of the gods, or to the formation of

pyramids, labyrinths, and palaces, for the enjoyment and glori-

fication of the kings themselves.

who was a grown-up man at tho time of Thermopyla; and Platiea, de-

scribes the Persian army, on its return, as principally destroyed by hunger,
ou account of its excessive numbers, Pcrs. 482—91, 794.

(148) Herodotus attributes the excavation of the canal of Athos by
Xerxes to a desire of exhibiting bis power, and of leaving a memorial of
himself; iBikuv re bvvti^uv diro&uo'vo'&u sal fitnj^wavva XnrarBai, vii. 24.

(149) Concerning the wall of Media, see Grote, Hist, of Gr. vol. ix.

p. 85—90. The wall of Media is described by Xenophon, who saw it, as

built of baked bricks cemented with asphalt, and as 20 feet in thickness,

100 feet in height, aud 20 parasangs (=75 miles) in length, Anab. ii. 4, 12.

It cut off the country between the Tigris and the Euphrates.
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We can trace the same system of great constructive works

in operation in other Oriental countries, according to the mea-

sure of their means. Herodotus says that the tomb of Alyattes,

king of Lydia, a mound of earth, resting on a basement of large

stones above three-quarters of a mile in circumference, was the

greatest work after those of Egypt and Babylon.

(

lsfl

)
The

Temple of Jerusalem was likewise a great entcrprize for the

comparatively limited kingdom of Solomon.

(

1S1
)

This temple,

after passing through various casualties, had grown to an

enormous size and strength, when the city was besieged by

Titus.
(

153
)

The great wall of China, which is twenty feet in height, and

twenty-five feet in thickness at the base, and which extends for

1 100 miles, was constructed about two hundred years before

the Christian era. Its utility in defence is unimportant, and it

seems to have been dictated by the caprice of a powerful despot.

Two hundred thousand men are said to have perished in the

work.(15S
)

The Taj Mahul near Agra, in Northern India, erected by

Shah Jehan, as a mausoleum for himself and his queen, in the

seventeenth century, is an immense and splendid edifice. Its

cost is reported to have exceeded three millions sterling ;
and

the work to have occupied twenty thousand men for twenty-two

years.

(

151
) The Kutli Minor, the highest column in the world.

(150) i. 93. The remains of this barrow are still extant; see Raw-
linson’s Herodotus, vol. i. p. 233. Mr. Hamilton estimates the circum-
ference at nearly half a mile. The story of the diversion of the Halys
appears to be fabulous, Herod, i. 75.

(151) The account given in 1 Kings v. 13—16, and 2 Chron. ii. 2, is

that Solomon assigned the cutting of the timber to 30,000 men, and that

they were divided into bodies of 10,000 men, each of which worked for

one month out of 3. He further employed 70,000 men us carriers, and
80,000 men as hewers of stone in the quarries. The overseers were 3300
in number.

(15a) See Joseph. Bell. Jud. v. 6.

(*5j) Concerning the great wall of China, see Anderson’s Narrative of
the British Embassy to China in 1772, 3, and 4, ed. 2, 8vo, p. 196.

(154) See Sleeman’s Recollections of an Indian Official, vol. ii.

p. 27— 37 ; Tavernier, Voyages dcs Indes, liv. i. c. 7.
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being 212| feet high, and only forty-eight feet two inches in

diameter at the base, stands near Delhi. It was built about the

beginning of the thirteenth century.
(

156
)
There arc also colossal

tombs near Golconda, whose antiquity does not exceed 800

years.
(

us
)

We are not therefore driven to the necessity of supposing

the lapse of a long period of time to account for the great con-

structive works of Assyria and Egypt. The architectural

legends of Herodotus and Diodorus do not, indeed, deserve

much attention
; but we may observe, that these writers do not

assign a remote antiquity to the pyramids and other great

buildings of Egypt. According to the Egyptian chronology of

Herodotus, so far as it can be determined from bis account, the

three pyramid kings— Cheops, Chcphren, and Mycerinus

—

reigned from about 913 to 813 b.c.(157
)
He fixes the construction

of the labyrinth, which he considers a greater work than even

the pyramids, at the period of the Dodecarchy, 680—670 b.c.(U8
)

The pyramid kings arc likewise placed by Diodorus near the

end of his series, though their exact chronological place in his

system caunot be assigned. Those who attributed the construc-

tion of one of the pyramids to Rhodopis, a contemporary of

Sappho, supposed a still later date.(15®) On the other hand,

there were other stories which gave them an earlier origin.^80
)

But the Egyptian priests, from whom Herodotus derived his

information, evidently did not seek to impress him with the

remote antiquity of either pyramids or labyrinth, though they

counted their divine and semi-divine dynasties by thousands of

years, in order to magnify the age of their nation. The canal

from the Nile to the Red Sea, which was commenced and left

incomplete by Neco, and on which 120,000 men are said to

have perished,
(

lcl
)

is likewise of no great antiquity, as Neco

(•55) See Thornton's East India Gazetteer, art. Delhi.

( 156) Thornton, art. Golconda. ( 157 )
Above, p. 321.

( 158 ) Above, p. 325. ( 159)
Above, p. 365.

( 160) Above, p. 351. ( 161 ) Above, p. 317.
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reigned from 610 to COO b.c., and was contemporary with

Alcaiua and Sappho.

Egyptian Thebes was known to Homer, as distinguished for

its wealth, and for its hundred gates, through each of which two

hundred charioteers went forth to battle.
(

142
)
The size which the

poet intended to ascribe to Thebes in Egypt may be conjectured

from the circumstance that Thebes, in Boeotia, was supposed to

have only seven gates.
(

18S
)

According to Herodotus, Babylon

had a hundred gates, all of brass.
(

lM
)

Egypt is alluded to

several times in the Odyssey
;

Menelaus describes at length

his visit to its shores.

Homer is acquainted with the Nile, which he calls the divine

river zEgyptus ;(
1Si

)
but, with the exception of the allusion to

the hundred-gated Thebes, there is nothing to indicate that he

had heard of any large constructive works in the country.

He speaks of the voyage from Greece to Egypt as long and

difficult.^0*)

Taking into consideration all the evidence respecting the

buildings and great works of Egypt extant in the time of Hero-

dotus, we may come to the conclusion that there is no sufficient

ground for placing any of them at a date anterior to the

building of the Temple of Solomon, 1012 b.c.( 1s") A similar

conclusion applies to the walls and great buildings of Ba-

(

i

6 a) Iliad ix. 381—4 ; Od. iv. 127. Aristotle, in Ilia Meteorologies,

i. 14, refers to the mention of Egyptian Thebes by Homer, and speaks of

him as quite recent in comparison with the physical changes of Egypt
produced by the Nile. SijXoi Si xai 'Opr/poc outu npuertparot &>v it tintir

trpbs rut ToinvTat f«To^oXdt. He comments on the silence of Homer re-

specting Memphis, and remarks that, being lower down the Nile than

Thebes, it was probably of later origin.

( 163 ) Iliad iv. 406; Od. xi. 263. ( 164) i. 179.

( 165) Od. iv. 477, 481, xiv. 258, xvii. 427.

(166) Od. iv. 483, xvii. 427. In Od. xvii. 448, Egypt is called nutpq, in

reference to the previous story told by Ulysses :
' the country in which

you narrowly escaped the lot of a slave.’

(167) The building of Solomon's temple occupied 7 years, 1 Kinga
vi. 38. It was burnt by Nebuchadnezzar in 588 b.c., after having stood

about 418 years. Tho second temple was completed in 516 b.c. This
temple, with great enlargements by Herod, was in existence at the siege

of Jerusalem by Titus. See the description of Josephus, Bell. Jud. v. 5.
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bylon. With regard to the great temple of Belus in the

centre of Babylon, we may remark that Herodotus, who visited

Babylon after the reign of Xerxes, speaks of it as still ex-

tant^168
)

whereas Arrian states that it was demolished by

Xerxes after his return from Greece, and that Alexander con-

ceived the intention of rebuilding it on its old foundations. (
189

)

The polity of the Greeks, even in the Homeric times, was

not consistent with forced labour by the command of the

government on a large scale ; but it is creditable to their taste

and good sense that they did not attempt, with the means at

their command, any works on the Oriental Beale. The only

Greek works which Aristotle classes with the pyramids were

executed under a despotic regimen, and these (such as the

statues dedicated by the Cypselidse) were on a different scale

from the colossal structures of Egypt. The Cretan labyrinth

is a fabulous building, invented by mythologists, which never

had any real existence.
(
no

)

The great tomb of Porsenna at Clusium, of which an exagge-

rated description has been preserved by Pliny,

(

m
)

seems to

furnish a confirmation of the Asiatic origin assigned by Hero-

dotus to the Etruscans. It may be added, that their language,

devoid of all affinity with any Italian or Greek dialect, their

(168) i. 181.

(i 6q) Auab. vii. 17. In the book of Genesis the foundation of Babel
is attributed to Nimrod, and the foundation of Nineveh to Asshur, in the

second generation after the Noaebian deluge, x. 10, 11. The building of
the lofty tower, and tko confusion of tongues, are the subject of an-
other narrative, and are not connected with Nimrod, xi. 1— 10. Dante
follows the common view in connecting Nimrod with tho Tower of
Babel:—

Vedea Nembrotto appie del gran lavoro

Quasi smarnto, e riguardnr le genti,

Che 'n Sennaar con lui insieme foro.

Purgatorio, xii. 34.

(170) See Dock's Kreta, vol. i. p. 56—68 ; Paahley's Travels in Crete,

vol. i. p. 208—9.

(1 7 1 ) Plin. xxxvi. 19. See Muller, Etrusker, vol. ii. p. 224; Dennis,
•. Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, vol. ii. p. 385—91. Fergusson, Hand-
book of Architecture, p. 283, remarks that the Greeks were not tomb-
builders.
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intellectual torpor, their addiction to a ritual religion, and their

fonn of government, accord with the supposition of an Oriental

extraction.

There is a constant disposition to attribute a high antiquity

to buildings when their true origin has been forgotten. Ruins

of mediaeval castles, both in England and on the Continent,

have been called by the name of Caesar. The Round Towers of

Ireland, which have now been proved to be Christian edifices,

not earlier than the fifth century, have been ascribed, by Irish

antiquaries, to the Persians, and have been supposed to be

emblems of their fire worship, or they have been traced to a

Phoenician origin.
(

172
)

The ancient walls of rude colossal masonry, called Cyclo-

pean, of which many remains are extant in Asia Minor, Greece,

and Italy, have been referred to the same primitive age, and

have been attributed to the scmi-fabulous Pclasgian race, which

is supposed to have once inhabited all this region. Neverthe-

less, it is certain that the Cyclopean^73
}
remains are of different

(i-j) See Petrie's Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland, rol. i. p. 12.

The conclusions as to the recent date of the Hound Towers established by
Mr. Petrie are stated in pp. 353—4.

(173) The Cyclopes were conceived by the Greeks under a triple aspect.

1. A* a tribe of one-eyed savage giants, living separately in caves, accord-

ing to the description in the Odyssey, repeated in the Cyclops of Euri-

pides, in Theocritus, Id. xi. 31, anil in Virg. zEn. iii. 616—654. The
Cyclopes in this form were regarded by the philosophers as the type of
primitive savage life. 2. As workers in iron, who forged the thunderbolts

of Jupiter, Hesiod describes them under this typo, and makes them only
3 in number, Theog. 139—147. Similarly Apollon, llhod. i. 730. After-

wards they were associated with Vulcan, and were supposed to work in

his smithy under Aitna or Lipara, Callim. Dian. 46—86 ; Virg. Geor. iv.

170 ; JEn. viii. 416— '153. 3. Lastly they were conceived as constructors

of gigantic works of masonry. See Eurip. El. 1167 ; Here. Fur. 948, and
Other passages in Muller, Arch, dcr Xunst, § 45; Dennis, Cities and
Cemeteries of Etruria, vol. ii. p. 280. Aristotle ap. I’lin. viii. 56, attri-

butes to them the invention of towers. They are supposed to liave built

the walls of Tiryns, Apollod. ii. 2, 1, alluded to by Statius, Theb. iv. 150.

Harus vacuis habilator in arvis

Monstrat Cyclopum ductas sudoribus arces.

They were likewise said to have built the walls and gate of My-
cenie, Paus. ii. 16, 4. Strabo states that the building Cyclopes were seven
in number, and came from Lycia : he adds that they were called yaorepo-

because they lived by their craft, viii. 6, § 11.

lit sides the single eye (to which the name was held to allude), the only
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ages; and that some of them belong to comparatively recent

periods, and to nations of a purely historical character. It has

been proved that some of the Cyclopean walls of Italy are of

Roman origin ;(
17

*) and some of the Cyclopean walls of Asia

Minor are subsequent to the Peloponnesian War;(176
)

while

those of Tiryns are anterior to Ilomer.

(

176
)

The occurrence of

the arch in some of the Cyclopean remains of Asia Minor and

Greece is also a conclusive proof of a comparatively late date.(177
)

The date of the Nuraghi of Sardiuia is in like manner quite in-

determinate.^ 78
)

As an additional proof that the mere style of masonry afTords

no decisive indication of the date of construction, we may men-

tion the remarkable fact that many of the remains of ecclesias-

tical edifices in Ireland, subsequent to the fifth century, closely

resemble the Cyclopean remains of Greece and Italy.
(
17#

)
The

attribute common to all three ideas is that ofgigantic size and strength. The
attribute of skill in workmanship is common to the last two : compare the
verse of Hesiod, Ur\vs r f/i i ftir) xal fiijxami Ija-av in' ?pyo«, Theog. 146.

(174) See the excellent paper of Mr. Bunbury, in the Classical

Museum, vol. ii. p. 147. The Cyclopean remains of Greece and Italy aro
faithfully portrayed in the splendid posthumous work of Mr. Dodwell.

(175) Mr. Charles Newton, in a communication which he has had the
kin' ness to make to me on this subject, remarks :

* The walls of Halicar-
nassus can hardly bo earlier than the time of Mausolus, for ho greatly en-

.urged the city. These walls present polygonal masonry in the parts built

ol limestone, and isodomous masonry in the parts built of freestone. The
adoption of polygonal masonry in cases where limestone is the building

material, is obviously caused by the convenience of shaping the stone by
the law of cleavage. At Cnidus the city wulls are also partly of poly-

gonal and partly of isodomous masonry. Now Cnidus, according to

Tkuc. viii. 35, was as yet unwalled towards the close of the Peloponnesian
M'ar. The polygonal masonry in these walla must therefore be of a later

period. To the east of Cnidus is a necropolis full of tombs chiefly built of
polygonal blocks. Thero can hardly bo a doubt that all these tombs are
of the Homan period.’ Concerning the walls of Cnidus, see Dr. Smith's
Diet, of Anc. Geogr. in v.

(176) Iliad ii. 657.

(177) See Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, vol. ii. p. 275.

(178) See Muller's Etrusker, vol. ii. p. 227.

(179) See Petrie’s Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland (Dublin, 18-15),

vol. i. p. 166—7, 170-1, 184. 250, 316, 396, 398, 409. With respect to

the doorway of the Church of St. Fechin, at Fore, in the county of
Westmeath, probably erected in the 7th century, Mr. Petrie states that
1 the late eminent antiquarian traveller, Mr. Edward Dodwell, declared to
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Cyclopean remains of Peru likewise demonstrate that this style

of building is not peculiar to any people or period.
(

18°)

If we adopt the hypothesis of the ancients, and suppose the

early generations of mankind to have been in a state scarcely

superior to that of the brute animals,

(

lsl
)
they would have left

no historical traces of their existence. They would have be-

queathed to posterity no historical record, or any architectural

monument which would have attested their labour. Such would

now be the fate of the negro nations of Africa, if they were

extinguished by any catastrophe. They have no writings, and

their buildings are mere perishable huts, which would not long

survive their authors. A nation in the negro state of civiliza-

tion might therefore subsist for centuries without furnishing any

historical evidence of its duration. The rude flint weapons, en-

titled ‘ celts,’ which have been found in superficial beds of gravel

and caves in France and England, mixed with the bones of large

extinct mammalia,
(

182
)

prove the existence of man in these

countries at a time when the species in question were still ex-

tant. This fact, however, does not determine the time; we

know that several species of large animals have been extin-

guished by man during the period of historical memory, either

wholly or in particular countries. The bonasus has become

him that this doorway was as perfectly Cyclopean in its character, as any
specimen he had seen in Greece,’ p. 171.

(180) See Fergusson’s Handbook of Architecture, p. 155—9, who
says :

‘ Examples occur of every intermediate gradation between the house
of Manco Capac, aud the Tambos, precisely corresponding with the gra-
dual progress of art in Latium, or any European country where the
Cyclopean or Felasgic style of building has been found. So much is this

the case, that a series of examples collected by Mr. Pentland from the
Peruvian remains might be engraved for a description of Italy, and Dod-
well’s illustrations of those of Italy would serve equally to illustrate the
buildings of South America.’

(181) See .'Each. Prom. 451—515; Eurip. Suppl. 201—215 ;
Moschion,

ap. Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 8, 38 (a passage consisting of pure iambi, w ithout

any resolved feet. In v. 13 read kov <f»'f>ov<ra yij, and in the last

verse the sense requires Swa-tfiois for Svam^i'c) ; Lucret. v. 923, to the end
of the book ; Horat. Sat. i. 3, 99 ; Manil. i. 68—94 ; Juvenal, xv. 151.

(i8a) See Owen's Palaiontology, p. 401 (Edinburgh, 1860) ; Phillips,

Life on the Earth, p. 49.
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extinct in Paeonia, the wolf has become extinct in the British

isles, the lion has become extinct iu Northern Greece and

Western Asia. The great fossil deer, commonly called the Irish

elk, must have also been alive at no very distant period.

(

ls3
)

The alecs and urus, moreover, which Cajsar describes as still

living in the forests of Germany, have disappeared since his

time.( 184
)

The conjectural arguments, founded upon uncertain astrono-

mical records, by which a high antiquity is assigned to the

earth, have been rejected by Cuvier, and are now generally

abandoned.
(

185
)

Many of them have been examined in the

course of the present treatise, and have been shown to be desti-

tute of foundation.
(
1B#

)

(183) See Owen, ib. p. 372 . (184) Bell. Gall. vi. 27 , 23 .

(185) See his essay on the Theory of the Earth, p. 209 sq. Eng. tr.

(186) Macrohius argues in favour of the comparative recency of the
world upon historical grounds : ‘ Quis facile mundum semper fuisse con-
sentiat, cum et ipsa historiarum ndes multarum rerum cultum emenda-
tionemque vel ipsam inventionem recentem esse fateatur, cumque rudes
primum homines et incuria silvestri non multum a feramm aapentate dis-

similes mcminerit vel fabuletur antiquitas, tradatque nec hunc eis quo nunc
utimur victum fuisse, sed glande prius et baccia altos aero sperasse de
sulcis alimoniam, cumque ita exordium rerum et ipsius humame nationia

opinemur, ut aurea pnmum secula fuisse credamus. et inde natura pertne-
talla viliora degenerans ferro saieula postrema fccdaveritP Ac, ne totum
vidcamur de fabulis mutuari, quis non hinc arstimet mnndurn quandoque
cocpisse

j
et nec longam retro ejus (etatem, cum abhino ultra duo retro an-

norum millia de excellenti rcrum gestarum memoria ne Gricca quidem
extet historia P Nam supra Ninum, a quo Semirarnis Beeundutn quogdam
creditur procreate, nihil prreclarum in libros relatum est. Si enim ab
initio, immo ante initium, fuit mundns, ut philosophi volunt; cur per in-

numernbilem seriem seculorum non fucrat cultus quo nunc utimur in-

ventus P non literamm usus, quo solo memorise fulcitur leternitasP cur
denique multarum rerura experientia ad aliquas gentes recenti ictato per-
venit, ut eece Galli vitem vel cultum oleie Romft jam adolescente didice-

runt, alia* vero gentes multa nesciunt quse nobis invents placuerunt P' In
6omn. Scip. ii. 10, § 5—8.
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Chapter VIII.

NAVIGATION OF THE PHOENICIANS.

§ 1 TTTE have already remarked that the origins of astro-

*
' nomy and arithmetic were sometimes traced to the

Phoenicians.^) The commercial wants of this manufacturing

and seafaring people led them, it was supposed, to invent the

one science, and their nocturnal navigation the other.
(
8
)

For

a similar reason, they were reported to have been the inventors

of coined money.
(

s
)

The Phoenicians appear to have been the earliest navigators

of the Mediterranean : their commercial ships had penetrated

to the Adriatic Sea, and had sailed along the African coast

as far as the opening of the great Western Ocean, at a time

when the Greek navigation was still confined to the coasts of

Asia Minor and Greece.
(

4
)

Their nautical skill was, in later

(1) Above, p. 262.

(2) Strab. xvi. 2, § 24, xvii. 1, § 3. Pionys. Perieg. 907—9. attributes

the invention of navigation, commerce, and astronomy to the Phoenicians.

riiDy, N. H. v. 12, Bays :
‘ Ipsa gens Phamicum in magna gloria litterarum

inventionis et siderum navaliumque ac beUicarum artium.’ In vii. 57, he
gays that the Phoenicians introduced the observation of stars in navi-

gation, and that they were the first to engage in commerce. ‘ Mercaturas
Poeni . . . siderum observationem in navigando l’boenices.’ Mela, i.

12, ascribes the invention of navigation to the Phoenicians. ‘ Prima ratcm
veutis credere docta Tyros,’ Tibull. i. 7, 20. Compare Movers, Phon. Alt.

iii. 1, p. 14, 1 49.

(3) Alcidamas, Ulyas. § 26, ed. Bekker. /Esehylus, Prom. 467, attri-

butes the invention of ships, together with other inventions, to the philan-

thropic Prometheus. It may be remarked that the absence of navigation

and maritime commerce was one of the characteristics of the Golden
Age, Arat. 110; Tibull. i. 3, 37—40; Virg.Ecl. iv. 32, 38; Burnt. Carm.
i. 3; Ovid, Met. i. 94—6.

(4) The skill of the Sidonian women in embroidery is mentioned, II. vi.

290. The metallic work of the Sidoniana and the navigation of tiie

Phoenicians are mentioned, ib. xxiii. 743—4. The decorative skill of the
Phamicinns, and their seafaring habits, are alluded to in several passages
of the Odyssey; see particularly Od. xv. 415—484. Compare Pindar,
Pyth. ii. 125 ; Soph, fragm. 756, Dindorf.
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times, considered as evidence of their astronomical knowledge.

The navigator, steering his hark by night along the trackless

sea, guided his course by a northern constellation ;(
5
)

even

travellers, passing through an unknown country/8
)
and camel-

drivers journeying across the desert/7
)
used the same indication.

The Greeks are reported to have steered by the Great, and

the Phoenicians by the Little Bear/ 8
) Thales is supposed to

have taught his countrymen the use of the Little Bear in navi-

gation ; but the statements on this head, referred to in a former

chapter, are confused, and probably inaccurate. (®)

The connexion between navigation and astronomy was con-

sidered as intimate
; f

10
)

Virgil supposes that sailors were the

first to give names to the stars/11
)
A treatise on Nautical

Astronomy was attributed to Thales ; and the works of Eudoxus

and Aratus on the stars are stated to have been intended for

(g) II. xviii. 485 ;
Od. r. 272.

(6) Soph. (Ed. T. 795.

(7 ) nportpov pin ovy (niKTonopow npos ra aarpa ffkimvrts ol icapijXtpjwpoi,

cat, Kadairtp oi nXtom-ts, v Kopi{ovT(s cat vtap, Strab. xvii. 1, § 45.

Diod. ii. 54, gays that travellers in the Arabian deserts directed their

course by the Bears.

(8) Aratus, v. 42—14, says that the Sidonians steer by the Little Bear,
and that it is preferable to the Great Bear, as being nearer the North
Pole.

Magna minorque fenc, quarum regis altera Graias,

Altera Sidonias, utraque sicca, rates.—Ovid. Trist. iv. 3, 1.

Esse duas Arctos, quarum Cynosura petatur

Sidoniis, Helicen Graia carina notet.—Fast. iii. 107.

Majoremque helice major decircinat arcum,
Septem iliam stellte certantes lumine signant.

Quit duce per lluctus Graiae dnnt vela carinm.

Angusto cynosura brevis torquetur in orbe,

Quam spatio, tam luce minor ;
sed judice vincit

Majorem Tyrio. Manil. i. 301—8.

Compare Hygin. Poet. Astr. ii. 2, who states that the Little Bear bore the
name of 4>mvucij.

(9) Above, p. 83, n. 59.

( 10)
Pliny informs us that the inhabitants of Taprobane did not steer

by the stars, but that, in order to sail to India, they let out birds, and
followed their course, vi. 24.

( 11 )
Navita turn stellis numeros et nomina fecit,

Pleiad&8 ,
Hyadas, claramque Lycaonia Arcton.

Georg, i. 137—8.
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the use of mariners.
(

1J
)

It becomes, therefore, a matter of in-

terest, as bearing indirectly upon the present inquiry, to ascer-

tain what foundation there may be for the statements and

conjectures, which have obtained a favourable acceptance among

some modern writers of high authority, as to the distant voyages

of the Phoenicians at an early period of history. The circum-

navigation of Africa by a Phoenician ship, in the reign of Ncco,

about 610 b.c., is credited by Alex, von Humboldt, Rennell,

Ileeren, Mr. Grote, and Mr. Rawlinson, and is generally received

as an historical fact. The voyages of the Phoenicians to Corn-

wall for tin, and to the southern coast of the Baltic for

amber,

(

1S
)
pass as almost equally certain; and some modern

writers have even gone the length of supposing that these

enterprising sailors had anticipated Columbus by more than

2000 years, and had discovered America.

(

u
)

§ 2 The accounts handed down by the Greek and Roman
writers agree in representing Gadeira, or Gades—the modern

Cadiz,—as an ancient foundation of the Phoenicians of Tyre.( 15
)

Its peculiar position—an island, or peninsula, easy of defence,

and convenient for trade, lying at the mouth of the Mediter-

ranean, communicating with a fertile and metalliferous region,

and washed by a sea abounding in fish—marked it out as an

advantageous spot for a commercial station. Velleius states

that it was founded by the Tyrians before Utica ;(
16

)
while the

(u) Above, p. 83; Leontius, ap. Buhl. Arat. vol. i. p. 285.

( 13) Link, Die Urwelt und das Altertkum, vol. ii. p. 305 (Berlin,

1821—2) think* that the Phoenician ships penetrated to the coast of

Prussia, and carried on a trade in amber. Heeren, Ideen, ii. 1, p. 178,

advances the same opinion. Compare i. 2, p. 85.

( 14 ) See Pauly, art. Geogniphia, vol. iii. p. 737 ; art. Navigatio, vol. v.

p. 145. Niebuhr, Hist, ot Home, vol. i. p. 281, Eng. tr., connects the

primitive astronomy of Europe with that of America, and therefore must
suppose the latter country to have been discovered.

( 15) See Diod. v. 20; Strab. iii. 6 , 5 ; Appian, Hisp. 2 ; Scymnus, v.

160. According to Movers, the Punic word gadir meant a walled enclo-

sure or fort. A considerable portion of the materials for this chapter had

been previously used by the author for articles which have appeared in

Notes and Queries.

( 16) i. 2 .
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author of the Aristotelic Collection of Marvellous Reports, cites

Phoenician histories as declaring that Utica was founded 287

years before Carthage.
(

,7
)

If this comparative chronology is

correct, the Phoenicians founded the distant colony of Gades

before they founded the cities of Utica and Carthage, which lay

on the African coast on the way to Gades. The foundation of

Gades is placed by Mela at the time of the siege of Troy.

Justin describes Gades as having been founded by the Tyrians,

but as having been subsequently annexed by the Carthaginians

to their Empire.
(

,8
)

Its fidelity to Carthage seems to have been

ambiguous
;
for there was a party in it which was in traitorous

correspondence with the Romans during the Second Punic

War.(19
)

Strabo says that the Phoenicians occupied the productive

district of Southern Spain, from a period earlier than Homer

down to the time when it was taken from them by the

Romans^30
)

Their presence can be clearly traced westwards

along the coast inhabited by the Bastuli, as far as the Pillars of

Hercules, and from the Pillars along the Turdetanian coast as

far as the Anas or Guadiana, or perhaps as far as the Sacred

Promontory, the south-western extremity of Lusitania (Cape

St. Vincent).

(

S1
)

Ulysippo, the modern Lisbon, is treated by

Greek legends as a foundation of Ulysses. This is a mere

etymological mythus
;
and the conjecture of Movers, derived

from the occurrence of the termination -ippo in other proper

names, that this is a Phoenician form, is probable.
(

22
)

Scylax,

whose Pcriplus was composed about 310 b.c., mentions many

factories of the Carthaginians to the west of the Pillars of

Hercules, apparently on the European side. (**) But whatever

(17) C. 134. ( 18 ) Mela, iii. 6 ; Justin, xliv. 5.

(19) Livy, xxviii. 23, 30. (30) iii. 2, 14.

( 31 ) See Movers, Phdnizier, vol. ii. p. 015—647.

( 33 ) lb. p. 639.

(33) msb 'HpfwXnW ot’jXmv run » rjj Eipoim; eurropia iroXXa Kapyijtlaviav

Km 1rrjXos ica'i nXrjufivftidtf Kal nfXiiyrj, c. 1 . The last words show that Scylax
considered the ocean beyond the Pillars of Hercules as unknown.

0 G
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factories or colonies the Phoenicians, either of Tyre or Cartilage,

may have established on the western coast of Iberia, they must

have been obscure and unimportant, and have perished without

leaving any historical vestiges of their origin.

From Gades the Phoenician navigators are supposed to have

steered their enterprising ships along the shores of the Atlantic

Ocean, to have procured amber and tin from Northern Europe,

and to have afterwards sold their merchandize to the nations at

the eastern extremity of the Mediterranean.

§ 3 Both these substances appear to have been known to

the Homeric Greeks. The metal Kaaotripoc occurs several

times in the Iliad, as au ornament of arms and chariots
;
and

it is placed in juxtaposition with gold. It receives the epithets

‘white’ and ‘shining.’ The word does not occur in the

Odyssey. Beckmann^) and Heyne(26
)
think that icaaafrtpot

was originally a mixture of silver and lead
;
and that, on ac-

count of the resemblance of the colour, the name was afterwards

applied to tin. It is, however, most probable that the metal

signified by Kaaatripog in the Iliad is tin
; and it is so under-

stood by Pliny.
(

2
®)

The question arises, whence the tin used by the Greeks of

the Homeric age was obtained. The statement of Pliny is,

that tin was fabled to be imported from some islands in the

Atlantic Sea, hut that it was known in his time to be produced

in Lusitania and Galhccia
;
the ore being a dark-coloured sand,

found on the surface of the earth, and recognised by its weight.

He adds, that lead is not found in Galhccia, though it abounds

in the neighbouring country of Cantabria^27
)
Diodorus likewise

states that tin occurred in many parts of Iberia
;
and that it was

not found on the surface, but was mined and melted like silver

and gold.(28)

( 24 ) Hist, of Invent, vol. iv. p. 20.

(25) Iliad, vol. vi. p. 120. (26 ) N. H. xxxiv. 47.

(27 ) N. H. xxxiv. 47. Concerning the tin trade, see Kenrick'a Phoenicia

(Lend. 1855), p. 209—225.

(
28) v, 38.
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Other reports also connect tin with Iberia. Posidonius

speaks of tin being worked in the country of the barbarians

beyond Lusitania.
(

29
)
Dionysius Pericgetes says that the western

islands, where tin was produced, were inhabited by Iberians^30
)

Several writers speak of a river, by which the Bretis is meant,

as carrying down tin to Tartessus. (*') In the Ora Marilima of

Avicnus, there is a description of certain places on the western

coast of Spain, near the Bay of Tartessus
;
among these Mount

Cassius is enumerated, from which the Greeks derived the name

KaaatTtpoQ.
(

32
)
This is a rude and childish etymological mythus,

not much superior to that which derived Britain from Brutus

the Trojan, son of Ascanius. Tin-ores are, however, stated to

be still found in Galicia, and it is possible that supplies of this

metal may have been brought in antiquity from the western

parts of the Iberian peninsula to Gadcs, and have thus passed

into Greek consumption.

• But it cannot be doubted that Britain was the country from

which the tin sold by the Phtenicians to the Greeks was chiefly

procured. Herodotus had heard of the Cassiterides, or Tin

Islands, from which tin was brought to Greece, but was unable

to ascertain anything as to their existence
; (

5S
)
and it was not

till the time of Csesar, when the Romans crossed into Britain,

that the nations of Southern Europe obtained any authentic

information respecting the country which produced this metal.

Strabo describes the Tin Islands as ten in number, situate in

the open sea to the north of the country of the Artabri (Cape

Finisterre). In early times (he says) the Phoenicians carried

on the tin trade from Gadeira (Cadiz), and retained the mono-

poly by concealiug their course. On one occasion the Romans,

desirous of discovering the port where the tin was shipped,

followed a Phoenician vessel; but the captain intentionally

steered his ship into shallow water, and both it and the Roman

(29) Fragm. 48. (30) v. 561—4.

(31) Eustatli. ad Dion. Perieg. 337 ; Scymnua, v. 162 ; Steph. Byz. in

Taprij(r<r6t.

(32) v. 259. (33) iii. 115.
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ship were lost ; he himself escaped on a fragment of the wreck,

and received from the State the value of his cargo. The

Romans, however, after many attempts discovered the secret.

Since Publius Crassus visited the islauds, and ascertained that

tin was found near the surface, and that the inhabitants were

peaceable, the voyage has been frequently made, though it is

longer than the passage from Gaul to Britain^*4
)

The Publius Crassus alluded to in this passage must be the

youngest son of the triumvir, who was Caesar’s lieutenant in

Gaul from 58 to 55 b.c.(35
)

By the Phoenicians the Cartha-

ginians appear to be meant. This story is not very intelligible,

nor is it easy to fix a date for the occurrence ; for the Romans

were not a seafaring people, and they were not likely to attempt

voyages beyond the Pillars of Hercules before the destruction

of Carthage in 146 b.c., whereas after that time the Cartha-

ginians had no ships or factories ; Gades had been sixty years

in the hands of the Romans
;
and ever since the end of the

Second Punic War the Romans had been able to extort the

secrets of the Carthaginians without resorting to stratagem.

Moreover, the account of P. Crassus opening the navigation

with the Tin Islands cannot fairly he reconciled with the fact

(to which we shall presently advert) that, before and during

Caesar’s life, the trade in British tin was carried on through

Gaul. The story in question doubtless originated in the known

commercial jealousy of the Carthaginians, and in the rigour

with which they maintained the exclusion of competitors with

their trade. They are stated by Strabo to have sunk any

strange ship which sailed even as far as Sardinia or Gades.
(
M

)

Diodorus describes Britain as being, like Sicily, triangular,

but with sides of unequal length. The promontory nearest the

(34 ) iii. 6
, § 11 .

(35) See Catsar, B. G. ii. 64 ; Drumann, Geschichte Roms, vol. iv.

p. 116.

(36) xvii. 1, 19 ; Redslob, Thule (Leipzig, 1865), p. 22, discredits the

story of the Gaditan navigator. He thinks that one ship could not follow

another, as a traveller could track another by land. He alao thinks that

the Romans never went to Britain by the Straits of Gibraltar.
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mainland was called Cantium (Kent)
;
that at the opposite ex-

tremity was called Belerium
;
that turned towards the sea was

named Orca (a confusion with the Orcades). The inhabitants

of the promontory of Belerium were hospitable, and, on account

of their intercourse with strangers, civilized in their habits. It

is they who produce tin, which they melt into the shape of

astragali, and they carry it to an island in front of Britain,

called Ictis. This island is left dry at low tides, and they then

transport the tin in carts from the shore. Here the traders

buy it from the natives, and carry it to Gaul, over which it

travels on horseback, in about thirty days, to the mouths of the

Rhone.
(

,7
)

Timaeus mentioned an island of Mictis, within six days’ sail

of Britain, which produced tin, and to which the natives of

Britain sailed in coracles.
(

S8
)

The Mictis of Timaeus and the

Ictis of Diodorus are probably variations of the name Vcctis,

by which the Roman writers designated the Isle of Wight The

south-western promontory of Britain reappears in Ptolemy under

the form of Bolcrium.(s®)

In another passage Diodorus speaks of the Tin Islands as

being in the ocean beyond Iberia
;
he distinguishes them from

Britain, whence he states that tin was imported into Gaul, and

carried on horseback by traders to Massilia, and to the Roman

colony of Narbo.(*°)

Posidonius, the contemporary of Cicero, likewise states that

tin was brought from the Britannic islands to Massilia,

(

41
)
by

which he implies the overland route. The author of the

Aristotelic Collection of Marvellous Reports, which treatise was

composed about 300 n.c., describes the Celtic tin as being more

easily melted than lead.(45
)

This must mean tin brought over

(37) v. 21. 22.

(38 ) Ap. Plin. vi. 16 (Iragm. 32, e<3. C. Muller). For ‘ insulagi Mictim'

in Pliny, Mr. Kenriek reads * insulam Ictim,’ which is not an improbable

conjecture.

(39) Geogr. ii. 3, § 3. (40) v. 38. (41 )
Fragm. 48.

(42 ) a KaatriTfpos 0 KfXrucor, Mirab. Ausc. 50. Bochart interprets this
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Gaul, and imported into Greece from a Gallic port ;
as we

speak of Dutch toys, which, though exported from Holland, are

manufactured in Southern Germany; and of Leghorn bonnets,

which, though shipped at Leghorn, are made in the interior of

Tuscany.

Pliny describes the Cassitcrides as a group of several islands,

lying opposite Celtiberia, to which the Greeks gave this name

from their production of tin. lie adds, that six other islands,

called the Islands of the Gods, or the Happy Islands, lay off the

promontory of the Arrotribtc (or Ai tabri) ;(**) the position which

Strabo assigns to the Tin Islands. Dionysius Pericgetes speaks

of the Tin Islands as situated near the Sacred Promoutory, the

extreme point of Europe.
(

4I
)

The ten tin islands to the west

of Spain are also recorded by Ptolemy.

(

4S
)

These writers, toge-

ther with Strabo, conceive the Cassitcrides as distinct from

Britain. Scymnus, in his geographical poem, composed about

90 b.c., even places two tin islands in the upper part of the

Adriatic Sea, opposite the territory of the Istriaus^46
)

We learn from Pliny that Hanno, during the prosperous

period of Carthage, sailed from Gades to the extremity of

Arabia, and left a written account of his voyage. He adds,

that Himilco was sent at the same time to examine the external

coasts of Europe.

(

47
) The Pcriplus of Ilanno is extant : his

voyage was partly for the foundation of colonies, and partly for

discovery
; he is supposed to have sailed along the coast as far as

Sierra Leone
; and, according to the best considered conjecture,

his expedition took place about 470 b.c^48
)

The discoveries of

Himilco, as preserved in a written record, are referred to by

Avienus, in his geographical poem, the Ora Maritima. He de-

epitliet as referring to Britain. But the Greeks had little or no knowledge
of Britain at the time when this treatise was written, and they never con-
sidered the Britannic islands as forming part of Celtics.

(43 ) IT. n. iv. 36. (44) v. 161—4.

(45 ) Geogr. ii. 6
, § 76. (46) r. 392.

(47 ) N. H. ii. 67, and see v. 1.

(48) See C. Muller, Geogr. Gr. Min. vol. i. ; Prol. p. xxii. ;
below, § 8 .
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scribes certain islands, called the (Estrymnian Islands, off the

coast of Spain, with which the Tartessians traded, which pro-

duced tin and lead, and which were only two days’ sail from

the islands of the Hibernians and the Albioncs. He proceeds

to say, that the Carthaginians, both of the mother country and

the colonies, passed the Pillars of Hercules, and navigated the

Western Sea. Ilimilco stated from personal experience that the

voyage occupied at least four months; and he described the

dangers of these unknown waters by saying that there was no

wind to impel the ship
;
that its course was impeded by weed ;

and that, while in this helpless state, it was surrounded by

marine monsters.
(

4
®)

If the date of the voyages of Ilanno and Himilco is correctly

fixed, it follows that at a period subsequent to the expedition of

Xerxes, the Carthaginians, though there was a Phoenician esta-

blishment at Gades, had not carried their navigation far along

the coasts of the Atlantic
;
and that they sent out two voyages

of discovery—one to the south, the other to the north—at the

public expense. The report of Ilimilco, that the voyage from

Gades to the Tin Islands
(
i.e

.

to Cornwall) occupied at least

four months
; and that navigation in these remote waters was

impeded by the motionless air, by the abundance of seaweed,

and by the monsters of the deep—fables which the ancient

mariners recounted of unexplored seas— would not be very

attractive to the traders of the Carthaginian colonies.

On the whole, the accounts preserved by the Greek and

Latin writers lead to the inference that the tin supplied in early

times to the nations in the east of the Mediterranean came by

the overland route across Gaul, and that the Phoenician ships

brought it from the mouth of the Rhone, without sailing as far

as Britain. Some Iberian tin may perhaps have been obtained

from Gades.

A passage of the prophet Ezekiel (about 590 b.c.) might

indeed seem to point to a different conclusion. It mentions tin

(49) v. 80—111.
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among the articles of merchandize brought to Tyre from

Tarshish.

‘ Tarshish was thy merchant by reason of the multitude of

all kind of riches; with silver, iron, tin, and lead, they traded

in thy fairs.’ (xxvii. 12.)

The prevalent opinion among Biblical critics is, that Tar-

shish is equivalent to the Greek Tartessus, and that the southern

coast of Spain to the west of the Straits of Gibraltar is here

signified.

(

50
)

But the meaning of Tarshish in the Old Testa-

ment is not free from doubt ; and even if Tarshish, in its

strict geographical sense, he equivalent to Tartessus, its meaning

in this passage would be satisfied by the supposition that tin

was brought by sea from the western parts of the Mediter-

ranean.

There are some traces of a trade in tin with India in anti-

quity, and it has been conjectured that the Tyrians might have

procured their supplies of this metal from the cast, and not from

the west. Thus Diodorus says, that India contains veins of

various metals— namely, much gold and silver, not a little

copper and iron, also tin.(51
)

It is stated by Stephanus of

Byzantium, on the authority of the Bassariea of Dionysius, that

Cassitira was an island in the ocean near India, from which tin

w'as obtained.
(

52
)

The Bassarica was a poem ;
and its author,

Dionysius, was apparently Dionysius Pcriegetes, who lived at

the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth century of

our era. It celebrated the exploits of Bacchus, and, among others

recounted his expedition to India, where it enumerated many

names of places.
(

53
)

Whether this geographical poet knew of

tin being imported into Europe from the island of Bauca, or

whether he considered the Indian island of Cassitira as a tin-

island on mere etymological grounds, cannot now be deter-

mined ; though the latter supposition seems the more probable.

(50) See Winer, in Tharsehisch
; Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Geogr. in

Tartessus.

(51 ) ii. 36. (52 ) In v. Kaaairipa.

(53) See Bernh&rdy, ad Dionys. Perieg. p. 607, 515.
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The author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, which

bears the name of Arrian, mentions tin as an article of import

into the following places— namely, Port Avalites, in Abyssinia,

near the entrance of the Red Sea;(M
)
Cane, on the southern

coast of Arabia, whither this metal was brought from Egypt ;(
S5

)

and two Indian emporia—one, the Port of Barygaza, at the

mouth of the Ncrbudda, north of Bombay; and the other

the Port of Bacare, on the Malabar coast.
(

6#
)

The author of

this Periplus is proved by internal evidence to have been an

Egyptian merchant, who wrote at the end of the first century

after Christ.
(

57
)

Movers, in his learned work on the Phoenicians, rejects the

hypothesis of an ancient trade in tin between Tyre and India,

lie allows no weight to the argument which has been drawn in

its favour from the resemblance of the Sanscrit kaetira to the

Greek KuaaWtpot : and holds that this word, as well as the

Aramaic kaelir and 'the Arabic kaztlir, was derived from the

Greek
;
he refers to the passages concerning tin in the Periplus

of Arrian, as showing that tin was imported into Arabia and

India from Alexandria; and he believes that the Malacca tin

had not been worked in antiquity.(68
)

§ 4 The other main argument in favour of the distant

voyages of the Phoenicians is derived from the early use of

amber.

The Greek word electron had a double signification; it de-

noted amber, and also a metallic compound formed by the mix-

ture of gold and silver in certain proportions. Whichever of

these significations was the original one, it is certain that the

transfer from the one to the other was owing to the tawny colour

and the lustre which were common to the two substances.
(

59
)

(54 ) c. 7. (55) c. 28. (56) c. 49, 56, ed. C. Muller.

(57 ) See C. Muller’s Prolegomena to his recent edition of the Geogr.
Gr. Min. vol. i. p. 97.

(58) lb. iii. 1, p. 62—5. The Assyrian bronze is found to be composed
of one part tin to ten parts copper. Kawlinson’s Herodotus, vol. i.

p. 498.

(59) Virgil says of a river,
1
clearer than amber,' where a modern poet
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The use of the word electron in Iloiner aud Hesiod, where it

is described as applied to different ornamental purposes, does not

determine its meaning. Buttmann, however, in his dissertation

on the subject, C") has made it probable that it signifies amber

in the early epic poetry
;
and he derives the word from IAkco, in

allusion to the attractive properties of amber. The use of the

word in the plural number for the ornaments of a necklace in

two passages of the Odyssey,
(

81
)
though not decisive, agrees best

with the supposition that knobs or studs of amber are meant

;

as in the passage of Aristophanes, where it denotes the orna-

ments fastened to a couch.

(

82
)

Thales is reported to have held

that inanimate substances were endued with souls, arguing from

the magnet and amber,
(
6S

)
where the word used is electron.

Upon this hypothesis, the acceptation of the word in the sense

of pale gold would be derivative and secondary.

(

M
)

The notions of the ancients, both as to the nature of amber

and the places where it occurred, were singularly conflicting and

indistinct, as we learn from the full compilation in Pliny. (**) It

may, however, be considered as certain, that the amber imported

into ancient Greece and Italy was brought from the southern

shores of the Baltic, where it is now almost exclusively ob-

tained. (*
6
)

According to Herodotus, amber was in his time

would say ‘ clearer than crystal.’ ‘ Purior electro campum petit amnia,'

Georg, iii. 522. The metaphor is imitated by Milton:

—

1 There Susa by Choaspcs, amber stream,

The drink of none but kings.’

Par. Beg. iii. 288.

‘ And where the river of bliss through mid9t of heaven

Bolls o'er Elysian flowers her amber stream.'

Par. Lost, iii. 358.

(60) Ueber das Elektron, Mythologus, vol. ii. p. 337.

(6 1) xv. 460, xviii. 295. (6j) Eq. 632.

(63) Diog. Lacrt. i. 24. The authorities cited are Aristotle and Hip-
pias. Aristotle refers only to the magnet, I)e An. i. 2. By Hippias, the

sophist seems to be meant. Plato, Tim. § 60, p. 80, mentions the attractive

properties of tfXiicrpav.

(64) Compare Boeckh, Metrol. Untersuchungen, p. 129.

(63 ) H. N. xxxvii. 11.

(
66

)
Tavernier, Voyages des Indes, ii. 23, states that in his time amber
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reported to come from a river, called Eridanus by the barba-

rians, which flowed into the Northern Sea. Herodotus re-

jects this story; he considers the name Eridanus as being

manifestly of Greek origin, and as invented by some poet

:

he cannot ascertain that such a river exists, or that Europe is

bounded by sea on the opposite side. He believes, however,

with respect both to amber and tin, that they come from

countries at the extremity of the earth. (®7
)

The account of

Pytheas, the navigator (about 350 b.c.), as recited to us by

Pliny, is, that a shore of the ocean called Metonomon, reaching

6000 stadia (750 miles) in length, was inhabited by the Gut-

tones, a nation of Germany
;
that beyond this coast, at the dis-

tance of a day’s sail, the island of Abalus was situated
;
that

amber was thrown upon this island in spring by the waves; and

that the natives used it as a fuel, and likewise sold it to their

neighbours the Teutoni. The account of Pytheas was, according

to Pliny, followed by Ti rateus
;
with this exception, that he

called the island, not Abalus, but Basilia.(‘8 ) The testimony of

Timseus is, however, differently reported by Pliny in auother

place ;(**) he there states that, according to Timucus, there was

an island one day’s sail from the northern coast of Scythia,

called Raunonia, into which amber was cast up by the waves in

spring. In the same chapter he likewise says, that a large

island off the northern coast of Scythia, which others called

Baltia, was by Timseus called Basilia. The report of Diodorus

is not very different, and is apparently derived from a similar

source. He states that Basilcia is an island in the oceau oppo-

was found exclusively upon the coast of Ducal Prussia in the Baltic. Ho
says that it is cast up by the sea. and that the collection of it is farmed out

by the Elector of Brandenburg); for an annual rent of 18.0 If) or 20,000,

and sometimes ns much as 22.000 dollars. Sir John Hill, however,

(Translation of Theophrastus on Stones, ed. 2, p. 132). affirms that amber
is not peculiar to the coast of the Baltic, and that it is sometimes found in

England.

(67 ) iii. 115.

(68) xxxvii. 2. Compare Zeuss, Deutschen, p. 269.

(69) iv. 13.
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site the coast of Scythia, bevoml Galatia ;(
70

)
that amber is cast

up by the sea on this island, and that it occurs nowhere else

;

and that it is here collected and carried by the natives to the

opposite continent, whence it is exported to Greece and Italy.

f

1

)

Tacitus informs us, in his Germania, (J
2
)
that the yEstui, who

dwell on the right or eastern shore of the Suevic Sea, find in

the shoal water and on the shore, amber, which they call

gletum. Like other barbarians (he continues), they were incu-

rious about its nature, and it lay for a long time among the sub-

stances cast up by the sea
;
they made no use of it, until Roman

luxury gave it value ;
they now collect it and send it onwards,

in an unmanufactured state, and wonder at the price which they

receive for it. Tacitus himself believes it to be a gum, which

distils from trees in the islands of the west, under the imme-

diate influence of the sun, falls into the sea, and is carried by

the winds to the opposite coast. Oue of the islands in the

Northern Ocean is stated by Pliny to have been named by the

Roman soldiers Glessaria, from its producing gtessum, or amber

(glast)

;

it had been reduced by Drusus, and was called Aus-

tralia, or Actania, by the natives.

f

7
®) Pliuy places it near the

island of Burcana, which was between the mouths of the Rhine

and the Sala, and was likewise taken by Drusus.(74
)

These accounts agree in pointing to the northern coast of

Europe as the place where amber was found in antiquity.

Pliny, however, adds a statement of a more precise and satis-

factory character. Amber was, he says, brought from the shores

of Northern Germany to Pannonia; the inhabitants of this pro-

vince passed it on to the Veneti, at the head of the Adriatic,

who conveyed it further south, and made it known in Italy. The

coast where it is found had (he says) been lately seen by a

Roman knight, who was sent thither by Julianus, the curator

(70 ) By Galatia, Diodorus means Celtics, that is, central and western

Europe.

( 71 ) v. 23. (72) c. '15. (73)
iv. 13, xxxvii. 3.

(74 ) Strab. vii. 1
,
3. Compare Tac. Germ. 31. The date of this expe-

dition is 12 b.c. See Merivale’s Roman Empire, vol. iv. p. 228.
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of the gladiatorian shows for the Emperor Nero, in order to pur-

chase it in large quantities. This agent visited the coast in

question, having reached it by way of Carnuntum, the distance

from Carnuntum to the amber district being nearly 600 miles

;

and he brought back so large a supply, that the nets in the

amphitheatre for keeping off the wild beasts were ornamented

with amber at the knots ; and the arms, the bier, and all the

apparatus for one day were decorated with the same material.

He brought with him one lump thirteen pounds in weight.^8

)

Carnuntum was a town of Upper Pannonia, on the southern

bank of the Danube, between the modern Vienna and Presburg

;

and after the reduction of Pannonia by the Romans, it would

without difficulty have been reached from the head of the

Adriatic. The distance from Carnuntum to the coast of the

Baltic is not more than 400 miles.

(

76
)

Hiillmann has pointed

out that in the Middle Ages there was a commercial route from

the Upper Vistula to Southern Germany, which, passing through

Thorn and Breslau, reached the river Waas, and thus descended

to the Danube.P) A Roman knight, with a sufficient escort

of slaves, would doubtless have effected this journey without

serious difficulty. The large piece of amber which Pliny reports

him to have brought to Rome is exceeded in size by a mass of

eighteen pounds, which is stated in M'Culloch’a Commercial

Dictionary to have been found in Lithuania, and to be now pre-

served in the Royal Cabinet at Berlin. It appears from Tacitus

that Claudius Julianus had still the care of the gladiators under

Vitellius, in 69 a.d.(78
)

He w as murdered in the struggle which

accompanied the downfall of that Emperor.

Hiillmann
(
7#

)
justly points out the improbability that the

(75) «xvii. 3-

(76 ) See Cluvicr, Germ. Ant. p. 092. A traditionary account has been

preserved in Prussia that in the Homan times amber was carried on
horseback through Pannonia to Italy, Hiillmann, Stadtevrescn des Mittel-

alters, vol. i. p. 344.

(77 ) Handelsgcschichte der Griechen, p. 77.

(78) Hist. iii. 57, 76. (79) lb. p. 76.
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Phoenician navigators, however enterprising they may have been,

should have sailed through the Sound, and have carried on a

trade with the southern coasts of the Baltic. He makes the

remark that, in very early times, trade with remote regions was

always conducted, not by sea, but by land. This opinion is

doubtless well founded : one reason was, the helplessness, timi-

dity, and unskilfulness of the ancient navigation
;
hut another

and more powerful one was, that land-traffic could he carried on

by native travelling merchants, such as those mentioned by Livy

as visiting different parts of Italy ;(®°) whereas navigators were

foreigners, who came in a foreign ship, and were as such liable

to all the dangers and disadvantages to which this class of per-

sons were exposed in antiquity.

Dr. Vincent, whose learned and judicious researches into the

voyages of the ancients give great weight to his opinion, con-

ceives it ‘ to be agreeable to analogy and to history, that mer-

chants travelled before they sailed and he refers to the trans-

port of silk by land for a distance of more than 2800 miles.(81
)

Gibbon likewise remarks, with reference to the ancient caravan

trade in the same commodity, that ‘ a valuable merchandize of

small -bulk is capable of defraying the expense of land car-

riage.^83
)

This observation applies with peculiar force to amber,

which combines a great value with a small bulk and a small

weight. It likewise applies, though with less force, to tin.

Bruckner, in his llistoria Reipublicie Massiliensium,^)

adopts the view that amber was brought by an overland journey

to the Mediterranean ; but he conceives Massilia to have been

the point with which the connexion was established. It seems,

however, much more probable that the more direct route to the

head of the Adriatic was preferred
;
and that even in the time

of Homer amber had reached the Mediterranean, and had been

diffused over the Grecian world, by this channel. The Plioeni-

(80) iv. 24, vi. 2.

(Si) Commerce and Navigation of the Ancients in the Indian Ocean,
1807. vol. ii. p. 365, 589.

(
82) c. 40. (83) p. 60.
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cians were probably the intermediate agents by which this diffu-

sion was effected. An embassy from the zEstii, on the southern

shores of the Baltic, who visited Theodoric in the sixth century,

and who brought him a present of amber, appears to have tra-

velled to Italy by this route.
(

M
)

Otfried Muller concurs in re-

jecting the hypothesis that amber was carried to Greece from

the Baltic in Phoenician ships, and in supposing that it found its

way over land to the northern shores of the Adriatic. He con-

jectures, however, that it was conveyed to Greece by the Etrus-

cans, and not by the Phoenicians ; a hypothesis less reconcilable

with such historical traces as remain, than that to which he pre-

fers it.
(*5

)

The fable of the daughters of the sun being changed into

poplars on the banks of the river Eridanus, and their tears for the

death of their brother Phacthon being converted iuto amber,

though posterior to Ilomer, occurred in the poetry of Hesiod,

and was adopted by /Eschylus and other Attic tragedians^86
)

The Eridanus was originally, as Herodotus perceived, a purely

poetical stream, without any geographical position or character.

By degrees, however, it obtained a footing in positive geography,

though its identification was at first unfixed. The Theogony of

Hesiod places it in the category of real rivers.
J
87

)
Herodotus

conceived it as falling into the external ocean, to the north of

Europe. yEschylus regarded it as an Iberian stream, and is

said to have confounded it with the Rhone. (“*) At au early

period the Eridanus was identified with the Po. This identifi-

cation is traced as high as Pherecydes ;(
89

)
and it is clearly ex-

(84) See the kind’s curious rescript of thanks, Cassiod. Yar. v. 2.

Compare Zeuss, JJeutschen, p. 667.

(85 ) Etrusker, vol. i. p. 280—285.

(86 ) Markscheffel, Frag. Hesiod, p. 355. The Hcliades of Aeschylus
and the Pbaethon of Euripides were founded on this fable.

(87 ) v. 338.

(88 )
Plin. xxxviii. 2. AschyluB in Iberia, hoc est in Hispania, Erida-

mim esse dixit, eundemque appellari Rhodanum. In Heliad. fragrn. 63,
Diudorf. however, he appears to place the fall of I’haethon on the shores
of the Adriatic.

(89) Fragm. 33 c. ed. C. Muller.
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pressed by Euripides.
(

W)
)

Apollonius introduces the fable into

his epic poem. He represents the Argonauts as passing along

the Eridanus, in their voyage from the Istcr to the Rhone, and

as there hearing the lament of the Hcliades, and seeing their

amber tears. He likewise mentions another version, which he

attributes to the Celts, that the tears were those of Apollo, shed

for his son zEsculapius, when he was on his way to the sacred

Hyperboreans.^1

)
Ovid relates the fable in its original form of

a metamorphosis, and shows how the tears of the Heliades,

hardened by the sun, and falling into the Eridanus, produced

ornaments for the Roman ladies :

—

Cortex in verba novissima venit.

Inde fluunt lacrimee, stillataque sole rigeecunt

De rami* electra novis, qua) lucidus amnia

Excipit, et nuribua xnittit geatauda Latinis.^1
)

The story of the amber tears of the Hcliades is treated as

fabulous by Polybius and Strabo ;(®
3
)
and Lucian ridicules it in

a short piece, (**) in which he describes himself as having been

rowed up the Po, and having in vain inquired of the wondering

boatmen if they could show him the poplars which distilled

amber. Others had previously rationalized the fable. The Col-

lection of Marvellous Stories ascribed to Aristotle, written about

300 b.c., describes amber as a gum which liquefied from poplars

near the Eridanus, in the extremity of the Adriatic, and which,

being hardened into the consistency of stone, was collected by

the natives, and exported into Greece. (®5
)

But the identification of the imaginary Eridanus with the

Po was not accidental. The Greek mythology connected the

amber tears of the Heliades with the Eridanus; and as amber

was imported into Greece from the upper extremity of the

Adriatic, it was naturally identified with the great river of

Northern Italy, which falls into this part of the Adriatic.

(90) Hipp. 735—741.

(91 )
iv. 595—620. Compare Scymnna, v. 395—101.

(92 )
Met. ii. 363—6. (93) Polyb. ii. 16, 17 ; Strab. v. 1, 9.

(94) De Electro.
(95) Mir. Ause. c. 81.
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Amber was supposed to be so abundant in this region, that ac-

cording to Pliny the peasant women of the Transpadane district

wore amber necklaces in his time. The statement of Theo-

phrastus, that amber was found in Liguria, (**) must be explained

on the supposition that he had heard of its derivation from

Northern Italy.

An unnecessary attempt has been made by some writers to

identify the Eridanus with some real river in the north of

Europe, having a name of similar sound ;(
w

) but Heeren has

remarked with justice, that the Eridanus is a fabulous stream,

which existed only in popular legend and in the imagination of

poets, and that nothing is gained by explaining it to mean the

Rhine or the Raduna.^)

The story of amber being found near a river, as in the

mythological fable, or in an island, as in the accounts of

Pytheas and Timceus, does not rest on any foundation of fact.

Even the insula, Glessaria, which must be one of the islands to

the east of the Helder, off the coast of Holland and Friesland,

appears to have received its name from some accidental con-

nexion with amber
;
as the islands on this coast are not known

to have yielded that substance. The notion of amber being

found in islands gave rise to the belief in tbe existence of the

Electrides at the mouth of the Po, at the extremity of the

Adriatic.
(
w

)
Both Strabo and Pliny remark that the Electrid

islands are a fiction, and that none such exist on the spot indi-

cated. It may be remarked that the obscurity of vision, caused

by distance, multiplied Britain into a group of tin islands.

The Greeks were for centuries acquainted both with tin and

amber, without obtaining any certain knowledge of the places

from which they came. Their incurious ignorance, however,

(96) De Lapid. § 16, ed. Schneider.

(97 ) See Bayer, de Venedis et Eridano Fluvio, in Comm. Acad. Petrop.
1740, vol. vii. p. 351.

(98 ) Ideen, ii. 1, p. 179.

(99) Aristot. Mir. Ausc. 81 ;
Steph. Byz. in v. ; Mela, ii. 4. Apollonius

Khodiug places the sacred Electrid island near the river Eridanus, iv. 505.
Scymnus, v. 374, places the Electrid islands in the Adriatic Sea.

H U
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was not confined to the two articles in question ; it extended

likewise to ivory. That ornamental and useful substance was

known to the Jews in the time of Solomon, about 1000 b.c.,(
100

)

and to the Greeks in the time of Homer, probably about 200

years later. It reached the shores of the Mediterranean through

various hands, from India, and the remote parts of Africa.
(

101
)

The early Greeks knew nothing of the animal to which it be-

longed. The word elephas, with them, meant simply ivory.

Herodotus, indeed, mentions the elephant as an animal, and

describes it as occurring in the western extremity of Africa :(
1W

)

but Ctesias appears to have been the first Greek who spoke of

the elephant from personal knowledge
;
he had seen the animal

at Babylon.
(

los
)

It was not, however, till the expedition of Alex-

ander that the elephant became generally known to the Greeks;

in consequence of their acquaintance with his military capacities,

the successors of Alexander first used the Asiatic elephant in

war, and the Egyptian kings and the Carthaginians afterwards

used the African elephant for the same purpose.
(

1M
)

The

natural history of the silkworm was known to Aristotle jO
05

)

but the Romans seem to have thought that silk, like linen and

cotton, was a vegetable product ; Virgil describes it as the deli-

cate fleece which the Seres, or Chinese, combed from the leaves

of trees,(10#
)
and the naturalist, Pliny, gives a similar account.(107

)

The modern nations of Europe likewise long received spiceries

and other commodities from the islands of the Indian Ocean,

before they were acquainted with the countries in which these

articles of commerce were produced.
(

108
)

§ 5 The hypothesis of a Phoenician trade with the northern

shores of Europe in tin and amber would receive material con-

(100) 1 Kings x. 22. See Dr. Smith's Bib. Diet. art. Ivory.

(101) Paus. i. 12, 4, v. 12, 3. (ioj) iv. 191.

( 103) vElian, Hist. An. xvii. 29; Bahr ad Ctes. p. 268, 352.

( 104)
Armandi, Histoire Militaire des E16phants, Paris, 1843, pp. 39—

43, 64, 85, 134.

( 105) Hist. An. v. 19. ( 106) Georg, ii. 121. (107) N. H. vi. 17.

( 108) See Robertson's Hist, of America, b. i. vol. vii. p. 39.
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firmation from the alleged voyage of Pytheas to the remote

island of Thule, if it is to be received as a historical fact. The

reality of this voyage therefore requires investigation.

The existence of the island of Thule was first announced to

the Greeks by the navigator Pytheas, of Massilia, who lived

about the time of Alexander the Great, and published an

account of a voyage of discovery made by himself in the north-

western seas of Europe. Pytheas had doubtless passed the

Pillars of Hercules, and had sailed along some of the external

coast of Europe
;
but in relating what he professed to have sceu

and discovered, he, in common with other early navigators,

thought himself privileged to magnify his own exploits by re-

counting as facts marvellous stories invented by himself, or

collected from common rumour in remote places which he had

visited. Both Polybius and Strabo treat him as a mere im-

postor, whose reports are wholly undeserving of belief.

Polybius not only argued in detail against the reality of his

supposed discoveries, as we learn from the citation of Strabo ;(
109

)

but in an extant passage of his history states broadly that the

whole of Northern Europe, from Narbo in Gaul to the Tanais

in Scythia, was unknown in his time
;

and that those who

pretended to speak or write on the subject were mere inventors

of fables.^10
)

Elsewhere, too, he remarks that the Strait at the

Pillars of Hercules was rarely passed by the dwellers upon the

Mediterranean, owing to their want of intercourse with the

nations at the extremities of Europe and Africa, and to their

ignorance of the external sca.(m
)

Strabo declares that the

account which Pytheas had given of Thule, and other places to

the north of the British Isles, was manifestly a mere fabrica-

tion ;

‘ his descriptions (Strabo adds) of countries within our

knowledge are for the most part fictitious, and we need not

doubt that his descriptions of remote countries are even less

trustworthy.’

(

UJ
)

One of these fabulous stories respecting

( 109) ii. 4, 1.

(ui)xvi. 29.

; - H II %

X.
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countries lying within the horizon of Greek knowledge has

been accidentally preserved. Pytheas, it seems, stated that if

any person placed iron in a rude state at the mouth of the

volcano in the island of Lipari, together with some money, he

found on the morrow a sword, or any other article which he

wanted, in its place. The fable was founded on the Greek idea

that iEtna and the neighbouring volcanoes were the workshop

of Vulcan. He likewise stated that the surrounding sea was in

a boiling state.

A

navigator who could venture to recount

as true such marvels respecting an island close to Italy and

Sicily, was not likely to be very veracious in his relations of

his own discoveries in the far north. In another place Strabo

states, that Pytheas the navigator has been convicted of extreme

mendacity ; and that those who have seen Britain and Ireland

say nothing of Thule, reporting only the existence of small

islands near Britain.

(

lu
)

Strabo is not quite consistent in his

views respecting Thule
;
in the latter words he appears to treat

its existence as a mere fiction ; but in the chapter before

quoted he regards it as a real place, indistinctly known on

account of its remoteness : he proposes to apply to it, by con-

jecture, the characteristics of cold northern climates known to

the Greeks by authentic observation.

The tendency of the ancient geographers to invent fables

respecting remote countries is enlarged upon by Polybius ;(
m

)

and it is satirized by Lucian in the introduction to his Vera

Historia; where he says of Ctesias, that the things which this

historian relates of India are such as he had not seen himself,

nor heard from the testimony of others.
(

U8
)

(113) Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 761 ; Scliol. Callim. Hymn. Dian. 47 .

The contrivance is similar to that described in Milton's Allegro :

—

Tells how the drudging goblin Bweat,
To earn his cream-bowl duly set,

When in one night, ere glimpse of morn,
His shadowy flail hath threshed the com
That ten day-labourers could not end.

(114)

1.4,2. (115) iii. 58.

(i 16) Compare the passage of Aristotle cited in Athen. i. p. 6 D. Strabo
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The account of Thule given by Pytheas was, that it was an

island six days’ sail to the north of Britain, near the Frozen

Sea; in which there was neither earth, air, nor water in a

separate state, but a substance compounded of the three, similar

to the pulmo marine; that it served as a bond of all things,

and could be crossed neither on foot nor in ships
;
having, as it

appears, neither sufficient solidity to support the weight of a

man, nor sufficient fluidity to admit of navigation. He had

seen the substance like the pulmo marinut, but related the rest

on hearsay report.
(
u7

)
He also affirmed that six months of the

year were light, and that six months were dark, without distinc-

tion of day and night.
(
118

)
From this account it would appear

that Pytheas did not represent himself as having visited the

island of Thule. The vXtvpuiv OaXamot, or pulmo marinut—
still called pulmone marino in Italian— is a mollusca which

appears to abound in the Mediterranean.
(
U9

)

The account of Tacitus is, that the Homan fleet first circum-

navigated Scotland in the time of Agricola
;
and that it disco-

vered and subdued the Orcadcs, islands hitherto unknown.

Thule was only just distinguished
; for the fleet was ordered

not to go further, and winter was approaching ; but the sea was

sluggish, and offered resistance to the oar
;

it was said not to

be even movable by wind.(130
)

This, the only account of Thule

remarks that the historians of Alexander indulge in fiction on account of

the remoteness of the countries which he. invaded, to Si itoppa Svcrt-

Aryn-ov, ix. 6, 4.

(i 1 7) Strab. i. 4, 2 j ii. 4, 1 ; Plin. ii. 77. (i 18) Plin. ib.

(up) Compare Pliny, xviii. 65. An engraving of the pulmo marinut is

given by Fuhr, De Pythea Massiliensi dissertatio (Darmstadt, 1835). This

dissertation contains a complete collection of the passages of the ancients

relating to Pytheas, and references to the numerous modern authors who
have written concerning him. Gossellm, in his Recherches sur la G6ogra-

phie des Anciens (4 vols. Paris, 1813), after a careful analysis of the sup-

posed facta reported by Pytheas, comes to the conclusion that Pytheas had

never been near the British Isles ; that he collected, either at Grades or at

some other port frequented by the Carthaginians, some vague notions on

the northern seas and regions of Europe, and that he passed them oft' upon

his countrymen for his own discoveries, using his astronomical knowledge

for the purpose of giving them currency (vol. iv. p. 178).

(120) Agric. 10.
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which professes to rest on actual inspection, is tinged with

fable, and cannot be admitted as sufficient evidence. The dis-

tant land, supposed to be Thule, was probably not more real

than Crokcr’s Mountains in the Arctic Seas, which were after-

wards sailed over by Sir Edward Parry.

The notion of remote seas being impassable by ships, either

from their shoals, or from the obstacles to navigation pro-

duced by the semi-fluid and muddy properties of the water,

frequently recurs among the ancients, and was probably in-

vented by sailors, as a reason why their further progress had

been arrested. Tlius the voyage of the Egyptian Sesostris into

the Eastern seas was, according to Herodotus, arrested by

shoals.
(

133
)

Plato describes the Atlantic Ocean as impermeable

by vessels, on account of the depth of mud, which he attri-

butes to the subsidence of the island of Atlantis.
(

133
)

Himilco

the Carthaginian affirmed that the Northern Sea beyond the

Pillars of Hercules could not be navigated : the obstacles were,

the absence of wind, the thickness of the sea-weed, the shallow-

ness of the water, and the monsters with which it was in-

fested.^34
)

The muddy nature of the sea beyond the Pillars of

Hercules is also mentioned by Scylax in his Periplus.
(

,33
)

Tacitus himself describes the Northern Sea near the Suiones

in Germany as 'sluggish, and nearly motionless.’

(

1M
)

Even

the scientific Aristotle believed the current fable :
‘ The waters

beyond the Pillars of Hercules are (he says) shallow from mud,

and unmoved by winds, as being in the hollow of the sea.’(137
)

Cleomedes declares that we cannot reach our perioeci,—those on

the same parallel under the earth—because the ocean which

separates us from them is innavigable, and full of monsters.
(

138
)

Alexander the Great is likewise reported to have been prevented

(122) Herod, ii. 102; below, p. 499. (123) Tim. § 6.

( 124 ) Avienus, Ora Maritime, v. 117—129; and compare v. 192, 21

862. See above, p. 455.

(125) § 1. (126) Figrum ac prope immotum, Germ. 45.

(127) Meteor, ii. i. § 14. (128) i. 2.
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by the fear of similar obstacles from embarking on the great

Eastern Ocean.

(

1W
)

According to Pliny, Thule was an island situate beyond Bri-

tain, at the distance of one day’s sail from the Frozen Sea
;

at

the summer solstice it had no night, and at the winter solstice no

day.
(
1S0

)
The account of Solinus is that Thule is five days’ and

nights’ sail from the Orcades
;
that at the summer solstice it has

scarcely any night, at the winter solstice scarcely any day

;

that it abounds with fruits
; that its inhabitants live in spring

upon grass, like cattle
;
afterwards on milk, and in winter on

dried fruit; they have no marriages, and their women are

in common. Beyond this island the sea is motionless and

frozen.
(
1S1

)

The current notion respecting Thule as a remote island in

the northern sea, is repeated by the later geographers, but

without adding anything to the evidence of its existence.

Thus Mela, who wrote under the first Caesars, speaks of Thule

as opposite the coast of the Belgians, and as celebrated by

Greek and Latin poets. He states that the nights are short

and semi-obscure in summer
;
and that at the summer solstice,

the sun never sets, and there is no night. (***) According to

Dionysius Periegetes, Thule is an island beyond Britain where

the sun shines both day and night.
(

153
)

Stephanus of Byzan-

tium says that Thule is a large island in the Hyperborean re-

gions, where in summer the day is of 20 hours, and the night

of 4, and in winter the reverse, (^j Cleomedes, in his As-

(129) Stat immotum mare, et quasi deficientis in suo fine natune pigra

moles, nova: ac terribiles figurte, magna etiam oceano portenta, qua) pro-

funda iota vastitas nutrit, confusa lux alta caligine, et interceptug tenebrig

dies, ipsum vero grave et devium mare, et aut nulla aut ignota sidera,

Seneca, Suas. i. p. 3 , ed. Bipout. Lower down, p. 4 ,
* feeda belluarum

magnitudo, et immobile profundum,' are mentioned. Curtiug, ix. 4, gpeaks

of ‘caliginem ac tenebras ac perpetuam noctem profundo incubantem
mari, repletum immanium belluarum gregibus fretum, immobiles undaa,

in quibus emoriem nalura dqfecerit.' This last idea seems to be borrowed
from Seneca.

(130) N. H. iv. 30 . (131) c. 22 .

(132) iti. 6. (133) v. 680—6 .

(134) In v. ©ovXij.
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tronomical Treatise, speaks in a doubting manner of the visit

of Pytheas to Thule : he says that in this island the tropic of

Cancer coincides with the Arctic circle
;
and that when the sun

is in Cancer it never sets, and there is continuous light for a

month. (***) Geminus, without mentioning Thule, cites the tes-

timony of Pytheas that he had visited places in the north where

the night was only of two or three hours. ('**) Achilles Tatius

speaks of light lasting for 80 days in the region north of

Thule.
(

1ST
) Servius likewise refers to the long days of Thule,

when the sun is in Cancer.
(

1S8
) According to Martianns

Capella, the testimony of Pytheas was that in Thule half the

year was day, and half was night.
(

1S#
)

Although Mela describes Thule as having been celebrated by

both Greek and Latin poets, its name occurs in no extant Greek

verse with the exception of the geographical poem of Diony-

sius. By the Latin poets it is often mentioned
;
but for the

most part in the vague sense of a remote and unknown island,

without any positive attributes savouring of geographical

reality. Thus Virgil, in the elaborate flattery of Augustus

which he places near the beginning of the Georgies, represents

him as god of the sea; and in this character as ruling over

Thule at the extremity of the ocean, and espousing a daughter

of Tethys.(140
)

The celebrated verses of Seneca, which have

been supposed to contain a prediction of the discovery of

America, likewise refer to the remote position of Thule.

(

ul
)

Juvenal ironically describes the progress of Greek and Roman

literature towards the barbarous north, by saying that the Bri-

(135) De Met. i. 7, p. 47, 48, ed. Bake.

(136) Elem. Astr. c. 6, p. 13, Petav.

(137) 0. 35, p. 92, Petav.

(138) Ad Georg, i. 30. Speaking of the islands near Britain, C®sar
says :

“ De quibus insulis nonnulli scripserunt, dies continuos triginta

sub bruma esse noctem. Nos nihil de eo pereunctationibus reperiebamus,
nisi certis ex aqua mensuris breviores esse quam in oontinente noctes
reperiebamus, B. G. v. 13.

(*39) vi. § 595, 666. ed. Kopp. (140) Georg, i. 29.

(141) Med. 374.
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tons had learnt eloquence from the Gauls
;
and that even Thule

thinks of hiring a rhetorician.
(

14S
)

Similar passages occur in

Statius, who speaks of Thule as a distant island, enveloped iu

darkness, and lying beyond the course of the suu.(143
)

The imaginary character of Thule was preserved by Anto-

nius Diogenes, the author of ra virlp OovXijv amara, ‘ The

Marvels of the Parts north of Thule/ in 24 books, an abridg-

ment of which work is extant in the Bibliotheca of Pho-

tius.
(

,44
)

This romance, which Photius declares to have been

highly amusing, and full of wonderful stories related in a plau-

sible manner, belonged to the class of Voyages Imaginaires.

Diuias and his son Demochares were described in it as travelling

by the Black Sea and the Caspian to the Bhipsean mountains

and the river Tanais, until, on account of the severe cold, they

made for the Scythian Ocean. Here they wandered a long

time, and first navigated the Eastern Sea, and reached the rising

of the sun ; afterwards they visited the island of Thule, which

they used as a station during their peregrinations in the north.

At Thule, Dinias meets a noble Tyrian woman named Dercyllis,

with whom he falls in love
;
her adventures, and those of other

persons, were related at length, so that the first 23 books, says

Photius, contained little or nothing about Thule. In the 24th

book was an account of the visit of Dinias, with two compa-

nions, named Carmanes and Meniscus, to the regions north of

Thule, where they find plenty of marvels, and at last succeed in

reaching the moon. This part of the novel seems to have re-

sembled the Vera Historia of Lucian, and some of the modem
fictions imitated from it. Diogenes supposes the story to have

been written on tablets of cypress wood, enclosed in a box, which

was discovered in a subterranean deposit near the city of Tyre

by Alexander the Great.
(

14S
)

( 143

)

XT. 110.

( 143 ) Sylv. iii. 5, 19, iv. 4, 62, v. i. 90, v. 2, 54.

( 144) Cod. 166. Seo above, p. 270, n. 87.

( 145) Concerning this romance, seo Dunlop’s History of Fiction,
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Photius declares himself ignorant of the age of this Dio-

genes, but conjectures him to have been not much later than the

age of Alexander. It is more probable, as modem critics have

supposed, that he was of far more recent date, and that he

wrote in the second or third century after Christ.
(

14<
)

The

name of Thule originated with Pytlieas, and it does not seem to

have become current in Greek and Latin literature till the

Augustan age.

Some of the Roman poets, seeking to find a local habitation

for the name of Thule, identify it with Britain. Thus Silius

describes the campaign of Vespasian, and Claudian the exploits

of Theodosius the elder, in Britain, as having occurred in

Thule.(147
)

Probus, in his Commentary on Virgil, designates

Tliulc as the furthest of the Orcades.
(

148
)

According to Scr-

vius, Thule is an island in the ocean, to the north-west, beyond

Britain, near the Orcades and Hibernia.
(
149

)
Orosius, however,

who wrote in the 5th century, still uses it in the ancient inde-

terminate acceptation. He describes Thule as separated by an

infinite distance from the Orcades, lying towards the north-

vol. i. p. 8. A similar story respecting the discovery of his work is told

by the author of Dictys.

(146) Meiners, Gesch. der Wisa. vol. i. p. 253, places him in the first

half of the third century after Christ Servius, ad Georg, i. 30, says that

various marvels are related of Thule, both by Greek and Latin writers, by
Ctesias and Diogenes among the former, and by Samtuonieus among the

latter. The reference to Ctesias cannot be explained ; Sammonicus is

Sammonicus Serenus, who w its murdered by the command of Caracalla in

212 a. d. ; seo Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Anc. Biogr. in Serenus. Suidas, in

©oiXir states that a great Egyptian king, Thulis, gave his name to the

island of Thule. The origin of this idea does not appear.

(147) Silius, iii. 597. In the following passage Silius likewise uses

Thule as a synonym for Britain. The native custom of colouring the body
w ith blue, and the war chariots of the Britons, are alluded to

Coerulus haud aliter, quum dimicat, incola Tliules

Agrnina falcifero circumvenit arcta covino.—xvii. 416.

Claudian identifies Thule with Britain in De Tert Cons. lion. 51—3 ; Do
Quart. Cons. Hon. 32. In the following passages of the same poet it bears

the more general meaning of a remote island in the Northern Ocean; in

llufin. ii. 239—41 ; in Secund. Cons. Stilich. 156 ; De Bell. Get. 201—4.

(148) Ad Georg, i. 30, vol. ii. p. 358, ed. Lion.

(149) Ad Georg, i. 30.
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west, in the middle of the ocean
;
and as hardly known even to

a few persons.^60
)

The campaigns of Crosar opened Gaul and Britain to the

Romans, and after a time their knowledge extended to northern

Germany and to the Scandinavian peninsula, which, however,

they supposed to be a group of islands. The German Ocean

was first navigated by Drusus, who in 12 b.c. reached the sea

by the Rhine, and lauded on the coast of Friesland.

(

m
)

Six-

teen years afterwards (1 a.d.) Tiberius sent a flotilla down the

Rhine, with orders to follow the coast eastward, and to sail up

the Elbe, until he himself effected a junction by his land forces

with his naval armament This junction was successfully ac-

complished, and is celebrated with merited praises by Velleius,

who speaks of this fleet sailing to the Elbe through a sea pre-

viously unknown and unheard of.(U2
)

Strabo declares that all the region beyond the Elbe, adjoin-

ing the ocean, was unknown in his time.
f No one (he adds)

is recorded to have navigated along this coast eastward as far as

the mouths of the Caspian Sea ; the Romans have not pene-

trated beyond the Elbe ;
and no one has made the journey by

land.’(153
)

It will be observed that Strabo secm3 quite igno-

rant of any voyages of Phoenician ships to the west of the

Elbe.

The original belief was, that the ocean flowed from Scythia,

round the north of Germany and Gaul, to Iberia and the Pillars

of Hercules; and that in this northern ocean there were many
large islands. Pliny mentions that islands of vast size, lying off

the coast of Germany, had been recently discovered in his

(150) i. 2. On the supposed situation of Thule, seo Humboldt, Examen
de la G6ogr. du Nouv. Cont. tom. ii. p. 214.

(151) Tac. Germ. 34 j
Merivale’s Romans under the Empire, vol. iv.

p. 229. [Classic Romana] ab ostio Kheni ad solis orientis regionem usque
ad [orbis extrem]a navigavit, quo neque terra neque mari quisquam
Eomanorum ante id tempus adit, Tab. Ancyr.

(15a) ii. 106 ; Merivale, ib. p. 309.

(153) vii. 2, 4.
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time.
(

1M
)

Xenophon of Lampsacus, a geographer—whose date

is unknown, but who probably lived about the Augustan age

—

stated that at a distance of three days’ sail from the shore of

Scythia was an island of enormous size, called Baltin.^ 55
)

Mela speaks of the Codanus Sinus—the Cattegat, or southern

part of the Baltic—as a large bay beyond the Albis (Elbe), full

of great and small islands.
(
us

)
The largest island in the bay,

inhabited by the Teutoni, he calls Codanouia.(157
)

The penin-

sula of Jutland was likewise known to the Romans at the same

period, and was named the Cimbric Chersonese.

(

U8
)

One of the great islands in this part of the Northern Ocean

was called Scandia, or Scandinavia. According to Pliny,

Scandinavia was the most celebrated island in the Codanus

Sinus
; its size was unknown. The portion of it which was

known was inhabited by the Hilleviones, a nation containing

500 pagi, who regarded it as another quarter of the world.
(

159
)

Another account preserved by Pliny describes Scandia as an

island beyond Britain.^60
)

Agathemerus mentions Scandia as a

large island near the Cimbric Chersonese, extending to the north

of Germany; and he couples it with the island of Thule.

(

m
)

According to Ptolemy, there were to the east of the Cimbric

Chersonese four islands called Scandia, viz. three small ones,

and a large one, furthest to the east near the mouths of the

river Vistula.
(

182
)

Between the times of Strabo and Ptolemy,

therefore, discovery had advanced from the Elbe to the Vistula.

It may be added that the island of Scanzia is mentioned by

Jornandes, who lived in the sixth century.
(
16S

)

Another writer, who also lived in the sixth century, having

occasion to mention the island of Scandinavia, gives it the ap-

(154) Nam et a Germanic immensas insulas non pridem compertaa
cognitum habeo, N. H. ii. 112.

(155) Plin. iv. 27. (156) iii. 3. (157) iii. 6.

(158) Strab. vii. 2, § 1 ; Plin. iv. 27 ; Compare Zeuss, die Deutscken,

p. 144.

(159) lb. (160) iv. 30. (161) De Georg, ii. 4.

(163) ii. 11, § 33, 34. Compare viii. 6, § 4.

(163) De Iteb. Get. e. 3.
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pellation of Thule. Procopius, in his * History of the Gothic

War,' describes the course of the Heruli across central Europe.

He states that, defeated by the Lombards, they first crossed the

country of the Sclaveni (near the Danube), and afterwards that

of the Varni (Saxony)
;
that they next overran the Danes, from

whose country they reached the ocean
;
and having embarked in

ships, they sailed to the island of Thule, where they re-

mained.^®4
)

In this passage, Procopius, wishing to designate the great

island which (as he believed) lay to the north of Germany, ap-

plied to it the vague appellation of Thule, familiar indeed to the

Greeks, but never hitherto used as the name of any real coun-

try. He then proceeds to describe this island :

—

‘ Thule/ he says, ‘ is an island of great size, more than ten

times as large as Britain, and lies at a distance from it, to the

north. Most of the land is barren, but there are thirteen large

nations in the cultivated regions, all governed by kings. For

forty days about the summer solstice the sun does not set, and

for the same time at the winter solstice it does not rise. The

latter period is passed by the inhabitants in dejection of spirits,

as they are unable to communicate with each other. Although

(adds Procopius) I much wished to visit this island, and to see

these phenomena with my own eyes, I have never been able to

accomplish my desire. Nevertheless, I have heard a credible

account of them from natives of the country who have travelled

to these parts. During the period when the sun never sets,

they reckon the days by the motion of the sun round the

horizon. During the period when the sun never rises, they

reckon the days by the moon. The last five days of the dark

period are celebrated by the Thulitte as a great festival. These

islanders are perpetually haunted with a fear that the sun should

on some occasion fail to return, although the same phenomenon

recurs every year/

( 164 ) On the course of this migration, see Bust, Hist. Anc. des Peuplea
de l’Europe, tom. ix. p. 388 ; Zeuss, ib. p. 481.
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‘ The Scrithifini, one of the nations of Thule, arc in a savage

state, wearing no clothes or shoes, not drinking wine, or eating

any vegetable product. They never cultivate the ground, but

both men and women follow the chase. They live on the animals

thus killed, and use the skins of beasts as clothes. Their infants

are nourished not with milk, but with the marrow of wild

animals.’

‘The remaining Thulit® scarcely differ from other men.

They worship a variety of gods in heaven, earth, and sea, and

particularly in springs and rivers, and they sacrifice human

victims, killing them with frightful tortures. The largest na-

tion is the Gauti, to whom the Heruli came.’(185)

The Scrithifini mentioned in this passage are more correctly

called Skridefinni by other writers. They were sometimes

called simply Fins ; they inhabited part of Sweden and Nor-

way.
(
168

)
The Gauti arc a nation of Goths, dwelling in this

region, whose name is preserved in the island of Gothland.

According to Ptolemy,

(

167
)

the Gout® (roorai) occupied the

southern part of Scandia : this nation is doubtless identical with

the Gauti of Procopius, and this coincidence affords an addi-

tional proof that Thule is used by him as synonymous with

Scandia.
(

168
)

The mention of the Scrithifini, who are expressly

placed by other writers in the Scandinavian peninsula, likewise

indicates the sense which he assigns to the old fabulous name of

Thule.

Dicuil, an Irish monk, who composed his geographical trea-

tise Be Menturd Orbu in the year 825, describes the island of

Thule upon the authority of certain clerks
, who had visited it

80 years previously, and had remained in the island from

February to August. According to their account, the nights

were of extreme shortness about the time of the summer sol-

stice.^89
)

Letronne is of opinion that Iceland must be in-

( 165) Bell. Goth. ii. 16. ( 166) Zeuss, ib. p. 684

( 167 ) Ubi sup. ( 168) Zeuss, ib. p. 158, 511.

(i 6ij) ‘ Trigesimus nunc annus estaquonuntiaverunt mibi clerici, qui, a

kaleudis Februarii usque kalendas Augusti, in ilia insuli manserunt, quod,
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tended, and he considers this passage to prove that Iceland was

known to the Irish at the end of the eighth century.
(
l7°)

The preceding investigation respecting Thule, shows that

the name, as first promulgated by the impostor Pytheas, denoted

a fictitious, but not properly a fabulous or mythical island ; that

is to say, although the story of this island was a fabrication, yet

he desired to make it pass for truth. The poets employed it, for

the most part, in a general and almost abstract sense, for a re-

mote unknown island in the Northern Sea; while the novelist

Diogenes gave it a purely fabulous character, and made it as

unreal as Lilliput and Brobdignag in Gulliver’s Travels. Silius

indeed and Claudian use Thule as synonymous with one of the

Britannic islands ; Probus makes it one of the Orcades
; Pro-

copius identifies it with Scandinavia, and Dicuil uses it as the

designation of Iceland. The Roman fleet, in the time of Agri-

cola, believed that they saw Thule, in the dim distance, beyond

the northern extremity of Scotland, and the geographical

writers attempt to assign it some fixed locality in the northern

seas. They particularly connect with it the long night of the

polar winter, and the long day of the polar summer,—pheno-

mena of which they had obtained authentic information, and

which were explained by the theories of the astronomers. But

the name Thule never acquired any fixed geographical significa-

tion ;
it never came to be used, either by the natives or by the

geographers, as the appellation of any real island.

Pytheas affirmed that in returning from his great northern

voyage, in which he first obtained accounts of the remote island

of Thule, he had sailed along the entire coast of the ocean

between Gadeira and the Tanais;(171
)

that is from Cadiz

non solum in cestivo solstitio, sod in diehus circa illud in vespertina hor&,
occidens sol abscondit se quasi trans parvulum tumulum ; ita ut nihil tene-

brarum in minimo spatio ipso fiat ; sed quicquid homo operari volucrit,

vel pediculos de camisia aostraherc, tanquain in prtcsentia solis potest;
ct si in altitudinc montium eius fuissent, forsitan nunquam sol abscon-
deretur ab illis,’ De Mens. Orb. Terr. c. 7, § 2.

(i;o) Recherehes sur Dicuil (Paris, 1814), p. 133—147.

( 171 ) Strab. ii. 4. 1 .
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round Spain, Gaul, Germany, and Scythia, to the river Don,

which was considered by the ancients as the boundary of

Europe and Asia. This statement furnishes an additional proof

of the mendacity of Pytheas, because it is founded op the

belief, received in his time, that Europe did not project far to

the north, and that the ocean swept along its shores to the

north of Scythia and India. Of this great Northern Ocean, the

Caspian was supposed to be a gulf, connected with it by a

narrow strait. The erroneous idea that the Caspian Sea was a

gulf of the ocean was not dispelled by the expedition of Alex-

ander^17
®) Arrian represents Alexander as assuring his soldiers

that, if they will continue their march eastward, they will dis-

cover the great Eastern Sea to be continuous with the Cas-

pian.^75
)

Strabo repeats this belief.
(

174
)

Both Mela and Pliny

state that the Caspian is connected with the Northern Ocean

by a long and narrow channel.

(

175
)

Dionysius Periegetes, fol-

lowing the ancient belief, makes it a gulf of the Northern

Ocean, opposite the Persian Gulf, and one of the four great

gulfs of the external sea.(17e
)

Pliny and Mela mention in proof of an external sea con-

necting the northern shores of Germany with India, that Q.

Metellus Celer, when proconsul of Cisalpine Gaul, in 62 b.c.

received as a present from the king of the Suevi some Indiaus,

who were said to have sailed from India for purposes of trade,

and to have been carried by adverse winds to Germany.
(
177

)

The Suevi were a German tribe who inhabited the country on

the eastern bank of the Rhine. The Indians, of whom this

fable was narrated, by whatever road they reached Germany,

must have been sent to Metellus across the Alps. Forbiger

( 172 ) Plut. Alex. 44; Strab. ix. 6, 1.

( 173 ) v. 26. Compare vii. 16. ( 174) xi. 6
, § 1.

( 175) Mela, iii. 6 ; Plin. N. H. vi. 15.

( 176)
v. 47. These four gulfs, or internal seas, were the Caspian, the

Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and the Mediterranean ; see Plut. Alex. 44

;

Strab. ii. 6
, § 18. Macrobius, in Somn. Scip. ii. 9, § 7, enumerates these

four gulfs, but says that the connexion of the Caspian with the ocean is

denied by some.

( 177 )
Plin. ii. 67 ; Mela, iii. 5 ; Cic. ad Div. r. 1, 2.
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conjectures that these supposed Indians were inhabitants of

Labrador or Greenland, who were mistaken for Indians on ac-

count of their dark-coloured skin.(178
)

It should be observed

that the war-elephants of the Greeks came from India, ('"*) and

were driven by Indians. Hence ’IvSbc was the general name

of an elephant-driver.
(
18°)

In the description of Dionysius Periegetes,(m) a ship which

has left the Britannic Islands and Thule, traverses the Scythian

Ocean, and thus gains the Eastern Sea, where the Golden Island

adjoins the rising of the sun; it there makes a turn, and

reaches the island of Taprobane, or Ceylon. By the ‘ Golden

Island/ or Chersonese, the peninsula of Malacca is meant.

§ 6 If the Phoenicians, the Carthaginians, and after them

the Romans, had in succession, through several centuries, main-

tained a direct trade in tin with Britain by the Straits of

Gibraltar, the nations of the Mediterranean would doubtless

from an early date have become acquainted with that island.

On the other hand, if the tin was carried across Gaul to Mas-

silia, and imported thence into Greece and Italy, it would be

natural that the Greeks and Italians should have remained in

ignorance of the remote island from which it was brought for

so many miles by barbarian merchants.

Now the ancient authors are unanimous in declaring that

the Britannic Islands remained practically unknown until the

invasion of Caesar. It was stated by Polybius, in a lost portion

of his history, that the inhabitants of Massilia, Narbo, and

Corbilo on the Loire, being interrogated by Scipio Africanus

(who died in 129 b.c.) were unable to give him any information

respecting Britain.
(

lfeS

)
With regard to Massilia and Narbo,

towns on the Mediterranean, this ignorance is intelligible

;

though the Britannic tin trade is said to have been carried on—
•

• (178) Handbuch der Alton Geographic, vol. ii. p. 4.

(179) Aristot. H. A. ix. 2.

, (180) See I’olyb. i. 40, iii. 40, xi. 1.

(1 81) v. 687—93.
/ _ (18a} Ap. Strab. iv. 2, § 1.

fc.
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through Massilia ; but Corbilo, being situated close to the

mouth of the Loire, would seem to have lain within a sphere to

which a knowledge of Britain would have penetrated, if the

ordinary intercourse between that island and Gaul had extended

beyond the Channel. Consistently with this statement, Ctesar

informs us that the Gauls in his time knew scarcely anything

in detail of Britain. It was only, he says, visited by traders,

who did not go beyond the coast which lay opposite to their

own country. C
8
®) It may be inferred from this passage that

the Gauls, who carried on the ' cross-channel trade between

Gaul and Britain, were the inhabitants of the northern coast.

It is remarked by Dio Cassius, that the very existence of

Britain was unknown to the Greeks and Romans in early

times, and that afterwards they were ignorant whether it was

an island or not ;
various opinions on this point, founded on

mere probability, and not on actual examination of the locality,

had been promulgated.
(

184
)

The insular character of Britain

was first demonstratively established by the fleet of Agri-

cola^185
)

Livy (as we learn from Jornandes)
(

I86
)
declared that

in his time Britain had not been circumnavigated.

Again, Dio speaks of the pride felt by Ctesar himself, and by

his countrymen, at his having actually landed in a country pre-

viously unknown, even by report.
(
187

)

Plutarch describes Ctesar’s audacity in venturing to cross the

Western Ocean with an army, and to sail against Britain over

the Atlantic Sea. lie attacked an island whose very existence

was in question, and advanced the Roman dominion beyond the

limits of the inhabited world.( 1BS
)

According to Eumenius, in his Panegyric of Constantius, the

expression of Britain being another world was used by Ca?sar

in reporting to Rome his first invasion of Britain.
(

18#
)

It is

(183) B. G. iv. 20. (184) xxxix. 50.

(185) Tac. Agric. 10 . (186) De Reb. Get. c. 2 .

(187) lb. c. 53 . Compare likewise the allusions to the remoteness of

Britain, in Antony’s speech over the body of Ciesar, ib. xliv. 42 ,
43

,
49 .

(188) Ctesar, e. 23 . (189) c. 11 .
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likewise applied by Velleius and Florus to this achievement of

Caesar.
(
19

°)

The mere name of Britain seems indeed to have been known

to the Greeks since the time of Pytheas
;
who affirmed that he

had landed on the island
; (

191
)
and it is mentioned by Polybius

and Posidonius in connexion with the tin trade. Lucretius,

whose poem was published before Caesar’s Commentaries, uses

Britain as an example of a country in the extreme north.
(

19i
)

The boundaries of the known world, according to the prie-

Alcxandrine Greeks, were the Phasis (or the Pontus) to the

East, and the Columns of Hercules to the West,
f

193
)

Pindar

says that everything to the west of Gadeira is inaccessible.

(

I91
)

After the age of Alexander, the eastern boundary receded ; but

the western boundary remained the same.( 195
)

But though the name of Britain was known to the Greeks

of the post-Alexandrinc period, the earliest mention of Ireland

i-!' r.

(190) Veil. ii. 16 ; Flor. iii. 18, § 1C. Compare Drumann, Geschichto
Roma, vol. iii. p. 293. Servius, in his Commentary on the verse in Virgil's

First Eclogue, * Et penitus toto divisos orbe Britannoa’ (v. 67), states that

\ Britain is an island lying at a distance in the Northern Ocean, and that it

is called by the poets, another world.

(191) According to Polybius, he stated that he had travelled over the
whole island, o\rjv ttjv BptTraviKrjv tpfla&bv sirs\6tiv, Strab. ii. 4, 1.

(192) vi. 1104. I)r. Lappenberg, in his History of England under the
Anglo-Saxon Kings (Thorpe's transl. vol. i. p. 3) commits a serious mistake
when he states that * British timber was employed by Archimedes for the
mast of the largest ship of war which he had caused to be built at Syracuse.’

He has been misled by the name B/xrrnwar, in Athen. v. p. 208 E, where
Camden in his Britannia, has restored Bprrrmi^r, and Casaubon B/icm'at.

It is not very likely that Hiero should havo sent to the remote and almost
unknown island of Britain in search of timber, when it could be procured
in abundance and perfection on the neighbouring coast of Italy

; as

Casaubon, in his animadversions to Athcnecus, has pointed out. A similar
‘ confusion of Bruttia and Britain likewise occurs in Diod. xxi. 21, ed.

Bekker, where tho movements of Hannibal are described. Compare
Diefeubach’s Celtica, vol. iii. p. 68.

: (193) Herod, viii. 132; Eurip. Hipp. 3, 1350; Plat. Piiaedon. § 133,

p. 109.

(194) Findar, 01. iii. 79; Nem. iii. 36, iv. 112; Isthm. iv. 95. Com-
pare Ukert, i. 2, p. 206.

(195) Hence Juvenal says :

—

Omnibus in terris, qua) sunt a Gadibus usque
Auroram, et Gangem.—1. 1.

1 i 2
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by a writer whose age is ascertained occurs in Ctesar. In his

History of the Gallic War, he says that Hibernia lies to the

west of Britain, being estimated at less than half its size : the

distance between the two islands is the same as that between

Britain and Gaul. He likewise states that the island of Mona

is situated midway between Hibernia and Britain, by which he

means Anglesey or Man.(,M
)

Strabo states that the remotest island to the north of

Celtics (or Gaul) is Icrnc, beyond Britain, occupied by savages,

and barely habitable from cold.(w
)

In another place he says

that Ierne lies to the north of Britain, being long in pro-

portion to its width. Its inhabitants are more savage than

those of Britain ;
they are cannibals, and they likewise feed on

grass ;
they eat the bodies of their fathers after death ; and in

their relations with women they set at nought the rules observed

by civilized nations. These latter accounts, however, he adds,

do not rest on authentic testimony.
(

,98
)

Diodorus remarks that the tribes dwelling in the north, in

the vicinity of Scythia, are wholly savage and uncivilized, and

that some of them are said to be cannibals, such as the Britons

who inhabit tlie country called Iris.(19*)

The account of Mela is, that Iverna lies beyond Britain

;

that its climate is unfitted for ripening grain, but so abundant

in grass, not only of rapid growth, but also of sweet taste, that

cattle eat to satiety in a small part of the day, and if they arc

not driven from the pasture, burst from the excess of food. Its

inhabitants are uncivilized
;
they are ignorant of every virtue,

and remarkably free from humanity,
f

800
)

Pliny states that the island of Hibernia was situated beyond

Britain, at a distance of thirty miles from the coast of the

Silures. f
901

)

(196) v. 13 . (197) ii. 1
, § 13, ii. 5

, § 8.

(198) iv. 5 , § 4 . (199) v. 32 .

(200) The words * pene par spatio, aed utriusque fequali tractu litomm
oblonga’ are corrupt. The meaning seems to be similar to that expressed

in Strabo, that the length is equal to that of Britain, but not the width.

(201) iv. 30.
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Tacitus, in his Life of Agricola,
(

205
) describes Hibernia as

lying between Britain and Iberia, and as exceeding the islands

of the Mediterranean in size. He says that, in its soil and

climate, and in the character and civilization of the natives, it

differs little from Britain. Its harbours and approaches were

known by the reports of traders. Tacitus adds, that he had

often heard Agricola say that Hibernia might be subdued with

one legion and a few auxiliaries. In the Annals, the same

historian mentions the propraetor P. Ostorius, in 50 b.c.,

approaching the sea which divided Britain and Hibernia^203
)

The poet Juvenal, who wrote about 100 a.d., speaks of Ire-

land in connexion with Britain and the Orkneys :

—

4 * • * * Arms quidem ultra

Littora Juvernse promovimus, et modo captas

Orcadas, ac minimil coutentos nocte Britannos.'f®4)

The recent capture of the Orkneys alludes to the expedition of

the Roman fleet round Britain in the time of Agricola.(“M

In the Geography of Ptolemy, who lived about the middle

of the second century, the two Britannic Islands, Albion and

Ivemia, are described at length. A large number of towns,

rivers, and promontories belonging to the latter island are

specified by name.)®)

The account of Ireland given by the geographer Solinus,

who is supposed to have lived about the middle of the third

century after Christ, is copious and detailed.

‘ Of the islands surrounding Britain (he says), Hibernia is

the nearest to it in size. The manners of its inhabitants are

rude and savage. Its pastures are so excellent, that unless the

cattle are sometimes driven from them, they are in danger of

dying from repletion. The island has no snakes and few birds.

The people are inhospitable and warlike. "When they are victo-

(
202 ) c. 24. (203)

xii. 32.

(204) ii. 159—161. (205) Tao. Agric. 10.

(206 ) ii. 2. The samo form of this name, Towtpvia, recurs in the Peri-

plus of Marcianua, c. 42, and in Stephanus of Byzantium. The form used

by Juvenal, Juverna, is similar.
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rious, they both drink and smear their faces with the blood

of the enemy. They know no distinction between right and

wrong. When a woman has produced a male child, she places

its first food on the point of her husband’s sword, and thus

introduces it gently into the mouth of the infant. Prayers are

offered up, on behalf of the family, that he may meet bis death

in war. Those who study ornament, decorate the hilts of their

swords with the teeth of marine animals
;
the chief glory of the

men is in the brilliancy of their arms. They do not possess

bees
; and if a pebble or some earth, brought from Hibernia, is

thrown into a hive, the bees will desert it. The sea between

Hibernia and Britain is disturbed and stormy during the whole

year, and can only be navigated for a few days. The boats are

of wicker covered with the hides of oxen ;
whatever time the pas-

sage may oecupy, the mariners abstain from food while they are

at sea. The width of the Strait is estimated at 120 miles. ’(
sor

)

For 120 Salmasius corrects twenty miles, comparing Pliny,

who states the distance at thirty miles.

Iu the Orphic Argonautics, the speaking ship warns the

heroes to avoid the Iernian islands, and to steer for the Sacred

Promontory (on the Lusitanian coast), lest she should be

carried out into the Atlantic Sea
;
and Ancaeus, the pilot, obeys

the injunction.^08
)

This poem may be placed between the

second and fourth centuries after Christ.
(

SM
)

There is no men-

tion of Icrne or of the Britannic Islands in the Argonautics of

Apollonius Rhodius.

The Ora Maritima of Avienus (who appears to have lived at

the end of the fourth century) describes the Sacred Island in-

habited by the Hibernians, near the island of the Albiones, as

separated by two days’ sail from the (Estrymnian islands, off

the coast of Spain, where tin and lead are found.

(

sl°)

The belief of the severe cold of Ireland entertained by some

(207) c. 22. (20S) y. 1170—1190.

(209 ) See Bornhardy, Grundriss der Grieckiscken Litteratur, vol. ii.

p. 267—272 ; Hermann, Orpk. p. 798.

(210)
v. 94—112.
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of the ancients, was founded on the vague idea of its position in

the extreme north. The accounts of the savage manners of its

inhabitants are, doubtless, strongly tinctured with fable
;
but

it is probable that, having less intercourse with the continent

than the inhabitants of Southern Britain, they were less civi-

lized in their customs. In some of these passages a knowledge

of the rich pasturage of the Emerald Isle, which must have

been derived from the reports of eye-witnesses, is perceptible.

Such are the most ancient testimonies respecting Ireland

which occur in the works of writers whose age is ascertained.

One testimony, however, which, by Maunert, Dr. Latham, and

other modern writers, has been considered as containing the

earliest mention of this island, remains to be noticed.

The author of the Aristotelic Treatise concerning the

Universe (jrepl Koarpou), adopting the received notion of the

Greeks, which descended from the Homeric age, describes the

inhabited world as surrounded by the ocean. He first traces

the ocean from the Pillars of Hercules along the Mediterranean

to the Pontus and the Palus Majotis ; and he then follows its

eastern course along the shores of Asia.

‘ In one direction (he says) it forms the Indian and Persian

gulfs, with which the Red Sea is continuous ; in the other,

it passes through a long and narrow channel, and widens into

the Caspian Sea. Further on it encircles the space beyond the

Palus Mieotis. Then stretching its course above Scythia and

Celtica, it encompasses the inhabited world, in the direction of

the Gallic Gulf and the Pillars of Hercules. In this part of

the ocean there are two great islands, larger than any in

the Mediterranean, called the Britannic Islands, Albion and

Ierne, situated beyond the country of the Celts. Equal in size

to these are Taprobane, on the further side of India, turned

obliquely to the mainland, and the island named Phebol, lying

near the Arabian Gulf. Many small islands likewise are placed

around this continent, near the Britannic Islands and Iberia.^311
)

(jii) c. 3, p. 393, ed. Bekker.
'*
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488 NAVIGATION OF THE PHOENICIANS. [chap. vju.

Taprobane became known to the Greeks through the expe-

dition of Alexander ; but what this writer can mean by Phebol,

an island near the Arabian Gulf, as large as Britain, is an

enigma. The passage of the Aristotelic Treatise is repeated in

Latin by Apuleius de Mundo,(sls
)
where the name Phebol re-

appears. It is likewise cited in Stobteus,(*ls
)
where, however,

«Po/3la ical Evftoia is read for <P//3oA, being an attempt at emen-

dation. It has been conjectured that Socotra, or Madagascar,

is signified by this unknown name ; but Salmasius(S14
)

is

doubtless right in treating it as corrupt, and in substituting for

it 'Pt/3w, the name of a lake and an island beyond Meroe in

Upper Egypt.
(

216
)

This lake is identified with Lake Tsana in

Abyssinia, which is stated to contain eleven islands. The

Pscbaean mountains and promontory on the ^Ethiopian side of

the Red Sea, are mentioned by Diodorus.
(

518
)
Theophrastus

(

s17
)

mentions the district of in conjunction with Syene ;
here

'Pf/3ai has been rightly corrected. No corruptions are so

common in manuscripts as those of proper names, particularly

if the name is not well known. The form of the name in

Strabo is 'Pifitba, which was probably that used by the author

of the treatise de Mundo, and 4'EBQA might have been easily

corrupted into 4>EBOA. What inaccurate reports could have in-

duced this writer to believe that the island in Lake Pseboa was

as large as Britain, cannot now be ascertained. The ten largest

islands and peninsulas, according to the received belief ofhis time,

are enumerated in their order by Ptolemy
;
he places Taprobane

first, and Albion second
;
but he says nothing of Pseboa.

(

s18
)

(212) P. 716, ed. Oudendorp.

(213) Eel. Phys. i. 34, 2, vol. i. p. 258, Gaisford.

(214) Exerc. Plm. ad Solin. c. 53, p. 782.

(215) See Strab. xvii. 2, § 3 : Steph. Byz. in v.

(216) iii. 41. The Psebatan mountains in this region are also mentioned

by Agatharehides, de Mari Rubro, c. 84; Ap. Geogr. Gr. Min. vol. i.

p. 174, ed. C. Muller.

(217) De Lapid. § 33, vol. i. p. 695, iv. p. 565, ed. Schneider.

(218) Geogr. vii. 6, § 11. Measurements of the largest islands are

S
'ven in Agathem. c. 6, and in a fragment of a geographer in Miillcr'i

eogr. Gr. Min. vol. ii. p. 509.
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It has been already mentioned that the Aristotelic treatise

de Mundo belongs to the last century b.c.(219
)

The mention of

Ieme shows that it is posterior to the expedition of Caesar

;

and the form *AX/3toi> seems to betray a Latin derivation.

§ 7 The idea of a sacred island, rising amidst the waves,

removed from all contentions and wars, the abode of quiet and

purity, the secure refuge of men buffeted by the storms of the

world, seems naturally to suggest itself to the human mind.

By an easy transition this residence of a pious and holy race

becomes an Elysian field ; it is endowed with perpetual spring

;

the ground produces its fruits without labour
;
there are no ser-

pents or wild beasts within its hallowed precinct ; its inhabi-

tants are no longer a sacred colony of living men, but the

souls of the departed, translated to a region of bliss.

The notion of holy islands first occurs in Hesiod. He de-

scribes the race of heroes, who form the fourth age of mankind,

as residing after death apart from the world, in the Islands of

the Blest, near the ocean, free from care, and enjoying three

harvests in the year.(320
)

Pindar, in like manner, conceives the

Islands of the Blest as the abodes of the just and virtuous after

death.
(

J31
)

On the other hand, Horace supposes his country-

men to seek an escape from the horrors of the civil war, in the

Happy Islands, where peace and plenty will be their permanent

lot.(
252

)

The Canary Islands became known to the Romans after the

war of Sertorius, and were identified with the happy region at

the extremity of the world, described in the Odyssey,
f

283
)

Mela

accordingly describes the Fortunate Islands as really existing

in the Atlantic ;(
s3i

)
and Strabo identifies them with some

islands not far from the promontory of Maurusia, opposite

Cadiz ;(
m

)
while Philostratus places them at the extremity of

Libya, near the uninhabited promontory.
(
m

)

(219) Above, p. 158 , 218 . (320) Op. 166—171 .

(221) Olymp. li. 68. (222) Epod. xvi.

(223) Plut. Sert. 8 ; Plin. vi. 37 ; Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Geogr. art.

Fortunate Insulae.

(224) iii. 10. (225) iii. 2, § 13. (226) Vit. Apoll. v. 3 .
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490 NAVIGATION OF THE PHCENICIANS. [CHAP. VIII.

The marvellous islands in the Odyssey, the island of Ogygia,

inhabited by Calypso, /Eaea, the island of Circe, and the iEolian

island, furnish other examples of the tendency to invest islands

until supernatural attributes.

There was a constant disposition in the Greek mind to

realize the ideals of their ancient mythology and poetry, and

therefore to identify imaginary with actually existing places.

But as the horizon of their geographical knowledge extended,

and as positive science expelled fiction, the province of fable

receded, and the marvels of fancy were banished into distant

regions of the earth, unknown by name to the generations with

which the stories originated.
(

837
)

In remote antiquity, the countries and waters of Northern

Europe were wholly unknown to the dwellers upon the shores

of the Mediterranean
;
and even in later times, after Cassar had

invaded Britain, their acquaintance with these regions was

limited. When, therefore, the western parts of the Mediter-

ranean had been explored, and became familiar to the Greeks,

the north of Europe afforded a convenient field for supernatural

and marvellous stories.

The first trace of this tendency occurs in the account of

Hecatieus of Abdera, a contemporary of Alexander the Great,

who wrote a work concerning the Hyperboreans. This fabulous

nation were originally conceived to be under the immediate care

of Apollo, and to pass their time in uninterrupted enjoyment,

inhabiting a region beyond the origin of the north wind, and

therefore exempt from the cold of winter^®88
)

By IIccata;us

they were represented as dwelling in an island, as large as Sicily,

in the ocean opposite Celtica, which was endowed with a mild

climate, and yielded two harvests in the year.
(

2M
)

It was, however, in the writers of the first five centuries after

Christ that the transposition of imaginary islands and countries

(227 ) See Ukert, i. 2, p. 345.

(228) See Miiller, Dor. b. ii. c. 4.

(229) Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. p. 286.
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to this part of the world chiefly occurs. Plutarch, in his treatise

‘ Dc Facie in Orbe Lun*,^230
)

describes the Homeric Island of

Ogygia as situated five days’ sail to the west of Britain, together

with three other islands in the same direction, at equal distances

from each other. In one of these islands, he proceeds to say,

Saturn is related to be imprisoned by Jupiter; whence the

neighbouring sea is called the Cronian, or Saturnian. The

great external continent, lying beyond the circumfluous ocean,

is at a distance of 5000 stadia (or 625 miles) from Ogygia, which

is the farthest from it of the four islands. The intermediate sea

is difficult to navigate, on account of its muddy properties;

whence it has been believed to be frozen. On the shore of the

external continent there are Greeks, dwelling round a gulf equal

in size to the Palus Mieotis, the mouth of which lies directly

opposite to the mouth of the Caspian Sea. The inhabitants of

this continent consider our earth as an island, because it is sur-

rounded by the ocean. They believe that this Hellenic popula-

tion is composed of the original subjects of Saturn, subsequently

reinforced by some of the companions of Hercules. Hence they

pay the principal honours to Saturn, and after him to Hercules.

When the planet Saturn is in the sign of Taurus—a coincidence

which occurs every thirtieth year—they send out a body of men,

selected by lot, to seek their fortunes across the sea. A band

of this description, having escaped from the dangers of the sea,

landed on one of the above-mentioned islands, which are inha-

bited by Greeks, the descendants of former colonists from

the same continent : after a residence of ninety days, during

which they were entertained with honour and hospitality, and

regarded and called sacred, they sailed onwards in their course.

It is permitted to dwellers in these islands to return to their

original country after a series of years
;
but the majority prefer

to remain, either from habit or because the climate is mild and

the soil produces everything in abundance without toil. They

( 230) c. 26. In this passage, Boeckh alters tiv if pa into iv Si rrj

‘Oyvyitf, or i)v if rij nparr/, an alteration which does not aeotn to be neces-

sary.
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pass their time in sacrifices and choral solemnities, or in litera-

ture and philosophy. To some the deity has appeared in a

visible form, not in dreams or signs
;
and, addressing them as

friends, has prevented their departure from the island. Saturn

himself is confined in a deep cavern, sleeping on a gold-

coloured rock, sleep being contrived by Jupiter as his chain.

From the top of the rock birds fly down, and bring him ambrosia,

which fills the whole island with fragrance. There are likewise

genii, the companions of Saturn when he reigned over men and

gods, who minister to him ;
these divine beings are endued with

prophetic powers, and their most important predictions are com-

municated to Jupiter as the dreams of Saturn, and they become

the foreknowledge of Jupiter.

In the treatise, ‘ De Defectu Oraculorum,’
(

M1
)
by the same

writer, one of the interlocutors says that among the many desert

isles near Britain some are believed to be the scats of genii and

heroes. That he had himself, being on a mission from the Em-
peror, sailed to one which was next to them, from motives of

curiosity
;

it had few inhabitants, but they were deemed holy

by the Britons, and their persons and property were respected

as inviolable. When he lately visited the island, the air was

shaken, and there were many portents, with hurricanes and

lightning. When quiet was restored, the islanders said that

one of the supernatural beings had passed away—an event which

caused a disturbance in nature. Plutarch adds, similarly to the

other passage, that in one of the islands Saturn is confined ;

that he sleeps under the custody of Briareus
;
that sleep is his

chain, and that he is attended by ministering genii.
(
!3S

)

These passages involve the idea of a great open sea encircling

the north of Europe, and connected with the Caspian. Other

writers had relegated Saturn into these distant regions : the

Frozen Sea, in the extreme north, is often called Cronian. (***)

(331) o- 18.

(232) Compare Hesiod, Tkeog. 734—6.

( 233 J Plin. iv. 30; Dionys. Perieg. 32, with C. Muller’s note; Orph.
Argoa. 1084. Claudiun, Laud. Stilich. 108.
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An island in the Western Sea, sacred to Saturn, is likewise

mentioned by Avienus, in his ‘ Ora Maritima.’
(

2M
)

Saturn is

the king of the Golden Age, and Pindar connects him with the

Islands of the Blest.
(

m
)

Other sacred islands were likewise found in the Western and

Northern Seas. According to Pliny, six islands, called the

islands of the gods, or the Happy Islands, lay off the promon-

tory of the Arrotrib®, or Cape Finisterre.(M6
)

Dionysius places

the Western Islands, which produced tin, near the Sacred Pro-

montory, which was the extremity of Europe^837
)

This Sacred

Promontory, at the western point of Europe, is also mentioned

by Strabo^838
)

The sacred promontory of Bacchus, on the coast

of the Atlantic, occurs in the Orphic Argonautics, as well as the

wooded island of Ceres in the Western Ocean. (***)

According to Artemidorus, who lived about 100 b.c., there

was an island near Britain, in which rites were celebrated in

honour of Ceres and Proserpine, similar to those celebrated in

the island of Samothracc^240
) An island off the mouth of the

Loire, where orgies and initiations were performed to Bacchus

by the Samnite women, is described by Strabo^*41
)

In Diony-

sius, certain islands near Britain are the seat of these Bacchic

rites, and the nation is designated as that of the Amnitee.([***)

Mela describes an island, named Sena, in the Britannic Sea,

opposite the country of the Osismii (Bretagne), as renowned for

the oracle of a Gallic deity
;

its priestesses were nine virgins,

who were endued with the power of raising storms by their in-

cantations ;
of changing themselves into the shapes of animals

;

of curing diseases incurable by human art
;
and of predicting

the future,
f

813
)

According to Avienus, the island of the Hibernians was

(334) v. 165.

(335 ) Trt¥,“ ftfximi rvpaiv, Olymp. ii. 70.

(336) iv. 36. (337 ) v. 661.

(338 ) ii. 6 , 14, in. 1, 2. (339 )
v. 1172, 1192, 1250.

(340) Ap. Strab. iv. 4, 6 . (341 ) lb.

(343 ) v. 670. (343) iii. 6.
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called the Sacred Island.

(

3M
)

Ptolemy states that the southern

promontory of Ireland was called Sacred. (***)

Procopius, in his ‘ History of the Gothic War,,

(

Ma
)
describes

Brittia as an island opposite the mouths of the Rhine, at a dis-

tance of 200 stadia (25 miles) ; situated between the islands of

Thule and Brettania, and inhabited by the three nations of

Angili, Frissones, and Britons. For the position of Thule he

refers to a former passage,
(

S47
)
where he identifies it with Scan-

dinavia. With respect to Brettania, he represents it as lying

to the west, opposite the extremity of Spain, and divided from

the Continent by an interval of 4000 stadia (500 miles);

whereas Brittia lies opposite the coast of Gaul, to the north of

Spain and Brettania. Grimm, in his ' Deutsche Mythologies8®)

thinks that the Brettania of Procopius is the extremity of Gaul,

the modern Brittany ; but Procopius conceives it as an island

;

and there seems no doubt that by Brittia he means Britain, and

by Brettania Ireland, which are the two Britannic islands.
(

M9
)

After recounting some marvels respecting the natural his-

tory of Brittia, Procopius proceeds to say that he is unwilling

to pass over in silence a story related of this island
; for although

it has a fabulous appearance, it is repeated by numerous persons,

who affirm that they have both seen and heard the circum-

stances described. He declares himself to have frequently

heard it from natives of the place, who believed its reality;

though he himself conceives it to be a phenomenon of dreams-

The story is as follows :

—

Along the shore of the ocean, opposite the island of Brittia,

there are numerous villages inhabited by fishermen, cultivators,

and seafaring men, who carry on the trade with this island.

They are subject to the Franks, but are exempt from tribute, in

(244) Ora Marit. 108 . (245) ii- 2
,
G.

(246) iv. 20. (247) ii- 15.

(248) P. 482, ed. 1.

(249) Ptolemy. Synt. ii. 6, p. 85—6, speaks of Great Britain and Little

Britain, ptyaXr) and putpa Bperravia. By the latter he appears to meati

Ireland.
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consideration of a service which they render. This service is

the duty of ferrying over the souls of the dead. Those whose

turn it is to be on duty for the ensuing night come back to their

homes at the hour of darkness, and betake themselves to sleep,

awaiting the visit of the superintendent. In the dead of the

night they hear a knocking at their door, and a voice calling

them to their work. Without a moment’s delay, they rise from

their beds, and walk to the sea shore, impelled by an irresistible

necessity. Here they find empty boats, different from their own,

ready for their reception, which they enter, and proceed to row.

These boats are so weighed down by the number of passengers,

that the water rises to within an inch of the edge
;
no one, how-

ever, is perceptible to the sight. In an hour they effect the pas-

sage to Brittia ; and yet, when they make the passage in their

own barks, it takes a day and a night. When they have reached

the island, and discharged their cargo, they return with boats so

lightened that the keel alone sinks in the water. They see no

one either remaining in the boat or leaving it, but they hear a

voice calling over the names of the passengers, and repeating

the dignities and patronymic of each. In the case of women,

the names of their husbands are mentioned.
(

25
°)

Claudian, who preceded Procopius by a century and a half,

describes necromantic rites performed by Ulysses on the coast

of Gaul :

—

Est locus, extremum pandit qua Gallia litus,

Oceani pnrtentus aquis, ubi fertur Ulyssea

Sanguine libato populum movisse silentem.

Illic umbrarum tenui atridore volantum

V

(250) This story is repeated by Tzetzes on Lyc. 120-1, and on Hesiod,
Op. 109. Compare Plutarch, Prov. tom. v. p. 764, ed. Wyttenbach. In
the text of Procopius, vol. ii. p. 567, ed. Bonn, tho words near the begin-
ning of the passage, descriptive of the shore in question are : irapa tt)v

t'lK-rriv tijr Kara rrjs Bperrlav tov iiuavov vt/itov. In Tzetzes, on Lycophron,
t lie corresponding words are: irtp\ rrjy aimje roO mpi rf/v Bperavviav yijuov

ui«aroe. There is a various reading, vijaav, in Procopius. The text of
Procopius seems to be corrupt, and the sense requires the reading pre-
served bv Tzetzes. According to Procopius, the shore would be that of
an island opposite to Britain.
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Flebilis anditur questus. Simulacra eoloni

Pallida, defunctasque vident migrare figures.

Hinc dea prosiluit, Phcebique egressa serenos

Infecit radios, ululatuque aethers rupit

Terrifico. Sensit fertile Britannia murmur,

Et Senonum quatit arva fragor, revolutaque Tethya

8 ubstitit, et Rhenus projectA torpuit urn».(*')

The passage occurs in the poem against Rufinus. Megara

is described as ascending from the infernal regions to the light

of day at the seat of these necromantic rites, in order to visit

Rufinus, whose native place was Elusa, in Aquitania. Necro-

mancy was conceived by the ancients as connected with

Hades ;(
2H

)
and the place where Ulysses evoked the souls of the

dead was a natural outlet for a Stygian deity, as the mephitic

cavern of Amsanctus in Italy was, for a different reason, a pro-

per channel for Alecto to return to hell in the jEneid.J*
55

)

Cumae, where there was a mephitic cavern by which ./Eneas

descended to hell, was one of the localities at which the necro-

mancy of Ulysses was fixed.
(

354
)

Homer describes the land of the Cimmerians, where Ulysses

evoked the souls of the dead, as being on the furthest extremity

of the ocean ;(
S5S

)
and when the localities of fiction receded, and

Ogygia was placed five days’ sail to the west of Britain, it was

natural that Claudian, seeking for a subterranean communica-

tion with Hades, by which Megsera might emerge in order to

visit Rufinus at Elusa, should suppose Ulysses to have per-

formed his necromantic ceremonies at the extremity of Gaul in

the far west.(258
)

Ulysses is related by Strabo to have penetrated beyond the

(351 )
In Ruf. i. 123.

(253

)

Nitzsch on the Odyssey, vol. iii. p. 152, 355. Compare the

description of the care of the witch Erichtho in Lucan, vi. 642, where she

performed her necromantic rites.

(253) vii. 668.

(254 )
Streb. v. 4, § 5 ; 8erv. A2n. vi. 106.

(255)
OJ - »• 13-

(256) Nitzsch, ib. p. 187.
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Pillars of Hercules.
(
U7

) Ulysippo, the modern Lisbon, was

considered his foundation. Tacitus carries him to Germany,

where there were monuments and inscriptions testifying his

presence
; (

258
)
and Solinus as far as Caledonia.

(

Si9
)

Grimm connects the passage of Claudian with the singular

story in Procopius
; but the latter appears to lie derived from

some local legend
;
whereas the former is nothing but an appli-

cation of the classical ideas respecting the wanderings of Ulysses,

and the connexion of necromantic evocation with the subter-

ranean passages to lladcs.

§ 8 The views of those who maintain the probability of

voyages by the Phoenicians to distant lauds—who suppose them

to have sailed to the amber-coast of the Baltic, and even hint

at their having reached America—receive some confirmation

from the accounts, preserved by the ancients, of the circumnavi-

gation of Africa. These accounts lie within a small compass,

and deserve a separate examination.

The accurate knowledge of the Greeks respecting Egypt

began with the reign of Psammitichus^240
)
and the reign of his

successor Neco is fixed, on apparently authentic evidence, at

C16—600 b.c. According to the account of Herodotus, Neco

began to dig a canal connecting the Nile with the Red Sea

;

and 120,000 men had perished in its formation, when he desisted

from the work, in consequence of the admonition of an oracle.

He afterwards turned his attention to military affairs
;
he built

vessels of war both in the Red Sea and in the Mediterranean

;

and he invaded Syria.
(

2C1
)

But soon after the abandoumeut of

( 237 ) iii. 4, 4. (*58) Germ. 3.

(259) e. 23. (260) See above, p. 318.

( 261 ) ii. 168—9. The attempt of Neco is likewise mentioned by Diod.
i. 33. Aristotle, Meteor, i. 14, § 27, states that Sesostris aud afterwards

Darius attempted to connect the Nile with the Red Sea; but discovered

that the level of the sea was higher than that of the river, and therefore

desisted from the enterprise. This account is repeated by Strabo, xvii. 1,

§ 25, with the insertion of Neco between Sesostris and Darius. He adds
that the Ptolemies executed the work, and proved the fear of the irruption

of the sea to be groundless. Pliny, vi. 29, gives tho same account, but.

with the omission of Neco.

K K.
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the canal, and with a view, as it appears, of accomplishing the

same object by different means, he sent some vessels, navigated

by Phoenicians, to circumnavigate Africa, ordering them to

commence their voyage from the Red Sea, and to reach Egypt

by the Pillars of Hercules and the Mediterranean. If this

voyage could be effected, a ship would sail between the Red

Sea and the Mediterranean ;(
S6S

)
to connect which was the object

of the canal. Herodotus proceeds to state that the Phoenicians,

starting as they were ordered, sailed along the Southern Sea;

and, whatever part of Africa they had reached, when autumn

arrived, they landed, sowed the ground, and awaited the harvest

;

and having gathered the corn, they then continued their voyage

:

that having thus consumed two years, in the third year they

passed the Pillars of Hercules, and returned to Egypt. ‘The

account which they gave,’ says Herodotus, ‘ which others may,

if they think fit, believe, but which to me is incredible, is that

when they were sailing round Africa, they had the sun on their

right hand.’ Herodotus adds that the Carthaginians at a later

period maintained that Africa could be circumnavigated
;
and

he subjoins a story of Sataspes, a Persian nobleman, who, in the

reign of Xerxes (185—165 b.c.) was relieved from a sentence of

crucifixion, upon the singular condition that he should circum-

navigate Africa. Herodotus tells us that Sataspes obtained a

ship and sailors in Egypt
;
passed the Pillars of Hercules, and

having rounded the western promontory- of Africa, called Soloeis,

pursued his voyage to the south
;
but after sailing many months,

and finding that he was still far from the Red Sea, he turned

back, and came again to Egypt. The account which he gave

to Xerxes on his return was that, at the extremity of his voyage,

he sailed by little men, clad in garments of palm-leaves, who,

when he landed, left the towns and fled to the mountains
;
that

his crew used to take nothing, except some sheep
; and that

(262) It may be observed that Herodotus here calls the Mediterranean
the /Koptp'ij BaKaatra, as opposed to the vorit] Bakaoaa, the sea to the south

of Libya, ii. 158, iv. 42.
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the reason why he did not proceed further was, that the ship

stuck fast, and would not move. Xerxes did not believe this

story, and, as Sataspes had not fulfilled the required condition,

ordered him to be crucified. Herodotus adds that an eunuch

of Sataspes, when he heard of his master’s death, fled to Samos

with a large sum of money
;
and that this money was dishonestly

retained by a Samian, with whom it had doubtless been deposi-

ted. * I know the name of this Samian ’
(says Herodotus),

* but suppress it out of regard for his memory.’

(

2<J3

)
It will be

observed that Herodotus resided at Samos during the early

part of his life, and thus might have an opportunity of becoming

acquainted with a circumstance which must have occurred

within his lifetime.

The next reference to this subject occurs in Strabo. This

geographer quotes Posidonius as treating of the circumnaviga-

tion of Africa, and as referring to the expedition mentioned by

Herodotus (which is by an error of memory attributed to Darius

instead of Neco), as well as to a certain Magus who was repre-

sented by Heraclides Ponticus to have assured Gelo (185—478

b.c.) that he had performed this voyage. Posidonius declared that

these voyages were unauthenticated by credible testimony
; but

he related the following story of a certain Eudoxus, who lived

in the second century before Christ, as deserving of belief.

Eudoxus of Cyzicus (he said), being in Egypt in the reign of

Ptolemy Euergetes the Second (170—117 b.c.), accompanied

this king in voyages up the Kile
j on one of these occasions, an

Indian was brought to Ptolemy by the guards of the Red Sea,

who said that they had found him alone and half dead in a ship.

By the king’s command, the Indian was taught Greek
; where-

upon he offered to steer a ship to India : the voyage was made

under the guidance of this Indian, and Eudoxus went out and

returned with the ship ; but the king took away all the precious

stones which he brought back. In the following reign of Queen

Cleopatra (117—89 b.c.) Eudoxus was sent on a second voyage

(263) iv. 42, 43,

K. k 2
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to India with a larger expedition
;
but on his return he was car-

ried by adverse winds beyond ./Ethiopia, along the eastern coast

of Africa. Having landed at different places, he communicated

with the inhabitants, and wrote down some of their words. He
here met with a prow of a ship, saved from a wreck, with a

figure of a horse cut in it
;
and having heard that it was a part

of a vessel which had come from the west, he brought it away.

On his return to Egypt, he found that Cleopatra had been suc-

ceeded by her son (Ptolemy Soter II. Lathyrus, 89—81 b.c.),

who again deprived him of all his profits in consequence of an

accusation of embezzlement. Eudoxus showed the prow which

he had brought with him to the merchants in the harbour

;

they immediately recognised it as belonging to a ship of Gadeira

;

and one ship-captain identified it as having formed part of a

vessel which had sailed along the western coast of Africa beyond

the river Lixus, and had never returned. Eudoxus hence per-

ceived that the circumnavigation of Africa was possible
; he

then took with him all his money, and sailed along the coast of

Italy and Gaul, touching at Dieajareliia (or Puteoli), Massilia,

and other ports, ou his way to Gadeira
;

at all which places he

proclaimed his discovery, and collected subscriptions : by these

means he procured a large ship and two boats, and having taken

on board some singing boys, physicians, and other professional

persons, he steered his course through the Straits for India.

After some accidents in the voyage, they reached a part of the

African coast, where they found men who used the same words

as those which he had written down in his former course from

the Red Sea ; whence he perceived that the tribes which he

had reached from the west were of the same race as those which

he had reached from the east, and that they were conterminous

with the kingdom of Bogus (Mauretania). Eudoxus, having

ascertained this fact, turned back his ship
;
when he had arrived

at Mauretania, he attempted to persuade King Bogus to send

out another expedition. The final results of this attempt were

not, however, known to Posidonius.^®4). The King Bogus here

(264) Strab. ii. 3, 4.
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mentioned is either the king of Western Mauretania, who, with

Bocchus, was confirmed by Julius Caesar in 49 b.c., or he is an

earlier king of the same name^2®5
)

The voyage of Eudoxus was likewise reported by Cornelius

Nepos, who stated that, in his own time, Eudoxus, in order to

escape from Ptolemy Lathurus, had sailed from the Red Sea,

and had reached Gades.(**®) The historian Caelius Antipater,

who lived about 120 b.c., also declared that he had seen a man

who had made the voyage from Spain to .Ethiopia for commer-

cial purposes.
(

2®7
)

Before examining these accounts in detail, it is necessary

to ascertain the notion formed by the ancients respecting the

geography of Africa.

Strabo says, that although the world is divided into the

three continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the division is

unequal : for that Europe and Africa put together are not equal

in size to Asia
; and that Africa appears to be smaller even than

Europe. He describes Africa as forming a right-angled triangle

;

the base being the distance from Egypt to the Pillars of Her-

cules
;
the other side of the right-angle being the line of the

Nile to the extremity of Ethiopia, and the hypotenuse being

the line connecting the latter point with the Pillars of Her-

cules.^®8
)

^Ethiopia.

(j6-,) The Latin writers call him Bof?ud : Dio Cassius writes his name

Boyoial Pliny says that the two divisions of Mauretania, eastern and

western, were respectively named after their kings Bocchus and Bogud.

Compare Strab. xvii. 3, 7.

(266 ) Mela, iii. 9 ; Plin. ii. 67 ;
Martianus Capella, vi. § 621, ed. Kopp.

(367 ) Plin. ib. (268)
xv iii. 3, 1.
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Elsewhere he likens Africa to a trapezium, which figure is

formed by supposing that the eastern extremity of the south-

western coast is parallel to the northern coast. (®*9
)

Mela has a similar notion of the form of Africa. He says

that its length from east to west is greater than its width from

north to south
;
and that its greatest width is at the part where

it adjoins the Nilc.^0
)

As the ancients believed that the Northern Ocean swept

across the back of Europe, from the vicinity of the Caspian

and the Palus Mseotis, along the shores of Scythia, Germany,

and Gaul, to the Pillars of Hercules—thus suppressing the

Scandinavian peninsula and the chief part of Russia—so they

believed that the Southern Ocean extended in a direct line from

the Pillars of Hercules to the extremity of .Ethiopia beyond

Egypt
;
and hence they called the Negro tribes on the western

coast of Africa ./Ethiopians, and brought them into connexion

with the .Ethiopians of the Upper Nile. According to the

statement of Scylax, some persons thought that the .Ethiopians

of the northern shores of Africa were continuous with those

who inhabited Egypt
;
that Africa was a peninsula stretching

to the west, and that the sea was uninterrupted from its western

extremity to the Egyptian side. According to Juba, the

Atlantic Sea began with the Mossylian promontory, near the

south-eastern extremity of the Red Sea
;
and the navigation

thence to Gades, along the coast of Mauretania, was in a north-

westerly direction^®71
)

Aristotle, arguing that the form of the earth is spherical,

explains upon this hypothesis the opinion of those who not only

connect the country near the Pillars of Hercules with India, as

well as the seas in those two quarters, but account for the

presence of elephants both in Africa and India by the resem-

blance of the most remote extremes. The true explanation,

according to Aristotle, is, that India is near the north-western

(269 ) ii. 6 , 33. (* 7°) i- A.

(*7 l ) 8eylax, § 112. Compare Geminua, c. 13. Plin. vi. 34.
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coast of Africa, because the earth is a sphere, f*
78

)
So Eratos-

thenes expressed an opinion that, if it were not for the great

size of the Atlantic (or external) Sea, a ship might sail along

the same parallel from Iberia to India. On the other hand,

Seneca thought that this distance was not great, and that the

voyage could with favourable winds be made in a short

time.(874
)

The belief as to the affinity between the extreme east and

the extreme west explains some of the mythological stories re-

specting the population of Africa : thus the Maurusii are said to

have been Indians who accompanied Hercules to the west of

that continent^876
)

These opinions as to the shape of Africa, though predomi-

nant, were not universal : for Polybius considers it to be unas-

certained whether the sea passes round it to the south. C
378

)

According to Mela, the question long remained doubtful, but it

was settled by the voyages of Hanno and Eudoxus.

f

877
)

Such being the notions of the ancients respecting the shape

of Africa, the next point to be ascertained is, how far their

geographical exploration of the coast can be proved, by sure

evidence, to have extended.

The entire northern coast of Africa had, from a remote

period, been visited by the Phoenician navigators : who, together

with their colonists the Carthaginians, likewise established

themselves in force on the southern coast of Spain, and used

their establishments at Gades and its neighbourhood as starting-

places for ulterior discovery. Their efforts seem to have been

directed principally towards the opposite coast of Africa, and

not to the Lusitaniau coast—a policy connected with the na-

(272) De Ccelo, ii. 14. Compare Ideler, ad Ariatot. Meteorol. vol. i.

p. 569 . Above, p. 167 .

(273) Ap. Strab. i. 4 , 6.

(274) Quantum euim est, quod ab ultimis litoribua Hispanire usque ad
Indos jacet P Pauciasimorum dierum apatium, ai navem suua ventus tmple-

vit, Nat. Quaeat. 1, Pr®f. § 11 .

(273) Strab. xvii. 3 , 7 . (276) ii. 38 . (277) iii. 9.
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tural views for the extension of the Carthaginian Empire.

Tingis, the modern Tangier, and Lixus and Thymiateria lying to

the south on the same coast, are expressly mentioned as Car-

thaginian foundations : we also hear of a large number of Tyrian

or Carthaginian towns on the western coast of Mauretania,

which, having once amounted to 800, were destroyed by the

neighbouring barbarians. These extensive settlements are in-

deed discredited by Strabo(S78
)
and Pliny ;(

97
®) but it cannot be

doubted that the Phoenicians, both of Tyre and Carthage, used

their important port and factory of Gades as a means of ex-

tending their dominion on the opposite coast of Africa^280
)

An authentic record of the most important of these at-

tempts still remains in the Periplus of Hauno, whose voyage is

conjecturally fixed at 470 b.c. The extant narrative is probably

an exact transcript of the original, which (like the bilingual

inscription of Hannibal),

(

2el
)
may have been engraved on brass,

both in Punic and Greek. The expedition was partly for colo-

nization, partly for discovery. The most distant settlement was

not far from the Straits
;
the extent of the exploring voyage

cannot be fixed with certainty. Gossellin takes it only as far as

Cape Nun
;
the more prevailing opinion extends it to a point

near Sierra Leone. The numbers of the expedition appear to

be exaggerated
; but its strength was such as to enable it to

master all opposition of the natives. Some of the circum-

stances related in the exploring part of the voyage are mani-

festly fabulous
; but there is no reason for doubting the general

truth of the account.
(

!8S
)

We are informed by Pliny, that when Scipio was in com-

mand in Africa (about 146 b.c.), he employed Polybius the his-

torian to explore the western coast of that continent, and fur-

nished him with a fleet for the purpose. Pliny gives a sum-

mary of the extent of coast examined by Polybius
;
the furthest

(378) xvii. 3, 3. (379) v. i.

(280) Movers, vol. ii. p. 521—554.

(381 ) Livy, xxviii. 46. (382) See above, p. 454.
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point which he visited was the river Bambotus, in which were

crocodiles and hippopotami.^) This voyage is referred to by

Polybius in an extant passage of his history^284
)

Pliny’s ac-

count of the places which he visited is analysed by Gossellin,

who identifies the Bambotus with the Nun.(285
)

Gossellin

thinks that the ancients never passed Cape Boyador.

Another proof of the voyages of the Gaditane navigators to

the south, along the African coast, is the fact that they had

discovered the Canary Islands, certainly before the time of Ser-

torius, about 82 b.c., and probably at a much earlier period.
(

288
)

On the eastern coast of Africa, the ancients had, from an

early period, navigated the lied Sea, and had made considerable

progress along the southern coast of Asia. Herodotus indeed

informs us that Darius (521—485 b.c.) hearing that the Indus,

as well as the Nile, contained crocodiles^287
)
wished to ascertain

whether that river joined the sea. He accordingly sent Scylax

of Caryanda, and other persons whom he could trust, to ascer-

tain the truth. They started from the city of Caspatyrus and

the land of Paetya, and sailed down the Indus to the east, until

they reached the sea. They then sailed by sea to the west, and

in the thirtieth month reached the point from which Neco had

sent the Phoenicians to circumnavigate Africa. After this

voyage, adds Herodotus, Darius subdued the Indians, and navi-

gated the intermediate sea.
(

3RB
)

The Scylax of Caryanda, here mentioned by Herodotus, is

cited by Aristotle and other writers as having left a work con-

taining geographical and ethnographical notices of India ; but

(283) Plin. v. 1 . (284) iii. 69 .

(283 ) Eecherches sur la Geographic dcs Anciena, tom. i. p. 106.

(186) Plut. Srt-t. 8 ; Diod. v. 19, 20; Aristot. Mir. Ausc. 84; Dr.
Smith'* Diet, of Geogr. art. Fortunata Insula.

(387 ) Alexander the Great, finding that there were crocodiles in the

Indus, and that a bean grew on the banks of the Acesines, which fell into

the Indus, similar to the Egyptian bean, concluded that the Indus and
the Nile were the same river ; and wrote word to his mother Olympias,

that he had discovered the sources of the Nile ;
Arrian, Auab. vi. 1.

(288) iv. 44. Compare iii. 101 .
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the account of liis voyage down the Indus, and from the mouth
of the Indus to the Persian Gulf, is discredited by Dr. Vincent,

on grounds which deserve attentive consideration, and which

are regarded as conclusive by C. Muller, in his recent edition of

the Minor Greek Geographers. (
28#

)

Whatever may be the authenticity of the Persian expedition

under the command of Scylax, it is certain that the ancients

had, at an early period, navigated the Red Sea. They were

acquainted with the island of Socotra, which they called Dios-

coridis Insula; and the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, attri-

buted to Arrian, which was composed in the first century of our

era, describes the southern coast of that gulf as far as the north-

eastern promoutory of Africa (Cape Guardafuy). From this

point the description of the eastern coast of Africa is carried,

according to Gossellin, as far as the island of Magadasko, in

lat. 2° N.
; but according to Dr. Vincent,

(

2a0
)
who is followed

by C. Muller, in his recent edition, as far as the island of Zan-

guebar, in lat. 6° S. ‘ Beyond this point (says the Periplus)

the ocean is unexplored
;
but it is known to turn to the west,

and, stretching away along the south towards the regions of

.(Ethiopia, Libya, and Africa on the opposite side, to unite with

the western sea.’(M1
)

Such being the geographical limits which the knowledge of

Africa possessed by the ancients can be ascertained to have

reached, the question remains whether the accounts of the entire

circumnavigation of this continent in the single cases above ad-

verted to are worthy of belief.

In the first place, the story of the Magus reported by Hera-

clidcs Ponticus may, with Posidonius, be safely rejected ; neither

is any credit due to the merchant w ho assured Caelius Antipater

that he had sailed round Africa. These stories, doubtless, did

(389) Commerce and Navigation of the Ancients in the Indian Ocean,
voi. i. pp. 303—311, vol. ii. p. i3—15, ed. 1807 ; Geogr. Gr. Alin. vol. L
Prol. p. xxxv.

(390) vol. ii. p. 178—180.

(391) § 18, ed. C. Muller; Vincent, ib. p. 186.
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not rest on any firmer basis of reality than the exploit of Mene-

laus, whose voyage of eight years, mentioned in the Odyssey

—

in which he visited the ^Ethiopians, the Sidonians, the Erembi,

and Libya—was interpreted by one of the ancients as referring

to a circumnavigation of Africa from the Pillars of Hercules to

the Indian Ocean. (*
9i

)

The account of Eudoxus of Cyzicus was accepted by Posi-

donius
; but it is discredited on sufficient grounds by Strabo,

who subjects it to a detailed examination. (***) The story of the

Gaditaue prow, found on the eastern coast of Africa, and iden-

tified by a ship-captain as belonging to a particular vessel, is an

evident fabrication, resting on the erroneous belief that the dis-

tance between the coasts of Abyssinia and Morocco is inconsi-

derable. This seems to have been a favourite mode of proving

the circumnavigation of Africa; for Pliny states that when

Caius Caesar (Agrippa), the son of Augustus, was in the Red

Sea (during his command in Asia Minor), a part of a wreck was

found there, which was recognised as belonging to a Spanish

ship.(m
)

It should be added that, according to Cornelius

Nepos, Eudoxus effected the entire circumnavigation from the

Red Sea to Gades
;
which is not affirmed in the detailed narra-

tive of Posidonius. In like manner Pliuy states that Hanno

sailed round Africa as far as Arabia :(
ws

)
whereas his extant

account shows that he made no great progress along the western

coast.

A certain Euthymenes of Massilia described himself as having

passed the Pillars of Hercules, and as having sailed along the

African coast of the Atlantic Ocean, until he reached the source

of the Nile. He represented the Nile as being fed from the

waters of the ocean, which were sweet in these quarters, and

contained monsters similar to the Nilotic crocodiles and hippo-

(393 ) Strab. i. 2, 31. Compare Od. iv. 84.

(393) ii. 3, 5 ; See Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 40?.

(394) ii. 67. (295) Ib-
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potami.(29
*) It is evident that this is a fabulous account,

founded upon the belief that the shape of Africa was similar to

that conceived by Strabo.

There remains only the account of the expedition in the

time of Neco, given by Herodotus. This account has attracted

much attention, and has been considered credible by many
modern writers,

(

297
) particularly by Major Rennell, (*®8

) Prof.

Heeren,(m
) and, lastly, by Mr. Grote.(300

)
Before we yield to

the arguments advanced by critics of such high authority, wc

must give due weight to the circumstances which detract from

the credibility of the narrative of Herodotus. Many of these

are stated by Gossellin, who, in the first volume of his work on

ancient geography, has subjected this question to a systematic

investigation^301
)

The objections to it are, however, set forth

with the greatest force and completeness by Dr. Vincent in his

valuable work already cited.
(

3<B
)

In the first place, it must be remarked that the interval be-

tween the last year of the reign of Neco and the birth of Hero-

dotus was 117 years
;
and therefore that at least a century and

a half must have elapsed between the time of the supposed

(296) See Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. -108.

(297) See Gossellin, ib. vol. i. p. 199.

(298) Geogr. Syst. of Herod, vol. ii. p. 348, ed. 8vo.

(299) Ideen, i. 2, p. 79—85.

(300) Hist, of Gr. vol. iii. p. 377—385. Hiillmann, Stadtewesen des
Mittelalters, vol. iv. p. 377, takes the same view.

(301) The arguments of Gossellin against the circumnavigation of Neieo
are controverted by Larcher on Herod, iv. 42, tom. iii. p. 468. He think*
that the Phoenicians gave no written report of their voyage, ib. 462.

(302) vol. ii. p. 186—205. See also Ukert, i. 1, p. 46, ii. 2, p. 35.
Forbiger, vol. i. p. 64; Kenriek, Egypt under the Pharaohs, vol. ii.

p. 405 ; Niebuhr, Lect. Auc. Hist. vol. 1. p. 118, Engl, transl.
; and the

art. Libya, in Dr. Smith's Diet, of Anc. Geogr. vol. ii. p. 177. The
story of the circumnavigation of Africa in the time of Neco is likewise dis-
credited by Col. Leake, On Some Disputed Questions of Ancient Geogra-
phy (Lond. 1857), p. 1—8, chiefly on the ground that the time was not
sufficient for so long a voyage. He says that ‘Ptolemy, whose work
comprehends everything that was known of Africa in the Greek and
imperial times of Egypt, denied the junction of the Atlantic and Iudian
seas, and must therefore huve believed that Africa was not a peninsula,’
p. 8.
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voyage and the time when Herodotus collected materials for his

history. The reigu of Neco is contemporary with Pittacus and

Periander, and is anterior to the legislation of Solon
; it is a

period as to which our knowledge even of Greek history is faint

and imperfect
;
and we are not entitled to suppose that the tra-

dition of such an event in Egyptian history, resting doubtless

ou oral repetition, could have reached Herodotus in an accurate

shape. No particulars are given as to the persons who com-

manded the expedition, or as to the number or character of the

ships concerned ; and we are not informed how the difficulties

which must have surrounded such an enterprise were overcome.

The general system of navigation in antiquity, whether the

vessel was impelled by sails or by oars, was to keep close to the

shore, and never to venture into the open sea, except iu order

to reach an island, or to cross a channel ofmoderate width. Na-

vigation was moreover suspended during the winter months^503
)

A modern vessel takes water and provisions for the whole or a

large part of its voyage, aud stands out to sea, steering its

course by the compass, and by astronomical observations : it is

likewise assisted by charts. An ancient vessel crept along

the shore
;
advanced merely from one port or landing-place to

another ; stopped at night, when the difficulty of steering was

greater ;
and took in water and food at the successive stations.

The mean rate of a day’s sail (exclusive of the night) is estimated

by Rcnnell at about thirty-five miles, (*°*) and at every interval of

this length it put into land. It was therefore dependent on its

communications with the coast, and its successful progress could

oidy be insured under one of two conditions : either that the

coast was friendly, or that, if the coast was unfriendly, it had

sufficient force to overawe the natives. The first of these cases

was the ordinary state of navigation in the Mediterranean

;

either when a Phoenician ship sailed along the northern coast

(303) Plin. ii. 47 ; Veget. de He Mil. v. 9. Compare Idcler, Ckron.
vol. 1. p. 253

(304) lb. p. 300.
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of Africa, or when a Greek ship made its way along the coasts

of Greece and Italy. The second ease is exemplified by the

early voyages of the I’hocatans, which they are said to have

made in long narrow ships of war, and not in merchant vessels

built for carrying a cargo. (*°5
)

Other examples are found in

the expedition of Nearchus from the mouth of the Indus to the

head of the Persian Gulf, whose relations with the natives are

described throughout as hostile and suspicious, and who chiefly

obtained food by the method of plunder ;(
306

) in the expedition

of Ilanno, who sailed along the western coast of Africa with a

fleet which (according to his own account) consisted of sixty

war pentcconters, and 60,000 men and women; and in the

voyage of Polybius along the same coast, who is expressly stated

to have been furnished by Scipio with afleet for the purpose^

Major Rennell, proceeding from the remark that * the

difficulties of coasting-voyages do not, in respect of their length,

increase beyond arithmetical proportion,’ inquires, ‘ What

should have prevented Scylax, Hanno, or the Phoenicians, from

extending their voyages, had their employers been so inclined,

and preparations had been made accordingly ?
,

(

308
)

It is true that a coasting-voyage might have been inde-

finitely lengthened under the conditions favourable to its per-

formance : for example, it is quite conceivable that an ancient

ship, starting from a port of Syria, might have followed the

coasts of Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy, as far as Massilia, and

have repeated this course continuously, backwards and forwards,

until it had completed as great a distance as would be necessary

for the circumnavigation of Africa. But these were not the

conditions under which the voyage of the Phoenicians, ordered

by Neco, was undertaken. We are not informed that they

were provided with a sufficient force to compel submission at

the places where they landed : on the contrary, the account of

(305) Herod, i. 163 . (306) Arrian, Ind. c. 20, aqq.

(307) Ab eo accepts classe, Plin. v. 1 .

(308) lb. p. 354.
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their landing in the autumn, in order to sow their corn, and of

their waiting until the harvest, implies that they relied for food

upon their own resources. It seems incredible that a few

vessels, thus situated, could have made their way from the Red

Sea to the Straits of Gibraltar. The probability is, that the

crews would have fallen victims to the jealousy and hostility of

the barbarous natives. Navigation in early times was generally

connected with piracy ;
and an unknown ship arriving on a

coast would not fail to be regarded as an enemy. The mere

difficulty of language would in such length of coast as that in

question, and with so vast a succession of different savage tribes,

have rendered friendly communication impossible. The Peri-

plus of Hanno mentions that he took with him interpreters

;

but even his limited expedition reached a point at which his

interpreters could not understand the language of the na-

tives.
(

so
®) He assigns the failure of food as the reason for

turning back.

The length of time mentioned by Herodotus seems likewise

insufficient, if we subtract the intervals between seed-time and

harvest, and allow for the other casualties of such a navigation.

Herodotus states that the expedition of Scylax occupied thirty

months in its voyage down the Indus, and thence to the Red

Sea; whereas the time allowed for the circumnavigation of Africa

is under three years, with a further deduction for the periods

requisite for bringing the crops to maturity. It may be added

that the Phoenicians could not have provided themselves with

seeds proper for the different climates and soils to be passed

over ;
and as they could as easily have obtained provisions from

the natives, as information respecting the proper seed and the

seed itself, it is difficult to understand how the mode of pro-

curing food to which they are described to have had resort

could have been successful. Moreover, the proper time for

sowing would not have fallen in autumn in the southern hemi-

sphere, as Gossellin has remarked. It may be considered as

(309) § II. 14.
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512 NAVIGATION OF THE PHOENICIANS. [CHAP. V1H.

certain that neither Neco nor Herodotus had any idea of the

great length of the voyage from the Red Sea to the Straits of

Gibraltar, and that they both believed Africa to be a peninsula

of which the Nile was the base.(810
)

The only circumstance in the account which invests it with

credibility, is the report of the navigators, disbelieved by Hero-

dotus himself, that they had the sun on their right hand : the

most obvious interpretation of which supposes them to hare

reached the southern hemisphere. Upon this statement, how-

ever, which is the main title of the story to acceptance, two re-

marks may be made. In the first place, Herodotus himself as-

cended the Nile as far as Elephantine ;(
su

)
and Elephantine is

opposite Syene, which is nearly within the tropic, and which

contained afterwards the celebrated well. Now if Herodotus

himself had visited a place where the shadows were vertical at

the solstice, it is not unlikely that he may have obtained the

story of Neco’s expedition from persons who might conceive

that a sufficient progress southward would bring the naviga-

tor to a region where the shadows at noon inclined from

north to south. In the next place, Nearchus, the admiral of

Alexander the Great, in the description of his coasting-voyage

from the mouth of the Indus to the Persian Gulf, stated that in

a part of his course the shadows were either vertical or fell to

the south.

(

S1S
)

Now, when we consider that Nearchus could

not have been south of 25° north latitude, which is north of the

tropic, and of the latitude of Elephantine (24° N.), we can easily

conceive that the informants of Herodotus may have imagined

for the Phoenician navigators of Neco a physical phenomenon to

which the Nile above Elephantine afforded an approximation, and

which Nearchus declared himself to have actually witnessed at a

higher latitude.
(

31S
) Onesicritus, who accompanied Alexander

in his expedition, likewise stated that there were certain part-*

(310) Compare Vincent, vol. ii. p. 565.

(311 ) ii. 29. (313) Arrian, Ind. c. 25.

I313) See Vincent, ib. vol. i. p. 222, 304.
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of India—he specified one to the north of the Hyphasis or Sut-

ledge—where the sun was vertical at the solstice, and there

were no shadows. (These places were called by him aaKtoi.)

He declared, moreover, that in these districts the constellation

of the Great Bear was never visible.
(
8U

)
Pliny also reports

that at Mount Maleus, in the territory of the Oretes in India,

the shadows fall to the south in summer, and to the north in

winter
;
that at the port of Pattala (Tatta on the Indus) the sun

rises to the right, and the shadows fall to the south.
(

31S
)

Era-

tosthenes affirmed that in the country of the Troglodytes, on

the south-eastern coast of the Red Sea, the shadows fell to the

south for forty-five days before and for the same period after

the solstice.
(
316

)

Some ambassadors from the island of Taprobane, or Ceylon,

who came to Rome in the time of the Emperor Claudius, are

represented by Pliny as having expressed their wonder that the

shadows fell to the north and not to the south
j
and that the

sun rose to the left, and not to the right ;(
317

)
although, as Dr.

Vincent remarks, they must have annually witnessed that phe-

nomenon, when the sun was south of the equator.

(

318
)

These examples prove that the imagination of the ancients

was active in conceiving the solar phenomena of the northern

hemisphere to be reversed, even in districts which lay to the

north of the tropics. It may be observed that the ancients had

likewise heard accounts of the long polar nights, which they

transferred to latitudes in which this phenomenon did not exist.

Thus Caesar states that the smaller islands near Britain had

been reported by some writers to be continually dark for thirty

days at the winter solstice. He adds, that on inquiry he was

unable to confirm this statement ; but he ascertained by means

of water-clocks that the nights in Britain were shorter than on

(314) Plin. ii. 75, vii. 2. Places under the equator were called dp^ttmoi,

because they threw their shadows both south and north, Cleomea. i. 7

;

AchilJ. Tat. c. 31. The latter also mentions the oo-kioi.

(315) ii. 75. (3 t6)
b' 75—6, vi. 34.

(317) Plin. vi. 24. (3*8) vol. ii. p. 492.

L L
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the Continent.^19
)

One of the stories of Pytheas, respecting

his fictitious island of Thule, was that it had six mouths of

continual light, and six mouths of continual darkness.^20
)

It may be remarked that the Romans under the Empire are

said to have penetrated very far into Africa by land : thus, P.

Petronius, prefect of Egypt in the time of Augustus, is stated

to have marched 970 miles south of Sycne;^21
)
Ptolemy like-

wise describes two other Roman officers as haring, by marches

of three and four months respectively, reached a district south

of the equator.
(

82i
)

It is not impossible that the Egyptians may

at an early time have ascended far into the interior of Africa;

and in navigating the Red Sea, they would soon have passed

the tropic.

Ptolemy states distinctly that the country under the equator

has never been visited by any inhabitant of the northern hemi-

sphere
;
so that he cannot have believed the accounts respecting

the circumnavigation of Africa.
(

S2S
) Cleomedes declares that we

cannot visit the temperate zone of the southern hemisphere, as

it is impossible to cross the torrid zone.(5M
)

Macrobius state

that Meroe lies 3800 stadia (450 miles) south of Syene, which

is under the tropic; that the cinnamon region reaches 800

stadia (100 miles) to the south of Meroe
;
but that beyoud this

region the country is inaccessible in consequence of the

heat.(32S
)

The account of Geminus is different. He says that

the southern temperate zone is unknown, but that the torrid

zone had been recently explored by the Greek kings of Egypt,

and it had been ascertained to consist of land, and not to be all

(319 )
Above, p. 472, n. 138. (330) Plin. ii. 77 : above, p. 469.

(331 ) Plin. vi. 35. An expedition to explore the source of the Nile

sent by Neco, is mentioned in this passage, and also in Sen. Nat. Quasi,

vi. 8 .

(333 ) Geogr. i. 8 , 5 ; Vincent, vol. ii. p. 243.

(^23) TiWt tla-iv a! iMKrjtrrit ovk &v ryui/uv TTTTTfurptvmr flmiv. "Atparrot
yap ftot pt'xpt toC Afv/XJ Tolr diro r^s ia8‘ !]pas otKovtuvrjr, <cai eiKatriay ptiAAo*

tin nr rj ItrropiaM rjyi\<raiTO ra Aryupiva nfpi avrwv, Synt. ii. 6
, p. 78, HalfflX.

Compare Delambre, Hist. Astr. Anc. tom. ii. p. 83.

(334) Cleomed. i. 2, p. 20.

(335) In Somn. Scip. ii. 8, 3.
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ocean, as some had supposed, and to be inhabited. Several

of the philosophers, including Cleanthes, held that the chief

part of the great, or external, sea lay under the torrid zone.(327
)

That the torrid zone was inhabited was affirmed by Panuetius

the Stoic, and Eudorus the Academic.
(

32s
)

We have the authentic history of the circumnavigation of

the Cape of Good Hope by the Portuguese ; and when we

observe the time which the successive attempts occupied, and

the number of failures which preceded the ultimate success,

even at a period subsequent to the discovery of the compass,
(

339
)

the improbability of the alleged Phoenician voyage becomes

more apparent.

On the whole, we may safely assent to the position of Dr.

Vincent, that ‘ a bare assertion of the performance of any voy-

age, without consequences attendant or connected, without

collateral or contemporary testimony, is too slight a foundation

to support any superstructure of importance;^830
)
and we may

conclude that the circumnavigation of Africa in the time of

Neco is too imperfectly attested, and too improbable in itself,

to be regarded as a historical fact.

(326) e. 13, p. 31.

(327) Cleomed. i. 6, p. 42 ; Gemin. c. 13, p. 31.

(328) Fragm. 6, p. 96, Petav. Pametius lived in the second century

before Christ. Eudorus wrote commentaries upon Aristotle, and a treatise

on the Nile; he was contemporary with Strabo, see xvii. 1, 6.

(329) See Robertson 'a History of America, b. i. ; Vincent, ib. vol. ii.

p. 217—9,229. The polarity of the magnet, and its use in navigation,

were known at least as early as the 13th century. See Hilllmann,

Stadtewesen des Hittelalters, vol. i. p. 126—137.

(330) vol. i. p. 307.
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS.

Page 3, n. 5. In Herod, iv. 36, Bekker for f^ovrar receives i^urrae,

the conjecture of Dobree, Adv. vol. i. p. 30, who compares Plat. Phileb.

p. 64, A.

Page 6, n. 15, add, Flumen Carmanim Ilyetnnis, portuosum et auro

fertile. Ab eoprimum septcmtriones apparuisse adnotavere, arcturum nec

omnibus cerni noctibus, nec tolis nnquam. Plin. vi. 26.

Page 9, n. 29, add, Gregory the Great, Dial. iv. 30, reports the following

story which he had heard from Julianus, the second Defensor of the

Church of Rome, who had died seven years previously. Julianus stated

that, in the reign of king Theodoric, his wife’s grandfather was returning

by sea from Sicily to Italy. The ship stopped at one of the Lipari islands,

where a hermit told him that Theodoric was dead. The hermit knew the

fact from having seen the king, on the previous day, dragged between

John the Pope and Symmachus the patrician, ungirt, unshod, and in

chains, and thrown into the crater of tho volcano. The kinsman of

Julianus made a note of the day, and found, on his arrival in Italy, that

Theodoric had died at the time of the appearance described by the hermit.

John and Symmachus had been put to death by Theodoric. The death of

Theodoric occurred on Aug. 30, 526 x.d. See Clinton, Fast. Rom. ad

ann. Gregory was born in 640 s.n.

Page 9, n. 30, add, see -Each. Prom. 366.

Pago 64, 1. 22.for 304 years, read 304 days.

Page 54, 1. 23,for 1825 and 1826 days, read 1824 and 1825 days.

Page 69, n. 269, add, Philnponus ad Aristot. Meteor, vol. i. p. 204, ed.

Ideler, explains the fable of Atreus as signifying that the motion of the

seven planets is contrary to that of the stars.

Page 74, n. 11, ,/br .Elian. Hist. An. ii. 18, read Elian. Nat. An. ii. 18.

Pago 85, n. 71, add, Herod, i. 103, says of Cyaxares, o'toc 6 roltri Avioia!

«<rri pa^tadpevot, ore vv£ r) flpipi] tyi'vrro a<pi pa^opivouri.

Page 78, 1. 15,for partly visible, read partly obscured.

Page 87, n. 82, Theophanes, Chronograph, vol. i. p. 732, ed. Bonn.,

states that, in consequence of the outrage committed by Irene in depriving

her son Constantine of his eyes, the sun was obscured for seventeen days,

and the darkness was such that ships wandered from their course

(789 a.d.). This instance of fabulous exaggeration occurs in a contempo-

rary writer. See Gibbon, c. 48.

Page 101, n. 157. The later Greek writers use KpiardXXos v&aros for

ice, in order to distinguish it from crystal. See Salmas. Exerc. Plin.

p. 92, C.

Page 104, n. 173, read Theodoret. Affect. Grsec. lib. ii. p. 79, ed.

Gaisford.
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Page 104, n. 175, read Simplicius ad Aristot. de Ccel. p. 491, a.; 505, a.;

ed. Brandis.

Page 108, n. 105. The prosoeution of Anaxagoras is placed by Dio-

dorus in 431 b.c.

Page 113, n. 110. All the manuscripts read maroOripav, and this reading

has beon restored by L. Dindorf, in the recent edition of the Memorabilia

printed at the Oxford University Press (1862). The capture of fish by
night is supposed to be alluded to. See Plat. Sophist. 12, p. 220 ; Oppian.

Halieut. iv. 640. The netting of birds by night was probably also prac-

tised by the Greeks.

Page 132, n. 277. Compare the passage of Victorious, de arte gramm.

ap. Gramm. Lat. Auct. vol. i.p. 2502, ed. Putsch. * Hymnis vol dithyram-

bis supereini moris est, qua epodicis carminibus, si quando prtepo-

nuntur, npoipvia, si autem post antiatrophon eollocentur, ptdvpvia nuncu-

pabuntur. Hoc genus in sacris cantilena ferunt quidam instituissc The-

Beum, qui occiso Minotauro cum apud Delum solveret vota, imitatus in-

tortum et flexuosum iter labyrinthi, cum pueris virginibusque cum
queis evaserat cantus edebat, primo in circuitu, dehinc in recursu, id est,

eTptxji’i et antistropho. Alii tradunt hunc sacrorum concentum mundi
cantum cursumque ab hominibus imitari. Namque in hoc quinque Stellas

quas erraticas vocant, sed et sol et luna, ut doctiores tradunt philoso-

phorum, jucundissimos edunt sonos, per orbes suos nitentes. Igitur con-

centum mundi cursumque imitans chorus canebat: dextrorsumque primo

tripudiando ibat (quia ccelurn dextrorsum ab ortu ad occasum volvitur)

dehinc sinistrorsum redibant, quandoquidem sol lunaque, et cetera erratica

aiders, qua: Grceci rrXainjrnt vocant, sinistrorsum ab occasu ad ortum
feruntur. Tertio consistebant canendo, quia terra (circa quam cesium

volvitur) immobilis medio stat mundo. De qua re Varius sic tradit:

‘ Primum huic nervis septem est intenta fides, variique additi vocum modi,

ad quos mundi resonat tenor, sua so volventis in vestigia.’ Idem et

Varro:

—

Vidit et tetherio mundum torquerier axe,

Et septem asternis sonitum dare vocibus orbes,

Nitentes aliis alios, qua maxima divis

Latitia est: at turn longe gratissima Pkoebi

Dextera consimiles meditatur reddere voces.'

The latter fragment is from the Chorographia or Cosmographia of P. Teren-

tius Varro Atacinus, who was contemporary with the more celebrated

Varro the antiquarian. The passage is exhibited according to the text of

Burmann: see Wernsdorfs Poet. Lat. Min. vol. v. part iii. p. 1402. It

is alluded to by Licentius, Carm. ad Augustin. 7, vol. iv. p. 618, ed.

Wemsdorf. The author of the former passage appears to be L. Varius

Rufus, who is otherwise only known as a poet.

Page 157, n. 56. The occultation of Mars by the moon, observed by

Aristotle, is referred by Kepler to April 4, 357 B.c. (cited in Chambers'

Handbook of Astronomy, p. 147). Aristotle was at that time twenty-

seven years old.
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518 CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS.

Page 169, n. 98, after ‘Plutarch,’ insert, the same statement is made by

Olympiodorus ad Aristot. Meteorol. vol. i. p. 198, ed. Ideler.

Page 192, n. 169. Roberval, a French mathematician of the seven-

teenth century, published a work under the name of Aristarchus, in which

the heliocentric system was adopted. The following is its title : Aristarchi

Samii de Mundi Systemate, partibus et motibus cjusdem, liber singularis.

Paris. 1641. 12mo. See Biogr. Univ. art. Roberval ; Delambre, Hist.

Astr. Mod. vol. ii. p. 517.

Page 196, n. 194. This use of the word tervare, is doubtless borrowed

from that of the word npxtv.

Page 222, n. 42. An alarming eclipse of the sun, visible at Thebes, is

alluded to in an extant fragment of Pindar, Hyporchem. fr. 74, ed.

Bergk. It is conjectured by Ideler to be the eclipse of April 30, 465 b.c.

The calamities which it portends (viz., war, sedition, failure of crops, ex-

cessive snow, inundation, and drought) are enumerated.

Page 241, n. 110. Concerning the Syromaeedonian notation of months

used by Josephus, see Noris, Ann. et Epoch. Syromaced. p. 41, ed. Lips.

1696.

Pago 252. Terra mater est in medio, quasi ovum corrotundata.

Pctron. Sat. c. 39. The spherical earth, fixed immovably at the centre of

the spherical heaven, is described as the received opinion by Lactant. Div.

Inst. iii. 24, at the beginning of the fourth century.

Page 265, n. 50, Isocrat. Busir. § 24, p. 226, states that the younger

portion of the Egyptian priests apply their minds to astronomy and geo-

metry.

Page 275, n. 114. Isocrat. Busir. § 18, p. 225, says that the Lace-

demonians borrowed several important institutions from Egypt.

Page 286, n. 163. Julian, Oral. 4, says that the Chaldscans and Egyp-

tians invented astronomical tables, and that Hipparchus and Ptolemy per-

fected them.

Pago 305, n. 264. The Hermetic verses on tho seven planets, ap.

Stob. Phys. i. 5, 14. Anth. Pal. App. n. .10, represent Saturn as presiding

over tears, Jupiter over birth, Mars over anger, Venus over appetite,

Mercury over reason, the sun over laughter, and the moon over sleep.

An affinity between the seven planets and certain metals was likewise dis-

covered in antiquity. Lead was assigned to Saturn, electrum (a mixture
' of gold and silver, sec above, p. 457) to Jupiter, iron to Mars, copper to

Venus, tin to Mercury, gold to the sun, and silver to the moon. Olym-

piodorus ad Arist. Meteor, iii. vol. ii. p. 163, ed. Ideler.

Page 313, n. 301. The verses of Philemon, ap. Stob. Phys. i. 5, 11

(Meineke Fragm. Com. Gr. vol. iv. p. 6), declare that thero is no general

destiny, but that a destiny peculiar to each individual man is born with

him.

Page 318, n. 16. Desar, or Esar, a town in ^Ethiopia, founded by
Egyptians, who fled from Psammitichus, is mentioned by Plin. vi. 35,

compare Ptol. Geogr. iv. 7, 21.

Page 340, n. 90. Herod, ii. 92, says that monogamy was an institution

common to all the Egyptians. Diodorus, on tho other hand, says that the
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Egyptians were polygamists, aad that the rule of monogamy applied only

to the priests, i. 80.

Page 350, n. 115. Josephus, Apion. ii. 11, calls Sesostris a fabulous

king.

Page 351, n. 118. Sesostris led his army as far os the Mossylian pro-

montory, on the northern coast of .Ethiopia, east of the mouth of the lied

Sea, Plin. vi. 31 ; compare Ptol. Geogr. iv. 7, § 10. Sesostris employed
a Greek artist, named Bryaxis, to make a statue of Sarapis, according

to Athenodorus ap. Clem. Alex. Protrept. iv. § 48, Fragm. Hist. Gr.

vol. iii. p. 487. Athenodorus was a preceptor of Augustus C®sar.

Page 352, n. 124. Dicantur obiter et pyramides in cadem Egypto,

regum pecuni® otiosa et stulta ostentatio, quippo cum faciendi eas causa

a plerisque tradatur, no pccuniam succcssoribus aut ®mulis pneberent, aut

ne plebs esset otiosa. Plin. xxxvi. 12. The last reason is borrowed from

Arist. Pol. v. 11.

Pago 3G5, n. 191. The numbers in Augustine are taken from the Sep-

tuagint version : see Eosenmuller, Schol. ad Vet. Test. vol. i. p. 146. The

numbers in the received text do not admit of the explanation reported by

Augustine ; they would make Adam only thirteen years old at the birth

of his son Seth, and Seth only ten and a half years old at the birth of his

son Enos.

Page 372, n. 209, after p. 260, insert p, 337, n. 82.

Page 380, n. 231. Clinton, Fast. Horn. vol. ii. p. 265, points out that

the Emperor Tiberius, not Nero, is referred to by Suidas. Tiberius was

born in 42 b.c., which agrees with the date of Clueremon's journey in

Egypt.

Pago 380, n. 232. See also Voss, de Hist. Gr. ed. Westermaun,

p. 209. Clinton, Fast. Bom. vol. ii. p. 266.

Page 409, n. 43. According to a story preserved by a late Latin poet,

Semiramis, not contented with her own large dominions, expelled her step-

son Trebes from the hereditary kingdom of N intis; and Trebes, flying

from Asia to Europe, became the founder of Treves.

Nini Semiramis, qu® tanto conjuge felix

Plurima possedit, sed plura prioribus addit.

Non contenta suis, nee totis finibus orbis,

Expulit a patrio privignum Trebeta regno,

Insignem profugus nostram qui condidit urbem.

Incertus de Trevcris, ap. VVcrnsdorf. Poet. Lat. Min. vol. v. p. 1382.

Page 413, n. 59. The practice of making female eunuchs was invented

by the Lydians, Xanthus, fr. 19, ap. Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 39.

The author may be permitted to express a hope that the useful and

well-edited series of the Greek Classics, now in course of publication at the

press of Didot in Paris, will comprehend a volume of Seriptores Astro-

nomici. The only modern edition of the great work of Ptolemy is the

expensive publication of the Abb<5 Halma: it may be added that the

Uranologium of Petavius is printed in a form inconvenient for study and

reference, and is now a scarce work.
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A

Actis, of Rhodes, taught astronomy to the Egyptians, 22

/Ethiopians, the inventors of astronomy, 261 ; were identified with the

Negroes, 410. 502
Africa, its circumnavigation in the reign of Neco, 498. 508 ; its form, as

conceived by the ancients, 501
Agathemerus, on the original conception of the earth, 2
Alomajon, 18:1

Amosis, 310
Amber, whence brought to Greece, 458

Anaxagoras, his lifetime, 103
;
his astronomical doctrines, 104 ;

his prose-

cution for impiety, IIS
Anaximander, his date, 91 ;

his astronomical opinions, 92

Anaximenes, his date, 94 ; his astronomical opinions, 95
Ancient chronicle, on Egyptian chronology, 338

Annus, meaning of the word, IQ
Antichthon, 124, 12(1

Anysis, 334
Apollo, not originally god of the sun, 7, 62
Apollonius of Perga, 200

Aratus, on the mythology of the Bears, 64j he versified the work of

Eudoxus, 148
Arbaces, 400

Archimedes, his contributions to astronomy, 194
Archirus, 62
Aristarchus of Samos propounded the heliocentric theory, 189, 204

Aristophanes, his representation of Socrates, 111

Aristotle on the circular figure of the earth, 5 ; on the course of ths sun

from west to east, 8; mentions the zodiac, 68; his astronomical

writings, 158 ; his astronomical doctrines, 159 ; spurious treatise De
Mundo, 158, 218. 482 ; his hypothesis of the planetary motions, 163 ;

his geocentric doctrine, 166 ; his doctrine respecting comets, 168 ; and

the milky way, 169

Aristyllus, an Alexandrine astronomer, 195

Assyrians, the originators of astronomy, 256
; their astronomical observa-

tions, 263. 286
;
scientific pursuits of their priests, 265

;
their year,

262 ; their chronology, 392 ; their kings, 461 ; Assyrian kings men-

tioned in the Old Testament, 432
Astrology, not originally known to the Greeks, 21 ; its Chalda:an origin,
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222 ; its introduction into Greece, 226 ; and Some, 228 ;
condemned

by the Roman emperors, 3QQ ; and by the chnrch, ib. ; its introduction

into Egypt, 201 ; founded upon births, 208 ; causes of its diffusion in

Greece, 302
Astro-meteorology of tho Greeks, 302

Astronomical canon, its list of kings, 404, 428
Asychis, 323
Atlas, 72

Atossa, 413

Atreus, story of, rationalized, 02
Augustus, the month, 23
Autolycus, his astronomical writings, 184

Axis of the universe, 173, 202

B

Babylon, its founder, 409, 413 ; its empire, 423; its buildings, 435 4
Babylonians, see Assyrians

Bear, Great, is mentioned by Homer and later poets, as never setting, 0,

68 ; origin of the name, 64 ; the Greeks steered by the Great, the

Phoenicians by the Little Bear, 83, 44Z
Belus, 398, 413
Berosus, 296. 360 ; his account of Assyrian history, 400
Bissextile year, 238
Bocchoris, 330. 336 ; his lamb, 348 ; conflicting evidence respecting him, 353

Bootes, 62
Britain, 452. 474. 481, 424
Buildings of Egypt and Babylon, their probable antiquity, 432
Bunsen, Baron, his treatment of Egyptian chronology, 267 ;

his Egyptian

alphabet and vocabulary, 385
Busiris, 356

C
C.v.sae, Julius, his reform of the Roman calendar, 236

Calendars of the Greek states, founded on their respective religious cele-

brations, 22, 234 ; Roman Calendar, its confusion, 236 ; reformed by

Julius Caesar, 237

Callippus, his cycle, 122 ; his hypothesis of the planetary motions, 163

Canicular period, 281

Cassitcrides, 451

Clueremon, 280
; on hieroglyphics, 380

Chaldtcans, the authors of astrology, 222 ; they gave their name to the

craft, 299. See Assyrians

Champollion, his system of interpreting the hieroglyphic writing, 383

Cheops, 323. 336

Chephren, 323, 326
Child-bearing, period of, fixed by the ancients at 16 months, 21

Chiron, 73, 74

Chonuphis, 146

Cleomedes, 215
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Cleostrntus, IIS

Clepsydra, 182. 2-13

Clocks, 212

Coma Berenices, 122

Conon of Samos, 122
Consuls, the Komans dated the year by them, 22

Coptic language and literature, 3S7

Costard, Reverend George, his History of Astronomy, 2
Ctesias, his Assyrian history, 308. 400

Cyclopean buildings, -142

D
Dances of the stars, fil

Day, its divisions in Greece, 122 ; at Rome, 181

Days of the week, their planetary names, 30-1

Dclambre, histories of astronomy, 1 ; on Hipparchus, 208. 21

1

Democritus, his date, 137

:

his journeys, ib. 222 ; his astronomical doc-

trines, 138

Diana, not originally the goddess of the moon, 7, S2
Dicuil, on Thule, 478

Dies zEgyptiaei, 30(1

Diodorus, on Egyptian Chronology, 331
; his sources of information, 342

Diogenes, Antonius, his romance on the parts beyond Thule, 473

Diogenes of Apollonia, his astronomical opinions, 109

Dog-star, 50. (U, 07, 311

Dositheus, 20Q
E

Eautii, the, originally conceived as a circular plane, 3 ; its immobility

held by the ancients, 170. 252

Eclipse of Thales, 8a ; early speculations on the nnturo of eclipses, 222 ;

eclipse of Nicias, 223; of Pelopidas, 224 ; other eclipses, 226—230;

prediction of eclipses, 231

Ecphantus, his doctrine of the earth’s motion, 129, 121

Egypt, visits of the Greek philosophers to, 2118 ;
ancient chronology of,

315
; period after Psammitichus, 312; its lists of kings, 338; its

hieroglyphical writing, 377 ; its buildings, 434

Egyptian priests, their observations of the planets, 150, 1111

Egyptians, the authors of astronomy, 25(1
;
their astronomical observations,

2(14, 287 ; scientific pursuits of their priests, 2(15
; their year, 32, 206.

279, 3153 ; their ethnological character, 34(3 ; their historical records,

341 ; were not a warlike people, 351

Egyptology, its historical method, 3(18

Electron, 457

Empedocles, his date, 100; his astronomical opinions, 101

;

his visit to

Egypt, 222
Epicurus, his astronomical doctrine, 218

Era, absence of a chronological, in antiquity, 25 ; of Nabonassar, 26, 404,

248 ; of the Olympiads, 2fi ;
of the Trojan War, 22 ; of the foundation

of Rome, ib.
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Eratosthenes, his astronomical works, 128; his treatment of Egyptian

chronology, 321; its source, 342
Eridanus, 459, 463

Etesian winds, 12
Euclid, his treatment of astronomy, 186

Eudemus, his history of astronomy, 114

Eudoxus of Cnidos, on the short year of the Egyptians, 32 ; his lifetime,

145
; his visit to Egypt, 145. 273 j

his astronomical researches, 142 ;

his Enoptron and Phenomena, 148 ; his planetary hypothesis, 152 ;

his statement of the periodic times of the planets, 154 ; and of their

synodic periods, 155

Eudoxus of Cyzicus, a navigator, 499. 507

Euthymenes, 502

F
Febbcabt, the last month of the Homan year, 45

Firmanus, L. Tarutius, 50, 299, 308

G
Gadeiba, or Gades, 448

Galen, on the notation of time of year by the stars, 24
Geminus, on the ancient conception of the earth, 4; his account of the

ancient Greek calendar, 18; his astronomical treatise, 212 ; his account

of the torrid zone, 514

Genethliaci, 307

Grcswell, Dr., on the nundinal years of Home, 55

H
Hades conceived as a subterranean vault, 8
Hanno, his Periplus, 458, 501

Heaven, originally conceived by the Greeks as a solid vault, 2 ; and as the

scat of the gods, 159

Heraclides, his doctrine of the earth’s motion, 129, 170

Heraclitus, his astronomical opinions, 96

Heraiscus, 361

Hermapion, 381

Hermes Trismegistus, his books respecting Egypt, 325 ; his astrological

writings, 376

Herodotus, ridicules the circularity of the earth, 3 ; his notation of past

time, 25; on the eclipse of Thales, 85; his Egyptian chronology,

320 : its source, 342; his Assyrian history and chronology, 397

Hesiod, denotes the time of year by the rising and setting of stars, 6Q

Hesperus, 62, 144

Hicetas, 122; he holds the rotation of the earth on its axis, 170

Hieroglyphical writing of Egypt, 377

Himilco, his voyage along the western shores of Europe, 455

Hipparchus, his astronomical works and discoveries, 207

Hippocrates of Chios, 158

Homer, his year is the tropical year, 12; he mentions the solstices, 15

Horapollo on hieroglyphics, 381, 382
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Hour, use of the word, 128 ; variable hours, 179. 241. 242

Hyades, 08

Hyperion, the earliest observer of the heavenly bodies, 23

I

Intercalation of Kuma, 38; trictcric, 114; octaeteric, 118; of the

Julian calendar, 239

Ireland, earliest mention of, 483
Islands, sacred, 489

J
Jtaitrs, the month, 23

Junius, the month, 32

L

Labyrinth of Egypt, 325, 335, 355

Leo, 381

Leucippus, his astronomical doctrines, 138
Livy, on Numa's reform of the Homan calendar, 41

M
Maics, the month, 32
Manetho, his work on Egyptian chronology, 328

; his historical character,

380; source of his Egyptian chronology, 342; his treatise irtpl

2a0toic, 284

Martius, the month, 88

Memnon, 416

Menes, 320, 328—332, 354

Menophres, era of, 283

Merkel, on the Homan decimestrial year, 51

Meton, his reform of the calendar, 113 ; he sets up a sundial at Athens,

178

Maoris, 322. 333

Mommsen, on the Homan decimestrial year, 51

Month, synodical, was Hied at 30 days, 16 ;
periodical, waB fixed at 28

days, 20 ; names of months were derived from names of gods or of

festivals, 222

Moon, the, was conceived as driving a chariot, 83 ; her supposed influence

on the weather, 312

Musteus, 74, 22

Mycerinus, 323. 338

N
Nabonassar, era of, 28, 404. 428

Narrien, John, his history of astronomy, 2
Navigation, its connexion with astronomy, 442

Nausicaa, her supposed mention of the sphere, 74, 28
Necepso, 302

Neco, 317, 492
Newton, Sir Isaac, on the primitive year and month, 19; on the origin of

astronomy in the heroic ages of Greece, 23
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Niebuhr, on the nundinal year of Rome, 5-1

Nigidius Figului, 282

Nile, its inundation, 12, 84, 435 ; the name probably of Greek origin, 352

Nineveh, its founder, 407 ; it* empire, 423

Ninua, 398. 407

Nitooria, 320. 329. 371, 397

Numa, hia reform of the Roman year, 32

Numerical exaggeration of the Orientals, 361

Nundinas, 56

Nundinal year, 54
O

Ocean, the, was supposed to flow round the earth, 5, 475, 502

Octaeteric cycle, 38

Oenopidea, 132. 135, 272

d/«£aX<k of Greece at Delphi, 4

Orion, QZ

Orphoua, the author of astronomy, 23

P
Palamedes, 23

Palladiua, hia division of hours, 180

Parmenides, his date, 88; his astronomical opinions, ib.

Phae'inus, 114

Phaethon, fable of, 7, 463

Philolaus, his system of the universe, 124 ; his cycle, 135

Phoenicians, their discovery of astronomy, 262, 446; their distant voyages,

448; their voyages to Britain, 450 : to the Baltic, 452; their circum-

navigation of Africa, 482

Phmnix period, 282

Planets, not observed in early times, 62 ; their Greek names, 144, 290
;

Pythagorean doctrine respecting them, 131
; theory of revolving

spheres, 152, l© ; theories respecting their order, 245

Plato, on the regulation of the year by festivals, 18 ; his astronomical

doctrines, 141 ; his visit to Egypt, 272
;
on the antiquity of Egypt,

326 ; his allusion to astrology, 295

Pleiads, 65

Plutarch, on the intercalation of Numa, 38

Posidonius, 214

Precession of the equinoxes, 212

Prometheus, as an astronomical observer, 73, 258

Proteus, 322. 356

Psammitichus, 318

Psebo, Lake, 488

Ptolemtcus, Claudius, his system of astronomy, 240

Pyramids, their founders and dates, 354

Pythagoras, his astronomical doctrines, 122 ; his scientific journeys, 123.

269
; his planetary doctrine, 13Q; his doctrine of the music of the

spheres, 131 ;
his doctrine respecting comets and the milky way, 133

Pytheas, 46Z
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Q
Quintilis, named Julius, 23

R
Riiamsks, 352

Rhampsinitus, 323

Rhodopis, 321

Home, its ancient decimestrial year, 34; its calendar, 23G ; its reception of
astrology, 298

S
Sabacos, 321

Sardanapalus, 400. 418

Scandia, 470

Scylax of Caryanda, his eastern voyage, 505
Seasons, their succession, 10; their number, 11

Seleucus, the Babylonian, 192. 289

Semiramis, 397. 399, 407

Sennacherib, 324

Sesostris, 322, 329, 333, 349, 309

Sethon, 324

Sextilis, named Augustus, 23
8irius. See Dog-star

Socrates, his doctrines respecting astronomy, 100

Solarium, 183

Solinus, on Numa’s reform of the Roman calendar, 42

Solon, his regulation of the attic calendar, 20, 90

Sothiac period, 281

Stars were supposed to rise from, and set in, the ocean, 6; were observed
at an early period, 58

;
their affinity with the souls of men, 312

Sun, the, was supposed to rise from, and set in, the ocean, fi ; was con-
ceived as driving a chariot, 7, 63 j as a universal witness, T; was
fabled to return from west to east in a golden goblet, 8 ; its place

among the planets, 2-10

Sundial, introduced from Babylon into Greece, 122 ; attributed to Anaxi-
mander and Anaximenes, ib. ; its construction, 120; improvements

in its construction, 242

T
Tabshish, 453
Telmessians, they practised divination, 294

Teutamus, 418

Thales, the founder of physical philosophy, 28 ;
predicts an eclipse of the

sun, 79, 85 ; his visit to Egypt, 80,288; his astronomical doctrines, 81
Theophrastus, on the cosmical system of Plato, 142 ; bis history of astro-

nomy, 174

Thucydides, his notation of current years, 15 ; his notation of past time,

25
Thule, 462
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Timseus, passage in the, respecting the rotation of the earth round the

cosmical axis, 112

Timocharis, an Alexandrine astronomer, 123

Tin, whence brought to Greece, '152; whether found in India, 450

T6pvoi, meaning of the word, 3

U
Ulysses in Gaul, 495

Ulysippo, 449

Uranus, the earliest astronomer, 23

V
Varnith, origin of the word, 122

Venus, the planet, 62

W
Week. See days of the week
Whewell, Dr., his History of the Inductive Sciences, 1 ; on Hipparchus,

210

X
Xenophanes, his astronomical doctrines, 28
Xenophon, his notation of past time, 26; his account of the opinions of

Socrates respecting astronomy, 113

Y
Yeah, the solar, deduced from the seasons, 2; its beginning, 22 ; antiquity

of its use, 3Qi years of 2 and 4 months, 32; short Egyptian year,

32 ;
Homan year of 12 months, 24 ; lunar, 116 ; year of the Egyptians,

266,222

Z

Zodiac, its origin, 68; of Tentyra, 282

Zone, torrid, how for known to the ancients, 514

THE END.
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phical Distribution of the Mammalia

:

being the Lecture on Sir Robert Rcade'a
Foundation, delivered before the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, 1859 ; with an
Appendix on the Gorilla, and on the
Extinction and Transmutation of Species.

By Richard Owrx, F.R.8., Superin-
tendent of theNatural History Department
in the British Museum. Octavo. 6a.

Leaves from the Note-Book of a
Naturalist. BvW. J. Brodsbiv, F.R.S.
Post Octavo. iOf. 6d.

Familiar History of Birds. By Bishop
Stahlby. Cheaper Edition. 3s. 6d.
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By William Whkwill, D.D., F.R.S.,
Master of Trinity Coll., Camb.

History of the Inductive Sciences.
Third Edition. Three Vola. 24a.

History of Scientific Ideas: tiring

the First Part of a Newly Revised Edition
of the Philosophy of the inductive Sciences.

8mall Octavo. Two Vola. 14s.

Novum Organon Renovntum : being
the Second Part of a Newly Revised
Edition of the Philosophy qf the Inductive
Sciences. Small Octavo. 7s.

On the Philosophy of Discovery,
Chapters Historical and Critical, being the
third and concluding Part of the Revised
Edition of the Philosophy qf the Inductive
Sciences. 9a.

Indications of the Creator. Second
Edition. 5a. 6d.

Elements of Morality ; including
Polity. Two Vola. Third Edition 16a.

Lectures on Systematic Morality.
Octavo. 7s. 6d.

Of a Liberal Education in General.
Part I., Is. 6d. ; Part II., 3s. fid.;

Part III., 2a.

On the Principles of English Uni*
veraity Education. Octavo. 6a.

Architectural Notes on German
Churches. Third Edition. Octavo. 12a.

By Mast Roberts.

Wild Animals
;

and the Regions
they Inhabit. Cheaper Edition. 2s. 6d.

Domesticated Animals; with refer-
enco to Civilisation. Cheaper Edition.

2s. fid.

By Emily Shirks*!1

.

Why should we Learn ? Short
Lectures addressed to Schools. Foolscap
Octavo. 2s.

A System of Surgery, Theoretical
ana Practical, in Treatises by various
Authors, arranged and edited by T.
Holm as, M.A. Cantab, Surgeon to the
Hospital for Sick Children, and Assistant*
Surgeon to St. George's Hospital. Volume
I —General Pathology. Demy 8vo, £1 Is.

Volume II.—Local Injuries—Diseases of
the Eye. Demy Octavo. £1 Is.

Lectures on the Principles and Prac-
tice of Physic. Bv Thomas Watson,
M.D., Physician Extraordinary to the
Queen. Fourth Edition, revised. Two
Volumes. Octavo, 34s.

By Hbnry Gray, P.R.8., Lecturer on
Anatomy at St. George's Hospital.

Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical.
With nearly 4tX) large Woodcuts, from
original Drawings, from Dissections made
by the Author and Dr. Carter. Royal
Octavo, Second Edition. 26s.

The Structure and Use of the
Spleen. With 64 Illustrations. 16s.

Physiological Anatomy and Physio-
logy of Man. By Robert Bentley
Todd, M.D., F.B.8., and William
Bowman, F.R.8., of Xing's College.
With numerous Original 111 ust rations.

Two Volumes. £2.

Manual of Human Microscopic
Anatomy. By Albkrt Kolliker. With
numerous Illustrations. Octavo. 24a.

On Spasm, Languor, and Palsy. By
J. A. Wilson, MiD. Post Octavo. 7s.

By Georgx Johnson, M.D., Physician
to King’s College Hospital.

On the Diseases of the Kidney
;
their

Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment.
Octavo. With IUustrationa. 14s.

On Epidemic Diarrhoea and Cholera;
their Pathology and Treatment. With a

Record of Cases. Crown Octavo. 7s. 6d.

Lunacy and Lunatic Life: with
Hints on Msnagement. Small Octavo.
3a. fid.

On Medical Tcstimonyand Evidence
in Canes of Lunacy ; with an Essay on the
Conditions of Mental Soundness. By
Thomas Mayo, M.D., F.R.S., President

of the Royal College of Physicians. Fools*

cap Octavo. 3a. fid.

Diphtheria : its History and Treat-
ment. By E. Hkadlam Qrrrnhow, M.D.,
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.
Octavo. 7s. fid.

A Dictionary of Materia Mcdicaand
Pharmacy. ByWilliam Thomas Brands,
F.R.8. Octavo. 16s.

Popular Physiology. By Dr. Lord.
Tnird Edition. 6s.

By John Tomxb, F.R.8.

On the Use and Management of
Artificial Teeth. With Illustrations.

3s. fid.
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German Mineral Waters : ami their
employment in certain Chronic Diseases.
Bv HiuitiMCHD Sctbo, M.D. V Senior
Physician of the German Hospital. Fools*
cap Octavo. 7t. 6d.

ByW ii. liam Allen Millie, M.D., F.R.8.,
Professor of Chemistry, King's College,

London.

Elements of Chemistry, Theoretical
and Practical. With numerous llluat ra-

tions. Part I. Chemical Physics. Second
Edition. K*. fid. Part II. Inorganic Che-
mistry. Second F.dition. 20s. Part III.
Organic Chemistry. 20s.

First Lines in Chemistry for Be-
pinners. By Dr. Albert J. Bkbnays,
F.C.8., Lecturer on Chemistry at St.

Mary's Hospital. With Illustrations. 7s.

The Chemistry of the Four Ancient
Elements—Fire, Air, Earth, and Water :

an Essay founded uimn Lectures delivered
before her Majesty tne Queen. By TnoMAs
Griffiths. Second Edition. 4s. 6d.

Of the Plurality of Worlds. An
Essay. Fifth Edition. 6a.

Lectures on Astronomy, delivered
at King’s College, London. By Hkkrt
Moseley, M.A., F.R.8., one of her
Majesty 's Inspectors of Schools. Cheaper
Edition. 3s. Hd.

Recreations in Astronomy. Bv the '

Rev. LewisTomlissox. Fourth Edition,
j

4s. 6d.

By J. Russell Hind, Foreign Secretary
of the Royal Astronomical Society

of London.

The Comets : with an Account of
Modern Discoveries, and a Table of all the
Calculated Comets, from the Earliest Ages.
Post Octavo. 6s. del.

The Comet of 1556 : on its antici-
nated Re-appearance, and on the Appre-
hension or Danger from Comets. Post
Octavo. 2s. 0d.

An Astronomical Vocabulary; an
Explanation of all Terms in Use amongst
Astronomers. Small Octavo. Is. 6d.

Elements of Meteorology. By John
Frederick Davibll, F.R.8.. Ac. Two
Volumes. With Charts aud Plates. 32s.

On the Nature of Thunder-storms;
and on the Means of Protecting Buildings

and Shipping against the Effects of Light-

ning. By Sir W. Snow Harris, F.B.S.
Octavo. ’

10s. £d.

The British Palaeozoic Bocks and
Fossils. Bt Professor Sedgwick and
Professor St ‘Cor. Royal Quarto, with
numerous Plates. Two Vols. 42s,

By Captaih Lewdy, Director ofthe Practical

Military College at Sunbury, late of
the French Staff.

Elements of Fortification, Field
and Permanent. With 236 Woodcuts.
7s. 6d.

The Principles of War; or, Ele-
mentary Treatise on the Higher Tactics
and Strategy, intended for the use of young
Military Students. 6s.

By Butler Williams, C.E.

Practical Geodesy; Chain Sur-
veving, Surveying Instruments, Levelling,
Trigonometry, and Mining; Maritime,
Estate, Parochial, and Railroad Sur-
veying. Third Edition revised. Octavo. i

8s. Cd.

A Manual of Model-Drawing from
Solid Forms; with a Popular View of
Perspective; Shaded Engravings of the
Models, and numerous Woodcuts. Octavo.
16s. This Manual is published under the
Sanction of the Committee of Council on
Education.

Readings in English Prose Litern-
tore ; from theWorka of the best EnglishWriters

;
with Essays on English Lite-

rature. Fifth Edition. 3«. 6d.

Readings in Poelrv
;

from the
Works of the best English Poets, with
Specimen* of the Americao Poets. Thir-
teenth Edition. 3a. 6d.

Readings in Biography
; a Selection

of the Lives of Eminent Men of all Nations.
Fifth Edition. 3s. 6d.

Readings in Science ; Familiar Ex-
planations of Appearances and Principles
in Natural Philosophy. Fourth Edition.
3s.«<L
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Woman’s Rights and Duties, con-
siderrd with reference to their Effects on
Society and on her own Condition. Bj a
Woman.

Two Volume*, Post Octavo. 14a.

Woman’s Mission.
The Fourteenth Edition. 2s. 0d.

By John S. B. Monsbll, LL.D.

Spiritual Songs for the Sundays and
Holydays throughout the Year. Third
Edition, revised. 4s. 6d.

His Presence not Ilis Memory. Is.

The Beatitudes. Abasement before
God—Sorrow for 8in—Meekness of Spirit

— Desire for Holiness—Gentleness—Pu ri t

y

of Heart—The Peacemakers— Sufferings

for Christ. By the aame Author. Fcap.
Octavo. 3s. 6a.

By Coventry Patmobi.

Faithful for Ever. Foolscap Octavo.
6a.

The Angel in the House. Part I.

The Betrothal. Part II. Tho Espousals.
Cheap Edition, in One Volume. 7s. 0d.

Songs for the Suffering. By Rev.
Thomas Datis, M.A. Foolscap Octavo.
4s. 6d.

Cecil and Mary ; or, Phases of Life
and Love. A Missionary Poem. By
.Tosbph Edwaed Jackson. Foolscap
Octavo. 4s.

Pinocchi, and other Poems. Crown
Octavo. 6s.

Days and Hours, and other Poems.
By F*KnK»iCK Tennyson. Foolscap Oc-
tavo. 5s.

By the Bov. Charlrs Kingsley.

Andromcda,andotherPoems. Second
Edition. 6s.

The Saint’s Tragedy: the True
j

Story of Elizabeth of Hungary. Third
Edition. 6s.

Oulita, the Serf; a Tragedy. By
the Author of Friendt in Council. 6s.

King Henry the Second. An His-
torical Drama. 6a.

Nina Sforza. A Tragedy. By It.

Zoi cm 8. Troughton. Third Edition. 2s.

I
The Sea Spirit, and other Poems.
By Ladt Lushisqton. 4a. 6d.

Arundines Cami, sive Musarum Can-
tabrigienaium Lusus Canon. Collegit
atque edidit Henriccs Drury, M.A.
Filth and cheaper Edition. 7a. 6d.

By Richard Chbitrvti Trench.

Calderon's Life's a Dream : with an
Essay on his Life and Genius. 4s. 0d.

Justin Martyr, and other Poems.
Fourth Edition. 6s.

Poems from Eastern Sources : Geno-
veva and other Poems. Second Edition.
6s. 6d.

Elegiac Poems. Third Edition.
2s. 0d.

By Edgar Alprbd Bowring.

TheBook of Psalms literally rendered
into English Verse. Small Octavo. 6s.

The Complete Poems of Schiller,
Attempted in English Verse. Foolscap
Octavo. 6a.

The Poems of Goethe. Translated
in the original Metres. 7s. 6d.

Translated by Throdorb Martin.

The Odes of Horace, with a Life
and Notes. Second Edition. 9s.

Catullus. Translated into English
Verne, with Life and Notes. 6?. 0d.

Aladdin. A Dramatic Poem. By
Adam Orhlrnschlabgrr. As.

Correggio. A Tragedy. By Oer-
lensculabgxr. 3s.

King Rene’s Daughter: a Danish
Lvrical Drama. By Henrich Hertz.
2s. 6d.

By the Author of The Heir ofReddyft.
The Young Stepmother

;
or, a

Chronicle of Mistakes. 10s. 6d.

Hopes and Fears; or, Scenes from
the Life of a Spinster. Cheap Edition.
One Volume. 6a.

Two Vols., Foolscap 8vo, 12s.

The Heir of Rcdclyffe. Thirteenth
Edition. 6s.

Heartsease, or the Brother’s Wife.
Seventh Edition. 6s.

The Lances of Lynwood. Fourth
Edition. 3s.

The Little Duke. Cheap Edition.
la. 6*1.

The Daisy Chain. Cheap Edition.
One Volume. 6s.

Dynevor Terrace. Third Edition.
6a.
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By G. J. Whtti Milyillr.

Good for Nothing; or, All Down
Hill. TwoYols. Post 8vo. 16s.

Holmby House: a Tale of Old
Northamptonshire. Second Edition. Two
Vole. Poet 8vo. 16*.

Digbv Grand. Third Edition. 5s.
j

General Bounce. Second and
cheaper Edition. 6*.

Kate Coventry, an Autobiography.
Third Edition. * 6s.

The Interpreter : a Tale of the War.
Second Eoition. 10s. 6d.

By Akita Harrirtt Druby.

Friends and Fortune. Second
Edition. 6s.

The Inn by the Sea-Side. An
Allegory. Small Octavo. 2a.

The Nut-Brown Maids: a Family
Chronicle of the D»jr* of Queen Eliiebetfi.

Post Octavo. 10a. 6J.

Mv Heart’s in the Highlands. By
the same. Poet Octavo. 10s. 6d.

Meg of Elibank and other Tales. By
the same. Post Octavo. 9a.

Wearing the Willow; or, Bride

Fielding : a Tale of Ireland and Scotland

Silty Years ago. By the same. Post

Octavo. 9*.

Mademoiselle Mori : a Tale of Mo-
dern home. Os.

Ballyblunder : an Irish Story.

Post 8vo. 6a.

By the Author of Dorothy.

Martha Brown, the Heiress. 5s.

Dorothy. A Tale. 4s. 6d.

The Maiden Sisters. 5s.

Still Waters. Two Volumes. 9s.

Dc Cressy. A Talc. 4s. 6d.

Uncle Ralph. A Tale. 4s. 6d.

Grvll Grange. By the Author of

Utadiong Mail. 8mall Octavo. 7a. 6d.

Hanworth. A Tale. Small Octavo.

7s. 0d.

The Two Mottoes. A Tale. By the

Author of Summerleigk Manor. Small

Octavo. 6s.

I For and Against ; or, Queen Mar-
garet’s Badge. By Frabcrb M. Wtu-
n it a h am. Two Volumes. 10s. 6d.

Likes and Dislikes; or, Passages in

the Life of Emily Maraden. Small 8vo. 6a.

Chilcote Park; or, the Sisters. By
the same. Foolscap Octavo. 6s.

New Friends : a Tale for Children.
By the Author of Julian and kii Playftl-

lotct. Small Octavo. 2s. 6d.

Baby Bianca. A Venetian Story.

By Mrs. Yalintirb. Fcap. 8vo. 4». 6d.

Compensation. A Story of Heal Life
Thirty Years Ago. Two Volumes. 9a.

By Cbarlbb Kijvgslby, Rector of Kversley.

Yeast : a Problem. Fourth Edition,
with New Preface. 6s.

Hypatia; or, New Foes with an
Old Face. Third Edition. Os.

The Upper Ten Thousand : Sketches
of American Society. By ANrw York kb.
Foolscap Octavo. 6s.

Hassan, the Child of the Pyramid

;

an Egyptian Tale. By the Hon. C. A.
Murray, C.B. Two Volumes. 21s.

Dauntless. Two Volumes. 8s.

Sword and Gown. By the Author
of Ouy Ltvingttone. Second and Cheaper
Edition. 4a. 6d.

Aggesden Vicarage : a Tale for the
Young. Two Volumes, Fap. 8vo. 9s.

Chance and Choice; or, the Educa-
tion of Circumstances. Post Octavo.
7s. 6d.

Brampton Rectory. Second Edition.
s«. 6a.

Youth and Womanhood of Helen
Tyrrel. Post Octavo. 6s.

Compton Merivale. Post OctaYo.
H». Sd.

Opinions on the World, Mankind,
Literature, Science, and Art. From the
German of Goethe. Foolscap Octavo.

3a. 6d.

Talcs from the German of Tieck,
containing the * Old Man of the Mountain,'
the * Love Charm,’ and * Pietro of Abano.*
2s. 6d.

Extracts from the Works of Jean
Paul Richter. Translated by Lady Crat-
TXRToir. Foolscap Octavo. 3e. 6d.
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